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Plate 2 "My devotees always see the smiling face of My form, with eyes like the rising morning 
sun." (p. 1 044) 



Plate 3 The Supreme Personality of Godhead is the Supreme Soul. (p. 1 064) Plate 4 One should concentrate on the tip of the nose with half-closed eyes and see the form of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. (p. 1186) 
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Plate 7 "At the end of the millenium, You lie down on a leaf of a banyan tree, and just like a 
small baby, You lick the toe of Your lotus foot." (p. 1420) 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 

The Glories of DeVotiOnal service 

TEXT 1 

�� 
iifiN(!S{d"&4�ffl 41•1ctl;jl�it'il'4'41 I 

i5ffir: �:�&lSI��� �II� II 

saunaka uviica 
kapilas tattva-sa�ikhyiitii 

bhagaviin iitma-miiyayii 
jiitaft svayam ajaft siik§iid 

iitma-prajfiaptaye nrruim 

�aunaka� uv iica -Sri Saunaka said; kapila�-Lord Kapila; tattva-of the 
.truth; sankhyiitii-the expounder; bhagaviin-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead; iitma-miiyayii-by His internal potency; jata�-took birth; 
svayam-Himself; aja�-unborn; siik§iit-in ,person; iitma-prajriaptaye-to 
disseminate transcendental knowledge; nrf!.iim-for the human race. 

TRANSLATION 

Sri Saunaka said: Although He is unborn, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead took birth as Kapila Muni by His internal potency. He descended 
to disseminate transcendental knowledge for the benefit of the whole 
human race. 

PURPORT 

The word iitma-prajfiaptaye indicates that the Lord descends for the · 

benefit of the human race to give transcendental knowledge. Material 
necessities are quite sufficiently provided for in the Vedic knowledge, 
which offers a program for good living conditions and gradual elevation to 
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the platform of goodness. In the mode of goodness one's knowledge ex
pands. On the platform of passion there is no knowledge, for passion is 
simply an impetus to enjoy material benefits. On the platform of ignorance 
there is no knowledge and no enjoyment but simply life almost like that of 
animals. 

The Vedas are meant to elevate one from the mode of ignorance to the 
platform of goodness. When one is situated in the mode of goodness he is 
able to understand knowledge of the self, or transcendental knowledge. 
This knowledge cannot be appreciated by any ordinary man. Therefore, 
since a disciplic succession is required, this knowledge is expounded either 
by the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself or by His bona fide 
devotee. Saunaka Muni also states here that Kapila, the incarnation of the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead, took His birth or appearance simply to 
appreciate and disseminate transcendental knowledge. Simply to under
stand that one is· not matter but spirit soul (aham brahmiismi: "I am by 
nature Brahman") is not sufficient knowledge for understanding the self 
and his activities. One must be situated in the activities of Brahman, and 
that knowledge is explained by the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
Himself. Such transcendental knowledge can be appreciated in human 
society but not in animal society, as clearly indicated here by the word 

nr!liim, "for the human beings." Human beings are meant for regulated life. 
By nature, there is regulation in animal life also, but that is not like the 
regulative life as described in the scriptures or by the authorities. Human 
life is regulated life, not animal life. In regulated life only can one under
stand transcendental knowledge. 

TEXT2 

.. ��:���:����� 
� 'J6a,qW ��� if�q-: I I� I I  

na h y asya var§mara� pumsiim 
varimra� sarva-yoginiim 

visrutau sruta-devasya 
bhiiri trpyanti me 'sava� 

na- not; hi- indeed; aiya- about Him; var§mar,ta�- the greatest; pumsiim
among men; varimr,ta�-the foremost; sarva- all; yoginiim-of yogis; 
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viSrutau-in hearing; sruta-devasya-the master of the Vedas; bhiiri
repeatedly; trpyanti-are sated; me-my; asava�- senses. 

TRANSLATION 

Saunaka continued: There is no one who knows more than the Lord 
Himself. No one is more worshipable or more mature a yogi than He. 
He is therefore the master of the Vedas, and to hear about Him always is 
the actual pleasure of the se nse s. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-gitii it is stated that no one can be equal to or greater than 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is confirmed in the Vedas also: 

eko bahilniim yo vidadhiiti kiimiin. He is the supreme living entity and is 
supplying the necessities of all other living entities. Thus all other living 
entities, both vi§[lU-tattva and jiva-tattva, are subordinate to the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead, K,�J;ta. The same concept is confirmed here. Na hy 
asya var§ma[la� pumsiim: amongst the living entities, no one can surpass the 
Supreme Person because no one is richer, more famous, stronger, more 
beautiful, wiser or more renounced than He. These qualifications make 
Him the Supreme Godhead, the cause of all causes. Yogi's are very proud 
of performing wonderful feats, but no one can compare to the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead. 
Anyone who is associated ;with the Supreme Lord is accepted as a first

class yogt: Devotees may not be as powerful as the Supreme Lord, but by 
constant association with the Lord they become as good as the Lord Him
self. Sometimes the devotees act more powerfully than the Lord. Of 
course, that is the Lord's concession. 

Also used here is the word varimraft, the most worshipful of all yogl.s. 
To hear from Kr�J;ta is the real pleasure of the senses; therefore He is known 
as Govinda, for by His words, by His teachings, by His instruction-by 
everything connected with Him-He enlivens the senses. Whatever He 
instructs is from the transcendental platform, and His instructions, being 
absolute, are nondifferent from Him. Hearing from Krgta or His expansion 
or plenary expansion like Kapila is very pleasing to the senses. Bhagavad

gitii can be read or heard many times, but because it gives great pleasure, 
the more one reads Bhagavad-gftii the more he gets the appetite to read 
and understand it, and each time he gets new enlightenment. That is the 
nature of the transcendental message. Similarly, we find that transcendental 
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happiness in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam. The more we hear and chant the 
glories of the Lord, the more we become happy. 

'I'EXT 3 

� lftltfli{((t�I�SS'"�iUtlttll 
mf.f q ��\ill;wW Et\�1940t�� II � II 

yad yad vidhatte bhagaviin 
svacchandiitmiitma-miiyayii 

tiini me sraddadhiinasya 
ktrtanyiiny anuktrtaya 

yat yat-whatever; vidhatte-He performs; bhagaviin-the Personality of 
Godhead; svacchanda-iitma-full of self-desire; iitma-miiyayii-by His in
ternal potency; tiini-all of them; me-to me; sraddadhanasya-faithful; 
ktrtanyiini-worthy of praise; anukrrtaya-please describe. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore please precisely describe all the activities and pastimes of the 
Personality of Godhead, who is full of self-desire and who assumes all 
these activities by His internal potency. 

PURPORT 

The word anukirtaya is very significant. Anukirtaya means to follow the 
description-not to create a concocted mental description, but to follow. 

Saunaka :ft�i requested Suta Gosvamf to describe what he had actually 
heard from his spiritual master, Sukadeva Gosvamf, about the transcenden
tal pastimes which the Lord manifested by His internal energy. Bhagavan, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, has no material body, but He can 
assume any kind of body by His supreme will. That is made possible by 
His internal energy. 

TEXT4 

flo� 
i'414ij(1('4�-4 � \ltl�ti�tn I 

�f�t!fuf3l�51�: II \ill 
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silta uvaca 
dvaipayana-sakhas tv evam 

maitreyo bhagavams tathii 
priihedam viduram prtta 

anvtk§ikyam pracodita[t 
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silta�t uv iica -Sii ta Gosvami said; dvaipiiyana-sakha�-friend of Vyasadeva; 
tu- then; evam-thus; maitreya�-Maitreya; bhagaviin-worshipful; tathii
in that way; priiha -spoke; idam-this; viduram-to Vidura; prtta�-being 
pleased; iinvtk�ikyam-about transcendental knowledge;pracodita�-being 
asked. 

TRANSLATION 
Sri Siita Gosvamf said: The most powerful sage Maitreya was a friend 

of Vyasadeva's. Thus being encouraged, Maitreya, pleased by Vidura's 
inquiry about transcendental knowledge, spoke as follows. 

PURPORT 

Questions and answers are very satisfactorily dealt with when the 
inquirer is bona fide and the speaker is also authorized. Here Maitreya is 
considered a powerful sage, and therefore he is also described as bhagaviin. 

This word can be used not only for the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
but for anyone who is almost as powerful as the Supreme Lord. Maitreya 
is addressed as bhagaviin because he was spiritually far advanced. He was 
a personal friend of Dvaipayana Vyasadeva, who is a literary incarnation of 
the Lord. Maitreya was very pleased with the inquiries of Vidura because 
they were the inquiries of a bona fide advanced devotee. Thus Maitreya was 
encouraged to answer. When there are discourses on transcendental topics 
between devotees of equal mentality, the questions and answers are very 
fruitful and encouraging. 

TEXTS 

��� 
fCRfft �� �: filt�MEtl4t�l I 
� f.l��s� IOO'Ailql'l_ �:����II 

maitreya uvaca 
pitari prasthite 'rar-yam 

miitu[t priya-cikir§ayii 
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tasmin bindusare 'vatsid 
bhagavan kapilal;t kila 

[Canto 3, Ch. 25 

maitreya� uvaca-Maitreya said; pitari-when the father; prasthite-left; 
ara1Jyam-for the forest; matu�-His mother; priya-cikir§aya-with a desire 
to please; tasmin-on that; bindusare-Lake Bindu-sarovara; avatsit-He 
stayed; bhagavan-the Lord; kapila�-Kapila; kila-indeed. 

TRANSLATION 

Maitreya said: When Kardama left for the forest, Lord Kapila stayed on 
the strand of the Bindu-sarovara in order to please His mother, Devahuti. 

PURPORT 

In the absence of the father it is the duty of the grown-up son to take 
charge of his mother and to serve her to the best of his capacity so that she 
will not feel separation from her husband, and it is the duty of the 
husband to leave home as soon as there is a grown-up son to take charge 
of his wife and family affairs. That is the Vedic system of household life. 

One should not remain continually implicated in household affairs up to 
the time of death. He must leave. Family affairs and the wife may be 
taken charge of by a grown-up son. 

TEXT 6 

6¥41Q"iWC¥4 .. qtoi Q"�41lSI(�wt( I 
� �i!i(c::ttl( �: �� 'f'.l: II � II 

tam asinam akarmar-arh 
tat tva- margagra-darsana m 

sva-sutarh devahilty aha 
dhatuJ:t sarhsmarati vacaJ:t 

tam-to Him ( Kapila) ; asinam-seated; akarmii1Jam-at leisure; tattva-of 
the Absolute Truth; marga-agra-the ultimate goal; darsanam-who could 
show; sva-sutam-her son; devahilti-Devahuti; aha-said; dhatu�-of 

Brahmii; sarhsmarati-remembering; vaca�-the words. 
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TRANSLATION 

Devah'iiti remembered the words spoken to her by Brahma. Seeing her 
son, Kapila, who could show the ultimate goal of the Absolute Truth, 
sitting at leisure, she questioned Him as follows. 

TEXT7 

�ern� 
Ptf4uun f;tro l{'\'l«Rf.i:4aqou<t_ 1 
it;( � � �: 31� II \9 II 

devahiltir uviica 
nirvir-r-a nitariirh bhilmann 

asad-indriya-tar§a{tat 
yena sambhavyamiinena 

prapannandharh tamal;t prabho 

devahilti� uvaca-Devahilti said; nirviTJTJa-disgusted; nitaram-very; 
bhilman-0 my Lord; asat-impermanent; indriya-of the senses; tar�aTJiit
from agitation; yena-by which; sambhiivyamanena-being prevalent; 
prapannii-1 have fallen; andham tama�-into the abyss of ignorance; 
prabho-0 my Lord. 

TRANSLATION 

Devahiiti said: I am very sick of the disturbance of my material senses, 
for because of this sense disturbance, my Lord, I have fallen into the 
abyss of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Here the word asad-indriya-tar§ar-at is significant. A sat means imperma
nent, temporary, and indriya means senses. Thus asad-indriya-tar§ar-at 
means from being agitated by the temporarily manifest senses of the mate
rial body. We are evolving through different statuses of material bodily 
existence-sometimes in a human body, sometimes in an animal body
and therefore the engagements of our material senses are also changing. 

Anything which changes is called temporary, or asat. We should know that 
beyond these temporary senses are our permanent senses, which are now 
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covered by the material body. The permanent senses, being contaminated 
by matter, are not acting properly. Devotional service, therefore, involves 
freeing the senses from this contamination. When the contamination is 
completely removed and the senses act in the purity of unalloyed Kr�p.a 
consciousness, then we have reached sad-indriya, or eternal sense activities. 
Eternal sensual activities are called devotional service, whereas temporary 
sensual activities are called sense gratification. Unless one becomes tired of 
material sense gratification, there is no opportunity to hear transcendental 
messages from a person like Kapila. Devahuti expressed that she was tired 
Now that her husband had left home, she wanted to get relief by hearing 
the instructions of Lord Kapila. 

TEXTS 

� � �� §l'ql�IQ �I 
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tasya tvarh tamaso 'ndhasya 
du§plirasyadya paragam 

sac-cak§ur janmanam ante 
labdharh me tvad-anugrahlit 

tasya-that; tvam-You; tamasa�-ignorance; andhasya-darkness; 
du§piirasya-difficult to cross; adya-now; para-gam-crossing over; sat
transcendental; cak§U�-eye; janmanam-of births; ante-at the end; 
labdham-attained; me-my; tvat-anugrahat-by Your mercy. 

TRANS LATION 

Your Lordship is my only means of getting out of this darkest region of 
ignorance because You are my transcendental eye, which, by Your mercy 
only, I have attained after many, many births. 

PURPORT 

This verse is very instructive, since it indicates the relationship between 
the spiritual master and the disciple. The disciple or conditioned soul is put 
into this darkest region of ignorance and therefore is entangled in the 
material existence of sense gratification. It is very difficult to get out of 
this entanglement and attain freedom, but if one is fortunate enough to 
get the association of a spiritual master like Kapila Muni or His representa-
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tive, then by His grace one can be delivered from the mire of ignorance. The 
spiritual master is therefore worshiped as one who delivers the disciple 
from the mire of ignorance with the light of the torch of knowledge. The 
word paragam is very significant. Piiragam means one who can take the 
disciple to the other side. This side is conditioned life; the other side is the 
life of freedom. The spiritual master takes the disciple to the other side by 
opening his eyes with knowledge. We are suffering simply because of 
ignorance. By the instruction of the spiritual master, the darkness of 
ignorance is removed, and thus the disciple is enabled to go to· the side of 
freedom. It is stated in Bhagavad-gtta that after many, many births one 
surrenders to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Similarly, if, after 
many, many births, one is able to find a bona fide spiritual master and 
surrender to such a bona fide representative of K�pa, he can be taken to 
the side of light. 

TEXT 9 
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ya iidyo bhagavan purhsam 
tsvaro vai bhavan kila 

lokasya tamasandhasya 
cak§u� surya ivodita� 

ya�-He who; iidya�-the origin; bhagavan-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead; purhsam-of all living entities; iSvara�-the Lord; vai-in fact; 
bhavan- You; kila-indeed; lokasya-of the universe; tamasii-by the dark
ness of ignorance; andhasya-blinded; cak§U�-eye; surya�-the sun; iva
like; udita�-risen. 

TRANSLATION 

You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the origin and Supreme 
Lord of all living entities. You have arisen to disseminate the rays of the 
sun in order to dissipate the darkness of the ignorance of the universe. 

PURPORT 

Kapila Muni is accepted as an incarnation of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, Krl'!J.a. Here the word adya means the origin of all living entities, 
and purhsam tsvara means the Lord, or tsvara, of the living entities 
(iSvara� parama� kr§TJa� ). Kapila Muni is the direct expansion of KrJlp.a, who· 
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is the sun of spiritual knowledge. As the sun dissipates the darkness of the 
universe, so when the light of the Supreme Personality of Godhead comes 
down, it at once dissipates the darkness of maya. We have our eyes, but 
without the light of the sun our eyes are of no value. Similarly, without 
the light of the Supreme Lord, or without the divine grace of the spiritual 
master, one cannot see things as they are. 

TEXT 10 

3N it �� A&+«qlif''� ��m 1 
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atha me deva sammoham 
apakra�tum tvam arhasi 

yo 'vagraho 'ham mametity 
etasmin yojitas tvaya 

atha-now; me-my; deva-0 Lord; sammoham-delusion; apiikra�tum
to dispel; tvam-You; arhasi-be pleased; yaQ,-which; avagrahaQ,-miscon

ception; aham-1; mama-mine; iti-thus; iti-thus; etasmin-in this;yojitaQ, 
-engaged; tvaya-by You. 

TRANSLATION 

Now be pleased, my Lord, to dispel my great delusion. Due to my 
feeling of false ego, I have been engaged by Your maya and have identified 
myself with the body and consequent bodily relations. 

PURPORT 

The false ego of identifying one's body as one's self and of claiming 
tliings possessed in relationship with this body is called maya. In Bhagavad
gita, Fifteenth Chapter, the Lord says, "I am sitting in everyone's heart, 
and from Me come everyone's remembrance and forgetfulness." Devahuti 
has stated that false identification of the body with the self and attachment 
for possessions in relation to the body are also under the direction of the 
Lord. Does this mean that the Lord discriminates by engaging one in His 
devotional service and another in sense gratification? If that were true, it 
would be an incongruity on the part of the Supreme Lord, but that is not 
the actual fact. As soon as the living entity forgets his real constitutional 
position of eternal servitorship to the Lord and wants instead to enjoy 
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himself by sense gratification, he is captured by maya. This capture by 
maya is the consciousness of false identification with the body and attach
ment for the possessions of the body. These are the activities of maya, and 
since mayii is also an agent of the Lord, it is indirectly the action of the 
Lord. The Lord is merciful; if anyone wants to forget Him and enjoy this 
material world, He gives him full facility, not directly but through the 
agency of His material potency. Therefore, since the material potency is 

the Lord's energy, indirectly it is the Lord who gives the facility to forget 
Him. Devahuti therefore said, "My engagement in sense gratification was 
also due to You. Now kindly get me free from this entanglement." 

By the grace of the Lord one is allowed to enjoy this material world, but 
when one is disgusted with material enjoyment and is frustrated, and when 
one sincerely surrenders unto the lotus feet of the Lord, then the Lord is 
so kind that He frees one from entanglement. l<f�pa says, therefore, in 
Bhagavad-gitii, "First of all surrender, and then I will take charge of you 
and free you from all reactions of sinful activities." Sinful activities are 
those activities performed in forgetfulness of our relationship with the 
Lord. In this material world, activities for material enjoyment which are 
considered to be pious are also sinful. For example, one sometimes gives 
something in charity to a needy person with a view to get back the money 
four times increased. Giving with the purpose of gaining something is called 
charity in the mode of passion. Everything done here is done in the modes 
of material nature, and therefore all activities but service to the Lord are 
sinful. Because of sinful activities we become attracted by the illusion 
of material attachment, and we think, "I am this body." I think of the 
body as myself and of bodily possessions as "mine." Devahiiti requested 
Lord Kapila to free her from that entanglement of false identification and 
false possession. 

TEXT 1 1  
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tam tva gataham sararam sararyam 
sva-bhrtya-samsara-taro� kuthiiram 

jijiiiisayiiham prakrte� pilru§asya 
namami sad-dharma-vidam vari�tham 
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tam-that person; tvii-unto You; gatii- have gone; aham-I; sarar:am
shelter; sarar:yam-worth taking shelter of; sva-bhrtya-for Your dependents; 
sarhsiira-of material existence; tarol],-of the tree; kuthiiram- the axe; 
jijfiiisayii-with the desire to know ; aham-l; prakrte!J-of matter (woman); 
puru§asya-of spirit (man); namiimi-I offer obeisances; sat-dharma-of the 
eternal occupation; vidiim-of the knowers; vari�tham- unto the greatest. 

TRANSLATION 

Devahiiti continued: I have taken shelter of Your lotus feet because You 
are the only person of whom to take shelter. You are the axe which can 
cut the tree of material existence. I therefore offer my obeisances unto 
You, who are the greatest of all transcendentalists, and I inquire from You 
as to the relationship between man and woman and between spirit and 
matter. 

PURPORT 

Siinkhya philosophy, as is well known, deals with prakrti and puru�a. 
Puru�a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead or anyone who imitates the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead as an enjoyer, and prakrti means nature. 
In this material world, material nature is being exploited by the puru�as, or 
the living entities. The intricacies in the material world of the relationship 
of the prakrti and puru�a, or the enjoyed and the enjoyer, is called sanisiira, 
or material entanglement. Devahiiti wanted to cut the tree of material 
entanglement, and she found the suitable weapon in Kapila Muni. The tree 
of material existence is explained in the Fifteenth Chapter of Bhagavad
gitii as an asvattha tree whose root is upwards and whose branches are 
downwards. It is recommended there that one has to cut the root of this 
material existential tree with the axe of detachment. What is the attach
ment? The attachment involves prakrti and puru�a. The living entities are 
trying to lord it over material nature. Since the conditioned soul takes 
material nature to be the object of his enjoyment and he takes the position 
of the enjoyer, he is therefore called puru�a. 

Devahiiti questioned Kapila Muni, for she knew that only He could cut 
her attachment for this material world. The living entities, in the guises of 
men and women, are trying to enjoy the material energy; therefore in one 
sense everyone is puru�a because puru�a means enjoyer and prakrti means 
enjoyed. In this material world both the so-called man and so-called woman 
are imitating the real puru�a; the Supreme Personality of Godhead is actu
ally the enjoyer in the transcendental sense, whereas all others are prakrti. 
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The living entities are considered prakrti. In Bhagavad-gttii, matter is ana
lyzed as aparii, or inferior nature, whereas beyond this inferior nature 
there is another, superior nature-the living entities. Living entities are also 
prakrti, or enjoyed, but under the spell of miiyii, the living entities are 
falsely trying to take the position of enjoyers. That is the cause of sarhsiira
bandha; or conditional life. Devahiiti wanted to get out of conditional life 
and place herself in full surrender. The Lord is sarar:ya, which means the 
only worthy personality to whom one can fully surrender, because He 
is full of all opulences. If anyone actually wants relief, the best course is to 
surrender unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The Lord is also 
described here as sad-dharma-vidam vari§tham. This indicates that of all 
transcendental occupations the best occupation is eternal loving service 
unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Dharma is sometimes translated 
as religion, but that is not exactly the meaning. Dharma actually means that 
which one cannot give up, that which is inseparable from oneself. The 
warmth of fire is inseparable from fire; therefore warmth is called the 
dharma or nature of fire . Similarly, sad-dharma means eternal occupation. 
That eternal occupation is engagement in the transcendental loving service 
of the Lord. The purpose of Kapiladeva's siinkhya philosophy is to propa
gate pure, uncontaminated devotional service, and therefore He is addressed 
here as the most important personality amongst those who know the tran
scendental occupation of the living entity: 

TEXT 1 2  
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maitreya uviica 
iti sva-miitur niravadyam tpsitani 

nisamya purhsiim apavarga-vardhanam 
dhiyiibhinandyiitmavatiirh satiirh gatir 

babhii§a i§at-smita-sobhitiinana� 
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maitreya� uvaca- Maitreya said; iti-thus; sva-matu�- of His mother; 
niravadyam-uncontaminated; ipsitam- desire; nisamya- after hearing; 
pumsam-of people; apavarga- cessation of bodily existence; vardhanam
increasing; dhiya-mentally; abhinandya-having thanked; atmavatam
interested in self-realization; satam-of the transcendentalists; gati�- the 
path; babha�e- He explained; i�at- slightly; smita-smiling; sobhita
beautiful; anana�- His face. 

TRANSLATION 

After hearing of His mother's uncontaminated desire for transcendental 
realization, the Lord thanked her within Himself for her questions, and 
thus, His face smiling, He explained the path of the transcendentalists who 
are interested in self-realization. 

PURPORT 

Devahiiti has surrendered her confession of material entanglement and 
her desire to gain release. Her questions to Lord Kapila are very interesting 
for persons who are actually trying to get liberation from material entan
glement and attain the perfectional stage of human life. Unless one is 
interested in understanding his spiritual life or his constitutional position, 
and unless he also feels inconvenience in material existence, his hull).an form 
of life is spoiled. One who does not care for these transcendental necessi
ties of life and simply engages like an animal in eating, sleeping, fearing and 
mating has spoiled his life. Lord Kapila was very much satisfied by His 
mother's questions because the answers stimulate one's desire for liberation 
from the conditional life of material existence. Such questions are called 
apavarga-vardhanam. Those who have actual spiritual interest are called sat 
or devotees. Satiim prasangiit. Sat means that which eternally exists, and 
asat means that which is not eternal. Unless one is situated on the spiritual 
platform, he is not sat; he is asat. The asat stands on a platform which 
will not exist, but anyone who stands on the spiritual platform will 
exist eternally . As spirit soul, everyone exists eternally, but the asat has 
accepted the material world as his shelter, and therefore he is full of 
anxiety. Asad-griihan, the incompatible situation of the spirit soul, who has 
the false idea of enjoying matter, is the cause of the soul's being asat. 
Actually, the spirit soul is not asat. As soon as one is conscious of this fact 
and takes to l<f�!].a consciousness, then he becomes sat. Satiim gatift, the 
path of the eternal, is very interesting to persons who are after liberation, 
and His Lordship Kapila began to speak about that path. 
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TEXT 13 
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sri bhagaviin uviica 
yoga iidh yiitmika� pumsiim 

mato ni�sreyasiiya me 
atyantoparatir yatra 

du�khasya ca sukhasya ca 
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sri bhagavan uvaca-the Personality of Godhead said; yoga�-the yoga 
system; iidhyatmika�-relating to the soul; pumsam-of living entities; 
mata�-is approved; ni�sreyasaya-for the ultimate benefit; me-by Me; 
atyanta-complete; uparati�-detachment; yatra-where; du�khasya-from 
distress; ca- and; sukhasya-from happiness; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead answered : The yoga system which relates to 
the Lord and the individual soul, which is meant for the ultimate benefit 
of the living entity, and which causes detachment from all happiness and 
distress in the material world, is the highest yoga system. 

PURPORT 

In the material world, everyone is trying to get some material happiness, 
but as soon as we get some material happiness, there is also material 
distress. In the material world one cannot have unadulterated happiness. 
Any kind of happiness one has is contaminated by distress also. For 
example, if we want to drink milk then we have to bother to maintain a 
cow and keep her fit to supply milk. Drinking milk is very nice; it is also 
pleasure. But for the sake of drinking milk one has to accept so much 
trouble. The yoga system, as here stated by the Lord, is meant to end 
all material happiness and material distress. The best yoga, as taught in 
Bhagavad-gitii by Kr�r;ta, is bhakti-yoga. It is also mentioned in the Gitii 
that one should try to be tolerant and not be disturbed by material hap
piness or distress. Of course, one may say that he is not disturbed by 
material happiness, but he does not know that just after one enjoys so-
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called material happiness, material distress will follow. This is the law of 
the material world. Lord Kapila states that the yoga system is the science 
of the spirit. One practices yoga in order to attain perfection on the 
spiritual platform. There is no question of material happiness or distress. 
It is transcendental. Lord Kapila will eventually explain how it is transcen
dental, but the preliminary introduction is given here. 

TEXT 1 4  
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tam imam te pravak§yiimi 
yam avocam puriinaghe 

r�iriim srotu-kiimiiniim 
yogam sarviinga-naipuram 

tam imam-that very; te-to you; pravak§yiimi-1 shall explain; yam
which; avocam-1 explained; pur1i-formerly; anaghe-0 pious mother; 
r�ii]iim-to the sages; srotu-kiimiiniim-eager to hear ; yogam-yoga system; 
sarva-anga-in all respects; naipu!]am-serviceable and practical. , 

TRANSLATION 

0 most pious mother, I shall now explain unto you the ancient yoga 
system which I explained formerly to the great sages. It is serviceable and 
practical in every way . 

PURPORT 

The Lord does not manufacture a new system of yoga. Sometimes it is 
claimed that someone has become an incarnation of God and is expounding 
a new theological aspect of the Absolute Truth. But here we find that 
although Kapila Muni is the Lord Himself and is capable of manufacturing 
a new doctrine for His mother, He nevertheless says, "I shall just explain 
the ancient system which I once explained to the great sages because they 
were also anxious to hear about it." When we have a superexcellent process 
already present in Vedic scriptures, there is no need to concoct a new 
system to mislead the innocent public. At present it has become a fashion 
to reject the standard system and present something bogus in the name of 
a newly invented process of yoga. 
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TEXT 15 
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ceta� khalv asya bandhiiya 
muktaye ciitmano matam 

gure�u saktam bandhiiya 
ratam vii pumsi muktaye 
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ceta�-consciousness; khalu-indeed ; asya-of him; bandhiiya-for 
bondage; muktaye-for liberation; ca- and; iitmanal}-of the living entity; 
matam-is considered; gui]e§u-in the three modes of nature; saktam
attracted; bandhiiya-for conditional life; ratam- attached; vii- or; pumsi
in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; muktaye-for liberation. 

TRANSLATION 

The stage in which the consciousness of the living entity is attracted by 
the three modes of material nature is called conditional life. But when 
that same consciousness is attached to the Supreme Personality of God
head, one is situated in the consciousness of liberation. 

PURPORT 
There is a distinction here between Kr�r;ta consciousness and maya 

consciousness. Gure�u, or miiyii consciousness, involves attachment to the 
three material modes of nature, under which one works sometimes in 
goodness and knowledge, sometimes in passion and sometimes in ignorance. 
These different qualitative activities, with the central attachment for mate
rial enjoyment, are the cause of one's conditional life. When the same cetah 
or consciousness, is transferred to the Supreme Personality of Godhead: 
Kr�r;ta, or when one becomes Kr�qa �onscious, he is on the path of libera
tion. 

TEXT 16 
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kiima-lobhiidibhir malai� 
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vitam yadii mana� suddham 
adu�kham asukham samam 

[Canto 3, Ch. 25 

aham-l; mama-mine; abhimiina-from the misconception; utthai�
produced; kiima-lust; lobha-greed; iidibhi�- and so on; malai�-from the 
impurities; vttam-freed; yadii- when; mana�-the mind; suddham-pure; 
adu�kham-without distress; asukham-without happiness; samam
equipoised. 

TRANSLATION 

When one is completely cleansed of the impurities of lust and greed 
produced from the false indentification of the body as "I" and bodily 
possessions as "mine," one's mind becomes purified. In that pure state he 
transcends the stage of so-called material happiness and distress. 

PURPORT 

Kama and lobha are the symptoms of material existence. Everyone 
always desires to possess something . It is said here that desire and greed 
are the products of false identification of oneself with the body. When one 
becomes free from this contamination, then his mind and consciousness 
also become freed and attain their original state . Mind, consciousness and 
the living entity exist. Whenever we speak of the living entity, this includes 
the mind and consciousness . The difference between conditional life and 
liberated life occurs when we purify the mind and the consciousness. When 
they are purified, one becomes transcendental to material happiness and 
distress. 

In the beginning Lord Kapila has said that perfect yoga is to transcend 
the platform of material distress and happiness. How this can be done is 
explained here : one has to purify his mind and consciousness. This can be 
done by the bhakti-yoga system. As explained in the Niirada-pancariitra, 
one's mind and senses should be purified (tat-paratvena nirmalam). One's 
senses must be engaged in devotional service of the Lord. That is the pro
cess . The mind must have some engagement. One cannot make the mind 
vacant. Of course there are some foolish attempts to try to make the mind 
vacant or void, but that is not possible . The only process that will purify 
the mind is to engage it in Kr�Q.a. The mind must be engaged. If we engage 
our mind in Kr�Q.a, naturally the consciousness becomes fully purified, and 
there is no chance of the entrance of material desire and greed. 
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TEXT 17 
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tadii puru§a iitmiinam 
kevalam prakrte� param 

nirantaram svayam-jyotir 
ar-imiinam akhar-flitam 
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tadii-then ; puru§a�-the individual soul; iitmiinam-himself; kevalam
pure; prakrte� param-transcendental to material existence; nirantaram
nondifferent; svayam-jyo tilt-self -effulgent; a!f-imiinam-infinitesimal; 
akha!f-lf.itam-not fragmented. 

TRANSLATION 

At that time the soul can see himself to be transcendental to material 
existence and always self-effulgent, never fragmented, although very minute 
in size. 

PURPORT 

In the state of pure consciousness or Kr�Qa consciousness one can see 
himself as a minute particle nondifferent from the Supreme Lord. As 
stated in Bhagavad-gttii, the jfva or the individual soul is eternally part and 
parcel of the Supreme Lord. Just as the sun's rays are minute particles of 
the brilliant constitution of the sun, so a living entity is a minute particle 
of the Supreme Spirit. The individual soul and the Supreme Lord are not 
separated as in material differentiation. The individual soul is a particle 
from the very beginning. One should not think that because the individual 
soul is a particle, it is fragmented from the whole spirit. Mayavada philoso
phy enunciates that the whole spirit exists, but a part of it, which is called the 
jiva, is entrapped by illusion. This philosophy, h owever, is unacceptable be
cause spirit cannot be divided like a fragment of matter. That part, the jiva, 
is eternally a part. As long as the Supreme Spirit exists, His part and parcel 
also exists. As long as the sun exists, the molecules of the sun's rays also exist. 

The jfva particle is estimated in the Vedic literature to be l/1 0,000 the 
size of the upper portion of a hair. It is therefore infinitesimal. The 
Supreme Spirit is infinite, but the living entity or the individual soul is 
infinitesimal, although it is not different in quality from the Supreme 
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Spirit . Two words in this verse are to be particularly noted. One is 
nirantaram, which means nondifferent or of the same quality. The indi
vidual soul is also expressed here as arimiinam. AQimiinam means infinitesi
mal. The Supreme Spirit is all-pervading, but the very small spirit is the 
individual soul. Akhar{litam means not exactly fragmented but constitu
tionally always infinitesimal . No one can separate the molecular parts of 
the sunshine from the sun, but at the same time the molecular part of the 
sunshine is not as expansive as the sun itself. Similarly, the living entity, 
by its constitutional position, is qualitatively the same as the Supreme 
Spirit, but it is very infinitesimal. 

TEXT 18 
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jniina-vairiigya-yuk ten a 
bhakti-yuktena ciitmanii 

paripasyaty udiisinarh 
prakrtirh ca hataujasam 

jniina-knowledge; vairiigya-renunciation; yuktena-equipped with; 
bhakti-devotional service; yuktena-equipped with; ca-and; iitmanii-by 
the mind; paripasyati-one sees; udiisinam-indifferent; prakrtim- material 
existence; ca-and; hata-ojasam-reduced in strength. 

TRANS LATION 

In that position of self-realization, by practice of knowledge and 
renunciation in devotional service, one sees everything in the right 
perspective; he becomes indifferent to material existence, and the material 
influence acts less powerfully upon him. 

PURPORT 

As the contamination of the germs of a particular disease can influence 
a weaker person, similarly the influence of material nature or illusory 
energy can act on the weaker or conditioned soul but not on the liberated 
soul . Self-realization is the position of the liberated state. One understands 
his constitutional position by knowledge and vairiigya, renunciation. With-
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out knowledge, one cannot have realization. The realization that one is the 
infinitesimal part and parcel of the Supreme Spirit makes him unattached 
to material conditional life. That is the beginning of devotional service. 
Unless one is liberated from material contamination, one cannot engage 
himself in the devotional service of the Lord. In this verse, therefore, it is 
stated, jniina-vairiigya-yuktena: When one is in full knowledge of one's 
constitutional position and is in the renounced order of life, detached 
from material attraction, then by pure devotional service, bhak ti-yuktena, 
he can engage himself as a loving servant of the Lord. Paripasyati means 
that he can see everything in its right perspective. Then the influence of 
material nature becomes almost nil. This is also confirmed in Bhagavad
gitii. Brahma-bhiitaQ, prasanniitmii: When one is self-realized he becomes 
happy and free from the influence of material nature, and at that time he 
is freed from lamentation and hankering . The Lord states that position as 
mad-bhaktirh labhate pariim, the real state of beginning devotional service. 
Similarly, it is confirmed in the Niirada-pancariitra that when the senses 
are purified they can then be engaged in the devotional service of the Lord. 
One who is attached to material contamination cannot be a devotee. 

TEXT 19 

W1 �ftT�41 � �� R��·�ftf.t I 
��sm tfl: � 4TfiTwthftAM(4 I I �  �I I  

na yujyamiinayii bhaktyii 
bhagavaty akhiliitmani 

sadrso 'sti siva� panthii 
yoginiirh brahma-siddhaye 

na- riot; yujyamiinayii-being performed; bhaktyii-devotional service; 
bhagavati-towards the Supreme Personality of Godhead; akhila-iitmani
the Supersoul; sadrsa�-like ; asti-there is; siva�-auspicious ;panthii�-path; 
yoginiim-of the yogis; brahma-siddhaye-for perfection in self-realization. 

TRANSLATION 

Perfection in self-realization cannot be attained by any kind of yogi 
unless he engages in devotional service to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, because that is the only auspicious path. 
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PURPORT 

That knowledge and renunciation are never perfect unless joined by 
devotional service is explicitly explained here . Na yujyamanaya means with
out being dovetailed. When there is devotional service, then the question is 
where to offer that service. Devotional service is to be offered to the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the Supersoul of everything, for 
that is the only reliable path of self-realization or Brahman realization. The 
word brahma-siddhaye means to understand oneself to be different from 
matter , to understand oneself to be Brahman. The Vedic words are aharh 
brahmiismi. Brahma-siddhi means that one should know that he is not 
matter ; he is pure soul. There are different kinds of yogis, but every yogi 
is supposed to engage in self-realization or Brahman realization . It is clearly 
stated here that unless one is fully engaged in the devotional service of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead one cannot have easy approach to the 
path of brahma-siddhi. 

In the beginning of the Second Chapter of Srlmad-Bhii.gavatam it 
is stated that when one engages himself in the devotional service of 
Vasudeva, spiritual knowledge and renunciation of the material world 
automatically become manifest . Thus a devotee does not have to try 
separately for renunciation or knowledge. Devotional service itself is so 
powerful that by one's service attitude , everything is revealed .  It is stated 
here, sivaft panthii.: this is the only auspicious path for self-realization. The 
path of devotional service is the most confidential means for attaining 
Brahman realization. That perfection in Brahman realization is attained 
through the auspicious path of devotional service indicates that the so
called Brahman realization or realization of the brahmajyoti effulgence is 
not brahma-siddhi. Beyond that brahmajyoti there is the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. In the Upani§ads a devotee prays to the Lord to kindly 
put aside the effulgence , brahmajyoti, so that the devotee may see within 
the brahmajyoti the actual eternal form of the Lord. Unless one attains 
realization of the transcendental form of the Lord, there is no question of 
bhakti. Bhakti necessitates the existence of the recipient of devotional 
service and the devotee who renders devotional service. Brahma-siddhi 
through devotional service is realization of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. The understanding of the effulgent rays of the body of the 
Supreme Godhead is not the perfect stage of brahma-siddhi or Brahman 
realization. Nor is the realization of the Paramatma feature of the Supreme 
Person perfect because Bhagavan, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is 
akhiliitmii-He is the Supersoul . One who realizes the Supreme Personality 

. . 
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realizes the other features, namely the Paramiitmii feature and the Brahman 
feature, and that total realization is brahma-siddhi. 

TEXT 20 

5f(1t+t�� ql�l+tk+t-.: �� fef�: I 
� � m� viT �(l(+tqltc:t� l l � o l l  

prasahgam ajaram piisam 
iitmanaft kavayo viduft 

sa eva siidhu§u krto 
mok§a-dvaram apavrtam 

prasarigam-attachment ; ajaram- strong ; pii.sam-entanglement ; iitmana� 
-of the soul; kavaya� -learned men ;  vidu�-know ; sa� eva-that same ; 
siidhu§u-to the devotees ; krtaft-applied; mok�a-dvaram-the door of 
liberation ; aplivrtam-opened. 

TRANSLATION 

Every learned man knows very well that attachment for the material is 
the greatest entanglement of the spirit soul. But that same attachment, 
when applied to the self-realized devotees, opens the door of liberation. 

PURPORT 

Here it is clearly stated that attachment for one thing is the cause of 
bondage in conditioned life, and the same attachment, when applied to 
something else, opens the door of liberation. Attachment cannot be 
killed; it has simply to be transferred.  Attachment for material things is 
called material consciousness, and attachment for Kr�Qa or His devotee is 
called Kr�Qa consciousness. Consciousness, therefore, is the platform of 
attachment. It is clearly stated here that when we simply purify the 
consciousness from material consciousness to Kr�Qa consciousness, that is 
liberation. Despite the statement that one should give up attachment, 
desirelessness is not possible for a living entity. A living entity, by 
constitution, has the propensity to be attached to something. We see that 
if someone has no object of attachment, if he has no children, then he 
transfers his attachment to cats and dogs. This indicates that the pro
pensity for attachment cannot be stopped ; it must be utilized for the best 
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purpose. Our attachment for material things perpetuates our conditional 
state, but the same attachment, when transferred to the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead or His devotee, is the source of liberation. 

Here it is recommended that attachment should be transferred to the 
self-realized devotees, the siidhus. And who is a siidhu ?  A siidhu is not just 
an ordinary man with a saffron robe or long beard. A siidhu is described in 
Bhagavad-gttii as one who unflinchingly engages in devotional service. Even 
though one is found not to be following the strict rules and regulations 
of devotional service , if one simply has unflinching faith in Kr�!].a, the 
Supreme Person, he is understood to be a siidhu. Siidhur eva sa mantavyaft. 
A siidhu is a strict follower of devotional service. It is recommended here · 

that if one at all wants to realize Brahman or spiritual perfection, his 
attachment should be transferred to the siidhu or devotee. Lord Caitanya 
also confirmed this. Lava-miitra siidhu-smige sarva-siddhi haya : simply by a 
moment's association with a siidhu one can attain perfection. 

Mahiitmii is a synonym of siidhu. It is said that service to a mahiitmii or 
elevated devotee of the Lord is dviiram iihur vimukte[l., the royal road of 
liberation. Mahat-seviim dviiram iihur vimuktes tamo-dviiram yo�itiim sangi
sangam. Rendering service to the materialists has the opposite effect. If 
anyone offers service to a gross materialist or a person engaged only in 
sense enjoyment, then by association with such a person the door to hell 
is opened (Bhiig. 5.5.2). The same principle is confirmed here. Attachment 
to a devotee is attachment to the service of the Lord because if one 
associates with a siidhu, then the result will be that the siidhu will teach him 
how to become a devotee, a worshiper and a sincere servitor of the Lord. 
These are the gifts of a siidhu. If we want to associate with a siidhu we 
cannot expect him to give us instructions on how to improve our material 
condition, but he will give us instructions on how to cut the knot of the 
contamination of material attraction and how to elevate ourselves in 
devotional service . That is the result of associating with a siidhu. Kapila 
Muni first of all instructs that the path of liberation begins with such 
1ssociation. 

TEXT 21 

fijf�;r: cm;flll�t: �: ri�f(wtl( I 
3l:jffitij;rq: �an ij'N;r: m�!fon: I I � �  I I  

titik�ava[l. kiirur-ikii[l. 
suhrda[l. sarva-dehiniim 
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ajiita-satrava[l. siintii[l. 
siidhava[l. siidhu-bhu�ar-iiJ:!. 
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titik�ava�-tolerant; kiiru�ikii�-merciful ; suhrda�-friendly ; sarva
dehiniim-to all living entities ; ajiita-satrava�-inimical to none; siintti�
peaceful; siidhava�-abiding by scriptures ; siidhu-bhu�a�ii� - adorned with 
sublime characteristics. 

TRANSLATION 

The symptoms of a sadhu are that he is tolerant, merciful and friendly 
to all living entities. He has no enemies, he is peaceful, he abides by the 
scriptures, and all his characteristics are sublime. 

PURPORT 

A siidhu, as described above, is a devotee of the Lord. His concern, 
therefore , is to enlighten people in devotional service to the Lord. That is 
his mercy. He knows that without devotional service to the Lord, human 
life is spoiled. A devotee travels all over the country, from door to door, 
preaching, "Be Kr�I].a conscious. Be a devotee of Lord Kt�qa. Don't spoil 
your life in simply fulfilling your animal propensities. Human life is meant 
for self-realization or Kr�I].a consciousness."  These are the preachings of a 
siidhu. He is not satisfied with his own liberation. He always thinks about 
others. He is the most compassionate personality towards all the fallen 
souls. One of his qualifications, therefore, is kiirur-ika, great mercy to the 
fallen souls. While engaged in preaching work he has to meet with so many 
opposing elements, and therefore the siidhu or devotee of the Lord has to 
be very tolerant. Someone may ill-treat him because the conditioned souls 
are not prepared to receive the transcendental knowledge of devotional 
service. They don't like it ; that is their disease. The siidhu has the thankless 
task of impressing upon them the importance of devotional service. 
Sometimes devotees are personally attacked with violence. Lord Jesus 
Christ was crucified, Haridiisa Thakura was caned in twenty-two market
places, and Lord Caitanya 's principal assistant, Nityananda, was violently 
attacked by Jagai and Miidhiii. But still they were tolerant because their 
mission was to deliver the fallen souls. One of the qualifications of a siidhu 
is that he is very tolerant and is merciful to all fallen souls. He is merciful 
because he is the well-wisher of all living entities. He is not only a well
wisher of human society, but a well-wisher of animal society as well. It is 
said here, sarva-dehiniim, which indicates all living entities who have 
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accepted a material body . Not only does the human being have a material 
body, but other living entities , such as cats and dogs, also have material 
bodies. The devotee of the Lord is merciful to everyone-the cats, dogs, 
trees, etc. He treats all living entities in such a way that they can ultimately 
get salvation from this material entanglement. Sivananda Sena, one of the 
disciples of Lord Caitanya, gave liberation to a dog by treating the dog 
transcendentally. There are many instances where a dog got salvation by 
association with a siidhu because a siidhu engages in the highest philan
thropic activities for the benediction of all living entities. Yet although a 
siidhu is not inimical towards anyone, the world is so ungrateful that even 
a siidhu has many enemies. 

What is the difference between an enemy and a friend? It is a difference 
in behavior . A siidhu behaves with all conditioned souls for their ultimate 
relief from the material entanglement. Therefore, no one can be more 
friendly than a siidhu in relieving a conditioned soul. A siidhu is calm, and 
he quietly and peacefully follows the principles of scripture. A sadhu 
means one who follows the principles of scripture and at the same time is 
a devotee of the Lord . One who actually follows the principles of scripture 
must be a devotee of God because all the siistras instruct us to obey the 
orders of the Personality of Godhead. Siidhu, therefore, means a follower 
of the scriptural injunctions and a devotee of the Lord. All these charac
teristics are prominent in a devotee. A devotee develops all the good 
qualities of the demigods, whereas a nondevotee, even though academically 
qualified, has no actual good qualifications or good characteristics in the 
standard of transcendental realization. 

TEXT 22 

�qW14W1 � fi �{;� � m( I 

� ���q'ffi((lijf��: � ��� I I  

mayy ananyena bhiivena 
bhaktim kurvanti ye dp)hiim 

mat-krte tyak ta-karmiirtas 
tyak ta-sva jana-biindhavii� 

mayi-unto Me; ananyena bhavena-with undeviated mind; bhaktim
devotional service ; kurvanti-perform ; ye-those who ; dr<Jhiim-staunch; 
mat-krte-for My sake ; tyakta-renounced ; karmii�a�-activities; tyakta 
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-renounced; sva-jana-family relationships; biindhavii� -friendly ac
quaintances. 

TRANSLATION 

Such a sadhu engages in staunch devotional service to the Lord without 
deviation. For the sake of the Lord he renounces all other connections, 
such as family relationships and friendly acquaintances within the world. 

PURPORT 

A person in the renounced order of life , a sannyiisi, is also called a 
siidhu because he renounces everything-his home, his comfort, his friends, 
his relatives and his duties to friends and to family. He renounces every
thing for the sake of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. A sannyiisi is 
generally in the renounced order of life, but his renunciation will be 
successful only when his energy is employed in the service of the Lord 
with great austerity. It is said here, therefore, bhaktim kurvanti ye dnlhiim. 
A person who seriously engages in the service of the Lord and is in the 
renounced order of life is a siidhu. A siidhu is one who has given up all 
responsibility to society, family and worldly humanitarianism simply for 
the sake of the service of the Lord. As soon as he takes his birth in the 
world, a person has so many responsibilities and obligations-to the public, 
to the demigods , to the great sages, to the general living beings, to his 
parents, to the family forefathers, and to many others. When he gives up 
all such obligations for the sake of the service of the Supreme Lord, he is 
not punished for such renunciation of obligation. But if for sense gratifica
tion a person renounces all such obligations, he is punished by the law of 
nature. 

TEXT 23 

��tn: � 'l!T: �a cti�� � 1 
ijqf;ij R� �6tflil%\ij��: 11� �1 1  

mad-iisrayii� kathii mr�tii� 
srrtvanti kathayanti ca 

tapanti vividhiis tiipii 
naitiin mad-gata-cetasa� 

mat-asraya�-about Me; katha�-stories ; mr�ta�- delightful ;  sr�vanti
they hear ; kathayanti-they chant ; ca-and ; tapanti-inflict suffering; 
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vividhalt-various; tapalt-the material miseries ; na-do not ; e tan-unto 
them; mat-gata-fixed on Me;  cetasalt-their thoughts. 

TRANSLATION 

Engaged constantly in chanting and hearing about Me, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, the sadhus do not suffer from material miseries 
because they are always filled with thoughts of My pastimes and activities. 

PURPORT 

There are multifarious miseries in material existence-those pertaining 
to the body and the mind, those imposed by other living entities, and 
those imposed by natural disturbances. But a sadhu is not disturbed by 
such miserable conditions because his mind is always filled with Kr�r;ta 
consciousness, and thus he does not like to talk about anything hut the 
activities of the Lord. Maharaja Amhari�a did not speak of anything hut 
the pastimes of the Lord. Vacarhsi vaikur-tha-gur-anuvarr-ane. He engaged 
his words only in glorification of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
Sadhus are always interested in hearing about the activities of the Lord or 
His devotees. Since they are filled with Kr�r;ta consciousness, they are 
forgetful of the material miseries. Ordinary conditioned souls, being 
forgetful of the activities of the Lord, are always full of anxieties and 
material tribulations. On the other hand, since the devotees always engage 
in the topics of the Lord, they are forgetful of the miseries of material 
existence. 

TEXT 24 

ij � ij'N�: mf«r ���i4rJt�n: I 
�� ij m��: (11\·aJ1&U ft ij 1 1 �� 1 1  

ta ete sadhava� sadhvi 
sarva-sanga-vivarjita� 

sangas te§V atha te prarthya� 
sanga-do§a-hara hi te 

te ete-those very ; sadhava�- devotees ; sadhvi-virtuous lady ; sarva-all ; 
sanga- attachments ; vivarjita�-freed from ; sang a�-attachment ; te§U-unto 

them; atha-hence ; te-by you ; prarthya�-must be sought ; sanga-dosa-
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the pernicious effects of material attachment ; hara�-counteractors of; 
hi-indeed;  te-they. 

TRANSLATION 

0 My mother, 0 virtuous lady, these are the qualities of great devotees 
who are free from all attachment. You must seek attachment to such holy 
men, for this counteracts the pernicious effects of material attachment. 

PURPORT 

Kapila Muni herein advises His mother , Devahuti, that if she wants to 
he free from material attachment then she should increase her attachment 
for the sadhus or devotees who are completely freed from all material 
attachment. In Bhagavad-gtta, Fifteenth Chapter , fifth verse , it is stated 
who is qualified to enter into the kingdom of Godhead. It is said there, 
nirmiina-mohti jita-sanga-do§li�. This refers to one who is completely freed 
from the puffed-up condition of material possessiveness. A person may he 
materially very rich, opulent or respectable, hut if he at all wants to 
transfer himself to the spiritual kingdom, hack home, hack to Godhead, 
then he has to be freed from the puffed-up condition of material 
possessiveness, because that is a false position. 

The word moha, used here, means the false understanding that one is 
rich or poor. In this material world, the conception that one is very rich 
or very poor-or any such consciousness in connection with material 
existence-is false, because this body itself is false or temporary. A pure 
soul who is prepared to he freed from this material entanglement must first 
of all he free from the association of the three modes of nature. Our 
consciousness at the present moment is polluted because of association 
with the three modes of nature ; therefore in Bhagavad-gttii the same 
principle is stated. It is advised, jita-sanga-do§ii� : one should he freed from 
the contaminated association of the three modes of material nature. Here 
also, in the Srtmad-Bhiigavatam, this is confirmed : a pure devotee who is 
preparing to transfer himself to the spiritual kingdom is also freed from 

· the association of the three modes of material nature. We have to seek 
the association of such devotees. For this reason we have begun the 
International Society for Krishna Consciousness. There are many mercan
tile , scientific and other associations in human society to develop a 
particular type of education or consciousness, hut there is no association 
which helps one to get free from all material association. If anyone has 
reached the stage where he must become free from this material contami-
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nation, then he has to seek the association of devotees, wherein K.r�!J.a 
consciousness is exclusively cultured. One can thereby become freed from 
all material association. 

Because a devotee is freed from all contaminated material association, 
he is not affected by the miseries of material existence. Even though he 
appears to be in the material world, he is not affected by the miseries of 
the material world. How is it possible? There is a very good example in the 
activities of the cat. The cat carries her kittens in her mouth, and when she 
kills a rat she also carries the booty in her mouth. Thus both are carried in 
the mouth of the cat, but they are in different conditions. The kitten feels 
comfort in the mouth of the mother, whereas when the rat is carried in 
the mouth of the cat, the rat feels the blows of death. Similarly, those who 
are siidhava�, or devotees engaged in Kr��a consciousness in the transcen
dental service of the Lord, do not feel the contamination of material 
miseries, whereas those who are not devotees in Kr��a consciousness 
actually feel the miseries of material existence. One should therefore give 
up the association of materialistic persons and seek the association of 
persons engaged in Kr��a consciousness, and by such association he will be 
benefited in spiritual advancement. By their words and instructions, he 
will be able to cut off his attachment to material existence. 

TEXT 25 

ijijf !fij��qij ��ijf� 
r". " 

w.rr�cr �IJf�T: �T: I 

cr�om:t�trertfq�� 
�� ffif+lf�f��fu 1 1 ��1 1 

satiirit prasangiin mama vtrya-saritvido 
bhavanti hrt-karr-a-rasiiyanii� kathii� 

taj-jo�ar-iid iisv apavarga-vartmani 
sraddhii ratir bhaktir anukrami�yati 

satiim-of pure devotees ;prasangiit- through the association;  mama- My; 
vtrya-wonderful activities ; saritvida�-by discussion of; bhavanti-become; 
hrt- to the heart ; karT}a-to the ear ; rasa-ayanii�-pleasing; kathii�- the 
stories ; tat-of that; jo�aT}iit-by cultivation; iisu-quickly ; apavarga-of 
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liberation; vartmani-on the path ; s'raddha-firm faith ; rati�- attraction ;  
bhakti�-devotion ;  anukrami�yati-will follow in  order. 

TRANSLATION 

In the association of pure devotees, discussion of the pastimes and 
activities of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is very pleasing and 
satisfying to the ear and the heart. By cultivating such knowledge one 
gradually becomes advanced on the path of liberation, and thereafter he is 
freed, and his attraction becomes fixed. Then real devotion and devotional 
service begin. 

PURPORT 

The process of advancing in Kr��a consciousness and devotional service 
is described here. The first point is that one must seek the association of 
persons who are Kr��a conscious and who engage in devotional service. 
Without such association one cannot make advancement. Simply by 
theoretical knowledge or study one cannot make any appreciable advance
ment. One must give up the association of materialistic persons and seek 
the association of devotees because without the association of devotees 
one cannot understand the activities of the Lord. Generally, people are 
convinced of the impersonal feature of the Absolute Truth. Because they 
do not associate with devotees, they cannot understand that the Absolute 
Truth can be a person and have personal activities. This is a very difficult 
subject matter, and unless one has personal understanding of the Absolute 
Truth, there is no meaning to devotion. Service or devotion cannot be 
offered to anything impersonal. Service must be offered to a person. 
Nondevotees cannot appreciate Kr�Q.a consciousness by reading the Snmad
Bhiigavatam or any other Vedic literature wherein the activities of the 
Lord are described ;  they think that they are fiction, manufactured stories, 
because spiritual life is not explained to them in the proper mood. To 
understand the personal activities of the Lord one has to seek the associa
tion of devotees , and by such association, when one contemplates and 
tries to understand the tr�nscendental activities of the Lord, then his path 
to liberation is open , and he is freed. One who has firm faith in the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead becomes fixed, and his attraction for 
association with the Lord and the devotees increases. Association with 
devotees means association with the Lord. The devotee who makes this 
association develops the consciousness for rendering service to the Lord, 
and then , being situated in the transcendental position of devotional ser
vice , he gradually becomes perfect. 
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TEXT 26 

� �'O�Frofl it� 
��S::+.twti�RR�T 

� "' "' "' � t"q"q� � !.1&0T 'lll•ltm 

[Canto 3, Ch. 25 

�f� . ��: � � �� I I  

bhaktyii pumiiii jiita-viriiga aindriyiid 
dnta-srutiin mad-racaniinucintayii 

cittasya yatto grahar-e yoga-yukto 
yati§yate rjubhir yoga-miirgai� 

bhaktyii-by devotional service ; pumiin-a person ; jiita-viriiga�- having 
developed distaste ; aindriyiit-for sense gratification ;  dr§ta-seen (in this 
world) ; srutiit-heard (in the next world) ; mat-racana- My activities of 
creation and so on;  anucintayii-by constantly thinking about;  cittasya
of the mind; yatta�-engaged; grahaf!e-in the control ; yoga-yukta�
situated in devotional service ; yati�yate-will endeavor ; rjubhi�-easy; 
yoga-miirgai�-by the processes of mystic power. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus consciously engaged in devotional service in the association of 
devotees, a person gains distaste for sense gratification, both in this world 
and in the next, by constantly thinking about the activities of the Lord. 
This process of Kf�pa consciousness is the easiest process of mystic power; 
when one is actually situated on that path of devotional service, he is able 
to control the mind. 

PURPORT 

In all scriptures people are encouraged to act in a pious way so that 
they can enjoy sense gratification not only in this life but also in the next. 
For example, one is promised promotion to the heavenly kingdom of 
higher planets by pious fruitive activities. But a devotee in the association 
of devotees prefers to contemplate the activities of the Lord-how He has 
created this universe, how He is maintaining it , how the creation dissolves, 
and how in the spiritual kingdom the Lord's pastimes are going on. There 
are full literatures describing these activities of the Lord, especially 
Bhagavad-gttii, Brahma-sarhhitii and Srimad-Bhiigavatam. The sincere devo-
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tee who associates with devotees gets the opportunity to hear and con-
template this subject of the pastimes of the Lord, and the result is that he 
feels distaste for so-called happiness in this or that world, in heaven or on 
other planets. The devotees are simply interested in being transferred to 
the personal association of the Lord ; they have no more attraction for 
temporary so-called happiness. That is the position of one who is yoga
yukta. One who is fixed in mystic power is not disturbed by the allurement 
of this world or that world; he is interested in the matters of spiritual under
standing or the spiritual situation. This sublime situation is very easily 
attained by the easiest process, bhakti-yoga. �jubhir yoga-miirga*. A 
very suitable word used here is rjubhi�, or very easy. There are different 
processes of yoga-miirga, attaining yoga perfection, but this process, 
devotional service to the Lord, is the easiest. Not only is it the easiest 
process, but the result is sublime. Everyone, therefore, should try to take 
this process of Kr�pa consciousness and reach the highest perfection of life. 

TEXT 27 

��� �i�UflwtT 
�n�;r ��f�f+qij;{ 1 

�)it;r ��ij�T � � 

qf �".�'";rr�,�� � � �\9, , 

asevayiiyarh prakrter gur.iiniirh 
jiiiinena vairiigya-vijrmbhitena 

yogena mayy arpitayii ca bhaktyii 
miirh pratyag-iitmiinam ihiivarundhe 

asevayii-by not engaging in the service; ayam-this person;  prakrte�
gur:aniim-of the modes of material nature ; jiiiinena-by knowledge; 
vairiigya-with renunciation ; vijrmbhitena-developed ; yogena-by prac
ticing yoga; mayi-unto Me; arpitayii-fixed ; ca-and ; bhaktyii-with 
devotion ; miim-unto Me ; pratyak-iitmiinam-the Absolute Truth; iha-in 
this very life; avarundhe-one attains. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus by not engaging in the service of the modes of material nature hut 
by developing Kf�pa consciousness, knowledge in renunciation, and by 
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practicing yoga, in which the mind is always fixed in devotional service 
unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one achieves My association in 
this very life, for I am the Supreme Personality, the Absolute Truth. 

PURPORT 

When one engages in devotional service to the Lord in the nine different 
kinds of bhakti-yoga, as enunciated in authoritative scriptures, such as by 
hearing (sravaram), chanting (kirtanam), remembering, offering worship, 
praying and offering personal service-either in one of them, or two, or 
three or all of them-he naturally has no opportunity to engage in the 
service of the three modes of material nature. Unless one has good 
engagements in spiritual service, it is not possible to get out of the attach
ment to material service. Those who are not devotees, therefore, are 
interested in so-called humanitarian or philanthropic work, such as opening 
a hospital or charitable institution. These are undoubtedly good works in 
the sense that they are pious activities, and their result is that the perform
er may get some opportunities for sense gratification, either in this life 
or in the next. Devotional service, however, is beyond the boundary of 
sense gratification. It is completely spiritual activity. When one engages in 
the spiritual activities of devotional service, naturally he does not get any 
opportunity to engage in sense gratificatory activities. Kmta conscious 
activities are performed not blindly but with perfect understanding of 
knowledge and renunciation .  This kind of yoga practice, in which the 
mind is always fixed upon the Supreme Personality of Godhead in 
devotion, results in liberation in this very life. The person who performs 
such acts gets in touch with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Lord 
Caitanya, therefore, approved the process of hearing from realized devo
tees about the pastimes of the Lord. It does not matter to what category 
of this world the audience belongs . If one meekly and submissively hears 
about the activities of the Lord from a realized soul , he will be able to 
conquer the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is unconquerable by 
any other process. Hearing or associating with devotees is the most 
important function for self -realization. 

TEXT 28 

�q�tft�<lR 
���f:qmllf�: �ijl 'P{ � 1 
� � ij fwt�tur��T�tff �1{. 1 1�� 1 1  

Text 29] The Glories of Devotional Service 

devahiltir uviica 
kiicit tvayy ucitii bhakti� 

kidrsi mama gocarii 
yayii padarh te nirviir;wm 

anjasiinviisnavii aham 
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devahilti� uviica-Devahuti said; kiicit-what; tvayi-unto You· ucitii
prope:; b_hak ti�-devotio?al service ; kidrsi-what kind ; mama-

'
by me; 

go-cara-f1t to be practiced; yayii-by which; padam-feet ; te-Your
nirvii�am-liberation ; afijasii-immediately; anviisnavai-shall attain ; aham-I: 

TRANSLATION 
On hearing this statement of the Lord, Devahiiti inquired : What kind of 

devotional service is worth developing and practicing to help me to easily 
and immediately attain to the service of Your lotus feet? 

PURPORT 

It is stated in Bhagavad-gitii that no one is barred from rendering service 
to the Lord. Whether one is a woman or a laborer or a merchant, if he 
engages himself in the devotional service of the Lord he is promoted to the 
highest perfectional state and goes back home, back to Godhead. The 
devotional service which is most suitable for different types of devotees 
is determined and fixed by the mercy of the spiritual master . 

TEXT 29 

��tift +�'lmoft M6fto••�4��a: 1 
�: � � �6{ij�Nill� 1 1 ��1 1 

yo yogo bhagavad-biir-o 
nirviir-iitmarhs tvayodita� 

kidrsa� kati ciingiini 
yatas tattviivabodhanam 

ya�-which ; yoga�-mystic yoga process; bhagavat-ba�a�-aiming at the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead;  nirva�a-atman- 0 embodiment of 
nirva�a; tvayii-by You ; udita�-explained ; krdrsa�-of what nature ; kati
how many ; ca-and; angani-branches ; yata�-by which; tattva-of the 
truth; avabodhanam-understanding. 
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TRANSLATION 

The mystic yoga system, as you have explained, aims at the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead and is meant for completely ending material 
existence. Please let me know what the nature of that yoga system is. How 
many ways are there by which one can understand in truth that sublime 
yoga? 

PURPORT 

There are different kinds of mystic yoga systems aiming for different 
phases of the Absolute Truth. The jniina-yoga system aims at the imper
sonal Brahman effulgence, and the hatha-yoga system aims at the localized 
personal aspect, the Paramatma feature of the Absolute Truth, whereas 
bhakti-yoga, or devotional service, which is executed in nine different ways, 
headed by hearing and chanting, aims at complete realization of the Su
preme Lord. There are different methods of self-realization. But here 
Devahiiti especially refers to the bhak ti-yoga system, which has already 
been primarily explained by the Lord . The different parts of the bhakti
yoga system are hearing, chanting, remembering, offering prayers, wor
shiping the Lord in the temple, accepting service to Him, ca�rying out �is 
orders, making friendship with Him ,  and, after all , surrendermg everythmg 
for the service of the Lord. The word nirviir-iitman is very significant 
in this verse . Unless one accepts the process of devotional service, 
one cannot end the continuation of material existence. As far as 
jniints are concerned, they are interested in jniina-yoga, but even if one 
elevates oneself, after a great performance of austerity, to the Brahman 
effulgence, there is a chance of falling down again in the material world. 
Therefore, jniina-yoga does not actually end material existence. Similarly, 
regarding the hatha-yoga system, which aims at the localized aspect of the 
Lord, Paramatma, it has been experienced that many yogis, such as 
Visvamitra, fall down . But bhakti-yogts, once approaching the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, never come back to this material world, as it is · 
confirmed in the Bhagavad-grta. Yad gatvii na nivartante: upon going, one 
never comes back. Tyaktvii dehani punar janma naiti: after giving up this 
body, he never comes back again to accept a material body . Nirviir-a does 
not finish the existence of the soul. The soul is ever-existing. Therefore 
nirvana • means to end one's material existence, and to end material exis
tenc� means to go back home, back to Godhead. 

Sometimes it is questioned how the living entity falls down from the 
spiritual world to the material world. Here is the answer . Unless one is 
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elevated to the V aikuptha planets, directly in touch with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, he is prone to fall down, either from the impersonal Brahman realization or from an ecstatic trance of meditation. Another word in this verse, bhagavad-biina�, is very significant. Biina� means arrow. The bhakti-yoga system is just like an arrow aiming up to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The bhakti-yoga system never urges one towards the impersonal Brahman effulgence or to the point of Paramatma realization. This biir-a�, or arrow, is so sharp and swift that it goes directly to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, penetrating the regions of impersonal Brah-man and localized Paramatma. · 

TEXT 30 

��lr ftr�Fft'� ��t IF�� I 

�� ��� ��hi �qy :.teJ��� I I �  o I I  
tad etan me vijiinthi 

yathiiharh manda-dhir hare 
sukharh buddhyeya durbodharh 

yo§ii bhavad-anugrahiit 

tat etat- that same ; me-to me; vijanihi- please explain ; yathii- so that; aham- I; manda- slow; dhi�-whose intelligence; hare- 0 my Lord ; sukham -easily; buddhyeya-may understand; durbodham-very difficult to understand; yo§ii- a woman; bhavat-anugrahiit- by Your grace. 

TRANSLATION 
My dear son, Kapila, after all, I am a woman. It is very difficult for me to understand the Absolute Truth because my intelligence is not very great. But if You will kindly explain it to me, even though I am not very intelligent, I can understand it and thereby feel transcendental happiness . 

PURPORT 
Knowledge of the Absolute Truth is not very easily understood by ordinary, less intelligent men ; but if the spiritual master is kind enough to the disciple, however unintelligent he may be, then by the divine grace of . the spiritual master everything is revealed. Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura therefore says, yasya prasiidiid, by the mercy of the spiritual master, 
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bhagavat-prasiida�, the mercy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is 
revealed. Devahilti requested her great son to be merciful towards her 
because she was a less intelligent woman and also His mother. By the 
grace of Kapiladeva it was quite possible for her to understand the 
Absolute Truth, even though the subject matter is very difficult for 
ordinary persons, especially women. 

TEXT 31  
� .... 
"lf?llf ijc{f"if 

M R�ctt?.f � mQf«� 
i311��l �� ��Tf�;snCf: I 

�� �SI��fw:ij' � 
!fun:q � +lf�f.Rn�� I I � �  I I  

maitreya uviica 
viditviirtharit kapilo matur ittharit 

jiita-sneho yatra tanviibhijiita� 
tattvamnayarit yat pravadanti sarikhyarit 

provaca vai bhakti-vitiina-yogam 

maitreyaJ:t uviica-Maitreya said ; viditva-having known; artham-purpose; 
kapilaJ:t- Lord Kapila ; miituJ:t- of His mother ; ittham- thus; jiita-snehaJ:t
became compassionate ;  yatra-upon her ; tan vii-from her body ; abhijii.ta�
born ; tattva-amnayam- truths received by disciplic succession ; yat- which;  
pravadanti- they call ; siirikhyam-siirikhya philosophy; proviica- He 
described ; vai- in fact ; bhak ti- devotional service ; vitii.na-spreading ; 
yogam- mystic yoga. 

TRANSLATION 

Sri Maitreya said: After hearing the statement of His mother, Kapila 
could understand her purpose, and He became compassionate towards her 
because of being born of her body. He described the sankhya system of 
philosophy, which is a combination of devotional service and mystic 
realization, as received by disciplic succession. 
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TEXT 32 

�l�1JerT�"'l 
�r-rt g�1\.,.,., .. ,a�fercticti� 1 
�� ��� tf�: �tfettf � �1 I 
atf� �l•letdl ¥If�: fui.fU� � � � � I I  

sri bhagavii.n uvii.ca 
devanarit gura-liriganam 

anusravika-karmaram 
sattva evaika-manaso 

vrtt* svabhavikt tu yii 
animitta bhagavati 

bhakti� siddher gartyast 
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sri bhagavan uvaca-the Supreme Personality of Godhead said; devanam 
-of the senses or of the presiding deities of the senses; guT}a-lingii.nii.m
which detect sense-objects ; iinusravika- according to scripture; karmaT}ii.m
which work; sattve- unto the mind or unto the Lord ; eva- only ; eka
manasaJ:t-of a man of undivided mind; vrttil),-inclination ; sviibhii.viki
natural ; tu-in fact; yii-which ; animittii- without motive ; bhii.gavati-to 
the Personality of Godhead; bhaktil),- devotional service ; siddheJ:t-than 
salvation ; gariyasi- better. 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Kapila said : The senses are symbolic representations of the 
demigods, and their natural inclination is to work under the direction of 
the Vedic injunctions. As the senses are representatives of the demigods, so 
the mind is the representative of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The 
mind's natural duty is to serve. When that service spirit is engaged in devo
tional service to the Personality of Godhead, without any motive, that is 
far better even than salvation. 

PURPORT 

The senses of the living entity are always engaged in some occupation, 
either in activities prescribed in the injunctions of the Vedas or in material 
activities. The natural inclination of the senses is to work for something, 
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and the mind is the center of the senses. The mind is actually the leader of 
the senses ; therefore it is called sattva. Similarly, the leader of all the 
demigods who are engaged in the activities of this material world-the sun, 
moon, Indra, etc .-is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

It is stated in the Vedic literature that the demigods are different limbs 
of the universal body of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Our senses 
are also controlled by different demigods ; our senses are representations of 
various �emigods, and the mind is the representation of the Supreme 
�ersonahty of Godhead. The senses, led by the mind, act under the 
mfluence of the demigods. When the service is ultimately aimed at the 
Supreme �ersonality of Godhead, the senses are in their natural position .  
The Lord I S  called Hr�Ikesa, for He is  actually the proprietor and ultimate 
master of the senses. The senses and the mind are naturally inclined to 
work, but when they are materially contaminated they work for some 
material benefit or for the service of the demigods, although actually they 
are meant to serve the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The senses are 
called hrfiika, and the Supreme Personality of Godhead is called Hrsikesa. 
Indirectly, all the senses are naturally inclined to serve the Suprem�· Lord. 
That is called bhakti. 

Kapiladeva said that when the senses, without desire for material 
profit or other selfish motives, are engaged in the service of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, that is called devotional service. That spirit of 
service is far better than siddhi, salvation. Bhakti, the inclination to serve 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is in a transcendental position far 
better than mukti or liberation . Thus bhakti is the stage after liberation. 
Unless one is liberated one cannot engage the senses in the service of the 
Lord. When the senses are engaged either in material activities of sense 
gratification or in the activities of the Vedic injunctions, there is some 
motive, but when the same senses are engaged in the service of the Lord 
and there is no motive, that is called animitta and is the natural inclination 
of the mind. The conclusion is that when the mind, without being deviated 
either. to Vedic injunctions or material activities, is fully engaged in Kr�l}.a 
consciOusness or devotional service to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, it is far better than the most aspired for liberation from material 
entanglement. 

TEXT 33 

iii��� � �� fW\1ft�� �?.tT 1 1 � � 1 1  

jarayaty iisu yii kosarit 
nigirram analo yathii 
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jarayati- dissolves; iisu- quickly ; yii-which; kosam-the subtle body ; 
nigirram-things eaten ; anala�-fire ; yathii-as. 

TRANS LATION 

Bhakti, devotional service, dissolves the subtle body of the living entity 
without separate effort, just as fire in the stomach digests all that we eat. 

PURPORT 

Bhakti is in a far higher position than mukti because a person's endeavor 
to get liberation from the material encagement is automatically served in 
devotional service. The example is given here that the fire in the stomach 
can digest whatever we eat. If the digestive power is sufficient, then what
ever we can eat will be digested by the fire in the stomach. Similarly, a 
devotee doesn't have to try separately to attain liberation. That very 
service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the process of his 
liberation because to engage oneself in the service of the Lord is already 
liberation from material entanglement. Sri Bilvamailgala 'fhakura explained 
this position very nicely. He said, "If I have unflinching devotion unto the 
lotus feet of the Supreme Lord, then muk ti or liberation serves me as my 
maidservant. Mukti, the maidservant, is always ready to do whatever I ask. " 

For a devotee, liberation is no problem at all. Liberation takes place 
without separate endeavor. Bhakti, therefore, is far better than mukti or 
the impersonalist position. The impersonalists undergo severe penances and 
austerities to attain mukt� but the bhakta, simply by engaging himself in 
the bhak ti process, especially ih chanting Hare K��l}.a, Hare Kr�l}.a, Kr�pa 
Kr�pa, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, 
immediately develops control over the tongue by engaging it in chanting · 
and accepting the remnants of foodstuff offered to the Personality of 
Godhead. As soon as the tongue is controlled, naturally all other senses 
are controlled automatically. Sense control is the perfection of the yoga 
principle, and one's liberation begins immediately as soon as he engages 
himself in the service of the Lord. It is confirmed by Kapiladeva that 
bhakti or devotional service is gariyasi, more glorious than siddhi, libera
tion. 
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naikiitmatiirit me sprhayanti kecin
mat-piida-seviibhiratii mad-ihii� 

ye 'nyonyato bhiigavatii� prasajya 
sabhiijayante mama pauru§iicli 

[Canto 3, Ch. 25 

na-never ; eka-iitmatiim-merging into oneness ; me- My ; sprhayanti
they desire ; kecit-any ; mat-piida-sevii-the service of My lotus feet; 
abhiratii�-engaged in ; mat-ihii�-endeavoring to attain Me; ye-those who ; 
an yon yata�-mutually ; bhiigavatii�-pure devotees ; prasajya-assembling; 
sabhiijayante-glorify ; mama-My; pauru§ii[li-glorious activities. 

TRANSLATION 
A pure devotee who is attached to the activities of devotional service 

and who always engages in the service of My lotus feet never desires to 
become one with Me. Such a devotee, who is unflinchingly engaged, always 
glorifies My pastimes and activities. 

PURPORT 
There are five kinds of liberation stated in the scriptures. One is to 

become one with the Supreme Personality of Godhead or to forsake one's 
individuality and merge into the Supreme Spirit. This is called ekiitmatiim. 
A devotee never accepts this kind of liberation. The other four liberations 
are to be promoted to the same planet as God, Vaikul}.tha, to associate 
personally with the Supreme Lord, to achieve the same opulence as the 
Lord and to attain the same bodily features as the Supreme Lord. A pure 
devotee, as will be explained by Kapila Muni, does not aspire for any of the 
five liberations. He especially despises as hellish becoming one with the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Sri Prabodhananda Sarasvati, a great 
devotee of Lord Caitanya, said kaivalyarit narakayate: "The happiness of 
becoming one with the Supreme Lord, which is aspired to by the 
Mayavadi's, is considered to be hellish." That oneness is not for pure 
devotees. 

There are many so-called devotees who think that in the conditioned 
state we may worship the Personality of Godhead, but ultimately there is 
no personality; they say that since the Absolute Truth is impersonal, one 
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can imagine a personal form of the impersonal Absolute Truth for the 
time being, but as soon as one becomes liberated the worship stops. 
That is the theory put forward by the Mayavada philosophy. Actually the 
impersonalists do not merge into the existence of the Supreme Person 
but into His personal bodily luster ,  which is called brahmajyoti_ Although 
that brahmajyoti is not different from His personal body, that sort of 
oneness or merging into the bodily luster of the Personality of Godhead 
is not accepted by a pure devotee because the devotees engage in greater 
pleasure than the so-called pleasure of merging into His existence. The 
greatest pleasure is to serve the Lord. Devotees are always thinking about 
how to serve Him; they are always designing ways and means to serve the 
Supreme Lord, even in the midst of the greatest obstacles of material 
existence. 

The Mayavadis accept the description of the pastimes of the Lord as 
stories, but actually they are not stories ; they are historieal facts. Pure 
devotees accept the narrations of the pastimes of the Lord not as stories 
but as Absolute Truth. The words mama pauru§iil)i are significant. Devotees 
are very much attached to glorifying the activities of the Lord, whereas 
the Mayavadis cannot even think of these activities. According to them 
the Absolute Truth is impersonal. Without personal existence, how can 
there be activity? The impersonalists take the activities mentioned in the 
Srimad-Bhiigavatam, Bhagavad-gita, and other Vedic literatures as fictitious 
stories, and therefore they interpret them most mischievously. They have 
no idea of the Personality of Godhead. They unnecessarily poke their 
noses into the scripture and interpret it in a deceptive way in order to 
mislead the innocent public. The activities of Mayavada philosophy are very 
dangerous to the public, and therefore Lord Caitanya warned never to hear 
from any Mayavadi about any scripture. They will spoil the entire process, 
and the person hearing them will never be able to come to the path of 
devotional service to attain the highest perfection, or will be able to do so 
only after a very long time . 

It is clearly stated by Kapila Muni that bhak ti activities or activities in 
devotional service are transcendental to mukti. This is called paficama� 
puru�iirtha. Generally, people engage in the activities of religion, economic 
development and sense gratification, and ultimately they work with an 
idea that they are going to become one with the Supreme Lord (mukti). 
But bhakti is transcendental to all these activities. The Srtmad-Bhagavatam, 
therefore, begins by stating that all kinds of pretentious religiosity is 
completely eradicated from the Bhiigavatam. Ritualistic activities for 
economic deve�opment and sense gratification, and, after frustration in 
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sense gratification, the desire to become one with the Supreme Lord, are 
all completely rejected in the Bhagavatam. The Bhagavatam is especially 
meant for the pure devotees who always engage in Kr�pa consciousness, in 
the activities of the Lord, and always glorify these transcendental activities. 
Pure devotees worship the transcendental activities of the Lord in 
Vrndavana, Dvaraka and Mathura as  they are narrated in the Srimad
Bhiigavatam and other PuralJ.aS. The Mayavadi philosophers completely 
reject them as stories, but actually they are great and worshipable subject 
matter and thus are relishable only for devotees. That is the difference 
between a Mayavadi and a pure devotee. 

TEXT 35 

�F:r ij it ��M( � :  
��I�R�l4'.1�1fwt I 

� �f;r �� 
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pasyanti te me rucirary amba santa� 
prasanna-vaktrarura-locanani 

riipari divyani vara-pradani 
sakarh vacarh sprhariyarh vadanti 

pasyanti-see ; te-they ; me-My;  rucirari-beautiful; amba-0 mother; 
santa�-devotees ; prasanna-smiling; vaktra-face ; arura-like the morning 
sun ;  locanani-eyes ; rilpari-forms ; divyani-transcendental ; vara-pradani
benevolent; sakam-with Me; vacam-words ; sprhal}iyam-favorable; 
vadanti-they speak. 

TRANSLATION 

0 My mother, My devotees always see the smiling face of My form, with 
eyes like the rising morning sun. They like to see My various transcendental 
forms, which are all benevolent, and they also talk favorably with Me. 

PURPORT 

Mayavadis and atheists accept the forms of the Deities in the temple of 
the Lord as idols, but the devotees do not worship idols. They directly 
worship the Personality of Godhead in His area incarnation. A rca refers to 
the form which we can worship in our present condition. Actually in our 
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present state it is not possible to see God in His spiritual form because our 
· material eyes and senses cannot conceive of a spiritual form. We cannot 

even see the spiritual form of the individual soul. When a man dies we 
cannot see how the spiritual form leaves the body. That is the defect of 
our material senses. In order to be seen by our material senses, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead accepts a favorable form which is called arca
vigraha. This arca-vigraha, sometimes called the area incarnation, is not 
different from Him. Just as the Supreme Personality of Godhead accepts 
various incarnations, so He takes on forms made out of matter-clay, wood, 
metal, jewels, etc. 

There are many sastric injunctions which give instructions for carving 
forms of the Lord. These forms are not material. If God is all-pervading, 
then He is also in the material elements. There is no doubt about it. But 
the atheists think otherwise. Although they preach that everything is God, 
when they go to the temple and see the form of the Lord, they deny that 
He is God. According to their own theory, everything is God. Then why 
is the Deity not God? Actually, they have no conception of God. The 
devotees' vision, however, is different ; their vision is smeared with love of 
God. As soon as they see the Lord in His different forms the devotees 
become saturated with love, for they do not find any difference between 
the Lord and His form in the temple, as do the atheists. The smiling face of 
the Deity in the temple is beheld by the devotees as very transcendental 
and spiritual, and the decoration of the body of the Lord is very much 
appreciated by the devotees. It is the duty of the spiritual master to teach 
how to decorate the Deity in the temple , how to cleanse the temple and 
how to worship the Deity. There are different procedures and rules and 
regulations which are followed in temples of Vi�pu , and devotees go there 
and see the Deity , the vigraha, and spiritually enjoy the form because 
all of the Deities are benevolent. The devotees express their minds before 
the Deity, and in many instances the Deity also gives answers. But one 
must be a very elevated devotee in order to be able to speak with the 
Supreme Lord. Sometimes the Lord informs the devotee through dreams. 
These exchanges of feelings between the Deity and the devotee are not 
understandable by atheists, but actually the devotee enjoys. Kapila Muni 
is explaining how the devotees see the decorated body and face of the 
Deity and how they speak with Him in devotional service. 

TEXT 36 
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�1�¥49\l ��� �-
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tair darsaniyiivayavair udiira
viliisa-hiisek$ita-viima-silk ta* 

hrtiitmano hrta-prii[tiirhs ca bhaktir 
anicchato me gatim a[tvim prayunkte 

tai[l,-by those forms ; darsaniya-charming ; avayavai{l,-whose limbs; 
udara-exalted; viliisa-pastimes; hiisa-smiling; ik$ita-glances ; varna
pleasing ; silkta*-whose delightful words; hrta-captivated;  iitmana{l,-their 
minds ; hrta-captivated ; prii[tlin-their senses ; ca-and; bhakti{l,-devotional 
service ; anicchata{l,-unwilling; me-My ;  gatim-abode ; a[tvim-subtle ;  
prayunkte-secures . 

TRANSLATION 

Upon seeing the charming forms of the Lord, smiling and attractive, 
and hearing His very pleasing words, the pure devotee almost loses all 
other consciousness. His senses are freed from all other engagements, and 
he becomes absorbed in devotional service. Thus in spite of his unwilling
ness, he gets liberation without separate endeavor. 

PURPORT 

There are three divisions of devotees-first-class, second-class and third
class. Even the third-class devotees are liberated souls. It is explained in 
this verse that although they do not have knowledge, simply by seeing the 
beautiful decoration of the Deity in the temple , the devotee is absorbed in 
thought of Him and loses all other consciousness. Simply by fixing oneself 
in Kr�l}.a consciousness, engaging the senses in the service of the Lord, one 
is imperceptibly liberated. This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gttii. Simply 
by discharging uncontaminated devotional service as prescribed in the 
scriptures, one becomes equal to Brahman. In Bhagavad-gitii it is said, 
brahma-bhilyiiya kalpate. This means that the living entity in his original 
state is Brahman because he is part and parcel of the Supreme Brahman. 
But simply because of his forgetfulness of his real nature as an eternal 
servitor of the Lord, he is overwhelmed and captured by miiyii. His 
forgetfulness of his real constitutional position is maya. Otherwise he is 
eternally Brahman. 
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When one is trained to become conscious of his position, he understands 
that he is the servitor of the Lord. Brahman refers to a state of self-realiza
tion. Even the third-class devotee, who is not advanced in knowledge of the 
Absolute Truth hut simply offers obeisances with great devotion, thinks of 
the Lord, sees the Lord in the temple and brings forth flowers and fruits 
to offer to the Deity, becomes imperceptibly liberated·. Sraddhayanvitii[l,: 
with great devotion the devotees offer worshipful respects and paraphernalia 
to the Deity. The Deities of Radha and Kr�l}.a, Lak�mi and Narayapa, and 
Rama and Sita are very attractive to devotees, so much so that when they 
see the statue decorated in the temple of the Lord they become fully ab
sorbed in thought of the Lord. That is the state of liberation. In other 
words, it is confirmed herewith that even a third-class devotee is in the 
transcendental position ,  above those who are trying for liberation by 
speculation or by other methods. Even great impersonalists like Sukadeva 
Gosvami and the four Kumaras were attracted by the beauty of the Deities 
in the temple, by the decorations and by the aroma of tulasi offered to 
the Lord, and they became devotees. Even though they were in the 
liberated state, instead of remaining impersonalists they were attracted by 
the beauty of the Lord and became devotees. 

Here the word viliisa is very important. Viliisa means the activities or 
pastimes of the Lord. It is a prescribed duty in temple worship that not 
only should one visit the temple to see the Deity nicely decorated, hut at 
the same time he should hear the recitation of Srimad-Bhiigavatam, 
Bhagavad-gitii or some similar literature, which is regularly recited in the 
temple. It is the system in Vrndavana that in every temple there is recita
tion of the siistras. Even third-class devotees who have no literary knowl
edge or no time to read Srimad-Bhiigavatam or Bhagavad-gitii get the 
opportunity to hear about the pastimes of the Lord. In this way their 
minds may remain always absorbed in the thought of the Lord-His form, 
His activities and His transcendental nature. This state of Kr�pa conscious
ness is a liberated stage . Lord Caitanya, therefore, recommended five 
important processes in the discharge of devotional service : ( 1 )  to chant 
the holy name of the Lord, Hare Kr�pa, Hare Kr�pa, Kr�pa Knspa, Hare 
Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, (2) to associate 
with devotees and serve them as far as possible, (3) to hear Srimad
Bhiigavatam, ( 4) to see the decorated temple and the Deity, and, if 
possible, (5) to live in a place like Vrndiivana or Mathurii. These five items 
alone can help a devotee to achieve the highest perfectional stage. This is 
confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii and here in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam. That third-
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class devotees can also imperceptibly achieve liberation is accepted in all 
Vedic literatures . 

TEXT 37 

3WT f�ffl' � �rnf�
��eht+t�'i'l( 
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atho vibhiltirh mama miiyiivinas tiim 
ai�varyam a�tiihgam anupravrttam 

$riyarh bhagavatirh viisprhayanti bhadriirh 
parasya me te 'snuvate tu loke 

atho-then ; vibhiltim-opulence ; mama-of Me ; miiyiivina[l,-of the Lord 
of miiyii; tiim-that ; aisvaryam- mystic perfection ; a§ta-aligam-consisting 
of eight parts ; anupravrttam-following; sriyam-splendor ; bhiigavatim-of 
the kingdom of God; vii-or ; asprhayanti-they do not desire ; bhadriim
blissful ; parasya-of the Supreme Lord; me-of Me; te-those devotees; 
asnuvate-enjoy; tu-but ; loke-in this life . 

TRANSLATION 

Thus because he is completely absorbed in thought of Me, the devotee 
does not desire even the highest benediction obtainable in the upper 
planetary systems, including Satyaloka. He does not desire the eight 
material perfections obtained from mystic yoga, nor does he desire to be 
elevated to the kingdom of God. Yet even without desiring them, the 
devotee enjoys, even in this life, all the offered benedictions. 

PURPORT 

The vibhilti or opulences offered by miiyii are of many varieties. We 
have experience of different varieties of material enjoyment even on this 
planet, but if one is able to promote himself to higher planets like Candra
loka, the sun, or, still higher, Maharloka, Janaloka and Tapoloka, or even 
ultimately the highest planet, which is inhabited by Brahma and is called 
Satyaloka, there are immense possibilities for material enjoyment. For 
example, the duration of life on higher planets is far, far greater than on 
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this planet. It is said that on the moon the duration of life is such that our 
six months are equal to one day. We cannot even imagine the duration of 
life on the highest planet. It is stated in Bhagavad-gitii that Brahma's 
twelve hours are inconceivable even to our mathematicians. These are all 
descriptions of the external energy of the Lord, or miiyii. Besides these, 
there are other opulences which the yogis can achieve by their mystic 
power. They are also material. A devotee does not aspire for all these 
material pleasures, although they are available to him simply by wishing. 
By the grace of the Lord, a devotee can achieve wonderful success simply 
by willing. But a real devotee does not like that. Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu 
has taught that one should not desire material opulence or material repu
tation, nor should one try to enjoy material beauty ; he should simply as
pire to be absorbed in the devotional service of the Lord, even if he does 
not get liberation but has to continue the process of birth and death 
unlimitedly. Actually, however, to one who engages in Kr�pa conscious- _ 
ness, liberation is already guaranteed. Devotees enjoy all the benefits of the 
higher planets and the Vaikuptha planets also. It is especially mentioned 
here, bhiigavatirh bhadriim. In the V aikuptha planets everything is eternally 
peaceful, yet a pure devotee does not even aspire to be promoted there. 
But still he gets that advantage ; he enjoys all the facilities of the material 
and spiritual worlds, even during the present life span. 

TEXT 38 

W{ ifitfMfli�'RH �� 
W{e�"lf�;ft �sf;rf�) � �: 1 ..... 

�+{{ fsrt 3TR+\T �� 

� �: � ��!( � � �� I I  
na karhicin mat-pariift siinta-rilpe 

nalik�yanti no me 'nimi§O le�hi he ti[t 
ye�iim aharh priya iitmii sutas ca 

sakhii guruft suhrdo daivam 4tam 

na-not ; karhicit-ever ; mat-pariift-My devotees ; siinta-rilpe-0 mother ; 
nalik�yanti-will lose ; no-not ; me-My ; animi�aft-time ; le�hi-destroys; 
he tift-weapon; ye§iim-of whom ; aham-1; priyaft- dear ; atma-self; sutaft
son ;  ca-and; sakha-friend ; guruft-preceptor ; suhrda[l-benefactor; daivam 
-Deity ; i�tam-chosen. 
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TRANSLATION 

The Lord continued : My dear mother, devotees who receive such 
transcendental opulences are never bereft of them; neither weapons nor 
the change of time can destroy such opulences. Because the devotees 
accept Me as their friend, their relative, their son, preceptor, benefactor 
and Supreme Deity, they cannot be deprived of their possessions at any 
:time. 

PURPORT 
It is stated in Bhagavad-gttii that one may elevate himself to the 

higher planetary systems, even up to Brahmaloka, by dint of pious activi
ties, but when the effects of such pious activities are finished, one again 
comes back to this earth to begin a new life of activities. Thus even though 
one is promoted to the higher planetary system for enjoyment and a long 
duration of life, still that is not a permanent settlement. But as far as the 
devotees are concerned, their assets-the achievement of devotional service 
and the consequent opulence of V aikurttha, even on this planet-are never 
destroyed. In this verse Kapiladeva addresses His mother as siinta-rupii, 
indicating that the opulences of devotees are fixed because devotees are 
eternally fixed in the V aikurttha atmosphere, which is called siinta-rupa 
because it is in the mode of pure goodness, undisturbed by the modes of 
passion and ignorance. Once one is fixed in the devotional service of the 
Lord, his position of transcendental service cannot be destroyed, and the 
pleasure and service simply increase unlimitedly. For the devotees engaged 
in Kr�r;ta consciousness, in the V aikurttha atmosphere, there is no influence 
of time. In the material world the influence of time destroys everything, 
but in the V aikurttha atmosphere there is no influence of time or of the 
demigods because there are no demigods in the V aikurttha planets. Here 
our activities are controlled by different demigods ; even if we move our 
hand and leg, the action is controlled by the demigods. But· in the 
Vaikurttha atmosphere there is no influence of the demigods or of time ; 
therefore there is no question of destruction. When the time element is 
present, there is the certainty of destruction, but when there is no time 
element, past, present or future, then everything is eternal . Therefore this 
verse uses the words na na�ik§yanti, indicating that the transcendental 
opulences will never be destroyed. 

The reason for freedom from destruction is also described. The devotees 
accept the Supreme Lord as the most dear personality and reciprocate 
with Him in different relationships. They accept the Supreme Personality 

L 
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of Godhead as the dearmost friend, the dearmost relative , the dearmost 
son , the dearmost preceptor, the dearmost well-wisher or the dearmost 
Deity . The Lord is eternal ; therefore any relationship in which we accept 
Him is also eternal . It is clearly confirmed herein that the relationships can
not be destroyed, and therefore the opulences of those relationships are 
never destroyed. Every living entity has the propensity to love someone. 
We can see that if someone has no object of love , then generally he puts 
his love in a pet animal like a cat or a dog. Thus the eternal propensity for 
love in all living entities is always searching for a place to reside. From 
this verse we can learn that we can love the Supreme Personality of God
head as our dearmost object-as a friend, as a son, as a preceptor or as a 
well-wisher-and there will be no cheating and no end to such love. We 
shall eternally enjoy the relationship with the Supreme Lord in different 
aspects. A special feature of this verse is the acceptance of the Supreme 
Lord as the supreme preceptor. Bhagavad-gitii is spoken directly by the 
Supreme Lord, and Arjuna accepted Kr�r:ta as guru or spiritual master. 
Similarly , we should accept only Kr�IJa as the supreme spiritual master . 

Krsna of course means Krsna and His confidential devotees; Kr�r;ta is . . .  ' ' . . .  
not alone. When we speak of Kr�r;ta, Kr�r;ta means Kr�r:ta in His name, in His 
form, in His quality , in His abode, in His associates, etc. Kr�r;ta is never 
alone because the devotees of Kr�r:ta are not impersonalists . For example, 
a king is always associated with his secretary , his commander , his servant 
and so much paraphernalia. As soon as we accept Kr�r;ta and His associates 
as our preceptors, no ill effects can destroy our knowledge. In the mater�al 
world the knowledge which we acquire may change because of the m
fluence of time, but nevertheless the conclusions received from Bhagavad
gttii, directly from the speeches of the Supreme Lord Kr�r;ta , can never 
change. There is no use interpreting Bhagavad-gitii; it is eternal. 

Kr�r;ta, the Supreme Lord, should be accepted as one's best friend� He will 
never cheat. He will always give His friendly advice and friendly protection to 
the devotee. If Kt�r;ta is accepted as a son, He will never die. Here we have a 
very loving son or child, but the father and mother, or those who are affeo
tionate towards him, always hope, "May my son not die." But Krwa actually 
never will die. Therefore those who accept Kr�rta or the Supreme Lord .as 
their son will never be bereft of their son. In many instances devotees have 
accepted the Deity as a son. In Bengal there are many such instances, and 
even after the death of the devotee, the Deity performed the sriiddha cere
mony for the father. The relationship is never destroyed. People are 
accustomed to worship different forms of demigods, but in Bhagavad-gtta 
such a mentality is condemned; therefore one should be intelligent enough 
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to worship only the Supreme Personality of Godhead in His different forms 
such as Lak�mi-Narayapa, Sita-Rama and Radha-Kr�pa. Thus he will never be 
cheated. By worshiping the demigods one may elevate himself to the 
higher planets, but during the dissolution of the material world, the deity 
and the abode of the deity will be destroyed. But one who worships the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead is promoted to the V aikuptha planet 
where there is no influence of time, destruction or annihilation. The con
clusion is that the time influence cannot act upon devotees who have 
accepted the Supreme Personality of Godhead as everything. 

TEXTS 39-40 

. � � � � ��� �11ilt�I�U+i4h� I 
3l'mn� � � � w;r: � �: � � ��I I 
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imam lokarh tathaiviimum 
iitmiinam ubhayiiyinam 

iitmiinam anu ye ceha 
ye riiya� pasavo grha� 

visrjya sarviin anyiirhs ca 
miim evarh visvato-mukham 

bhajanty ananyayii bhaktyii 
tiin mrtyor atipiiraye 

imam- this ; lokam-world;  tathii-accordingly ; eva-certainly ; amum
that world; iitmiinam-the subtle body; ubhaya-in both ; ayinam-traveling; 
iitmiinam-the body; anu-in relationship with ; ye-those who ; ca-also ; 
iha-in this world; ye-that which; riiya�-wealth ;piZSava�- cattle; grhii�
houses; visrjya-having given up;  sarviin-all; anyiin-other ; ca- and; miim
Me ; evam-thus ; visvata�-mukham-the all-pervading Lord of the universe ; 
bhajanti-they worship ; ananyayii- unflinching; bhaktyii-by devotional 
service ; tan-them; mrtyo�-of death ; atipiiraye-I take to the other side. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus the devotee who worships Me, the all-pervading Lord of the 
universe, in unflinching devotional service, gives up all aspirations to be 
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promoted to heavenly planets or to become happy in this world with 
wealth, children, cattle, home or anything in relationship with the body. I 
take him to the other side of birth and death. 

PURPORT 

Unflinching devotional service, as described in these two verses, means 
engaging oneself in full Kr�I}.a consciousness or devotional service, accept
ing the Supreme Lord as all in all. Since the Supreme Lord is all-inclusive, 
if anyone worships Him with unflinching faith, he has automatically 
achieved all other opulences and performed all other duties. The Lord 
promises herein that He takes His devotee to the other side of birth and 
death. Lord Caitanya, therefore , recommended that one who aspires to go 
beyond birth and death should have no material possessions. This means 
that one should not try to be happy in this world or to be promoted to the 
heavenly world, nor should he try for material wealth, children, houses or 
cattle. 

How liberation is imperceptibly achieved by a pure devotee and what the 
symptoms are have been explained. For the conditioned soul there are two 
statuses of living. One status is in this present life , and the other is our 
preparation for the next life . If I am in the mode of goodness, then I may 
be preparing for promotion to the higher planets, if I am in the mode of 
passion then I shall remain here in a society where activity is very promi
nent, and if I am in the mode of ignorance I may be degraded to animal 
life or a lower grade of human life. But for a devotee there is no concern 
for this life or the next life because in any life he does not desire elevation 
in material prosperity or a high-grade or low-grade life. He prays to the 
Lord, "My dear Lord, it does not matter where I am born, but let me be 
born, even as an ant, in the house of a devotee." A pure devotee does not 
pray to the Lord for liberation from this material bondage. Actually, the 
pure devotee never thinks that he is fit for liberation. Considering his past 
life and his mischievous activities, he thinks that he is fit to be sent to the 
lowest region of hell. If in this life I am trying to become a devotee, this 
does not mean that in my many past lives I was one hundred percent pious. 
That is not possible. A devotee, therefore, is always conscious of his real 
position. Only by his full surrender to the Lord, by the Lord 's grace, are 
his sufferings made shorter. As stated in Bhagavad-gttii, "Surrender unto 
Me, and I will give you protection from all kinds of sinful reaction." That 
is His mercy. But this does not mean that one who has surrendered to the 
lotus feet of the Lord has committed no misdeeds in his past life . A devotee 
always prays, "For my misdeeds, may I be born again and again ,  but my 
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only prayer is that I may not forget Your service." The devotee has that 
much mental strength, and he prays to the Lord: "May I be born again 
and again, but let me be born in the home of Your pure devotee so that I 
may again get a chance to develop myself ." 

A pure devotee is not anxious to elevate himself in his next birth. He 
has already given up that sort of hope. In any life in which one is born, as 
a householder, or even as an animal, he must have some children, some 
resources or some possessions , but a devotee is not anxious to possess 
anything. He is satisfied with whatever is obtainable by God's grace. He is 
not at all attached to improving his social status or improving the status of 
education of his children. He is not neglectful-he is dutiful-but he does 
not spend too much time on the upliftment of temporary household or 
social life. He fully engages in the service of the Lord and for other affairs 
he simply spares as much time as absolutely necessary (yathiirtham 
upayufijata� ) . Such a pure devotee does not care for what is going to 
happen in the next life or in this life ; he does not care even for family, 
children or society. He fully engages in the service of the Lord in Kr�Q.a 
consciousness. It is stated in Bhagavad-gttii that without the knowledge of 
the devotee, the Lord arranges . for His devotee to be immediately 
transferred to His transcendental abode just after leaving his body. After 
quitting his body he does not go into the womb of another mother. The 
ordinary common living entity, after death, is transferred to the womb of 
another mother, according to his karma or activities , to take another type 
of body . But as far as the devotee is concerned, he is at once transferred to 
the spiritual world in the association of the Lord. That is the Lord's 
special mercy. How it is possible is ex.plained in the following verses. 
Because He is all-powerful, the Lord can do anything and everything. He 
can excuse all sinful reactions . He can immediately transfer a person to 
V aikupthaloka. That is the inconceivable power of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, who is favorably disposed to the pure devotees. 

TEXT 41 

� +t'l'•l':Ht: 31���� I 
3ffi+tWJ: ���t;ti" � �TEl fg I I  \J � I I 

niinyatra mad bhagavata� 
pradhiina-puru§esvariit 

iitmana� sarva-bhiitiiniim 
bhayarit tivrarit nivartate 
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na-n�t; anyatra-otherwise; mat-than Myself; bhagavata�-the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead ; pradhiina-puru§a-iSvariit-the Lord of both prakrti 
and puru§a; iitmana�-the Soul ; sarva-bhiitiiniim-of all living beings ; 
bhayam-fear ; tivram-terrible ; nivartate-is forsaken.  

TRANSLATION 

The terrible fear of birth and death can never be forsaken by anyone 
who resorts to any shelter other than Myself, for I am the almighty Lord, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the original source of all creation, 
and also the Supreme Soul of all souls . 

PURPORT 

It is indic�ted herein that the cycle of birth and death cannot be stopped 
unless one 1s a pure devotee of the Supreme Lord. It is said, harim vinii 
na srtirit taranti. One cannot surpass the cycle of birth and death unless 
?ne is �avored by t�e Supreme Personality of Godhead. The same concept · 
IS confumed hereWith :  one may take to the system of understanding the 
Absol�te Truth by one's own imperfect sensual speculation, or one may try 
to reahze the self by the mystic yoga process ; but whatever one may do, 
unless he comes to the point of surrendering to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, no process can give him liberation. One may ask if this means 
that t�ose who are undergoing so much penance and austerity by strictly 
followtng the rules and regulations are endeavoring in vain. The answer is 
given by Srtmad-Bhiigavatam ( 10.2 .32) : ye 'nye 'ravindiik�a vimukta
miinina[l,. Lord Brahma and other demigods prayed to the Lord when Krsna 
was in the womb of Devaki: "My dear lotus-eyed Lord, there are per���s 
who are puffed up with the thought that they have become liberated or one 
with Go� �r ha�e beco�e God, but in spite of thinking in such a _puffed-up 
way, the1� u�telhg�nce IS not laudable. They are less intelligent. " It is stated 
tha� . the�r m�elhgence,. �hethe� high or low, is not even purified. In 
punfted mtelhgence a hvmg entity cannot think otherwise than to surren
der. Bhagavad-gftii, therefore, confirms that purified intelligence arises in 
the person of a very wise man.  Bahiiniirit janmaniim ante jfiiinaviin miirh 
prapadyate. After many, many births, one who is actually advanced in 
intelligence surrenders unto the Supreme Lord. 

Without the surrendering process, one cannot achieve liberation. The 
�hiigavatam says, "Those who are simply puffed up, thinking themselves 
�1ber�ted by some nondevotional process, are not polished or clear in 
mtelhg.ence bec�use they have not yet surrendered unto You. In spite of 
executmg all kmds of austerities and penances or even arriving at the 
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brink of spiritual realization in Brahman realization , they think that they 
are in the effulgence of Brahman. But actually, because they have no 
transcendental activities , they fall down to material activities." One should 
not be satisfied simply with knowing that he is Brahman . He must engage 
himself in the service of the Supreme Brahman ; that is bhakti. The 
engagement of Brahman should be the service of Parabrahman. It is said 
that unless one becomes Brahman one cannot serve Brahman . The Supreme 
Brahman is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and the living entity is 
also Brahman. Without realization that he is Brahman, spirit soul, an eternal 
servitor of the Lord, if one simply thinks that he is Brahman, then that is 
only theoretical . He has to realize and at the same time engage himself in 
the devotional service of the Lord ; then he can exist in the Brahman sta
tus. Otherwise he falls down. 

The Bhagavatam says that because nondevotees neglect the transcenden
tal loving service of the lotus feet of the Personality of Godhead, their 
intelligence is not sufficient, and therefore these persons fall down. The 
living entity must have some activity. If he does not engage in the activity 
of transcendental service, he must fall down to material activity. As soon 
as one falls down to material activity, there is no rescue from the cycle of 
birth and death. It is stated here by Lord Kapila, "Without My mercy" 
(niinyatra mad bhagavataM. The Lord is stated here to be Bhagavan, the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, indicating that He is full of all opulences 
and is therefore perfectly competent to deliver one from the cycle of 
birth and death. He is also called pradhiina because He is the Supreme. He 
is equal to everyone , but to one who surrenders to Him He is especially 
favorable. It is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gita that the Lord is equal to 
everyone ; no one is His enemy and no one is His friend. But to one who 
surrenders unto Him, He is especially inclined. By the grace of the Lord, 
simply by surrendering unto Him one can get out of this cycle of birth and 
death. Otherwise, he may go on in many, many lives and may many times 
attempt other processes for liberation. 

TEXT 42 

��� t�Hits;.i �� ll�� I 
q� ��lf�� ��1� � � �� I I  

mad-bhayiid vati viito 'yam 
siiryas tapati mad-bhayat 
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var�attndro dahaty agnir 
mrtyus carati mad-bhayiit 
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mat-bhayiit-out of fear of Me ; viiti-blows ; viita�-wind;  ayam-this ; 
siirya�-the sun ;  tapati-shin�s ; mat-bhayiit-out of fear of Me; var�ati
showers rain ; indra�-Indra ; dahati-burns; agn*-fire ; mrtyu�- death;  
carati-goes ; mat-bhayat-out of fear of Me. 

TRANSLATION 

It is because of My supremacy that the wind blows, out of fear of Me; 
the sun shines out of fear of Me, and the lord of the clouds, Indra, sends 
forth showers out of fear of Me. Fire burns out of fear of Me, and 
death goes about taking its toll out of fear of Me. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead, Kr�l')a, says in Bhagavad-gita that 
the natural laws being enacted are correct in all activities because of His 
superintendence. No one should think that nature is working automati
cally, without superintendence. The Vedic literature says that the clouds 
are controlled by the demigod Indra, heat is distributed by the sun-god, 
the soothing moonlight is distributed by Candra, and the air is blowing 
under the arrangement of the demigod Vayu. But above all these demigods, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the chief living entity. 
Nityo nityiiniim cetanas cetaniiniim. The demigods are also ordinary living 
entities, but due to their faithfulness-their devotional service attitude
they have been promoted to such posts. These different demigods, or 
directors, such as Candra, Varu!la and Vayu, are called adhikiiri-devatii. The 
demigods are departmental heads. The government of the Supreme Lord 
consists not only of one planet or two or three ;' there are millions of 
planets and millions of universes. The Supreme Personality of Godhead has a 
huge government, and He requires assistants. The demigods are consid�red 
His bodily limbs. These are the descriptions of Vedic literature. Under 
these circumstances, the sun-god, the moon-god, the fire-god and the air
god are working under the direction of the Supreme Lord. It is confirmed 
in the Bhagavad-gitii, mayiidhyakfier-a prakrt* siiyate sa-cariicaram. The 
natural laws are being conducted under His superintendence. Because He 
is in the background, everything is being performed so punctually and 
regularly. 
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One who has taken shelter of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is 
completely protected from all other influences. He no longer serves or is 
obliged to anyone else. Of course he is not disobedient to anyone, but his 
full power of thought is absorbed in the service of the Lord . The state
ments by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Kapila, that under His 
direction the air is blowing, the fire is burning, the sun is giving heat, etc . ,  
are not sentimental. The impersonalist may say that the Bhagavatam 
devotees create and imagine someone as the Supreme Personality of God
head and assign qualifications to Him ; but actually it is neither imagination 
nor an imposition of artificial power in the name of Godhead. In the Vedas 
it is said, bhf§iismiid viita� pavate/ bhf§odeti silrya� : "By fear of the 
Supreme Lord the wind-god and the sun-god are acting." Bhi§iismiid agnis 
cendras cal mrtyur dhiivati paficama�: "Agni , Indra, and Mrtyu are also 
acting under His direction ."  These are the statements of the Vedas. 

TEXT 43 

��(1Jtf9;:ffi� �fuit�li\� �: I 
�N q� � !ffcl,��� 1 1 �� 1 1  

jfiiina-vairiigya-yuk te na 
bhakti-yogena yogina� 

k§emiiya piida-millam me 
pravisanty akuto-bhayam 

jfiiina-with knowledge ; vairiigya-and renunciation ; yuktena-equipped; 
bhakti-yogena-by devotional service ; yogina�-the yogfs; k�emiiya-for 
eternal benefit ;  piida-millam-feet; me- My ; pravisanti-take shelter of; 
akuta�-bhayam-without fear. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogis, equipped with transcendental knowledge and renunciation 
and engaged in devotional service for their eternal benefit, take shelter of 
My lotus feet, and since I am the Lord, they are thus eligible to enter into 
the kingdom of Godhead without fear. 

PURPORT 

One who actually wants to be liberated from the entanglement of this 
material world and go back home, back to Godhead, is the mystic yogt. 
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The words explicitly used here are yuktena bhak ti-yogena. Those yogls or 
mystics who engage in devotional service are the first-class yogls. The first
class yogls, as described in Bhagavad-gitii, are those who are constantly 
thinking of the Lord, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Kr�1,.1a. These 
yogts are not without knowledge and renunciation. To become a bhakti
yogl means to automatically attain knowledge and renunciation. That is 
the consequent result of bhak ti-yoga. In the Bhiigavatam, First Canto, 
Second Chapter it is also confirmed that one who engages in devotional 
service of Vasudeva, Kr�1,.1a, has complete transcendental knowledge and 
renunciation, and there is no explanation for these attainments. Ahaitukt
without reason, they come. Even if a person is completely illiterate, simply 
because of his engagement in devotional service, the transcendental 
knowledge of the scriptures is revealed unto him. That is also stated in the 
Vedic literature . To anyone who has full faith in the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead and the spiritual master, all the import of the Vedic literatures 
is revealed. He doesn't have to seek separately ; the yogts who engage in 
devotional service are full in knowledge and renunciation. If there is a lack 
of knowledge and renunciation, it is to be understood that he is not in full 
devotional service. The conclusion is that one cannot be sure of entrance 
into the spiritual realm-in either the impersonal brahmajyoti effulgence 
of the Lord or the V aikuptha planets within that Brahman effulgence
unless he is surrendered unto the lotus feet of the Supreme Lord. The 
surrendered souls are called akuto-bhaya. They are doubtless and fearless, 
and their entrance into the spiritual kingdom is guaranteed. 

TEXT 44 

�ij''4'�'4 �w� �t f;r:��: 1 
�Q( ��;{ � �fit� f� � ��� � �  

etiiviin eva loke 'smin 
pumsiim ni�sreyasodaya� 

ttvrer-a bhakti-yogena 
mano mayy arpitam sthiram 

etiiviin eva- only so far ; loke asmin-in this world ; pumsiim- of men ; 
ni�§reyasa-final perfection of life ; udaya�-the attainment of; tivrer-a
intense ; bhakti-yogena-by practice of devotional service ; mana�-mind; 
mayi-in Me ; arpitam-fixed ;  sthiram-steady . 
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TRANSLATION 

Therefore persons whose minds are fixed on the Lord engage in the 
intensive practice of devotional service. That is the only means for 
attainment of the final perfection of life. 

PURPORT 

Here the words mano mayy arpitam, which mean "the mind being fixed 
on Me," are significant. One should .fix his mind on the lotus feet of Kr�l]a 
or any incarnation. To be fixed steadily in that freedom is the way of 
liberation. Ambari�a Maharaja is an example. He fixed his mind on the 
lotus feet of the Lord, he spoke only on the pastimes of the Lord, he 
smelled only the flowers and tulasi offered to the Lord, he walked only to 
the temple of the Lord, he engaged his hands in cleansing the temple, he 
engaged his tongue in tasting the foodstuff offered to the Lord, and he 
engaged his ears for hearing the great pastimes of the Lord. In that way all 
his senses were engaged. First of all , the mind should be engaged at the 
lotus feet of the Lord , very steadily and naturally . Because the mind is the 
master of the senses, when the mind is engaged, all the senses become 
engaged. That is bhakti-yoga. Yoga means controlling the senses. The 
senses cannot be controlled in the proper sense of the term ; they are 
always agitated. This is true also with a child-how long can he ,he forced 
to sit down silently? It is not possible. Even Arjuna said, cancalam hi 
mana[!, knTJa: "The mind is always agitated." The best course is to fix the 
mind on the lotus feet of the Lord. Mano mayy arpitam sthiram. If one 
seriously engages in Kr�l]a consciousness, that is the highest perfectional 
stage. All Kr�l]a conscious activities are on the highest perfectional level of 
human life. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Twenty-fifth 
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam , entitled "The Glories of Devotional 
Service. " 

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX 

Fundamental PrinciPles of Material Nature 

TEXT 1 

JS/tl1�1'4/!j'4/*l 
3P-I � ��� � � �  I 

� �� ..... 

��1 fcr� �: �ut: I I  � I I  

srt bhagaviin uviica 
atha te sampravak.syiimi 

tat tviiniim lak.sarwm prthak 
yad viditvii vimucyeta 

puru§a[l, priikrtair guT}ai[l, 

srt bhagavlin uvlica-the Personality of Godhead said;  atha-now; te-to 
you ; sampravak�ylimi-1 shall describe ; tattvliniim-of the categories of the 
Absolute Truth ; lak§a�wm-the distinctive features ; prthak-one by one; 
yat-which ; viditvii-knowing; vimucyeta-one can be released ; puru§a�
any person; priikrtai�-of the material nature ; guT}ai�-from the modes. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead, Kapila, continued : My dear mother, now 
I shall describe unto you the different categories of the Absolute Truth, 
knowing which any person can be released from the influence of the 
modes of material nature. 

PURPORT 

As stated in Bhagavad-gitii, one can understand the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, the Absolute Truth, only through devotional service 
(bhaktyii miim abhijiiniiti) .  As stated in the Bhiigavatam, the object of 
devotional service is miim� Kr�t;ta. And, as explained in the Caitanya
caritiimrta, to understand Kr�t;ta means to understand Kr�J;ta in His 
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personal form with His internal energy, His external energy, His expansions 
and His inc�rnations. There are many diverse departments of knowledge in 
understandmg Kr�l)a. Siinkhya philosophy is especially meant for persons 
who are cond�tioned by this material world. It is generally understood by 
the parampara system, or by disciplic succession, to be the science of 
devotional service. Preliminary studies of devotional service have already 
been explained. Now the analytical study of devotional service will be 
explained by the Lord, who says that by such an analytical study, one 
becomes freed from the modes of material nature. The same assertion is 
confirmed in Bhagavad-g"ita. Tato marh tattvato jnatva: By understanding 
the Lord according to various categories, one can become eligible to enter 
into t�e kingdom o� God. This is also explained here. By understanding 
the science of devotional service in siinkh ya philosophy, one can become 
free from the modes of material nature. The eternal self, after becoming 
f�eed from the spell of material nature, becomes eligible to enter into the 
kmgdom of God. As long as one has even a slight desire to enjoy or lord 
it over material nature, there is no chance of his being freed from the 
influence of nature's material modes. Therefore, one has to understand 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead analytically, as explained in the 
siinkh ya system of philosophy by Lord Kapiladeva. 

TEXT 2 

� f;r:sa��� ��*'�k+t�:t� .. '( 1 
��m ri � 11 � 1 1  

jniinarh nifdreyasarthaya 
puru.sasyiitma-darsanam 

yad iihur varr-aye tat te 
hrdaya-granthi-bhedanam 

jfianam-knowledge ; ni�sreyasa-arthiiya-for the ultimate perfection; 
puru�asya- of a man ; atma-darsanam-self-realization ;  yat-which; ahu�
they said; var�aye-I shall explain ; tat-that ; te-to you ; hrdaya-in the 
heart ; granthi-the knots ; bhedanam- cuts. 

TRANSLATION 
Knowledge is the ultimate perfection of self-realization. I shall explain 

that knowledge unto you by which the knots of attachment to the 
material world are cut. 

� 

I 
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PURPORT 
It is said that by proper understanding of the pure self, or by self

realization, one can be freed from material attachment. Knowledge 
leads one to attain the ultimate perfection of life and to see oneself as he 
is. The Svetasvatara Upani§ad (3.8) also confirms this. Tam eva viditviiti
mrtyum eti: Simply by understanding one's spiritual position or by seeing 
oneself as he is, one can be freed from material entanglement. In various 
ways, the seeing of oneself is described in the Vedic literatures, and it is con
firmed in the Bhagavatam (puru§asya atma-darsanam) that one has to see 
oneself and know what he is. As Kapiladeva explains to His mother, this 
"seeing" can be done by hearing from the proper authoritative source. 
Kapiladeva is the greatest authority because He is the Personality of 
Godhead, and if someone accepts whatever is explained as it is, without 
interpretation, then he can see himself. 

Lord Caitanya explained to Sanatana Gosvami the real constitutional 
position of the individual. He said directly that each and every individual 
soul is eternally a servitor of ��Q.a. ]ivera 'svarupa ' haya-kr§r-era 'nitya
diisa ': Every individual soul is eternally a servitor . When one is fixed in the 
understanding that he is part and parcel of the Supreme Soul and that his 
eternal position is to serve in association with the Supreme Lord , he becomes 
self-realized. This position of understanding oneself rightly cuts the knot 
of material attraction (hrdaya-granthi-bhedanam ). Due to false ego 
or false identification of oneself with the body and the material world, 
one is entrapped by maya, but as soon as one understands that he is 
qualitatively the same substance as the Supreme Lord because he belongs 
to the same category of spirit soul and that his perpetual position is to 
serve, this is atma-darsanam and hrdaya-granthi-bhedanam, self-realization. 
When one can cut the knot of attachment to the ma�erial world, his under
standing is called knowledge. Atma-darsanam means to see oneself by 
knowledge ; therefore, when one is freed from the false ego by the cultiva
tion of real knowledge, he sees himself, and that is the ultimate necessity 
of human life. The soul is thus isolated from the entanglement of the 
twenty-four categories of material nature. Pursuit of the systematic philo
sophic process called siinkhya is called knowledge and self-revelation . 

TEXT 3 

31;n��+tt � �: �: t«: I 
�PU ��:tllffl���� l l  � I I 

I 

I 

I 
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aniidir iitmii purufio 
nirgu!lafl prakrte[l para[l 

pratyag-dhiimii svayarh-jyotir 
visvarh yena samanvitam 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 26 

aniidiQ.-without a beginning; iitmii-the Supreme Soul ; l puru§aQ.-the 
Personality of Godhead; nirgu!laQ.-transcendental to the material modes of 
nature ; prakrteQ. paraQ.-beyond this material world ; pratyak-dhamii
perceivable everywhere ; svayam-jyotiQ.-self-effulgent ; visvam-the entire 
creation ; yena-by whom; samanvitam-is maintained. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is the Supreme Soul, and He has 
no beginning. He is transcendental to the material modes of nature and 
beyond the existence of this material world. He is perceivable everywhere 
because He is self-effulgent, and by His self-effulgent luster the entire 
creation is maintained. 

· 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is described as being without 
beginning. He is puru§a, the Supreme Spirit. Puru§a means person. When 
we think of a person in our present experience, that person has a begin
ning. This means that he has taken birth and that there is a history from 
the beginning of his life. But the Lord is particularly mentioned here as 
aniidi, beginningless. If we examine all persons, we will find that everyone 
has a beginning, but when we approach a person who has no beginning, He 
� the Supreme Person. That is the definition given in the Brahma-samhita. 
ISvara� paramal;l krHwl;l: The Supreme Personality of Godhead is Kr�I)a, . 
the supreme controller; He is without beginning, and He is the beginning 
of everyone. This definition is found in all Vedic literatures. 

The Lord is described as the soul or spirit. What is the definition of 
spirit? Spirit is perceivable everywhere. Brahman means great. His greatness 
is perceived everywhere. And what is that greatness? Consciousness. We 
have personal experience of consciousness, for it is spread all over the 
body ; in every hair follicle of our body we can feel consciousness. This is 
individual consciousness. Similarly, there is Superconsciousness. The 
example can be given of a small light and the sunlight. The sunlight is 
perceived everywhere, even within the room or in the sky, but the small 
light is experienced within a specific limit. Similarly, our consciousness is 

( 
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perceived within the limit of our particular body, but the Superconscious
ness, or the existence of God, is perceived everywhere. He is present 
everywhere by His energy. It is stated in the Vi§[l-U Purii!la that whatever 
we find, anywhere and everywhere, is the distribution of the energy of the 
Supreme Lord. In Bhagavad-g'itii also it is confirmed that the Lord is all
pervading and exists everywhere by His two kinds of energy, one spiritual 
and the other material. Both the spiritual and material energies are spread 
everywhere, and that is the proof of the existence of the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. 

The existence of consciousness everywhere is not temporary. It is 
without beginning. And because it is without beginning, it is also without 
end. The theory that consciousness develops at a certain stage of material 
combination is not accepted herein, for the consciousness which exists 
everywhere is said to be without beginning. The materialistic or atheistic 
theory stating that there is no soul , that there is no God, · and that 
consciousness is the result of a combination of matter is not acceptable. 
Matter is not beginningless ; it has a beginning. As this material body has a 
beginning, so the universal body does also. And as our material body has 
begun on the basis of our soul, similarly, the entire gigantic universal body 
has begun on the basis of the Supreme Soul. The Vediinta-siitra says, 
janmiidy asya. This entire material exhibition-its creation, its growth, its 
maintenance, and its dissolution-is an emanation from the Supreme 
Person. In Bhagavad-g'itii also, the Lord says, "I am the beginning and the 
source of birth of everything." 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is described JJ,ere. He is not a 
temporary person, nor does He have a beginning. He is without a cause, 
and He is the cause of all causes. Paral;l means transcendental, beyond the 
creative energy. The Lord is the creator of the creative energy. We can see 
that there is a creative energy in the material world, but He is not under 
this energy. He is prakrti-paral;l, beyond this energy. He is not subjected to 
the threefold miseries created by the material energy because He is beyond 
it. The modes of material nature do not touch Him.  It is explained here, 
svayarii-jyoti: He is light Himself. We have experience in the material world 
of one light's being a reflection of another, just as moonlight is a reflection 
of the sunlight. Sunlight is also the reflection of the brahmajyoti. Similarly, 
brahmajyoti, the spiritual effulgence, is a reflection of the body of the 
Supreme Lord. This is confirmed in the Brahma-samhitii: yasya prabhii 
prabhavatal;l. The brahmajyoti, or Brahman effulgence , is due to His bodily 
luster . Therefore it is said here, svayam-jyoti: He Himself is light. His light 
is distributed in different ways, as the brahmajyoti, as sunlight and as 
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moonlight . Bhagavad-gitii confirms that in the spiritual world there is no 
need of sunlight, moonlight or electricity. The Upani�ads also confirm 
this ; because the bodily luster of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is 
sufficient to illuminate the spiritual world, there is no need of sunlight, 
moonlight or any other light or electricity . This self-illumination also 
contradicts the theory that the spirit soul or the spiritual consciousness 
develops at a certain point in material combination . The term svayam
jyoti indicates that there is no tinge of anything material or any �aterial 
reaction. It is confirmed here that the concept of the Lord's all-pervasiveness 
is due to His illumination everywhere. We have experience that the 
sun is situated in one place, but the sunlight is diffused all around 
for millions and millions of miles. That is our practical experience. 
Similarly, although the supreme light is situated in His personal abode , 
Vaiku!ltha or Vrndii.vana, His light is diffused not only in the spiritual 
world but beyond that. In the material world also , that light is reflected 
to the sun globe, and the sunlight is reflected by the moon globe. Thus 
although He is situated in His own abode, His light is distributed all over 
the spiritual and material worlds. The Brahma-samhitii confirms this (Bs. 
5.37). Goloka eva nivasaty alchiliitma-bhiita� : He is living in Goloka, but 
still He is present all over the creation. He is the Supersoul of everything, 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and He has innumerable transcen
dental qualities. It is also concluded that although He is undoubtedly a 
person, He is not a puru�a of this material world. Mii.yii.viidi philosophers 
cannot understand that beyond this material world there can be a person ; 
therefore they are impersonalists. But it is explained very nicely here that 
the Personality of Godhead is beyond material existence. 

TEXT 4 

� tJ:'I srtftt G.�ttf �� !}lll'llfi fq;: I 

�t�u�cil��qmr �1 I I  \l I I  

sa efla prakrtim silkflmiim 
daivim gurwmayim vibhufl, 

yadrcchayaivopagatiim 
abhyapadyata liwyii 

sah esah-that same Supreme Personality of Godhead;prakrtim- material 
energy;

. 
sfrk�miim- subtle ; daiv!m- related to Vi�I)U ; guJJa-may!m-invested 

with the three modes of material nature; vibhu�-the greatest of the great; 

·� 
I 
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yadrcchaya-of His own will ; iva-quite; upagatam-obtained ; ab h yapadyata 
-He accepted ; ltlayii-as His pastime . 

TRANSLATION 

As His pastime, that Supreme Personality of Godhead, the greatest of 
the great, accepted the subtle material energy, which is invested with three 
material modes of nature and which is related with Vigm. 

PURPORT 

In this verse the word gur-amayim is very significant. Daivim means 
"the energy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead," and guramayim 
means "invested with the three modes of material nature ." When the 
material energy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead appears, this 
gur.amayim energy acts as a manifestation of the energies of the three 
modes; it acts as a covering. The energy emanated from the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead manifests in two ways-as an emanation from the 
Supreme Lord and as a covering of the Lord's face. In Bhagavad-gitii it is 
said that the whole world is illusioned by the three modes of material 
nature, and thus the common conditioned soul, being covered by such 
energy, cannot see the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The example of a 
cloud is very nicely given. All of a sudden there may appear a big cloud in . 
the sky. This cloud is perceived in two ways. To the sun the cloud is a 
creation of its energy, but to the ordinary common man in the conditioned 
state, it is a covering to the eyes ; because of the cloud, the sun cannot be 
seen. It is not that the sun is actually covered by the cloud ;  only the 
vision of the ordinary being is covered. Similarly, although miiyii cannot 
cover the Supreme Lord, who is beyond miiyii, the material energy covers 
the ordinary living entities. Those conditioned souls who are covered are 
individual living entities, and He from whose energy miiyii is created is the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

In another place in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam, in the First Canto, Seventh 
Chapter, it is stated that by his spiritual vision Vyasadeva saw the Supreme 
Lord and the material energy standing behind Him. This indicates that 
material energy cannot cover the Lord, just as darkness cannot cover the 
sun. Darkness can cover a jurisdiction which is very insignificant in com
parison to that of the sun. Darkness can cover a small cave, but not the 
open sky. Similarly, the covering capacity of the material energy is limited 
and cannot act on the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is therefore 
called vibhu. As the appearance of a cloud is accepted by the sun, so the 
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appearance of the material energy at a certain interval is accepted by the 
Lord. Although His material energy is utilized to create the material 
world, this does not mean that He is covered by that energy. Those who 
are covered by the material energy are called conditioned souls. The Lord 
accepts the material energy for His material pastimes in creation , mainte
nance and dissolution . But the conditioned soul is covered ; he cannot 
understand that beyond this material energy there is the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead who is the cause of all causes, just as a less intelligent 
person cannot understand that beyond the covering of the clouds there 
is bright sunshine. 

TEXT S 

g�f€1 Risen �1 �({I: Sliffi" �n 1 
ffi:.n�q 0� �: ij" � �� I I  � I I  

gur-air vicitrii[l srjattrh 
sariipii[l prakrtirh prajii[l, 

vilokya mumuhe sadya[l, 
sa iha jfiiina-giihayii 

gu7Jai�-by the threefold modes; vicitra� -variegated;  srjatim-�reating; 
sa-riipli�-with forms ; prakrtim - material nature ; prajli�-living entities; 
vilokya-having seen ; mumuhe-was illusioned ;sadya�-at once; sa�-the 
living entity ; iha-in this world ;  jnuna-giihayu-by the knowledge-covering 
feature. 

TRANSLATION 
Divided into varieties by her threefold modes, material nature creates 

the forms of the living entities, and the living entities, seeing this, are 
illusioned by the knowledge-covering feature of the illusory energy. 

PURPORT 

Material energy has the power to cover knowledge, but this covering 
cannot be applied to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is applicable 
only to the prajii[l, or those who are born with material bodies, the 
conditioned souls. The different kinds of living entities vary according 
to the modes of material nature, as explained in Bhagavad-gitii and other 
Vedic literature . In Bhagavad-gitii (7 .12) it is very nicely explained that 
although the modes of goodness, passion and ignorance are born of the 
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Supreme Personality of Godhead, He is not subject to them. In other 
words, the energy emanating from the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
caqnot act on Him ;  it acts on the conditioned souls who are covered by 
the material energy. The Lord is the father of all living entities because He 
impregnates material energy with the conditioned souls. Therefore, the 
conditioned souls get bodies created by the material energy, whereas the 
father of the living entities is aloof from the three modes. 

It is stated in the previous verse that the material energy was accepted 
by the Supreme Personality of Godhead in order that He might exhibit 
pastimes for the living entities who wanted to enjoy and lord it over the 
material energy. This world was created through the material energy of 
the Lord for the so-called enjoyment of such living entities. Why this 
material world was created for the sufferings of the conditioned souls is a 
very intricate question . There is a hint here in the word lilayii, which means 
for the pastimes of the Lord. The Lord wants to rectify the enjoying 
temperament of the conditioned souls. It is stated in Bhagavad-gitii that 
no orte is the enjoyer but the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This 
material energy is created, therefore, for anyone who pretends to enjoy. 
An example can be cited here that there is no necessity for the govern
ment's creation of a separate police department, but because it is a fact 
that some of the citizens will not accept the state laws, a department to 
deal with criminals is necessary. There is no necessity, but at the same 
time there is a necessity. Similarly, there was no necessity to create this 
material world for the sufferings of the conditioned souls, but at the same 
time there are certain living entities known as nitya-baddha who are 
eternally conditioned. We say that they have been conditioned from time 
immemorial because no one can trace out when the living entity, the part 
and parcel of the Supreme Lord, became rebellious against the supremacy 
of the Lord. 

It is a fact that there are two classes of men-those who are obedient to 
the laws of the Supreme Lord, and those who are atheists or agnostics, 
who do not accept the existence of God and who want to create their own 
laws. They want to establish that everyone can create his own laws or his 
own religious path. Without tracing out the beginning of the existence of 
these two classes, we can take it for granted that some of the living entities 
revolted against the laws of the Lord. Such entities are called conditioned 
souls, for they are conditioned by the three modes of material nature. 
Therefore the words gurair vicitrii[l are used here. 

In this material world there are 8,400,000 species of life. As spirit souls, 
they are all transcendental to this material world. Why, then, do they 
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exhibit themselves in different stages of life? The answer is given here : 
they are under the spell of the three modes of material nature. Because 
they were created by the material energy, their bodies are made of the 
material elements. Covered by the material body, the spiritual identity is 
lost, and therefore the word mumuhe is used here, indicating that they 
have forgotten their own spiritual identity. This forgetfulness of spiritual 
identity is present in the jivas, the conditioned souls who are subject to 
be covered by the energy of material nature. ]niina-gilhayii is another word 
used. Guha means covering. Because the knowledge of the minute condi
tioned souls is covered, they are exhibited in so many species of life. It is 
said in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam, Seventh Chapter, First Canto, "The 
living entities are illusioned by the material energy." In the Vedas also it 
is stated that the eternal living entities are covered by different modes and 
that they are called tri-colored-red, white and blue-living entities. Red is 
the representation of the mode of passion, white is the representation of 
the mode of goodness, and blue is the representation of the mode of 
ignorance. These modes of material nature belong to the material energy, 
and therefore the living entities under these different modes of material 
nature have different kinds of material bodies . Because they are forgetful 
of their spiritual identities, they think the material bodies to be themselves. 
To the conditioned soul, "me" means the material body. This is called 
moha, or bewilderment. 

It is repeatedly said in the Katha Upani�ad that the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead is never affected by the influence of material nature. It is, 
rather, the conditioned souls or. the minute infinitesimal parts and parcels 
of the Supreme who are affected by the influence of material nature and 
who appear in different bodies under the material modes. 

TEXT 6 

�� �t�Tit;( �� 31�: � I 
� f�� g�fWf �� II � I I  

evam pariibhidhyiinena 
kartrtvam prakrtefl pumiin 

karmasu kriyamii�efiu 
gurair iitmani manyate 

evam-in this way ; para-other ; abhidhyanena-by identification; 
kartrtvam-the doing of activities ; prakrte�-of the material nature;  puman 
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-the living entity ; karmasu kriyama�e�u-while the activities are being 
performed; gu�ai�-by the three modes; atmani-to himself; manyate-he 
considers. 

TRANSLATION 

Due to his forgetfulness, the transcendental living entity accepts the 
influence of material energy as his field of activities, and, thus actuated, 
he wrongly applies the activities to himself. 

PURPORT 

The forgetful living entity can be compared to a man who is under the 
influence of disease and has become mad, or to a man haunted by ghosts 
who acts without control and yet thinks himself to be in control. 
Under the influence of material nature, the conditioned soul becomes 
absorbed in material consciousness. In this consciousness, whatever is done 
under the influence of the material energy is accepted by the conditioned 
soul as self-actuated. Actually, the soul in his pure state of existence 
should be in KwJ.a consciousness. When a person is not acting in Kr�I).a 
consciousness he is understood to be acting in material consciousness. 
Consciousness cannot be killed because the symptom of the living entity 
is consciousness. The material consciousness simply has to be purified. 
One becomes liberated by accepting Kr�I).a, or the Supreme Lord, as 
master and by changing the mode of consciousness from material con
sciousness to Kr�I).a consciousness. 

tad asya samsrtir bandhafl 
piira-tantryam ca tat-krtam 

bhavaty akartur isasya 
siik§i�o nirvrtatmanafl 

tat-Jrom the misconception ; asya-of the conditioned soul; samsrti�
conditioned life ; bandha�-bondage ; para-tantryam-dependence ; ca- and; 
tat-krtam- made by that ; bhavati-is; akartu�-of the non-doer ; iSasya
independent ; sak�i�a�-the witness ; nirvrta..atmana�-joyful by nature. 
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TRANSLATION 

Material consciousness is the cause of one's conditional life. Conditions 
are enforced upon the living entity by the material energy. Although he 
does not do anything and is transcendental to such activities, the spirit 
soul is thus affected by conditional life. 

PURPORT 

The Mayavadi philosopher, who does not differentiate between the 
Supreme Spirit and the individual spirit, says that the conditional existence 
of the living entity is his lilii, or pastime. But the word "pastime" implies 
employment in the activities of the Lord. The Mayaviidis misuse the word 
and say that even if the living entity has become a stool-eating hog, he is 
also enjoying his pastimes. This is a most dangerous interpretation. Actually 
the Supreme Lord is the leader and maintainer of all living entities. His 
pastimes are transcendental to any material activity. Such pastimes of the 
Lord cannot be dragged to the level of the conditional activities of the 
living entities. In conditional life the living entity actually remains as if a 
captive in the hands of material energy. Whatever the material energy 
dictates, the conditioned soul does. He has no responsibility ; he is simply 
the witness of the action, but he is forced to act in that way due to his 
offense in his eternal relationship with Kr�qa. Lord Kr�qa therefore says 
in Bhagavad-gita that miiya, His material energy, is so forceful that it is 
insurmountable. But if a living entity simply understands that his 
constitutional position is to serve Kr�qa and he tries to act on this principle, 
then however conditioned he may be, the influence of miiya immediately 
vanishes. This is clearly stated in Bhagavad-gita, Seventh Chapter : Kr�qa 
takes charge of anyone who surrenders to Him in helplessness, and thus 
the influence of maya, or conditional life, is removed. 

The spirit soul is actually sac-cid-ananda-eternal, full of bliss and full 
of knowledge. Under the clutches of miiya, however, he suffers from con
tinued birth, death, disease and old age. One has to be serious to cure this 
condition of material existence and transfer himself to Krsna conscious
ness, for thus his long suffering may be mitigated withou

·
t
· difficulty. In 

summary, the sufferi�g of the conditioned soul is due to his attachment to 
material nature. This'1attachment should thus be transferred from matter 
to Kr�J].a. 

TEXT S 

��R'fi�� � � �: I 
lit��'% �:�;ri � �: � I I �  I I  
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kiirya-kiirar-a-kartrtve 
kiirar-am prakrtim viduft 

bhoktrtve sukha-duftkhiiniim 
purufiarh prakrteft param 

1073 

karya-the body ; karal}a-the senses ; kartrtve-regarding the demigods; 
karal}am-the cause ; prakrtim-material nature ; vidu�-the, learned under
stand; bhok trtve-regarding the perception; sukha-of happiness; d��khiinam 

-and of distress; puru�am-the spirit soul ; prakrteft-to matenal nature; 
param-transcendental. 

TRANSLATION 

The cause of the conditioned soul's material body and senses, and the 
senses' presiding deities, the demigods, is the material nature. This is 
understood by learned men. The feelings of happiness and. distress of the 
soul, who is transcendental by nature, are caused by the spirit soul 
himself. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad -gita it is said that when the Lord descends to this material 
world, He comes as a person by His own energy, atma-miiya. He is not 
forced by any superior energy. He comes by His own will, and this can be 
called His pastime or lilii. But here it is clearly stated that the conditioned 
soul is forced to take a certain type of body and senses under the three 
modes of material nature. That body is not received according to his own 
choice. In other words, a conditioned soul has no free choice ; he has 
to accept a certain type of body according to his karma. But 
when there are bodily reactions as felt in happiness and distress , it is to be 
understood that the cause is the spirit soul himself. If he so desires, the 
spirit soul can change this conditional life of dualities by choosing to 
serve Kr�t:la. The living entity is the cause of his own suffering, but he can 
also be the cause of his eternal happiness. When he wants to engage in 
Kr�t:la consciousness, a suitable body is offered to him by the internal 
potency or spiritual energy of the Lord, and when he wants to satisfy his 
senses, a material body is offered. Thus it is his free choice to accept a 
spiritual body or a material body, but once the body is accepted he has to 
enjoy or suffer the consequences. The Mayavadi philosopher's presentation 
is that the living entity enjoys his pastimes by accepting the body of a 
hog. This theory is not acceptable, however, because the word "pastime" 
implies voluntary acceptance for enjoyment. Therefore this interpretation 
is most misleading. When there is enforced acceptance for suffering, it is not 
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a pastime. The Lord's pastimes and the conditioned living entity's 
acceptance of karmic reaction are not on the same level. 

3fri: 

TEXT 9 

tcld'FW�R 
�'t�tftf �qf 

il� €fii(UP•il(� � �� I I  Q.. I I  

devahiltir uvtica 
prakrteft puru.sasyapi 

lakfiar-am puru.sottama 
briihi kiirar-ayor asya 

sad-asac ca yad-ii.tmakam 

devahilti� uvi.ica-Devahuti said ; prakrte�-of His energies ; puru�asya-of 
the Supreme Person ;  api- also ; lak�a!lam-characteristics ; purusa-uttama-
0 Supreme Personality of Godhead ; brilhi-kindly explain ; kiira!layo�
causes ; asya-of this creation ; sat-asat-manifest and unmanifest ; ca-and; 
yat-titmakam- consisting of which. 

TRANSLATION 

Devahuti said : 0 Supreme Personality of Godhead, kindly explain the 
characteristics of the Supreme Person and His energies because both of 
these are the causes of this manifest and unmanifest creation. 

PURPORT 

Prakrti, or material nature, is connected with both the Supreme Lord 
and the living entities, just as a woman is connected with her husband as a 
wife and _with her children as a mother. In Bhagavad-gitii the Lord says 
that He Impregnates mother nature with children, living entities, and 
thereaft_

e� all sp�c�es o� living en�ties become manifest. The relationship 
of all hvmg entities With matenal nature has been explained. Now an 
under�tanding of the relat�o.nship between material nature and the Supreme 
Lord IS sought by Devahuh. The product of that relationship is stated to 
be the manifest and unmanifest material world. The unmanifest material 
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world is the subtle mahat-tattva, and from that mahat-tattva the material 
manifestation has emerged. 

In the Vedic literatures it is said that by the glance of the Supreme 
Lord the total material energy is impregnated, and then everything 
is born of material nature. It is also confirmed in the Ninth Chapter of 
Bhagavad-gitii that under His glance, adhyak�ep.a-under His direction and 
by His will-nature is working. It is not that nature works blindly. After 
understanding the position of the conditioned souls in relation to material 
nature , Devahuti wanted to know how nature works under the direction of 
the Lord and what the relationship is between the material nature and the 
Lord. In other words, she wanted to learn the characteristics of the 
Supreme Lord in relation to the material nature. 

The relationship of the living entities with matter and that of the 
Supreme Lord with matter are certainly not on the same level, although 
the Mayavadis may interpret it in that way. When it is said that the living 
entities are bewildered, the Mayavadi philosophers ascribe this bewilder
ment to the Supreme Lord. But that is not applicable. The Lord is never 
bewildered. That is the difference between personalists and impersonalists. 
Devahilti is not unintelligent. She has enough intelligence to understand 
that the living entities are not on the level of the Supreme Lord. Because 
the living entities are minute an d infinitesimal, they become bewildered or 
conditioned by material nature, but this does not mean that the Supreme 
Lord is also conditioned or bewildered. The difference between the 
conditioned soul and the Lord is that the Lord is the Lord, the master of 
material nature, and He is therefore not subject to its control. He is con
trolled neither by spiritual nature nor by material nature. He is the supreme 
controller Himself, and He cannot be compared to the ordinary living 
entities who are controlled by the laws of material nature. 

Two words used in this verse are sat and asat. The cosmic manifestation 
is asat-it does not exist-but the material energy of the Supreme Lord is 
sat, or ever-existing. Material nature is ever-existing in its subtle form as 
the energy of the Lord, but it sometimes manifests this nonexistent or 
temporarily existent nature, the cosmos. An analogy may be made with 
the father and mother: the mother and the father exist, but sometimes the 
mother begets children. Similarly, this cosmic manifestation which comes 
from the unmanifest material nature of the Supreme Lord sometimes 
appears and again disappears. But the material nature is ever-existing, and 
the Lord is the supreme cause for both the subtle and gross manifestations 
of this material world. 
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TEXT 10 

W1�T!NR 
��r��� f� �«:ro���'l 1 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 26 

!Nt;f �ffl' �mrf �qq_ I I �  o I I  

sri bhagavan uviica 
yat tat tri-gwJ,am avyaktafn 

nityariz. sad-asad-atmakam 
pradhanariz. prakrtiriz. prahur 

avise.sariz. vise§avat 

srt bhagavan uvaca-the Supreme Personality of Godhead said;yat- now 
further ; tat-that ; tri-gu�am- combination of the three modes ; avyaktam
unmanifested ; nityam- eternal; sat-asat-iitmakam- consisting of cause and 
effect ; pradhanam-the pradhana; prakrtim-prakrti; prahu�-they call; 
avise§am-undifferentiated ; vise§a-vat- possessing differentiation. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: The unmanifested eternal 
combination of the three modes is the cause of the manifest state and is 
called pradhana. It is called pralq-ti when in the manifested stage of 
existence. 

PURPORT 

The Lord points out material nature in its subtle stage, which is called 
pradhana, and He analyzes this pradhana. The explanation of pradhana 
and prakrti is that pradhana is the subtle, undifferentiated sum total of all 
material elements. Although they are undifferentiated, one can understand 
that the total material elements are contained therein. When the total 
material elements are manifested by the interaction of the three modes of 
material nature, the manifestation is called prakrti. Impersonalists say that 
Brahman is without variegatedness and without differentiation. One may 
say that pradhana is the Brahman stage, but actually the Brahman stage is 
not pradhana. Pradhiina is distinct from Brahman because in Brahman 
there is no existence of the material modes of nature. One may argue that 
the mahat-tattva is also different from pradhiina because in the mahat
tattva there are manifestations. The actual explanation of pradhiina, how
ever, is given here: when the cause and effect are not clearly manifested 
(avyaktam) , the reaction of the total elements does not take place, and 
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that is called pradhiina. Pradhana is not the time element because in the 
time element there are actions and reactions, creation and annihilation. 
Nor is it the jiva or marginal potency of living entities, or designated, 
conditioned living entities, because the designations of the living entities 
are not eternal. One adjective used in this connection is nitya, which 
indicates eternality. Therefore the condition of material nature immedi
ately previous to its manifestation is called pradhiina. 

TEXT 1 1  

q�fll: q��� ��m'll� I 
�«f«ifuti flui !I� fcr�: I I � �  I I  

pancabhi� paficabhir brahma 
caturbhir dasabhis tatha 

etac catur-viriz.satikariz. 
garariz. pradhiinikariz. vidu� 

paficabhi�- with the five (gross elements) ; pancabhi�-the five (subtle 
elements) ;  brahma-Brahman ; caturbhi�-the four (internal senses); 
dasabhi�-the ten (five senses for gathering knowledge and five organs of 
action);  tatha-in that way ; etat-this ;  catu�-viriz.satikam- consisting of 
twenty-four elements; ga�am- aggregate ; pradhanikam-comprising the 
pradhana; vidu� -they know. 

TRANSLATION 

The aggregate elements, namely the five gross elements, the five subtle 
elements, the four internal senses, the five senses for gathering knowledge 
and the five outward organs of action, are known as the pradhana. 

PURPORT 

According to Bhagavad-gitii, the sum total of the twenty-four elements 
described herein is called the yonir mahad-brahma. The sum total 
of the living entities is impregnated in this yonir mahad-brahma, and they 
are born in different forms, beginning from Brahma down to the 
insignificant ant. In the Srimad-Bhiigavatam and other Vedic literatures, 
the sum total of the twenty-four elements, pradhiina, is also described as 
yonir mahad-brahma; it is the source of the birth and subsistence of all 
living entities. 
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TEXT 12 

���TfWf �q �sftr��: I 
�qmfur :q- ffl�a- ��'TR qa"Tf;r ltl l �� I I  

maha-bhutiini paiicaiva 
bhur iipo 'gnir marun nabha{l. 

tanmiitriir-i ca tiivanti 
gandhiidini matiini me 

mah�-bhutiini-the g_ross . elements ; paiica-five ; eva-exactly ; bhu�
earth ; apa�-water ; agn*-f1re ; marut-air ; nabha�-ether ; tanmiitriini-the 
subtle elements ; ca-also ;  tiivanti-so many; gandha-iidtni-smell and so on 
(taste, color, touch and sound) ; matani-considered; me-by Me. 

TRANSLATION 

There are five gross elements, namely earth, water, fire, air and ether. 
There are also five subtle elements : smell, taste, color, touch and sound. 

TEXT 13 

-�i41fOT � � �at!4(1����€tlU I 
Cf� � ��· ��� a� 1 1 � � 1 1  

indriyar-i dasa srotrarh 
tvag drg-rasana-niisikii{l. 

viik karau carar-au mephrarh 
piiyur dasama ucyate 

indriyii1)-i-the senses; dasa-ten ; srotram-the sense of hearing; tvak-the 
sense of touch ; drk-the sense of sight ; rasana-the sense of taste ; niisikiih
the sense of smell ; viik-the organ of speech ; karau-two hands; carana�
the organs 

_
for traveling

, 
(legs) ; meflhram-the generative organ; piiyu�

the evacuatmg organ ; dasama�-the tenth; ucyate-is called. 

TRANSLATION 

The senses for acquiring knowledge and the organs for action number 
ten, namely the auditory sense, the sense of taste, the tactile sense, the 
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sense of sight, the sense of smell, the active organ for speaking, the ac
tive organs for working, and those for traveling, generating and evacuating. 

TEXT 14 

� ���fl\��(R'{� I 
�� � � �T �UI�qtJI 1 1 � \i l l  

mano buddhir ahankiiras 
cittam ity antariitmakam 

caturdhii laknate bhedo 
vrttyii lakfiar-a-rupayii 

mana�-the mind; buddh*-intelligence; ahankiira�-ego ; cittam-con
sciousness ; iti-thus; antariitmakam-the internal, subtle senses; catu�-dhii
having four aspects ; lakfiyate-is observed; bheda�-the distinction ;  vrttyii
by their functions; lak�a7Ja-rupayii-representing different characteristics. 

TRANSLATION 

The internal subtle senses are experienced as having four aspects in the 
shape of mind, intelligence, ego and contaminated consciousness. Distinc
tions between them can be made only by different functions, since they 
represent different characteristics. 

PURPORT 

The four internal senses or subtle senses described herein are defined 
by different characteristics. When pure consciousness is polluted by 
material contamination, and identification with the body becomes 
prominent, this is called false ego. Consciousness is the function of the 
soul , and therefore behind consciousness there is soul. When consciousness 
is polluted by material contamination, this is called ahankiira. 

TEXT 15 

1(61ctlilct �m QIJ(: �� � , 
ijf4Mtin 'Nlm� �: m: q�: I I �  �I I 

etiiviin eva sankh yiito 
brahmar-a{l. sagur-asya ha 
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sanniveso mayii prokto 
ya{l kiila{l panca-vimsaka{l 

etavan-so much; eva-just ; sankhyatah-enumerated · brahmanah-of 
Brahman ; sa-gu�asya-with material qualities ; ha-inde�d ; sannive§ah
arrangement ; maya-by Me; proktaQ.-spoken ; yah-which · kalah-ti�e · panca-vimsakaQ.-the twenty-fifth. · ' · ' 

TRANSLATION 

All these are considered the qualified Brahman. The mixing element, 
which is known as time, is counted as the twenty-fifth element. 

PURPORT 

According to the Vedic version there is no existence beyond Brahman. 
Sarvarit khalv idarit brahma (Chand. Up. 3.14 .1). It is stated also in the Visnu 
Purii1Ja

. 
that whatever we see is parasya brahma1Ja/:t sak tiJ:t; everything i� �n 

expansiOn of the energy of the Supreme Absolute Truth, Brahman. When 
�rahman is mixed with the three qualities of goodness, passion and 
Ignorance, there results the material expansion, which is sometimes 
called sagur-a Brahman and which consists of these twenty-five elements. 
In the nirgur-a Brahman, where there is no material contamination, or in 
the spiritual world, the three modes-goodness, passion and ig�orance
are not pr�sent. Where nirgur-a .Brahman is found, simple unalloyed good
ness prevails. Sagura Brahman is described by the siinkhya system of 
philosophy as consisting of twenty-five elements, including the time 
factor (past, present and future). 

TEXT 16 

��� f{1� 31�: mitt �) iA'l: 1 
31t�� �: !fif�: l l � � f 

prabhiivam paurufiam priihu{l 
kiilam eke yato bhayam 

ahankiira-vimil!fhasya 
kartu{t prakrtim iyu�a{l 

prabhiivam-the influence ; pauru�am-of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead; prahuQ.- they have said ;  kalam-the time factor ; eke-some; 
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yataQ.-from which ; bhayam-fear ; ahankiira-vimil!fhasya-deluded by false 
ego ; kartuQ.-of the individual soul ; prakrtim-material nature; iyu�aQ.
having contacted. 

TRANSLATION 

The influence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is felt in the time 
factor, which causes fear of death due to the false ego of the deluded soul 
who has contacted material nature. 

PURPORT 

The living entity's fear of death is due to his false ego of identifying with 
the body. Everyone is afraid of death. Actually there is no death for the 
spirit soul, but due to our absorption in the identification of body as self, 
the fear of death develops. It is also stated in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam 
(Bhiig. 1 1 .2.37),  bhayam dvitiyiibhinivesata{l syiit. Dvitiya means matter, 
which is beyond spirit. Matter is the secondary manifestation of spirit, for 
matter is produced from spirit. Just as the material elements described 
are caused by the Supreme Lord, the Supreme Spirit, the body is also a 
product of the spirit soul. Therefore, the material body is called dvitiya, 
or "the second." One who is absorbed in this second element or second 
exhibition of the spirit is afraid of death. When one is fully convinced that 
he is not his body, there is no question of fearing death, since the spirit 
soul does not die. 

If the spirit soul engages in the spiritual activities of devotional service, 
he is completely freed from the platform of birth and death. His next 
position is complete spiritual freedom from a material body. The fear of 
death is the action of the kiila, or the time factor, which represents the 
influence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In other words, time is 
destructive. Whatever is created is subject to destruction and dissolution, 
which is the action of time. Time is a representation of the Lord, and it 
reminds us also that we must surrender unto the Lord. The Lord speaks 
to every conditioned soul as time. He says in Bhagavad-gitii that if someone 

. surrenders unto Him, then there is no longer any problem of birth and 
death. We should therefore accept the time factor as the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead standing before us. This is further explained in the 
following verse. 

TEXT 17 

��� Rfif� 'tt� I 
� ��: � ll� m ��w�n 1 1 �'191 
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prakrter gu[la-siimyasya 
nirvi.Se.sasya miinavi 

cefitii yata{l. sa bhagaviin 
kala ity upalak§ita{l. 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 26 

prakrte�-of material nature; gu!la-siimyasya-without interaction of the 
three modes ; nirvise§asya- without specific qualities ; miinavi-0 daughter 
of Manu ; ce§tii-movement ; yata�-from whom; sa�-He ; bhagaviin-the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead ; kiila� -time ; iti-thus ; upalak§ita{l.-is 
designated. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear mother, 0 daughter of Svayambhuva Manu, the time factor, as 
I have explained, is the Supreme Personality of Godhead from whom the 
creation begins as a result of the agitation of the neutral, unmanifested 
nature. 

PURPORT 

The unmanifested state of material nature, pradhiina, is being explained. 
The Lord says that when the unmanifested material nature is agitated by 
the glance of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, it begins to manifest 
itself in different ways. Before this agitation, it remains in the neutral 
state, without interaction by the three modes of material na'ture. In 
other words, material nature cannot produce any variety of manifesta
tions without the contact of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is 
very nicely explained in Bhagavad-gitii. The Supreme Personality of God
head is the cause of the products of material nature. Without His contact, 
material nature cannot produce anything. 

In the Caitanya-caritamrta also, a very suitable example is given in this 
. connection. Although the nipples on a goat's neck appear to be breast 
nipples, they do not give milk. Similarly, material nature appears to the 
material scientist to act and react in a wonderful manner, but in reality 
it cannot act without the agitator, time, who is the representation of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. When time agitates the neutral state of 
material nature, then material nature begins to produce varieties of mani
festations. Ultimately it is said that the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
is the cause of creation. As a woman cannot produce children unless 
impregnated by a man, similarly material nature cannot produce or 
manifest anything unless it is impregnated by the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead in the form of the time factor. 

Text 18] Fundamental Principles of  Material Nature 

TEXT 18 
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anta{l. puru§a-rilperta 
kiila-rilperta yo bahi{l. 

samanvety e.sa sattviiniim 
bhagaviin iitma-miiyaya 
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anta�-within ;puru§a-rilpeTfa-in the form of Supersoul ; kiila-rilper:a- in 
the form of time; ya�- He who ; bahi�-without ; samanveti-exists ; e§a�
He; sattviiniim-of all living entities ; bhagaviin-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead ; iitma-miiyayii-by His potencies. 

TRANSLATION 

By exhibiting His potencies, the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
adjusts all these different elements, keeping Himself within as the 
Supersoul and without as time. 

PURPORT 

Here it is stated that within the heart the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead resides as the Supersoul. This situation is also explained in 
Bhagavad-gita: the Supersoul rests beside the individual soul and acts as a 
witness. This is also confirmed elsewhere in the Vedic literature : two 
birds are sitting on the same tree of the body ; one is witnessing, and the 
other is eating the fruits of the tree. This purufia or Paramatma 
who resides within the body of the individual soul is described in 
Bhagavad-gita (13 .23) as the upadra§ta, witness, and the anumanta, 
sanctioning authority. The conditioned soul engages in the happiness and 
distress of the particular body given him by the arrangement of the 
extetnal energy of the Supreme Lord. But the supreme living being, or 
the Paramatma, is different from the conditioned soul. He is described in 
Bhagavad-gitii as mahesvara, or the Supreme Lord. He is Paramatma, not 
jivatma. Paramatma means the Supersoul who is sitting by the side of the 
conditioned soul just to sanction his activities. The conditioned soul comes 
to this material world in order to lord it over material nature. Since one 
cannot do anything without the sanction of the Supreme Lord, He lives 
with the jiva soul as witness and sanction-giver. He is also bhokta; He 
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gives maintenance and sustenance to the conditioned soul. 
Since the living entity is constitutionally part and parcel of the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead, the Lord is very affectionate to the 
living entities. Unfortunately, when the living entity is bewildered or 
illusioned by the external energy, he becomes forgetful of his eternal 
relationship with the Lord, but as soon as he becomes aware of his 
constitutional position, then he is liberated. The minute independence of 
the conditioned soul is exhibited by his marginal position. If he likes, he 
can forget the Supreme Personality of Godhead and come into the 
material existence with a false ego to lord it over material nature, but if 
he likes, he can turn his face to the service of the Lord. The individual 
living entity is given that independence. His conditional life is ended and 
his life becomes successful as soon as he turns his face to the Lord, but by 
misusing his independence he enters into material existence. Yet the Lord 
is so kind that, as Supersoul, He always remains with the conditioned soul. 
The concern of the Lord is neither to enjoy nor to suffer from the material 
body. He remains with the jiva simply as sanction-giver and witness so 
that the living entity can receive the results of his activities, good or bad. 

Outside the body of the conditioned soul, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead remains as the time factor . According to the siitikhya system of 
philosophy, there are twenty-five elements. The twenty-four elements 
already described plus the time factor make twenty-five . Acc01;ding to 
some learned philosophers, the Supersoul is included to make a total of 
twenty-six elements. 

TEXT 19 

�6�����'«: �1 
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daiviit k.subhita-dharmiryiirh 
svasyiirh yonau para[!, pumiin 

iidhatta viryam siisuta 
mahat-tattvarh hirarmayam 

daivat-by the destiny of the conditioned souls; k�ubhita-agitated; 
dharmi7Jyiim-whose equilibrium of the modes ; svasyiim- His own;yonau
in the womb (material nature) ; para� pumiin-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead ; adhatta-impregnated ;  viryam-semina (His internal potency) ; 
sa-she (material nature); asuta- delivered; mahat-tattvam-the sum total 
of cosmic intelligence; hira7Jmayam- known as HiratJ.maya. 
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TRANSLATION 

After the Supreme Personality of Godhead impregnates material nature 
with His internal potency, material nature delivers the sum total of the 
cosmic intelligence, which is known as HiraQmaya. This takes place in 
material nature when she is agitated by the destinations of the conditioned 
souls . 

PURPORT 

This impregnation of material nature is described in Bhagavad-gitii, 
Fourteenth Chapter, third verse. Material nature's primal factor is the 
mahat-tattva, or breeding source of all varieties. This part of material 
nature, which is called pradhiina as well as Brahman, is impregnated by the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead and delivers varieties of living entities. 
Material nature in this connection is called Brahman because it is a per
verted reflection of the spiritual nature. 

It is described in the V�ru Puriira that the living entities belong to the 
spiritual nature. The potency of the Supreme Lord is spiritual, and the 
living entities, although they are called marginal potency, are also spiritual. 
If the living entities were not spiritual, this description of impregnation by 
the Supreme Lord would not be applicable. The Supreme Lord does not 
put His semina into that which is not spiritual, but it is stated here that 
the Supreme Person puts His semina into material nature. This means that 
the living entities are spiritual by nature. After impregnation, material 
nature delivers all kinds of living entities, beginning from the greatest 
living creature, Lord Brahma, down to the insignificant ant, in all varieties 
of form. In Bhagavad-gitii ( 14.4) material nature is clearly mentioned as 
sarva-yoni§U. This means that of all varieties of species-demigods, human 
beings, animals, birds and beasts (whatever is manifested)-material nature 
is the mother, and the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the seed-giving 
father. Generally it is experienced that the father gives life to a child but 
the mother gives its body ; although the seed of life is given by the father, 
the body develops within the womb of the mother. Similarly, the spiritual 
living entities are impregnated into the womb of material nature, but the 
body, being supplied by material nature, takes on many different species 
and forms of life. The theory that the symptoms of life are manifest by the 
interaction of the twenty-four material elements is not supported here. 
The living force comes directly from the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
and is completely spiritual. Therefore, no material scientific advancement 
can produce life. The living force comes from the spiritual world and has 
nothing to do with the interaction of the material elements. 
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TEXT 20 
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visvam iitma-gatam vyanjan 
kii_tastho jagad-ahkuraft 

sva-tejasiipibat tivram 
iitma-prasviipanam tamaft 

visvam-the universe ; atma-gatam-contained within itself; vyanJan
manifesting; kii!a-stha�-unchangeable ;  jagat-ankura�-the root of all 
cosmic manifestations ; sva-tejasa-by its own effulgence ;apibat-swallowed 
up ; ttvram- dense ; atma-prasvapanam-which had covered the mahat
tattva; tama�-darkness. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus, after manifesting variegatedness, the effulgent mahat-tattva, which 
contains all the universes within itself, which is the root of all cosmic 
manifestations and which is not destroyed at the time of annihilation, 
swallows up the darkness which covered the effulgence at the time of 
dissolution. ' 

PURPORT 

Since the Supreme Personality of Godhead is ever existing, all-blissful 
and full of knowledge, His different energies are also ever existing in the 
dormant stage. Thus when the mahat-tattva was created, it manifested 
the material ego and swallowed up the darkness which covered the cosmic 
manifestation at the time of dissolution. This idea can be further explained. 
A person at night remains inactive, covered by the darkness of night, but 
when he is awakened in the morning, the covering of night, or the forgetful
ness of the sleeping state, disappears . Similarly, when the mahat-tattva 
appears after the night of dissolution, the effulgence is manifested to 
exhibit the variegatedness of this material world. 

TEXT 2 1  
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yat tat sattva-gur-am svaccham 
siintam bhagavataft padam 

yad iihur viisudeviikhyam 
cittam tan mahad-iitmakam 
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yat-which ; tat-that ; sattva-gu�am-the mode of goodness ; svaccham
clear; santam- sober ; bhagavata�-of the Personality of Godhead ;padam
the status of understanding; yat-which; ahu�-is called; vasudeva-akh yam 
-by the name viisudeva; cittam-consciousness ; tat-that ; mahat-iitmakam 
-manifest in the mahat-tattva. 

TRANSLATION 

The mode of goodness, which is the clear, sober status of understanding 
the Personality of Godhead and which is generally called vasudeva, or 
consciousness, becomes manifest in the mahat-tattva. 

PURPORT 

The viisudeva manifestation or the status of understanding the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead is called pure goodness or suddha-sattva. In the 
suddha-sattva status there is no infringement of the other qualities, namely 
passion and ignorance. In the Vedic literature there is mention of the 
Lord's expansion as the four Personalities of Godhead-Vasudeva, 
Sai1kar�al)a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. Here in the reappearance of the 
mahat-tattva the four expansions of Godhead occur. He who is seated 
within as Supersoul expands first as Vasudeva. 

The viisudeva stage is free from infringement by material desires and is 
the status in which one can understand the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, or the obj ective which is described in the Bhagavad-gitii as 
adbhuta. This is another feature of the mahat-tattva. The viisudeva 
expansion is also called Kr�rya consciousness, for it is free from all tinges 
of material passion and ignorance. This clear state of understanding helps 
one to know the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The viisudeva status is 
also explained in Bhagavad-gitii as k§e tra-jria, which means the knower of 
the field of activities as well as the Superknower. The living being who has 
occupied a particular type of body knows that body, but the Superknower, 
Vasudeva, knows not only a particular type of body but also the field of 
activities in all the different varieties of bodies. In order to be situated in 
clear consciousness or Kr�rya consciousness, one must worship Vasudeva. 
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Vasudeva is Kr�rya alone. When Kr�Qa or Vi�J;tu is alone, without the 
accompaniment of His internal energy, He is Vasudeva. When He is 
accompanied by His internal potency, He is called Dvarakadhisa. To have 
clear consciousness or Kr�rya consciousness, one has to worship Vasudeva. 
It is also explained in Bhagavad-gitii that after many, many births one 
surrenders to Vasudeva. Such a great soul is very rare. 

In order to get release from the false ego one has to worship Sa1ikar�aJ;ta. 
Sankar�aJ;ta is also worshiped through Lord Siva ; the snakes which cover 
the body of Lord Siva are representations of SaJ1kar�a!)a, and Lord Siva is 
always absorbed in meditation upon Sm1kar�a!)a. One who is actually a 
worshiper of Lord Siva as a devotee of Sm1kar�a!)a can be released from 
false material ego. If one wants to get free from mental disturbances one 
has to worship Aniruddha. For this purpose, worship of the moon planet 
is also recommended in the Vedic literature. Similarly, to be fixed in one's 
intelligence one has to worship Pradyumna, who is reached 'through the 
worship of Brahma. These matters are explained in Vedic literature. 

TEXT 22 

(q+4§€qtlfcl'lhl� �IRtf4f'tRt �: I 
tRlf4�� � �?.lm �: m � ��� � �  

svacchatvam avikiiritvam 
santatvam iti ce tasa{l 

vrttibhir lak.sarwrh prok tarh 
yathapam prakrti{l para 

svacchatvam- clarity ; avikiiritvam-freedom from all distraction ;  
siintatvam-serenity ; iti-thus; cetasa!J.-of consciousness ; vrttibh i!J.-by 
characteristics ; lak�a�am- traits ; proktam-called ; yathii-as ; apiim- of 
water ; prakrti!J.-natural state ; para-pure. 

TRANSLATION 

After the manifestation of the mahat-tattva, these features appear 
simultaneously. As water in its natural state, before coming in contact 
with earth, is clear, sweet and unruffled, so the characteristic traits of pure 
consciousness are comple�e serenity, clarity, and freedom from distraction. 

PURPORT 

The pure status of consciousness, or J<.r�!)a consciousness, exists in the 
beginning; just after creation, consciousness is not polluted. The more one 
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becomes materially contaminated, however, the more consciousness be
comes obscured. In pure consciousness one can perceive a slight reflection 
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As in clear, unagitated water, free 
from impurities, one can see everything clearly, so in pure consciousness 
or Kr�Qa consciousness one can see things as they are. One can see the 
reflection of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and one can see his 
own existence as well. This state of consciousness is very pleasing, trans
parent and sober. In the beginning, consciousness is pure. 

TEXTS 23-24 

�cn�i�qt�(ltfu,qcrt� 
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mahat-tattviid vikurvii'{lrid 
bhagavad-virya-sambhavat 

kriya-saktir ahankiiras 
tri-vidha{l samapadyata 

vaikiirikas taijasas ca 
tiimasas ca yato bhava{l 

manasas cendriyii'{liim ca 
bhatanam mahatiim api 

mahat-tattviit-from the mahat-tattva; vikurvii�iit-undergoing a change; 
bhagavat-vtrya-sambhaviit-evolved from the Lord's own energy ; kriyii
sakti!J.-endowed with active power ;ahankiira!J.-the material ego ; tri-vidha!J. 
-of the three kinds; samapadyata-sprang up;  vaikarika!J.- material ego in 
transformed goodness; taijasa!J.- material ego in passion ; ca- and ; tiimasa!J.
material ego in ignorance; ca-also ; yata!J.- from which ; bhava!J.-the origin;  
manasa!J.-of the mind; ca-and ; indriya�am-of the senses for perception 
and action ;  ca-and ; bhiltanam mahatiim- of the five gross elements; api
also. 

TRANSLATION 

The material energy springs up from the mahat-tattva which evolved 
from the Lord's own energy. The material ego is endowed predominantly 
with active power of three kinds-good, passionate and ignorant. From 
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these three types of material ego, the mind, the senses of perception and 
the organs of action, and the gross elements evolve. 

PURPORT 

In the beginning, from clear consciousness or the pure state of Kr�!Qa 
consciousness, the first contamination sprang up. This is called false ego, 
or identification of the body as self. The living entity exists in the 
natural state of Kri!Qa consciousness, but he has marginal independence, 
and this allows him to forget Kr�!IJa. Originally, pure Kri!Qa consciousness 
exists, but because of misuse of marginal independence there is a chance 
of forgetting KrlliJa. This is exhibited in actual life ; there are many 
instances in which someone acting in KrllrJa consciousness suddenly 
changes. In the Upani§ads it is stated, therefore, that the path of spiritual 
realization is just like the sharp edge of a razor. The example is very 
appropriate. One shaves his cheeks with a sharp razor very nicely, but as 
soon as his attention is diverted from the activity he immediately cuts his 
cheek because he mishandles the razor. 

Not only must one come to the stage of pure Kr?!la consciousness, but 
one must also be very careful. Any inattentiveness or carelessness may cause 
falldown. This falldown is due to false ego. From the status of pure 
consciousness the false ego is born because of misuse of independence. We 
cannot argue about why false ego arises from pure consciousness. Fac
tually, there is always the chance that this will happen , and therefore one 
has to be very careful. False ego is the basic principle for all material 
activities, which are executed in the modes of material nature. As soon as 
one deviates from pure Kr�!Qa consciousness, he increases his entanglement 
in material reaction. The entanglement of materialism is the material 
mind, and from this material mind, the senses and material organs become 
manifest. 

TEXT 25 

�Q� � I  
�· \6�+4wtl+4� 1 1 �'-\1 1  

sahasra-sirasarh siik.siid 
yam anantarh pracak§ate 

sankarJiartiikh yarh puruJiarh 
bhiitendriya-manomayam 
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sahasra-sirasam-with a thousand heads ; siik§iit-directly ; yam-whom; 
anantam-Ananta ; pracak§ate-they call ; sankar§ar-a-iikh yam-Sankar?ai,J.a 
by name ; puru§am-the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; bhilta-the gross 
elements ; indriya-the senses ; mana�-mayam-consisting of the mind. 

TRANSLATION 

The threefold aharikara, the source of the gross elements, the senses 
and the mind, is hence identical with them because it is their cause. 
It is known by the name of Sankar�3!1a, who is directly Lord Ananta 
with a thousand heads. 

TEXT 26 
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kartrtvarh karar-atvarh ca 
kiiryatvarh ceti lak.sar-am 

siinta-ghora-vimuflhatvam 
iti vii syiid ahankrtefl, 

kartrtvam- being the doer ; kara�atvam-being the instrument ; ca-and; 
karyatvam-being the effect ; ca-also ; iti-thus;  lak§a�am-characteristic; 
santa-serene ;  ghora-active; vimil{lhatvam-being dull ;  iti-thus; vii-or; 
syiit-may be; ahankrte�-of the false ego. 

TRANSLATION 

This false ego is characterized as the doer, as an instrument and as an . 
effect. It is further characterized as serene, active or dull according to how 
it is influenced by the modes of goodness, passion and ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Ahankiira, or false ego, is transformed into the demigods, the con
trolling directors of material affairs. As an instrument, the false ego is 
represented as different senses and sense organs, and as the result of the 
combination of the demigods and the senses, material objects are produced. 
In the material world we are producing so many things, and this is called 
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advancement of civilization, but factually the advancement of civilization 
is a manifestation of the false ego. By false ego all material things are 
produced as objects of enjoyment. One has to cease increasing artificial 
necessities in the form of material objects. One great iiciirya, 
Narottama dasa 'fhakura , has lamented that when one deviates from pure 
consciousness of Vasudeva, or Kpjl}a consciousness, he becomes entangled 
in material activities. The exact words he uses are sat-sanga chiilji' kainu 
asate viliisa/ te-kiira1Je liigila ye karma-bandha-phiilisa: "I have given up 
the pure status of consciousness because I wanted to enjoy in the tempo
rary material manifestation ; therefore I have been entangled in the network 
of actions and reactions." 

TEXT 27 

ffif'(ihtfG\tqlOII"''wt�5tm I 
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vaikiirikiid vikurviipiin 
manas-tattvam ajiiyata 

yat-sankalpa-vikalpiibh yiim 
vartate kiima-sambhavaf!, 

vaikiirikiit-from the false ego of goodness ; vikurvii1Jiit-undergoing 
transformation;  mana�-the mind ; tattvam-principle ;  ajiiyata-evolved ; 
yat-whose ; sankalpa-thoughts ; vikalpiibhyiim-and by reflections; vartate 
-happens ; kiima-sambhava�-the rise of desire. 

TRANSLATION 

From the false ego of goodness, another transformation take� place. 
From this evolves the mind, whose thoughts and reflections give rise to 
desire. 

PURPORT 

The symptoms of the mind are determination and rejection, which are 
due to different kinds of desires. We desire that which is favorable to our 
sense gratification, and we reject that which is not favorable to sense 
gratification. The material mind is not fixed, but the very same mind can 
be fixed when engaged in the activities of Kr�l}a consciousness. Otherwise, 
as long as the mind is on the material platform, it is hovering, and all this 
rejection and acceptance is asat, temporary. It is stated that he whose mind 
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is not fixed in Kr�11a consciousness must hover between acceptance and 
rejection. However advanced a man is in academic qualifications, as long 
as he is not fixed in Kr�11a consciousness he will simply accept and reject 
and will never be able to fix his mind on a particular subject matter. 

TEXT 28 

;qfG:1clM(i(l�4 fi\CfiiUI1'4l:ft'�'( 1 
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yad vidur h y aniruddhiikh yam 
hr�ikiipiim adhisvaram 

siiradendivara-syiimam 
samriidhyam yogibhif!, sanaif!, 

yat-which mind; vidu�-is known; hi-indeed ; aniruddha-iikhyam-by 
the name Aniruddha ; h r�tkii1Jiim- of the sensesj adhtsvaram-the supreme 
ruler ; s'arada- autumnal; indivara-like a blue lotus; syamam-bluish; 
samriidh yam-who is found; yogibhi�-by the yogis; sanai�-gradually. 

TRANSLATION 

The mind of the living entity is known by the name of Lord Aniruddha, 
the supreme ruler of the senses. He possesses a bluish-black form like a 
lotus flower growing in the autumn. He is found solely by the yogis. 

PURPORT 

The system of yoga entails controlling the mind, and the Lord 
of the mind is Aniruddha. It is stated that Aniruddha is four-handed, 
with Sudarsana cakra, conchshell, club and lotus flower. There are twenty
four forms of Vi�t;�u, each differently named. Among these twenty-four 
forms, Sankar�at;�a, Aniruddha, Pradyumna and Vasudeva are depicted 
very nicely in the Caitanya-caritiimrta, where it is said that Aniruddha is 
worshiped by the yogis. Meditation upon voidness is a modern invention 
of the fertile brain of some speculator. Actually the process of yoga 
meditation, as prescribed in this verse, should be fixed upon the form of 
Aniruddha. By meditating on Aniruddha one can become free from the 
agitation of acceptance and rejection. When one's mind is fixed upon 
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Aniruddha, he gradually becomes God realized; he approaches the pure 
status of Kr�l)a consciousness, which is the ultimate goal of yoga. 

TEXT 29 

aet(tli! f�an� ��� I 
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taijasat tu vikurviiriid 
buddhi-tattvam abhilt sati 

dravya-sphurara-vijniinam 
indriyiiriim anugraha[l 

taijasiit-from the false ego in passion ;  tu-then ; vikurvii1Jiit-undergoing 
transformation ; buddhi-intelligence ; tattvam-principle; abhilt-took birth; 
sati-0 virtuous lady ; dravya-objects ; sphuraQ.a-coming into view; 
vijiiiinam-ascertaining; indriyii1Jiim-to the senses ; anugraha[l-giving 
assistance. 

TRANSLATION 

By transformation of the false ego in passion, intelligence takes birth, 
0 virtuous lady. The functions of intelligence are to help in ascertaining 
the nature of objects when they come into view and to help the senses. 

PURPORT 

Intelligence is the discriminating power to understand an object, and it 
helps the senses to make choices. Therefore intelligence is supposed to be 
the master of the senses. The perfection of intelligence is attained when 
one becomes fixed in the activities of Kr�cya consciousness. By the proper 
use of intelligence one's consciousness is expanded, and the ultimate 
expansion of consciousness is Kr�l)a consciousness. 

TEXT 30 

�tS?.f �lm fir11;.r: ��cr � I 
� ���;;q� ���uf �: �"' I I �  o i l  

samsayo 'tha viparyaso 
niScaya[l smrtir eva ca 
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sviipa ity ucyate buddher 
lakflaram vrttita[l prthak 
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samsaya�-doubt ; atha-then ; viparyiisa�-misapprehension ; niscaya�
correct apprehension ; smrti�-memory ;  eva-also ; ca-and; svapa�- sleep ; 
iti-thus; ucyate-are said ;  buddhe�-of intelligence ; lak§a'!am-charac
teristics ; vrttita�-by their functions ; prthak-different. 

TRANSLATION 

Doubt, misapprehension, correct apprehension, memory and sleep, as 
determined by their different functions, are said to be the �istinct 
characteristics of intelligence. 

PURPORT 

Doubt is one of the important functions of intelligence; blind 
acceptance of something does not give evidence of intelligence. Therefore 
the word samsaya is very important ; in order to cultivate intelligence, one 
should be doubtful in the beginning. But doubting is not very favorable 
when information is received from the proper source. In Bhagavad-gitii the 
Lord says that doubting the words of the authority is the cause of 
destruction. 

As described in the Pataiijali yoga system, pramiira-viparyaya-vikalpa
nidrii-smrtaya[l . By intelligence one can understand things as they are. 
By intelligence only can one understand whether or not he is the body. 
The study to determine whether one's identity is spiritual or material 
begins in doubtfulness. When one is able to analyze his actual position, 
the false identification with the body is detected. This is viparyiisa. When 
false identification is detected, then real identification can be understood. 
Real understanding is described here as niscaya[l, or proved experimental 
knowledge. This experimental knowledge can be achieved when one has 
understood the false knowledge. By experimental or proved knowledge, 
one can understand that he is not the body but spirit soul. 

Smrti means memory, and sviipa means sleep. Sleep is also necessary to 
keep the intelligence in working order. If there is no sleep, the brain cannot 
work nicely. In Bhagavad-gitii it is especially mentioned that persons who 
regulate eating, sleeping and other necessities of the body in the proper 
proportion become very successful in the yoga process. These are !lome of 
the aspects of the analytical study of intelligence as described in both the 
Patafijal i  yoga system and the siirikhya philosophy system of Kapiladeva 
in Srimad-Bhiigavatam. 
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TEXT 31 

���41�� f�: I 
� ft:  &ttlij���ffl l l � � l l 

taijasiinindriyii[Ly eva 
kriyii-jiiiina-vibhiigasa� 

prii[Lasya hi kriyii-saktir 
buddher vijniina-saktitii 

taijasiini-produced from egoism in the mode of passion; indriyii[Li-the 
senses; eva- certainly; kriyii- action ; jiiiina- knowledge ; vibhiigasa�
according to ; priivasya-of the vital energy ; hi-indeed ;  kriyii-sak ti/1--the 
senses of action ; buddhe�-of the intelligence ; vijiiiina-sak titii-the senses 
for acquiring knowledge. 

TRANSLATION 

Egoism in the mode of passion produces two kinds of senses-the 
senses for acquiring knowledge and the senses of action. The senses of 
action depend on the vital energy, and the senses for acquiring knowledge 
depend on intelligence. 

PURPORT 

It has been explained in the previous verses that mind is the product of 
ego in goodness and that the function of the mind is acceptance and 
rejection according to desire. But here intelligence is said to be the 
product of ego in passion. That is the distinction between mind and 
intelligence ; mind is a product of egoism in goodness, and intelligence is a 
product of egoism in passion. The desire to accept something and reject 
something is a very important factor of the mind. Since mind is a product 
of the mode of goodness, if it is fixed upon the Lord of mind, Aniruddha, 
then the mind can be changed to Kr!:}Qa consciousness. It is stated by 
Narottama dasa 'fhakura that we always have desires. Desire cannot be 
stopped. But if we transfer our desires to please the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, that is the perfection of life . As soon as the desire is trans
ferred to lording it over material nature, it becomes contaminated by 
matter. Desire has to be purified. In the beginning, this purification 
process has to be carried out by the order of the spiritual master, 
since the spiritual master knows how the disciple's desires can be trans
formed into Kr!:}qa consciousness. As far as intelligence is concerned, it is 

l 
l ( 
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clearly stated here that it is a product of egoism in passion. By practice 
one comes to the point of the mode of goodness, and by surrendering 
or fixing the mind upon the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one 
becomes a very great personality or mahiitmii. In Bhagavad-gitii it is 
clearly said, sa mahiitmii sudurlabha�: "Such a great soul is very rare." 

In this verse it is clear that both kinds of senses, the senses for acquiring 
knowledge and the senses for action, are products of egoism in the mode 
of passion. And because the sense organs for activity and for acquiring 
knowledge require energy, therefore vital energy or life energy is also 
produced by egoism in the mode of passion. We can actually see, therefore, 
that those who are very passionate can improve in material acquisition 
very quickly. It is recommended in the Vedic scriptures that if one wants 
to encourage a person in acquiring material possessions, one should also 
encourage him in sex life. We naturally find that those who are addicted to 
sex life are also materially advanced because sex life or passionate life is 
the impetus for the material advancement of civilization. For those who 
want to make spiritual advancement, there is almost no existence of the 
mode of passion. Only the mode of goodness is prominent. We find that 
those who engage in Kr�qa consciousness are materially poor, but one who 
has eyes can see who is the greater. Although he appears to be materially 
poor, a person in Kr!:}qa consciousness is not actually a poor man, but 
the person who has no taste for K��qa consciousness and appears to be 
very happy with material possessions is actually poor. Persons infatuated 
by material consciousness are very intelligent in discovering things for 
material comforts, but they have no access to understanding the spirit 
soul and spiritual life. If, therefore, anyone wants to advance in spiritual 
life, he has to come back to the platform of purified desire, the purified 
desire for devotional service. As stated in the Niirada-paiicariitra, engage
ment in the service of the Lord when the senses are purified in Kr!:}Qa 
consciousness is called pure devotion. 

TEXT 32 

�:q fcrtertunFT��ffl({ I 
�$<:\+tl"'+tl{�lil\1: ,fuf � ��� I I� � I I  

tiimasiic ca vikurviifliid 
bhagavad-virya-coditiit 

5abda-miitram abhilt tasmiin 
nabha� srotrarh tu sabdagam 
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tiimasat-from egoism in ignorance ; ca-and ; vikurvii�iit-undergoing 
transformation ; bhagavat�vtrya-by the energy of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead; coditiit-impelled ; sabda-miitram-the subtle element sound; 
abhilt-was manifested; tasmat-from that; nabhah-ether ;  srotram-the 
sense of hearing; tu-then ; sabda-gam-which catche; sound. 

TRANSLATION 

When egoism in ignorance is agitated by the sex energy of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, the subtle element sound is manifested, and 
from sound comes the ethereal sky and the sense of hearing. 

PURPORT 

It appears from this verse that all the obj ects of our sense gratification 
are the products of egoism in ignorance. It is understood from this verse . 
that by agitation of the element of egoism in ignorance the first thing 
produced was sound, which is the subtle form of ether. It is stated also in 
the Vediinta-siltra that sound is the origin of all objects of material 
possession and that by sound one can also dissolve this material existence. 
A niivrtt* sabdiit means "liberation by sound." The entire material manifes
tation began from sound, and sound can also end material entanglement, if it 
has a particular potency. The particular sound capable of doing this is the 
transcendental vibration Hare l<.rg:ta. Our entanglement in material affairs 
has begun from material sound. Now we must purify that sound in 
spiritual understanding. There is sound in the spiritual world also. If we 
approach that sound, then our spiritual life begins, and the other require
ments for spiritual advancement can be supplied. We have to understand 
very clearly that sound is the beginning of the creation of all material 
objects for our sense gratification. Similarly, if sound is purified, our 
spiritual necessities also are produced from sound. 

Here it is said that from sound the ether became manifested and that 
the air became manifested from ether. How the ethereal sky comes from 
sound, how the air comes from sky and how fire comes from air will be 
explained later on. Sound is the cause of the sky, and sky is the cause of 
srotram, the ear. The ear is the first sense for receiving knowledge. One 
must give aural reception to any knowledge one wants to receive, either 
material or spiritual. Therefore sro tram is very important. The Vedic 
knowledge is called sruti; knowledge has to be received by hearing. By 
hearing only can we have access to either material or spiritual enjoyment. 

In the material world, we manufacture many things for our material 
comfort simply by hearing. They are already there, but just by hearing, 
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one can transform them. If we want to build a very high skyscraper, this 
does not mean that we have to create it. The materials for the skyscraper
wood, metal, earth, etc.-are already there, but we make our intimate 
relationship with those already created material elements by hearing how 
to utilize them. Modern economic advancement for creation is also a 
product of hearing, and similarly, one can create a favorable field of 
spiritual activities by hearing from the right source. Arjuna was a gross 
materialist in the bodily conception of life and was suffering from the 
bodily concept very acutely. But simply by hearing, Arjuna became a 
spiritualized Kr�IJ.a conscious person. Hearing is very important, and that 
hearing is produced from the sky. By hearing only can we make proper 
use of that which already exists. The principle of hearing to properly 
utilize preconceived materials is applicable to spiritual paraphernalia as 
well. We must hear from the proper spiritual source. 

TEXT 33 

3Ntw.Rei �� �fi�f\·�q :q I 
�;:m� :q ;r¥tm � �crtif fq: I I � �  I I 

arthasrayatvarh sabdasya 
dra,stur lingatvam eva ca 

tanmiitratvarh ca nabhaso 
lak.saparh kavayo viduft 

artha-iisrayatvam- that which conveys the meaning of an object ; sabdasya 
-of sound ;  dra�tu�-of the speaker ; lingatvam-that which indicates the 
presence ; eva- also ;  ca-and ;  tanmiitratvam-the subtle element ; ca-and; 
nabhasa�-of ether ; lak�a�am-definition ;  kavaya�-learned persons ; vidu� 
-know. 

TRANSLATION 

Persons who are learned and who have true knowledge define sound as 
that which conveys the idea of an object, indicates the presence of a 
speaker screened from our view and constitutes the subtle form of ether. 

PURPORT 

It is very clear herein that as soon as we speak of hearing, there must be 
a speaker; without a speaker there is no question of hearing. Therefore the 
Vedic knowledge, which is known as sruti, or that which is received by 
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hearing, is also called apauru�a. Apauru§a means "n?t �poken b� any 
person materially created." It is stated in the begmmng of Snmad
Bhiigavatam, tene brahma hrdii. The sound of �r�hman, or Veda, �a

.
s 

first impregnated in the heart of Brahma, the ongmal l�arned �an (adz
kavaye). How did he become learned? Whenever there IS learmng, th�re 
must be a speaker and the process of hearing. But Brahma was the firSt 
created being. Who spoke to him? Since no one was

. 
t
.
here, who was the 

spiritual master to give knowledge? He was the only hvmg creature ; there
fore the Vedic knowledge was imparted within his heart by the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, who is seated within everyone as Paramatma. 
Vedic knowledge is understood to be spoken by the Supre�e Lord, a�d 
therefore it is free from the defects of material understandmg. Matenal 
understanding is defective. If we hear something from a conditioned soul, 
it is full of defects. All material and mundane information is tainted by 
illusion, error, cheating and imperfection of the senses. Because Vedic 
knowledge was imparted by the Supreme Lord, who is transcendental to 
material creation, it is perfect. If we receive that Vedic knowledge from 
Brahma in disciplic succession, then we receive perfect knowledge. 

Every word we hear has a meaning behind it. As soon as we hear the 
word "water," there is a substance, water , behind the word. Similarly, as 
soon as we hear the word God, there is a meaning to it. If we receive that 
meaning and explanation of God from God Himself, then it is 'perfect. 
But if we speculate about the meaning of God, it is imperfect. Bhagavad
gitii, which is the science of God, is spoken by the Personality of Go�head 
Himself. This is perfect knowledge.  Mental speculators or so-called pluloso
phers who are researching what is actually God will never und�rst�n� t�e 
nature of God. The science of God has to be understood m disc1phc 
succession from Brahma, who was first instructed about knowledge of 
God by God Himself. We can understand the knowledge of God by 
hearing Bhagavad-gitii from a person authorized in the disciplic success�on. 

When we speak of seeing, there must be form. By our sense perceptiOn, 
the beginning experience is the sky. Sky is the beginning of form. And 
from the sky , other forms emanate. The objects of knowledge and sense 
perception begin, therefore , from the sky. 

TEXT 34 

� f�� qf(v�H�t{ � I 
m�fi�� � if��IJPl. ll��' '  

I . 

I 
� 
I 
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bhiitiiniim chidra-diitrtvam 
bahir antaram eva ca 

priipendriyiitma-dhi�pyatvam 
nabhaso vrtti-lak$a,nam 

HOI · 

� bhiitiin:iim- of all living entities; chidra-diitrtvam-the accommodation of 
room; bahir-external ; antaram-internal ; eva-also ; ca-and ; prii!la-of the 
vital air ; indriya-the senses; iitma-and the mind ; dh�pyatvam-being the 
field of activities ; nabhasaJ:-of the ethereal element ; vrtti-activities ; 
lak§a!lam-characteristics. 

TRANSLATION 

The activities and characteristics of the ethereal element can be ob
served as accommodation for the room for the external and internal 
existences of all living entities, namely the field of activities of the vital 
air, the senses and the mind. 

PURPORT 

The mind, the senses and the vital force, or living entity, have forms, 
although they are not visible to the naked eye. Form rests in subtle 
existence in the sky, and internally it is perceived as the veins within the 
body and the circulation of the vital air. Externally there are invisible 
forms of sense objects. The production of the invisible sense objects is the 
external activity of the ethereal element, and the circulation of vital air 
and blood is its internal activity. That subtle forms exist in the ether has 
been proven by modern science by transmission of television, by which 
forms or photographs of one place are transmitted to another place by the 
action of the ethereal element. That is very nicely explained here. This 
verse is the potential basis of great scientific research work, for it explains 
how subtle forms are generated from the ethereal element, what their 
characteristics and actions are, and how the tangible elements, namely air, 
fire, water and earth, are manifested from the subtle form . Mental 
activities or psychological actions of thinking, feeling and willing are 
also activities on the platform of ethereal existence. The statement in 
Bhagavad-gitii that the mental situation at the time of death is the basis of 
the next birth is also corroborated in this verse. Mental existence trans
forms into tangible form as soon as there is an opportunity due to 
contamination or development of the gross elements from subtle form. 
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TEXT 35 

;p-m: �;a:(fflll?ll�€61� �: I 
mrrs� �t9:� ���m: 1 1 �'-\1 1 ..... 

nabhasaft sabda-tanmiitriit 
kiila-gatyii vikuroataft 

sparso 'bhavat tato viiyus 
tvak sparsasya ca sangrahaft 

nabhasa�-from ether ; sabda-tanmiitriit-which evolves from the subtle 
element sound ; kiila-gatyii-under the impulse of time ; vikurvata�-under
going transformation ;  sparsa�-the subtle element touch ; abhavat-evolved; 
tata�-thence ; viiyu�-air ; tvak-the sense of touch ; sparsasya-of touch; 
ca-and ; sangraha�-perception. 

TRANSLATION 

From ethereal existence, which evolves from sound, the next trans
formation takes place under the impulse of time, and thus the subtle 
element touch and thence the air and sense of touch become prominent. 

PURPORT 

In the course of time, when the subtle forms are transformed into 
gross forms, they become the objects of touch. The objects of touch and 
the tactile sense also develop after this evolution in time. Sound is the 
first sense obj ect to exhibit material existence, and from the perception of 
sound, touch perception evolves and from touch perception the perception 
of sight. That is the way of the gradual evolution of our perceptive 
objects. 

TEXT 36 

�� �16-.�� � ij�� � I 
� (' . . �·:r.c:��::rmq�ml�m � c:lflll'*i:4 ��: � � ��I I 

mrdutvam kathinatvam ca . . ' 
saityam Ufiflatvam eva Ca 

etat sparsasya sparsatvam 
tanmiitratvam nabhasvataft 
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mrdutvam- softness; kathinatvam-hardness ; ca-and ; saityam-cold; 
U§�atvam-heat ; eva-also ; ca-and; etat-this; sparsasya-of the subtle 
element touch; spariatvam-the distinguishing attributes ; tanmatratvam
the subtle form ;  nabhasvata/:t-of air . 

· 

TRANSLATION 

Softness and hardness and cold and heat are the distinguishing attri
butes of touch, which is characterized as the subtle form of air. 

PURPORT 

Tangibility is the proof of form. In actuality, objects are perceived in 
two different ways. They are either soft or hard, cold or hot, etc. This 
tangible action of the tactile sense is the result of the evolution of air, 
which is produced from the sky. 

· 

TEXT 37 

�� o� sum;f�� . ���: I 
"'f'f; • '"' � �W'S('lllUII� �lti'H thlln�� 1 1 �\91 1 

ciilanam vyuhanam priiptir 
netrtvam dravya-sabdayoft 

saroendriyiifliim iitmatvam 
vii yoft karmiib hilakfiaram 

ciilanam-moving; vyuhanam- mixing; priipti�- allowing approach; 
netrtvam-carrying ; dravya-sabdayo�-particles of substances and sound ; 
sarva-indriyii�iim-of all the senses ; iitmatvam-providing for the proper 
functioning; viiyo�-of air ;  karma-by actions ; abhilak§a�am-the distinct 
characteristics. 

TRANSLATION 

The action of the air is exhibited in movements, m1xmg, allowing 
approach to the objects of sound and other sense perceptions, and 
providing for the proper functioning of all other senses. 

PURPORT 

We can perceive the action of the air when the branches of a tree move 
or when dry leaves on the ground collect together. Similarly, it  is only by 
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the action of the air that a body moves, and when the air circulation is 
impeded, many diseases result. Paralysis, nervous breakdowns, madness 
and many �ther diseases are actually due to an insufficient circulation of 
air. In the Ayur-vedic system these diseases are treated on the basis of air 
circulation.  If from the beginning one takes care of the process of air 
circulation, such diseases cannot take place. From the Ayur Veda as well 
as f�om the Srimad-Bhiigavatam it is clear that so many activities are going 
on mternally and externally because of air alone, and as soon as there is 
some deficiency in the air circulation, these activities cannot take place. 
Here it is clearly stated, netrtvam dravya-sabdayo{t. Our sense of pro
prietorship over action is also due to the activity of the air. If the air 
circulation is stifled, we cannot approach a place after hearing. If someone 
calls us, we hear the sound because of the air circulation, and we approach 
that sound or the place from which the sound comes. It is clearly said in 
this verse that these are all movements of the air. The ability to detect 
odors is also due to the action of the air. 

TEXT 38 

ew.n� w.aij;:+u� 1(4 �ron� 1 
� ijm�q_ rit�� � � �� � �  

viiyos ca sparsa-tanmiitriid 
rilpam daiveritiid abhilt 

samutthitam tatas tejas 
cak§il rilpopalambhanam 

vayo�-from air ; ca-and; sparsa-tanmatriit-which evolves from the 
subtle element touch ; rilpam-form ; daiva-iritiit- according to destiny; 
abhilt-evolved ;  samutthitam-arose ; tata�-from that ; teja�-fire; cak�u�
sense of sight ; rilpa-color and form ; upalambhanam-perceiving. 

TRANSLATION 

Due to interactions of the air and the sensations of touch, one receives . 
different forms according to predestiny. By evolution of such forms, there 
is fire, and the eye sees different forms in color. 

PURPORT 

Due to predestiny , the touch sensation, the interactions of air, and 
the situation of the mind, which is produced of the ethereal element, one 
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receives a body according to his previous activities. Needless to say, a 
living entity transmigrates from one form to another. His form changes 
according to predestiny and by the arrangement of a superior authority 
which controls the interaction of air and the mental situation. Form is the 
combination of different types of sense perception. Predestined activities 
are the plans of the mental situation and the interaction of air. 

TEXT 39 

-----'r.:: • -t:: • .... S(o41tli� gorm 0f.i,�(1�1€i4+i'i4 :;:.r I 

� �j{�: (11f� �'f+i� ��: I I �  �I I 

dravyiikrtitvam gurwtii 
vyakti-samsthiitvam eva ca 

tejastvam tejasa{t siidhvi 
rilpa-miitrasya vrttaya{t 

dravya-of an object ; akrtitvam- dimension ;  gu�atii-quality ; vyakti
samsthiitvam-individuality; eva-also ; ca-and ; tejas tvam-effulgence ; :  

· tejasa�-of fire; siidhvi-0 virtuous lady ; rilpa-matrasya-of the subtle 
element form;  vrttaya�-the characteristics. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear mother, the characteristics of form are understood by dimen
sion, quality and individuality. The form of fire is appreciated by its 
effulgence. 

PURPORT 

Every form that we appreciate has its particular dimensions and charac
teristics. The quality of a particular object is appreciated by its utility. But 
the form of sound is independent. Forms which are invisible can be 
understood only by touch; that is the independent appreciation of invisible 
form. Visible forms are understood by analytical study of their constitu
tion. The constitution of a certain object is appreciated by its internal 
action. For example, the form of salt is appreciated by the interaction of 
salty tastes, and the form of sugar is appreciated by the interaction of 
sweet tastes. Tastes and qualitative constitution are the basic principles in 
understanding the form of an object. 
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TEXT 40 

� m qi•1+4G>4 �'4�� I 
�\lim 'I"�PHf�6t: � �� � I I� o I I  

dyotanarh pacanarh piinam 
adanarh hima-mardanam 

tejaso vrttayas tv etiifl 
sofia[wrh k,sut trfl eva ca 

dyo tanam-illumination ; pacanam-cooking, digesting; piinam- drinking; 
adanam-eating; hima-mardanam-destroying cold ; tejasa�-of fire; vrttaya� 
-functions ; tu-indeed; etii�-these ; SO§a�am-evaporating; k§ut-hunger ; 
trt-thirst; eva-also ; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

Fire is appreciated by its light and by its capacity to cook, to digest, to 
destroy cold, to evaporate, and to give rise to hunger, thirst, eating and 
drinking. 

PURPORT 

The first symptoms of fire are distribution of light and heat, and the 
existence of fire is also perceived in the stomach. Without fire we cannot 
digest what we eat. Without digestion there is no hunger and thirst or 
power to eat and drink. When there is insufficient hunger and thirst, it is 
understood that there is a shortage of fire within the stomach, and the 
Ayur-vedic treatment is performed in connection with the fire element, 
agni-miindyam. Since fire is increased by the secretion of bile, the treat
ment is to increase bile secretion. The Ayur-vedic treatment thus corrobo
rates the statements in Srimad-Bhiigavatam: The characteristic of fire in 
subduing the influence of cold is known to everyone. Severe cold cim 
always be counteracted by fire. 

TEXT 41 

�q¥fl"'lfw.ri�Jlffl� ��� I 
����4tla.+.tf f� ��: I I � �  I I  

riipa-miitriid vikurviip.iit 
tejaso daiva-coditiit 
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rasa-miitram abhiU tasmiid 
ambho jihvii rasa-grahafl 
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rilpa-matrat-which evolves from the subtle element form ; vikurviip.iit
undergoing transformation;  tejasa�-from fire ; daiva-coditiit-under a 
superior arrangement ; rasa-miitram-the subtle element taste ; abhut-be
came manifested; tasmiit-from that ; ambha�-water ; jihvii-the sense of 
taste ; rasa-graha�-which perceive taste. 

TRANSLATION 

By the · interaction of fire and the visual sensation, the subtle element 
taste evolves under a superior arrangement. From taste, water is produced, ' 
and the tongue, which perceives taste, is also manifested. 

PURPORT 

The tongue is described here as the instrument for acquiring knowledge 
of taste. Because taste is a product of water, there is always saliva on the 
tongue. 

TEXT 42 

� �{ij�: €hl_,+{JS d� � I 
�Rt€hl�i N€hi�OI � � � ����� � . 

kafiiiyo madhuras tiktafl 
ka,tv amla iti naikadhii 

bhautikiiniirh vikiirer-a 
rasa eko vibhidyate 

ka§iiya�-astringent ; madhura�- sweet ; tikta�-bitter ; katu-pungent;  
amla�-sour; iti-thus;  naika-dhii-manifoldly; bhautikiiniim-of other sub
stances; vikiirep.a-by transformation; rasafl-the subtle element taste; 
ekaft-originally one; vibhidyate-is divided. 

TRANSLATION 

Although originally one, taste becomes manifold as astringent, sweet, 
bitter, pungent, sour and salty due to contact with other substances. 
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TEXT 43 

� f� �: SlllllwtiCtfjtf;ft�wti( I 
mAm���� ��n 1 1 \i� l l  

kledanarh pirpanarh trptift 
praranapyayanondanarn 

tapapanodo bhii yastvarn 
arnbhaso vrttayas tv irnaft 

kledanarn-moistening; pi�t�;lanarn-coagulating ; trpti�-causing satisfac
tion ; pral}ana-maintaining life; iipyayana-refreshing; undanarn- softening; 
tapa-heat ; apanoda�-driving away ; bhiiyastvarn-being in abundance; 
arnbhasa�-of water ; vrttaya�-the characteristic functions; tu-in fact ; 
irnii�-these. 

TRANSLATION 

The characteristics of water are exhibited by its moistening other 
substances, coagulating various mixtures, causing satisfaction, maintaining 
life, softening things, driving away heat, incessantly supplying itself to 
reservoirs of water, and refreshing by slaking thirst. 

PURPORT 

Starvation can be mitigated by drinking water. It is sometimes found 
that if a person who has taken a vow to fast takes a little water at intervals, 
the exhaustion of fasting is at once mitigated. In the Vedas it is also 
stated, apornayaft praraft. "Life depends on water ." With water anything 
can be moistened or dampened. Flour dough can be prepared with a 
mixture of water. Mud is made by mixing earth with water. As stated in 
the beginning of Srirnad-Bhagavatarn, water is the cementing ingredient of 
different material elements. If we build a house, water is actually the 
constituent in making the bricks. Fire, water and air are the exchanging 
elements for the entire material manifestation, but water is most promi
nent. Also, excessive heat can be reduced simply by pouring water on the 
heated field. 

TEXT 44 

((1+USIIflt�iuii<(H1m �� I 
��� � �: ll\l�l l  
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rasa-rnatrad vikurvarad 
arnbhaso daiva-coditat 

gandha-rnatrarn abhiit tasrnat 
prthvi ghraras tu gandhagaft 

1 109 

rasa-rnatrat-which evolves from the subtle element taste ; vikurvarat
undergoing transformation ;  arnbhasa�-from water ; daiva-coditiit- by a 
superior arrangement ; gandha-rnatrarn-the subtle element odor; abhiit
became manifest ; tasrniit-from that ; prthvt-earth; ghriilJa�-the olfactory 
sense ; tu-in fact ; gandha-ga�-which perceives aromas. 

TRANSLATION 

Due to the interaction of water with the taste perception, the subtle 
element odor evolves under superior arrangement. Thence the earth and 
the olfactory sense by which we can variously experience the aroma of 
the earth become manifest. 

TEXT 45 

�al(+�6l�flr:�� I 
J:otfj�i(����� � �� ����� �  

kararn b ha-pii ti-saurab h ya 
santograrnladibhi[l prthak 

dravyava yava-va�arn yad 
gandha eko vibhidyate 

kararnbha- mixed; piiti-offensive ;  saurabhya-fragrant ; siinta-mild ; 
ugra-strong, pungent ; arnla-acid ; iidibhi�-and so on; prthak-separately ; 
dravya-of substance ; avayava-of portions; vai§arnyiit-according to 
diversity ; gandhaft-odor ; ekaft-one ; vibhidyate-is divided. 

TRANSLATION 

Odor, although one, becomes many-as mixed, offensive, fragrant, 
mild, strong, acidic and so on-according to the proportions of associated 
substances. 

PURPORT 

Mixed smell is sometimes perceived in foodstuffs prepared from various 
ingredients, such as vegetables mixed with different kinds of spices and 
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as�fetida. Bad odors are perceived in filthy places, good smells are per
ceived from camphor, menthol and similar other products, pungent smells 
are perceived from garlic and onions, and acidic smells are perceived from 
turmeric and similar sour substances. The original aroma is the odor 
emanating from the earth, and when it is mixed with different substances 
this odor appears in different ways. 

' 

TEXT 46 

� ;man �rf � ef§:�-.ul� 1 
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bhiivanarh brahma[UL� sthiinarh 
dhiirarwrh sad-visefiarwm 

sarva-sattva-gurwdbheda� 
prthivi-vrtti-lakfiarwm 

bhavanam- modeling forms; brahmal)a�-of the Supreme Brahman; 
sthiinam-constructing places of residence ; dhiiral)am- containing 
substances ; sat-vise�al)am- distinguishing the open space; sarva-all ; sattva
of existence ; gul)a-qualities ; udbheda�-the place for manifestation;  
p.rthivi-of earth ; v.rtti-of the functions ; lak�al)am-the characteristics. 

TRANSLATION 

The
. 

characteristics of the functions of earth can be perceived by 
modelmg forms of the Supreme Brahman, by constructing places of 
residence, by preparing pots to contain water, etc. In other words, the 
earth is the place of sustenance for all elements. 

PURPORT 

Different elements, such as sound, sky, air, fire and water, can be 
perceived in the .earth. Another feature of the earth especially mentioned 
here is that earth can manifest different forms of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. By this statement of Kapila it is confirmed that the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, Brahman, has innumerable forms, which are 
described in the scriptures. By manipulation of earth and its products, 
such as stone, wood, jewel, etc. ,  these forms of the Supreme Lord can be 
present before our eyes. When a form of Lord Krsna or Lord Visnu is . . . . . 
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manifested by presentation of  a statue made of  earth, it i s  not imaginary. 
The earth gives shape to the Lord's forms as described in the scriptures. 

In the Brahma-samhitii there is description of Lord Kr�1.1a's lands, the 
variegatedness of the spiritual abode and the forms of the Lord playing a 
flute with His spiritual body. All these forms are described in the scrip
tures, and when they are thus presented they become worshipable. They 
are not imaginary as the Mayavada philosophy says. Sometimes the word 
bhiivana is misinterpreted as "imagination." But bhiivana does not mean 
imagination; it means to give actual shape to the description of Vedic 
literature. Earth is the ultimate transformation of all living entities and 
their respective modes of material nature. 

TEXT 47 

�+tlguiM�ifl� W �'IU��� I 
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nabho-gu[Ja-vise.so 'rtho 
yasya tac chrotram ucyate 

viiyor gu[Ja-vise.so 'rtho 
yasya tat sparsanarh vidul), 

nabha�-gur:a-viSe�a�- the distinctive characteristic of sky (sound);  
artha�- object of perception; yasya-whose ; tat-that ; srotram-the audi
tory sense; ucyate-is called; viiyo� gul)a-vise�a�-the distinctive character
istic of air (touch) ; artha�- object of perception ; yasya-whose; tat-that; 
spadanam-the tactile sense ; vidu�-they know. 

TRANSLATION 

The sense whose object of perception is sound is called the auditory 
sense, and that whose object of perception is touch is called the tactile 
sense. 

PURPORT 

Sound is one of the qualifications of the sky and is the subject matter 
for hearing. Similarly, touch is the qualification of the air and is the subject 
of the touch sensation. 
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TEXT 48 

��lgut�� � � I 

��� � � m: 1 '=' 

���S\{i � « m1Jf � I I�G H  

tejo-gura-viseflo 'rtho 
yasya tac cakflur ucyate 

ambho-gura-viseflo 'rtho 
yasya tad rasanarh vidu{l 

bhumer gura-viseflo 'rtho 
yasya sa ghriira ucyate 

teja�-gura-viSe§a�-the distinctive characteristic of fire (form); artha�
object of perception; yasya-whose; tat-that ; cak.su{l-the sense of sight ; 
ucyate-is called; ambha�-gu'!la-vise§a�-the distinctive characteristic of 
water (taste); artha�-object of perception ; yasya-whose ; tat-that; 
rasanam-the sense of taste ; vidu�-they know; bhume� gu'!la-vise§a�-the 
distinctive characteristic of earth (odor) ; artha�-object of perception; 
yasya-whose; sa�-that ; ghrii�a�-the sense of smell ; ucyate-is called. 

TRANSLATION 

The sense whose object of perception is form, the distinctive charac
teristic of fire, is the sense of sight. The sense whose object of perception 
is taste, the distinctive characteristic of water, is known as the sense of 
taste. Finally, the sense whose object of perception is odor, the distinctive 
characteristic of earth, is called the sense of smell. 

TEXT 49 

� � \:l1U t;mf� «��� I 
3Rft mro liRlwtT ���(tqe�cm I I���� 

parasya drsyate dharmo 
hy aparasmin samanvayiit 

ato vise.so bhiiviiniirh 
bhumav evopalakflyate 
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parasya-of the cause ; drsyate-is observed ;  dharma{l-the characteristics; 
hi-indeed;  aparasmin-in the effect ; samanvayat-in order ; ata{l-hence; 
vise§a{l-the distinctive characteristic ; bhavanam-of all the elements; 
bhumau-in earth ; eva-alone ; upalakflyate-is observed. 

TRANSLATION 

Since the cause exists in its effect as well, the characteristics of the 
former are observed in the latter. That is why the peculiarities of all the 
elements exist in the earth alone. 

PURPORT 

Sound is the cause of the sky, sky is the cause of the air, air is the cause 
of fire, fire is the cause of water, and water is the cause of earth. In the 
sky there is only sound; in the air there is sound and-.touch; in the fire 
there is sound, touch and form; in water there is sound, touch, form and 
taste; and in the earth there is sound, touch, form, taste and smell. There
fore earth is the reservoir of all the qualities of the other elements. Earth 
is the sum total of all other elements. The earth has all five qualities of the 
elements, water has four qualities, fire has three, air has two, and the sky 
has only one quality, sound. 

TEXT 50 

��� �T �� � � I 
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etany asarhhatya yada 
mahad-iidini sapta vai 

kala-karma-guropeto 
jagad-iidir upavisat 

etiini-these ; asarhhatya-being unmixed; yadii-when; mahat-adtni
the mahat-tattva, false ego and five gross elements ; sapta-all together 
seven ; vai-in fact ; kala-time ; karma-work ; gura-and the three modes of 
material nature ; upeta{l-accompanied by; jagat-tidi{l-the origin of creation; 
upiivisat-entered.  

TRANSLATION 

When all these elements were unmixed, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, the origin of creation, along with time, work and the qualities 
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of the modes of material nature, entered into the universe with the total 
material energy in seven divisions. 

PURPORT 

After stating the generation of the causes, Kapiladeva speaks about the 
generation of the effects. At that time when the causes were unmixed, the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, in His feature of Garbhodakasayi Vi�Q.u, 
entered within each universe. Accompanying Him were all of the seven 
primary elements-the five material elements, the total energy (mahat
tattva) and the false ego . This entrance of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead involves His entering even the atoms of the material world. This 
is confirmed in the Brahma-samhita (Bs. 5.35 ) :  ar-{iiintarastha-paramii[Lu
cayantarastham. He is not only within the universe, but within the 
atoms also. He is within the heart of every living entity. Garbhodakasayi 
Vi�Q.u, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, entered into everything. 

TEXT 51 

(1(14:�;m.tf�� �S�¥4�(191( I 
� �tft· 44ti§IG\Rfrotl Fro�.._ ���� I I  

tatas tenanuviddhebh yo 
yuktebhyo '[L{lam acetanam 

utthitam purufio yasmiid 
udatiflthad asau vira.t 

.tata�-then ; tena-by the Lord; anuviddhebhya�-from these seven 
principles, roused into activity ; yuktebhya�-united; a[L{lam-an egg; 
acetanam-unintelligent; utthitam-arose ; puru§a�-Cosmic Being; yasmat
from which ; udati§that-appeared ;  asau-that ; virat-celebrated . 

TRANSLATION 

From these seven principles, roused into activity and united by the 
presence of the Lord, an unintelligent egg arose, from which appeared the 
celebrated Cosmic Being. 

PURPORT 

In sex life, the combination of matter from the parents, which involves 
emulsification and secretion, creates the situation whereby a soul is 
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received within matter, and the combination of matter gradually develops 
into a complete body. The same principle exists in the universal creation : 
the ingredients were present, but only when the Lord entered into the 
material elements was matter actually agitated. That is the cause of 
creation. We can see this in our ordinary experience. Although we may 
have clay, water and fire, the elements take the shape of a brick only 
when we labor to combine them. Without the living energy, there is no 
possibility that matter can take shape. Similarly , this material world does 
not develop unless agitated by the Supreme Lord as the vira.ta-puru.sa. 
Yasmad udati§thad asau virat: by His agitation , space was created, and the 
universal form of the Lord also manifested therein. 

TEXT 52 

�� N�NRo4 Sb'lti:��il�: 
ffi���: qf�6 !N�N�: I 
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etad a[Lpam visefiakhyam 
krama-vrddhair dasottarai� 

toyadibhi� parivrtam 
pradhanenavrtair bahi� 

yatra loka-vitano 'yam 
rilpam bhagavato hare� 

etat-this ; a[Lpam- egg; vise§a-iikhyam-called vise§a; krama- one after 
another ; vrddha*-increased; dasa-ten times; uttara*-greater ; toya
adibh*-by water and so on; parivrtam-enveloped ; pradhanena-by 
pradhana; avrta*-covered;  bah*-on the outside ; yatra- where ; loka
vitiina�-the extension of the planetary systems ; ayam-this ; rilpam-form; 
bhagavata�-of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; hare�-of Lord Hari. 

TRANSLATION 

This universal egg, or the universe in the shape of an egg, is called the 
manifestation of material energy. Its layers of water, air, fire, sky, ego and 
mahat-tattva increase in thickness one after another. Each layer is ten times 
bigger than the previous one, and the final outside layer is covered by 
pradhana. Within this egg is the universal form of Lord Hari, of whose body 
the fourteen planetary systems are parts. 
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PURPORT 

This universe, or the universal sky which we can visualize with its 
innumerable planets, is shaped just like an egg. As an egg is covered by a 
skin, so the universe is also covered by various layers . The first layer is 
water, the next is fire, then air, then sky, and the ultimate holding crust is 
pradhiina. Within this egglike universe is the universal form of the Lord as 
the virii_ta-purufla. All the different planetary situations are parts of His 
body. This is already explained in the beginning of Srimad-Bhiigavatam, 
Second Canto. The planetary systems are considered to form different 
bodily parts of that universal form of the Lord. Persons who cannot 
directly engage in the worship of the transcendental form of the Lord are 
advised to think of and worship this universal form. The lowest planetary 
system, Patala, is considered to be the sole of the Supreme Lord, and the 
earth is considered to be the belly of the Lord. Brahmaloka, or the highest 
planetary system, where Brahma lives, is considered to be the head of the 
Lord. 

This virii.ta-puru.sa is considered an incarnation of the Lord. The origi
nal form of the Lord is K!"�l).a, as confirmed in Brahma-samhita: "adi
puru.sa. "  The viriita-puru§a is also puru.sa, hut He is not adi-puru�a. 
The iidi-purufla is Kr�f}.a. Isvaraft paramaft kr§1Jaft sac-cid-iinanda-vigrahaft/ 
anadir adir govinda�. In Bhagavad-grta K!"�l).a is also accepted as the adi
puru.sa, the original . K!"�l).a says, "No one is greater than I." There are 
innumerable expansions of the Lord, and all of them are puru.sas or en· 
joyers, but neither the vira.ta-puru�a nor the puru�a-avataras-Karal).odaka· 
sayf Vi�f}.u, Garbhodakasayf Vi�I).U and �frodakasayf Vi�t:J.u-nor any of 
the many other expansions, is the original. In each universe there is 
Garbhodaka8ayf Vi�t:J.U, the virli,_ta-puru_sa and K�Irodakasay1 Vi�r-u. The 
active manifestation of the vi'rii_ta-purufla is described here. Persons who 
are in the lower grade of understanding regarding the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead may think of the universal form of the Lord, for that is 
advised in the Bhagavatam. 

The dimensions of the universe are estimated here. The outer covering 
is made of layers of water, air, fire, sky, ego and mahat-tattva, and each 
layer is ten times greater than the one previous. The space within the 
. hollow of the universe cannot be measured by any human scientist or 
anyone else , and beyond the hollow there are seven coverings, each one 
ten times greater than the one preceding it. The layer of water is ten times 
greater than the length of the universe , and the layer of fire is ten times 
greater than that of water . Similarly, the layer of air is ten times greater 
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than that o f  fire. These dimensions are all inconceivable t o  the tiny brain 
of a human being. 

It is also stated that this description is of only one egglike universe. 
There are innumerable universes besides this one, and some of them are 
many, many times greater. It is considered, in fact, that this universe is the 
smallest ; therefore the predominating superintendent, or Brahma, has 
only four heads for management. In other universes, which are far greater 
than this one, Brahma has more heads. In the Caitanya-caritiimrta it is 
stated that all these Brahmas were called one day by Lord Kr�Q.a on the 
inquiry of the small Brahma, who, after seeing all the larger Brahmas, was 
thunderstruck. That is the inconceivable potency of the Lord. No one can 
measure the length and breadth of God by speculation or by false 
identification with God. These attempts are symptoms of lunacy. 

TEXT 53 

r�����l{ ('lre�fdilla: 1 
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hira[Lmayiid a[Lt;la-kosiid 
utthiiya salile sayat 

tam avisya maha-devo 
bahudha nirbibheda kham 

hira[Lmayiit- golden ; artt;la-kosat-from the egg; utthaya-arising; salile
on the water ; sayat-lying; tam-in it ; avisya-having entered ;  maha-devaft
the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; bahu-dhii-in many ways; nirbibheda 
-divided ;  kham- apertures. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead, the virata-puru�a, situated Himself 
in that golden egg, which was lying on the water, and He divided it into 
many departments. 

TEXT 54 

r��� SN'I �� � m� 1 
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nirabhidyatasya prathamam 
mukham varti tato 'bhavat 
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vtir yii vahnir a tho ntise 
priiroto ghrar.a etayofl 
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nirabhidyata-appeared; asya-of Him ; prathamam-first of all ; mukham · 
-a mouth; viir.i-the organ of speech ; tatafl-then ; abhavat-came forth; 
viir.yii-with the organ of speech ; vahnifl-the god of fire ; atha�-then ; niise 
-the two nostrils ; priira-the vital air ; uta�-joined; ghriir.a�-the olfactory 
sense; etayo�-in them. 

TRANSLATION 

First of all a mouth appeared in Him, and then came forth the organ 
of speech, and with it the god of fire, the deity who presides over that 
organ. Then a pair of nostrils appeared·, and in them appeared the 
olfactory sense, as well as pra�a, the vital air . 

PURPORT 

With manifestation of speech, fire also became manifested, and with the 
manifestation of nostrils, the vital air, the breathing process and the sense 
of smell also became manifested. 

TEXT 55 

mollli91(M� ��: I 
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ghrtir.iid viiyur abhidyetiim 
akflir.i cakflur etayo� 

tasmiit siiryo nyabhidyetam 
karrau srotram tato di.Safl 

ghriiriit-from the olfactory sense ; vtiyu�-the wind-god ;  abhidyetiim
appeared; ak§ir.i-the two eyes; cak§u"{l-the sense of sight ; etayofl-in them; 
tasmiit-from that ; siiryafl-the sun-god;  nyabhidyetiim-appeared ; karr.au 
-the two ears ; srotram-the auditory sense ; tata�-from that ; disa�-the 
deities presiding over the directions. 

TRANSLATION 

In the wake of the olfactory sense came the wind-god, who presides 
over that sense. Thereafter a pair of eyes appeared in the universal form, 
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and in them the se�e of sight. In the wake of this sense came the sun-god, 
who presides over it. Next there appeared in Him a pair of ears, and in 
them the auditory sense and in its wake the dig-devatas, or the deities who 
preside over the directions. 

PURPORT 

The appearance of different parts of the body of the universal form of 
the Lord and the appearance of _the presiding deities of those bodily parts 
is being described. As in the womb of a mother a child gradually grows 
different bodily parts, so in the universal womb the universal form of the 
Lord gives rise to the creation of various paraphernalia. The senses appear, 
and over each of them there is a presiding deity. It is corroborated by this 
statement of Srimad-Bhiigavatam, and also by Brahma-samhitii, that the 
sun appeared after the appearance of the eyes of the universal form of the 
Lord. The sun is dependent on the eyes of the universal form. The 
Brahma-samhitii also says that the sun is the eye of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, Kr�pa. Yac-cak�ur e�a savitii. Savitii means the sun. The sun is 
the eye of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Actually, everything is 
created by the universal body of the Supreme Godhead. Material nature is 
simply the supplier of materials. The creation is actually done by the 
Supreme Lord, as confirmed in Bhagavad-gi:tii. Mayadh yak�e�;ta prakrtifl 
suyate sa-caracaram (Bg.9 . 10) :  "Under My direction does material nature 
create all moving and nonmoving objects in the cosmic creation." 

TEXT 56 
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nirbibheda viriijas tvag
roma-smasrv-tidayas tatafl 

tata O§adhayas ciisan 
sisnam nirbibhide tatafl 

nirbibheda-appeared ;  viriija�-of the universal form ; tvak-skin ;  roma
hair ; smasru-beard, mustache ; tidaya�-and so on; tata�-then ; tata�
thereupon; o�adhaya�-the herbs and drugs; ca-and; iisan-appeared; sisnam 
-genitals ; nirbibhide-appeared ; tata�-after this. 
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TRANSLATION 

Then the universal form of the Lord, the vira!a-puru�a, manifested His 
skin, and thereupon the hair, mustache and beard appeared. After this all 
the herbs and drugs became manifested, and then His genitals also appeared. 

PURPORT 

The skin is the site of the touch sensation. The demigods who control 
the production of herbs and medicinal drugs are the presiding deities over 
the tactile sense. 

TEXT 57 

�«14U(N 3ll«f'"ii(i11Q6 � � I  
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retas tasmiid iipa iisan 
nirabhidyata vai gudam 

gudiid apiino 'piiniic ca 
mrtyur loka-bhayankaraft 

retaQ.-semina; tasmiit-from that ; iipaQ.-the god who presides over the 
waters ; iisan-appeared; nirabhidyata-was manifested ; vai-indeed·;gudam
an anus; gudiid-from the anus; apanaQ.-the organ of defecation; apiiniit
from the organ of defecation ; ca-and ;  mrtyuQ.- death ; loka-bhayam-karaQ. 
-causing fear throughout the universe. 

TRANSLATION 

Mter this, semina (the faculty of procreation) and the god' who presides 
over the waters appeared. Next appeared an anus and then the organ of 
defecation and thereupon the god of death, who is feared throughout the 
universe. 

PURPORT 

It is understood herewith that the faculty to discharge semina is the 
cause of death. Therefore, yogis and transcendentalists who want to live 
for greater spans of life voluntarily restrain themselves from discharging 
semina. The more one can restrain the discharge of semina, .the more one 
can be aloof from the problem of death. There are many yogis living up to 
300 or 700 years by this process, and in the Bhiigavatam it is clearly 
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stated that discharging semina is the cause of horrible death. The more one 
is addicted to sexual enjoyment the more susceptible he is to a quick death. 

TEXT 58 
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hastau ca nirabhidyetiim 
balam tiibhyiim tataft sva-rii.t 

piidau ca nirabhidyetiim 
gatis tiibhyiim tato harift 

hastau-the two hands; ca-and ;nirabhidyetiim-were manifested ; balam 
-power ;· tiibhyiim-from them ; tataQ.-thereafter ; sva-riit- Lord Indra; 
piidau-the two feet ; ca-and ; nirabhidyetiim-became manifested; gatiQ.
the process of movement ; tiibhyiim-from them; tataQ.-then; hariQ.- Lord 
Vi�pu. 

TRANSLATION 

Thereafter the two hands of the universal form of the Lord became 
manifested, and with them the power of grasping and dropping things, and 
after that Lord Indra appeared. Next the legs became manifested, and with 
them the process of movement, and after that Lord Vi�I}U appeared 

PURPORT 

The deity presiding over the hands is Indra, and the presiding deity of 
movement is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Vi�pu. Vi�!lu appeared 
on the appearance of the legs of the viriita-puru�a. 

TEXT 59 
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nii{lyo 'sya nirabhidyanta 
tiibhyo lohitam iibhrtam 

nadyas tataft samabhavann 
udaram nirabhidyata 
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na4ya�-the veins; asya-of the universal form ; nirabhidyanta-became 
manifested ; tabhya�-from them ; lohitam-blood; abhrtam-was produced ; 
nadya�-the rivers ; tata�-from that; samabhavan-appeared; udaram-the 
stomach; nirabhidyata-became manifested. 

TRANSLATION 

The veins of the universal body became manifested and thereafter the 
red corpuscles or blood. In their wake came the rivers (the deities presiding 
over the veins), and then appeared an abdomen. 

PURPORT 

Blood veins are compared to rivers ; when the veins were manifested in 
the universal form, the rivers in the various planets were also manifested. 
The controlling deity of the rivers is also the controlling deity of the 
nervous system. In Ayur-vedic treatment, those who are suffering from the 
disease of nervous instability are recommended to take a bath by dipping 
into a flowing river . 

TEXT 60 

�� mr: �mri" eua:��� 1 
31� �� f� ���lritwt aR� I I �  o I I  

k§ut-pipiise tata� syiitiirh 
samudras tv etayor abhilt 

athiisya hrdayarh bhinnarh 
hrdayiin mana utthitam 

k§ut-pipiise-hunger and thirst ; tata�-then ; syiitiim-appeared; samudra� 
-the ocean ; tu- then ; etayo�-ih their wake ; abhilt-appeared; atha-then; 
asya- of the universal form ; hrdayam-a heart; bhinnam-appeared ; hrdayat 
-from the heart ; mana�-the mind; utthitam-appeared. 

TRANSLATION 

Next grew feelings of hunger and thirst, and in their wake came the 
manifestation of the oceans. Then a heart became manifest, and in the 
wake of the heart the mind appeared. 
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PURPORT 

The ocean is considered to be the presiding deity of the abdomen, 
where the feelings of hunger and thirst originate. When there is an 
irregularity in hunger and thirst, one is advised, according to Ayur-vedic 
treatment, to take a bath in the ocean. 

TEXT 6 1  

��l �m �mriiu m: 1 
3l�tl®<tl �� ftfflSlf.l� 1 1 � � 1 1  

manasas candramii jato 
buddhir buddher giriirh pati� 

ahankiiras tato rudras 
cittarh caityas tato 'bhavat 

manasa�-from the mind; candramii�-the moon; jiita�- appeared; 
buddhi�-intelligence ; buddhe�-from intelligence; giriim pati�- the Lord 
of speech (Brahmi); ahankiira�-false ego ; tata�-then ; rudra�-Lord Siva; 
cittam-consciousness ; caitya�-the deity presiding over consciousness; 
tata�-then ; abhavat-appeared. 

TRANSLATION 

After the mind, the moon appeared. Intelligence appeared next, and 
after intelligence, Lord Brahma appeared. Then the false ego appeared and 
then Lord Siva, and after the appearance of Lord Siva came consciousness 
and the deity presiding over consciousness. 

PURPORT 

The moon appeared after the appearance of mind, and this indicates 
that the moon is the presiding deity of mind. Similarly, Lord Brahma, 
appearing after intelligence, is the presiding deity of intelligence, and Lord 
Siva, who appears after false ego, is the presiding deity of false ego. In 
other words, it is indicated that the moon-god is in the mode of goodness, 
whereas Lord Brahma is in the mode of passion, and Lord Siva is in the 
mode of ignorance. The appearance of consciousness after the appearance 
of false ego indicates that, from the beginning, material consciousness is 
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under �he. mod� of ign?rance and that one therefore has to purify himself 
by p�nfymg his consciOusness. This purificatory process is called Kr�I;J.a 
c?nscwusness. A

_
s . so�n as the consciousness is purified, the false ego 

disappears. IdentifiCatiOn of the body with the self is called false identifi
cation or false ego. Lord Caitanya confirms this in His Sik�ii�taka. He 
states that the first result of chanting the mahii-mantra, Hare Krsna is that 
dirt is cleared from the consciousness, or the mirror of the min�i," a�d then 
at on?e the_ blazing_ fire of material existence is over . The blazing fire of . 
matenal existence IS due to false ego, but as soon as the false ego is 
r
_
emoved, one can understand his real identity. At that point he is actually 

liberated from the clutches of miiyii. As soon as one is freed from the 
clutches of false ego, his intelligence also becomes purified, and then his 
mind is always engaged upon the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead appeared on the full-moon day as 
Gauracandra, or the spotless transcendental moon. The material moon has 
spots on it, but on the transcendental moon, Gauracandra, there are no 
spots. In order to fix the purified mind in the service of the Supreme Lord 
one has to wors�ip the spotless moon, Gauracandra. Those who ar� 
mater�ally passionate ?r �hose who want to exhibit their intelligence for 
matenal advancement m hfe are generally worshipers of Lord Brahma, and 
perso� who are in the gross ignorance of identifying with the body 
w�rship Lord Siva. Materialists like Hirai;J.yakasipu and Ravai;J.a are wor
shipers of Lord Brahma or Lord Siva, but Prahlada, or devotees who are in 
the service of Kr�rya consciousness, worship the Supreme Lord, the Per
sonality of Godhead. 

TEXT 62 

�ij��� �1 ��n���;rs� 1 
�ffi�: �f-1 �?:�Nfild� � � �� I I  

ete hy abhyutthitii devii 
naiviisyotthiipane 'sakan 

punar iivivisu[l. khiini 
tam utthiipayiturh kramiit 

ete-thcse ; hi-indeed ; abhyutthitii[l.-'-manifested; devii[l.--demigods; na
not ; eva-at all ; asya-of the virii_ta-puru§a; utthiipane-in waking; asakan-
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were able ; puna[l.-again; iiviviSu[l.-they entered; khiini-the apertures of 
the body ; tam-Him; utthiipayitum-to awaken ; k ramiit-one after another. 

TRANSLATION 

When the demigods and presiding deities of the various senses were thus 
manifested, they wanted to wake their origin of appearance. But upon 
failing to do so, they reentered the body of the virata-puru�a one after 
another in order to wake Him. 

PURPORT 

In order to wake the sleeping Deity-controller within, one has to 
rechannel the sense activities from concentration on the outside to 
concentration inside. In the following verses, the sense activities which are 
required to wake the virU.ta-puru§a will be explained very nicely. 

TEXT 63 

tr�l� � �� �� f.rm.,_ I 

�� ;nfut �1�� f?fm ... 1 1 �� 1 1  

vahnir viicii mukharh bheje 
nodati§that tadii virii_t 

ghrar-ena niisike viiyur 
nodati§that tadii virii_t 

vahn*-the god of fire ; viica-with the organ of speech ; mukham-the 
mouth; bheje-entered ; na-not ; udati§that-did arise; tada-then; viriit-the 
viriita-puru§a; ghrii�ena-with the olfactory sense; niisike-into His two 
nostrils ;  viiyu�-the god of the winds; na-not; udati§that-did arise; tadii
then; viriit-the viriita-puru§a. 

TRANSLATION 

The god of fire entered His mouth with the organ of speech, but the 
virata-puru�a could not be aroused. Then the god of wind entered His 
nostrils with the sense of smell, but still the virata-puru�a refused to he 
awakened. 
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TEXT 64 

31f� ��ss�� �� RUl,l 
�U( � � �;it�� �--- l l �'d l l  

akfiirt cakfiufiiidityo 
nodatifithat tadii virii_t 

srotrera karrau ca diSo 
nodatifithat tadii virii_t 

ak§i!li-His two eyes; cak§U§ii-with the sense of sight ; aditya�-the sun
god ; na-not ; udati§that-did arise ; tadii- then ; viriit-the virata-puru§a ; 
srotre!la-with the sense of hearing; kart:au- His two ears; ca-and; disa�
the deities presiding over the directions ; na-not ; udati§that-did arise; 
tadii-then ; virat-the virata-puru§a. 

TRANSLATION 

The sun-god entered the eyes of the vira�a-puru� with the sense of 
sight, hut still the vira�a-puru�a did not get up. Similarly, the predominating 
deities of the directions entered through His ears with the sense of hearing, 
but still He did not get up. 

tva cam romabhir Ofiadh yo 
nodatifithat tadii virii_t 

retasii sisnam iipas tu 
nodatifithat tadii virii_t 

tvacam-the skin of the virata-puru§a; romabhi�-with the hair on the 
body; O§adhya�-the deities presiding over the herbs and plants; na-not ; 
udati§that-did arise; tada-then ; virat-the virata-puru§a; retasii-with the 
faculty of procreation ; sisnam-the organ of generation ;  apa�-the water
god; tu-then ; na-not ; udatiHhat-did arise ; tadii-then ; viriit-the viriita
puru§a. 

TRANSLATION 

The predominating deities of the skin, herbs and seasoning plants 
entered the skin of the vira�a-puru�a with the hair of the body, but the 
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Cosmic Being refused to get up even then. The god predominating over 
water entered His organ of generation with the faculty of procreation, 
but the virata-pu�a still would not rise. 

TEXT 66 

g� 3l�9!41�W\ �Rta�G>I f«R:, I 
�fer;� �q �a>Rts=EtG>I f%�, I I �  � I I  

gudarit mrtyur apiinena 
nodatifithat tadii virii_t 

hastiiv indro balenaiva 
nodatifithat 

'
tadii vira.t 

gudam- His anus;  mrtyu� -the god of death; apanena-with the organ of 
defecation; na-not ; udati§that-did arise; tadii-even then ; virat-the virata
puru§a; hastau-the two hands; indra�- Lord lndra ; balena-with their 
power to grasp and drop things; eva-indeed; na-not; udati§that- did arise; 
tadii-even then; viriit-the virata-puru§a. 

TRANSLATION 

The god of death entered His anus with the organ of defecation, hut the 
virata-puru�a could not be spurred to activity. The god Indra entered the 
hands with their power of grasping and dropping things, but the virata
puru�a would not get up even then. 

TEXT 67 

f��� �on tOO'�' fqm, 1 
en�T;{m �� W�la:Rta=Eta:a ftRR: � � �\SI I  "' 

vifirur gatyaiva cararau 
nodatifithat tadii viriit 

niil)tr nadyo lohitena 
nodatifithat tada viriit 

vi§!lU�-Lord Vigm ;gatya- with the faculty of locomotion ;eva- indeed; 
carat:au-His two feet ; na-not ; udati§that-did arise ; tadii-even then ; 
virat-the virata-puru§a; nii�i�- His blood vessels ; nadya�-the rivers or 
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river-gods; lohitena-with the blood, with the power of circulation ; na-not ; 
udati§that- did stir ; tadii-even then ; viriit-the viriita-puru§a. 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Vi�pu entered His feet with the faculty of locomotion, but the 
virata-pum�a refused to stand up even then. The rivers entered His blood 
vessels with the blood and the power of circulation, but still the Cosmic 
Being could not be made to stir. 

TEXT 68 

��� f�T;fl�Rte�� f� 1 � e �....: "'- -a  " 
��� � :q� �e� Fro� ... 1 1 �� 1 1  

kflut-tnlbhyiim udararh sindhur 
nodatiflthat tadii viriit 

hrdayarh manasii candro 
nodati§.that tadii viriiJ 

k§u t-trtJbhyiim-with hunger and thirst ; udaram- His abdomen ; sindhu� 
-the ocean or ocean-god ;  na-not ; udatifl.that-did arise ; tada-even then; 
viriit-the viriita-puru§a; hrdayam- His heart ; manasii-with the mind; 
candra�-the moon-god;  na-not ; udati§that- did arise; tadii-even then; 
viriit-the viriita-puru§a. 

TRANSLATION 

The ocean entered His abdomen with hunger and thirst, but the Cosmic 
Being refused to rise even then. The moon-god entered His heart with the 
mind, but the Cosmic Being would not be roused. 

TEXT 69 

WIT il'flllN m �� � .... I 
�� w.f wt'laJ<t�aJ fiRR:, I I�  'I l 

buddhyii brahmiipi hrdayarh 
nodatiflthat tadii virii.t 

rudro 'bhimatyii hrdayarh 
nodatiflthat tadii viriit 
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buddhya-with intelligence; brahma- Lord Brahma ; api- also ; hrdayam 
-His heart ; na-not ; udatisthat- did arise ; tada-even then ; virat-the 
vira,ta-puru§a; rudra�- Lord 

. .  Siva ; abhimatya-with the ego ; hrdayam
His heart ; na-not ; udati§that-did arise ; tadii-even then ; viriit-the viriita
purufla. 

TRANSLATION 

Brahma also entered His heart with intelligence, but even then the 
Cosmic Being could not be prevailed upon to get up. Lord Rudra also 
entered His heart with the ego, but even then the Cosmic Being did not stir. 

TEXT 70 

� W{  �q: �: mN� I 
R� � �'{: ij�{J)I�((f� l l\9o I I  

cittena hrdayarh caityafl 
kfletra-jnafl praviSad yadii 

virii,t tadaiva puruflafl 
saliliid udatiflthata 

cittena-along with reason, consciousness ; hrdayam-the heart; caitya�
the deity presiding over consciousness; k§etra-jna�-the knower of the 
field; pravisat-entered;  yada-when ; vira.t-the vira.ta-puru§a; tada-then ; · eva-just ; puru§a�-the Cosmic Being; salilat-from the water ; udati§.thata 
-arose. 

TRANSLATION 

When, however, the inner controller, the deity presiding over 
consciousness, entered the heart with reason, at that very moment the 
Cosmic Being arose from the causal waters. 

TEXT 71 

� � �� st lUI f.j:4'4'11F\N: I 
� 

. 

fcf;n it;r wil�ttNNQ4il�m l l\9� I I  

yathii prasuptarh puruflarh 
priirendriya-mano-dhiyafl 
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prabhavanti vina yena 
notthiipayitum ojasa 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 26 

yatha-just as ; prasuptam- sleeping; puru�am-a man; prii!l-a-the vital 
air ; indriya-the senses for working and recording knowledge ; mana�-the 
mind ;  dhiya�-the intelligence ;prabhavanti-are able ;vina- without;yena
whom (the Supersoul) ; na-not ;_ utthapayitum-to arouse; ojasa-by their 
own power. 

TRANSLATION 

When a man is sleeping, all his material assets-namely the vital energy, 
the senses for recording knowledge, the senses for working, the mind and 
the intelligence-cannot arouse him. He can be aroused only when the 
Supersoul helps him. 

PURPORT 

The explanation of siirikhya philosophy is described here in detail in 
the sense that the virata-puru§a, or the universal form of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, is the original source of all the various sense 
organs and their presiding deities. The relationship between the viriita
puru§a and the presiding deities or the living entities is so intricate that 
simply by exercising the sense organs, which are related to their presiding 
deities, the virata-puru§a cannot be aroused. It is not possible to ·arouse 
the viriita-puru§a or link with the Supreme Absolute Personality of God
head by material activities. Only by devotional service and detachment 
can one perform the process of linking with the Absolute. 

TEXT 72 

ij+if4t'{ 5Rtfilmn;i f� �� 
�f�cw:n�� Rft�t�l�+4f.1 f:r.t;ij�<( � ��� � �  

tam asmin pratyag-atmanam 
dhiya yoga-pravrttayii 

bhaktya viraktya jnanena 
vivicyiitmani cintayet 

tam-upon Him ; as min-in this ; pratyak-iitmiinam-the Super soul; dhiya 
-with the mind; yoga-pravrttayii-engaged in devotional service;  bhaktyii
through devotion ; viraktya-through detachment;jiiiinena-through spiritual 

l 
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knowledge ; vivicya-considering carefully ; atmani-in the body ; cintayet
one should contemplate. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, through devotion, detachment and advancement in spiritual 
knowledge acquired through concentrated devotional service, one should 
contemplate that Supersoul as present in this very body, although simul
taneously apart from it. 

PURPORT 

One can realize the Supersoul within oneself. He is within one's body 
but apart from the body, or transcendental to the body. Although sitting 
in the same body as the individual soul, the Supersoul has no affection for 
the body, whereas the individual soul does. One has to detach himself, 
therefore, from this material body, by discharging devotional service. It is 
clearly mentioned here (bhaktyii) that one has to execute devotional ser
vice to the Supreme. As it is stated in the First Canto, Second Chapter, of 
Srimad-Bhiigavatam (Bhiig. 1 .2.7), viisudeve bhagavati bhakti-yoga� prayo
jita� . When Vasudeva, the all-pervading Vi�Q.U, the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, is served in completely pure devotion, then detachment from the 
material world immediately begins. The purpose of siirikh ya is to detach 
oneself from material contamination. This can be achieved simply by 
devotional service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

When one is detached from the attraction of material prosperity, one 
can actually concentrate his mind upon the Supersoul. As long as the 
mind is distracted toward the material , there is no possibility of concentra
ting one's mind and intelligence upon the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
or His partial representation, Supersoul. In other words, one cannot con
centrate his mind and energy upon the Supreme unless he is detached from 
the material world. Following detachment from the material world, one 
can actually attain transcendental knowledge of the Absolute Truth. As 
long as one is entangled in sense enjoyment or material enjoyment, it is 
not possible to understand the Absolute Truth. This is also confirmed in 
Bhagavad-gitii ( 18.54). One who is freed from material contamination is 
joyful and can enter into devotional service, and by devotional service he 
can be liberated. 

In the Srimad-Bhiigavatam, First Canto, it is stated that one becomes 
joyful by discharging devotional service. In that j oyful attitude, one can 
understand the science of God, or Krwa consciousness ; otherwise it is not 
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possible. The analytical study of the elements of material nature and the 
concentration of the mind upon the Supersoul is the sum and substance of 
the siinkhya philosophical system. The perfection of this siinkhya-yoga 
culminates in devotional service unto the Absolute Truth. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Twenty-sixth 
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Fundamental Principles of 
Material Nature. " 

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN 

Understanding Material Nature 

TEXT 1 

�ij4jl!fl?}/41"'1 

!lif�sf?f �' �a sn,�: 1 
34Nqll(li(.ftigui€Cfl�et� I I  � I I  

sri bhagaviin uviica 
prakrti-stho 'pi puru§o 

niijyate priikrtair gurtai[l 
avikiiriid akartrtviin 

nirgurtatviij jalarkavat 

sri bhagaviin uviica-the Personality of Godhead said; prakrti-stha�
residing in the material body; api-although; puru�a�- the living entity; 
na-not ; ajyate- is affected ; priikrtai[l-of material nature; gu�ai[l-by the 
modes; avikiiriit-from being without change ; akartrtviit-by freedom from 
proprietorship; nirgu�atviit-from being unaffected by the qualities of 
material nature; jala-on water ; arka-vat-like the sun. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead Kapila continued: When the living entity 
is thus unaffected by the modes of material nature, because he is 
unchanging and does not claim proprietorship, he remains apart from the 
reaction of the modes, although abiding in a material body, just as the sun 
remains aloof from its reflection on water. 

PURPORT 

In the previous chapter Lord Kapiladeva has concluded that simply by 
beginning the discharge of devotional service one can attain detachment 
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and transcendental knowledge for understanding the science of God. Here 
the same principle is confirmed. A person who is detached from the modes 
of material nature remains just like the sun reflected on the water. When 
the sun is reflected on the water, the movement of the water or the 
coolness or unsteadiness of the water cannot affect the sun. Similarly, 
viisudeve bhagavati bhak ti-yoga[l prayojita[l: when one engages fully in the 
activities of devotional service, bhakti-yoga, he becomes just like the sun 
reflected on the water. Although a devotee appears to be in the material 
world, actually he is in the transcendental world. As the reflection of the 
sun appears to be on the water but is many millions of miles away from 
the water, so one engaged in the bhakti-yoga process is nirgup,a, or 
unaffected by the qualities of material nature. 

A vikiira means without change. It is confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii that 
each and every living entity is part and parcel of the Supreme Lord, and 
thus his eternal position is to cooperate or to dovetail his energy with the 
Supreme Lord. ' That is his unchanging position. As soon as he changes 
this position or employs his energy and activities for sense gratification, it 
is called vikiira. Similarly, even in this material body, when he practices 
devotional service under the direction of the spiritual master, he comes 
to the position which is without change because that is his natural duty. 
As stated in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam, liberation means reinstatement in 
one's original position. The original position is one of rendering service 
to the Lord (bhakti-yogena, bhak tyii). When one becomes detached from 
material attraction and engages fully in devotional service, that is change
lessness. Akart.rtva means not doing anything for sense gratification. When 
one does something at his own risk, there is a sense of proprietorship and 
therefore a reaction, but when one does everything for Kr�qa, there is no 
proprietorship over the activities. By changelessness and by not claiming 
the proprietorship of activities, one can immediately situate himself in 
the transcendental position in which one is not touched by the modes of 
material nature, just as the reflection of the sun is unaffected by the water. 

TEXT 2 

� � � !l��fllfffita 1 

at(fijp:nf.t'{�l�¥41 l!h�l�lfl�ttN¥4�� I I  � I I  
sa e§a yarhi prakrter 

gup,e§v abhivi§ajjate 
ahaftkriyii-vimu!lhiitmii 

kartiismity abhimanyate 
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sa�- that very living entity; e§a�-this; yarhi-when; prakrte�-_of 
material nature; gu!l-e§u-in the modes; abhivi§ajjate-is absorbed; ahahknyii 
-by false ego ; vimu�ha-bewildered ; iitmii-the individual soul; kartii-the 
doer ; asmi- I  am ; iti-thus; abhimanyate-he thinks. 

TRANSLATION 

When the soul is under the spell of material nature and false ego, 
identifying his body as the self, he becomes absorbed in material activities, 
and by the influence of false ego he thinks that he is the proprietor of 
everything. 

PURPORT 

Actually the conditioned soul is forced to act under the pressure of the 
modes of material nature. The living entity has no independence. When he 
is under the direction of the Supreme Personality of Godhead he is free, 
but when, under the impression that he is satisfying his senses, he enga�es 
in sense gratificatory activities, he is actually under the spell of matenal 
nature. In Bhagavad-gitii it is said, prakrte[z kriyamiip,iini. One acts accord
ing to the particular modes of nature he has acquired. Gup,a means the 
qualities of nature. He is under the qualities of nature; but �e falsely 
thinks that he is the proprietor. This false sense of propnetorsh1p can be 
avoided simply by engaging oneself in devotional service under the direc
tion of the Supreme Lord or His bona fide representative. Arjuna, in 
Bhagavad-gitii, was trying to accept for himself the responsibility for 
killing his grandfather and teacher in the fight, but he b�ca�e freed from 
that proprietorship of action when he acted under the d�rectwn o� Kr?qa. 
He fought, but he was actually freed from �he reactiOJ�s . 

of ftgh�mg , 
although in the beginning, when he was nonvwlent, unwtlhng to ftght, 
the entire responsibility was upon him. That is the difference between 
liberation and conditioning. A conditioned soul may be very good and act 
in the mode of goodness, but still he is conditioned under the spell of 
material nature. A devotee, however, acts completely under the direction 
of the Supreme Lord. Thus his actions may not appear to be of a very high 
quality to the common man, but the devotee has no responsibility. 

TEXT 3 

� Q�q«;tfl'4q�ftS'��tt f;tt�: I 
m�: d«:�: -INtttf.t! I I  � I I  
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tena saritsiira-padavim 
avaso 'bhyety anirvrta� 

priisangikai� karma-do§a* 
sad-asan-misra-yoni§u 

[Canto 3, Ch. 27 

tena-by this; saritsiira- of repeated birth and death; padavtm-the path; 
avasa�- helplessly; abhyeti-he undergoes ; anirvrta�-discontented; 
priisahgika*-resulting from association with material nature ;  karma
do§ai�-by faulty actions ; sat-good ; asat-bad ; miSra- mixed ; yoni§u-in 
different species of life. 

TRANSLATION 
The conditioned soul therefore transmigrates in different species of life, 

higher and lower, because of his association with the modes of material 
nature. Unless he is relieved of material activities, he has to accept this 
position because of his faulty work. 

PURPORT 
Here the word karma-do§ai� means by faulty actions. This refers to any 

activity, good or bad, performed in this material world-they are all 
contaminated, faulty actions because of material association. The foolish 
conditioned soul may think that he is offering charity by opening hospitals 
for material benefit or by opening an educational institution for material 
education, but he does not know that all such work is also faulty because 
it will not give him relief from the process of transmigration from one 
body to another . It is clearly stated here, . sad-asan-misra-yoni_su. This means 
that one may take. birth in a very high family or he may take his birth in 
higher planets, among the demigods, for his so-called pious activities in 
the material world. But this work is also faulty because it does not give 
liberation. To take birth in a nice place or a high family does not mean 
that one avoids undergoing the material tribulations, the pangs of birth, 
death, old age and disease. A conditioned soul under the spell of material 
nature cannot understand that any action he performs for sense gratifica
tion is faulty and that only his activities in devotional service to the Lord 
can give him release from the reaction of faulty activities. Because he does 
not cease such faulty activities, he has to change to different bodies, some 
high and some low. That is called sarhsiira-padavtm, which means this 
material world, from which there is no release. One who desires material 
liberation has to turn his activities to devotional service. There is no 
other alternative. 

., 
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TEXT 4 

aN &�Ci¥tMsft � � I 
� P4•NI;w� �swt�'" �� I I  \I l l 

arthe hy avidyamiine 'pi 
saritsrtir na nivartate 

dh yiiyato vi§ayiin asya 
svapne 'narthiigamo yathii 
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arthe-real cause ; hi- certainly; avidyamiine- not existing ; api-although; 
samsrtih-the material existential condition; na- not ; nivartate- does cease; 
dhyiiyata�-contemplating ; vi§ayiin- objects of the senses; asya- of the 
living entity; svapne-in a dream; anartha-of disadvantages ; iigama�
arrival; yathii- like. 

TRANSLATION 
Actually a living entity is transcendental to material existence, but 

because of his mentality to lord it over material nature, his material 
existential condition does not cease, and, just as in a dream, he is affected. 
by all sorts of disadvantages. 

PURPORT 
The example of a dream is very appropriate. Due to different mental 

conditions, in dreams we are put into advantageous and disadvantageous 
positions. Similarly, the spirit soul has nothing to do with this material 
nature, but because of his mentality to lord it over, he is put into the 
position of conditional existence. 

Conditional existence is described here as dhyiiyato vi�ayiin asya. 
V�aya means an object of enjoyment. As long as one continues to think 
that he can enjoy material advantages, then he is in conditioned life, but 
as soon as he comes to his senses, he develops the knowledge that he is not 
the enjoyer, for the only enjoyer is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
As confirmed in Bhagavad-g'ita (Bg. 5.29), He is the beneficiary for all the 
results of sacrifices and penances (bhoktararit yajfia-tapasam ), and He is 
the proprietor of all the three worlds (sarva-loka-mahesvaram). He is 
the actual friend of all living entities. But instead of leaving . proprietor
ship, enjoyment and the actual position as the friend of all living entities 
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, we claim that we are the propri
etors, the enjoyers and the friends. We perform philanthropic work, 
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thinking that we are the friends of human society. Someone may proclaim 
himself to be a very good national worker, the best friend of the people 
and of the country, but actually he cannot be the greatest friend of 
everyone. The only friend is Kr�qa. One should try to raise the conscious
ness of the conditioned soul to the platform of understanding that Kr�qa 
is his actual friend. If one makes friendship with Kr�qa, he will never be 
cheated, and he will get all help needed. Arousing this consciousness of the 

· conditioned soul is the greatest service, not posing oneself as a great friend 
of another living entity. The power of friendship is limited. Although one 
claims to be a friend, he cannot be a friend unlimitedly. There is an un
limited number of living entities, and our resources are limited; therefore 
we cannot be of any real benefit to the people in general. The best service 
to the people in general is to awaken them to Kr�I}a consciousness so that 
they may know that the supreme enjoyer, the supreme proprietor and the 
supreme friend is Kr�I}a. Then this illusory dream of lording it over material 
nature will vanish. 

TEXT S 

3Rf � �f� Sl�� qfi{ I 
'IR"fi�it;w � FH<R�I � ;w�Q\�1¥( I I � I I  

ata eva sanais cittarh 
prasaktam asatarh pathi 

bhakti-yogena tivre'{la 
viraktya ca nayed vasam 

ata eva-therefore ; sana*-gradually; cittam-mind, consciousness ; 
prasaktam- attached ; asatam-of material enjoyments ; pathi- on the path ; 
bhakti-yogena-by devotional service; tivre�a-very serious ;  viraktya
without attachment ; ca-and ; nayet-he must bring; vasam-under control. 

TRANSLATION 

It is the duty of every conditioned soul to engage his polluted conscious
ness, which is now attached to material enjoyment, in very serious 
devotional service with detachment. Thus his mind and consciousness will 
be under full control. 
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PURPORT 

The process of liberation is very nicely explained in this verse. The 
cause of one's becoming conditioned by material nature is his thinking 
himself the enjoyer, the proprietor or the friend of all living entities. This 
false thinking is a result of contemplation on sense enjoyment. When one 
thinks that he is the best friend to his countrymen, to society or to 
humanity and he engages in various nationalistic, philanthropic and 
altruistic activities, all that is just so much concentration on sense gratifi
cation. The so-called national leader or humanist does not serve anyone ; 
he serves his senses only. That is a fact. But the conditioned soul cannot 
understand this because he is bewildered by the spell of material nature. 
It is therefore recommended in this verse that one should engage very 
seriously in the devotional service of the Lord. This means that he should 
not think that he is the proprietor, benefactor, friend or enjoyer. He 
should always be cognizant that the real enjoyer is Kr�qa, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead; that is the basic principle of bhak ti-yoga. One 
must be firmly convinced of these three principles: one should always 
think that Kr�qa is the proprietor , Kr�qa is the enj oyer and Kr�qa is the 
friend. Not only should he understand these principles himself, but he 
should try to convince others and propagate Kr�qa consciousness. 

As soon as one engages in such serious devotional service of the Lord, 
naturally the propensity to falsely claim lordship over material nature 
disappears. That detachment is called vairiigya. Instead of being absorbed 
in so-called material lordship, one engages in Kr�Qa consciousness ; that is 
control of consciousness. The yoga process necessitates controlling the 
senses. Yoga indriya-samyama. Since the senses are always active, their 
activities should be engaged in devotional service- one cannot stop their 
activities. If one wants to artificially stop the activities of the senses, it will 
be a failure. Even the great yogi Visvamitra, who was trying to control his 
senses by the yoga process, fell victim to the beauty of l\1enaka. There are 
many such instances. Unless one's mind and consciousness are fully engaged 
in devotional service, there is always the opportunity for the mind to 
become occupied with desires for sense gratification. One particular point 
mentioned in this verse is very significant. It is said here, prasak tam 
asatam pathi: the mind is always attracted by asat, the temporary 
material existence. Because we have been associated with material nature 
since time immemorial, we have become accustomed to our attachment 
for this temporary material nature. The mind has to be fixed at the 
eternal lotus feet of the Supreme Lord. Sa vai mana[!, kr§�a-padaravindayo[l,. 
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One has to fix the mind at the lotus feet of Kr�rya;  then everything will be 
very nice. Thus the seriousness of bhakti-yoga is stressed in this verse. 

TEXT 6 

�t{lfdJ�ij��--- ��: I 
� lfl� ij� 'R��m � I I  � I I  

yamiidibhir yoga-pathair 
abh yasafi sraddhayiinvita{t 

mayi bhiivena satyena 
mat-kathii-sravar-ena ca 

yama-iidibhi{t-beginning with yama; yoga-pathai{t- by the yoga system; 
abhyasan-practicing ; sraddhayii anvitalt-with great faith; mayi- unto Me; 
bhiivena-with devotion; satyena-unalloyed ; mat-kathii-stories about Me; 
sravar-ena-by hearing; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

One has to become faithful by practicing the controlling process of the 
yoga system and must elevate himself to the platform of unalloyed 
devotional service by chanting and hearing about Me. 

PURPORT 

Yoga is practiced in eight different stages: yama, niyama, iisafw, prar;tii
yiima, pratyahara, dhiirar;tii, dhyana, and samiidhi. Yama and niyama mean 
practicing the controlling process by following strict regulations, and iisana 
refers to the sitting postures. These help to raise one to the standard of 
faithfulness in devotional service. The practice of yoga by physical exercise 
is not the ultimate goal ; the real end is to concentrate and to control the 
mind and train oneself to be situated in faithful devotional service. 

Bhiivena, or bhiiva, is a very important factor in the practice of yoga or 
in any spiritual process. Bhiiva is explained in Bhagavad-gitii ( 10.8). Budha 
bhiiva-samanvitiil), : one should be absorbed in the thought of love of Kr�Qa. 
When one knows that Kr�Qa, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is the 
source of everything and that everything emanates from Him (ahani sarvas� 
ya prabhaval), ) , then one understands the Vedanta aphorism janmiidy asya 
yata{t (the original source of everything), and then he can become 
absorbed in bhiiva, or the preliminary stage of love of Godhead. 
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Rupa Gosvamr explains very nicely in Bhak ti-rasiimrta-sindhu how this 
bhiiva, or preliminary stage of love of God, is achieved. He states that one 
first of all has to become faithful (sraddhayiinvitaM. Faith is attained by 
controlling the senses, either by yoga practice, following the rules and 
regulations and practicing the sitting postures, or by engaging directly in 
bhakti-yoga as recommended in the previous verse. Of the nine different 
items of bhakti-yoga, the first and foremost is to chant and hear about the 
Lord. That is also mentioned here. Mat-kathii-sravar-ena ca. One may come 
to the standard of faithfulness by following the rules and regulations of 
the yoga system, and the same goal can be achieved simply by chanting 
and hearing about the transcendental activities of the Lord. The word ca 
is significant. Bhak ti-yoga is direct, and the other process is indirect. But 
even if the indirect process is taken, there is no success unless one comes 
fully to the direct process of hearing and chanting the glories of the Lord. 
Therefore the word satyena is used here. In this connection Svami 
Sridhara comments that satyena means ni§kapatena, "without duplicity." 
The impersonalists are full of duplicity. Sometimes they pretend to execute 
devotional service, but their ultimate idea is to become one with the 
Supreme. This is duplicity, kapa_ta. The Bhiigavatam does not allow this 
duplicity. In the beginning of Srimad-Bhiigavatam it is clearly stated, 
paramo nirmatsariir-am: "This treatise of Srimad-Bhiigavatam is meant for 
those who are completely free from envy." The same point is again 
stressed here. Unless one is completely faithful to the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead and engages himself in the process of hearing and chanting the 
glories of the Lord, there is no possibility for liberation. 

TEXT 7 

�� fil��: l 
;uRWI �;r ��vr if� I I  \9 I I  

sarva-bhuta-samatvena 
nirvairer-iiprasmigata� 

brahmacaryer-a maunena 
sva-dharmer-a baltyasii 

sarva-all; bhuta- living entities; samatvena-by seeing equally; nirvaireT}a 
-without enmity; aprasahgatalt-without intimate connections; brahma
carye{w-by celibacy; maunena-by silence; sva-dharmer-a-by one's occu pa
tion; baliyasii-by offering the result. 
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TRANSLATION 

In executing devotional service, one has to see every living entity 
equally, without enmity towards anyone yet without intimate connections 
with anyone. One has to observe celibacy, be grave and execute his eternal 
activities, offering the results to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

PURPORT 

A devotee of the Supreme Personality of Godhead who seriously 
engages in devotional service is equal to all living entities. There are various 
species of living entities, but a devotee does not see the outward covering; 
he sees the inner soul inhabiting the body. Because each and every soul is 
part and parcel of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, he does not see 
any difference. That is the vision of a learned devotee. As explained in 
Bhagavad-gitii, a devotee or a learned sage does not see any difference 
between a learned briihmar-a, a dog, an elephant or a cow because he knows 
that the body is the outer covering only and that the soul is actually part 
and parcel of the Supreme Lord. A devotee has no enmity towards any 
living entity, but that does not mean that he mixes with everyone. That is 
prohibited. Aprasangata[l means "not to be in intimate touch with every
one." A devotee is concerned with his execution of devotional service, 
and he should therefore mix with devotees only, in order to advance his 
objective. He has no business mixing with others, for although he does not 
see anyone as his enemy, his dealings are only with persons who engage in 
devotional service. A devotee should observe the vow of celibacy. Celibacy 
does not necessitate that one be absolutely free from sex life ; satisfaction 
with one's wife is permitted also under the vow of celibacy. The best 
policy is to avoid sex life altogether. That is preferable. Otherwise, a 
devotee can get married under religious principles and live peacefully with 
a wife. A devotee should not speak needlessly. A serious devotee has no 
time to speak of nonsense. He is always busy in Kr�l)a consciousness. 
Whenever he speaks, he speaks about Kr�J)a. Mauna means "silence." 
Silence does not mean that one should not speak at all, but that he should 
not speak of nonsense. He should be very enthusiastic in speaking about 
Kr�qa. Another important item described here is sva-dharmer-a, or being 
exclusively occupied in one's eternal occupation, which is to act as the 
eternal servitor of the Lord, or to act in Kr!ll)a consciousness. The next 
word, baliyasii, means "offering the result of all activities to the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead." A devotee does not act on his personal account 
for sense gratification. Whatever he earns, whatever he eats and whatever 
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he does, he offers for the satisfaction of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. 

TEXT S 

;qt""st(\qe$� • f�, �: I 
f���: ��;r:� 3w+t€11� 1 1  � I I 

yadrcchayopalabdhena 
santu�to mita-bhun muni[l 

vivik ta-sarar-afl siinto 
maitra[l karur-a iitmaviin 

yadrcchayii-without difficulty ; upalabdhena-with what is obtained ; 
santu�ta[l-satisfied ; mita-little ; bhuk-eating · munih-thoughtful · vivikta
sarar-a�-Jiving in a secluded place ; siinta�_'peaceful ; maitra�-friendly ; 
karur-a�-compassionate; iitma-viin-self-possessed, self-realized. 

TRANSLATION 

For his income a devotee should be satisfied with what he earns without 
great difficulty. He should not eat more than what is necessary. He should 
live in a secluded place and always be thoughtful, peaceful, friendly, com
passionate and self-realized. 

PURPORT 

Everyone who has accepted a material body must maintain the necessi
ties of the body by acting or earning some livelihood. A devotee should 
only work for such income as is absolutely necessary. He should be 
satisfied always with such income and should not endeavor to earn more 
and more simply to accumulate the unnecessary. A person in the 
conditioned state who has no money is always found to be working very 
hard to earn some with the object of lording it over material nature. 
Kapiladeva instructs that we should not endeavor hard for things which 
may come automatically, without extraneous labor. The exact word used 
in this connection, yadrcchayii, means that every living entity has a pre- ·· 
destined happiness and distress in his present body ;  this is called the law of 
karma. It is not possible that simply by endeavors to accumulate more 
money a person will be able to do so, otherwise almost everyone would be 
on the

. 
same le_vel of we�th. In reality everyone is earning and acquiring 

accordm6 to h1s predestmed karma. According to the Bhiigavatam con-
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elusion, we are sometimes faced with dangerous or miserable conditions 
without endeavoring for them, and similarly we may have prosperous 
conditions without endeavoring for them. We are advised to let these 
things come as predestined. We should engage our valuable time in 
prosecuting Kr�J].a consciousness. In other words, one should be satisfied 
by his natural condition. If by predestination one is put into a certain 
condition of life which is not very prosperous in comparison to another's 
position, one should not be disturbed. He should simply try to utilize his 
valuable time to advance in Kr�r:ta consciousness. Advancement in Kr�r:ta 
consciousness does not depend on any materially prosperous or distressed 
condition ; it is free from the conditions imposed by material life. A very 
poor man can execute Kr�J].a consciousness as effectively as a very rich 
man. One should therefore be very satisfied with his position as offered by 
the Lord. 

Another word here is mita-bhuk. This means that one should eat only 
as much as necessary to maintain the body and soul together. One should 
not be gluttonous to satisfy the tongue. Grains, fruits, milk and similar 
foods are allotted for human consumption. One should not be excessively 
eager to satisfy the tongue and eat that which is not meant for humanity. 
Particularly, a devotee should eat only prasiida, or food which is offered 
to the Personality of Godhead. His position is to accept the remnants of 
those foodstuffs. Innocent foods like grains, vegetables, fruits , flowers ,  
and milk preparations are offered to the Lord, and therefore there i s  no 
scope for offering foods which are in the modes of passion and ignorance. 
A devotee should not be greedy. It is also recommended that the devotee 
should be muni, or thoughtful; he should always think of Kr�l!a and how 
to render . better service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. That 
should be his only anxiety. As a materialist is always thoughtful about 
improving his material condition, so a devotee's thoughts should always be 
engaged in improving his condition in Krf?r:ta consciousness; therefore he 
should be a murii! 

The next item recommended is that a devotee should live in a secluded 
place. Generally a common man is interested in pounds, shillings and 
pence, or materialistic advancement in life, which is unnecessary for a 
devotee. A devotee should select a place of residence where everyone is 
interested in devotional service. Generally, therefore, a devotee goes to a 
sacred place of pilgrimage where devotees live. It is recommended that he 
live in a place where there is no large number of ordinary men. It is very 
important (vivikta-sara{la) to live in a secluded place. The next item is 
santa, or peacefulness. The devotee should not be agitated. He should be 
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satisfied with his natural income, eat only as much as he needs to keep his 
health, live in a secluded place and always remain peaceful. Peace of mind 
is necessary for prosecuting Krf?r:ta consciousness. 

The next item is maitra, friendliness. A devotee should be friendly to 
everyone, but his intimate friendship should be with devotees only. With 
others he should be official. He may say, "Yes, sir, what you say is all 
right," but he is not intimate with them. A devotee should, however, have 
compassion for persons who are innocent, who are neither atheistic nor 
very much advanced in spiritual realization. A devotee should be com
passionate towards them and instruct them as far as possible in making 
advancement in Krf?l}a consciousness. A devotee should always remain 
iitmaviin, or situated in his spiritual position. He should not forget that 
his main concern is to make advancement in spiritual consciousness, or 
Krf?J].a consciousness, and he should not ignorantly identify himself with 
the body or the mind. Atmii means the body or the mind, but here the 
word iitmaviin especially means that one should be self-possessed. He 
should always remain in the pure consciousness that he is spirit soul and 
not the material body or the mind. That will make him progress confi
dently in Kr�r:ta consciousness. 

TEXT 9 

(11�"\f :q- �sf�Pstf}t:i"if(1G\1!4� I 
� tt6'\:�wt �: � :q- I I  ' H 

siinubandhe ca dehe 'sminn 
akurvann asad-iigraham 

jfiiinena dnta-tattvena 
prakrte� puru§asya ca 

sa-anubandhe- with bodily relationships ; ca-and;  dehe-towards the 
body ; asmin-this;  akurvan-not doing; asat-ii'graham-bodily concept of 
life ; jfiiinena-through knowledge ; dnta-having seen ; tattvena-the reality ; 
prakrte�-of matter ; puru§asya-of spirit ; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

One's seeing power should be increased through knowledge of spirit and 
matter, and one should not unnecessarily identify himself with the body 
and thus become attracted by bodily relationships. 
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PURPORT 

The conditioned souls are eager to identify with the body and consider 
that the body is "myself" and that anything in relationship with the body 
or possessions of the body is "mine."  In · Sanskrit this is called aharh 
mamatii, and it is the root cause of all conditional life. A person should 
see things as the combination of matter and spirit. He should distinguish 
between the nature of matter and the nature of spirit, and his real identifi
cation should be with spirit, not with matter. By this knowledge one 
should avoid the false bodily concept of life. 

TEXT 10 

M'tEI9j(11'4(><41;it �: I 
:aqe+:qt<="'•ussoowf ��q'4i�+u�+tt� ... l l  � o 1 1  

nivrtta-buddh y-avasthiino 
dilribhiltiinya-darsana� 

upalabh yiitmaniitmiinam 
cak�u�eviirkam iitma-drk 

nivrtta-transcended; buddhi-avasthiina�-the stages of material con
sciousness ; diiribhilta-far off; anya-other ; darsana�-conceptions of life ; 
upalabhya-having realized ;  iitmanii-by his purified intellect ; iitmiinam
his own self; cak�u�ii-with his eyes; iva-as ; arkam-the sun ;  iitma-drk
the self-realized. 

TRANSLATION 

One should be situated in the transcendental position, beyond the 
stages of material consciousness, and should be aloof from all other 
conceptions of life. Thus realizing freedom from false ego, one should see 
his own self just as he sees the sun in the sky. 

PURPORT 

Consciousness acts in three stages under the material conception of 
life. When we are awake , consciousness acts in a particular way, when we 
are asleep it acts in a different way, and when we are in de�p sleep, 
consciousness acts in still another way. To become Kr�Qa consciOus, one 
has to become transcendental to these three stages of consciousness. Our 
present consciousness should be freed from all perceptions of life other 
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than consciousness of Kr�Qa, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This 
i.s called diiribhiUiinya-darsanaft, which means that when one attains 
perfect Kr�Qa consciousness he does not see anything but Kr�Qa. In the 
Caitanya-caritiimrta it is said that the perfect devotee may see many 
movable and immovable objects, but in everything he sees that the energy 
of Kr�Qa is acting. As soon as he remembers the energy of Kr�IJa, he 
immediately remembers Kr�Qa in His personal form. Therefore in all his 
observations he sees Kr�Qa only. In the Brahma-samhitii (Bs .  5.38) it is 
stated that (premiinjana-cchuriia) when one's eyes are smeared with love of . 
Kr�Qa, he always sees Kr�rya, outside a_nd inside. This is confirmed here ; 
one should be freed from all other vision, and in that way he is freed from 
the false egoistic identification and sees himself as the eternal servitor of 
the Lord. Cak�ufleviirkam: as we can see the sun without a doubt, so one , 
who is fully developed in Kr�rya consciousness sees Kr�rya and His energy. 
By this vision one becomes iitma-drk, or self-realized. When the false ego 
of identifying the body with the self is removed, then actual vision of 
life is perceivable. The senses, therefore, also become purified. Real 
service of the Lord begins when the senses are purified. One does not 
have to stop the activities of the senses, but the false ego of identifying 
with . the body has to be removed. Then automatically the senses become 
puri!ied, and with purified sen�es one can actually discharge devotional 
serVIce. 

TEXT 11  

��i � 3ffil� l  
m i(W=��: ���ij�� � � � � l l  

mukta-lingam sad-iibhiisam 
asati pratipadyate 

sato bandhum asac-cak�u� 
sarviinusyiltam advayam 

mukta-lingam-transcendental ; sat-iibhiisam-manifest as a reflection; 
asati-in the false ego ; pratipadyate-he realizes ; sata� bandhum-the 
support of the material cause ; asat-cak�u�-the eye (revealer) of the illusory 
energy ; sarva-anusyiltam-entered into everything; advayam-without a 
second. 

TRANSLATION 

A liberated soul realizes the Absolute Personality of Godhead, who is 
transcendental and who is manifest as a reflection even in the false ego. 
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He is the support of the material cause and He enters into everything. He 
is absolute, one without a second, and He is the eyes of the illusory energy. 

PURPORT 

A pure devotee can see the presence of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead in everything materially manifested. He is present there only as 
a reflection, but a pure devotee can realize that in the darkness of material 
illusion the only light is the Supreme Lord, who is its support. It is con
firmed in Bhagavad-gitii that the background of the material manifestation 
is Lord Krgta. And, as confirmed in the Brahma-samhitii, Kr111Ja is the 
cause of all causes. In the Brahma-samhitii it is stated that the Supreme 
Lord, by His partial or plenary expansion, is present not only within this 
universe and each and every universe, but in every atom, although He 
is one without a second. The word advayam, "without a second," which 
is used in this verse, indicates that although the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead is represented in everything, including the atoms, He is not 
divided. His presence in everything is explained in the next verse. 

TEXT 12 

� � �: �i.t;nct�m , 
� .. ,� .. �'!lii �iR AA �: 1 1 � �1 1  

yathii jala-stha iibhiisa� 
sthala-stheniivadrsyate 

sviibhiisena tathii silryo 
jala-sthena divi sthita� 

yathii-as ; jala-stha[t- situated on water ; iibhiisa�-a reflection ; sthala
sthena-situated on the wall ; avadrsyate-is perceived; sva-abhiisena-by its 
reflection;  tathii-in that way ; silrya�-the sun; jala-sthena-situated on the 
water ; divi-in the sky ; sthita[t-situated. 

TRANSLATION 

The presence of the Supreme Lord can be realized just as the sun is 
realized first as a reflection on water, and again as a second reflection on 
the wall of a room, although the sun itself is situated in the sky. 
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PURPORT 

The example given herewith is perfect. The sun is situated in the sky, 
far, far away from the surface of the earth, but its reflection can be seen 
in a pot of water in the corner of a room. The room is dark, and the sun is 
far away in the sky, but the sun's reflection on the water illuminates the 
darkness of the room. A pure devotee can realize the presence of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead in everything by the reflection of His 
energy. In the V"iflflu Puriifla it is stated that as the presence of fire is 
understood by heat and light, so the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
although one without a second, is perceived everywhere by the diffusion 
of His different energies. It is confirmed in the lsopani�ad that the presence 
of the Lord is perceived everywhere by the liberated soul, just as the sun
shine and the reflection can be perceived everywhere although the sun is 
situated far away from the surface of the globe. 

TEXT 13 

evarh trivrd-ahankiiro 
bhiltendriya-manomaya* 

sviibhiisair lak�ito 'nena 
sad-iibhiisena satya-drk 

evam-thus ; tri-vrt-the threefold ; ahankiira[t-false ego ; bhilta-indriya
mana�-maya*-consisting of body, senses and mind ; sva-abhiisa*-by its 
own reflections ; lak�ita�-is revealed ;  anena-by this ; sat-abhiisena-by a 
reflection of Brahman ; satya-drk-the self -realized soul. 

TRANSLATION 

The self-realized soul is thus reflected first in the threefold ego and then 
in the body, senses and mind. 

PURPORT 

The conditioned soul thinks, "I am this body," but a liberated soul 
thinks, "I am not this body. I am spirit soul ." This "I am" is called ego or 
identification of the self. "I am this body" or "Everything in relationship 
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to the body is mine" is called false ego, but when one is self-realized and 
thinks that he is an eternal servitor of the Supreme Lord, that identifica
tion is real ego. One conception is in the darkness of the threefold qualities 
of material nature -goodness, passion and ignorance-and the other is in 
the pure state of goodness, called suddha-sattva or viisudeva. When we 
say that we give up our ego, this means that we give up our false ego, but 
real ego is always present. When one is reflected through the material 
contamination of the body and mind in false identification, he is in the 
conditional state, but when he is reflected in the pure stage he is called 
liberated. The identification of oneself with one's material possessions in 
the conditional stage must be purified, and one must identify himself in 
relationship with the Supreme Lord. In the conditioned state one accepts 
everything as an object of sense gratification, and in the liberated state one 
accepts everything for the service of the Supreme Lord. Kr�rya conscious
ness, devotional service , is the actual liberated stage of a living entity. 
Otherwise, both accepting and rejecting on the material platform or in 
voidness or impersonalism are imperfect conditions for the pure soul. 

By the understanding of the pure soul, called satya-drk, one can see 
everything as a reflection of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. A 
concrete example can be given in this connection. A conditioned soul 
sees a very beautiful rose, and he thinks that the nice aromatic flower 
should be used for his own sense gratification. This is one kind of. vision. 
A liberated soul, however, sees the same flower as a reflection of the 
Supreme Lord. He thinks, "This beautiful flower is made possible by the 
superior energy of the Supreme Lord ; therefore it belo ngs to the Supreme 
Lord and should be utilized in His service." These are two kinds of vision. 
The conditioned soul sees the flower for his own enjoyment, and the 
devotee sees the flower as an object to be used in the service of the Lord. 
In the same way, one can see the reflection of the Supreme Lord in his 
own senses, mind and body-in everything. With that correct vision, one 
can engage everything in the service of the Lord. It is stated in the Bhakti
rasiimrta-sindhu that one who has engaged everything-his vital energy, his 
wealth, his intelligence and his words-in the service of the Lord, or who 
desires to engage all these in the service of the Lord, no matter how he is 
situated, is to be considered a liberated soul, or satya-drk. Such a man has 
understood things as they are. 

TEXT 14 
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Text 14] Understanding Material Nature 

bhiita-silk�mendriya-mano
buddhy-adi�v iha nidraya 

ltne�v asati yas tatra 
vinidro nirahmikriyaft 
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bhiita-the material elements ; silk§ma-the objects of  enjoyment ; indriya 
-the material senses; manaft-mind; buddhi-intelligence ; iidiflu-and so on; 
iha-here ; nidraya- by sleep ; line�u-merged; asati-in the unmanifest ;yal].
who ; tatra-there ; vinidraft-awake ; nirahankriyaft-freed from false ego. 

TRANSLATION 

Although he appears to be merged in the five material elements, the 
objects of material enjoyment, the material senses and material mind and 
intelligence, a devotee is understood to be awake and to be freed from the 
false ego. 

· 
PURPORT 

The explanation by Rupa Gosvami in the Bhakti-rasiimrta-sindhu of how 
a person can be liberated even in this body is more elaborately explained 
in this verse. The living entity who has become satya-drk, who realizes 
his position in relationship with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
may remain apparently merged in the five elements of matter, the five 
material sense objects, the ten senses and the mind and the intelligence, 
but still he is considered to be awake and to be freed from the reaction of 
false ego. Here the word lina is very significant. The Mayavadi philosophers 
recommend merging in the impersonal effulgence of Brahman ; that is 
their ultimate goal or destination. That merging is also mentioned here. 
But in spite of merging, one can keep his individuality. The example given 
by Jiva Gosvami is that a green bird who enters a green tree appears to 
merge in the color of greenness, but actually the bird does not lose its 
individuality. Similarly, a living entity merged either in the material 
nature or in the spiritual nature does not give up his individuality. Real 
individuality is to understand oneself to be the eternal servitor of the 
Supreme Lord. This information is received from the mouth of Lord 
Caitanya. He said clearly, upon the inquiry of Sanatana Gosvami, that a 
living entity is the servitor of K{ftJa eternally. Kr�rya also confirms in 
Bhagavad-gitii that the living entity is eternally His part and parcel. The 
part and parcel is meant to serve the whole. This is individuality. It is so 
even in this material existence, when the living entity apparently merges 
in matter. His gross body is made up of five elements, his subtle body is 

· made of mind, intelligence, false ego and contaminated consciousness, and 
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he has five active senses and five knowledge-acquiring senses. In this way 
he merges in matter. But even while merged in the twenty-four elements 
of matter, he can keep his individuality as the eternal servitor of the Lord. 
Either in the spiritual nature or in the material nature, such a servitor is to 
be considered a liberated soul. That is the explanation of the authorities, 
and it is confirmed in this verse. 

TEXT 15 
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manyamiinas tadiitmiinam 
ana§{O na§{avan mr§ii 

na§te 'hmikara"{le dra§{ii 
na§ta-vitta iviitura� 

man yanuina�-thinking; tadii-then ; iitnuinam-himself ; ana§ fa�-al
though not lost ; na�ta-vat-as lost ; mr§ii- falsely ; nafl.te ahankaraT)e-because 
of the disappearance of the ego ; dra�tii-the seer ; na§ta-vitta�-one who has 
lost his fortune; iva-like ; iitura�-distressed. 

TRANSLATION 

Although the living entity can vividly feel his existence as the seer, 
still, because of the disappearance of the ego during the state of deep 
sleep, he falsely takes himself to be lost, like a man who has lost his 
fortune and feels distressed, thinking himself to be lost. 

PURPORT 

Only in ignorance does a living entity think that he is lost. If by 
attainment of knowledge he comes to the real position of his eternal 
existence, then he knows that he is not lost. An appropriate example is 
mentioned herein: naflfa-vitta iviitura�. A person who has lost a great sum 
of money may think that he is lost, but actually he is not lost-only his 
money is lost. But due to his absorption in the money or identification 
with the money, he thinks that he is lost. Similarly, when we falsely 
identify with matter as our field of activities, then we think that we are 
lost, although actually we are not. As soon as a person is awakened to the 
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pure knowledge of understanding that he is an eternal servitor of the 
Lord, his own real position is revived. A living entity can never be lost. 
When one forgets his identity in deep sleep, he becomes absorbed in 
dreams, and he may think himself a different person or may think himself 
lost. But actually his identity is intact. This concept of being lost is due 
to false ego, and it continues as long as one is not awakened to the 
sense of his existence as an eternal servitor of the Lord. The Mayavadi 
philosophers' concept of becoming one with the Supreme Lord is another 
symptom of being lost in false ego. One may falsely claim that he is the 
Supreme Lord, but actually he is not. This is the last snare of miiyii's 
influence upon the living entity. To think oneself equal with the Supreme 
Lord or to think oneself to be the Supreme Lord Himself is also due to 
false ego . 

TEXT 16 
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evam pratyavamrsyiisiiv 
· iitmiinam pratipadyate 
siihankiirasya dravyasya 

yo 'vasthiinam anugraha� 

evam-thus ; pratyavamrsya-after understanding; asau-that person; 
iitmiinam-his self ; pratipadyate-realizes; sa-ahankiirasya-accepted under 
false ego ; dravyasya-of the situation ;yafi-who ;avasthiinam-resting place; 
anugraha�-the manifester . 

TRANSLATION 

When, by mature understanding, one can realize his individuality, then 
the situation he accepts under false ego becomes manifest to him. 

PURPORT 

The Mayavadi philosophers' position is that at the ultimate issue the 
individual is lost, everything becomes one, and there is no distinction 
between the knower, the knowable and knowledge. But by minute analysis 
we can see that this is not correct. Individuality is never lost, even when 
one thinks that the three different principles, namely the knower, the 
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knowable and knowledge, are amalgamated or merged into one. The very 
concept that the three merge into one is another form of knowledge, and 
since the perceiver of the knowledge still exists, how can one say that the 
knower, knowledge and knowable have become one? The individual soul 
who is perceiving this knowledge still remains an individual. Both in 
material existence and in spiritual existence the individuality continues; 
the only difference is in the quality of the identity. In the material 
identity, the false ego acts, and because of false identification, one takes 
things to be different from what they actually are. That is the basic 
principle of conditional life. Similarly, when the false ego is purified, one 
takes everything in the right perspective. That is the state of liberation. 

It is .stated in the lsopanif;ad that everything belongs to the Lord. 
lsiiviisyam idam saroam. Everything exists on the energy of the Supreme 
Lord. This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii. Because everything is 
produced of His energy and exists on His energy, the energy is not 
different from Him-but still the Lord declares, "I am not there." When 
one clearly understands one's constitutional position, everything becomes 
manifest. False egoistic acceptance of things conditions one, whereas 
acceptance of things as they are makes one liberated. The example given 
in the previous verse is applicable here: due to absorption of one's identity 
in his money, when the money is lost he thinks .that he is also lost. But 
actually he is not identical with the money, nor does the money belong to 
him. When the actual situation is revealed, we understand that the money 
does not belong to any individual person or living entity, nor is it 
produced by man. Ultimately the money is the property of the Supreme 
Lord, and there is no question of its being lost. But as long as one falsely 
thinks, "I am the enjoyer," or "I am the Lord," this concept of life 
continues, and one remains conditioned. As soon as this false ego is 
eliminated, one is liberated. As confirmed in the Bhiigavatam, situation in 
one's real constitutional position is called muk ti, or liberation. 

TEXT 1 7  
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devahiltir uvaca 
puru§arh prakrtir brahman 

na vimuiicati karhicit 

Text 18] Understanding Material Nature 

anyonyapasrayatvac ca 
nityatvad anayo� prabho 
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devahilti� uvilca- Devahiiti said; puru§am-the spirit soul; prakrti�
material nature ;  brahman-0 briihmal}a; na-not ; vimuiicati-does release ; 
karhicit-at any time ; anyonya-to one another ; apiisrayatviit-from attrac
tion; ca-and; nityatvat-from eternality ; anayo�-of them both ;prabho-
0 my Lord. 

TRANSLATION 

Sri Devahiiti inquired: My dear brahm�a, does material nature ever 
give release to the spirit soul? Since one is attracted to the other eternally, 
how is their separation possible? 

PURPORT 

Devahiiti, the mother of Kapiladeva, here makes her first inquiry. 
Although one may understand that spirit soul and matter are different, 
their actual separation is not possible, either by philosophical speculation 
or by proper understanding. The spirit soul is the marginal potency of the 
Supreme Lord, and matter is the external potency of the Lord. The two 
eternal potencies have somehow or other been combined, and since it is so 
difficult to separate one from the other, how is it possible for the 
individual soul to become liberated? By practical experience one can see 
that when the soul is separated from the body,  the body has no real 
existence, and when the body is separated from the soul one cannot 
perceive the existence of the soul. As long as the soul and the body are 
combined, we can understand that there is life. But when they are 
separated, there is no manifested existence of the body or the soul. This 
question asked by Devahiiti of Kapiladeva is more or less impelled by the 
philosophy of voidism. The voidists say that consciousness is a product of 
a combination of matter and that as soon as the consciousness is gone, the 
material combination dissolves, and therefore there is ultimately nothing 
but voidness. This absence of consciousness is called niroiilJ.a in Mayavada 
philosophy. 

TEXT 18 
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yathii gandhasya bhumes ca 
na bhiivo vyatirekataft 

apiirh rasasya ca yathii 
tathii buddheft parasya ca 

[Canto 3, Ch. 27 

yathii-as ; gandhasya-of aroma; bhume�-of earth; ca-and ; na-no ; 
bhiiva�-existence; vyatirekata�-separate; apiim-of water ; rasasya-of 
taste ; ca-and ; yathii-as; tathii-so ; buddhe�-of intelligence ; parasya-of 
consciousness, spirit ; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

As there is no separate existence of the earth and its aroma or of water 
and its taste, so there cannot be any separate existence of intelligence and 
consciousness. 

PURPORT 

The example is given here that anything material has an aroma. The 
flower, the earth-everything-has an aroma. If the aroma is separated 
from the matter, the matter cannot be identified. If there is no taste to 
water, the water has no meaning; if there is no heat in the fire, the fire has 
rio meaning. Similarly, when there is want of intelligence, spirit has no 
meaning. 

TEXT 19 
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akartuft karma-bandho 'yam 
puru§asya yad-iisrayaft 

gufle§u satsu prakrteft 
kaivalyarh te§v ataft katham 

akartu�-of the passive performer, the non-doer ; karma-bandha�
bondage to fruitive activities ; ayam-this ; puru§asya-of the soul ; yat
iisraya�-caused by attachment to the modes ; gu�e§u-while the modes ; 
satsu-are existing ; prakrte�-of material nature ; kaivalyam-freedom; 
te§U-those ; ata�-hence ; kat ham-how. 
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TRANSLATION 

Hence even though he is the passive performer of all activities, how can 
there he freedom for the s(ml as long as material nature acts on him and 
binds him? 

PURPORT 

Although the living entity desires freedom from the contamination of 
matter, he is not given release. Actually, as soon as a living entity puts 
himself under the control of the modes of material nature, his acts are 
influenced by the qualities of material nature, and he becomes passive. It 
is confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii, prakrtel), kriyamiip,iini gur;tai/),: the 
living entity acts according to the qualities or modes of material nature. 
He falsely thinks that he is acting, but unfortunately he is passive. In 
other words, he has no opportunity to get out of the control of material 
nature because it has already conditioned him. In Bhagavad-gitii it is also 
stated that it is very difficult to get out of the clutches of material 
nature. One may try in different ways to think that everything is void in 
the ultimate issue, that there is no God, and that even if the background 
of everything is spirit, it is impersonal. This speculation may go on, but 
actually it is very difficult to get out of the clutches of material nature. 
Devahiiti poses the question that although one may speculate in many 
ways, where is liberation as long as one is under the spell of material 
nature? The answer is also found in Bhagavad-gitii (Bg. 7. 14): only one 
who . has surrendered himself unto the lotus feet of the Supreme Lord 
Kr�:Qa (miim eva ye prapadyante) can be freed from the clutches of miiyii. 

Since Devahiiti is gradually coming to the point of surrender, her 
questions are very intelligent. How can one be liberated? How can one be 
in a pure state of spiritual existence as long as he is strongly held by the 
modes of material nature? This is also an indication to the false meditator. 
There are many so-called meditators who think, "I am the Supreme Spirit 
Soul. I am conducting the activities of material nature. Under my direction 
the sun is mf'ving and the moon is rising." They think that by such 
contemplation or meditation they can become free, but it is seen that just 
three minutes after finishing such nonsensical meditation, they are im
mediately captured by the modes of material nature. Immediately after 
his high-sounding meditation, a "meditator" becomes thirsty and wants 
to smoke or drink. He is under the strong grip of material nature, yet he 
thinks that he is already free from the clutches of miiyii. This question of 
Devahiiti's is for such a person who falsely claims that he is everything, 
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tha� .u�timately everything is void, and that there are no sinful or pious 
actlVlhes. These are all atheistic inventions. Actually, unless a living entity 
surrenders unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead as instructed in 
Bhagavad-gitii, there is no liberation or freedom from the clutches of miiyii. 

TEXT 20 
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kvacit tattviivamarsena 
nivrttarit bhayam ulbal)am 

anivrtta-nimittatviit 
puna!) pratyavati§thate 

kvacit-in a certain case ; tattva- the fundamental principles; avamarsena 
- by reflecting upon ; nivrttam- avoided; bhayam-fear; ulbanam
great ; anivrtta-not ceased;  nimittatviit- since the cause ; puna.h-�gain ; 
pratyavatiJ.thate-it appears. 

TRANSLATION 

Even if the great fear of bondage is avoided by mental speculation and 
inquiry into the fundamental principles, still it may appear again, since its 
cause has not ceased. 

PURPORT 

Material bondage is caused by putting oneself under the control of 
matter because of the false ego of lording it over material nature. Bhagavad
gitii states (Bg. 7.27), icchii-dveJa-samutthena. Two kinds of propensities 
arise in the living entity. One propensity is icchii, which means desire to 
lord it over material nature or to be as great as the Supreme Lord. 
Everyone desires to be the greatest personality in this material world. 
Dve§a means envy. When one becomes envious of Kr�t:la or the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, he thinks, "Why should Kr�t:la be the all and all? 
I'm as good as Kr�l)a." These two items, desire to be the Lord and envy of 
the Lord, are the beginning cause of material bondage. As long as a 
philosopher, salvationist or voidist has some desire to be supreme, to be 
everything, or to deny the existence of God, then the cause remains, and 
there is no question of his liberation. 
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Devahuti very intelligently says, "One may theoretically analyze and 
say that by knowledge he has become freed, but actually, as long as the 
cause exists, he is not free." Bhagavad-gitii confirms that after performing 
such speculative activities for many, many births, when one actually 
comes to his real consciousness and surrenders unto the Supreme Lord, 
Km1a, then the fulfillment of his research in knowledge is actually 
achieved. There is a gulf of difference between theoretical freedom and 
actual freedom from material bondage. The Bhiigavatam says that if one 
gives up the auspicious path of devotional service and simply tries to know 
things by speculation, one wastes his valuable time (klisyanti ye kevala
bodha-labdhaye) .  The result of such a labor of love is simply labor ; there is 
no other result. The labor of speculation is ended only by exhaustion. The 
example is given that there is no benefit in husking the skin of an empty 
paddy ; the rice is already gone. Similarly, simply by the speculative 
process one cannot be freed from material bondage because the cause 
still exists. One has to nullify the cause, and then the effect will be 
nullified. This is explained by the Supreme Personality of Godhead in the 
following verses. 

TEXT 21 
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sri bhagaviin uviica 
animitta-nimittena 

sva-dharmer.iimaliitmanii 
tivrayii mayi bhaktyii ca 

sruta-sambhrtayii ciram 

�ri bhagaviin uviica-the Supreme Personality of Godhead said; animitta
nimittena-without desiring the fruits of activities ; sva-dharmerJa-by 
executing one's prescribed duties; amala-iitmanii-with a pure mind; 
tivrayii-serious; mayi-unto Me ; bhaktyii-by devotional service ; ca-and; 
sruta-hearing; sambhrtayii-endowed with; ciram-for a long time. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: One can get liberation by 
seriously discharging devotional service unto Me and thereby hearing for a 
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long time about Me or from Me. By thus executing one's prescribed duties, 
there will be no reaction, and one will be freed from the contamination of 
matter. 

PURPORT 

Sridhara Svami comments in this connection that by association of 
material nature alone one does not become conditioned. Conditional life 
begins only after one is· infected by the modes of material nature. If 
someone is in contact with the police department, that does not mean that 
he is a criminal. As long as one does not commit criminal acts, even though 
there is a police department, he is not punished. Similarly, the liberated 
soul is not affected, although he is in the material nature. Even the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead is sup.posed to be in association with 
material nature when He descends, but He is not affected. One has to act 
in such a way that in spite of being in the material nature he is not 
affected by contamination. Although the lotus flower is in association 
with water , it does not mix with the water. That is how one has to live, as 
described here by the Personality of Godhead · Kapiladeva (animitta
nimittena sva-dharme�iimalatmanii. 

One can be liberated from all adverse circumstances simply by seriously 
engaging in devotional service. How this devotional service develops and 
becomes mature is explained here. In the beginning one has to perfprm his 
prescribed duties with a clean mind. Clean consciousness means Kr�•Ja 
consciousness. One has to perform his prescribed duties in Kt�t;ta 
consciousness. There is no necessity of changing one's prescribed duties; 
one simply has to act in Kr�rya consciousness. In discharging Kr�rya 
conscious duties, one should determine whether , by his professional 
or occupational duties, Kr�rya, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is 
satisfied. In another place in the Bhiigavatam it is said, svanuflthitasya 
dharmasya samsiddhir hari-to�ap.am: everyone has some prescribed duties 
to perform, but the perfection of such duties will be reached only if the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Hari, is satisfied by such actions. For 
example, A�una's prescribed duty was to fight, and the perfection of his 
fighting was tested by the satisfaction of Kr�rya. Kr�rya wanted him to 
fight, and when he fought for the satisfaction of the Lord, that was the 
perfection of his professional devotional duty. On the other hand, when, 
contrary to the wish of Kr�rya, he was not willing to fight , that was im
perfect. 

If one wants to perfect his life, then he should discharge his prescribed 
duties for the satisfaction of Kr�rya. One must act in Kr�rya consciousness, 
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for such action will never produce any reaction ( animitta-nimittena). This 
is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii. Yajiiiirthiit karmap.o 'nyatra: All 
activities should be performed simply for Y ajiia, or the . satisfaction of 
Vi§!lU. Anything done otherwise, without the satisfaction of Vi�!lu or 
Yajiia, produces bondage, so here it is also -prescribed by Kapila Muni 
that one can transcend material entanglement by acting in Kr�rya 
consciousness, which means seriously engaging in devotional service. This 
serious devotional service can develop by hearing for long periods of time. 
Chanting and hearing is the beginning of the process of- devotional service. 
One should associate with devotees and hear from them about the 
transcendental appearance, activities, disappearance, instructions, etc. ,  of 
the Lord. 

There are two kinds of sruti, or scripture. One is spoken by the Lord, 
and the other is spoken about the Lord and His devotees. Bhagavad-gitii 
is the former and Srimad-Bhiigavatam the latter. One must hear these 
scriptures repeatedly from reliable sources in order to become fixed in 
serious devotional service. Through engagement in such devotional service 
one becomes freed from the contamination of miiyii. It is stated in the 
Srimad-Bhiigavatam that hearing about the Supreme Personality of God
head cleanses the heart of all contamination caused by the influence of the 
three modes of material nature. By continuous, regular hearing, the effects 
of the contamination of lust and greed to enj oy or lord it over material 
nature diminish, and when lust and greed diminish, one then becomes 
situated in the mode of goodness. This is the stage of Brahman realization 
or spiritual realization. In this way one becomes fixed on the transcen
dental platform. Remaining fixed on the transcendental platform is 
liberation from material entanglement. 

TEXT 22 

� ttij"(� .. 
�� � 

q(t�4ua 'lit44�u I 
miott€1C(1&(tf� � ���I I  

jfiiinena dr§ta-tattvena 
vairiigyer-a baliyasii 

tapo-yuktena yogena 
tivrer-iitma-samiidhinii 

jniinena-in knowledge; dr§ta-tattvena-with vision of the Absolute Truth; 
vairagye!la-with renunciation; baliyasii-very strong; tapa�-yuktena-by 
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engagement in austerity ; yogena-by mystic yoga; tivre�a-firmly fixed; 
atma-samadhina-by self -absorption. 

TRANSLATION 

This devotional service has to be performed strongly in perfect knowl
edge and with transcendental vision. One must be strongly renounced and 
must engage in austerity and perform mystic yoga in order to be firmly 
fixed in self-absorption. 

PURPORT 

Devotional service in Kr�qa consciousness cannot be performed blindly 
due to material emotion or mental concoction. It is specifically mentioned 
here that one has to perform devotional servi�e in full knowledge by 
visualizing the Absolute Truth. We can understand about the Absolute 
Truth by evolving transcendental knowledge, and the result of such 
transcendental knowledge will be manifested by renunciation. That 
renunciation is not temporary or artificial, but is very strong. It is said that 
development of Kr�•J.a consciousness is exhibited by proportionate material 
detachment, or vairiigya. If one does not separate himself from material 
enjoyment, it is to be understood that he is not advancing in Kr�qa 
consciousness. Renunciation in Kr�qa consciousness is so strong _that it 
cannot he deviated by any attractive illusion. One has to perform devotional 
service in full tapasya, austerity. One should fast on the two EkiidaSi 
days, which fall on the eleventh day of the waxing and waning moon, and 
on the birthdays of Lord Kr�qa, Lord Riima and Caitanya Maha.prabhu. 
There are many such fasting days. Y ogena means "by controlling the senses 
and mind." Yoga indriya-sani yama. Y ogena implies that one is seriously 
absorbed in the self and is able, by development of knowledge, to under
stand his constitutional position in relationship with the Superself. In this 
way he becomes fixed in devotional service, and his faith cannot be shaken 
by any material allurement. 

TEXT 23 

SliRf: ��« ((ijitlwtl €'4{f.\'ij( I 
�(h•P4si1 �i�f.lrouduu � ��� � �  

prakrt* puru§asyeha 
dahyamiinii tv ahar-nisam 
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tiro-bhavitri sanakair 
agner yonir iviirar-i� 
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prakrti�-the influence of material nature ;puru.sasya-ofthe living entity ; 
iha-here ; dahyamana-being consumed ; tu-but;  aha�-nisam-day and 
night ; tira�-bhavitri-disappearing; sanakai�-gradually ; agne�-of fire; 
yoni�-the cause of appearance ; iva-as ; ara�*-wooden sticks. 

TRANSLATION 

The influence of material nature has covered the living entity, and thus 
it is as if the living entity were always in a blazing fire. But by the process 
of seriously discharging devotional service, this influence can be removed, 
just as wooden sticks which cause a fire are themselves consumed by it. 

PURPORT 

Fire is conserved in wooden sticks, and when circumstances are 
favorable, the fire is ignited. But the wooden sticks which are the cause of 
the fire are also consumed by the fire if it is properly dealt with. Simi
larly, the living entity's conditional life of material existence is due to his 
desire to lord it over material nature and due to his envy of the Supreme 
Lord. Thus his main diseases are that he wants to be one with the Supreme 
Lord or he wants to become the lord of material nature. The karmis try to 
utilize the resources of material nature and thus become its lord and 
enj oy sense gratification, and the jfi.iinis,  the salvationists, who have 
become frustrated in enjoying the material resources, want to become 
one with the Supreme Personality of Godhead or to merge into the 
impersonal effulgence. These two diseases are due to material contamina
tion. Material contamination can be consumed by devotional service 
because in devotional service these two diseases, namely the desire to lord 
it over material nature and the desire to become one with the Supreme 
Lord, are absent. Therefore the cau.se of material existence is at once 
consumed by the careful discharge of devotional service in Kr�r:ta con
sciousness. 

A devotee in full Kr�r;ta consciousness appears superficially to be a great 
karmi, always working, but the inner significance of the devotee's 
activities is that they are meant for the satisfaction of the Supreme Lord. 
This is called bhakti, or devotional service. A�una was apparently a 
fighter, but when by his fighting he satisfied the senses of Lord Kr�r;ta, he 
became a devotee. Since a devotee also engages in philosophical research 
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to understand the Supreme Person as He is, his activities may thus appear 
to be like those of a mental speculator, but actually he is trying to under
stand the spiritual nature and transcendental activities. Thus although 
the tendency for philosophical speculation exists, the material effects of 
fruitive activities and empiric speculation do not, because this activity is 
meant for the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 24 

ll'ffi4\lill qf(�tt'ffil 'f:� � f;Rqi: I 
it�- � �� �fir f� � 1 1 �\lll 

bhukta-bhoga parityakta 
dr§ta-do§a ca nityasa� 

nesvarasyasubharh dhatte 
sve mahimni sthitasya ca 

bhukta-enjoyed ; bhogii- enjoyment ; parityaktii-given up ; dn�a- dis
covered; do�ii-faultiness; ca-and ; nityasa�-always ; na-not ; Uvarasya-of 
the independent ; as'ubham-harm;  dhatte-she inflicts; sve mahimni-in 
his own glory ; sthitasya-situated; ca- and. 

TRANSLATION 

By discovering the faultiness of his desiring to lord it over material 
nature and by therefore giving it up, the living entity becomes independent 
and stands in his own glory. 

PURPORT 

Because the living entity is not actually the enjoyer of the material 
resources, his attempt to lord it over material nature is, at the ultimate 
issue, frustrated. As a result of frustration he desires more power than the 
ordinary living entity and thus wants to merge into the existence of the 
supreme enjoyer . In this way he develops a plan for greater enjoyment. 

When one is actually situated in devotional service, that is his indepen
dent position. Less intelligent men cannot understand the position of the 
eternal servant of the Lord. Because the word "servant" is used, they 
become confused; they cannot understand that this servitude is not the 
servitude of this material world. To be the servant of the Lord is the 

l 

t 
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greatest position. If one can understand this and can thus revive one's 
original nature of eternal servitorship of the Lord, he stands fully indepen
dent. A living entity's independence is lost by material contact. In the 
spiritual field he has full independence, and therefore there is no question 
of becoming dependent upon the three modes of material nature. This 
position is attained by a devotee, and therefore he gives up the tendency 
for material enjoyment after seeing its faultiness. 

The difference between a devotee and an impersonalist is that an 
impersonalist tries to become one with the Supreme so that he can enjoy 
without impediment, whereas a devotee gives up the entire mentality of 
enjoying and engages in the transcendental loving service of the Lord. 
That is his constitutional glorified position. At that time he is iSvara, fully 
independent. The real iSvara or iSvara-parama, the supreme iSvara or 
supreme independent, is Kr�l}-a. The living entity is isvara only when 
engaged in the service of the Lord. In other words, transcendental 
pleasure derived from loving service to the Lord is actual independence. 

TEXT 25 

� ��� � � � 
� lVf m� WI � �·q �a � � ��" 

yatha hy apratibuddhasya 
prasvapo bahv-anartha-bhrt 

sa eva pratibuddhasya 
na vai mohaya kalpate 

yathii-as; hi-indeed; apratibuddhasya-of one who is sleeping; prasviipa� 
-the dream; bahu-anartha-bhrt-bearing many inauspicious things ; sa� eva
that very dream ; pratibuddhasya-of one who is awake ; na-not; vai
certainly ; mohaya- for bewildering; kalpate-is capable. 

TRANSLATION 

In the dreaming state one's consciousness is almost covered, and one 
sees many inauspicious things, but when he is awakened and fully 
conscious, such inauspicious things cannot bewilder him. 

PURPORT 

In the condition of dreaming, when one's consciousness is almost 
covered, one may see many unfavorable things which cause disturbance 
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or anxiety, but upon awakening, although he remembers what happened 
in the dream, he is not disturbed. Similarly the position of self-realization 
or understanding of one's real relationship with the Supreme Lord makes 
one completely satisfied, and the three modes of material nature, which 
are the cause of all disturbances, cannot affect him. In contaminated 
consciousness one sees everything to be for his own enjoyment , but in 
pure consciousness or Kr§l).a consciousness he sees that everything exists 
for the enjoyment of the supreme enjoyer. That is the difference between 
the dream state and wakefulness. The state of contaminated consciousness 
is compared to dream consciousness, and Kr§l).a consciousness is compared 
to the awakened stage of life. Actually, as stated in Bhagavad-gitii, the 
only absolute enjoyer is Kr§l).a. One who can understand that Kr§l).a is the 
proprietor of all the three worlds and that He is the friend of everyone is 
peaceful and independent. As long as he does not have this knowledge, a 
conditioned soul wants to be the enjoyer of everything; he wants to 
become a humanitarian or philanthropist and open hospitals and schools 
for his fellow human beings. This is all illusion, for one cannot benefit 
anyone by such material activities. If one wishes to benefit his fellow 
brother, he must awaken his dormant Kr§l).a consciousness. The Kr§l).a 
conscious position is that of pratibuddha, which means "pure conscious
ness." 

TEXT 26 

� f?fra.ijij'E€f� 3riffl�N +tlf\Q( I 
� �N1;�tt 311�+4� �fiM� � � �� I I  

evam vidita-tattvasya 
prakrtir mayi miinasam 

yunjato niipakuruta 
iitmiiriimasya karhicit 

evam-thus ; vidita-tattvasya-to one who knows the Absolute Truth; 
prakrti�- material nature;  mayi-on Me ; manasam-the mind; 'yuiijata�
fixing; na-not ; apakurute-can do harm ; atmaramasya-to one who re
joices in the self; karhicit-at any time. 

TRANSLATION 

The influence of material nature cannot harm an enlightened soul, even 
though he engages in material activities, because he knows the truth of the 
Absolute and his mind is fixed on the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

._.., 
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PURPORT 

Lord Kapila says that mayi miinasam, a devotee whose mind is always 
fixed upon the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is 
called iitmiiriima or vidita-tattva. Atmiiriima means "one who rejoices 
in the self," or "one who enjoys in the spiritual atmosphere." Atmii, in 
the material sense, means the body or the mind, but when referring to 
one whose mind is fixed on the lotus feet of the Supreme Lord, iitmiiriima 
means "one who is fixed in spiritual activities in relationship with the 
Supreme Soul ." The Supreme Soul is the Personality of Godhead, and the 
individual soul is the living entity. When they engage in reciprocation of 
service and benediction, that is called the iitmiin1ma position. This iitmii
riima position can be attained by one who knows the truth as it is. The 
truth is that the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the enjoyer and that 
the living entities are meant for His service and enjoyment. One who 
knows this truth, and who tries to engage all resources in the service of 
the Lord, escapes all material reactions and influences of the modes of 
material nature. 

An �xample may be cited in this connection. Just as a materialist 
engages in constructing a big skyscraper, similarly, a devotee engages in 
constructing a big temple to Vi�!J.U. Superficially the skyscraper constructor 
and temple constructor are on the same level, for both are collecting wood, . 
stone, iron and other building materials. But the person who constructs a 
skyscraper is a materialist, and the person who constructs a temple of 
Vi�r:tu is atmiirama. The materialist tries to satisfy himself in relation to 
his body by constructing a skyscraper, but the devotee tries to satisfy 
the Superself, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, by constructing the 
temple. Although both are engaged in the association of material activities, 
the devotee is liberated, and the materialist is conditioned. This is because 
the devotee, who is constructing the temple, has fixed his mind upon the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, but the nondevotee, who is constructing 
the skyscraper, has his mind fixed in sense gratification. If, while per
forming any activity, even in material existence, one's mind is fixed upon 
the lotus feet of the Personality of Godhead, he will not be entangled or 
conditioned. The worker in devotional service, in full Kr�IJ.a conscious
ness, is always independent of the influence of material nature. 

TEXT 27 

��\lffi'R6': � q�q;n I 

� �onr . 3TT QIW(�l'tfW«: 1 1 �'-'1 1 
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yadaivam adhyatma-rata� 
kalena bahu-janmana 

sarvatra jata-vairiigya 
a brahma-bhuvanan muni� 

[Canto 3, Ch. 27 

yadii-when; evam-thus; adhyiitma-rata�-engaged in self-realization; 
kiilena-for many years ; bahu-janmanii-for many births ; sarvatra-every
where; jiita-vairiigya�-detachment is born; ii brahma-bhuvanlzt-up to 
Brahmaloka ; muni�-a thoughtful person. 

TRANSLATION 

When a person thus engages in devotional service and self-realization 
for many, many years and births, he becomes completely reluctant to 
enjoy any one of the material planets, even up to the highest planet, 
which is known as Brahmaloka; he becomes fully developed in conscious
ness. 

PURPORT 

Anyone engaged in devotional service to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead is known as a devotee, but there is a distinction between pure 
devotees and mixed devotees. A mixed devotee engages in devotional 
service for the spiritual benefit of being eternally engaged in the transcen
dental abode of the Lord in full bliss and knowledge. 

In material existence, when a devotee is not completely purified, he 
expects material benefit from the Lord in the form of relief from material 
miseries, or he wants material gain, advancement in knowledge of the 
relationship between the Supreme Personality of Godhead and the living 
entity, or knowledge as to the real nature of the Supreme Lord. When a 
person is transcendental to these conditions, he is called a pure devotee. 
He does not engage himself in the service of the Lord for any material 
benefit or for understanding of the Supreme Lord. His one interest is that 
he loves the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and he spontaneously 
engages in satisfying Him. 

The highest example of pure devotional service is that of the gopis in 
Vrndavana. They are not interested in understanding Kr�Qa, but only in 
loving Him. That platform of love is the pure state of devotional service. 
Unless one is advanced to this pure state of devotional service, there is a 
tendency to desire elevation to a higher material position. A mixed devotee 
may desire to enjoy a comfortable life on another planet with a greater 
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span of life, such as on Brahmaloka. These are material desires, but 
because a mixed devotee engages in the service of the Lord, ultimately, 
after many, many lives of material enjoyment, he undoubtedly develops 
Kr�Qa consciousness, and the symptom of this Kr�Qa consciousness is that 
he is no longer interested in any sort of materially elevated life. He does 
not even aspire to become a personality like Lord Brahma. 

TEXTS 28-29 

�: Slftt1� �� � I 

fW�:��Q� �q��� � ���I I  

5«tsi1�i&:ltjQI �"n: ��MJ'SI4�1tl: I 

��' WI fW�m �1ft r�fwfq� � ����� 

mad-bhakta� pratibuddhartho 
mat-prasadena bhuyasa 

n*sreyasam sva-samsthanam 
kaivalyakhyam mad-asrayam 

prapnotihafijasa dhira� 
sva-drsa cchinna-samsaya� 

yad gatva na nivarteta 
yogi lingad vinirgame 

mat-bhakta�-My devotee ; pratibuddha-artha�- self-realized ; mat
prasiidena-by My causeless mercy ; bhiiyasii-unlimited; ni�sreyasam-the 
ultimate perfectional goal ; sva-samsthiinam-his abode ; kaivalya-iikhyam
called kaivalya; mat-iisrayam- under My protection;prapnoti- attains;iha
in this life ; anjasii-truly; dhira�-steady; sva-drsii-by knowledge of the 
self; chinna-samsaya�-freed from doubts ;yat-to that abode ; gatvii-having 
gone; na-never; nivarteta-comes back; yogi- the mystic devotee ; lingiit
from the subtle and gross material bodies; vinirgame-after departing. 

TRANSLATION 

My devotee actually becomes self-realized by My unlimited causeless 
mercy, and thus, when freed from all doubts, he steadily progresses towards 
his destined abode, which is directly under the protection of My spiritual 
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energy of unadulterated bliss. That is the ultimate perfectional goal of the 
living entity. After �ving up the present material body, the mystic devotee 
goes to that transcendental abode and never comes back. 

PURPORT 

Actual self-realization means becoming a pure devotee of the Lord. The 
existence of a devotee implies the function of devotion and the object of 
devotion. Self-realization ultimately means to understand the Personality 
of Godhead and the living entities; to know the individual self and the 
reciprocal exchanges of loving service between the Supreme Personality of . 
Godhead and the living entity is real self-realization. This cannot be attained 
by the impersonalists or other transcendentalists ; they cannot understand 
the science of devotional service. Devotional service is revealed to the pure 
devotee by the unlimited causeless mercy of .the Lord. This is especially 
spoken of here by the Lord- "mat-prasiidena," "by My special grace." This 
is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii. Only those who engage in devotional 
service with love and faith receive the necessary intelligence from the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead so that gradually and progressively they 
can advance to the abode of the Personality of Godhead. 

NilJ,sreyasa means the ultimate destination. Sva-samsthiina means 
that the impersonalists have no particular place to stay. The impersonalists 
sacrifice their individuality so that the living spark can merge into the 
impersonal effulgence emanating from the transcendental body of the 
Lord, but the devotee has a specific abode. The planets rest in the sunshine, 
but the sunshine itself has no particular resting place. When one reaches 
a particular planet, then he has a resting place. The spiritual sky, which is 
known as kaivalya, is simply blissful light on all sides, and it is under the 
protection of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As stated in Bhagavad
gitii, brahmar-o hi prati§{hiiham: the impersonal Brahman effulgence rests 
on the body of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In other words, the 
bodily effulgence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is kaivalya , or 
impersonal Brahman. In that impersonal effulgence there are spiritual 
planets, which are known as V aikuJ;J.thas, chief of which is Kr�ryaloka. Some 
devotees are elevated to the V aiku1,1tha planets, · and some are elevated to 
the planet of Kr�ryaloka. According to the desire of the particular devotee, 
he is offered a particular abode, which is known as sva-samsthiina, his 
desired destination. By the grace of the Lord the self-realiz�d devotee 
engaged in devotional service understands his destination even while in the 
material body.  He therefore performs his devotional activities steadily, 
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without doubting, and after quitting his material body he at once reaches 
the destination for which he has prepared himself. After reaching that 
abode, he never comes back to this material world. 

The words lirigiid vinirgame, which are used here, mean "after being 
freed from the two kinds of material bodies, subtle and gross." The subtle 
body is made of mind, intelligence, false ego and contaminated conscious
ness, and the gross body is made of five elements-earth, water, fire, air and 
ether. When one is transferred to the spiritual world, he gives up both the 
subtle and gross bodies of this material world. He enters the spiritual sky in 
his pure spiritual body and is stationed in one of the spiritual planets. 
Although the impersonalists also reach that spiritual sky after giving up 
the subtle and gross material bodies, they are not placed in the spiritual 
planets; as they desire, they are allowed to merge in the spiritual effulgence 
emanating from the transcendental body of the Lord. The word sva
samsthiinam is also very significant. As a living entity prepares himself, so 
he attains his abode. The impersonal Brahman effulgence is offered to the 
impersonalists, but those who want to associate with the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead in His transcendental form as NarayaJ;J.a in the VaikuJ;J.thas, 
or with Kr�rya in Kr�ryaloka, go to those abodes, wherefrom they never 
return. 

TEXT 30 

�' �qf�� �ffl 
fq� N'Wr�SW I 

� it  qfu: � 
�a� � ;r ��n l l � o l l  

yadii na yogopacitii.su ceto 
miiyiisu siddhasya v4ajjate 'nga 

ananya-hetU§V atha me gatift syiid 
iityantiki yatra na mrtyu-hiisa� 

yadii-when ; na-not ; yoga-upacitii.su-to powers developed by yoga; 
ceta�-the attention; mii.yii.su-manifestations of miiyii.; siddhasya-of a 
perfect yogt; vi�ajjate-is attracted ; anga-My dear mother ; ananya-hetu�u
having no other cause ; atha-then; me-to Me ; gatilJ,-his progress ; syat
becomes ; ii.tyantikt-unlimited ; yatra-where; na-not ; mrtyu-hii.sa�-power 
of death. 
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TRANSLATION 

When a perfect yogi's attention is no longer attracted to the by-products 
of mystic powers, which are manifestations of the external energy, his 
progress towards Me becomes unlimited, and thus the power of death 
cannot overcome him. 

PURPORT 

Yogis are generally attracted to the by-products of mystic yogic power, 
for they can become smaller than the smallest or greater than the greatest, 
achieve anything they desire, have power even to create a planet or bring 
anyone they like under their subjection. Yogis who have incomplete infor
mation of the result of devotional service are attracted by these powers, 
but these powers are material ; they have nothing to do with spiritual 
progress. As other material powers are created by the material energy, so 
mystic yogic powers are also material. A perfect yogi's mind is not attracted 
by any material power, but is simply attracted by unalloyed service to the 
Supreme Lord. For a devotee, the process of merging into the Brahman 
effulgence is considered to be hellish, and yogic power or the preliminary 
perfection of yogic power, to be able to control the senses, is automatically 
achieved. As for elevation to higher planets, a devotee considers this to be 
simply hallucinatory. A devotee's attention is concentrated only upon 
the eternal loving service of the Lord, and therefore the power of death 
has no influence over him. In such a devotional state, a perfect yogi can 
attain the status of immortal knowledge and bliss. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Twenty
seventh Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Understanding 
Material Nature. " 

CHAPTER TWENTY- EIGHT 

KaPilas 1 nstructions on the Execution 

of DeVotional service 

TEXT 1 

S!iftij'llC(TfP(T':i'f 

� � �� �� tql�¥4\it I 
�ill �� Afq;n m:t� �nffl' �� I I  � I I 

sri bhagaviin uviica 
yogasya lak�arwm vak�ye 

sabijasya nrpiitmaje 
mano yenaiva vidhinii 

prasannam yiiti sat-patham 

sri bhagaviin uviica- the Personality of Godhead said ; yogasya-of the 
yoga system; lak.saflam-description ; vak.sye-1 shall explain; sa-bijasya
authorized; nrpa-iitma-je- 0 daughter of the King; manaft-the mind ; 
yena-by which ; eva-certainly; vidhinii-by practice ; prasannam-j oyful; 
yiiti- attains; sat-patham-the path of the Absolute Truth. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead said : My dear mother, 0 daughter of the 
King, now I shall explain to you the system of yoga, the object of which 
is to concentrate the mind. By practicing this system one can become 
joyful and progressively advance towards the path of the Absolute Truth. 

PURPORT 

The yoga process explained by Lord Kapiladeva in this chapter is autho
rized and standard, and therefore these instructions should be followed 
very carefully. To begin, the Lord says that by yoga practice one can make 
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progress towards understanding the Absolute Truth, the Supreme Person- . 
ality of Godhead. In the previous chapter it has been clearly stated that the 
desired result of yoga is not to achieve some wonderful mystic power. 
One should not be at all attracted by such mystic power, but should attain 
progressive realization on the path of understanding the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii, which states in 
the last verse of the Sixth Chapter that the greatest yogi is he who 
constantly thinks of Kr�Qa within himself, or he who is Kr�Qa conscious. 

It is stated here that by following the system of yoga one can become 
joyful. Lord Kapila, the Personality of Godhead, who is the highest author
ity on yoga , here explains the yoga system known as a�tiinga-yoga, which 
comprises eight different practices, namely yama, niyama, iisana, 
prii[Liiyiima, pratyiihiira, dhiira[Lii, dh yiina and samiidhi. By all these stages of 
practice one must realize Lord Vi�J;tU, who is the target of all yoga. There 
are so-called yoga practices in which one concentrates the mind on voidness 
or on the impersonal, but this is not approved by the authorized yoga 
system as explained by Kapiladeva. Even Pataiijali explains that the target 
of all yoga is Vi�pu. Afitiinga-yoga is therefore part of V ai�J;tava practice 
because its ultimate goal is realization of Vi�pu. The achievement of success 
in yoga is not acquisition of mystic power, which is condemned in the 
previous chapter, but, rather, freedom from all material designations and 
situation in one's constitutional position. That is the ultimate achievement 
in yoga practice. 

TEXT 2 

�� �� f� f� l  
��� � 3TR'l�{Qtl� ll � I I 

sva-dharmiicarararh saktyii 
vidharmiic ca nivartanam 

daiviil labdhena santofia 
iitmavic-cara[Liircanam 

sva-dharma-iicararam-executing one's prescribed duties; sak tyii-to the 
best of one's ability ; vidharmiit-unauthorized duties ; ca-and; nivartanam
avoiding; daiviit-by the grace of the Lord ; labdhena-with what is achieved;  
santofia�-satisfied ; iitma-vit-of the self-realized soul; carara- the feet ; 
arcanam-worshiping. 

Text 3]  Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 1175 

TRANSLATION 

One should execute his prescribed duties to the best of his ability and 
avoid performing duties which are not allotted to him. One should be 
satisfied with as much gain as he achieves by the grace of the Lord, and one 
should worship the lotus feet of a spiritual master. 

PURPORT 

In this verse there are many important words which could be very 
elaborately explained, but we shall briefly discuss the important aspects of 
each. The final statement is iitmavic-carariircanam. Atma-vit means a self
realized soul or bona fide spiritual master. Unless one is self-realized and 
knows what his relationship with the Supersoul is, he cannot be a bona 
fide spiritual master. Here it is recommended that one should seek out a 
bona fide spiritual master and (arcanam) surrender unto him, for by inquir
ing from and worshiping him one can learn spiritual activities. 

The first recommendation is sva-dharmiicaracwm. As long as we have this 
material body there are various duties prescribed for us. Such duties are 
divided by a system of four social orders: briihma[La, kflatriya, vaisya and 
sudra. These particular duties are mentioned in the siistra, and particularly 
in Bhagavad-gitii. Sva-dharmiicarartam means that one must discharge the 
prescribed duties of his particular division of society faithfully and to the 
best of one's ability. One should not accept another's duty. If one is born 
in a particular society or community, he should perform the prescribed 
duties for that particular division. If, however, one is fortunate enough to 
transcend the designation of birth in a particular society or community by 
being elevated to the standard of spiritual identity, then his sva-dharma, or 
duty, is solely that of serving the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The 
actual duty of one who is advanced in Kr�I}a consciousness is to serve the 
Lord. As long as one remains in the bodily concept of life, he may act 
according to the duties of social convention, but if one is elevated to the 
spiritual platform, he must simply serve the Supreme Lord ; that is the real 
execution of sva-dharma. 

TEXT 3 

��� ��Uij� l 
�� ��fm���� I I � I I  

gram ya-dharma-nivrttii ca 
mokfia-dharma-ratis tathii 
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mita-medh yiidanarh sasvad 
vivik ta-kfle ma-sevanam 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 28 

griimya-conventional ; dharma-religious practice ; nivrtti�-ceasing; ca
and ; mokfla-for salvation; dharma-religious practice ; rati�- being attracted 
to; tathii- in that way ;  mita- little ; medh ya- pure ; adanam- eating; sasvat
always ; vivikta-secluded; kflema-peaceful; sevanam-dwelling. 

TRANSLATION 

One should cease performing conventional religious practices and should 
be attracted to those which lead to salvation. One should eat very frugally 
and should always remain secluded so that he can achieve the highest 
perfection of life. 

PURPORT 

It is recommended herein that religious practice for economic develop
ment or the satisfaction of sense desires should be avoided. Religious 
practices should be executed only to gain freedom from the clutches 
of material nature. It is stated in the beginning of Srimad-Bhiigavatam that 
the topmost religious practice is that by which one can attain to the tran
scendental devotional service of the Lord, without reason or cause. Such 
religious practice is never hampered by any impediments, and by its per
formance one actually becomes satisfied. Here this is recommended as 
mok�a-dharma, religious practice for salvation or transcendence �f . the 
clutches of material contamination. Generally people execute rehgwus 
practices for economic development or for sense gratification, but that is 
not recommended for one who wants to advance in yoga. 

The next important phrase is mita-medhyiidanam, which means that 
one should eat very frugally. It is recommended in the Vedic literatures 
that a yogi eat only half what he desires according to his hunger. If one 
is so hungry that he could devour one pound of foodstuffs, then instead 
of eating one pound, he should consume only half a pound and supple
ment this with four ounces of water ; one fourth of the stomach should be 
left empty for passage of air in the stomach. If one eats in this manner he 
will avoid indigestion and disease. The yogi should eat in this way, as 
recommended in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam and all other standard scriptures. 
The yogi should live in a secluded place where his yoga practice will not be 
disturbed. 

Text 4]  Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 

TEXT 4 

3lfm �� �: 1 
� �: �;{ �({N: �(itll'4wt¥;( I I  V I I 

ahirhsii satyam asteyarh 
yiivad-artha-parigraha� 

brahmacaryarh tapa� saucarh 
sviidh yiiya� purufliircanam 

1177 

ahinisii- nonviolence ; satyam-truthfulness; asteyam-refraining from 
theft ; yiivat-artha-as much as necessary; parigraha�-possessing; 
brah macaryam- celibacy; tapa�-austerity; saucam-cleanliness ; sviidh yiiya� 
-study of the Vedas; purufla-arcanam-worship of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. 

TRANSLATION 

One should practice nonviolence and truthfulness, should avoid thieving 
and be satisfied with possessing as much as he needs for his maintenance. 
He should abstain from sex life, perform austerity, be clean, study the 
Vedas and worship the supreme form of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. 

PURPORT 

The word puru�iircanam in this verse means worshiping the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, especially the form of Lord l(r�I_la. In Bhagavad
gitii it is confirmed by Arjuna that Kr�Qa is the original purufla, or Person
ality of Godhead, puru�ani siisvatam. Therefore in yoga practice one must 
not only concentrate his mind on the person of Kr�r;ta, but must also 
worship the form or Deity of l(r�pa daily. 

A brahmaciiri practices celibacy, controlling his sex life. One cannot 
enjoy unrestricted sex life and practice yoga; this is rascaldom. So-called 
yogis advertise that one can go on enjoying as one likes and simultaneously 
become a yogi, but this is totally unauthorized. It is very clearly explained 
here that one must observe celibacy. Brahmacaryam means that one leads 
his life simply in relationship with Brahman, or in full Kr�qa consciousness. 
Those who are too addicted to sex life cannot observe the regulations 
which will lead them to Kr�Qa consciousness. Sex life should be restricted 
to persons who are married. A person whose sex life is restricted in marriage 
is also called a brahmaciiri. 
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The word asteyam is also very important for a yogi. Asteyam means to 
refrain from theft. In the broader sense, everyone who accumulates more 
than he needs is a thief. According to spiritual communism, one cannot 
possess more than he needs for his personal maintenance. That is the law of 
nature. Anyone who accumulates more money or more possessions than 
he needs is called a thief, and one who simply accumulates wealth without 
spending for sacrifice or for worship of the Personality of Godhead is a 
great thief. 

Sviidhyiiyaft means reading the authorized Vedic scriptures. Even if one 
is not Kr�qa conscious and is practicing the yoga system, he must read 
standard Vedic literatures in order to understand. Performance of yoga 
alone is not sufficient. N arottama dasa Thakur a, a great devotee and iiciirya 
in the Gau4iya V aig1ava-sampradaya, says that all spiritual activities should 
be understood from three sources, namely saintly persons, standard scrip
tures and the spiritual master. These three guides are very important for 
progress in spiritual life . The spiritual master prescribes standard literature 
for the prosecution of the yoga of devotional service, and he himself speaks 
only from scriptural reference. Therefore reading standard scriptures is 
necessary for executing yoga. Practicing yoga without reading the standard 
literatures is simply a waste of time. 

TEXT S 

� ij'���: �q ��: �: I 
st�tll(l(�� �tttllfllwtm � I I  '-\ I I  

maunarh sad-iisana-jaya� 
sthairyarh priir-a-jayaft sanaift 

pratyiihiiras cendriyiir-iirh 
viflayiin manasii hrdi 

maunam-silence ; sat-good ;  iisana-yogic postures ; jaya�-controlling; 
sthairyam- steadiness; priira-jayafl-controlling the vital air ; sanaifi,
gradually ; pratyiihiira�-withdrawal; ca-and ; indriyiiT}iim- of the senses; 
viflayiit-from the sense objects; manasa-with the mind; hrdi-on the heart. 

TRANSLATION 

One must observe silence, acquire steadiness by practicing different 
yogic postures, control the breathing of the vital air, withdraw the senses 
from sense objects, and thus concentrate the mind on the heart. 

Text 6]  Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 1179 

PURPORT 

The yogic practices in general and hatha-yoga in particular are not ends 
in themselves ; they are means to the end of attaining steadiness. First one 
must be able to sit properly, and then the mind and attention will become 
steady enough for practicing yoga. Gradually, one must control the circu
lation of vital air, and with such control he will be able to withdraw the 
senses from sense objects. In the previous verse it is stated that one must 
observe celibacy. The most important aspect of sense control is controlling 
sex life. That is called brahmacarya. By practicing the different sitting 
postures and controlling the vital air, one can control and restrain the 
senses from unrestricted sense enjoyment. 

TEXT 6 

�Nt;�� �T 3f11JNROT� I 
���'l{T;f 6ltN1;# �ss-�: I I  � I I  

svadhi§rJyiiniim eka-dese 
manasii priira-dhiirar-am 

vaikur-tha-lilabhidh yiinarh 
samiidhiinarh tathiitmanaft 

svadhi§!lyiiniim-within the vital air circles ; eka-dese-in one spot; 
manasii-with the mind ; priira-the vital air ;  dhiiraram-fixing; vaikurtha
lilii-on the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
abh idh yiinam-concentration ; samiidhanam-samiidh i; tathii- thus ; at mana� 
-of the mind. 

TRANSLATION 

Fixing the vital air and the mind in one of the six circles of vital air 
circulation within the body, thus concentrating one's mind on the 
transcendental pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is called 
samadhi or samadhana of the mind. 

PURPORT 

There are six circles of vital air circulation within the body. The first 
circle is within the belly, the second circle is in the area of the heart, the 
third is in the area of the lungs, the fourth is on the palate, the fifth is 
between the eyebrows, and th.e highest, the sixth circle, is above the brain. 
One has to fix his mind and the circulation of the vital air and thus think 
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of the transcendental pastimes of the Supreme Lord. It is never mentioned 
that one should concentrate on the impersonal or void. It is clearly stated, 
vaikup,.tha-lilii. Lilii means pastimes. Unless the Absolute Truth, the Per
sonality of Godhead, has transcendental activities, where is the scope for 
thinking of these pastimes? It is through the processes of devotional service, 
chanting and hearing of the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of God
head, that one can achieve this concentration. As described in the Srimad
Bhiigavatam, the Lord appears and disappears according to His relation
ships with different devotees. The Vedic literatures contain many narrations 
of the Lord's pastimes, including the Battle of Kuruk�etra and historical 
facts relating to the life and precepts of devotees like Prahlada Maharaj a, 
Dhruva Maharaja and AmbarT�a Maharaja. One need only concentrate his 
mind on one such narration and become always absorbed in its thought. 
Then he will be in samiidhi. Samiidhi is not an artificial bodily state; it is 
the state achieved when the mind is virtually absorbed in thoughts of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 7 

��!( q� �� I 
� � ��oi�€1stloit ��r: II  � I I  

etair anyais ca pathibhir 
mano du�tam asat-patham 

buddhyii yuiijita sanakair 
jita-priirto hy atandrita[l. 

etai[l.-by these; anyai�-by other; ca-and ;pathibhi[l.-processes; mana[l.
the mind; du�tam- contaminated; asat-patham-on the path of material 
enjoyment; buddhyii-by the intelligence ; yuiijita-one must control; 
sanakai[l.-gradually ;  jita-priiva[l.-the life air being fixed; hi-indeed; 
atandrita[l.-alert. 

TRANSLATION 

By these processes, or any other true process, one must control the 
contaminated, unbridled mind, which is always attracted by material 
enjoyment, and thus fix himself in thought of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. 

Text 8]  Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 1181 

PURPORT 

Etair anyaiS ca. The general yoga process entails observing the rules and 
regulations, practicing the different sitting postures, concentrating the mind 
on the vital circulation of the air and then thinking of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead in His V aikuQ.tha pastimes. This is the general 
process of yoga. This same concentration can be achieved by other recom
mended processes, and therefore anyais ca, other methods, also can be 
applied. The essential point is that the mind, which is contaminated by 
material attraction, has to be bridled and concentrated on the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. It cannot be fixed on something void or 
impersonal. For this reason, so-called yoga practices of voidism and · 
impersonalism are not recommended in any standard yoga-siistra. The 
real yogi is the devotee because his mind is always concentrated on the 
pastimes of Lord Kr�IJa. Therefore Krt'll)a consciousness is the topmost 
yoga system. 

TEXT S 

� � stRtet� Rf� 3ll� I 
���A%@1ii4: «�11� I I  

sucau dese prati�thiipya 
vijitiisana iisanam 

tasmin svasti samiisina 
rju-kiiya[l. samabhyaset 

sucau dese-in a sanctified place; prati§thapya-after placing; vijita
usana[l.-controlling the sitting postures; iisanam-a seat ; tasmin-�n that 
place; svasti samusina[l.-sitting in an easy posture ; rju-kiiya[l.-keepmg the 
body erect ; samabhyaset-one should practice. 

TRANSLATION 

After controlling one's mind and sitting postures, one should spread a 
seat in a secluded and sanctified place, sit there in an easy posture, keeping 
the body erect, and practice breath control. 

PURPORT 

Sitting in an easy posture is called svasti samiisina[l.. It is recommended 
in the yoga scripture that one should put the soles of the feet between the 
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two thighs and ankles and sit straight ; that posture will help one to con
centrate his mind on the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This very 
process is also recommended in Bhagavad-gitii, Sixth Chapter. It is further 
suggested that one sit in a secluded, sanctified spot. The seat should 
consist of deerskin and kusa grass, topped with cotton. 

TEXT 9 

� �m �: J  
stf� � m � f�q:q� I I � I I  

priir-asya sodhayen miirgam 
pilra-kumbhaka-recaka* 

pratikillena vii cittam 
yathii sthiram acaficalam 

priir-asya- of vital air ; sodhayet-one should clear ; miirgam- the passage; 
pilra-kumbhaka-recakai�-by inhaling, retaining, and exhaling; pratikillena
by reversing; vii-or; cittam-the mind ; yathii- so that ; sthiram-steady; 
acaficalam-free from disturbances. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi should clear the passage of vital air by breathing in the 
following manner: first he should inhale very deeply, then hold the breath 
in, and finally .exhale. Or, reversing the process, the yogi can first exhale, 
then hold the breath outside, and finally inhale. This is done so that the 
mind may become steady and free froni external disturbances. 

PURPORT 

These breathing exercises are performed to control the mind and 
fix it on the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Sa vai mana� knrJ.a
padaravindayo�: the devotee Ambari�a Maharaja  fixed his mind on the 
lotus feet of Kr�Qa twenty-four hours a day. The process of Kr�Qa con
sciousness is to chant Hare Kr�Qa and to hear the sound attentively so that 
the mind is fixed upon the transcendental vibration of Kr�Qa's name , which 
is nondifferent from Kr�Qa the personality. The real purpose of controlling 
the mind by the prescribed method of clearing the passage of the life air is 
achieved immediately if one fixes his mind directly on the lotus feet of 
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Kr�Qa. The hatha-yoga system, or breathing system, is especially recom
mended for those who are very absorbed in the concept of bodily 
existence, but one who can perform the simple process of chanting Hare 
Kr�Qa can fix the mind more easily. 

Three different activities are recommended for clearing the passage of 
breath : pilraka, k,umbhaka and recaka. Inhaling the breath is called pilraka, 
sustaining it witHin is called kumbhaka, and finally exhaling it is called 
recaka. These recommended processes can also be performed in the reverse 
order . After exhaling, one can keep the air outside for some time and then 
inhale. The nerves through which inhalation and exhalation are conducted 
are technically called iif.a and pingala. The ultimate purpose of clearing the 
iif.a and pingala passages is to divert the mind from material enjoyment. As 
stated in Bhagavad-gitii, one's mind is his enemy, and one's mind is also his 
friend ; its position varies according to the different dealings of the living 
entity. If we divert our mind to thoughts of material enjoyment, then our 
mind becomes an enemy, and if we concentrate our mind on the lotus feet 
of Kr�Qa, then our mind is a friend. By the yoga system of pilraka, 
kumbhaka and recaka or by directly fixing the mind on the sound 
vibration of Kr�Qa or on the form of Kr�Qa, the same purpose is achieved. 
In Bhagavad-gitii (8.8) it is said that one must practice the breathing 
exercise (abhyiisa-yoga-yuktena). By virtue of these processes of control, 
the mind cannot wander to external thoughts (ce tasii niinya-giiminii). Thus 
one can fix his mind constantly on the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
and can attain (yiiti) Him. 

Practicing the yoga system of exercise and breath control is very difficult 
for a person of this age, and therefore Lord Caitanya recommended, 
kirtaniya� sadii hari� : one should always chant the holy name of the 
Supreme Lord, Kr�Qa, because Kr�Qa is the most suitable name of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. The name Kr�?J'.la and the Supreme Person 
Kr�?J'.la are nondifferent. Therefore, if one concentrates his mind on hearing 
and chanting Hare Kr�?J'.la, the same result is achieved .  

TEXT 10 

q;irsM(i*-iifl:(:si m��: . I 
EIMfit+ltf �� ·��-���toil 

mano 'ciriit syiid virajam 
jita-sviisasya yogina� 
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viiyv-agnibhyiirh yathii loharh 
· dhmiitarh tyajati vai malam 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 28 

mana�-the mind; aciriit-soon; syiit-can he ; virajam-free from disturb
ances ; jita-sviisasya-whose breathing is controlled ; yogina�-of the yogi; 
viiyu-agnibhyiim-by air and fire; yathii-just as ; loham-gold ; dhmiitam
fanned; tyajati-becomes freed from ; vai- certainly; malam- impurity. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogis who practice such breathing exercises are very soon freed 
from all mental disturbances, just as gold, when put into fire and fanned 
with air, becomes free from all impurities. 

PURPORT 

This process of purifying the mind is also recommended by Lord 
Caitanya ; He says that one should chant Hare Kr�Qa. He says further, 
pararh vijayate: "All glories to Sri Kr�l)a sankirtana ! "  All glories are given 
to the chanting of the holy names of Kr�Qa because as soon as one hegins 
this process of chanting, the mind becomes purified. Ceto-darpara
miirjanam: by chanting the holy name of Kr�Qa one is cleansed of the dirt 
that accumulates in the mind. One can purify the mind either by the 
breathing process or by the chanting process, just as one can purify gold 
by putting it in a fire and fanning it with a bellows. 

TEXT 11  

SfiOII�I-(,(t*tl•iifi(GIIPtll fii�'tl'{ I 
stfiintt'(\11 ��M"'I4\ti(F{!J'I1'{11 t � I I 

priirayiimair dahed do�iin 
dhiirariibhis ca kilbi�iin 

pratyiihiirera sarhsargiin 
dhyiineniinfSvariin guriin 

prii[liiyiimai[l-by practice of prii[liiyiima; dahet- one can eradicate; 
do�iin-contaminations ; dhiirariibhi[t-by concentrating the mind ; ca-and ; 
kilbifliin-sinful activities ; pratyiihiirera-by restraining the senses; 
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sarhsargiin-material association; dhyiinena-by meditating; aniSvariin 
guriin-the modes of material nature. 

TRANSLATION 

By practicing the process of prapayama one can eradicate the 
contamination of his physiological condition, and by concentrating the 
mind one can become free from all sinful activities. By restraining the 
senses one can free himself from material association, and by meditating 
on the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one can become free from the 
three modes of material attachment. 

PURPORT 

According to Ayur-vedic medical science the three items kapha, pitta 
and viiyu (phlegm, bile and air) maintain the physiological condition of the 
body. Modern medical science does not accept this physiological analysis 
as valid, but the ancient Ayur-vedic process of treatment is based upon 
these items. Ayur-vedic treatment concerns itself with the cause of these 
three elements, which are mentioned in many places in the Bhiigavatam 
as the basic conditions of the body. Here it is recommended that by 
practicing the breathing process of priiriiyiima one can he released from 
contamination created by the principal physiological elements, by concen
trating the mind one can become free from sinful activities, and by 
withdrawing the senses one can free himself from material association. 

Ultimately, one has to meditate on the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
in order to he elevated to the transcendental position where he is no longer 
affected by the three modes of material nature. It is also confirmed in 
Bhagavad-gitii that one who engages himself in unalloyed devotional 
service at once becomes transcendental to the three modes of material 
nature and immediately realizes his identification with Brahman. Sa guriin 
samatityaitan brahma-bhiiyiiya kalpate. For every item in the yoga system 
there is a parallel activity in bhakti-yoga, but the practice of bhakti-yoga 
is easier for this age. What was introduced by Lord Caitanya is not a new 
interpretation. Bhakti-yoga is a feasible process that hegins with chanting 
and hearing. Bhakti-yoga and other yogas have as their ultimate goal the 
same Personality of Godhead, hut one is practical, and the other is 
difficult. One has to purify his physiological condition by concentration 
and by restraint of the senses ; then he can fix his mind upon the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. That is called samiidhi. 
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TEXT 12 

� �: � � � uettlftij( 1 
emf � �14*1WWI(11tiNi\4M: l l t �l l  

yada mana� svarh virajarh 
yogena susamahitam 

ka�tharh bhagavato dhyayet 
sva-nasagravalokana� 

yadii-when ; mana�-the mind ; svam-own; virajam-purified ; yogena
by yoga practice ; su-samahitam- controlled ; kil§fham-the plenary expan
sion; bhagavata�-of the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; dhyayet-one 
should meditate upon; sva-nilsil-agra-the tip of one's nose ; avalokana.h
looking at. 

TRANSLATION 

. When the mind is perfectly purified by this practice of yoga, then one 
should concentrate on the tip of the nose with half-closed eyes and see the 
form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

PURPORT 

It is clearly mentioned here that one has to meditate upon the expansion 
of Vigm. The word ka�thiim refers to Paramatma, the expansion of the 
expansion of Vi�pu . Bhagavata� refers to Lord Vi�pu , the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. The Supreme Godhead is Kr�r_1a; from Him comes the 
first expansion, Baladeva, and from Baladeva come Sarikar�at;ta, Aniruddha 
and many other forms, followed by the puru�a-avatilras. As mentioned in 
the previous verses (purujarcanam), this puru.sa is represented as the 
Paramatma, or Supersoul. A description of the Supersoul, upon whom one 
must meditate, will be given in the following verses. In this verse it is 
clearly stated that one must meditate by fixing the vision on the tip of the 
nose and concentrating one's mind on the kala, or the plenary expansion 
of Vi�t;tu. 

Sl(1'ill:l40wtl¥� 
�1Jt�qe40et1414 

TEXT 13 
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prasanna-vadanambhojarh 
padma-garbharurtek�artam 

nilo tpala-dala-syamarh 
sankha-cakra-gada-dharam 

1187 

prasanna- cheerful; vadana-countenance ; ambhojam-lotuslike; padma
garbha-the interior of a lotus ; aruQ.a-ruddy ; 'ik�al]am-with eyes; nila
utpala-blue lotus ; dala- petals ;  syilmam-swarthy; sankha-conch; cakra
discus; gada- club ; dharam-bearing. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead has a cheerful, lotuslike 
countenance with ruddy eyes like the interior of a lotus and a swarthy 
body like the petals of a blue lotus. He bears a conch, discus and a mace in 
three of His hands. 

PURPORT 
It is definitely recommended herein that one concentrate his mind upon 

the form of Vi�J;tU . There are twelve different forms of Vi�t;tu which are 
described in Teachings of Lord Caitanya. One cannot concentrate his mind 
on anything void or impersonal ; the mind should be fixed on the personal 
form of the Lord, whose attitude is cheerful, as described in this verse. 
Bhagavad-gita states that meditation on the impersonal or void features is 
very troublesome to the meditator. Those who are attached to the imper
sonal or void features of meditation have to undergo a difficult process 
because we are not accustomed to concentrating our minds on anything 
impersonal. Actually such concentration is not even possible. Bhagavad-gitil 
also confirms that one should concentrate his mind on the Personality of 
Godhead. 

The color of the Personality of Godhead, Kr�f.la, is described here as 
nilotpala-dala, meaning that it is like that of a lotus flower with petals 
tinted blue and white. People always ask why Kr�f.la is blue. The color of 
the Lord has not been imagined by an artist. It is described in authoritative 
scripture. In the Brahma-samhita also, the color of Kr�l.la's body is 
compared to that of a bluish cloud. The color of the Lord is not poetical 
imagination. There are authoritative descriptions in the Brahma-samhita , 
Srimad-Bhagavatam, Bhagavad-gitil and many of the Purilrws of the Lord's 
body, His weapons and all other paraphernalia. The Lord's appearance is 
described here as padma-garbhiirurtek�artam. His eyes resemble the inside 
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of a lotus flower, and in His four hands He holds the four symbols: 
conchshell, discus, mace and lotus. 

TEXT 14 
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lasat-pan ka ja-k iii jalka
pita-kauseya-viisasam 

srtvatsa-vak�asarh bhriijat 
kaustubhiimukta-kandharam 

lasat-shining; pankaja-of a lotus ; kinjalka-filaments; pita-yellow;  
kauseya-silk cloth ; viisasam-whose garment ; srivatsa-bearing the mark 
of Srivatsa ; vak.sasam-breast ; bhrajat-brilliant ; kaustubha- Kaustubha 
gem; iimuk ta- put on ; kandharam-His neck. 

TRANSLATION 

His loins are covered by a shining cloth, yellowish like the filaments of 
a lotus. On His breast He bears the mark of Srivatsa, a curl of white hair. 
The brilliant Kaustubha gem is suspended from His neck. 

PURPORT 

The exact color of the garment of the Supreme Lord is described as 
saffron-yellow, just like the pollen of a lotus flower. The Kaustubha gem 
hanging on His chest is also described. His neck is beautifully decorated 
with jewels and pearls. The Lord is full in six opulences, one of which is 
wealth . He is very richly dressed with valuable jewels which are not visible 
within this material world. 

TEXT 1 5  
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matta-dvirepha-kalayii 
paritarh vana-miilayii 

Text 16]  Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service . 

pariirdh ya-hiira-valaya
kiritiingada-niipuram 
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matta-intoxicated ; dvi-repha-with bees ; kalayii-humming; paritam
garlanded; vana-miilayii-with a garland of forest flowers; pariirdhya
priceless; hiira-pearl necklace; valaya-bracelets; k irtta- a crown ; angada
armlets; niipuram-anklets. 

TRANSLATION 

He also wears around His neck a garland of attractive sylvan flowers, 
and a swarm of bees, intoxicated by its delicious fragrance, hums about 
the garland. He is further superbly adorned with a pearl necklace, a crown, 
and pairs of armlets, bracelets and anklets. 

PURPORT 

From this description it appears that the flower garland of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead is fresh. Actually, in V aikui;J.tha or the spiritual 
sky there is nothing but freshness . Even the flowers picked from the trees 
and plants remain fresh, for everything in the spiritual sky retains its 
originality and does not fade. The fragrance of the flowers picked from 
the trees and made into garlands does not fade because both the trees and 
the flowers are spiritual. When the flower is taken from the tree, it 
remains the same ; it does not lose its aroma. The bees are equally attracted 
to the flowers whether they are on the garland or on the trees. The 
significance of spirituality is that everything is eternal and inexhaustible. 
Everything taken from everything remains everything, or, as has been 
stated, in the spiritual world one minus one equals one, and one plus one 
equals one. The bees hum around the fresh flowers, and their sweet sound 
is enjoyed by the Lord. The Lord's bangles, necklace, crown and anklets 
are all bedecked with invaluable jewels. Since the jewels and pearls are 
spiritual, there is no material calculation of their value. 

TEXT 16 
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kiiiici-gur-ollasac-chror-irh 
hrdayiimbhoja-vi�taram 
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darsaniyatamarh santarh 
mano-nayana-vardhanam 

[ Canto 3 ,  Ch. 28 

kaiici-girdle ;  gura-quality; ullasat-brilliant ; sro[!.im-His loins and 
hips ; hrdaya-heart ; ambh oja-lotus;  vifitaram-whose seat ; darsaniya
tamam-most charming to look at; santam-serene; mana�-minds, hearts; 
nay ana-eyes; vardhanam-gladdening. 

TRANSLATION 

His loins and hips encircled by a girdle, He stands on the lotus of His 
devotee's heart. He is most charming to look at, and His serene aspect 
gladdens the eyes and souls of the devotees who behold Him. 

PURPORT 

The word darsaniyatamam, which is used in this verse, means that the 
Lord is so beautiful that the devotee-yogi does not wish to see anything 
else. His desire to see beautiful objects is completely satisfied by the sight 
of the Lord. In the material world we want to see beauty, but the desire 
is never satisfied . All the propensities that we feel in the material world are 
never satisfied. Because of material contamination, not all of the propen
sities we feel in the material world are satisfied. But when our desires to see , 
hear, touch, etc . ,  are dovetailed for the satisfaction of the ·supreme 
Personality of Godhead, they are on the level of the topmost perfection. 

Although the Supreme Personality of Godhead in His eternal form is so 
beautiful and pleasing to the heart of the devotee, He does not attract the 
impersonalists who want to meditate on His impersonal aspect. This is 
simply fruitless labor. The actual yogis, with half-closed eyes, fix on the 
form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, not upon anything void or 
impersonal. 

TEXT 17 
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apicya-darsanarh sasvat 
sarva-loka-namaskrtam 

santarh vayasi kaisore 
bhrtyanugraha-kataram 
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apicya-darsanam-very beautiful to see; sasvat-eternal ; sarva-loka
by all the inhabitants of every planet ; namal)-krtam-worshipable ; santam
situated ; vayasi-in youth ; kaisore-in boyhood ; bhrtya-upon His devotees; 
anugraha-to bestow blessings ; kiitaram-eager . 

TRANSLATION 

The Lord is eternally very beautiful, and He is worshipable by all the 
inhabitants of every planet. He is ever youthful and always eager to 
bestow His blessing upon His devotees. 

PURPORT 

The word sarva-loka-namaskrtam means that He is worshipable by 
everyone on every planet. There are innumerable planets in the material 
world and innumerable planets in the spiritual world as well. On each 
planet there are innumerable inhabitants who worship the Lord, for the 
Lord is worshipable by all but the impersonalists. The Supreme Lord is 
very beautiful. The wprd sasvat is significant. It is not that He appears 
beautiful to the devotees but is ultimately impersonal. Sasvat means ever
existing. That beauty is not temporary. It is ever-existing-He is always 
youthful. In the Brahma-sarithita (Bs. 5 .33) it is also stated:  advaitam 
acyutam anadim ananta-mpam adyarit puriira�purufiarlt nava-yauvanarit ca. 
The Original Person is one without a second, yet He never appears old ; He 
always appears as everfresh as a blooming youth. 

The Lord's facial expression always indicates that He is ready to show 
favor and benediction to the devotees; for the non devotees, however, He is 
silent. As stated in Bhagavad-gita, although He acts equally to everyone 
because He is the Supreme Personality of Godhead and because all living 
entities are His sons, He is especially inclined to those engaged in devo
tional service. The same fact is confirmed here: He is always anxious to 
show favor to the devotees. Just as the devotees are always eager to render 
service unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, so the Lord is also very 
eager to bestow benediction upon the pure devotees . 

TEXT 18 
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kirtanya-tirtha-yasasarh 
pul)ya-sloka-yasaskaram 

dhyiiyed devarh samagriingarh 
yiivan na cyavate manafl-

[ Canto 3, Ch. 28 

kirtanya-worth singing; tirtha-yasasam-the glories of the Lord ; pul)ya
sloka-of the devotees; yasa�-karam- enhancing the glory ; dhyayet-one 
should meditate ; devam-upon the Lord; samagra-ahgam- all the limbs; 
yavat-as much as ; na-not ; cyavate-deviates ; mana�-the mind. 

TRANSLATION 

The glory of the Lord is always worth singing, for His glories enhance 
the glories of His devotees. One should therefore meditate upon the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead and upon His devotees. One should 
meditate on the eternal form of the Lord until the mind becomes fixed. 

PURPORT 

One has to fix his mind on the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
constantly. When one js accustomed to thinking of one of the innumerable 
forms of the Lord- Kr�rya, Vigm, Rama, Naraya1_1a, etc.-he has reached 
the perfection of yoga. This is confirmed in the Brahma-sarhhita: a person 
who has developed pure love for the Lord, and whose eyes are smeared 
with the ointment of transcendental loving exchange, always sees within 
his heart the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The devotees especially 
see the Lord in the beautiful blackish form of Syamasundara. That is the 
perfection of yoga. This yoga system should be continued until the mind 
does not vacillate for a moment. Om tad vinwfl- paramarh padarh sadii 
pa.Syanti siirayal;l: the form of Vi�QU is the highest individuality and is 
always visible to sages and saintly persons. 

The same purpose is served when a devotee worships the form of the 
Lord in the temple. There is no difference between devotional service in 
the temple and meditation on the form of the Lord, since the form of the 
Lord is the same whether He appears within the mind or in some concrete 
element. There are eight kinds of forms recommended for the devotees to 
see. The forms may be made out of sand, clay, wood or stone, they may be 
contemplated within the mind, or made of jewel, metal or painted colors, 
but all the forms are of the same value. It is not that one who meditates on 
the form within the mind sees differently from one who worships the 
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form in the temple. The Supreme Personality of Godhead is absolute, and 
there is therefore no difference between the two. The impersonalists, who 
desire to disregard the eternal form of the Lord, imagine some round 
figure. They especially prefer the orhkiira, which also has form. In 
Bhagavad-gitii it is stated that orhkiira is the letter form of the Lord. 
Similarly, there are statue forms and painting forms of the Lord. 

Another significant word in this verse is pul)ya-sloka-yasaskaram. The 
devotee is called puT}ya-sloka. As one becomes purified by chanting the 
holy name of the Lord, so one can become purified simply by chanting 
the name of a holy devotee. The pure devotee of the Lord and the Lord 
Himself are nondifferent. It is sometimes feasible to chant the name of a 
holy devotee. This is a very sanctified process. Lord Caitanya was once 
chanting the holy names of the gopis. He was chanting, "Gopi! Gopi! 
Gopi!" when His students criticized Him: "Why are You chanting the 
names of the gopis? Why not Kr�I;ta?" Lord Caitanya was irritated by the 
criticism, and so there was some misunderstanding between Him and His 
students. He wanted to chastise them for desiring to instruct Him on the 
transcendental process of chanting. 

The beauty of the Lord is that the devotees who are connected with His 
activities are also glorified. A� una, Prahlada, J anaka Maharaj a, Bali 
Maharaja, and many other devotees were not even in the renounced order 
of life, but were householders. Some of them, such as Prahlada Maharaja 
and Bali Maharaja, were born of demoniac families. Prahlada Maharaja's 
father was a demon, and Bali Maharaj a  was the grandson of Prahlada 
Maharaja,  but still they have become famous because of their association 
with the Lord. Anyone who is eternally associated with the Lord is 
glorified with the Lord. The conclusion is that a perfect yogi should 
always be accustomed to seeing the form of the Lord, and unless the mind 
is fixed in that way, he should continue practicing yoga. 

TEXT 19 
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sthitarh vrajantam iisinarh 
sayiinarh vii guhiisayam 

prekfia[tiyehitarh dh yiiyec 
chuddha-bhiivena ce tasii 
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sth itam-standing ; vrajantam-moving; astnam-sitting; sayanam-lying 
down ; vii-or ; guha-asayam-the Lord dwelling in the heart ; prek�a1}1ya
beautiful;  thitam-pastimes ; dh yayet-he should visualize; suddha-bhavena
pure; cetasa-by the mind. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus always merged in devotional service, the yogi visualizes the Lord 
standing, moving, lying down or sitting within him, for the pastimes of the 
Supreme Lord are always beautiful and attractive_ 

PURPORT 

The process of meditating on the form of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead within oneself and the process of chanting the glories and pastimes 
of the Lord are the same. The only difference is that hearing and fixing 
the mind on the pastimes of the Lord is easier than visualizing the form 
of the Lord within one's heart because as soon as one begins to think of 
the Lord, especially in this age, the mind becomes disturbed, and due to 
so much agitation, the process of seeing the Lord within the mind is 
interrupted. When there is sound vibrated praising the transcendental 
pastimes of the Lord, however, one is forced to hear. That hearing process 
enters into the mind, and the practice of yoga is automatically performed. 
For example, even a child can hear and derive the benefit of meditating on 
the pastimes of the Lord simply by listening to a reading from the 
Bhagavatam that describes the Lord as He is going to the pasturing ground 
with His cows and friends. Hearing includes applying the mind. In this 
age of Kali-yuga, Lord Caitanya has recommended that one should always 
engage in chanting and hearing Bhagavad-gitii. The Lord also says that the 
mahatmas, or great souls, always engage in the process of chanting the 
glories of the Lord, and just by hearing, others derive the same benefit. 
Yoga necessitates meditation on the transcendental pastimes of the Lord, 
whether He is standing, moving, lying down, etc. 

TEXT 20 
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tasmiL labdha-padam cittarh 
sarviivayava-sarhsthitam 

Text 21 ] Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 

vilak�yaikatra sarhyujyiid 
ange bhagavato mun* 
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tasmin- on the form of the Lord;  labdha-padam-fixed ; cittam-the 
mind ; sarva-all ; avayava- limbs ; samsthitam- fixed upon ; vilak§ya-having 
distinguished; ekatra-in one place ; samyujyiit-should fix the mind ; 
ange- on each limb ; bhagavata�-of the Lord ; muni�-the sage. 

TRANSLATION 

In fixing his mind on the eternal form of the Lord, the yogi should not 
take a collective view of all His limbs, but should fix the mind on each 
individual limb of the Lord. 

PURPORT 

The word muni is very significant. Muni means one who is very expert 
in mental speculation or in thinking, feeling and willing. He is not 
mentioned here as a devotee or yogi. Those who try to meditate on the 
form of the Lord are called munis, or less intelligent, whereas those who 
render actual service to the Lord are called bhakti-yogis. The thought 
process described below is for the education of the muni. In order to 
convince the yogi that the Absolute Truth or Supreme Personality of 
Godhead is never impersonal at any time, the following verses prescribe 
observing the Lord in His personal form, limb after limb. To think of the 
Lord as a whole may sometimes be impersonal ; therefore, it is recommended 
here that one first think of His lotus feet, then His ankles, then the thighs, 
then the waist, then the chest, then the_neck, then the face and so on. One 
should begin from the lotus feet and gradually rise to the upper limbs of 
the transcendental body of the Lord. 

TEXT 21 
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u ttunga-rak ta-vilasan-nakha-cak raviila
jyotsniibhir iihata-mahad-dhrdayiindhakiiram 

saficintayet-he should concentrate; bhagavata�-of the Lord ; cara�a
aravindam-on the lotus feet ; vajra-thunderbolt ; ankusa-goad (rod for 
driving elephants) ; dhvaja-banner; saroruha-lotus; liifichana- marks; 
ii�hyam-adorned with; uttuliga-prominent ; rakta-red ; vilasat-brilliant ; 
nakha-nails; cakraviila-the circle of the moon ;jyotsnabhi�-with splendor ; 
ahata-dispelled ; mahat-thick; hrdaya- of the heart ; andhakiiram-darkness. 

TRANSLATION 

The devotee should first concentrate his mind on the Lord's lotus feet, 
which are adorned with the marks of a thunderbolt, a goad, a banner and 
a lotus. The splendor of their beautiful ruby nails resembles the orbit of 
the moon and dispels the thick gloom of one's heart. 

PURPORT 

The Mayavadi says that because one is unable to fix his mind on the 
impersonal existence of the Absolute Truth, one can imagine any form he 
likes and fix his mind on that imaginary form ;  but such a process is not 
recommended here. Imagination is always imagination and results ·only in 
further imagination. 

A concrete description of the eternal form of the Lord is given here. 
The Lord's sole is depicted with distinctive lines resembling a thunderbolt, 
a flag, a lotus flower and a goad. The luster of His toenails, which are 
brilliantly prominent, resembles the light of the moon. If a yogi looks 
upon the marks of the Lord's sole and on the blazing brilliance of His 
nails, then he can be freed from the darkness of ignorance in material 
existence. This liberation is not achieved by mental speculation, but by 
seeing the light emanating from the lustrous toenails of the Lord. In other 
words, one has to fix his mind first on the lotus feet of the Lord if he 
wants to be freed from the darkness of ignorance in material existence. 

TEXT 22 
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Text 22) Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 

yac-chauca-ni�srta-sarit-pravarodakena 
tirthena milrdhny adhikrtena siva� sivo 'bhut 

dh yiitur mana�-samala-saila-nisr.s.ta-vajrarh 
dhyiiyec cirarh bhagavatas carariiravindam 
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yat-the Lord's lotus feet ; sauca-washing; ni�srta-gone forth; sarit
pravara- of the Ganges ; udakena-by the water; ttrthena-holy; milrdhni
on his head ;  adhikrtena-borne; siva�- Lord Siva ; siva�-auspicious ; abhilt
became; dhyiitu�-of the meditator; mana�-in the mind ; samala-saila-the 
mountain of sin ;  nisr�!a-hurled ; vajram-thunderbolt ; dhyiiyet-one should 
meditate; ciram-for a long time ; bhagavata�-of the Lord ; carara
aravindam-on the lotus feet . 

TRANSLATION 

The blessed Lord Siva becomes all the more blessed by bearing on his 
head the holy waters of the Ganges, which has its source in the water that 
washed the Lord's lotus feet. The Lord's feet act like thunderbolts hurled 
to shatter the mountain of sin stored in the mind of the meditating 
devotee. One should therefore meditate on the lotus feet of the Lord for 
a long time. 

PURPORT 
In this verse the position of Lord Siva is specifically mentioned. The 

impersonalist suggests that the Absolute Truth has no form and that one 
can therefore equally imagine the form of Vi�I)U or Lord Siva or the goddess 
Durga or their son Gal).eSa. But actually the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead is the supreme master of everyone. In the Caitanya-caritiimrta it 
is said: ekale isvara knr;a, iira saba bhrtya: the Supreme Lord is Kr�Q.a, and 
everyone else, including Lord Siva and Lord Brahma-not to mention 
other demig�ds-is a servant of Kr�Q.a. The same principle is described 
here. Lord Siva is important because he is holding on his head the holy 
Ganges water which has its origin in the footwash of Lord Visnu. In the 
Hari-bhakti-viliisa by Sanatana Gosvami it is said that anyone wh� puts the 
Supreme Lord and the demigods, including Lord Siva and Lord Brahma, 
on the same level, at once becomes a piifla[lpi, or atheist. We should never 
consider that the Supreme Lord Vi�pu and the demigods are on an equal 
footing. 

Another significant point of this verse is that the mind of the con
ditioned soul, on account of its association with the material energy from 
time immemorial, contains heaps of dirt in the form of desires to lord it 
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over material nature. This dirt is like a mountain , but a mountain can be 
shattered when hit by a thunderbolt. Meditating on the lotus feet of the 
Lord acts like a thunderbolt on the mountain of dirt in the mind of the 
yogi. If a yogi wants to shatter the mountain of dirt in his mind, he should 
concentrate on the lotus feet of the Lord and not imagine something void 
or impersonal. Because the dirt has accumulated like a solid mountain, 
one must meditate on the lotus feet of the Lord for quite a long time. For 
one who is accustomed to thinking of the lotus feet of the Lord constantly, 
however, it is a different matter. The devotees are so fixed on the lotus 
feet of the Lord that they do not think of anything else. Thp,se who 
practice the yoga system must meditate on the lotus feet of the Lord for 
a long time after following the regulative principles and thereby controlling 
the senses. 

It is specifically mentioned here, bhagavatas cararu'iravindam: one has 
to think of the lotus feet of the Lord. The Mayavadis imagine that one can 
think of the lotus feet of Lord Siva or Lord Brahma or the goddess Durga 
to achieve liberation, but this is not so. Bhagavata[l is specifically 
mentioned. Bhagavata[l means of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
Vi�Q.u, and no one else. Another significant phr��;se in this verse is siva[l 
sivo 'bhilt. By his constitutional position, Lord Siva is always great and 
auspicious, but since he has accepted on his head the Ganges water which 
emanated from the lotus feet of the Lord, he has become even more 
auspicious and important. The stress is on the lotus feet of the Lord. A 
relationship with the lotus feet of the Lord can even enhance the impor
tance of Lord Siva, what to speak of other, ordinary living entities. 

TEXT 23 
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janu-dvayam-up to the knees ; jalaja-locanaya- lotu�eyed; jananya
mother ; lak�mya-by La�mi; akhilasya-of the entire universe ; sura
vanditaya-worshiped by the demigods ; vidhatu�- of Brahma; iirvo�-at 
the thighs; nidhiiya- having placed; kara-pallava-roci�a-with her lus�rous 
fingers ; yat-which ; samliilitam-massaged; hrdi-in the heart ; vibho[l-of 
the Lord ; abhavasya-transcendental to material existence ; kuryiit-one 
should meditate . 

-
TRANSLATION 

The yogi should fix in his heart the activities of Lak�mi, the goddess of 
fortune, who is worshiped by all demigods and is the mother of the 
supreme person, Brahma. She can always be found massaging the legs 
and thighs of the transcendental Lord, very carefully serving Him in this 
way. 

PURPORT 

Brahma is the appointed lord of the universe. Because his father is 
Garbhodakasayi V i�Q.u, Lak�mi, the goddess of fortune, is automatically 
his mother. Lak�miji is worshiped by all demigods as well as by the in
habitants of other planets. Human beings are also eager to receive favor 
from the goddess of fortune. Lak�mi is always engaged in massaging the 
legs and thighs of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, NarayaQ.a, who is 
lying on the ocean of Garbha within the universe. Brahma is described 
here as the son of the goddess of fortune, but actually he was not born of 
her womb. Brahma takes his birth in the abdomen of the Lord Himself. 
A lotus flower grows from the abdomen of Garbhodakasayi Vi�Q.U, and 
Brahma is born there . Therefore Lak�mfji's massaging of the thighs of the 
Lord should not be taken as the behavior of an ordinary wife. The Lord is 
transcendental to the behavior of the ordinary male and female. The word 
abhavasya is very significant, for it indicates that He could produce Brahma 
without the assistance of the goddess of fortune. 

Since transcendental behavior is different from mundane behavior, it 
should not be taken that the Lord receives service from His wife just as a 
demigod or human being might receive service from his wife. It is advised 
here that the yogi: always keep this picture in his heart. The devotee always 
thinks of this relationship between Lak�mi and NarayaQ.a ;  therefore he does 
not meditate on the mental plane as impersonalists and voidists do. 

Bhava� means one who accepts a material body, and abhaviz� means one 
who does not accept a material body but descends in the original spiritual 
body. Lord NarayaQ.a is not born of anything material. Matter is generated 
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from matter, but He is not born of matter. Brahma is born after the crea
tion, but since the Lord existed before the creation, He therefore has no 
material body. 

TEXT 24 
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urn suparr-a-bhujayor adhi sobhamiiniiv 
ojo-nidhi atasikii-kusumiivabhiisau 

vyiilambi-pita-vara-viisasi vartamiina
kiifici-kaliipa-parirambhi nitamba-bimbam 

urn-the two thighs ; supar!la-of Garu�a ; bhujayo{l-the two shoulders; 
adhi-on; sobhamanau-beautiful; ojaiJ-nidht-the storehouse of all energy; 
atasika-kusuma-of the linseed flower ; avabhasau- like the luster; vyiilambi
extending down; pita-yellow ; vara- exquisite ;  viisasi- on the cloth; 
vartamiina-being ; kiinci-kaliipa-by a girdle; parirambhi-encircled ; nitamba-
bimbam-His rounded hips. 

· 

TRANS LATION 

Next, the yogi should fix his mind in meditation on the Personality of 
Godhead's thighs, the storehouse of all energy. The Lord's thighs are 
whitish blue, like the luster of the linseed flower, and appear most graceful 
when the Lord is carried on the shoulders of Garuc;Ja. Also the yogi should 
contemplate upon His rounded hips, which are encircled by a girdle that 
rests on the exquisite yellow silk cloth that extends down to His ankles.  

PURPORT 

The Personality of Godhead is the reservoir of all strength, and His 
strength rests on the thighs of His transcendental body. His whole body is 
full of opulences: all riches, all strength, all fame, all beauty, all knowledge 
and all renunciation. The yogi is advised to meditate upon the transcen
dental form of the Lord, beginning from the soles of the feet and then 
gradually rising to the knees, to the thighs, and finally arriving at the face. 

Text 25] Kapila 's  Instructions on Devotional Service 1201 

The system of meditating on the Supreme Personality of Godhead begins 
from His feet. 

The description of the transcendental form of the Lord is exactly 
represented in the arcii-vigraha, the statue in the temples. Generally the 
lower part of the body of the statue of the Lord is covered with yellow 
silk. That is the V aikuJ;�.!ha dress, or the dress the Lord wears in the 
spiritual sky. This cloth extends down to the Lord's ankles. Thus, since 
the yogi has so many transcendental objectives on which to meditate , 
there is no reason for his meditating on something imaginary , as is the 
practice of the so-called yogis whose objective is impersonal. 

TEXT 25 
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niibhi-hradam bhuvana-kosa-guhodara-stham 
yatriitma-yoni-dhifiartiikhila-loka-padmam 

vyil�ham harin-mar-i-vr.sa-stanayor amu,sya 
dhyiiyed dvayam visada-hiira-mayilkha-gauram 

nabhi-hradam- the navel lake ; bhuvana-kosa-of all the worlds ; guha
the foundation ; udara-on the abdomen; stham-situated ; yatra- where; 
iitma-yoni-of Brahma ; dhi§a!la-residence; akhila-loka- containing all 
planetary systems ;  padmam-lotus;  vyu�ham-sprang up ; harit-marti-like 
emeralds ; vr�a- most exquisite ; stanayoiJ- of nipples ; amu§ya-of the Lord ; 
dhyiiyet-he should meditate on; dvayam-the pair ; viSada-white; hara
of pearl necklaces ; mayukha-from the light ; gauram-whitish. 

TRANS LATION 

The yogi should then meditate on His moonlike navel in the center of 
His abdomen. From His navel , which is the foundation of the entire 
universe, sprang the lotus stem containing all the different planetary 
systems. The lotus is the residence of Brahma, the first created being. In 
the same way, the yogi should concentrate his mind on the Lord's 
nipples, which resemble a pair of the most exquisite emeralds and which 
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appear whitish because of the rays of the milk-white pearl necklaces 
adorning His chest. 

PURPORT 

The yogi is advised next to meditate upon the navel of the Lord, which 
is the foundation of all material creation. Just as a child is connected to 
his mother by the umbilical cord, so the first-born living creature, Brahma, 
by the supreme will of the Lord, is connected to the Lord by a lotus stem. 
In the previous verse it was stated that the goddess of fortune, Lak�mi, 
who engages in massaging the legs, ankles and thighs of the Lord, is called 
the mother of Brahma, but actually Brahma is born from the abdomen of 
the Lord, not from the abdomen of his mother. These are inconceivable 
conceptions of the Lord, and one should not think materially, "How can 
the father give birth to a child?" 

It is explained in the Brahma-sarhhitii that each limb of the Lord has 
the potency of every other limb ; because everything is spiritual, His parts 
are not conditioned. The Lord can see with His ears. The material ear can 
hear but cannot see, but we understand from the Brahma-sarhhitii that the 
Lord can also see with His ears and hear with His eyes. Any organ of His 
transcendental body can function as any other organ. His abdomen is the 
foundation of all the planetary systems. Brahma holds the post of the 
creator of all planetary systems, but his engineering energy is generated 
from the abdomen of the Lord. Any creative function in the universe 
always has a direct connecting link with the Lord. The necklace of pearls 
which decorates the upper portion of the Lord's body is also spiritual, and 
therefore the yogi is advised to gaze at the whitish luster of the pearls 
decorating His chest. 

TEXT 26 
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vakfiO 'dhiviisam [fiabhasya mahii-vibhilte� 
purhsiirh mano-nayana-nirvrtim iidadhiinam 

ka[t,tham ca kaustubha-ma[ter adhibhil�a[tiirtham 
kuryiin manasy akhila-loka-namaskrtasya 

1 

Text 26 ) Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 1203 

vak�a{l-the chest ; adhiviisam-the abode ; r�abhasya-of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead ; mahii-vibhiite�-of Maha-Lak�mi; pumsam-of 
per8ons ; mana�-to the mind ; nayana-to the eyes ; nirvrtim-transcen
dental pleasure ; adadhiinam-bestowing; ka[t,tham-the neck ; ca-also ; 
kaustubha-maT}e�- of the Kaustubha gem ;  adhibhil§aT}a-artham-which 
enhances the beauty ; kuryiit-he should meditate on; manasi-in the mind ; 
akhila-loka-by the entire universe ; nama�-krtasya-who is adored. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi should then meditate on the chest of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, the abode of goddess Maha-La� mi. The Lord's chest is the 
source of all transcendental pleasure for the mind and full satisfaction for 
the eyes. The yogi should then imprint on his mind the neck of the 
Personality of Godhead, who is adored by the entire universe. The 
neck of the Lord serves to enhance the beauty of the Kaustubha gem, 
which hangs on His chest. 

PURPORT 

In the Upani�ads it is said that the various energies of the Lord are 
working to create, destroy and maintain. These inconceivable varieties of 
energy are stored in the bosom of the Lord. As people generally say, God 
is all-powerful. That prowess is represented by Maha-Lak�mi, the 
reservoir of all energies, who is situated on the bosom of the transcenden
tal form of the Lord. The yogi who can meditate perfectly on that spot 
on the transcendental form of the Lord can derive many material powers, 
which comprise the eight perfections of the yoga system. 

It is stated herein that the beauty of the neck of the Lord enhances 
the beauty of the Kaustubha gem rather than vice versa. The gem itself 
becomes more beautiful because it is situated on the neck of the Lord. A 
yogi is therefore recommended to meditate upon the Lord's neck. The 
Lord's transcendental form can either be meditated upon in the mind or 
placed in a temple in the form of a statue and decorated in such a way 
that everyone can contemplate it. Temple worship, therefore, is meant 
for persons who are not so advanced that they can meditate upon the 
form of the Lord. There is no difference between constantly visiting the 
temple and directly seeing the transcendental form of the Lord ; they are 
of equal value. The advantageous position of the yogi is that he can sit 
anywhere in a solitary place and meditate upon the form of the Lord. A 
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less advanced person, however, has to go to the temple, and as long as he 
does not go to the temple he is unable to see the form of the Lord. Either 
by hearing, seeing or meditating, the objective is the transcendental form 
of the Lord; there is no question of voidness or impersonalism . The Lord 
can bestow the blessings of transcendental pleasure upon either the 
visitor of the temple, the meditator-yogi or one who hears about the 
Lord's transcendental form from scriptures like the Srimad-Bhiigavatam or 
Bhagavad-gTtii. There are nine processes for executing devotional service, · 
of which smararwm, or meditation, is one. Yogis take advantage of the 
process of smarartam, whereas bhakti-yogis take special advantage of the 
process of hearing and chanting. 

TEXT 27 
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biihilms ca mandara-gire� parivartanena 
nirrtik ta-biihu-valayiin adh iloka-pii.liin 

saiicintayed dasa-satiiram asahya-teja� 
sankham ca tat-kara-saroruha-riija-hamsam 

biihiln-the arms ; ca-and ; mandara-gire�-of Mount Mandara ; 
parivartanena-by the revolving; ni111ikta-polished ; bahu-valayiin-the arm 
ornaments; adhiloka-piiliin-the source of the controllers of the universe; 
saiicintayet-one should meditate on; dasa-sata-aram-the Sudarsana disc 
(ten hundred spokes) ; asahya-teja�-dazzling luster ; sankham-the conch ; 
ca- also ; tat-kara-in the hand of the Lord ; saroruha-lotuslike ; raja
hanisam-like a swan. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi should further meditate upon the Lord's four arms, which are 
the source of all the powers of the demigods who control the various 
functions of material nature. Then the yogi should concentrate on the 
polished ornaments which were burnished by Mount Mandara as it 
revolved. He should also duly contemplate the Lord's discus, the 
Sudarsana cakra, which contains 1 ,000 spokes and a dazzling luster, as 
well as the conch, which looks like a swan in His lotuslike palm. 

Text 28] Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 1205 

PURPORT 

All departments of law and order emanate from the arms of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. The law and order of the universe is directed by 
different demigods, and it is here said to emanate from the Lord's arms. 
Mandara Hill is mentioned here because when the ocean was churned by 
the demons on one side and the demigods on the other, Man dar a Hill was 
taken as the churning rod. The Lord in His tortoise incarnation became 
the pivot for the churning rod, and thus His ornaments were polished by 
the turning of Mandara Hill. In other words, the ornaments on the arms 
of the Lord are as brilliant and lustrous as if they had been polished very 
recently. The wheel in the hand of the Lord, called the Sudarsana cakra, 
has 1 ,000 spokes. The yogi is advised to meditate upon each of the spokes. 
He should meditate upon each and every one of the component parts of 
the transcendental form of the Lord. 

TEXT 28 
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kaumodakim bhagavato_dayitiim smare.t  
digdhiim ariiti-bha,ta-SOT}ita-kardamena 

miiliim madhuvrata-variltha-giropaghu�,tiim 
caityasya tattvam amalam mar-im asya kaT},the 

kaumodaktm-club named Kaumodaki; bhagavata�-of the Personality 
of Godhead; dayitiim-very dear; smaret-one should remember; digdhiim
smeared ;ariiti-of the enemies ; bhata-soldiers · sonita-kardamena-with the . ' . 
bloodstains ;  malam-the garland;  madhu-vrata-of bumblebees; variltha-
of a swarm ;  girii-with the sound; upaghu§tiim-surrounded ; caityasya-of 
the living entity; tattvam-principle, truth ; amalam-pure; maT}im-the 
pearl necklace ; asya-of the Lord ; kaT}{he- on the neck. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi should meditate upon His club, which is named Kaumodaki 
and is very dear to Him. This club smashes the demons, who are always 
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inimical soldiers, and is smeared with their blood. One should also concen
trate on the nice garland on the neck of the Lord, which is always 
surrounded by bumblebees, with their nice buzzing sound, and one should 
meditate upon the pearl necklace on the Lord's neck, which is considered 
to be the pure living entities who are always engaged in His service. 

PURPORT 

The yogi must contemplate the different parts of the transcendental 
body of the Lord. Here it is stated that the constitutional position of the 
living entities should be understood. There are two kinds of living entities 
mentioned here. One is called the ariiti. They are averse to understanding 
the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. For them , the Lord 
appears with His hand clutching the terrible mace, which is always smeared 
with bloodstains from His killing of demons. Demons are also sons of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. As stated in Bhagavad-gitii, all the 
different species of living entities are sons of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. There are, however, two classes of living entities, . who act in 
two different ways. The Supreme Lord keeps those living entities who 
are pure on His neck , as one protects the jewels and pearls on the bosom 
and neck of one's body. Those living entities in pure Kr�qa consciousness 
are symbolized by the pearls on His neck. Those who are demons.and are 
inimical towards the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead are 
punished by His mace, which is always smeared with the blood of such 
fallen living entities. The club of the Lord is very dear to Him because He 
uses this instrument to smash the bodies of the demons and mix their 
blood. As mud is kneaded with water and earth, so the earthly bodies of 
the enemies of the Lord, or the atheists, are smashed by the club of the 
Lord, which becomes muddied with the blood of such demons. 

TEXT 29 
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bhrtyii.nukampita-dhiyeha grhita-miirte� 
sancintayed bhagavato vadanii.ravindam 

Text 29 ] Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 

yad visphuran-makara-kur4ala-valgitena 
vidyotitii.mala-kapolam udii.ra-niisam 

1207 

bhrtya-for the devotees ; anukampita-dhiya- out of compassion ;  iha-in 
this world ;  grhUa-miirte�-who presents different forms ; saflcintayet-one 
should meditate on;  bhagavata�-of the Personality of Godhead ; vadana
countenance ; aravindam- lotuslike ; yad-which; visphuran- glittering; 
makara-alligator-shaped; kulJtf.ala-of His earrings ; valgitena-by the oscil
lation ; vidyotita- illuminated ; amala-crystal clear ; kapolam- His cheeks ; 
udara-prominent ; nasam-His nose . 

TRANSLATION 

The yogi should then meditate on the lotuslike countenance of the 
Lord, who presents His different forms in this world out of compassion 
for the anxious devotees. His nose is prominent, and His crystal-clear 
cheeks are illuminated by the oscillation of His glittering alligator-shaped 
earrings. 

PURPORT 

The Lord descends to the material world out of His deep compassion 
for His devotees. There are two reasons for the Lord's appearance or 
incarnation in the material world. Whenever there is a discrepancy in the 
discharge of religious principles and prominence of irreligion, the Lord 
descends for the protection of the devotees and the destruction of the 
nondevotees. When He appears, His main purpose is to give solace to His 
devotees. He does not have to come Himself to destroy the demons, for 
He has many agents ; even the external energy, mii.yii, has sufficient strength 
to kill them. But when He comes to show compassion to His devotees, He 
kills the nondevotees as a matter of course. 

The Lord appears in the particular form loved by a particular type of 
devotee. There are millions of forms of the Lord, but they are one 
Absolute. As stated in the Brah ma-samhitii, advaitam acyutam aniidim 
ananta-riipam: all the different forms of the Lord are one, but some 
devotees want to see Him in the form of Radha and Kr�qa, others prefer 
Him as Sita and Ramacandra, others would see Him as Lak�mi-Naraya!)a 
and others want to see Him as four-handed Naraya!)a, Vasudeva. The Lord 
has innumerable forms, and He appears in a particular form as preferred by 
a particular type of devotee. A yogi is advised to meditate upon the forms 
that are approved by devotees. A yogi cannot imagine a form for 
meditation. Those so-called yogis who manufacture a circle or target are 
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engaged in nonsense. Actually, a yogi must meditate upon the form of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead that has been experienced by the Lord's 
pure devotees. Yogi means devotee. Yogis who are not actually pure 
devotees should follow in the footsteps of devotees. It is especially 
mentioned here that the yogi should meditate upon the form which is· thus 
approved; he cannot manufacture a form of the Lord. 

TEXT 30 
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yac chri-niketam alibh* parisevyamtinam 
bhiltya svaya ku.tila-kuntala-vrnda-jufl.tam 

mina-dvaytisrayam adhikflipad abja-netram 
dhyayen manomayam atandrita ullasad-bhru 

yat-which face of the Lord; srt-niketam-a lotus ;  alibhi�-by bees; 
parisevyamiinam-surrounded ; bhiltyii-by elegance; svaya-its ;  · ku!ila
curly; kuntala-of hair; vrnda-by a multitude ; ju�.tam-adorned ; mina-of 
fish ; dvaya-a pair ;iisrayam-dwelling; adhik§ipat-putting to shame; abja
a lotus;  netram-having eyes ; dhyiiyet-one should meditate on ; manaft
mayam-formed in the mind ; atandrita�-attentive; ullasat- dancing; bhru
having eyebrows . .  

TRANSLATION 

The yogi then meditates upon the beautiful face. of the Lord , which is 
adorned with curly hair and decorated by lotuslike eyes and dancing 
eyebrows. A lotus surrounded by swarming bees and a pair of swimming 
fish would be put to shame by its elegance. 

PURPORT 

One important statement here is dhytiyen manomayam. Manomayam 
is not imagination. Impersonalists think that the yogi can imagine any 
form that he likes, but, as stated here, the yogi must meditate upon the 
form of the Lord which is experienced by devotees. Devotees never 

Text 3 1 )  Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 1209 

imagine a form of the Lord. They are not satisfied by something imaginary. 
The Lord has different eternal forms; each devotee likes a particular form · 
and thus engages himself in the service of the Lord by worshiping that 
form. The Lord's form is depicted in different ways according to 
scriptures. As already discussed, there are eight kinds of representations of 
the original form of the Lord. These representations can be produced by 
the use of clay, stone, wood, paint, sand, etc. ,  depending upon the 
resources of the devotee. 

Manomayam is a carving of the form of the Lord within the mind. 
This is included as one of the eight different carvings of the form of the 
Lord. It is not imagination. Meditation on the actual form of the Lord may 
be manifested in different manners, but i t  should not be concluded that 
one has to imagine a form. There are two comparisons in this verse: first, 
the Lord's face is compared to a lotus, and then His black hair is com
pared to humming bees swarming around the lotus, and His two eyes are 
compared to two fish swimming about. A lotus flower on the water is very 
beautiful when surrounded by humming bees and fish. The Lord's face is 
self-sufficient and complete. His beauty defies the natural beauty of a lotus. 

TEXT 31 
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tasyavalokam adhikam krpayiitighora
tiipa-trayopasamantiya nisn.tam akfl!W� 

snigdha-smitiinuguritam vipula-prasadam 
dhyiiyec cirani vipula-bhiivanayii guhiiyiim 

tasya-of the Personality of Godhead; avalokam-glances ; adhikam
frequent ;  krpayii-with compassion ; atighora-most fearful; tiipa-traya
threefold agonies; upasamaniiya- soothing; nis[§{am-cast ; ak§T}O�-from 
His eyes; snigdha-loving; smita-smiles; anuguT}itam-accompanied by; 
vipula- abundant ;  prasiidam-full of grace; dhyiiyet-he should contem
plate ; ciram-for a long time ; vipula-full ; bhiivanayti-with devotion ; 
guhiiyiim- in the heart. 
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TRANSLATION 

The yogis should contemplate with full devotion upon the compassionate 
glances frequently cast by the Lord's eyes, for they soothe the most 
fearful threefold agonies of His devotees. His glances, accompanied by 
loving smiles, are full of abundant grace. 

PURPORT 

As long as one is in conditional life, in the material body, it is natural 
that he will suffer from anxieties and agonies. One cannot avoid the 
influence of material energy, even when one is on the transcendental . 
plane. Sometimes disturbances come, but the agonies and anxieties of the 
devotees are at once mitigated when they think of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead in His beautiful form or the smiling face of the Lord. The 
Lord bestows innumerable favors upon His devotee, and the greatest 
manifestation of His grace is His smiling face, which is full of compassion 
for His pure devotees. 

TEXT 32 
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hiisarh harer avanatiikhila-loka-ttvra
sokiiSru-siigara-viSoflaram atyudiiram 

sammohaniiya racitarh nija-mayayiisya 
bhril-maT)galani muni-krte makara-dhvajasya 

hiisam-the smile; hare[l.-of Lord Sri Hari ; avanata-bowed ; akhila-all ; 
loka-for persons; ttvra-soka-caused by intense grief ;asru-siigara-the ocean 
of tears ;vis'o�a�am-drying up ; ati-udiiram-most benevolent ; sammohaniiya 
-for charming; racitam-manifested ;  nija-mayaya-by His internal potency ; 
asya-His; bhru-ma�galam- arched eyebrows ;  muni-krte-for the good of 
the sages; makara-dhvajasya-of the sex god. 

TRANSLATION 

, A yogi should similarly meditate on the most benevolent smile of Lord 
Sri Hari, a smile which, for all those who bow to Him, dries away the 

Text 33] Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 12ll  

ocean of tears caused by intense grief. He should also meditate on His 
arched eyebrows, which are manifested by His internal potency in order 
to charm the sex god for the good of the sages. 

PURPORT 

The entire universe is full of miseries, and therefore the inhabitants of 
this material universe are always shedding tears out of intense grief. There 
is a great ocean of water made from such tears, but for one who surrenders 
unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the ocean of tears is at once 
dried up. One need only see the charming smile of the Supreme Lord. In 
other words, the bereavement of material existence immediately subsides 
when one sees the charming smile of the Lord. 

It is stated in this verse that the charming eyebrows of the Lord are so 
fascinating that they cause one to forget the charms of sense attraction. 
The conditioned souls are shackled to material existence because they are 
captivated by the charms of sense gratification, especially sex life. The 
sex god is called makara-dhvaja. The charming brows of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead protect the sages and devotees from being 
charmed by material lust and sex attraction. Yamunacarya, a great 
iiciirya, said that ever since he had seen the charming pastimes of the Lord, 
the charms of sex life had become abominable for him, and the mere 
thought of sex enj oyment would cause him to spit and turn his face. Thus 
if anyone wants to be aloof from sex attraction he must see the charming 
smile and fascinating eyebrows of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 33 
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bhiisiiru[liiyita-tanu-dvija-kunda-paitk ti 
dh yiiyet svadeha-kuhare 'vasitasya Vifl[lOr 

bhaktyiirdrayiirpita-manii na p[thag didrk.set 

dhyana-ayanam- easily meditated upon ;prahasitam- the laughter;bahula 
-abundant ; adhara-o�tha-of His lips ; bhiisa-by the splendor; arw;ziiyita-
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rendered rosy; tanu-small ; dvija-teeth ; kunda-parikti-like a row of jasmine 
buds; dhyiiyet-he should meditate upon ; sva-deha-kuhare-in the core of 
his heart ; avasitasya-who resides ; vi.s!loft-of Viwu; bhaktya-with devo
tion; ardraya-steeped in love ; arpita-manii{t-his mind being fixed ; na-not; 
prthak-anything else; didrkflet-he should desire to see. 

TRANSLATION 

With devotion steeped in love and affection, the yogi should meditate 
within the core of his heart upon the laughter of Lord Vi��u. The 
laughter of Vi��u is so captivating that it can be easily meditated 
upon. When the Supreme Lord is laughing one cari see His small teeth, 
which resemble jasmine buds rendered rosy by the splendor of His lips. 
Once devoting his mind to this, the yogi should no longer desire to see 
anything else. 

PURPORT 

It is recommended that the yogt visualize the laughter of the Lord 
after studying His smile very carefully. These particular descriptions of 
meditation on the smile, laughter, face, lips and teeth all indicate con
clusively that God is not impersonal. It is described herein that one should 
meditate on the laughter or smiling of Vi�p.u. There is no other actiYity that 
can completely cleanse the heart of the devotee. The exceptional beauty 
of the laughter of Lord Vi�p.u is that when He smiles His small teeth, 
which resemble the buds of j asmine flowers, at once become reddish, 
reflecting His rosy lips. If the yogt is able to place the beautiful face of the 
Lord in the core of his heart, then he will be completely satisfied. In other 
words, when one is absorbed in seeing the beauty of the Lord within 
himself, the material attraction can no longer disturb him. 

TEXT 34 

�ct ro .... qf(l � 
�����:st+il�ld\1 

atl�CfiGaq'i('qW�T ��-
��"EI'Ift:ti41wt�f4�� � � ��I I 

evarh harau bhagavati pratilabdha-bhiivo 
bhaktyii dravad-dhrdaya utpulaka� pramodiit 

Text 34] Kapila 's Instructions on Devotional Service 

autka!l.thya-biiflpa-kalayii. muhur ardyamii.nas 
tac cii.pi citta-baflisarh sanakair viyunkte 

1213 

evam-thus ; harau-towards Lord Hari ; bhagavati-the Personality of 
Godhead ; pratilabdha-developed ; bhii.va{t-pure love; bhaktyii.-by devo
tional service ; dravat- melting; hrdaya�-his heart; utpulaka�-experiencing 
standing of the hairs of the body ; pramodii.t-from excessive joy ; autka"{l_th ya 
-occasioned by intense love ; bii.flpa-kalayii.-by a stream of tears ; muhu[l,
constantly; ardyamii.na{t-being afflicted ; tat-that; ca- and ; api-even; 
cit ta-the mind ; bar} is am-hook; sanakai{t-gradually ; viyunk te-withdraws. 

TRANSLATION 

By following this course, the yogi gradually develops pure love for the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Hari. In the course of his progress in 
devotional service, the hairs on his body stand erect through excessive 
joy, and he is constantly bathed in a stream of tears occasioned by 
intense love. Gradually, even the mind which he used as a means to 
attract the Lord, as one attracts a fish to a hook, withdraws from material 
activity. 

PURPORT 

Here it is clearly mentioned that meditation, which is an action of the 
mind, is not the perfect stage of samiidhi or absorption. In the beginning 
the mind is employed in attracting the form of the Supreme Personality · 
of Godhead, but in the higher stages there is no question of using the 
mind. A devotee becomes accustomed to serving the Supreme Lord by 
purification of his senses. In other words, the yoga principles of medita
tion are required as long as one is not situated in pure devotional service. 
The mind is used to purify the senses, but when the senses are purified 
by meditation, there is no need to sit in a particular place and to try to 
meditate upon the form of the Lord. One becomes so habituated that he 
automatically engages in the personal service of the Lord. When the mind 
forcibly is engaged upon the form of the Lord, this is called nirbija-yoga, 
or lifeless yoga, for the yogi does not automatically engage in the personal 
service of the Lord. But when he is constantly thinking of the Lord, that 
is called sabija-yoga or living yoga. One has to be promoted to the plat-
form of living yoga. 

· 
One should engage in the service of the Lord twenty-four hours a day, 

as confirmed in the Brahma-samhitii.. The stage of premii.njana-cchurita 
can be attained by developing complete love. When one's love for the 
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Supreme Personality of Godhead in devotional service is fully developed, 
he always sees the Lord, even without artificially meditating on His form. 
His vision is divine because he has no other engagement. At this stage of 
spiritual realization it is not necessary to engage the mind artificially. 
Since the meditation which is recommended in the lower stages is a means 
to come to the platform of devotional service, those who are already 
engaged in the transcendental loving service of the Lord are above such 
meditation. This stage of perfection is called Kn;pa consciousness. 

TEXT 35 

�"� � f;tf4tt4 � 
f.1ii4tut'l'b0Rf �: mu �: 1 

311€+119tiist ��-
� �f.tt�g«ibiii41&: � ���� � 

muk tasrayam yarhi niroi§ayam viraktam 
niroO:"{!am rcchati mana� sahasa yatharci� 

atmanam atra puru.so 'vyavadhanam ekam 
anvik§ate pratinivrtta-gu"{!a-pravaha� 

mukta-O:srayam- situated in liberation; yarhi-at which time; niroi§ayam 
-detached from sense objects ; virak tam- indifferent ; niroO:"{!am-extinction; 
rcchati-obtains ; mana�-the mind; sahasa-immediately ; yathii- like; arci� 
-the flame ; iitmiinam-the mind; atra-at this time ; puru�a�-a person ;  
avyavadhanam-without separation ; ekam-one ; anvik�ate-experiences; 
pratinivrtta-freed; gu"{!a-pravaha�-from the flow of material qualities. 

TRANSLATION 

m.en the mind is thus completely freed from all material contamination 
and detached from material objectives, it is just like the flame of a lamp. 
At that time the mind is actually dovetailed with that of the Supreme Lord 
and is experienced as one with Him because it is freed from the interactive 
flow of the material qualities. 

PURPORT 

In the material world the activities of the mind are acceptance and 
rejection. As long as the mind is in material consciousness, it must be 
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forcibly trained to accept meditation on the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, but when one is actually elev a ted to loving the Supreme Lord, 
then the mind is automatically absorbed in thought of the Lord. In such 
a position a yogi has no other thought than to serve the Lord. This 
dovetailing of the mind with the desires of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead is called nirvO:"{!a, or making the mind one with the Supreme Lord. 

The best example of nirvO:"{!a is cited in Bhagavad-gita. In the beginning 
the mind of Arjuna deviated from Kr�t:ta's. Kr�t:ta wanted Arjuna to fight, 
but Arjuna did not want to, so there was disagreement. But after hearing 
Bhagavad-gita from the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Arjuna dove
tailed his mind with Kr�t:ta's desire. This is called oneness. This oneness, 
however, did not cause Arjuna and Kr�t:ta to lose their individualities. The 
Mayavadi philosophers cannot understand this. They think that oneness 
necessitates loss of individuality. Actually, however, we find in Bhagavad
gita that individuality is not lost. When the mind is completely purified in 
love of Godhead, then the mind becomes the mind of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. The mind at that time does not act separately, 
nor does it act without inspiration to fulfill the desire of the Lord. The 
individual liberated soul has no other activity. Pratinivrtta-gu"{!a-pravaha�. 
In the conditioned state the mind is always engaged in activity impelled 
by the three modes of the material world, but in the transcendental stage, 
the material modes cannot disturb the mind of the devotee. The devotee 
has no other concern than to satisfy the desires of the Lord. That is the 
highest stage of perfection, called niroii"{!a or niroii"{!a- muk ti. At this stage 
the mind becomes completely free from material desire. 

Y atharci�. A rei� means flame. When a lamp is broken or the oil is 
finished, we see that the flame of the lamp goes out, but according to 
scientific understanding, the flame is not extinguished; it is conserved·. 
This is conservation of energy. Similarly, when the mind stops function
ing on the material platform, it is conserved in the activities of the Supreme 
Lord. The Mayavadi philosophers' conception of cessation of the 
functions of the mind is explained here : cessation of the mental functions 
means cessation of activities conducted under the influence of the three 
modes of material nature. 

TEXT 36 

� � �f.tt�l 
(tM;:qft...,_.ii4ftHt: �:� I 
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««�t(Q((1Rt � �=�� 
��aqMq(a�: � �� �  

so 'py etayii caramayii manaso nivrttyii 
tasmin mahimny avasitafz sukha-dufzkha- bahye 

hetutvam apy asati kartari dufzkhayor yat 
sviitman vidhatta upalabdha-paratma-kii_s_thaf:t 

sa�- the yogi; api- moreover; etaya- by this ; caramayii- ultimate ; 
manasa�-of the mind; nivrttya-by cessation of material reaction ; tasmin
in his ; mah imni-ultimate glory ; avasita�- situated; sukha-du�kha-bahye
outside of happiness and distress; he tutvam-the cause ; api-indeed ; asati
a product of ignorance; kartari-in the false ego ; du�khayo�-of pleasure 
and pain ;  yat-which ; sva-atman-to his own self; vidhatte-he attributes ; 
upalabdha-realized; para-iitma-of the Personality of Godhead; kii_s!haf:t
the highest truth. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus situated in the highest transcendental stage, the mind ceases from 
all material reaction and becomes situated in its own glory, transcendental 
to all material conceptions of happiness and distress. At that time the 
yogi realizes the truth of his relationship with the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. He discovers that pleasure and pain as well as their interactions, 
which he attributed to his own self, are actually due to the false ego, which 
is a product of ignorance. 

PURPORT 

Forgetfulness of one's relationship with the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead is a product of ignorance. By yoga practice one can eradicate 
this ignorance of thinking oneself independent of the Supreme Lord. 
One's actual relationship is eternally that of love. The living entity is 
meant to render transcendental loving service to the Lord. Forgetfulness 
of that sweet relationship is called ignorance, and in ignorance one is 
impelled by the three material modes of nature to think himself the 
enjoyer. When the devotee 's mind is purified and he understands that his 
mind has to be dovetailed with the desires of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, that is the perfectional, transcendental stage, which is beyond 
the perception of material distress and happiness. 

As long as one acts on his own account, he is subjected to all the material 
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perceptions of so-called happiness and distress. Actually there is  no happi
ness. Just as there is no happiness in any of the activities of a madman, so 
in material activities the mental concoctions of happiness and distress are 
false . Actually everything is distress. 

When the mind is dovetailed to act according to the desire of the 
Lord, that is the transcendental stage. The desire to lord it over material 
nature is the cause of ignorance, and when that desire is completely 
extinguished and the desires are dovetailed with those of the Supreme 
Lord, that is the perfectional stage. Upalabdha-par'iitma-k'O.§!hafz . 
Upalabdha means realization. Realization necessarily indicates individual
ity. In the perfectional, liberated stage, there is actual realization .  
Nivrttyii means that the living entity keeps his individuality ; oneness 
means that he realizes happiness in the happiness of the Supreme Lord. 
In the Supreme Lord there is nothing but happiness. Anandamayo 'bhy'iis'iit: 
the Lord is by nature full of transcendental happiness. In the liberated 
stage, oneness with the Supreme Lord means that one has no realization 
other than happiness. But the individual still exists, otherwise this word 
upalabdha, individual realization of transcendental happiness, would not 
have been used. 

TEXT 37 

� :q d ;r �: f�<H14f€1q� � 
� f�Nii4f{t �s�•tq«&J�( I 

��u�qeq'-1 �tttt�na>q� 
emit� qftid qfa>(tqa>Pf: I I  �\91 1 

deham ca tam na caramaf:t sthitam utthitam vii 
siddho vipasyati yato 'dhyagamat svariipam 

daiviid upetam atha daiva-vasiid apetam 
viiso yathii parikrtam madirii-madiindhaf:t 

deham- material body ; ca- and ; tam- that ; na- not ; carama�- last ; 
sthitam-sitting; utthitam-rising; v'ii-or; siddha�-the realized soul; vipasyati 
-can conceive; yata�-because ; adh yagamat-he has achieved ; sva-rupam
his real identity; daivat- according to destiny ;  upetam- arrived ; atka
moreover ; daiva-vasat-according to destiny ; apetam- departed ; vasa�
clothing ; yath'ii- as ; parikrtam- put on ; madirii-mada-andha[l-one who is 
blinded by intoxication. 
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TRANSLATION 

Because he has achieved his real identity, the perfectly realized soul �as n? conception of how the material body is moving or acting, just as an 
mtoxiCated person cannot understand whether or not he has clothing on 
his body. 

PURPORT 

This stage of life is explained by Rupa Gosvami in his Bhak ti-rasamrta
sindhu. A person whose mind is completely dovetailed with the desir� of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and who engages one hundred 
percent in the service of the Lord, forgets his material bodily demands. 

TEXT 38 

��sfq ��: � �� 
� stRR1¥iltJ���: I 

d «SN9il¥d\ttta(1¥UN4\•u 
� � � sd'(t�(f4�: I I  �G i l  

deho 'pi daiva-vasaga� khalu karma yavat 
svarambhakarh pratisamikflata eva sasu� 

tam saprapaficam adhiriiflha-samadhi-yoga� 
svapnarh punar na bhajate pratibuddha-vastu� 

deha�-the body; api-moreover ; daiva-vasa-ga�- under the control of 
the Personality of Godhead ; khalu-indeed; karma-activities ; yiivat-as 
much as ; sva-iirambhakam-begun by himself; pratisamik§ate-continues to 
function ; eva- certainly ; sa-asu�- along with the senses ; tam-the body; 
sa-prapancan:-w_ith its expansio?s ; adhirilf/ha-samiidhi-yoga�-being situ
ated m samadhl by yoga practice; sviipnam-born in a dream ; punah
again; na-not ; bhajate-he does accept as his own; pratibuddha-awake;  
vastu�-to his constitutional position. 

TRANS LATION 

The body of such a liberated yogi, along with the senses, is taken charge 
of by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and it functions until its 
destined activities are finished. Because the liberated devotee, being awake 
to his �onstitutional position and thus situated in samadhi, the highest 
perfechonal stage of yoga, does not accept the by-products of the material 
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body as his own, he considers his bodily activities to be like the activities 
of a body in a dream. 

PURPORT 

The following questions may be posed. As long as the liberated soul is 
in contact with the body, why don't the bodily activities affect him? 
Doesn't he actually become contaminated by the action and reaction of 
material activities? In answer to such questions, this verse explains that 
the material body of a liberated soul is taken charge of by the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. It is not acting due to the living force of the living 
entity ; it is simply acting as a reaction to past activities. Even after being 
switched off, an electric fan moves for some time. That movement is not 
due to the electric current, but is a continuation of the last movement; 
similarly, although a liberated soul appears to be acting just like an ordi
nary man, his actions are to be accepted as the continuation of past 
activities. In a dream one may see himself expanded through many bodies, 
but when awake he can understand that those bodies· were all false. 
Similarly, although a liberated soul has the by-products of the body
children, wife, house, etc.-he does not identify himself with those bodily 
expansions. He knows that they are all products of the material dream. The 
gross body is made of the gross elements of matter, and the subtle body is 
made of mind, intelligence, ego and contaminated consciousness. If one 
can accept the subtle body of a dream as false and not identify oneself with 
that body, then certainly an awake person need not identify with the gross 
body. As one who is awake has no connection with the activities of the 
body in a dream, an awakened liberated soul has no connection with the 
activities of the present body. In other words, because he is acquainted 
with his constitutional position, he never accepts the bodily concept of 
life . 

TEXT 39 

� � ft� 90votiQ�: SRft� I 
31411�¥(��'1lf¥fqij��: �'" 1 1 �,1 1  

yatha. putrac ca vittii.c ca 
prthan martya� pratiyate 

apy atmatvenabhimatii.d 
deha.de� puru.sas tatha. 
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yathii-as; putriit-from a son ; ca- and ;  vittiit-from wealth ; ca-also ; 
prthak-differently; martya�-a mortal man ;prattyate-isunderstood; api
even; iitmatvena-by nature ; abhimatat-for which one has affection ; deha
iide�-from his material body, senses and mind ; puru.sa{l-the liberated 
soul; tatha-similarly. 

TRANSLATION 

Because of great affection for family and wealth, one accepts a son and 
some money as his own, and due to affection for the material body, one 
thinks that it is his. But actually, as one can understand that his family and 
wealth are different from him, so the liberated soul can understand that 
he and his body are not the same. 

PURPORT 

The status of real knowledge is explained in this verse . There are many 
children, but we accept some children as our sons and daughters because of 
our affection for them, although we know very well that these children are 
different from us. Similarly, because of great affection for money, we 
accept some amount of wealth in the bank as ours. In the same way, we 
claim that the body is ours because of affection for it. I say that it is "my" 
body. I then extend that possessive concept and say, "It is my hand, my 
leg," and further, "It is my bank balance, my son, my daughter ."  But 
actually I know that the son and the money are separate from me. It is the 
same with the body ; I  am separate from my body. It is a question of under
standing, and the proper understand,ing is called pratibuddha. By obtaining 
knowledge in devotional service, or Kr�l).a consciousness , one can become 
a liberated soul. 

TEXT 40 

:qqltiflctilft'i��111fii ((4Qwt�� I 
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yatholmukiid visphulingiid 
dhiimiid viipi sva-sambhaviit 

apy iitmatveniibhimatiid 
yathiigni[l prthag ulmukiit 

yatha-as; ulmukiit-from the flames ; visphulingat-from the sparks; 
dhumiit-from the smoke ; vii-or ; api-even ; sva-sambhaviit-produced from 
itself; api-although ; atmatvena-by nature ; abhimatiit-intimately con-
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nected ;  yatha-as ; agni�-the fire ; prthak-different ; ulmukiit-from the 
flames. 

TRANS LATION 
The blazing fire is different from the flames, from the sparks and from 

the smoke, although all are intimately connected because they are born 
from the same blazing wood. 

PURPORT 

Although the blazing firewood, the sparks, the smoke and the flame 
cannot stay apart because each of them is part and parcel of the fire, still 
they are different from one another. A less intelligent person accepts the 
smoke as fire, although fire and smoke are completely different. The heat 
and light of the fire are separate, although one cannot differentiate fire 
from heat and light. 

TEXT 41 

\����:ifi�n{ I 
3ffii4t � 'NaS(tl � JttAQ�: 1 1\l � l l 

bhiitendriyiinta[l-karariit 
pradhiiniij jiva-sarh jiiitiit 

iitmii tathii prthag drafiJii 
bhagaviin b rah ma-sarh jiiita{l 

bhiUa-the five elements; indriya-the senses ; anta�-karar;tiit-from the 
mind; pradhaniit-from the pradhiina; jtva-sarhjnitiit-from the jtva soul; 
iitmii-the Paramatma; tatha-so ; prthak-different ; dra§fii- the seer; 
bhagaviin-the Personality of Godhead; brahma-sarhjnita�-called Brahman. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is known as Pararh Brahma, 
is the seer. He is different from the jiva soul, or individual living entity, who 
is combined with the senses, the five elements and consciousness. 

PURPORT 

A clear conception of the complete whole is given herewith. The living 
entity is different from the material elements, and the supreme living 
entity, the Personality of Godhead, who is the creator of the material 
elements, is also different from the individual living entity. This philosophy 
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is propounded by Lord Caitanya as acintya-bhediibheda-tattva. Everything 
is simultaneously one with and different from everything else. The cosmic 
manifestation created by the Supreme Lord by His material energy is also 
simultaneously different and nondifferent from Him. The material energy 
is nondifferent from the Supreme Lord, but at the same time, because 
that energy is acting in a different way, it is different from Him. Similarly, 
the individual living entity is one with and different from the Supreme 
Lord. This "simultaneously one and different" philosophy is the perfect 
conclusion of the Bhiigavata school, as confirmed here by Kapiladeva. 

Living entities are compared to the sparks of a fire. As stated in the 
previous verse, fire, flame, smoke and firewood are combined together. 
Here the living entity, the material elements and the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead are combined together . The exact position of the living entities 
is just like that of the sparks of a fire ; they are part and parcel. The 
material energy is compared to the smoke. The fire is also part and parcel 
of the Supreme Lord. In the Vi§r.u Puriir.a it is said that whatever we can 
see or experience, either in the material or spiritual world, is an expansion 
of the different energies of the Supreme Lord. As fire distributes its light 
and heat from one place, so the Supreme Personality of Godhead distributes 
His different energies all over His creation. 

The four principles of the V ai��ava philosophic doctrine are 
suddhiidvaita, purified oneness, dvaitiidvaita, simultaneous oneness and 
difference, visi§tiidvaita and dvaita. All four principles of V ai��ava philoso
phy are based on the thesis of Srimad-Bhiigavatam explained in these two 
verses. 

TEXT 42 

«'�� �U€411•f � "4AAR I 
�ijiwww:ct•n�ww \a�t4 ij\l€iliji( uv�u 

sarva-bhilte.su ciitmiinam 
sarva-bhutiini ciitmani 

ikfie tiinan ya-b hiivena 
bhiltefiV iva tad-iitmatiim 

sarva-bhiite�u-in all manifestations ; ca-and; iitmiinam-the soul; sarva
bhiltiini-all manifestations ; ca-also ; iitmani-in the Supreme Spirit ; ik�eta 
-he should see; ananya-bhiivena-with equal vision ; bhilte�u-in all mani
festations ; iva-as; tat-iitmatiim-the nature of itself. 
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TRANSLATION 

A yogi should see the same soul in all manifestations, for all that exists 
is a manifestation of different energies of the Supreme. In this way the 
devotee should see all living entities without distinction. That is realization 
of the Supreme Soul. 

PURPORT 

As stated in the Brahma-sarhhitii, not only does the Supreme Soul enter 
each and every universe, but He enters even the atoms. The Supreme 
Soul is present everywhere in the dormant stage, and when one can see the 
presence of the Supreme Soul everywhere, he is liberated from material 
designations. 

The word sarva-bhilte§u is to be understood as follows. There are four 
different divisions of species-living entities which sprout from the earth, 
living entities born of fermentation or germination, living entities which 
come from eggs, and living entities which come from the embryo. These 
four divisions of living entities are expanded in 8,400,000 species of life. A 
person who is freed from material designations can see the same quality of 
spirit present everywhere or in every manifested living entity. Less intelli
gent men think that plants and grass grow out of the earth automatically, 
but one who is actually intelligent and has realized the self can see that 
this growth is not automatic; the cause is the soul, and the forms come 
out in material bodies under different conditions. By fermentation in the 
laboratory many germs are born, but this is due to the presence of the soul. 
The material scientist thinks that eggs are lifeless, but that is not a fact. 
From Vedic scripture we can understand that living entities in different 
forms are generated under different conditions. Birds evolve from eggs, 
and beasts and human beings are born from the embryo. The perfect vision 
of the yogi or devotee is that he sees the presence of the living entity 
everywhere. 

TEXT 43 

�- � G4(tfij� ;n;n !Rfm I 
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sva-yonifiu yathii jyotir 
ekam niinii pratiyate 

yoniniirh gur-a-vaifiamyiit 
tathiitmii prakrtau sthita� 
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sva-yoni§u-in forms of wood; yathii-as ; jyoti�-fire ;  ekam-one; niinii
differently ; pratiyate-is exhibited; yoniniim-of different wombs; gul}a
vai§amyiit-from the different conditions of the modes; tathii-so ; iitmii
the spirit soul ; prakrtau-in the material nature ; sthita�-situated. 

TRANSLATION 

As fire is exhibited in different forms of wood, so, under different 
conditions of the modes of material nature, the pure spirit soul manifests 
itself in different bodies. 

PURPORT 

It is to be understood that the body is designated. Prakrti is an interaction 
by the three modes of material nature, and according to these modes, 
someone has a small body, and someone has a very large body. For exam
ple, the fire in a big piece of wood appears to be very big, and in a stick 
the fire appears to be small. Actually, the quality of fire is the same 
everywhere, but the manifestation of material nature is such that according 
to the fuel, the fire appears to be bigger and smaller. Similarly, the soul 
in the universal body, although of the same quality, is different from the 
soul in the smaller body. 

The small particles of soul are just like sparks of the larger soul. The 
greatest soul is the Supersoul, but the Supersoul is quantitatively different 
from the small soul. The Supersoul is described in the Vedic literature as 
the supplier of all necessities of the smaller soul (nityo nityaniim). One 
who understands this distinction between the Supersoul and the indi
vidual soul is above lamentation and is in a peaceful position. When the 
smaller soul thinks himself quantitatively as big as the larger soul, he is 
under the spell of maya, for that is not his constitutional position. No one 
can become the greater soul simply by mental speculation. 

The smallness or greatness of different souls is described in the Varaha 

Puriirw as svamsa-vibhinnarhsa. The sviimsa soul is the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, and the vibhinniimsa souls, or small particles, are eternally 
small particles, as confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii (mamaiviirhso jiva-loke 

jiva-bhiita[t saniitanaft). The small living entities are eternally part and 
parcel, and therefore it is not possible for them to be quantitatively as 
great as the Supersoul. 

TEXT 44 
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tasmad imam svam prakrtim 
daivtrh sad-asad-atmikam 

duroibhavyarh pariibhavya 
svariipertavati§.thate 
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tasmiit-thus; imiim-this; sviim-own; prakrtim-material energy ; daivtm 
-divine ; sat-asat-iitmikiim-consisting of cause and effect; durvibhiivyiim
difficult to understand ;  pariibhiivya-after conquering; sva-riipe1Ja-in the 
self-realized position ;  avati§thate-he remains. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus the yogi can be in the self-realized position after conquering the 
insurmountable spell of maya, who presents herself as both the cause and 
effect of this material manifestation and is therefore very difficult to 
understand. 

PURPORT 

It is stated in Bhagavad-gitii that the spell of miiyii, which covers the 
knowledge of the living entity, is insurmountable. However, one who 
surrenders unto Kr�J;la, the Supr;eme Personality of Godhead, can conquer 
this seemingly insurmountable 'spell of mayii. Here also it is stated that 
the daivi prakrt� or the external· energy of the Supreme Lord, is dur
vibhavyii, very difficult to understand' and very difficult to conquer. One 
rnus�, however, conqu�r this insurmountable spell of maya, and this is 
possible, by the grace of the Lord, when God reveals Himself to the 
surrendered soul. It is also stated here, svariipe1Jiivati�thate. Svariipa 
means that one has to know that he is not the Supreme Soul but rather 
part and parcel of the Supreme Soul ; that is self-realizatio� . To think 
falsely that one is the Supreme Soul and that he is all-pervading is not 
svariipa. This is not realization of his actual position. The real position is 
that he is part and parcel. It is recommended here that one remain in that 
position of actual self-realization. In Bhagavad-gitii this understanding is 
defined as Brahman realization. 

After Brahman realization;  one can engage in the activities of Brahman. 
As long as one is not self-realized, he engages in activities based on false 
identification with the body. When one is situated in his real self, then 
the activities of Brahman realization begin. The Mayavadi philosophers 
say that after Brahman realization, all activities stop, but that is not 
actually so. If the soul is so active in its abnormal condition, existing 
under the covering of matter, how can one deny its activity when free? 
An example may be cited here. If a man in a diseased condition is very 
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active , how can one imagine that when he is free from the disease he will 
be inactive? Naturaily the conclusion is that when one is free from all 
disease, his activities are pure. It may be said that the activities of Brahman 
realization are different from those of conditional life , but that does not 
stop activity. This is indicated in Bhagavad-gita (Bg. 18.54) :  After one 
realizes oneself to be Brahman, devotional service begins. Mad-bhak tim 
labhate param: After Brahman realization ,  one can engage in the devotional 
service of the Lord. Therefore devotional service of the Lord is activity 
in Brahman realization. 

For those who engage in devotional service there is no spell of maya, 
and their situation is all-perfect. The duty of the living entity, as a part 
and parcel of the whole, is to render devotional service to the whole. 
That is the ultimate perfection of life. 

Thus end the Bhak tivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Twenty
eighth Chapter, of the Snmad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Lord Kapila's 
Instructions on the Execution of Devotional Service. " 

t 

CHAPTER TWENTY-N INE 

Explanation of DeVotiOnal service 

by LOrd KaPila 

TEXTS 1 -2 

� Cf( 1ft {5'#1..., 
� .. ,�l(lWil �: � � I 
� �� ir-1 � 11 � 1 1 
� til\.�!  ..m � � I 
¥tAfi:41•t� 1t � llft �(6('lit: � I I  � I I  

devahutir uvaca 
lak.sapam mahad..adinam 

prakrte� puru.sasya ca 
svarupam lak�yate 'mi�am 

yena tat-paramarthikam 

yatha sankh ye�u kathitam 
yan-mulam tat pracak§ate 

bhakti-yogasya me margarh 
bruhi vistarasa� prabho 

devahiUi� uviica-Devahilti said ; lak�a�am-symptoms ;  mahat-li.dinlim
of the mahat-tattva and so on; prakrte�-of material nature; puru�asya
of the spirit ; ca-and ;  sva-rupam-the nature ; lak�yate- is described ;amt§iim 
-of those ; yena-by which ; tat-plirama-arthikam-the true nature of them ; . 
yathli-as; siinkhye§u-in sankhya philosophy ; kathitam-is explained; 
yat-of which; mulam-ultimate end; tat-that ; pracak�ate-they call; 
bhakti-yogasya-of devotional service ; me-to me; mlirgam-the path; 
bruhi-please explain ; vistarasa�-at length;prabho- my dear Lord Kapila .  
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TRANSLATION 

Devahiiti inquired: My dear Lord, You have already very scientifically 
described the symptoms of the total material nature and the characteristics 
of the spirit according to the sankhya system of philosophy. Now I shall 
request You to explain the path of devotional service, which is the ultimate 
end of all philosophical systems . 

PURPORT 

In this Twenty-ninth Chapter, the glories of devotional service are 
elaborately explained, and the influence of time on the conditioned 
soul is also described. The purpose of elaborately describing the influence 
of time is to detach the conditioned soul from his material activities, 
which are considered to be simply a waste of time. In the previous 
chapter, material nature, the spirit and the Supreme Lord or Supersoul 
are analytically studied, and in this chapter the principles of bhakti-yoga 
or devotional service-the execution of activities in the eternal relationship 
between the living entities and the Personality of Godhead-are explained. 

Bhakti-yoga, devotional service, is the basic principle of all systems of 
philosophy ; all philosophy which does not aim for devotional service to 
the Lord is considered to be merely mental speculation. But of course 
bhak ti-yoga with no philosophical basis is more or less sentiment. There 
are two classes of men. Some consider themselves intellectually advanced 
and simply speculate and meditate, and others are sentimental and have 
no philosophical basis for their propositions. Neither of these can achieve 
the highest goal of life-or, if they do, it will take them many, many years. 
Vedic literature therefore suggests that there are three elements-namely 
the Supreme Lord, the living entity and their eternal relationship-and the 
goal of life is to follow the principles of bhakti or devotional service and 
ultimately attain to the planet of the Supreme Lord in full devotion and 
love as an eternal servitor of the Lord. 

Satikhya philosophy is the analytical study of all existence. One has to 
understand everything by examining its nature and characteristics. This is 
called acquirement of knowledge. But one should not simply acquire knowl
edge without reaching the goal of life or the basic principle for acquiring 
knowledge-bhakti-yoga. If we give up bhak ti-yoga and simply busy our
selves in the analytical study of the nature of things as they are, then the 
result will be practically nil. It is stated in the Bhiigavatam that such 
engagement is something like husking a paddy. There is no use beating the 
husk if the grain has already been removed. By the scientific study of 
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material nature, the living entity and the Supersoul, one has to understand 
the basic principle of devotional service to the Lord. 

TEXT 3 

mtm it;( �  � � � I  
� \1(\qijl� f� � �: l l  � I I  

virago yena puru�o 
bhagavan sarvato bhavet 

acak�va jtva-lokasya 
vividha mama samsrtt[1 

viriigaQ.-detached; yena-by which; puru�aQ.-a person ;  bhagavan-my 
dear Lord; sarvataQ.-completely ; bhavet-may become ; iicak�va-please 
describe ;  jtva-lokasya-for the people in general ; vividhaQ.-manifold; 
mama-for myself ; samsrttQ.-repetition of birth and death. 

TRANSLATION 

Devahiiti continued : My dear Lord, please also describe in detail, both 
for myself and for people in general, the continual process of birth and 
death, for by hearing of such calamities we may become detached from the 
activities of this material world. 

PURPORT 

In this verse the word samsrtt{l, is very important. Sreya�-srti means the 
prosperous path of advancement towards the Supreme Personality of God
head, and samsrti means the continued journey on the path of birth and 
death towards the darkest region of material existence. Peopie who have no 
knowledge of this material world, God and their actual intimate relation
ship with Him are actually going to the darkest region of material 
existence in the name of progress in the material advancement of civiliza
tion. To enter the darkest region of material existence means to enter into 
a species of life other than the human species. Ignorant men do not know 
that after this life they are completely under the grip of material nature 
and will be offered a life which may not be very congenial. How a living 
entity gets different kinds of bodies will be explained in the next chapter. 
This continual change of bodies in birth and death is called sarhsiira. 
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Devahiiti requests her glorious son, Kapila Muni, to explain about this 
continued journey to impress upon the conditioned souls that they are 
undergoing a path of degradation by not understanding the path of 
bhak ti-yoga, devotional service. 

TEXT 4 

�JQ&;q� � � � � I 
� iRI �� �: tfi \lRI: I I  \l l l 

kiilasyesvara-rilpasya 
pare�iirh ca parasya te 

svarilparh bata kurvanti 
yad-dheto� kusalarh janii� 

kiilasya-of time;zsvara-rupasya-a representation of the Lord;pare�am
of all others ; ca-and ;  parasya-the chief ; te-of You ; sva-rilpam-the 
nature; bata-oh; kurvanti-perform ; yat-heto�-by whose influence; 
kusalam-pious activities ;janii�-people in general. 

TRANSLATION 

Please also describe eternal time, which is a representation of Your 
form and by whose influence people in general engage in the performance 
of pious activities. 

PURPORT 

However ignorant one may be regarding the path of good fortune and 
the path down to the darkest region of ignorance, everyone is aware of the 
influence of eternal time, which devours all the effects of our material 
activities. The body is born at a certain time, and immediately the influence 
of time acts upon it. From the date of the birth of the body, the influence 
of death is also acting; the advancement of age entails the influence of 
time on the body. If a man is thirty or fifty years old, then the influence 
of time has already devoured thirty or fifty years of the duration of his 
life . 

Everyone is conscious of the last stage of life, when he will meet the 
cruel hands of death, but some consider their age and circumstances, 
concern themselves with the influence of time, and thus engage in pious 
activities so that in the future they will not be put into a low family or an 
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animal species. Generally, people are attached to sense enjoyment and so 
aspire for life on the heavenly planets. Therefore, they engage themselves 
in charitable or other pious activities, but actually, as stated in Bhagavad
gita, one cannot get relief from the chain of birth and death even if he goes 
to the highest planet, Brahmaloka, because the influence of time is present 
everywhere within this material world. In the spiritual world, however, the 
time factor has no influence. 

TEXT S 

� �'1{1�44ij(oql'{-
t'm .� •:..� � (144�'11�� I 

� �4\'f4s�'l441 � 
�441�(14\:��: I I � l l  

lokasya mithyiibhimater acak�u�as 
cirarh prasuptasya tamasy aniisraye 

sriintasya karmasv anuviddhayii dhiyii 
tvam iiviriist� kila yoga-bhiiskara� 

lokasya-of the living entities; mithya-abhimate�-deluded by false ego ; 
acak�u�a�-blind; ciram-for a very long time ; prasuptasya-sleeping; 
tamasi-in darkness ; anasraye-without shelter ; srantasya-fatigued ; 
karmasu-to material activities ; anuviddhaya-attached; dhiya-with the 
intelligence ; tvam-You ; iivirasi�-have appeared; kila-indeed;yoga-of the 
yoga system ;  bhiiskara�-the sun. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear Lord, You are just like the sun, for You illuminate the darkness 
of the conditional life of the living entities. Because their eyes of knowledge 
are not open, they are sleeping eternally in that darkness witho�t Your 
shelter, and therefore they are falsely engaged by the actions and reactions 
of their material activities, and they appear to  be very fatigued. 

PURPORT 

It appears that Srimati Devahiiti, the glorious mother of Lord 
Kapiladeva, is very compassionate for the regrettable condition of people 
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in general , who , not knowing the goal of life , are sleeping in the darkness 
of illusion. It is the general feeling of the Vai�r;Iava, or devotee of the Lord, 
that he should awaken them. Similarly, Devahuti is requesting her glorious 
son to illuminate the lives of the conditioned souls so that their most 
regrettable conditional life may be ended. The Lord is described herein as 
yoga-bhiiskara, the sun of the system of all yoga. Devahuti has already 
requested her glorious son to describe bhak ti-yoga, and the Lord has 
described bhak ti-yoga as the ultimate yoga system. 

Bhak ti-yoga is  the sunlike illumination for delivering the conditioned 
souls, whose general condition is described here. They have no eyes to see 
their own interests. They do not know that the goal of life is not to increase 
the material necessities of existence, because the body will not exist more 
than a few years. The living beings are eternal , and they have their eternal 
need. If one engages only in caring for the necessities of the body, not 
caring for the eternal necessities of life, then he is a part of a civilization 
whose advancement puts the living entities in the darkest region of igno
rance. Sleeping in that darkest region, one does not get any refreshment, 
but rather gradually becomes fatigued. He invents many processes to adjust 
this fatigued condition, but he fails and thus remains confused. The only 
path for mitigating his fatigue in the struggle for existence is the path of 
devotional service, or the path of Kr�pa consciousness. 

TEXT 6 

m i3ffR 
� �: � stf(t .. ;ca ¥4C&«fil: I 
atl'l¥411 M mR wuf(Eu 1 1  � 1 1  

maitreya uviica 
iti miitur vaca� slakfirwrh 

pratinandya mahii-muni� 
iibabhii.se kuru-sre.s_tha 

pritas tiirh karu[tiirdita� 

maitreya� uviica-Maitreya said ;  iti-thus ; miitu�-of His mother; 
vaca�-the words ; slakgzam-gentle ; pratinandya-welcoming; mahii
muni�-the great sage Kapila ; iibabhii§e- spoke ;  kuru-sre§tha-0 best 
among the Kurus, Vidura; prita�-pleased; tiim-to her ; karu�ii-with 
compassion ; ardita�-moved. 
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TRANSLATION , 
SrT Maitreya · said : 0 best amongst the Kurus, the great sage Kapila, · 

moved by great compassion and pleased by the words of His glorious 
mother, spoke as follows. 

PURPORT 

Lord Kapila was very satisfied by the request of His glorious mother 
because she was thinking not only in terms of her personal salvation but in 
terms of all the fallen conditioned souls. The Lord is always compassionate 
towards the fallen souls of this material world, and therefore He comes 
Himself or sends His confidential servants to deliver them. Since He is 
perpetually compassionate towards them, if some of His devotees also be
come compassionate towards them, He is very pleased with the devotees. In 
Bhagavad-gitii it is clearly stated that persons who are trying to elevate the 
condition of the fallen souls by preaching the conclusion of Bhagavad-gitii
namely, full surrender unto the Personality of Godhead-are very dear 
to Him. Thus when the Lord saw that His beloved mother was very compas
sionate towards the fallen souls, He was pleased, and He also became 
compassionate towards her. 

TEXT 7 

�'141&#1"1 
. ¥1� 'l�fitllit ¥41a'f� � I 
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sri bhagaviin uviica 
bhakti-yogo bahu-vidho 

miirgair bhiimini bhiivyate 
svabhiiva-gura-miirgera 

pumsiirh bhiivo vibhidyate 

sri bhagaviin uviica-the Personality of Godhead replied;  bhak ti-yoga�
devotional service ; bahu-vidha�-multifarious ; miirgai�-with paths; 
bhiimini-0 noble lady ; bhiivyate-is manifest ; sva-bhiiva-nature ;  gu�a
qualities ; miirge�a-in terms of behavior ; purhsiim-of the executors; 
bhava�-the appearance ; vibhidyate-is divided. 
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TRANSLATION 

Lord Kapila, the Personality of Godhead, replied: 0 noble lady, there 
are multifarious paths of devotional service in terms of the different 
qualities of the executor. 

PURPORT 

Pure devotional service in Kr�J;ta consciousness is one because in pure 
devotional service there is no demand from the devotee to be fulfilled by 
the Lord. But generally people take to devotional service with a purpose. 
As stated in Bhagavad-gitii, people who are not purified take to devotional 
service with four purposes. A person who is distressed because of material 
conditions becomes a devotee of the Lord and approaches the Lord for 
mitigation of his distressed condition. A person in need of money ap
�roaches the Lord to ask for some improvement in his monetary condi
tion. Others, who are not in distress or in need of monetary assistance 
but are seeking knowledge in order to understand the Absolute Truth, 
also take to devotional service , and they inquire into the nature of the 
Supreme Lord. This is very nicely described in Bhagavad-gitii (7. 16). 
Actually the path of devotional service is one without a second, but 
according to the devotees' condition, devotional service appears in 
multifarious varieties, as will be nicely explained in the following verses. 

TEXT S 

srfll(1 .. \if14 � � � 44l«viittt cn 1 
� � 4\R · �: II � I I 

abhisandhiiya yo h irhsiirh 
dambharh miitsaryam eva vii 

sarhrambht bhinna-drg bhiivarh 
mayi kuryiit sa tiimasafl 

abhisandhaya-having in view; ya�-he who;  hirhsam-violence; 
dambham-pride ; matsaryam-envy; eva-indeed ;  va-or ; sarhrambht
angry; bhinna-separate ; drk-whose vision ; bhiivam-devotional service; 
mayi- to Me ; kuryat- may do ; sa�-he ; tamasa�-in the mode of ignorance. 
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TRANSLATION 

Devotional service executed by a person who is envious, proud, violent 
and aq.gry, and who is a separatist, is considered to be in the mode of 
darkness. 

PURPORT 

It has already been stated in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam, First Canto, 
Second Chapter , that the highest, most glorious religion is the attainment 
of causeless , unmotivated devotional service. In pure devotional service, 
the only motive should be to please the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
That is not actually a motive ; that is the pure condition of the living entity. 
In the conditioned stage, when one engages in devotional service, he should 
follow the instruction of the bona fide spiritual master in full surrender. 
The spiritual master is the manifested representation of the Supreme Lord 
because he receives and presents the instructions of the Lord, as they are, 
by disciplic succession. It is described in Bhagavad-gitii that the teachings 
therein should be received by disciplic succession, otherwise there is 
adulteration. To act under the direction of a bona fide spiritual master 
with. a motive to satisfy the Supreme Personality of Godhead is pure 

. devotional service. But if one has a motive for personal sense gratification, 
his devotional service is manifested differently. Such a man may be 
violent,  proud ,  envious and angry , and his interests are separate from the 
Lord's. 

One who approaches the Supreme Lord to render devotional service, 
but who is proud of his personality , envious of others, or vengeful, is in the 
mode of anger . He thinks that he is the best devotee. Devotional service 
executed in this way is not pure; it is mixed and is of the lowest grade, 
tiimasafl. Srila Visvanatha Cakravarfi Thakura advises that a V aisnava who is 
not of good character should be avoided. A V aisnava is one wh� has taken 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead as the �ltimate goal of life, but if 
one is not pure and still has motives, then he is not a V aisnava of the first 
order of good character. One may offer his respects to 

·;uch a V ai�I].ava 
because he has accepted the Supreme Lord as the ultimate goal of life, 
but one should not keep company with a V ai�pava who is in the mode of 
ignorance. 

TEXT 9 
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vi§ayiin abhisandhiiya 
yasa aisvaryam eva vii 

arciidiiv arcayed yo miim 
prthag-bhiiva� sa riijasa� 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 29 

vi�ayiin- sense objects ; abhisandhiiya-aiming at ;yasa�-fame; aiSvaryam 
-opulence ; eva-indeed ;  vii- or ; arcii-iidau-in worship of the Deity and so 
on; arcayet-may worship ; ya�-he who ;  miim-Me ; prthak-bhava�-a 
separatist ; sa�-he ; riijasa�-in the mode of passion. 

TRANSLATION 

The worship of Deities in the temple by a separatist, with a motive for 
material enjoyment, fame and opulence, is devotion in the mode of 
passion. 

PURPORT 

The word "separatist" must be understood carefully. The Sanskrit 
words in this connection are bhinna-drk ap.d prthag-bhiiva�. A separatist is 
one who sees his interest as separate from that of the Supreme Lord. Mixed 
devotees, or devotees in the modes of passion and ignorance, think that 
the interest of the Supreme Lord is supplying the orders of the devotee ; 
the interest of such devotees is to draw from the Lord as much as.possible 
for their sense gratification. This is the separatist mentality. Actually, pure 
devotion is explained in the previous chapter ; the mind of the Supreme 
Lord and the mind of the devotee should be dovetailed. A devotee should 
not wish anything but to execute the desire of the Supreme. That is 
oneness. When the devotee has an interest or will different from the 
interest of the Supreme Lord, that is the separatist mentality. When the 
so-called devotee desires material enjoyment, without reference to the 
interest of the Supreme Lord, or he wants to become famous or opulent 
by utilizing the mercy or grace of the Supreme Lord, he is in the mode of 
passion. 

Mayavadis, however, interpret this word "separatist" in a different way. 
They say that while worshiping the Lord, one should think himself one 
with the Supreme Lord. This is another adulterated form of devotion 
within the modes of material nature. The conception that the living entity 
is one with the Supreme is in the mode of ignorance. Oneness is actually 
based on oneness of interest. A pure devotee has no interest but to act on 
behalf of the Supreme Lord. When he has even a ttnge of personal interest, 
then his devotion is mixed with the three modes of material nature. 

Text 10] Explanation of Devotional Service 

TEXT 10 

'ti4f.lttUAR:� q({\qwt. cn � � 
�t&M(idijcn 'l'ln�N: � el�'fi: U t oU 

karma-nirhiiram uddisya 
parasmin vii tad-arpar-am 

yajed ya�_tavyam iti vii 
prthag-bhiiva� sa siittvika� 
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karma-fruitive activities ; nirharam-freeing himself from ;  uddisya
with the purpose of; parasmin-to the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
vii-or ; tat-arpa�am-offering the result of activities ; yajet-may worship ; 
ya§tavyam-to be worshiped; iti-thus ; vii-or; prthak-bhiiva�-separatist ; 
sa�-he ; siittvika�-in the mode of goodness. 

TRANSLATION 

When a devotee worships the Supreme Personality of Godhead and 
offers the results of his activities in order to free himself from the 
inebrieties of fruitive activities, his devotion is in the mode of goodness. 

PURPORT 

The briihmar-as, k�atriyas, vaisyas and siidras, along with the brahma
ciiris, grhasthas, viinaprasthas and sannyiisis, are the members of the eight 
divisions of varr-as and iisramas, and they have their respective duties to 
perform for the satisfaction of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. When 
such activities are performed and the results are offered to the Supreme 
Lord, they are called karmiirpa!Jam, duties performed for the satisfaction 
of the Lord. If there is any inebriety or fault, it is atoned for by this 
offering process. But if this offering process is in the mode of goodness 
rather than in pure devotion, then the in.terest is different. The four 
asramas and the four varnas act for some benefit in accordance with their 
personal interests. Therefore such activities are in the mode of goodness; 
they cannot be counted in the category of pure devotion. Pure devotional 
service as described by Riipa Gosvami is free from all material desires. 
AnyiibhiliiJitii-silnyam. There can be no excuse for personal or material 
interest. Devotional activities should be transcendental to fruitive activities 
and empiric philosophical speculation. Pure devotional service is transcen
dental to all material qualities. 
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Devotional service in the modes of ignorance, passion and goodness can 
be divided into eighty-one categories. There are different devotional 
activities, such as hearing, chanting, remembering, worshiping, offering 
prayer, rendering service and surrendering everything, and each of them 
can be divided into three qualitative categories. There is hearing in the 
mode of passion, in the mode of ignorance, and in the mode of goodness. 
Similarly, there is chanting in the mode of ignorance, passion and good
ness, etc. Three multiplied by nine equals twenty-seven, and when again 
multiplied by three it becomes eighty-one. One has to transcend all such 
mixed materialistic devotional service in order to reach the standard of pure 
devotional service, as explained in the next verses. 

TEXTS 1 1 -12 
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mad-gura-sruti-miitrera 
mayi sarva-guhiisaye 

manogatir avicchinnii 
yathii gangiimbhaso 'mbudhau 

lak.saram bhakti-yogasya 
nirgurasya hy udiihrtam 

ahaituky avyavahitii 
yii bhakti[l, puru�ottame . 

mat-of Me ; gu!la-qualities; sruti-by hearing; miitre!la-just ; mayi
towards Me; sarva-guhii-iisaye-residing in everyone's heart ; manalj.-gatilj.
the heart's course ; avicchinnii-continuous ; yathii-as ; ganga-of the Ganges; 
ambhasa�-of the water; ambudhau-towards the ocean; lak�a!lam-the 
manifestation ; bhakti-yogasya-of devotional service; nirgu!lasya
unadulterated ;  hi-indeed ;  udiihrtam-exhibited; ahaituki-causeless ; 
avyavahitii-not separated ;  yii-which ; bhakti�-devotional service; puru�a
uttame-towards the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
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TRANSLATION 

The manifestation of unadulterated devotional service is exhibited 
when one's mind is at once attracted to hearing the transcendental name 
and quality of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is residing in 
everyone's heart. Just as the water of the Ganges flows naturally down 
towards the ocean, such devotional ecstasy, uninterrupted by any material 
condition, flows towards the Supreme Lord. 

PURPORT 

The basic principle of this unadulterated, pure devotional service is love 
of Godhead. Mad-gurw-sruti-miitrerw means "just after hearing about the 
transcendental quality of the Supreme Personality of Godhead." This 
quality is called nirguva. The Supreme Lord is uncontaminated by the 
modes of material nature ; therefore He is attractive to the pure devotee. 
There is no need to practice meditation to attain such attraction ; the pure 
devotee is already in the transcendental stage, and the affinity between 
him and the Supreme Personality of Godhead is natural and is compared 
to the Ganges water flowing towards the sea. The flow of the Ganges 
water cannot be stopped by any condition ; similarly, a pure devotee's 
attraction for the transcendental name, form and pastimes of the Su
preme Godhead cannot be stopped by any material condition. The word 
avicchinnii, "without interruptions," is very important in this connection. 
No material condition can stop the flow of the devotional service of a 
pure devotee. 

The word ahaituki means "without reason." A pure devotee does not 
render loving service to the Personality of Godhead for any cause or for 
any benefit, material or spiritual. This is the first symptom of unalloyed 
devotion. Anyiibhiliijitii-silnyam: he has no desire to fulfill by rendering 
devotional service. Such devotional service is meant for the purujottama, 
the Supreme Personality, and not for anyone else. Sometimes pseudo
devotees show devotion to many demigods, thinking the forms of the 
demigods to be the same as the Supreme Personality of Godhead's form. 
It is specifically mentioned herein, however, that bhakti, devotional 
service, is meant only for the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Narayal).a, 
or Vi�I).U or Kr�IJ.a, not for anyone else. 

Avyavahitii means "without cessation." A pure devotee must engage in 
the service of the Lord twenty-four hours a day, without cessation; his life 
is so molded that at every minute and every second he engages in some 
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sort of devotional service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Another 
meaning of the word avyavahitii is that the interest of the devotee and the 
interest of the Supreme Lord are on the same level. The devotee has no 
interest but to fulfill the transcendental desire of the Supreme Lord. Such 
spontaneous service unto the Supreme Lord is transcendental and is never 
contaminated by the material modes of nature. These are the symptoms of 
pure devotional service, which is free from all contamination of material 
nature. 

TEXT 13 
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siilok ya-siir�.ti-siimipya
siiriipyaikatvam apy uta 

diyamiinarh na grhr;wnti 
vinii mat-sevanarh janii.h 

siilokya- living on the same planet ; siir��i-having the same opulence ; 
siimtpya-to be a personal associate ; siirupya-having the same bodily 
features; ekatvam- oneness ; api-also ; uta-even ; dtyamiinam-being 
offered ;  na-not ; grhl)anti-do accept ; vinii-without ; mat-My; sevanam
devotional service ; janii�-pure devotees. 

TRANSLATION 

A pure devotee does not accept any kind of liberation-salokya, sar�ti, 
samipya, sariipya or ekatva-even though they are offered by the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

PURPORT 

Lord Caitanya taught us how to execute pure devotional service out 
of spontaneous love for the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In the 
Sik§ii§taka, He prays to the Lord:  "0 Lord, I do not wish to gain from 
You any wealth, nor do I wish to have a beautiful wife, nor do I wish to 
have many followers. All I want from You is that in life after life I may 
remain a pure devotee at Your lotus feet." There is a similarity between 
the prayers of Lord Caitanya and the statements of Srimad-Bhiigavatam. 
Lord Caitanya prays, "in life after life," indicating that a devotee does not 
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even desire the cessation of birth and death. The yogis and empmc 
philosophers desire cessation of the process of birth and death, but a 
devotee is satisfied to remain even in this material world and execute 
devotional service. 

It is clearly stated herein that a pure devot�e does not desire ekatva, 
oneness with the Supreme Lord, as desired by the impersonalists, the 
mental speculators and the meditators. To become one with the Supreme 
Lord is beyond the dream of a pure devotee. Sometimes he may accept 
promotion to the V aikul)�ha planets to serve the Lord there, but he never 
will accept merging into the Brahman effulgence, which he considers to be 
worse than hellish. Such ekatva, or merging into the effulgence of the 
Supreme Lord, is called kaivalya, but the happiness derived from kaivalya 
is considered by the pure devotee to be hellish. The devotee is so fond of 
rendering service to the Supreme Lord that the five kinds of liberation are 
not important to him. If one is engaged in pure transcendental loving 
service to the Lord, it is understood that he has already achieved the five 
kinds of liberation. 

When a devotee is promoted to the spiritual world, V aikul)�ha, he 
receives four kinds of facilities. One of these is siilokya, living on the same 
planet as the Supreme Personality. The Supreme Person, in His different 
plenary expansions, lives on innumerable V aikul)�ha planets, and the chief 
planet is Kr��:taloka. Just as within the material universe the chief planet is 
the sun, similarly in the spiritual world the chief planet is Kr��:taloka. 
From Kr��:taloka, the bodily effulgence of Lord Kr�l)a is distributed not 
only to the spiritual world but to the material world as well ; it is covered 
by matter, however, in the material world. In the spiritual world there are 
innumerable V aikul)�ha planets, and on each one the Lord is the predom
inating Deity. A devotee can be promoted to one such V aikul)�ha planet 
to live with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

In siir�ti liberation the opulence of the devotee is equal to the opulence 
of the Supreme Lord. Siimipya means to be a personal associate of the 
Supreme Lord. In siirupya liberation the bodily features of the devotee 
are exactly like those of the Supreme Person but for two or three symp- · 
toms which are found exclusively on the transcendental body of the 
Lord. Srivatsa, for example, the hair on the chest of the Lord, particularly 
distinguishes Him from His devotees. 

A pure devotee does not accept these five kinds of spiritual existence, 
even if they are offered, and he · certainly does not hanker after material 
benefits, which are all insignificant in comparison with spiritual benefits. 
When Prahlada Maharaja was offered some material benefit, he stated:  
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"My Lord, I have seen that my father achieved all kinds of material 
benefits, and even the demigods were afraid of his opulence, but still, in a 
second, You have finished his life and all his material prosperity." For a 
devotee there is no question of desiring any material or spiritual prosperity. 
He simply aspires to serve the Lord. That is his highest happiness. 

TEXT 14 
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sa eva bhak ti-yogakhya 
atyantika udahrtafl, 

yenutivrajya tri-gur-arh 
mad-bhavayopapadyate 

sa�-this ; eva-indeed ; bhakti-yoga- devotional service; akhya�-called; 
iityantika�-highest platform; udahrta�-explained; yena-by which ; 
ativrajya-overcoming; tri-gu�am-,the three modes of material nature; 
mat-bhiiviiya-to My transcendental stage ; upapadyate- one attains. 

TRANS LATION 

By attaining the highest platform of devotional service, as I have 
explained, one can overcome the influence of the three modes of material 
nature and be situated in the transcendental stage, as is the Lord. 

PURPORT 
Sripada Sarikaracarya, who is supposed to be the leader of the imperson

alist school of philosophers, has admitted in the beginning of his comments 
on Bhagavad-gita that Narayapa, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is 
beyond the material creation; except for Him, everything is within the 
material creation. It is also confirmed in the Vedic literature that before 
the creation there was only Narayapa ; neither Lord Brahma nor Lord Siva 
existed. Only Narayapa, or the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Vi�pu, 
or Kf�I}a, is always in the transcendental position, beyond the influence of 
material creation. 

The material qualities of goodness, passion and ignorance cannot affect 
the position of the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; therefore He is 
called nirgur-a (free from all tinges of material qualities) . Here the same fact 
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is confirmed by Lord Kapila: one who is situated in pure devotional 
service is transcendentally situated, as is the Lord. Just as the Lord is 
unaffected by the influence of the material modes, so too are His pure 
devotees. One who is not affected by the three modes of material nature 
is called a liberated soul, or brahma-bhilta soul. Brahma-bhiltafl, prasannutmii 
is the stage of liberation. A ham brahmasmi: "I am not this body." 
This is applicable only to the person who constantly engages in the 
devotional service of Kr11f}.a and is thus in the transcendental stage ; he is 
above the influence of the three modes of material nature. 

It is the misconception of the impersonalists that one can worship any 
imaginary form of the Lord, or Brahman, and at the end merge in the 
Brahman effulgence. Of course, to merge into the bodily effulgence 
(Brahman) of the Supreme Lord is also liberation, as explained- in the 
previous verse. Ekatva is also liberation ,  but that sort of liberation is 
never accepted by any devotee because qualitative oneness is immediately 
attained as soon as one is situated in devotional service. For a devotee, 
that qualitative equality, which is the result of impersonal liberation, is 
already attained; he does not have to try for it separately. It is clearly 
stated here that simply by pure devotional service one becomes qualita
tively as good as the Lord Himself. 

TEXT 15 
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ni,sevitenunimittena 
sva-dharmer-a mahiyasa 

kriya-yogena sastena 
natihirhsrer-a nityasafl, 

n�evitena-executed; animittena-without attachment to the result ;  
sva-dharmeTJa-by one's prescribed duties ; mahtyasii-glorious; kriyii
yogena-by devotional activities ; sastena-auspicious ;  na-without ; 
atihirhsre�a-excessive violence ; nityasa�-regularly. 

TRANSLATION 

A devotee must execute his prescribed duties, which are glorious, 
without material profit . Without excessive violence, one should regularly 
perform one's devotional activities. 
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PURPORT 

One has to execute his prescribed duties according to his social position 
as a briihmara, k§atriya, vaisya or siidra. The prescribed duties of the four 
classes of men in human society are also described in Bhagavad-gitii. The 
activities of briihmaras are to control the senses and to become simple, 
clean, learned devotees. The k§atriyas have the spirit for ruling, they are 
not afraid on the battlefield, and they are charitable. The vaiSyas, or the 
mercantile class of men, trade in commodities, protect cows and develop 
agricultural produce. The siidras, or laborer class, serve the higher classes 
because they themselves are not very intelligent. 

From every position, as confirmed in Bhagavad-gfta, sva-karmara 
tam abhyarcya: one can serve the Supreme Lord by performing his pre
scribed duty. It is not that only the briihmaras can serve the Supreme Lord 
and not the siidras. Anyone can serve the Supreme Lord by performing his 
prescribed duties under the direction of a spiritual master or representative 
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. No one should think that his 
prescribed duties are inferior . A briihmara can serve the Lord by using his 
intelligence, and the kflatriya can serve the Supreme Lord by using his 
military arts, just as Arjuna served Kr�Q.a. Arjuna was a warrior ; he had no 
time to study Vedanta, or other highly intellectual books. The damsels in 
Vrajadhiima were girls born of the vaisya class, and they engaged in 
protecting cows and producing agriculture. Kn>Q.a's foster father; Nanda 
Maharaja, and his associates were all vaisyas. They were not at all educated, 
but they could serve Kr�Q.a by loving Him and by offering everything to 
Him. Similarly, there are many instances in which car!falas, or those 
lower than siidras, have served Kr�Q.a. Also, the sage Vidura was considered 
a siidra because his mother happened to be siidra. There are no distinctions, 
for it is declared by the Lord in Bhagavad-g"ita that anyone engaged 
specifically in devotional service is elevated to the transcendental position 
without a doubt. Everyone's prescribed duty is glorious if it is performed 
in devotional service of the Lord, without desire for profit. Such loving 
service must be performed without reason, without impediment and 
spontaneously . Kr�Q.a is lovable, and one has to serve Him in whatever 
capacity he can. That is pure devotional service. 

Another significant phrase in this verse is niitihirhsrera (with minimum 
violence or sacrifice of life). Even if a devotee has to commit violence, it 
should not be done beyond what is necessary. Sometimes the question is 
put before us: "You ask us not to eat meat, but you are eating vegetables. 
Do you think that is not violence?" The answer is that eating vegetables is 
violence and vegetarians are also committing violence against other living 
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entities because vegetables also have life . Nondevotees are killing cows, 
goats and so many other animals for eating purposes, and a devotee who is 
veg�tarian is al�o killin�. �ut here, significantly, it is stated that every living 
entity has to bve by ktlhng another entity ; that is the law of nature. ]ivo 
jivasya jivanam: one living entity is the life for another living entity. But 
for a human being, that violence should be committed only as much as 
necessary. 

A human being is not to eat anything which is not offered to the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Yajiia-sifl.tiisina� santa� : one becomes 
freed from all sinful reactions by eating foodstuffs which are offered to 
Y ajiia, the Supreme Personality of Godhead A devotee therefore eats only 
prasiida, or foodstuffs offered to the Supreme Lord, and ��?Q.a says that 

. 

when . a devotee offers Him foodstuffs from the vegetable kingdom, with 
devotiOn, He eats that. A devotee is to offer to Kr�?Q.a foodstuffs prepared 
fr�m vegetables. If the Supreme Lord wanted foodstuffs prepared from 
ammal food, the devotee could offer this, but He does not order to do 
that. 

We have to commit violence ; that is a natural law. We should not, 
however: commit viol�nce extravagantly, but only as much as ordered by the · 
Lord. ArJuna engaged m the art of killing, and although killing is, of course, 
violence, he killed the enemy simply on Kr�Q.a's order. In the same way, if 
we commit violence as it is necessary, by the order of the Lord, that is 
calle� 

_
niitihi�sli: We . cannot avoid violence because we are put into a 

conditional hfe m whtch we have to commit violence, but we should not 
commit more violence than necessary or than ordered by the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 16 
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mad-dhi,sr ya-darsana-sparsa
piijii-stuty-abhivandanai� 

bhiite.su mad-bhii.vanayii. 
sattveniisarigamena ca 

mat-My ;  dhi§1Jya-statue ;  darsana-seeing; sparsa-touching ; pujii
worshiping; stuti-praying to ; abhivandanai�-by offering obeisances; 
bhute§u-in all living entities ; mat-of Me; bhiivanayli-with thought; 
sattvena-by the mode of goodness;asa�igamena- with detachment; ca-and. 
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TRANSLATION 

The devotee should regularly see My statues in the temple, touch My 
lotus feet and offer worshipable paraphernalia and prayer. He should see 
in the spirit of renunciation, from the mode of goodness, and see every 
living entity as spiritual. 

PURPORT 

Temple worship is one of the duties of a devotee. It is especially recom
mended for neophytes, but those who are advanced should not refrain 
from temple worship. There is a distinction in the manner a neophyte and 
an advanced devotee appreciate the Lord's presence in the temple. A 
neophyte considers the arca-vigraha (the statue of the Lord) to be different 
from the original Personality of Godhead; he considers it a representation 
of the Supreme Lord in the form of a Deity. But an advanced devotee 
accepts the Deity in the temple as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
He does not see any difference between the original form of the Lord and 
the statue, or area form of the Lord, in the temple. This is the vision of a 
devotee whose devotional service is in the highest stage of bhiiva, or love of 
Godhead, whereas a neophyte's worship in the temple is a matter of routine 
duty. 

Temple Deity worship is one of the functions of a devotee. He goes 
regularly to see the Deity nicely decorated, and with veneration and re
spect he touches the lotus feet of the Lord and presents offerings of 
worship, such as fruits, flowers and prayers. At the same time, to advance 
in devotional service, a devotee should see other living entities as spiritual 
sparks, parts and parcels of the Supreme Lord . . A devotee is to offer 
respect to every entity that has a relationship with the Lord. Because every 
living entity originally has a relationship with the Lord as part and parcel, 
a devotee should try to see all living entities on the same equal level of 
spiritual existence. As stated inBhagavad-gitii, a par-P,ita, one who is learned, 
sees equally a very learned briihmar-a, a siidra, a hog, a dog and a cow. He 
does not see the body,  which is only an outward dress. He does not 
see the dress of a briihmar-a, or that of a cow or of a hog. He sees 
the spiritual spark, part and parcel of the Supreme Lord. If a devotee does 
not see every living entity as part and parcel of the Supreme Lord, he is 
considered prakrta-bhakta, a materialistic devotee. He is not completely 
situated on the spiritual platform; rather, he is in the lowest stage of 
devotion. He does, however, show all respect to the Deity. 

Although a devotee sees all living entities on the level of spiritual 
existence, he is not interested in associating with everyone. Simply because 
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a tiger is part and parcel of the Supreme Lord does not mean that we 
em_brace him because of his spiritual relationship with the Supreme Lord. 
We must associate only with persons who have developed Kr�pa conscious
ness. 

We should befriend and offer special respect to persons who are 
developed in l(r�Q.a consciousness. Other living entities are undoubtedly 
part and parcel of the Supreme Lord, but because their consciousness is 
still covered and not developed in Krwa consciousness, we should renounce 
their association. It is said by Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura that even if 
one is a Vai�pava, if he is not of good character, his company should be 
avoided, although he may be offered the respect of a V ai�pava. Anyone 
who accepts Vi�pu as the Supreme Personality of Godhead is accepted 
as a V ai�pava, but a V ai�pava is expected to develop all the good qualities 
of the demigods. 

The exact meaning of the word sattvena is given by Sridhara Svami as 
being synonymous with dhairyer-a, or patience. One must perform devo
tional service with great patience. One should not give up the execution of 
devotional service because one or two attempts have not been successful. 
One must continue. Sri Rupa Gosvami also confirms that one should be 
very enthusiastic and execute devotional service with patience and confi-

. dence. Patience is necessary for developing the confidence that " Kr�pa will 
certainly accept me because I am engaging in devotional service." One has 
only to execute service according to the rules and regulations to insure 
success. 

TEXT 17 
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mahatiim bahu-miinena 
diniiniim anukampayii. 

maitryii caivii.tma-tulye�u 
yamena niyamena ca 

mahatam-to the great souls ; bahu-manena-with great respect; dtniiniim
to the poor ; anukampayii-with compassion; maitryii-with friendship ; ca
also ; eva- certainly ; iitma-tulye§u-to persons who are equals; yamena
with control of the senses; niyamima-with regulation; ca-and . 
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TRANSLATION 

The pure devotee should execute devotional service by giving the 
greatest respect to the spiritual master and the acaryas. He should he 
compassionate to the poor and make friendship with persons who are his 
equals, hut all his activities should he executed under regulation and with 
control of the senses. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-tfftii, Thirteenth Chapter, it is clearly stated that one should 
execute devotional service and advance on the path of spiritual knowledge 
by accepting the iiciirya. Aciiryopiisanam: one should worship an iiciirya, 
a spiritual master who knows things as they are. The spiritual master must 
be in the disciplic succession from Krwa. The predecessors of the spiritual 
master are his spiritual master, his grand spiritual master, his great grand 
spiritual master and so on, who form the disciplic succession of aciiryas. 

It is recommended herewith that all the aciiryas be given the highest 
respect. It is stated, guru§u nara-mati{t. Guru§u means "unto the aciiryas" 
and nara-mati{t means "thinking like a common man." To think of the 
Vai�pavas, the devotees, as belonging to a particular caste or community, 
to think of the iiciiryas as ordinary men, or to think of the Deity in the 
temple as being made of stone, wood or metal, is condemned. Niyar:nena: 
one should offer the greatest respect to the iiciiryas according to the stan
dard regulations. A devotee should also he compassionate to the poor. 
This does not refer to those who are poverty-stricken materially. Accord
ing to devotional vision, a man is poor if he is not in Kr�J).a consciousness. 
A man may he very rich materially, but if he is not Kf�pa conscious, he is 
considered poor. On the other hand, many acaryas, such as Riipa Gosvami 
and Sanatana Gosvami, used to live beneath trees every night. Super
ficially it appeared that they were very poverty-stricken, but from their 
writings we can understand that in spiritual life they were the richest 
perso nali ties. 

A devotee shows compassion to those poor souls who are wanting in 
spiritual knowledge by enlightening them in order to elevate them to 
Kpg1a consciousness. That is one of the duties of a devotee. He should also 
make friendship with persons who are on an equal level with himself or 
who have the same understanding that he does. For a devotee, there is no 
point in making friendships with ordinary persons ; he should make friend
ship with other devotees so that by discussing among themselves, they 

r. 

1 
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may elevate one another on the path of spiritual understanding. This is 
called i�ta-goflthi. 

In Bhagavad-gita there is reference to bodhayantafl parasparam, 
"discussing among themselves." Generally pure devotees utilize their 
valuable time in chanting and discussing various activities of Lord Kr�J).a 
or Lord Caitanya amongst themselves. There are innumerable books, such 
as the Purar-as, Mahiibharata, Bhagavatam, Bhagavad-gita and Upani§ads, 
which contain countless subjects for discussion among two devotees or 
more. Friendship should be cemented between persons with mutual in
terests and understanding. Such persons are said to be sva-jati, "of the 
same caste." The devotee should avoid a person whose character is not 
fixed in the standard understanding; even though he may be a V ai�J).ava or 
a devotee of Kr�J).a, if his character is not correctly representative, then • 
he should be avoided. One should steadily control the senses and the mind 
and strictly follow the rules and regulations, and he should make friend
ship with persons of the same standard. 

TEXT 18 
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iidh yiitmikiinusravar-an 
niima-sankirtaniic ca me 

arjavenarya-sangena 
nirahankriyayii tathii 

iidhyiitmika-spiritual matters ; anusravarJ'iit-from hearing; n'iima
sanktrtaniit-from chanting the holy name ; ca-and ;  me-My ; iirjavena
with straightforward behavior ; iirya-smigena- with association of saintly 
persons ; nirahankriyayii-without false ego ; tathii-thus. 

TRANSLATION 

A devotee should always try to hear about spiritual matters and should 
always utilize his time in chanting the holy name of the Lord. His he�avior 
should always he straightforward and simple, and although he IS not 
envious but friendly to everyone, he should avoid the company of persons 

· who are not spiritually advanced. 
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PURPORT 

In order to advance in spiritual understanding, one has to hear from 
authentic sources about spiritual knowledge. One can understand the 
reality of spiritual life by following strict regulative principles and by 
controlling the senses. To have control it is necessary that one be non
violent and truthful, refrain from stealing, abstain from sex life and possess 
only that which is absolutely necessary for keeping the body and soul 
together. One should not eat more than necessary, he should not collect 
more paraphernalia than necessary, he should not talk unnecessarily with 
common men, and he should not follow the rules and regulations without 
purpose. He should follow the rules and regulations so that he may actually 
make advancement. 

There are eighteen qualifications mentioned in Bhagavad-gitii, among 
which is simplicity . One should be without pride ; one should not demand 
unnecessary respect from others, and one should be nonviolent. Amiinitvam 
adambhitvam ahirhsii. One should be very tolerant and simple, one should 
accept the spiritual master, and one should control the senses. These are 
mentioned here and in Bhagavad-gitii as well. One should hear from 
authentic sources how to advance in spiritual life; such instructions .should 
be taken from the iiciirya and should be assimilated. 

It is especially mentioned here, niima-sankirtaniic ca: one should chant 
the holy names of the Lord, Hare Kt�Q.a, Hare Kt�l).a, Kt�l).a Kt�l).a, Hare 
Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, either individually 
or with others. Lord Caitanya has given special stress to chanting of these 
holy names of the Lord as the basic principle of spiritual advancement. 
Another word used here is iirjavena, meaning "without diplomacy." A 
devotee should not make plans out of self-interest. Of course preachers 
sometimes have to make some plan to execute the mission of the Lord 
under proper guidance, but regarding personal self-interest, a devotee 
should always be without diplomacy, and he should avoid the company of 
persons who are not advancing in spiritual life. Another word is iirya. 
Aryans are persons who are advancing in knowledge of Kt�l).a consciousness · 
as w�ll as in material prosperity. The difference between the Aryan and 
non-Aryan, the sura and asura, is in their standards of spiritual advance
ment. Association with persons who are not spiritually advanced is for
bidden. Lord Caitanya advised, asat-sanga-tyiiga. One should avoid persons 
who are attached to the temporary. A sat is one who is too materially 
attached, who is not a devotee of the Lord and who is too attached to 
women or enjoyable material things. Such a person, according to 
V ai�l).ava philosophy, is a persona non grata. 

Text 19 ]  Explanation of Devotional Service 1251 

A devotee should not be proud of his acquisitions. The symptoms of a 
devotee are meekness and humility. Although very spiritually advanced, 
he will always remain meek and humble, as Kaviraja  Gosvami and all the 
other Vai�l).avas have taught us by personal example. Caitanya Mahaprabhu 
taught that one should be humbler than the grass on the street and more 
tolerant than the tree. One should not be proud or falsely puffed up. In 
this way one will surely advance in .spiritual life. 

TEXT 19 

� �: qf(Wg4\ 3lm: I 
� �+nstgui ft liP{_ I I �  � I I  

mad-dharmar-o gur-air etaift 
parisarhsuddha iisayaf!, 

puruflasyiiiijasiibhyeti 
sruta-miitra-gur-am hi miim 

mat-dharmar-af!,-of My devotee; gur-aifl-with the attributes; etaift
these ; parisarhsuddha�-completely purified; iisaya�-consciousness; 
puru�asya-of a person; aiijasii-instantly ; abhyeti-approaches; sruta-by 
hearing; miitra-simply ; gu�am-quality ; hi-certainly ; miim-Me. 

TRANSLATION 

When one is fully qualified with all these transcendental attributes and 
his consciousness is thus completely purified, he is immediately attracted 
simply by hearing My name or hearing of My transcendental quality. 

PURPORT 

In the beginning of this instruction, the Lord explained to His mother 
that mad-gur-a-sruti-miitrer-a, simply by hearing the name, quality, form,  
etc. ,  of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one is  immediately attracted . 
A person becomes fully qualified with all transcendental qualities by fol
lowing the rules and regulations, as recommended in different scriptures. 
We have developed certain unnecessary qualities by material association, 
and by following the above process we become free from that contamina
tion. To develop transcendental qualities, as explained in the previous 
verse, one must become free from these contaminated qualities. 
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TEXT 20 

� qldOO Ellot+tltiS:...:ffi �1311\litl( I 
� � � 3flt:+ilij¥1Pt'fiiR � l l�o J J  

yathii viita-ratho ghrii[Lam 
iivrnkte gandha iisayiit 

evarh yoga-ratarh ceta 
iitmiinam avikiiri yat 

yathii-as ; viita-of air ; ratha{t-the chariot ; ghrii[Lam-sense of smell ; 
iivrnkte-catches ; gandha{t-aroma ; iisayiit-from the source ; evam
similarly ; yoga-ratam-engaged in devotional service ; ceta{t-consciousness; 
iitmiinam-the Supreme Soul ; avikari-unchanging ; yat- which. 

TRANSLATION 

As the chariot of air carries an aroma from its source and immediately 
catches the sense of smell, similarly, one who constantly engages in 
devotional service, in Kr�lla consciousness, can catch the Supreme Soul, 
who is equally present everywhere. 

PURPORT 

As a breeze carrying a pleasant fragrance from a garden of flowers at 
once captures the organ of smell, so one's consciousness, saturated with 
devotion, can at once capture the transcendental existence of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, who , in His Paramatma feature, is present every
where, even in the heart of every living being. It is stated in Bhagavad-gitii · 
that the Supreme Personality of Godhead is k§etra-jiia, present within this 
body , but He is also simultaneously present in every other body. Since the 
individual soul is present only in a particular body,  he is altered when 
another individual soul does not cooperate with him. The Supersoul, how
ever, is equally present everywhere. Individual souls may disagree, but the 
Supersoul, being equally present in every body, is called unchanging, or 
avikari. The individual soul, when fully saturated with Kr�IJ.a consciousness, 
can understand the presence of the Supersoul. It is confirmed in Bhagavad
gita that (bhaktyii miim abhijaniiti) a person saturated with devotional 
service in full Kr�IJ.a consciousness can understand the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead either as Supersoul or as the Supreme Person. 

Text 22] Explanation of Devotional Service 

TEXT 21 

3Jt d1 � 'ijl�+ti4M�U � I 
d¥14(1N ¥If �: t�6s-qt�iS*'ill;tt( I I�� I I  

aharh sarve.su bhute�u 
bhutiitmiivasthita� sadii 

tam avajiiiiya miirh martya� 
kurute 'rcii-vipambanam 

1253 

aham-I ;  sarve§u-in all ; bhute§u-living entities ; bhuta-atma-the Super
soul in all beings; avasthita{t-situated; sada-always ; tam-that Supersoul ;  
avajniiya-disregarding; mam-Me ; martya{t-a mortal man ; kurute-per
forms; arcii-of worship of the Deity ; vipambanam-imitation. 

TRANSLATION 

I am present in every living entity as the Supersoul. If someone neglects 
or disregards that Supersoul everywhere and engages himself in the worship 
of the Deity in the temple, that is simply imitation. 

PURPORT 

In purified consciousness, or Kr�IJ.a consciousness, one sees the presence 
of Kr�IJ.a everywhere. If, therefore, one only engages in Deity worship in 
the temple and does not consider other living entities, then he is in the 
lowest grade of devotional service. One who worships the Deity in the 
temple and does not show respect to others is a devotee on the material 
platform, in the lowest stage of devotional service. A devotee should try to 
understand everything in relationship with Kr�IJ.a and try to serve every
thing in that spirit. To serve everything means to engage everything in the 
service of Kr�Q'l· If a person is innocent and does not know his relationship 
with Kr�IJ.a, an advanced devotee should try to engage him in the service of 
Kr�IJ.a. One who is advanced in Kr�IJ.a consciousness can engage not only 
the living being but everything in the service of Kn;IJ.a. 

TEXT 22 

� ¥If �1 � ij;ij+it�•uww41'1(¥( 1 
fieqr+fl m a.,...�q • �n � � ��" 
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yo miim saroe�u bhilte�u 
santam iitmiinam isvaram 

hitviirciim bhajate mau!lhyiid 
bhasmany eva juhoti saft 

[Canto 3, Ch. 29 

ya[t-one who ; miim-Me;  sarve§u-in all; bhilte§u-living entities; santam 
-being present ; iitmiinam-the Paramatma; isvaram-the Supreme Lord; 
hitvii- disregarding ; arciim-the Deity ; bhajate-worships;  mau!lhyiit
because of ignorance; bhasmani-into ashes; eva-only ; juhoti-offers 
oblations ; saft-he. 

TRANSLATION 

One who worships the Deity of Godhead in the temples but does not 
know that the Supreme Lord, as Paramatma, is situated in every living 

. entity's heart, must be in ignorance and is compared to one who offers 
oblations into ashes. 

PURPORT 

It is stated clearly herein that the Supreme Personality of Godhead, in 
His plenary expansion of Supersoul, i s  present in all living entities. The 
living entities have 8,400,000 different kinds of bodies, and the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead is living in every body both as the individual soul 
and as the Supersoul. Since the individual soul is part and parcel of the 
Supreme Lord, in that sense the Lord is living in every body; and , as 
Supersoul, the Lord is also present as a witness. In both cases the presence 
of God in every living entity is essential. Therefore persons who profess to 
belong to some religious sect but who do not feel the presence of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead in every living entity, and everywhere 
else, are in the mode of ignorance. 

If, without this preliminary knowledge of the Lord's omnipresence 
everywhere, one simply attaches himself to the rituals in a temple, church 
or mosque, it is as if he were offering butter into ashes rather than into the 
fire. One offers sacrifices by pouring clarified butter into a fire and chant
ing Vedic mantras, but even if there are Vedic mantras and all conditions 
are favorable, if the clarified butter is poured on ashes, then such a sacrifice 
will be useless. In other words, a devotee should not ignore any living 
entity. The devotee must know that in every living entity, however insig
nificant he may be, even in an ant, God is present, and therefore every 
living entity should be kindly treated and should not be subjected to any 
violence. In modern civilized society, slaughterhouses are regularly main
tained and supported by a certain type of religious principle. But without 
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knowledge of the presence of God in every living entity, any so-called 
advancement of human civilization, either spiritual or material, is to be 
understood as being in the mode of ignorance. 

TEXT 23 

o: � � � N'ii«J(tij: I 
�! q�� ;r �: mkii�WM I I �  � I I  

dvi�ataft para-kiiye miim 
miinino bhinna-darsinaft 

bhilte.su baddha-vairasya 
na manaft siintim rcchati 

dvi§ata[t-of one who is envious;  para-kaye-towards the body of 
another ; miim-unto Me ; miinina[t-offering respect ; bhinna-darsina[t-of a 
separatist ; bhiUe§u- towards living entities ; baddha-vairasya-of one who 
is inimical; na-not ; manaft-the mind ; siintim-peace ; rcchati- attains. 

TRANSLATION 

One who offers Me respect but is envious of the bodies of others and is 
therefore a separatist never attains peace of mind, bee(!use of his inimical 
behavior towards other living entities. 

PURPORT 
In this verse, two phrases, bhute§u baddha-vairasya ("inimical towards 

others") and dvi§ata[t para-kiiye ("envious of another's body"), are 
significant. One who is envious of or inimical towards others never exper
iences any happiness. A devotee's vision, therefore, must be perfect. He 
should ignore bodily distinctions and should see only the presence of the 
part and parcel of the Supreme Lord, and the Lord Himself in His plenary 
expansion as Supersoul. That is the vision of a pure devotee. The bodily 
expression of a particular type of living entity is always ignored by the 
devotee. 

It is expressed herein that the Lord is always eager to deliver the condi
tioned souls, who have been encaged within material bodies. Devotees are 
expected to carry the message or desire of the Lord to such conditioned 
souls and enlighten them with Kr�qa consciousness. Thus they may be 
elevated to transcendental, spiritual life, and the mission of their lives will 
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be successful. Of course this is not possible for living entities who are lower 
than human beings, but in human society it is feasible that all living entities 
can be enlightened with Kr��a consciousness. Even living entities who are 
lower than human can be raised to Kt�l}.a consciousness by other methods. 
For example, Sivananda Sena, a great devotee of Lord Caitanya, delivered 
a dog by feeding him prasada. Distribution of prasiida , or remnants of 
foodstuffs offered to the Lord, even to the ignorant masses of people 
and to animals, gives such living entities the chance for elevation to Kr��a 
consciousness. Factually it happened that the same dog, when met by Lord 
Caitanya at Puri, was liberated from the material condition. 

It is especially mentioned here that a devotee must be free from all 
violence (jiviihimsii). Lord Caitanya has recommended that a devotee not 
commit violence to any living entity. Sometimes the question is raised 
that since vegetables also have life and devotees take vegetable foodstuffs, 
isn't that violence? Firstly, however, taking some leaves, twigs or fruit 
from a tree or plant does not kill the plant. Besides that, jiviihirhsii means 
that since every living entity has to pass through a particular type of, body 
according to his past karma, although every living entity is eternal, he 
should not be disturbed in his gradual evolution. A devotee has to execute 
the principles of devotional service exactly as they are, and he must know 
that however insignificant a living entity may be, the Lord is present within 
him. A devotee must realize this universal presence of the Lord. 

TEXT 24 

31CVQ1!!4�$(4: m�c:q'il�Uwt� I 
��sf%m� ��!41ttli!4ttlf.twt: 1 1 �\11 1  

aham ucciivacair dravyaifl, 
kriyayotpannayiinaghe 

naiva tuflye 'rcito 'rciiyiirh 
b hu ta-griimiivaman ina{l 

aham-I ;  ucciivacai{l-with various ; dravyaifl.-paraphernalia ; kriyayii-by 
religious rituals ; utpannaya-accomplished; anaghe-0 sinless mother; 
na-not; eva-certainly ; tu�ye-am pleased; arcita�- worshiped; arciiyiim
in the Deity form; bhiita-griima-to other living entities ; avamiinina�-with 
those who are disrespectful. 

Text 24] Explanation of Devotional Service 1257 

TRANSLATION 

My dear Mother, even if he worships with proper rituals and 
paraphernalia, a person who is ignorant of My presence in all living 
entities never pleases Me by the worship of My Deities in the temple. 

PURPORT 

There are sixty-four different prescriptions for worship of the Deity in 
the temple. There are many items offered to the Deity, some valuable and 
some less valuable. It is prescribed in Bhagavad-g'itii: "If a devotee offers 
Me a small flower, a leaf, some water, or a little fruit, I will accept it." 
The real purpose is to exhibit one's loving devotion to the Lord; the offer
ings themselves are secondary. If one has not developed loving devotion 
to the Lord and simply offers many kinds of foodstuffs, fruits and flowers 
without real devotion,  the offering will not be accepted by the Lord. We 
cannot bribe the Personality of Godhead. He is so great that our bribery 
has no value. Nor has He any scarcity ; since He is full in Himself, what can 
we offer Him? Everything is produced by Him. We simply offer to show 
our love and gratitude to the Lord. 

This gratitude and love for God is exhibited by a pure devotee who 
knows that the Lord lives in every living entity. As such, temple worship 
necessarily incfudes distribution of prasiida . It is not that one should 
create a temple in his private apartment or private room, offer something 
to the Lord, and then eat. Of course, that is better than simply cooking 
foodstuffs and eating without understanding one's relationship with the 
Supreme Lord; people who act in this manner are just like animals. But 
the devotee who wants to elevate himself to the higher level of under
standing must know that the Lord is present in every living entity, and, as 
stated in the previous verse, one should be compassionate to other living 
entities. A devotee should worship the Supreme Lord, be friendly to 
persons who are on the same level, and be compassionate to the ignorant. 
One should exhibit his compassion for ignorant living entities by dis
tributing prasiida. Distribution of prasiida to the ignorant masses of 
people is essential for persons who make offerings to the Personality of 
Godhead. 

Real love and devotion is accepted by the Lord. Many valuable 
foodstuffs may be presented to a person, but if the person is not hungry, 
all such offerings are useless for him. Similarly, we may offer many valuable 
items to the Deity, but if we have no real sense of devotion and no real 
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sense of the Lord's presence everywhere, then we are lacking in devotional 
service ; in such a state of ignorance, we cannot offer anything acceptable 
to the Lord. 

arcadav arcayet tavad 
tSvaram mam sva-karma-krt 

yavan na veda sva-hrdi 
sarva-bhute.sv avasthitam 

arc�-G.dau-beginning with worship of the Deity ; arcayet-one should 
worship ; tavat-so long; isvaram-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
mam-Me; sva-his own; karma-prescribed duties ; krt-performing;yavat
as long as ; na-not ; veda-he realizes ; sva-hrdi-in his own heart ; sarva
bhil te§u-in all living entities ; avasthitam-situated. 

TRANSLATION 

Performing his prescribed duties, one should worship the Deity of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead until he realizes My presence in his own 
heart and in the hearts of other living entities as well. 

PURPORT 

Worship of the Deity of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is 
prescribed herewith even for persons who are simply discharging their 
prescribed duties. There are prescribed duties for the different classes of 
men-the brahma[Las, the vaisyas, the kfoatriyas and the sildras-and for the 
different iisramas-brahmacarya, grhastha, viinaprastha and sannyiisa. One 
should worship the Deity of the Lord until one appreciates the presence of 
the Lord in every living entity. In other words, one should not be satisfied 
simply by discharging his duties properly ; he must realize his relationship 
and the relationship of all other living entities with the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. If he does not understand this, then even though he discharges 
his prescribed duties properly, it is to be understood that he is simply 
laboring without profit. 

The word sva-karma-krt in this verse is very significant. Sva-karma-krt 
is one who engages in discharging his prescribed duties. It is not that one 

Text 27] Explanation of Devotional Service 1259 

who has become a devotee of the Lord or who engages in devotional 
service should give up his prescribed duties. No one should be lazy under 
the plea of devotional service. One has to execute devotional service 
according to his prescribed duties. Sva-karma-krt means that one should 
discharge the duties prescribed for him without neglect. 

TEXT 26 

. �'f.l!!t q(�l� �: 4ilfl'li<6(tf((t(_ I 
� fli'ilt\il at�fi!f(� :tl4fliNUI( I I�� I I  

atmanas ca parasyapi 
yafi, karoty antarodaram 

tasya bhinna-drso mrtyur 
vidadhe bhayam ulbartam 

atmana�-of himself ; ca-and; parasya-of another ; api-also ; ya�- one 
who ; karoti-discriminates ; antara-between ; udaram-the body ; tasya-of 
him ;  bhinna-drsafi,-having a differential outlook ; mrtyufi,-as death ; 
vidadhe-I cause ; bhayam-fear ; ulba7Jam-great. 

TRANSLATION 

As the blazing fire �f death, I cause great fear to whoever makes the 
least discrimination between himself and other living entities because of a 
differential outlook. 

PURPORT 

There are bodily differentiations among all varieties of living entities, 
but a devotee should not distinguish between one living entity and another 
on such a basis; a devotee's outlook should be that both the soul and 
Supersoul are equally present in all varieties of living entities. 

TEXT 27 

. � � . 
� � �t4¥Jt! \tll€¥11'1 fijkf4( I 
31�C:I"'iil'11+'4i �lflt.i\;w .. 11�\91 1 

atha mam sarva-bhuteflu 
bhutatmanam krta.lllyam 
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arhayed diina-miiniibhyiim 
maitryiibhinnena cak.su.sii 

[Canto 3, Ch. 29 

atka-therefore ; miim-Me; sarva-bhilte§u-in all creatures ; bhilta
atmiinam-the Self in all beings ; krta-iilayam- abiding;arhayet- one should 
propitiate ; dana-manabhyiim-through charity and respect ; maitryii
through friendship ; abhinnena-equal ; cak§U§ii-by viewing. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, through charitable gifts and attention, as well as through 
friendly behavior and by viewing all to be alike, one should propitiate Me, 
who abide in all creatures as their very Self. 

PURPORT 

It should not be misunderstood that because the Supersoul is dwelling 
within the heart of a living entity, the individual soul has become equal to 
Him. The equality of the Supersoul and the individual soul is misconceived 
by the impersonalist. Here it is distinctly mentioned that the individual 
soul should be recognized in relationship with the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. The method of worshiping the individual soul is described here 
as either giving charitable gifts or behaving in a friendly manner, fr�e from 
any separatist outlook. The impersonalist sometimes accepts a poor 
individual soul as being daridra-niiriiyaT}a, meaning that NiiriiyaJ;la, the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, has become poor. This is a contradiction. 
The Supreme Personality of Godhead is full in all opulences. He can agree 
to live with a poor soul or even with an animal, but this does not make Him 
poor. 

There are two Sanskrit words used here, sevii and diiya. Sevii indicates a 
superior, and diiya indicates one who gives charitable gifts or is �om pas
sionate towards an inferior. We cannot treat the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead as an inferior who is dependent on our charitable gifts. When we 
give charity, it is to a person who is inferior in his material or economic 
condition. Charity is not given to a rich man. Similarly, it is explicitly 
stated here that miina, respect, is offered to a superior, and charity is 
offered to an inferior. The living entities, according to different results of 
fruitive activities, may become rich or poor, but the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead is unchangeable ; He is always full in six opulences. Treating 
a living entity equally does not mean treating him as one would treat the 
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Supreme Personality of Godhead. Compassion and friendl��ess do not 
necessitate falsely elevating someone to the exalted position of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead .. We s�ould not, at the s�me �me, 
misunderstand that the Supersoul situated m the heart of an ammal like a 
hog and the Supersoul situated in the heart of a learned briihmar-a are 
different. The Supersoul in all living entities is the same Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. By His omnipotency, He can live anywhere, and 
He can create His V aikuQ.tha situation everywhere. That is His inconceiv
able potency. Therefore, when NariiyaQ.a is living in the heart of a hog, He 
does not become a hog-NiiriiyaQ.a. He is always Na�iiyal).a and is u naffected 
by the body of the hog. 

TEXT 28 

im:� u..,."rtn•ti �: �: � 1 
�: �: stii4(i(ij6������u � � ��� � . 

jtva� srefi.thii h y ajtviiniim 
tata� prara-bhrta� subhe 

tata� sacittii� pravariis 
tatas cendriya-vrttaya� 

jtvii�-living entities; sre§{hii�-better ; hi-indeed ; �J!viinii�-th_an 
inanimate objects; tata�-than them ; priir;w-bhrta�-entities With hfe 
symptoms ; subhe-0 blessed mother ; tata�-than them; sa-cittii�- entities 
with developed consciousness ; pravarii�- better ; tata�-than them; ca
and ; indriya-vrttaya�-those with sense perception. 

TRANSLATION 

Living entities are superior to inanimate objects, 0 blessed mother.' and 
among them, living entities who display life symptoms are better. �mals 
with developed consciousness are better than them, and better still are 
those who have developed sense perception. 

PURPORT 

In the previous verse it was explained that living entities should be . 
honored by charitable gifts and friendly behavior, and in this verse and in 
the following verses, the description of different grades of living entities is 
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given so that one can know when to behave friendly and when to give 
charity. For example, a tiger is a living entity, part and parcel of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, and the Supreme Lord is living in the 
heart of the tiger as Supersoul. But does this mean that we have to treat 
the tiger in a friendly manner? Certainly not. We have to treat him . 
differently, giving him charity in the form of prasiida . The many saintly 
persons in the jungles do not treat the tigers in a friendly way, but they 
supply prasiida foodstuffs to them. The tigers come, take the food and go 
away, just as a dog does. According to the Vedic system ,  a dog is not allowed 
to enter the house. Because of their uncleanliness, cats and dogs are not 
allowed within the apartment of a gentleman, but they are so trained that 
they stand outside. The compassionate householder will supply prasiida 
to the dogs and cats, who eat outside and then go away. We must treat the 
lower living entities compassionately, but this does not mean that we 
have to treat them in the same way we treat other human beings. The 
feeling of equality must be there, but the treatment should be discrimi
nating. Just how discrimination should be maintained is given in the 
following six verses concerning the different grades of living conditions. 

The first division is made between dead, stonelike matter and the living 
organism. A living organism is sometimes manifested even in stone. 
Experience shows that some hills and mountains grow. This is due to the 
presence of the soul within that stone. Above that, the next man�festation 
of the living condition is development of consciousness, and the next 
manifestation is the development of sense perception. In the Mokfia
dharma section of the Mahiibhiirata it is stated that trees have developed 
sense perception ;  they can see and smell. We know by experience that 
trees can see. Sometimes in its growth a large tree changes its course of 
development to avoid some hindrances. This means that a tree can see, and 
according to Mahiibhiirata, a tree can also smell. This indicates the 
development of sense perception. 

·TEXT 29 

�1ft �q�f�f4\+1f: smt («��if: I 
� rp:�felt:: �fjl((f�t: \i�ftl(\ em: � ���I I 

tatriipi spada-vedibhya� 
pravarii rasa-vedina� 

tebhyo gandha-vida� sre.s_thiis 
tata� sabda-vido varii� 
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tatra-among them ; api-moreover; spar�a-vedibhya�-tha� �hose per
ceiving touch ; pravara�-bette� ; rasa-vedma�-t��se percelVl?g ta

_
ste ; 

tebhya� -than them; gandha-vzda�-those perceiVI�g. smell ; sre�!h��
better ; tata�-than them; sabda-vida�-those percelVlng sound ; vara�
better. 

TRANSLATION 

Among tfie Jiving entities who have developed sense perception, those 
who have d�veloped the sense of taste are better than those who have 
developed only the sense of touch. Better than them are those who have 
developed the sense of smell, and better still are those who have developed 
the sense of hearing. 

PURPORT 

Although Westerners accept that Darwin first expounded the doctrine of 
evolution, the science of anthropology is not new. The development of the 
evolutionary process was known long before from the Bhiigavatam, which 
was written 5,000 years ago. There are records of the statements of 
Kapila Muni, who was present almost in the beginning of the creation. 
This knowledge has existed since the Vedic time, and all these sequences 
are disclosed in Vedic literature; the theory of gradual evolution or 
anthropology is not new to the Vedas. . It is said here that amongst the trees there are also evolutiOnary 
proce�ses; the different ki�ds of trees have touch perception. It is said that 
better than the trees are the fish because fish have developed the sense of 
taste. Better than the fish are the bees, who have developed the sense of 
smell, and better than them are the serpents because serpents have 
developed the sense of hearing. In the darkness of night a snake can find 
its eatables simply by hearing the frog's very pleasant cry. The snake can 
understand, "There is the frog," and he captures the frog simply because 
of its sound vibration. This example is sometimes given for persons who 
vibrate sounds simply for death. One may have a very nice tongue that can 
vibrate sound like the frogs, but that kind of vibration is simply calling 
death. The best use of the tongue and of sound vibration is to chant 
Hare K.r�Q.a, Hare K.r�Q.a, Kr�Q.a Kr�Q.a, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, 
Rama Rama, Hare Hare. That will protect one from the hands of cruel 
death. 

TEXT 30 
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riipa-bheda-vidas tatra 
tatas cobhayato data� 

te�iim bahu-padii� sre�_thiis 
catu�-piidas tato dvi-piit 

[Canto 3, Ch. 29 

rupa-bheda-distinctions of form ; vida�-those who perceive; tatra
than them; tata�-than them ; ca-and ; ubhayata�-in both j aws; data�
those with teeth ; te§iim-of them; bahu-padii�-those who have many legs; 
sre§thii�-better ; catu�-piida� -four-legged; tata�-than them; dvi-pat
two-legged. 

TRANSLATION 

Better than those living entities who can perceive sound are those who 
can distinguish between one form and another. Better than them are those 
who have developed upper and lower sets of teeth, and better still are those 
who have many legs. Better than them are the quadrupeds, and better still 
are the human beings. 

PURPORT 

It is said that certain birds, such as crows, can distinguish one form from 
another. Living entities that have many legs, like the wasp, are better than 
plants and grasses, which have no legs . Four-legged animals are better 
than many-legged living entities, and better than the animals is the human 
being, who has only two legs. 

TEXT 31 

m �u.ttt ��� Q(Q( �: 1 
;ftlllcit&:ffq Q �"�: I I � �  I I  

tato va'Tliis ca catviiras 
te�iim briihmap.a uttama� 

briihmap.e�v api veda-jfio 
hy artha-jfio 'bhyadhikas tata� 

tata�-among them ; var�ii�- classes ; ca- and; catviira�-four;  te§iim-of 
them ; brahma�a�-a briihma�a; uttama�-best ; briihma�e§u-among the 
briihma�as; api-moreover ; veda-the Vedas; jiia�-one who knows; hi
certainly ; artha-the purpose ; jiia�-one who knows ; abhyadhika�-better; 
tata�-than him.  

Text 32] Explanation of Devotional Service 1265 

TRANSLATION 

Among human beings, the society which is divided according to quality 
and work is best, and in that society, the intelligent men, who are 
designated as brahmal)as, are best. Among the brahmal)as, one who has 
studied the Vedas is the best, and among the brahmapas who have studied 
the Vedas, one who knows the actual purport of Veda is the best. 

PURPORT 

The system of four classifications in human society according to quality 
and work is very scientific. This system of briihmap.as, k�atriyas, vaisyas, 
and sudras has now · become vitiated as the present caste system in India, 
but it appears that this system has been current a very long time, since it is 
mentioned in .Srimad-Bhiigavatam and Bhagavad-gTta. Unless there is such 
a division of the social orders in human society, including the intelligent 
class, the martial class, the mercantile class and the laborer class, then there 
is always confusion as to who is to work for what purpose. A person 
trained to the stage of understanding the Absolute Truth is a briihmap.a, 
and when such a brahmal).a is veda-jiia, then he understands the purpose of 
Veda. The purpose of Veda is to understand the Absolute. One who 
u�derstands the Absolute Truth in three phases, namely Brahman, 
Paramatma and Bhagavan, and who understands the term Bhagavim to 
mean the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is considered to be the best 
of the briihmap.as, or a V aig1ava. 

TEXT 32 

�(11�4+11 mf: � ((l�i� I 
l'ffiijf(affl \419tt1_ln1l $:.J��: I I �  �I I  

artha-jfiii.t samsaya-cchettii. 
tata� sreyiin sva-karma-krt 

mukta-sangas tato bhuyii.n 
adogdhii. dharmam ii.tmana� 

artha-jnat-than one who knows the purpose of the Vedas; samsaya
doubts ; chettii-one who cuts off; tata�-than him ;  sreyan-better ; sva
karma-his prescribed duties; krt-one who executes ; mukta-sanga�
liberated from material association ; tata�-than him;  bhuyiin-better ; 
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adogdhii.-not executing; dharmam-devotional service ; atmana�-for 
himself. 

TRANSLATION 

Better than the brahma�a who knows the purpose of the Vedas is he 
who can dissipate all doubts, and better than him is one who strictly 
follows the brahminical principles. Better than him is one who is liberated 
from all material contamination, and better than him is a pure devotee 
who executes devotional service without expectation of reward. 

PURPORT 

Artha-jna-briih mar-a refers to one who has made a thorough analytical 
study of the Absolute Truth and who knows that the Absolute Truth is 
realized in three different phases, namely Brahman, Paramatma and 
Bhagavan. If someone not only has this knowledge but is able to clear all 
doubts if questioned about the Absolute Truth, he is considered better. 
Further, there may be a learned briihmar-a Vai�rtava who can explain clearly 
and eradicate all doubts, but if he does not follow the V ai�rtava principles, 
then he is not situated on a higher level. One must be able to clear all 
doubts and simultaneously be situated in the brahminical characteristics. 
Such a person,  who knows the purpose of the Vedic injunctions, who can 
employ the principles laid down in the Vedic literatures and who teaches his 
disciples in that way, is called an iiciirya. The position of an iiciirya is that 
he executes devotional service with no desire for elevation to a higher 
position of life. 

The highest perfectional briihmar-a is the Vai�rtava. A V ai�rtava who 
knows the science of the Absolute Truth but is not able to preach such 
knowledge to others is described as being in the lower stage, one who not 
only understands the principles of the science of God but can also preach 
is in the second stage, and one who not only can preach but who also sees 
everything in the Absolute Truth and the Absolute Truth in everything is 
in the highest class of V ai�rtavas. It is mentioned here that a V ai��ava is 
already a briihmar-a; in fact, the highest stage of brahminical perfection is 
reached when one becomes a V ai�rtava. 

TEXT 33 

(14flf'¥4U1Ftfiji�Nft�1"4i�l �: I 
�qfttiji�9i: tit �N ij;:q�dan 1 
WI � cR '¥{6�: (1�4>�911€( I I � � I I  

Text 33]  Explanation of Devotional Service 

tasmiin mayy arpitiisefla
kriyiirthii.tmii nirantarafl, 

mayy arpitiitmanafl, pumso 
mayi sannyasta-karmar-afl 

na pasyiimi param bhiltam 
akartu[l, sama-darsaniit 

1267 

tasmiit-than him; mayi-unto Me; arpita-offered ; ase§a-all ; kriya
actions ; artha-wealth ; ii.tma-life , soul; nirantarah-without cessation; 
mayi-unto Me ; arpita-offered ;  'iitmana�-whose n".ind ; pumsa�-than a 
person ; mayi-unto Me; sannyasta-dedicated ; karma�a�-whose activities ; 
na-not; pasyiimi-1 see ; param-greater ; bhiltam-living entity ; akartu�
without proprietorship ; sama-same; darsaniit- whose vision. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore I do not find a greater person than he who has no interest 
outside of Mine and who therefore engages and dedicates all his activities 
and all his life-everything-unto Me without cessation. 

PURPORT 

In this verse the word sama-darsaniit means that he no longer has any 
separate interest ; the devotee's interest and the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead's interest are one. For example, Lord Caitanya, in the role of a 
devotee, also preached the same philosophy. He preached that Kr�r:ta is the 
worshipful Lord, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and that the 
interest of His pure devotees is the same as His own. 

Sometimes Mayavadi philosophers, due to a poor fund of knowledge, 
define the word sama-darsaniit to mean that a devotee should see himself as 
one with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is foolishness. When 
one thinks himself one with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, there is 
no question of serving Him. When there is service, there must be a master. 
Three things must be present for there to be service: the master, the servant 
and the service. Here it is clearly stated that he who has dedicated his life, 
all his activities, his mind and his soul-everything-for the satisfaction of 
the Supreme Lord, is considered to be the greatest person. 

The word akartuft means "without any sense of proprietorship ." Every
one wants to act as the proprietor of his actions so that he can enjoy the 
result. A devotee, however, has no such desire ; he acts because the Person
ality of Godhead wants him to act in a particular way. He has no personal 
motive. When Lord Caitanya preached K��!la consciousness, it was not 
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with the purpose that people would call Him Kr�!\a, the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead ; rather, He preached that ��Qa is the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead and should he worshiped as such. A devotee who 
is a most confidential servant of the Lord never does anything for his per
sonal account, hut does everything for the satisfaction of the Supreme 
Lord. It is clearly stated, therefore, mayi sannyasta-karmaraft. The devotee 
works, hut he works for the Supreme. It is also stated, mayy arpitatmanaft: 
"He gives his mind unto Me." These are the qualifications of a devotee, 
who, according to this verse, is accepted as the highest of all human 
beings. 

TEXT 34 

¥4'1��tf;r � !401�#:�� I 
�stro \&tlttEti�tt I !�Nit lf'Nlf-ffif I I� \Il l  

manasaitani bhiitiini 
prar-amed bahu-manayan 

isvaro jiva-kalaya 
pravifl.to bhagaviin iti 

manasa-with the mind; etani-to these; bhiUani-living entities;pra!lame t 
-he offers respects ; bahu-manayan-showing regard ;  tsvara�-the controller; 
fiva-of the living entities ; kalaya-by His expansion as the Supersoul; 
pravi§ta�-has entered ;  bhagavan-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
iti-thus. 

TRANSLATION 
Such a perfect devotee offers respects to every living entity because he 

is under the firm conviction that the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
has entered the body of every living entity as the Supersoul, or controller. 

PURPORT 
A perfect devotee, as described above, does not make the mistake of 

thinking that because the Supreme Personality of Godhead as Paramatma 
has entered into the body of every living entity, therefore every living 
entity has become the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is foolish
ness. Suppose a person enters into a room; that does not mean that the 
room has become that person. Similarly, that the Supreme Lord has 
entered into each of the 8,400,000 particular types of material bodies 
does not mean that each of these bodies has become the Supreme Lord. 

Text 35 ] Explanation of Devotional Service 1269 

Because the Supreme Lord is present, however, a pure devotee accepts 
each body as the temple of the Lord, and since the devotee offers 
respect to such temples in full knowledge, he gives respect to every 
living entity in relationship with the Lord. Mayavadi philosophers wrongly 
think that because the Supreme Person has entered the body of a poor 
man, the Supreme Lord has therefore become daridra-niirayar-a, or poor 
NarayaQa. These are all blasphemous statements of atheists and non
devotees. 

TEXT. 35 

lf��� ttltt� llqt ���: I 
�����Cl �: � � 1 1 �'-\1 1 

bhakti-yogas ca yogas ca 
maya manavy udiritalt 

yayor ekatarer-aiva 
puruflaft puru.sarh vrajet 

bhakti-yoga�-devotional service;  ca-and; yoga�-mystic yoga; ca-also ; 
maya-by Me ; miinavi-0 daughter of Manu ; udtrita�-described ; yayo�
of which two ; ekatarer-a-by either one ; eva-alone ; puru§a�-a person; 
puru§am-the Supreme Person ; vrajet-can achieve. 

TRANSLATION 
My dear mother, 0 daughter of Manu, a devotee who applies the 

science of devotional service and mystic yoga in this way can achieve 
the abode of the Supreme Person simply by that devotional service. 

PURPORT 
Herein the Supreme Personality of Godhead Kapiladeva perfectly 

explains that the mystic _yoga system, consisting of eight different kinds 
of yoga activities, has to he performed with the aim of coming to the 
perfectional stage of bhakti-yoga. It is not acceptable for one to he 
satisfied simply by practicing the sitting postures and thinking himself 
complete. By meditation one must attain to the stage of devotional 
service. As previously described, a yogi is advised to meditate on the form 
of Lord Vi�Qii, from point to point, from the ankles, to the legs, to the 
knees, to the thighs, to the chest, to the neck , and in this way gradually 
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up to the face and then to the ornaments. There is no question of 
impersonal meditation. 

When, by meditation on the Supreme Personality of Godhead in all 
detail, one comes to the point of love of God, that is the point of bhakti
yoga, and at that point he must actually render service to the Lord out of 
transcendental love. Anyone who practices yoga and comes to the point 
of devotional service can attain the Supreme Personality of Godhead in 
His transcendental abode. Here it is clearly stated, puru�aft puru�am 
vrajet: The puru�a, the living entity, goes to the Supreme Person. The 
Supreme Personality of Godhead and the living entity are qualitatively 
one ; both are defined as puru�a. The quality of puru�a exists both in the 
Supreme Godhead and in the living entity. Puru�a means enjoyer, and the 
spirit of enjoyment is present both in the living entity and in the Supreme 
Lord. The difference is that the quantity of enjoyment is not equal. The 
living entity cannot experience the same quantity of enjoyment as the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. An analogy may be made with a rich 
man and a poor man :  The propensity for enjoyment is present in both, 
but the poor man cannot enjoy in the same quantity as the rich man. 
When the poor man dovetails his desires with those of the rich man, 
however, and when there is cooperation between the poor man and the 
rich man, or between the big and the small man, then the enjoyment is 
shared equally. That is like bhakti-yoga. Puru�aft puru�arh vrajet: When the 
living entity enters into the kingdom of God and cooperates with the 
Supreme Lord by giving Him enjoyment, he enjoys the same facility or 
the same amount of pleasure as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

On the other hand, when the living entity wants to enjoy by imitating 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, that is called maya, and it puts 
him in the material atmosphere. A living entity who wants to enjoy on 
his personal account and not cooperate with the Supreme Lord is engaged 
in materialistic life. As soon as he dovetails his enjoyment with the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, he is engaged in spiritual life. An 
example may be cited here: The different limbs of the body cannot enjoy 
life independently; they must cooperate with the whole body and supply 
food to the stomach. In so doing, all the different parts of the body 
enjoy equally in cooperation with the whole body. That is the philosophy 
of acintya-bhediibheda, simultaneous oneness and difference. The living 
entity cannot enjoy life in opposition to the Supreme Lord ; he has to 
dovetail his activities with Him by practicing bhakti-yoga. 

It is said herein that one can approach the Supreme Personality of God
head by either the yoga process or the bhakti-yoga process. This indicates 
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that factually there is no difference between yoga and bhakti-yoga because 
the target of both is Vi�Q.U. In the modern age, however, a yoga process has 
been manufactured which aims at something void and impersonal. Actually, 
yoga means meditation on the form of Lord Vi�!J.U. If the yoga practice is 
actually performed according to the standard direction, there is no differ
ence between yoga and bhakti-yoga. 

TEXT 36 

�tli(� 1616l �4 ;mor: q(+tl�'1: I 
qt � � �ef �fq�f!6( I I �  ' I I  

etad bhagavato rilpam 
brahmar-aft paramiitmanaft 

param pradhiinam puru.sam 
daivarh karma-vicefl_titam 

etat-this ; bhagavata�-of the Supreme Personality of God
_
hea� ; rflpam

form· brahmanah.:....of Brahman ; paramlitmana�-of Paramatma; param
trans�endentat";p�adhlinam-chief ;puru§am-personality; daivam- spiritual ; 
karma-vice§titam-whose activities. 

TRANSLATION 

This purusa whom the individual soul must approach is the eternal 
form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is known as Brahman 
and Paramatma. He is the transcendental chief personality, and His 
activities are all spiritual. 

PURPORT 
In order to distinguish the personality whom the individual soul m�st 

approach, it is described herein that 
.
t�is pur��a, the �upreme �ersonahty 

of Godhead, is the chief amongst all hvmg enhhes and IS the ultimate form 
of the impersonal Brahman effulgence and Paramatma ma�ife�tatio�. 
Since He is the origin of the Brahman effulge'nce and Paramatma mam
festation He is described herewith as the chief personality. It is confirmed 
in the Katha Upani§ad,' nityo nityiiniim: there are many eternal living 
entities b�t He is the chief maintainer. This is confirmed in Bhagavad
gitii als� , where Lord Kr�Q.a says, aham sarvasya prabhavaft: "I am

_ 
th� 

origin of everything, including the Brahman effulgen?e an� Paramatma 
manifestation." His activities are transcendental, as confirmed m Bhagavad-
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gitii. ]anma karma ca me divyam: the activities and the appearance and 
disappearance of the Supreme Personality of Godhead are transcendental ; 
they are not to be considered material. Anyone who knows this fact-that 
the appearance, disappearance and activities of the Lord are beyond 
material activities or material conception-is liberated. Yo vetti tattvata� 
tyaktvii deham punar jan ma: such a person, after quitting his body, does 
not come back again to this material world, but goes to th.e Supreme 
Person. It is confirmed here, puru.sa� puru�arh vraje t: the living entity 
goes to the Supreme Personality simply by understanding His transcen
dental na.ture and activities. 

TEXT 37 

��((I�( ft:stf � �� I 
� 'i«P(twtf � �qf � 1 1 �"1 1 

riipa-bhediispadarh divyarh 
kiila ity abhidhiyate 

bhiitiiniirh mahad-iidiniirh 
yato bhinna-drsiirh bhayam 

rilpa-bheda-of the transformation of forms; iispadam-the · cause; 
divyam-divine ; kala�-time; iti-thus; abhidhtyate-is known; bhutiiniim. of living entities ; mahat-iidtniim-beginning with Lord Brahma; yata�
because of which ; bhinna-drsiim-with separate vision ; bhayam-fear. 

TRANSLATION 

The time factor, who causes the transformation of the various material 
manifestations, is another feature of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
Anyone who does not know that time is the same Supreme Personality is 
afraid of the time factor. 

PURPORT 

Everyone is afraid of the activities of time, but a devotee who knows 
that the time factor is another representation or manifestation of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead has nothing to fear from the influence 
of time. The phrase rilpa-bhediispadam is very significant. By the 
influence of time, so many forms are changing. For example, when a 
child is born his form is small, hut in the course of time that form 
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changes into a larger form, the body of a hoy, and then the body of a 
young man. Similarly, everything is changed and transformed by the 
time factor or by the indirect control of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. Usually we do not see any difference between the body of a 
child and the body of a boy or young man because we know that these 
changes are due to the action of the time factor. There is cause for fear for 
a person who does not know how time acts. 

TEXT 38 

��: ��"{�\'E4R'4�15)ftf: I 
���sf\l�(fl� �: �RJS��� q: �l 

yo 'nta� pravisya bhutiini 
bhutair atty akhiliisraya� 

sa vificw-iikhyo 'dhiyajfio 'sau 
kiila� kalayatiirh prabhu� 

ya�-He who; anta�-within; pravisya-entering; bhiltiini-living entities ; 
bhi1tai�-by living entities ; atti-annihilates ; akhila-of everyone ; iisraya�
the support; sa�-He; vi§TJU-Vi�pu ; iikhya�-named; adhiyajfia�- the 
enjoyer of all sacrifices ; asau-that ; kiila�-time factor ;  kalayatiim-of all 
masters ; prabhu�-the master. 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Vi�pu, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the enjoyer 
of all sacrifices, is the time factor and the master of all masters. He 
enters everyone's heart, He is the support of everyone, and He causes 
every being to be annihilated by another. 

PURPORT 

Lord Vi�Q.U , the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is clearly described 
in this passage. He is the supreme enjoyer, and all others are working as 
His servants. As stated in the Caitanya-caritamrta, ekale Uvara kr�7J.a: the 
only Supreme Lord is Vi�Q.U. Ara saba bhrtya: all others are His serva.n

ts. 
Lord Brahma,  Lord Siva and other demigods are all servants. The same V I�Q.U 
enters everyone's heart as Paramatma, and He causes the annihilation of 
every being through another being. 
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TEXT 39 

'f��(fit«l;r� 'I �;n;\N: I 

311�\I�SCttit� m �wtf\"(ti( I I �Q..I I  
na ciisya kascid dayito 

na dve�yo na ca biindhava{t 
iivisaty apramatto 'sau 

pramattam janam antakrt 

na-not ; ca-and ; asya-of the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; kascit
anyone; dayita�-dear ; na-not ; dve§ya�-enemy; na-not ; ca-and; 
biindhava�-friend;  iiviSati-approaches ; apramatta�-attentive ; asau- He; 
pramattam-inattentive ; janam-persons ; anta-krt-the destroyer. ' 

TRANSLATION 

No one is dear to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, nor is anyone 
His enemy or friend. But He gives inspiration to those who have not 
forgotten Him and destroys those who have. 

PURPORT 
Forgetfulness of one's relationship with Lord Vi�pu, the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead, is the cause of one's repeated birth and death. 
A living entity is as eternal as the Supreme Lord, but due to his forget
fulness he is put into this material nature and transmigrates from one 
body to another, and when the body is destroyed, he thinks that he is · 
also destroyed. Actually, this forgetfulness of his relationship with Lord 
Vi�pu is the cause of his destruction. Anyone who revives his conscious
ness of the original relationship receives inspiration from the Lord. This 
does not mean that the Lord is someone's enemy and someone else's 
friend. He helps everyone ; one who is not bewildered by the influence of 
material energy is saved, and one who is bewildered is destroyed. It is 
said, therefore, harim vinii na srtim taranti: no one can be saved from 
the repetition of birth and death without the help of the Supreme Lord. 
It is therefore the duty of all living entities to take shelter of the lotus 
feet of Vi�pu and thus save themselves from the cycle of birth and death. 

TEXT 40 

ii«411\1Rf �� .tffir ii'Mid\ I 
�«iill'i6 � � l11fir 4'A4h( 1 1\i o l l  

Text 41 ] Explanation of Devotional Service 

yad-bhayiid viiti viito 'yam 
silryas tapati yad-bhayiit 

yad-bhayiid var,.sate devo 
bhagarw bhii.ti yad-bhayiit 
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yat-of whom (the Supreme Personality of Godhead) ; bhayiit- out of 
fear ; viiti-blows; viita�-the wind; ayam-this; silrya�-sun ;  tapati-shines ; 
yat-of whom ; bhayiit-out of fear ; yat-of whom;  bhayiit-out of fear ; 
var§ate-sends rains ; deva�-the god of rain ;bha-ga�a�-the host of heavenly 
bodies; bhati-shine ; yat-of whom ;  bhayiit-out of fear. 

TRANSLATION 
Out of fear of the Supreme Personality of Godhead the wind blows, out 

of fear of Him the sun shines, out of fear of Him the rain pours forth 
showers, and out of fear of Him the host of heavenly bodies shed their 
luster. 

PURPORT 

The Lord states in Bhagavad-gitii, mayiidhyak�ep.a prakrti{t silyate: 
"Nature is working under My direction." The foolish person thinks that 
nature is working automatically, but such an atheistic theory is not 
supported in the Vedic literature. Nature is working under the super
intendence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. That is confirmed in 
Bhagavad-guii., and we also find here that the sun shines under the direction 
of the Lord, and the cloud pours forth showers of rain under the direction 
of the Lord. All natural phenomena are under superintendence of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead , Vi�Qu. 

TEXT 41 

4lwt�qij4{l lftm ��Nftr: � I 
��Etii\%Sf'l•!¥��1fUr �� �l l'fl � I I 

yad vanas-patayo bhitii 
latiis cau§adhibhift saha 

sve sve kiile 'bhigrhp.anti 
pu_spiip.i ca phalii.ni ca 

yat-because of whom; vana�-pataya�-the trees; bhttiiq- fearful; latii�
creepers ; ca-and; O§adhibhi�-herbs ; saha-with; sve sve kale-each in its 
own season; abhigrh�anti-bear ; pu§pii�i-flowers; ca-and ; phaliini-fruits ; 
ca-also. 
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TRANSLATION 

Out of fear of the Supreme Personality of Godhead the trees, creepers, 
herbs and seasonal plants and flowers blossom and fructify, each in its 
own season. 

PURPORT 

As the sun rises and sets and the seasonal changes ensue at their 
appointed times by the superintendence of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, so the seasonal plants, flowers, herbs and trees all grow 
under the direction of the Supreme Lord. It is not that plants grow · 
automatically, without any cause, as the atheistic philosophers say. 
Rather , they grow in pursuance of the supreme order of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. It is confirmed in the Vedic literature that the 
Lord's diverse energies are working so nicely that it appears that every
thing is being done automatically. 

TEXT 42 

� �· lffin ;f1€ijqc:,'(f\1�6: I 
"'ficR: .. � mqRf¥fl{� � 4«416\ 1 1\1� 1 1  

sravanti sarito bhita 
notsarpaty udadhir yatafi, 

agnir indhe sagiribhir 
bhilr na majjati yad-bhayiit 

sravanti-flow ; sarita�-rivers ; bhitii�-fearful ; na-not ; utsarpati-over
flows ; uda-dhifi,-the ocean ; yata�-because of whom; agni�-fire ;  indhe
�urns ; sa-giribhi�- with its mountains ; bhu�-the earth ; na-not ; majjati
smks; yat-of whom; bhayiit-out of fear. 

TRANSLATION 

Out of fear of the Supreme Personality of Godhead the rivers flow, 
and the ocean never overflows. Out of fear of Him only does fire burn 
and does the earth, with its mountains, not sink in the water of the 
universe. 

PURPORT 
We can understand from the Vedic literature that this universe is half 

filled with water, on which Garbhodakasayi Vi�!lu is lying. From His 
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abdomen a lotus flower has grown, and within the stem of that lotus 
flower all the different planets exist. The material scientist explains that 
all these different planets are floating because of the law of gravity or 
some other law; but the actual lawmaker is the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. When we speak of law, we must understand that there must be 
a lawmaker. The material scientists can discover laws of nature, but they 
are unable to recognize the lawmaker. From Srimad-Bhiigavatam and 
Bhagavad-gita we can know who the lawmaker is: the lawmaker is the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

It is said here that the planets do not sink. Since they are floating 
under the order or energy of the Supreme Godhead, they do not fall 
down into the water which covers half the universe. All the planets are 
heavy , with their various mountains, seas, oceans, cities, palaces and 
buildings, and yet they are floating. It is understood from this passage 
that all the other planets that are floating in the air have oceans and 
mountains similar to those on this planet . 

TEXT 43 

� � � � 4f4t4+tf8:�: I 
� � � � �� 1 1\1� 1 1  

nabho dadati svasatam 
padam yan-niyamad adafi, 

lokam sva-deham tanute 
mahiin saptabhir avrtam 

nabha�-the sky ; dadiiti-gives ; svasatiim-to the living entities; padam
abode ; yat-of whom (the Supreme Personality of Godhead) ;  niyamiit
under the control ; ada�-that ; lokam-the universe ; sva-deham- own body; 
tanute-expands ; mahan-the mahat-tattva; saptabhi�-with the seven 
(layers) ; iivrtam-covered. 

TRANSLATION 

Subject to the control of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the 
sky allows outer space to accommodate all the various planets, which 
hold innumerable living entities. The total universal body expands 
with its seven coverings under His supreme control. 
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PURPORT 

It 
_
is understood from this verse that all the planets in outer space are 

floatmg, and they all hold living entities. The word svasatiim means those 
who breathe, or the living entities. In order to accommodate them, there 
are innumerable planets. Every planet is a residence for innumerable 
living entities, and the necessary space is provided in the sky by the 
supreme order of the Lord. It is also stated here that the total universal 
body is increasing. It is covered by seven layers, and as there are five 
elements within the universe, so the total elements, in layers, cover the 
outside of the universal body. The first layer is of earth, and it is ten 
times greater in size than the space within the universe ; the second layer 
is water, and that is ten times greater than the earthly layer; the third 
covering is fire, which is ten times greater than the water covering. In this 
way each layer is ten times greater than the previous one. 

TEXT 44 

gunfll+uf.i;il �n ({lrtRQ4� �� 1 
lild·��·i � '4� �iji€1(1"-1(4( 1 1\l\l l l  

guriibhimiinino devii{t 
sargiidi�v asya yad-bhayiit 

vartante 'nuyugarh ye.siirh 
vasa etac cariicaram 

gu!la--:-the modes of
_ 
ma�erial nature ;  abhimiinina�-in charge of; devii�

the demigods ; sarga-iidz§u-m the matter of creation and so on; asya- of this 
world;  yat-bhayiit-out of fear of whom; vartante-carry out functions; 
anuyugam-according to the yugas; ye�iim-of whom ;  vase-under the 
control ; etat-this; cara-acaram- everything animate and inanimate. 

TRANSLATION 

O�t of
_ 

fear of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the directing 
demigods m charge of the modes of material nature carry out the functions 
of creation, maintenance and destruction; everything animate and inani
mate within this material world is under their control. 

PURPORT 

. The three modes of material nature, namely goodness, passion and 
Ignorance, are under the control of three deities-Brahma, Vi�p.u and 
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Lord Siva. Lord Vi�p.u is in charge of the mode of goodness, Lord Brahma 
is in charge of the mode of passion, and Lord Siva is in charge of the 
mode of ignorance. Similarly, there are many other demigods in charge 
of the air department, the water department, the cloud department, etc. 
Just as the government has many different departments, so , within this 
material world, the government of the Supreme Lord has many depart
ments, and all_ these departments function in proper order out of fear of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Demigods are undoubtedly con
trolling all matter, animate and inanimate, within the universe, but 
above them the supreme controller is the Personality of Godhead. There
fore in the Brahma-sarhhitii it is said, isvara{t parama{t kn!taft. Undoubtedly 
there are many controllers in the departmental management of this 
universe, but the supreme controller is Kr�Q.a. 

There are two kinds of dissolutions. One kind of dissolution takes 
place when Brahma goes to sleep during his night, and the final dissolution 
takes place when Brahma dies. As long as Brahma does not die, creation, 
maintenance and destruction are actuated by different demigods under 
the superintendence of the Supreme Lord. 

TEXT 45 

ms'Wf�fts;:ij�: ms;nf���: I 
�ei �Wf �;p.(flff���$11��� I I  \l!-\1 1 

so 'nanto 'ntakara{t kiilo 
'nadir iidikrd avyaya{t 

janarh janena janayan 
miirayan mrtyuniintakam 

sa�-that ; ananta�-endless ; anta-kara�- destroyer ; kiila�-time; aniid*
without beginning; iidi-krt-the creator ; avyaya�- not liable to change; 
janam-persons ;janena-by persons ;janayan-creating; miirayan-destroying; 
mrtyunii-by death ; anta-kam-the lord of death. 

TRANSLATION 

The eternal time factor has no beginning and no end. It is the represen
tative of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the maker of the criminal 
world. It brings a�out the end of the phenomenal world, it carries on the 
work of creation by bringing one individual into existence from another, 
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and likewise it dissolves the universe by destroying even the lord of death, 
Yamaraja. 

PURPORT 

By the influence of eternal time, which is a representative of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, the father begets a son, and the 
father dies by the influence of cruel death. But by time's influence, even 
the lord of cruel death is killed. In other words, all the demigods within 
the material world are temporary, like ourselves. Our lives last for 1 00 
years at the most, and similarly, although their lives may last for 
millions and billions of years, the demigods are not eternal. No one can 
live within this material world eternally. The phenomenal world is 
created, maintained and destroyed by the finger signal of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. Therefore a devotee does not desire anything in 
this material world. A devotee desires only to serve the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. This servitude exists eternally ; the Lord exists eternally, 
His servitor exists eternally, and the service exists eternally. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Twenty
ninth Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled ''Explanation of 
Devotional Service by Lord Kapila. "  

CHAPTER THIRTY 

Description by Lord KaPila 

of Adverse Fruitive Activities 

TEXT I 
� i3CfR 

\1�\1� :rit ;@ ;rP1 �(\(i�sf"i( I 
��sf({ ifft.r.it en� �;n�: I I  � I I  

kapila uviica 
tasyaitasya jano nunarit 

nayarit vedoru-vikramam 
kiilyamiino 'pi balino 

viiyor iva ghaniivali� 

kapilah uvlica-Lord Kapila said; tasya etasya-of this very time factor; 
jana!J-p�rson ; nitnam-certainly ; na-not ; ayam-th�s ; veda-�nows ; uru
vikramam-the great strength ; kiilyamana!J-being carried off; apl- al�ho�gh; 
balina!J-powerful ;  viiyo�- of the wind; iva-like ; ghana-of clouds; avall!J-
a mass. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead said : As a mass of clouds does not know 
the powerful influence of the wind, so a person engaged i� material con
sciousness does not know the powerful strength of the hme factor by 
which he is being carried. 

PURPORT 
'
The great politician-pa!l!fita named CaQ.akya said that even one

_ 
�oment 

of time cannot be returned even if one is prepared to pay milhons of 
dollars. One cannot calculate the amount of loss there is in wasting valuable 
time. Either materially or spiritually, one should be very alert in utilizing 
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the time which he has at his disposal. A conditioned soul lives in a particu
lar body for a fixed measurement of time, and it is recommended in the 
scriptures that within that small measurement of time one has to finish 
Kr�1;1a consciousness and thus gain release from the influence of the time 
factor. But, unfortunately, those who are not in Kr�J;la consciousness are 
carried away by the strong power of time without their knowledge, as 
clouds are carried by the wind. 

TEXT 2 

t � �:� ij(ct(ij� I 
�ht � ���¥i1S:Sl'it�� I I � I I  

yam yam artham upiidatte 
du�khena sukha-hetave 

tam tam dhunoti bhagaviin 
pumiiii chocati yat-krte 

yam yam-whatever ; artham-object ; upiidatte-one acquires ; du�khena
with difficulty ; sukha-hetave-for happiness; tam tam-that ; dhunoti
destroys ; bhagaviin-the Surpeme Personality of Godhead; pumiin-the 
person ; socati-laments ; yat-krte-for which reason. 

TRANSLATION 

Whatever is produced by the materialist with great pain and labor for 
so-called happiness, the Supreme Personality, as the time factor, destroys, 
and for this reason the conditioned soul laments. 

PURPORT 

The main function of the time factor, which is a representative of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, is to destroy everything. The material
ists, in material consciousness, are engaged in producing so many things 
in the name of economic development. They think that by advancing in 
satisfying the material needs of man they will be happy, but they forget 
that everything they have produced will be destroyed in due course of 
time. From history we can see that there were many powerful empires on 
the surface of the globe that were constructed with great pain and great 
perseverance, but in due course of time they have all been destroyed. Still 
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the foolish materialists cannot understand that they are simply wasting 
time in producing material necessities which are destined to be vanquished 
in due course of time. This waste of energy is due to the ignorance of the 
mass of people, who do not know that they are eternal and that they 
have an eternal engagement also. They do not know that this span of life 
in a particular type of body is a flash in the eternal journey. Not knowing 
this fact, they take the small flash of life to be everything, and they waste 
time in improving economic conditions. 

TEXT 3 

� � � ��: 1 
� �  m� �"�� :q ' ' � ' ' 

yad adhruvasya dehasya 
siinubandhasya durmati� 

dhruviir-i manyate mohiid 
grha-k§etra-vasuni ca 

yat-because; adhruvasya-temporary ; dehasya-of the body; sa
anubandhasya-with that which is related; durmati�-misguided person; 
dhruvii�i-permanent ; manyate-thinks; mohiit-because of ignorance; 
grha-home ;  k§etra-land; vasuni-wealth ; ca- and. 

TRANSLATION 

The misguided materialist does not know that his very body is imper
manent and that the attractions for home, land and wealth, which are in 
relationship to that body, are also temporary. Out of ignorance only, he 
thinks that everything is permanent. 

PURPORT 

The rna terialist thinks that persons engaged in Kr�J;la consciousness are 
crazy fellows wasting time by chanting Hare Kr�J;la, but actually he does 
not know that he himself is in the darkest region of craziness because of 
accepting his body as permanent. And, in relation to his body, he accepts 
his home, his country, his society and all other paraphernalia as perma
nent. This materialistic acceptance of the permanency of home, land , 
etc. ,  is called the illusion of maya. This is clearly mentioned here. Mohad 
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grha-k�etra-vasuni: out of illusion only does the materialist accept his 
home, his land and his money as permanent. Out of this illusion, the 
family life, national life and economic development which are very im
portant factors in modern civilization have grown. A Kr�Q.a conscious 
person knows that this economic development of human society is but 
temporary illusion. 

In another part of Snmad-Bhiigavatam, the acceptance of the body as 
oneself, the acceptance of others as kinsmen in relationship to this body 
and the acceptance of the land of one's birth as worshipable are declared 
to be the products of an animal civilization. When, however, one is enlight
ened in Kr�Q.a consciousness, he can use these for the service of the Lord. 
That is a very suitable proposition. Everything has a relationship with 
Kr�Q.a. When all economic development and material advancement are 
utilized to advance the cause of Kr�Q.a consciousness, a new phase of 
progressive life arises. 

TEXT 4 

��'«tf41(� � ��� I 
m m � � � Wf N(\W4� II  \l I I  

jantur vai bhava etasmin 
yiirh yiirh yonim anuvrajet 

tasyiim tasyiim sa labhate 
nirvrtirh na virajyate 

jantu�-the living entity ; vai-certainly; bhave-in worldly existence; 
etasmin-this ; yiim yam-whatever ; yonim-species;  anuvrajet-he may 
obtain; tasyiim tasyiim-in that ; sa�-he ; labhate-achieves ; nirvrtim
satisfaction; na-not; virajyate-is averse. 

TRANSLATION 

The living entity, in whatever species of life he appears, finds a particu
lar type of satisfaction in that species, and he is never averse to being 
situated in such a condition. 

PURPORT 

The satisfaction of the living entity in a particular type of body, even if 
it is most abominable, is called illusion. A man in a higher position may 
feel dissatisfaction with the standard of life of a lower grade man, but the 
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lower grade man is satisfied in that position because of the spell of miiyii, 
the external energy. Miiyii has two phases of activities. One is called 
prak§epiitmikii, and another is called iivararatmikii. Avarariitmikii means 
"covering,' � and prak§epiitmikii means "pulling down." In any condition 
of life, the materialistic person or animal will be satisfied because his 
knowledge is covered by the influence of miiyii. In the lower grade or 
lower species of life, the development of consciousness is so poor that 
one cannot understand whether he is happy or distressed. This is called 
iivarariitmikii. Even a hog, who lives by eating stool, finds himself happy, 
although a person in a higher mode of life sees that the hog is eating stool. 
How abominable that life is! 

TEXT S 

wt�sN � � ;r s+tf\'€41llt�f6 I 
wti(+tf � � �tt4il�i�ilft�t: I I � I I  

naraka-stho 'pi deham vai 
na pumiirhs tyak tum icchati 

niirakyiirh nirvrtau satyiirh 
deva-miiyii-vimohita� 

naraka-in hell; stha�-situated; api-even; deham-body; vai-indeed; 
na-not; pumiin-person; tyaktum-to leave ; icchati- wishes; niirakyiim
hellish ; nirvrtau-enjoyment ; satyiim-when existing; deva-miiyii-by the 
illusory energy of Vi�!lu ; vimohita�-deluded. 

TRANSLATION 

The conditioned living entity is satisfied in his own particular species of 
life; while deluded by the covering influence of the illusory energy, he feels 
little inclined to cast off his body, even when in hell, for he takes delight 
in hellish enjoyment. 

PURPORT 

It is said that once lndra, the king of heaven, was cursed by his spiritual 
master, Brhaspati, on account of his misbehavior, and he became a hog on 
this planet. After many days, when Brahma wanted to recall him to his 
heavenly kingdom, Indra, in the form of a hog, forgot everything of his 
royal position in the heavenly kingdom, and he refused to go back. This is 
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the spell of miiyii. Even Indra forgets his heavenly standard of life and is 
satisfied with the standard of a hog's life. By the influence of miiyii the 
conditioned soul becomes so affectionate towards his particular type of 
body that if he is offered, "Give up this body, and immediately you will 
have a king's body," he will not agree. This attachment strongly affects 
all conditioned living entities. Lord Kr�IJ.a is personally canvassing, "Give 
up everything in this material world. Come to Me, and I shall give you all 
protection," but we are not agreeable. We think , "We are quite all right. 
Why should we surrender unto Kr�IJ.a and go back to His kingdom?" This 
is called illusion, or miiyii. Everyone is satisfied with his standard of living, 
however abominable it may be. 

TEXT 6 

311����1ijijiill(q?JIS(��!I I 
�� 311�'414 � � I I  � I I  

iitma-jiiyii-sutiigiira
pasu-dravirw-bandhu§u 

niruflha-milla-hrdaya 
iitmiinam bahu manyate 

iitma-body ; jiiyii-wife ; suta- children ;  agiira-home ; pasu-animals ; 
dravi�a-wealth ; bandhu�u-in friends ;  nin14ha-mula- deep-rooted ;hrdaya� 
-his heart ; iitmiinam-himself; bahu- highly ; man yate-he thinks. 

TRANSLATION 

Such satisfaction with one's standard of living is due to deep-rooted 
attraction for body, wife, home, children, animals, wealth and friends. In 
such association, the conditioned soul thinks himself quite perfect. 

PURPORT 

This so-called perfection of human life is a concoction. Therefore, it is 
said that the materialist, however materially qualified he may be, is worth
less because he is hovering on the mental plane, which will drag him again 
to the material existence of temporary life. One who acts on the mental 
plane cannot get promotion to the spiritual . Such a person is always sure 
to glide down again to material life. In the association of so-called society, 
friendship and love, the conditioned soul appears completely satisfied. 

Text 7] Description of Adverse Fruitive Activities 

TEXT 7 

Q*(ij+UwtQEtttt· l(lflliUiwtiNwtr I 

4iUE4�Hi � �fflf;r ��: I I  \9 1 1 

sandah yamiina-sarviinga 
e§iim udvahaniidhinii 

karoty aviratam muflho 
duritiini duriisaya� 
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sandahyamiina-burning; sarva-all ; anga� -his limbs ; e�ii�-these fa�ily 
members · udvahana-for maintaining; adhinii-with anxiety ; karott-he 
performs ; aviratam-always ; mulf.ha�-the fool; duritani-sinful activities; 
duriisaya�-evil-minded. 

TRANSLATION 

Although he is always burning with anxiety, such a fool always performs 
all kinds of mischievous activities, with a hope which is never to be fulfilled ,  
in order to maintain his so-called family and society. 

PURPORT 

It is said that it is easier to maintain a great empire than to maintain a 
small family, especially in these days, when the influence of Kali-yuga is. so 
strong that everyone is harassed and full of anxie�es be�ause of a�cep?�g 
the false presentation of miiyii's family. T�e family whic� w_e mamtam IS 
created by miiyii; it is the perverted reflectiOn of the family m Kr�IJ.aloka. 
In Krsnaloka there are also family, friends, society, father and mother ; 
everything is there, but they are etern�l. Here, as w_e chang� bodies, our 
family relationships also change. Sometimes we a�e m a fa�Ily of human 
beings, sometimes in a family of demigods, sometimes a f�mily o� cats.' or 
sometimes a family of dogs. Family, society and friendship are fhckerm�, 
and so they are called asat. It is said that as long as we are attached to this 
asat, temporary, nonexisting society and family, we ar� alway� full of 
anxieties. The materialists do not know that the family, society and 
friendship here in this material world are only shado�s, and 

_
thus . they 

become attached. Naturally their hearts are always burnmg, but m spite of 
all inconvenience, they still work to maintain such false families because 
they have no information of the real family association with Kr�IJ.a. 
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TEXT S 

anfiJ81��: �14f(1fflwtl � � I 
�f.it'FffSS�: Mlwrf EfRJS+UAOII( I I  � I I  

iikfiiptiitmendriya� strirziim 
asatiniirh ca miiyayii 

raho racitayiiliipai}J 
sisilniirh kala-bhiifiirziim 

a���ta-charmed ;  atma-heart ; indriya}J-his senses; striT}am-of women ; 
asa�mam-false; ca-and ; mayayii-by maya; raha�-in a solitary place; 
racltayii-displayed ; iilapai�-by the talking; siSunam-of the children; kala
bhii�iT}iim- with sweet words. 

TRANSLATION 

He gives heart and senses to a woman who falsely charms him with 
maya. He enjoys solitary embraces and talking with her, and he is enchant
ed by the sweet words of the small children. 

PURPORT 

.
Family life within the kingdom of illusory energy, miiyii, is just like a 

pnson for the eternal living entity. In prison a prisoner is shackled by iron 
chains. and iron bars. Similarly, a conditioned soul is shackled by the 
charmmg beauty of a woman, by her solitary embraces and talks of so
called love, and by the sweet words of his small children. Thus he forgets 
his real identity. 

. In this .verse the �ords stn!liim asat'iniim indicate that womanly love is 
JUSt to agttate the mmd of man. Actually, in the material world there is no 
l?ve. Both the woii_l�n a�d the man are interested in their sense gratifica
tion. For sense gratificatiOn a woman creates an illusory love, and the man 
becomes enchanted by such false love and forgets his real duty. When 
there are children as the result of such a combination, the next attraction 
is to the sweet words of the children. The love of the woman at home and 
the talk of the children make one a secure prisoner, and thus he cannot 
lea;e his home. Such a person is termed, in Vedic language, a grhamedhi, 
which means one whose center of attraction is home. Grhastha refers to 
one who lives with family, wife and children but whos� real purpose of 
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living is to develop Kr�lJa consciousness. One is therefore advised to be
come a grhastha and not a grhamedhi. The grhastha 's concern is to get 
out of the family life created by illusion and enter into real family life 
with Kr�lJa, whereas the grhamedhi's business is to repeatedly chain him
self to so-called family life, in one life after another, and perpetually 
remain in the darkness of miiyii. 

TEXT 9 

m � �:��llqij�<u 1 
��Rctsfffl'ti1( tl{ctet"i"''� � I I � I I  

grhefiu kil_ta-dharme.su 
du�kha-tantrefiv atandrita� 

kurvan du�kha-pratikiirarh 
sukhavan manyate grhi 

grhe�u-in family life; kilta-dharme�u-involving the practice of false
hood; du�kha-tantre�u-spreading miseries ; atandrita�-attentive ; kurvan
doing; du�kha-prattkiiram-counteraction of miseries; sukha-vat-as happi
ness ; manyate-thinks ; grht- the householder. 

TRANSLATION 

The attached householder remains in his family life, which is full of 
diplomacy and politics. Always spreading miseries and controlled by acts 
of sense gratification, he acts just to counteract the reactions of all his 
miseries, and if he can successfully counteract such miseries, he thinks 
that he is happy. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-gitii the Personality of Godhead Himself certifies the 
material world as an impermanent place that is full of miseries. There is no 
question of happiness in this material world, either individually or in terms 
of family, society or country. If something is going on in the name of 
happiness, that is also illusion. Here in this material world, happiness means 
successful counteraction to the effects of distress. The material world is so 
made that unless one becomes a clever diplomat, his life will be a failure. 
Not to speak of human society, even the society of lower animals, the 
birds and bees, cleverly manages its bodily demands of eating, sleeping 
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and mating. Human society competes nationally or individually, and in 
the attempt to be successful, the entire human society becomes full of 
diplomacy. We should always remember that in spite of all diplomacy 
and all intelligence in the struggle for our existence, everything will end in 
a second by the supreme will. Therefore, all our attempts to become happy 
in this material world are simply a delusion offered by maya. 

TEXT 10 

�(NI��dottt ��ij'l � I 
�GJUF€f iMf � �*ftll��·n � I I �  o i l  

arthair iipiiditair gurvyii 
himsayetas-tatas ca tan 

pu�r-ati ye�iim po�er-a 
se�a-bhug yiity adha� svayam 

artha*-by wealth ; iipiiditai�-secured; gurvya-great ; himsayii-by vio
lence; ita�-tata�-here and there ; ca-and ; tiin-them (family members); 
pugtiiti-he maintains ; ye§iim-of whom; po§e'!a-because of the mainten
ance ; se§a-remnants ; bhuk-eating; yiiti-he goes ; adha�-downwards; 
svayam-himself. 

· 

TRANSLATION 
He secures money by committing violence here and there, and although 

he employs it in the service of his family, he himself eats only a little 
portion of the food thus purchased, and he goes to hell for those for whom 
he earned the money in such an irregular way. 

PURPORT 

There is a Bengali proverb , "The person for whom I have stolen accuses 
me of being a thief." The family members, for whom an attached person 
acts in so many criminal ways, are never satisfied. In illusion an attached 
person serves such family members, and by serving them he is destined to 
enter into a hellish condition of life. For example, a thief steals something 
to maintain his family, and he is caught and imprisoned. This is the sum 
and substance of material existence and attachment to material society, 
friendship and love. Although an attached family man is always engaged 

,) 
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in getting money by hook or by crook for the maintenance of his family, 
he cannot enjoy more than what he could consume even without such 
criminal activities. A man who eats eight ounces of foodstuffs may have 
to maintain a big family and earn money by any means to support that 
family, but he himself is not offered more than what he can eat, and 
sometimes he eats the remnants that are left after his family members are 
fed. Even by earning money by unfair means, he cannot enjoy life for 
himself. That is called the covering illusion of maya. 

The process of illusory service to society, country and community �s 
exactly the same everywhere ; the same principle is applicable even to big 
national leaders. A national leader who is very great in serving his country 
is sometimes killed by his countrymen because of irregular service. In 
other words, one cannot satisfy his dependents by this illusory service, 
although one cannot get out of the service. because servant is his constitu
tional position. A living entity is constitutionally part and parcel of the 
Supreme Being, but he forgets that he has to render s�r�ce to the S�p!'eme 
Being and diverts his attention to serve others ; this IS called maya. �y 
serving others he falsely thinks that he is �aster. The head of a fa�ily 
thinks of himself as the master of the family, or the leader of a nation 
thinks of himself as the master of the nation, whereas actually he is 
serving, and by serving maya he is gradually going to hell. Therefore, a 
sane man should come to the point of Kr�qa consciousness and engage 
in the service of the Supreme Lord, applying his whole life, all of his 
wealth, his entire intelligence and his full power of speaking. 

TEXT 1 1  

a l§tq¥UW\Itllql(•�itil �: �: I 
�1qtflt� r.r:�:�m� ' ' � � ' '  

viirtiiyiim lupyamiinayam 
iirabdhayiirit puna� puna� 

lobhiibhibhilto ni�sattva� 
pariirthe kurute sprhiim 

viirtiiyiim-when his occupation ; lupyamaniiyam-is hampered; 
iirabdhiiyiim-undertaken ; puna� puna�-again and again; lobha-by greed;  
abhibhutah-overwhelmed; nil;r.sattva�-ruined;para-arthe-for the wealth of 
others ; kurute sprhiim-he longs. 
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TRANSLATION 
When he suffers reverses in his occupation, he tries again and again to 

improve himself, but when he is baffled in all attempts and is ruined, he 
accepts money from others because of excessive greed. 

TEXT 12 

fi+'lft(OIIM 'IW<iil•� ��: I 
ftm�: ����Rt�: tl t �l l  

ku,tumba-bhara[Liikalpo 
manda-bhiigyo vrthodyama� 

sriyii-vihina� k,rpavo 
dhyiiyan chvasiti milfj.ha-dhi� 

kutumba-his family; bharaT)a-in maintaining; akalpa�-unable ; manda
bhiigya�-the unfortunate man ; vrthii-in vain ; udyama�-whose effort; 
sriyii-beauty, wealth ; vihtna�-bereft of ; krpaT)a�-wretched; dhyiiyan
grieving; svasiti-he sighs; mu1ha-bewildered ;  dht�-his intelligence. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus the unfortunate man, unsuccessful in maintaining his family mem
bers, is bereft of all beauty. He always thinks of his failure, grieving very 
deeply. 

TEXT 13 

� �it(UIIEf*4 6�'!u��(ijtll I 
ww•fi:�� �� �m � � u t �u 

evam sva-bharavakalpam 
tat-kalatriidayas tathii 

niidriyante yathii purvam 
kiniisii iva go-jaram 

evam-thus ; sva-bharaT)a-to maintain them; akalpam-unable; tat-his; 
kalatra- wife ; adaya�-and so on; tatha-so ; na-not; adriyante-do respect; 
yathii- as; purvam-before ; kinasal]-farmers; iva- like ; go-jaram-an old ox. 
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TRANSLATION 

Seeing him unable to support them, his wife and others do not treat him 
with the same respect as before, even as miserly farmers do not accord the 
same treatment to their old and worn-out oxen. 

PURPORT 

Not only in the present age but from time immemorial, no one has lik�d 
an old man who is unable to earn in the family. Even in the modern age, m 

some communities or states, the old men are given poison so that they 
will die as soon as possible. In some cannibalistic c?mm�nitie�, the ol

_
d 

grandfather is sportingly killed, and a feast is held I� whiCh his body IS 

eaten. The example is given that a farmer does not like an
. 
old b�ll w�o 

has ceased to work. Similarly, when an attached person m family hfe 
becomes old and is unable to earn, he is no longer liked by his wife, sons, 
daughters and other kinsmen, and he is consequently neglected, w�at to 
speak of not being given respect. It is judicious, therefore, to g�ve up 
family attachment before one attains old age and take �helter ?f t�e 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. One should empl?y himself I� His 
service so that the Supreme Lord can take charge of him and he Will not 
be neglected by his so-called kinsmen. 

TEXT 14 

��16Ml� ft14ttiOI: (014�: I 
�cnq•'ij'� ti(Unfiia(cn � ' ' � \l' ' 

tatriipy ajiita-nirvedo 
bhriyamiiva� svayam bhrta* 

jarayopiitta-vairopyo 
maravabhimukho grhe 

tatra-there ; api-although; ajata-not arisen ; nirveda�-aversion ; 
bhriyamii1)a�-being maintained; svayam-by himself; �hrtai�-.b! those 
who were maintained; jarayii-by old age ; upiitta-obtamed; vmrupya�
deformation ; maraT)a-death; abhimukha�-approaching; grhe-at home. 

TRANSLATION 

The foolish family man does not become averse to family life although 
he is maintained by those whom he once maintained. Deformed by the in
fluence of old age, he prepares himself to meet ultimate death. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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PURPORT 

Family attraction is so strong that even if one is neglected by family 
members in his old age, he cannot give up family affection, and he remains 
at home just like a dog. In the Vedic way of life one has to give up family 
life when he is strong enough. It is advised that before getting too weak and 
being baffled in material activities, and before becoming diseased, one 
should give up family life and engage oneself completely in the service of 
the Lord for the remaining days of his life. It is enjoined, therefore, in the 
Vedic scriptures, that as soon as one passes fifty years of age, he must give 
up family life and live alone in the forest. After preparing himself fully, he 
shottld become a sannyiisi to distribute the knowledge of spiritual life to 
each and every home. 

TEXT 15  

�sq44€4lq;:q�· � �It(( I 

311'4�i&qJ4�81N((NI&I�S(N�f!�t: I I �  ''\I I  

iiste 'vamatyopanyastarh 
grha-piila iviiharan 

iimayiivy apradiptiignir 
alpiihiiro 'lpa-ce�.tita� 

iiste-he remains ; avamatyii-negligently ; upanyastam-what is placed; 
grha-piila�-a dog; iva-like ; iiharan-eating ; iimayiivt-diseased ; aproJ.dipta
agni�-having dyspepsia ; alpa-little ; iihiira�-eating; alpa-little ; ce�{ita�
his activity. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus he remains at home just like a pet dog and eats whatever is so neg
ligently given to him. Afflicted with many illnesses, such as dyspepsia and 
loss of appetite, he eats only very small morsels of food, and he 1:-ecomes 
an invalid who cannot work any more. 

PURPORT 

Before meeting death one is sure to become a diseased invalid, and when 
he is neglected by his family members, his life becomes less than a dog's be
cause he is put into so many miserable conditions of life. Vedic literatures 
enjoin, therefore, that before the arrival of such miserable conditions, one 
should leave home and die without the knowledge of his family members. 
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If a man leaves home and dies without his family's knowing, that is consi
dered to be a glorious death. But an attached family man wants his family 
members to carry him in a great procession even after his death, and al
though he will not be able to see how the procession goes, still he desires 
that his body be taken gorgeously in procession. Thus he is happy without 
even knowing where he has to go when he leaves his body for the next life. 

TEXT 16  

€ti�dti'4ffl'11(: 
�JQIQtiij 14 IQ: 

ft4q;tift�: I 

m 1(1(14� I I  � � I I  

viiyunotkramatottiira� 
kapha-samruddha-nii!lika� 

kiisa-sviisa-k rtiiyiisa� 
kap.the ghura-ghuriiyate 

viiyunii-by air; utkramatii-bulging out ; uttiira�-his eyes; kapha-with 
mucus ;  sarhruddha-congested; nii�ika�-his wind pipe ; kiisa-coughing; 
sviisa-breathing; krta-done ; iiyiisa�-difficulty ;  kar:the-in the throat; 
ghura-ghuriiyate-he produces a sound like "ghura-ghura. " 

TRANSLATION 

In that diseased condition, one's eyes bulge due to the pressure of air 
from within, and his glands become congested with mucus. He has difficulty 
breathing, and upon exhaling and inhaling he produces a sound like "ghura
ghura," a rattJi�� within the throat. 

TEXT 17 

�: ��: �: (q .... �: I 
€t li'lt'iltflsN 'I i@ �1eq i�l€t�f �: I I  � \91 1 

sayiina� parisocadbhi� 
parivita� sva-bandhubhi� 

viicyamiino 'pi na brute 
kiila-piisa-vasarh gata� 
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sayiina�-lying down; parisocadbhi�-lamenting ; parivlta�- surrounded; 
sva-bandhubhi�-by his relatives and friends ; viicyamiina�-being urged to 
speak ; api-:-although ; na-not ;  brute-he speaks ; kiila-of time ; piisa-the 
noose ; vasam-under the control of; gata�-gone_ 

TRANSLATION 

In this way he comes under the clutches of death and lies down, 
surrounded by lamenting friends and relatives, and although he wants to 
speak with them, he no longer can because he is under the control of 
time. 

PURPORT 

For formality's sake, when a man is lying on his deathbed, his relatives 
come to him, and sometimes they cry very loudly, addressing the dying 
man: "Oh, my father! "  "Oh, my friend ! "  or "Oh, my husband !" In that 
pitiable condition the dying man wants to speak with them and instruct 
them of his desires, but because he is fully under the control of the time 
factor, death, he cannot express himself, and that causes him inconceivable 
pain. He is already in a painful condition because of disease, and his glands 
and throat are choked up with mucus. He is already in a very difficult po
sition, and when he is addressed by his relatives in that way, his· grief in
creases. 

TEXT 18 

� tpt+i(ul 0441'l�ll�+tl��: I 
� � (CIIwtlij�((wt41mfft: � � � � I I  

evam ku.tumba-bharar-e 
vyaprtatmajitendriya� 

mriyate rudatam svanam 
uru-vedanayasta-dhi� 

evam-thus ; kutumba-bharar:-e-in maintaining a family ; vyiiprta
engrossed ;  iitmii-his mind ; ajita-uncontrolled ;  indriya�-his senses; 
mriyate-he dies; rudatiim-while crying; sviiniim-his relatives ; uru-great ; 
vedanayii-with pain; asta-bereft of; dht�-consciousness. 
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TRANSLATION 
Thus the man, who engaged with uncontrolled senses in maintaining a 

family, dies in great grief, seeing his relatives crying. He dies most pathet
ically, in great pain and without consciousness. 

PURPORT 
In Bhagavad-gitii it is said that at the time of death one will be absorbed 

in the thoughts which he cultivated during his lifetime. A person who had 
no other idea than to properly maintain his family members must have 
family affairs in his last thoughts. That is the natural sequence for a 
common man. The common man does not know the destiny of his life; he 
is simply busy in his flash of life, maintaining his family. At the last stage, 
no one is satisfied with how he has improved the family economic con
dition ; everyone thinks that he could not provide sufficiently. Because of 
his deep family affection, he forgets his main duty of controlling the senses 
and improving his spiritual consciousness. Sometimes a dying man entrusts 
the family affairs to either his son or some relative, saying, "I am going. 
Please look after the family ." He does not know where he is going, but 
even at the time of death he is anxious about how his family will be main
tained. Sometimes it is seen that a dying man requests the physician to 
increase his life at least for a few years so that the family maintenance plan 
which he has begun can be completed. These are the material diseases of 
the conditioned soul. He completely forgets his real engagement-to be
come Kr�l)a conscious- and is always serious about planning to maintain 
his family, although he changes families one after another. 

TEXT 19  

� �t mit �� ��� 1 
� qT •;Hijit«\4: �tiA{tA Au� I I  � �I I 

yama-diltau tada priiptau 
bhimau sarabhasek.sar-au 

sa drfl!vii trasta-hrdaya� 
sakrn-miltram vimuncati 

yama-dutau-two messengers of Y amariija;  tadii-at that time; priiptau
arrived ;  bhimau-terrible ; sa-rabhasa-full of wrath ; tk§a1fau- their eyes; 
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sa�-he ; dr�tva-seeing; trasta-frightened; hrdaya�-his heart; sakrt-stool; 
mii.tram-urine; vimuficati-he passes. 

• 

TRANSLATION 
At death, he sees the messengers of the lord of death come before him 

their eyes full of wrath, and in great fear he passes stool and urine. 
. 

' 

PURPORT 
There are two kinds of transmigration of a living entity after passing 

away from the present body. One kind of transmigration is to go to the 
controller of sinful activities, who is known as Y amaraja, and the other is 
to go to the higher planets up to V aikut;l�ha. Here Lord Kapila describes 
how persons engaged in activities of sense gratification to maintain a fami
ly are treated by the messengers of Yamaraja, called Yamadiitas. At the 
time of death the Y amadiitas become the custodians of those persons who 
have stron�ly gratified their senses. They take charge of the dying man 
and take him to the planet where Y amaraja resides. The conditions there 
are described in the following verses. 

TEXT 20 

�1(1wtl�& 311Flr �\7.11 � � I 
� �� � � ti"'T I I � !'J I I  

yiitanii-deha avrtya 
piisair baddhvii gale baliit 

nayato dirgham adhviinam 
dar-!fyam riija-bha!ii yathii 

yiitanii-for punishment ; dehe-his body ; avrtya-covering; piisai�-with 
ropes; baddhvii-binding; gale-by the neck; baliit-by force; nayata�-they 
lead; dt;gh,am-l�ng; adh viinam-distance; darpJyam-a criminal ; riija-bha�ii� 
-the kmg s sold1ers ; yathii-as. 

TRANSLATION 

As a criminal is arrested for punishment by the constables of the state, 
a person engaged in criminal sense gratification is similarly arrested by 
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the Y amadiitas, who hind him by the neck with strong rope and cover 
his subtle body so that he may undergo severe punishment. 

PURPORT 
Every living entity is covered by a subtle and gross body. The subtle 

body is the covering of mind, ego, intelligence and consciousness. It is 
said in the scriptures that the constables of Y amaraja  cover the subtle 
body of the culprit and take him to the abode of Y amaraja  to be pun
ished in a way that he is able to tolerate. He does not die from this pun
ishment because if he died, then who would suffer the punishment? It is 
not the business of the constables of Y amaraja to put one to death. In 
fact, it is not possible to kill a living entity because factually he is eternal ; 
he simply has to suffer the consequences of his activities of sense 
gratification. 

The process of punishment is explained in the Caitanya-caritiimrta. 
Formerly the king's men would take a criminal in a boat in the middle 
of the river. They would dunk him by grasping a bunch of his hair and 
thrusting him completely underwater, and when he was almost suffocated, 
the king's constables would take him out of the water and allow him to 
breathe for some time, and then they would again dunk him in the water 
to suffocate. This sort of punishment is inflicted upon the forgotten soul 
by Y amaraja, as will be described in the following verses. 

TEXT 21 

ij�lf.\11\asttG\�(ij��iJtnt�q�: I 

qfif 'I{�� 3ffiif� �q�(et_ 1 1� � 1 1 

tayor nirbhinna-hrdayas 
tarjanair jiita-vepathu� 

pathi svabhir bhak�yamiir-a 
iirto 'gham svam anusmaran 

tayo�-of the Yamadiitas ; nirbhinna-broken; hrdaya�-his heart; 
tarjana*-by the threatening; jiita-arisen ; vepathu�-trembling; pathi-on 
the road; svabhi�-by dogs ; bhak�yamiir-a�-being bitten ; iirta�-distressed; 
agham-sins; svam-his; anusmaran-remembering . 
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TRANSLATION 
While carried by the constables of Y amaraja, he is overwhelmed and 

trembles in their hands . While passing on the road he is bitten by dogs, and 
he can remember the sinful activities of his life. He is thus terribly dis
tressed. 

PURPORT 
It appears from this verse that while passing from this planet to the 

planet of Y amaraj a, the culprit arrested by Y amaraja's constables meets 
many dogs, who bark and bite just to remind him of his criminal activities 
of sense gratification. It is said in Bhagavad-gitii that one becomes almost 
blind and is bereft of all sense when he is infuriated by the desire for sense 
gratification. He forgets everything. Kiimais tais tair hrta-jniiniift. One is 
bereft of all intelligence when he is too attracted by sense gratification, and 
he forgets that he has to suffer the consequences also. Here the chance for 
recounting his activities of sense gratification is given by the dogs engaged 
by Yamaraja. While we live in the gross body, such activities of sense 
gratification are encouraged even by modern government regulations. In 
every state all over the world, such activities are encouraged by the govern
ment in the form of birth control. Women are supplied pills, and they are 
allowed to go to a clinical laboratory to get assistance for abortion. This 
is going on as a result of sense gratification. Actually sex life is meant for 
begetting a good child, but because people have no control over the 
senses and there is no institution to train them to control the senses, the 
poor fellows fall victim to the criminal offenses of sense gratification, and 
they are punished after death as described in these pages of Srimad
Bhiigavatam. 

TEXT 22 

��qfufts�1:41;c�afwc�: �e. .... 
iji'{1Q4i\lij: qf1l <Hii:41M I 

� � Q� l'f �
���msftl � , , ��� � 

k�ut-tr.t-parito 'rka-davanalanilaift 
santapyamanaft pathi tapta-valuke 

krcchrev-a pr.s.the kasaya ca ta$fitas 
calaty a5akto 'pi nirasramodake 
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k.sut-trt-by hunger and thirst ; parfta[l,-afflicted; arka-sun;  dava-anala
forest fires ; anilai[t-by winds; santapyamiinaft- being scorched;pathi-on 
a road; tapta-viiluke-of hot sand; krcchrer-a-painfully ; pr§the-on the 
back; kas'aya-with a whip ; ca-and; ta$fitaft-beaten ; calati-he moves; 
as'akta[l,-unable ;api-although ; niras'rama-udake-without shelter or water . 

TRANSLATION 

Under the scorching sun, the criminal has to pass through roads of hot 
sand with forest fires on both sides. He is whipped on the back by the . 
constables because of his inability to walk, and he is afflicted by hunger 
and thirst, but unfortunately there is no drinking water, no shelter and no 
place for rest on the road. 

TEXT 23 

(1'51' � q<tSfl;:ffl �: ��: I 

'1'41 qr(\;qijl 4\6�((11 ;qifijl+(iji( � ��� � �  

tatra tatra patan chranto 
mfircchitaft punar utthitaft 

patha papiyasa nitas 
tarasa yama-sadanam 

tatra tatra-here and there ; patan-falling; srantaft-fatigued ;  mfircchitaft 
-unconscious; puna[l,-again ; utthitaft-risen ; pathti-by the road; papiyasa 
-very inauspicious ; nitaft-brought; tarasa-quickly ; yama-sadanam-to the 
presence of Y amaraja. 

TRANSLATION 

While passing on that road to the abode of Y amaraja, he falls down in 
fatigue, and sometimes he becomes unconscious, but he is forced to !.ise 
again. In this way he is very quickly brought to the presence of Y amaraJa. 

TEXT 24 

it:stwt..,f � � 'R �: I 

�6'�tn;ft"(J: 1mllftr�: 1 1 �\ll l 
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yojaniiniirh sahasriini 
navatirh nava ciidh vanah 

tribhir muhurtair dviibh yam vii 
nita{l priipnoti yiitanii{l 

[Canto 3, Ch. 30 

. y�janiiniim
�

of yojanas; sahasriiri-.--thousands ; navatim-ninety; nava
m

.
ne : ca-and , adhva�a{l-from a distance ; tribhi{l-three ; muhurtaih

Wit�m mc:me�ts; dva.bhyiim-two ; vii-or; nita{l-brought ; priipnoti_:_he 
receives; yatana{l-pumshments. 

TRANSLATION 
Thus �e has to pass 99,000 yojanas within two or three moments, and 

t�en he IS at once engaged in the torturous punishment which he is des
tined to suffer. 

PURPORT 
One ;r_oja�a is calculated to be eight miles, and he has to pass alon a 

road which Is
. 
th

.
erefore as much as 792,000 miles. Such a long distanc! is 

passed over wtthm a few moments only. The subtle body is covered by the 
constables so that

. 
the living entity can pass such a long distance quickly 

a.nd �t the same. time tolerate the suffering. This covering, although mate
nal, IS of

. 
such fme elements that material scientists cannot discover what 

the covenngs are made of. To pass 792,000 miles within a few moments 
seems wonderful to the modern space travelers. They have so far traveled 
at a speed �f 18,�0� miles per hour, but here we see that a criminal passes 
7�2.,000 miles wt�hm a few seconds only, although the process is not 
spmtual but matenal. 

TEXT 25 
3ii�q;f ((liii?IIOII �e�ffi�UEfil�t¥f: 1 
3it�¥t¥tfijl((4 .mtt � t«msft tn � � ��� �  

iidipanarh sva-giitriir-iirh 
vefl.tayitvolmukiidibhih 

iitma-miirhsiidanarh kviipi 
sva-krttarh parato 'pi vii 

ii�ipanam-setting on fire ; sva-giit�iir�m-of his own limbs; ve§{ayitvii
haVIng been surrounded; ulmuka-tidLbhl[l-by pieces of burning wood and 
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so on; iitma-miimsa-of his own flesh; adanam- eating; kviipi- sometimes; 
sva-krttam-done by himself ;parata{l-by others ; api-else ; vii-or . 

TRANSLATION 

He is placed in the midst of burning pieces of wood, and his limbs are 
set on fire. In some cases he is made to eat his own flesh or have it eaten 
by others. 

PURPORT 
From this verse through the next three verses the description of punish

menrwill be narrated. The first description is that the criminal has to eat 
his own flesh, burning with fire, or allow others like himself who are 
present there ta eat. In the last great war people in concentration camps 
sometimes ate their own stool, so there is no wonder that in the Y ama
sadana, the abode of Yamaraja, one who had a very enjoyable life eating 
others' flesh has to eat his own flesh. 

TEXT 26 

�!QI;=stl�(l(: �� I 

��m������ ' ' �� ' '  

jivata.S ciintriibh yuddhiira{l 
sva-grdhrair yama-siidane 

sarpa-vrscika-darhsiidyair 
dasadbhis ciitma-vaiSasam 

jivata{l-alive ; ca-and ; antra-of his entrails ;  abhyuddhiira,h-pulling out; 
sva-grdhrai{l-by dogs and vultures ;yama-siidane-in the abode of Yamaraja;  
sarpa-by serpents ; vrscika-scorpions; darhsa-gnats ; iidyai{l-and so on;  
dasadbhi{l-biting; ca- and ; iitma-vaisasam- torment of himself. 

TRANSLATION 
His entrails are pulled out by the hounds and vultures of hell, even 

though he is still alive to see it, and he is subjected to torment by serpents, 
scorpions, gnats and other creatures that bite him. 
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TEXT 27 

� �1'4�'4it �� fliflJq"ff( I 
qm;f fli(W:f+� @:R ��: 1 1 �\91 1 

krntanam ciivayavaso 
gajiidibh yo bhidiipanam 

piitanam giri-srngebhyo 
rodhanarh ciimbu-gartayo{l 

_ �rntanam-cutting off ; ca-and ; avayavasa�-limb by limb ; gaja
adzbhya�-by elephants and so on; bhidapanam-tearing; plltanam
hur�ng down ; giri-of hills ; srngebhya�-from the tops ; rodhanam-en
closmg; ca-and; ambu-gartayo�-in water or in a cave. 

TRANSLATION 

Next his limbs are lopped off and tom asunder by elephants. He is 
hurled down from hilltops, and he is also held captive either in water or in 
a cave. 

TEXT 28 

�(iii .. Ef61flR;n U(i:fiql� �;n: I 
�iRlcn;WTtnf�: *�: 1 1 ��1 1 

yiis tiimisriindha-tiimisrii 
rauraviidyiis ca yiitanii{l 

bhunkte naro vii niiri vii 
mitha[l sangena nirmitii{l 

yii�-which; tiimisra-the name of a hell; andha-tiimisriih-the name of a hell; raurava-the name of a hell ; iidyiih-and so on· ca.:_and · yiitanah-. ' ' . punishments; bhunkte-undergoes ;  naral].-man; vii-or ; niiri-woman; vii-or; mithal].-mutual ; sangena-by association ; nirmitiih-caused. 

TRANSLATION 

. 
Men and 

_
women whose lives were built upon indulgence in illicit sex 

life are put mto many kinds of miserable conditions in the hells known as 
Tamisra, Andha-tamisra and Raurava. 
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PURPORT 
Materialistic life is based on sex life. The existence of all the material

istic people who are undergoing severe tribulation in the struggle for 
existence is based on sex. Therefore, in the Vedic civilization sex life is 
allowed only in a restricted way ; it is for the married couple and only 
for begetting children. But when sex life is indulged in for sense f?l'atifica
tion illegally and illicitly, both the man and the woman await severe 
punishment in this world or after death. In this world also t�ey are pun
ished by virulent diseases like syphillis and gonorrhea, and m the next 
life, as we see in this passage of Srimad-Bhagavatam, they are put into 
different kinds of hellish conditions to suffer. In Bhagavad-gitii, First 
Chapter, illicit sex life is also very much condemned, and i� is sai� that 
one who produces,.children by illicit sex life is sent to hell. It IS confumed 
here in the Bhagavatam that such offenders are put into hellish conditions 
of life in Tamisra, Andha-tamisra and Raurava. 

TEXT 29 

• �: � � �mn sr� l 
� � � �� ��: � � ��� �  

atraiva naraka{l svarga 
iti miita{l pracak§ate 

yii yiitanii vai niirakyas 
tii ihapy upalak§itii{l 

atra-in this world; eva-even ; naraka[l-hell ; svarga{l-heaven; iti-thus; 
miitah-0 mother ; pracak�ate-they say ; ya�-which; yatanii�-punish
ment�; vai-certainly ; narakya�-hellish; tii�-they ; iha-here; api-also ; 
upalak�ital].-visible. 

TRANSLATION 
Lord Kapila continued : My dear mother, it is sometimes said that we 

experience hell or heaven on this planet, for hellish punishments are some
times visible on this planet also. 

PURPORT 
Sometimes unbelievers do not accept these statements of scripture re

garding hell. They disregard such authorized descriptions. Lord Kapila 
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therefore confirms them by saying that these hellish conditions are also 
visible on this planet. It is not that they are only on the planet where 
Yamaraja lives. On the planet of Yamaraja, the sinful man is given the 
chance to practice living in the hellish conditions which he will have to en
dure in the next life, and then he is given a chance to take birth on another 
planet to continue his hellish life. For example, if a man is to be punished 
to remain in hell and eat stool and urine, then first of all he practices such 
habits on the planets of Y amaraja, and then he is given a particular type of 
body, the hog, so that he can eat stool and think that he is enjoying life. It 
is stated previously that in any hellish condition, the conditioned soul 
thinks he is happy. Otherwise, it would not be possible for him to suffer 
hellish life. 

TEXT 30 

� p fi(� � � �l l  
�fl��ilti� � �� ��� ��� o i l  

evam ku.tumbam bibhriirw 
udaram bhara eva vii 

visrjyehobhayam pretya 
bhunkte tat-phalam idrsam 

evam-in this way ; kutum bam-family ; bibhriir.ta�-he who maintained ; 
udaram- stomach ; bhara�-he who maintained ; eva-only ; vii-or; visrjya
after giving up ; iha-here ; ubhayam-both of them; pretya- after death ; 
bhunk te-he undergoes; tat-of that ;phalam-result ; idrsam- such. 

TRANSLATION 
After leaving this body, the man who maintained himself and his family 

members by sinful activities suffers a hellish life, and his relatives suffer 
also. 

PURPORT 
The mistake of modern civilization is that man does not believe in the 

next life. But whether he believes or not, the next life is there, and one has 
to suffer if one does not lead a responsible life in terms of the injunctions 
of authoritative scriptures like the Vedas and Puriir-as. Species lower than 
human beings are not responsible for their actions because they are made 
to act in a certain way, but in the developed life of human consciousness, 
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if one is not responsible for his activities, then he is sure to get a hellish 
life, as described herein. 

TEXT 31 

�: � � ft�� �cWct<( I 
f'�<t<qa-il �� q � 1 1 � � 1 1  

eka� prapadyate dhviintam 
hitvedam sva-kalevaram 

kusaletara-piitheyo 
bhilta-droher-a yad bhrtam 

eka�-alone ; prapadyate-he enters ; dhviintam-darkness ; hitvii-after 
quitting; idam-this ; sva-his ; kalevaram-body ; kusala-itara-sin; piitheya� 
-his passage money; bhilta-to other living entities; droher.ta-by injury; 
yad-which body; bhrtam-was maintained. 

TRANSLATION 
He goes alone to the darkest regions of hell after quitting the present 

body, and the money which he acquired by envying other living entities is 
the passage money with which he leaves this world. 

PURPORT 
When a man earns money by unfair means and maintains his family and 

himself with that money, the money is enjoyed by many members of the 
family, but he alone goes to hell. A person who enjoys life by earning 
money or by envying another's life, and who enjoys with family and 
friends, will have to enjoy alone the resultant sinful reactions accrued from 
such violent and illicit life . For example, if a man secures some money by 
killing someone and with that money maintains his family , those who 
enjoy the black money earned by him are also partially responsible and 
are also sent to hell, but he who is the leader is especially punished. The 
result of material enjoyment is that one takes with him the sinful reaction 
only, and not the money. The money he earned is left in this world, and 
he takes only the reaction. 

In this world also, if a person acquires some money by murdering some
one, the family is not hanged, although its members are sinfully contami
nated. But the man who commits the murder and maintains his family is 
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himself hanged as a murderer. The direct offender is more responsible for 
sinful activities than the indirect enjoyer. The great learned scholar GiQ.akya 
Par:u;lita says, therefore, that whatever one has in his possession had better 
be spent for the cause of sat, or the Supreme Personality of Godhead, be
cause one cannot take his possessions with him. They remain here, and 
they will be lost. Either we leave the money or the money leaves us, 
but we will be separated. The best use of money as long as it is within our 
possession is to spend it to acquire I<{�Q.a consciousness. 

TEXT 32 

�-etR11�d � �� f� � I 
� ·�¥41cntt� ¢'" �= � ���� � 

daiveniisiiditam tasya 
samalam niraye pumiin 

bhunkte ku.tumba-po,sasya 
hrta-vitta iviitura� 

daivena-by the arrangement of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
iisiiditam-obtained ;  tasya-his ; samalam-sinful reaction ;  niraye-in a 
hellish condition ; pumiin-the man ; bhunkte-undergoes ; kutumba-po�asya 
-of maintaining a family ; hrta-vitta�-one whose wealth is lost ; iva-like; 
iitura�-suffering. 

TRANSLATION 
Thus, by the arrangement of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the 

maintainer of kinsmen is put into a hellish condition to suffer for his sin
ful activities, like a man who has lost his wealth. 

PURPORT 
The example set herein is that the sinful person suffers just like a man 

who has lost his wealth. The human form of body is achieved by the con
ditioned soul after many, many births and is a very valuable asset. Instead 
of utilizing this life to get liberation, if one uses it simply for the purpose 
of maintaining his so-called family and therefore performs foolish and un
authorized action, he is compared to a man who has lost his wealth and 
who, upon losing it, laments. When wealth is lost, there is no use lamenting, 
but as long as there is wealth, one has to utilize it properly and thereby gain 
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eternal profit. It may be argued that when a man leaves his money earned 
by sinful activities, then he also leaves his sinful activities here with his 
money. But it is especially mentioned herein that by superior arrange
ment, (daiveniisiiditam), although the man leaves behind him his sinfully 
earned money, he carries the effect of it. When a man steals some money, 
if he is caught and agrees to return it, he is not freed from the criminal 
punishment. By the law of the state, even though he returns the money, he 
has to undergo the punishment. Similarly, the money which is earned by a 
criminal process may be left by the man when dying, but by superior 
arrangement he carries with him the effect, and therefore he has to suffer 
hellish life. 

TEXT 33 

� �ot t�¥41+t(Un€ij�: , 
� 6ficit�� � ��: � I I �  � I I  

kevalena h y adharmepa 
ku.tumba-bharapotsuka� 

yiiti jivo 'ndha-tiimisram 
caramam tamasa� padam 

kevalena-simply ; hi-certainly ; adharmel)a-by irreligious activities; 
kutumba-family ; bharal)a-to maintain ; utsuka�-eager ; yiiti-goes ; fiva�
a person ;  andha-tiimisram-to Andha-tamisra ; caramam-ultimate ; tamasa� 
-of darkness ; padam-region. 

TRANSLATION 
Therefore a person who is very eager to maintain his family and kins

men simply by black methods certainly goes to the darkest region of hell, 
which is known as Andha-tamisra. 

PURPORT 
Three words in this verse are very significant. Kevalena means only by 

black methods, adharmel)a means unrighteous or irreligious, and kutumba
bharapa means family maintenance. Maintaining one's family is cer
tainly the duty of a householder, but one should be eager to earn his liveli
hood by the prescribed method, as stated in the scriptures. In Bhagavad
gTtii it is described that the Lord has divided the social system into four 
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classifications of castes, or va111-as, according to quality and work. Apart 
from Bhagavad-gita, in every society a man is known according to his qual
ity and work. For example, when a man is constructing wooden furniture, 
he is called a carpenter, and a man who works with an anvil and iron is 
called a blacksmith. Similarly, a man who is engaged in the medical or en
gineering fields has a particular duty and designation. All these human 
activities have been divided by the Supreme Lord into four var!'-as, namely 
briihmal)a, k�atriya, vaisya and siidra. In Bhagavad-gitii and in other Vedic 
literatures, the specific duties of the briihmal)a, k�atriya, vaisya and siidra 
are mentioned. 

One should work honestly according to his qualification. He should not 
earn his livelihood unfairly, by means for which he is not qualified. If a 
brahmal)a who works as a priest so that he may enlighten his followers 
with the spiritual way of life is not qualified as a priest, then he is cheating 
the public. One should not earn by such unfair means.' The same is appli
cable to a k�atriya or to a vaisya. It is especially mentioned that the means 
of livelihood of those who are trying to advance in Kr�Q.a consciousness 
must be very fair and uncomplicated. Here it is mentioned that he who 
earns his livelihood by unfair means (kevalena) is sent to the darkest hellish 
region. Otherwise, if one maintains his family by prescribed methods and 
honest means, there is no objection to one's being a family man. 

TEXT 34 

'31\f(iji'Sf(�� �f�69ti�q: I 
Jtnf�: �Rf �m���: 1 1  � \l l l  

adhastiin nara-lokasya 
yiivatir yiitaniidayafl 

kramasafl samanukramya 
punar atriivrajec chucifl 

adhastiit-from below; nara-lokasya-human birth ; yiivatif:t-as many ; 
yiitanii-punishments ; iidayaQ,-and so on; kramasaQ,-in a regular order; 
samanukramya-having gone through ; punaQ,-again; atra-here, on this 
earth; iivrajet-he may return ; suciQ,-pure. 

TRANSLATION 
Having gone through all the miserable hellish conditions and having 

passed in a regular order through the lowest forms of animal life prior to 
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human birth, and having thus been purged of his sins, one is reborn again 
as a human being on this earth. 

PURPORT 

Just as a prisoner who has undergone troublesome pri�on �ife is set fr�e 
again, similarly the person who has always engaged m Impwus and mis
chievous activities is put into hellish conditions, and when he has under
gone different hellish lives, namely those of lower animals like cats, dogs 
and hogs, by the gradual process of evolution he again comes back as a 
human being. In Bhagavad-gitii it is stated that even though a person en
gaged in the practice of the yoga system may not finish perfectly an� rna! 
fall down for some reason or other, his next life as a human bemg IS 

guaranteed. It is stated that such a person, who has fallen
_
fro� the path_ of 

yoga practice, is given a chance in his next life to take brrth m � very nch 
family or in a very pious family. It is interpreted that "rich famll( ' refers 
to a big mercantile family because generally people who 

_
engage m trades 

and mercantile business are very rich. One who engaged m the process of 
self-realization or connecting with the Supreme Absolute Truth but fell 
short is allowed to take birth in such a rich family, or he is allowed to take 
birth in the family of pious brahmal)as; either way, he is guaranteed to ap
pear in human society in his next life. It can be concluded tha� if 

.
someone 

is not willing to enter into hellish life, as in Tamisra or Andha-tamisra, then 
he must take to the process of Kr�Qa consciousness, which is the first-class 
yoga system, because even if one is unable to attain com

.
plete Kr�Qa c

.
on

sciousness in this life, he is guaranteed at least to take his next buth_ m a 
human family. He cannot be sent into a hellish condition. Kr�Qa consciOus
ness is the purest life, and it protects all human beings from gliding down 
to hell to take birth in a family of dogs or hogs. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to the Third Canto, Thirtieth 
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Description by Lord Kapila 
of Adverse Fruitive Activities. " 
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CHAPTER THIRTY- ONE 

Lord KaPilas Instructions on the 

Movements of the Living Entities 

TEXT 1 
�*111� 

_s_ " �"' ""' "'  � �lt"U (('4 5101 �$144'*1 I 

�: 51� \J� tm �a:���: I I  � I I  
sri bhagaviin uviica 

karma[lii daiva-netre!la 
jantur dehopapattaye 

striyiifl, prav�.ta udararh 
purhso retafl,-ka[liisrayafl, 

sribhagaviin uviica-the Supreme Personality of Godhead said; karma[lii
by the result of work; daiva-netre[la-under the supervision of the Lord ; 
jantu[l-the living entity; deha-a body; upapattaye-for obtaining; striya[l
of a woman; prav�tal}-enters ;  udaram-the womb; punisa[l-of a man; 
reta[l-of semina; ka[la-a particle ; asraya[l-dwelling in. 

TRANSLATION 
The Personality of Godhead said: Under the supervision of the Supreme 

Lord and according to the result of his work, the living entity, the soul, 
is made to enter into the womb ·of a woman through the particle of male 
semina to assume a particular type of body. 

PURPORT 
As stated in the last chapter, after suffering different kinds of hellish 

conditions, a man comes again to the human form of body. The same 
topic is continued in this chapter. In order to give a particular type of 
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human form to a person who has already suffered hellish life, the soul is 
transferred to the semina of a man who is just suitable to become his 
father. During sexual intercourse, the soul is transferred through the 
semina of the father into the mother's womb in order to produce a 
particular type of body. This process is applicable to all embodied living 
entities , but it is especially mentioned for the man who was transferred to 
the Andha-tamisra hell. After suffering there, when he who has had many 
types of hellish bodies, like those of dogs and hogs, is to come again to the 
human form, he is given the chance to take his birth in the same type of 
body from which he degraded himself to hell. 

Everything is done by the supervision of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. Material nature supplies the body, but it does so under the 
direction of the Supersoul. It is said in Bhagavad-gitii that a living 
entity is wandering in this material world on a chariot made by material 
nature. The Supreme Lord, as Supersoul, is always present with the 
individual soul. He directs material nature to supply a particular type of 
body to the individual soul according to the result of his work, and the 
material nature supplies it . Here one word, reta{l-kartiisraya{l, is very 
significant because it indicates that it is not the semina of the man that 
creates life within the womb of a woman; rather, the living entity, the 
soul, takes shelter in a particle of semina and is then pushed into the womb 
of a woman. Then the body develops. There is no possibility of cr�ating a 
living entity without the presence of the soul simply by sexual intercourse. 
The materialistic theory that there is no soul and that a child is born simply 
by material combination of a man's and woman's semina is not very 
feasible. It is unacceptable. 

TEXT 2 

� ��'MliUf qii(�Ul ft� I 
,, .... ij �: � tn �: � I I � I I  

kalalam tv eka-riitrerta 
panca-riitrerta budbudam 

dasiihena tu karkandhu{l 
pesy ar-P,am vii tata{l param 

kalalam- mixing of semina and ovum; tu-then; eka-riitrer-a-on the 
first night ; paiica-riitrer-a-by the fifth night ;  budbudam-a bubble; dasa
ahena-in ten days; tu-then; karkandhii/;t-like a plum; pesi-a lump of 
flesh; ar-P,am-an egg ; oo-or ; tata{l-thence ; param-afterwards . 

. ,. 
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TRANSLATION 
On the first night, the semina and ovum mix, and on the fifth night the 

mixture ferments into a bubble. On the tenth night it develops into a form 
like a plum, and after that, gradually it turns into a lump of flesh or an 
egg, as the case may be. 

PURPORT 
The body of the soul develops in four different ways according to its 

different sources. One kind of body, that of the trees and plants, sprouts 
from the earth; the second kind of body grows from perspiration, as with 
flies, germs and bugs ; the third kind of body develops from eggs ; and the 
fourth develops from an embryo. This verse indicates that after emulsifica
tion of the ovum and semina, the body gradually develops either into a 
lump of flesh or into an egg, as the case may be. In the case of birds it 
develops into an egg, and in the case of animals and human beings it 
develops into a lump of flesh. 

TEXT 3 

� ijftm� ��ltltfcl�: I 
ij(ijJ'Itii��Rst�;tW{�: I I � I I  

miisena tu siro dviibhyiim 
biih v-angh ry -iidy -anga-vigraha� 

nakha-lomiisthi-carmiirti 
linga-cchidrodbhavas tribhi{l 

miisena-within a month; tu-then ; sira[l-a head ; dviibhyiim- in two 
months; bahu-arms; anghri-feet ; adi-and so on; anga-limbs; vigrahal;t
form;  nakha-nails; loma-body hair ; asthi-bones; carmiirti-and skin; 
linga-organ of generation; chidra-apertures; udbhava/;t-appearance; 
tribhi{l-within three months . 

TRANSLATION 
In the course of a month, a head is formed, and at the end of two 

months, hands, feet and other limbs take shape. By the end of three 
months, the nails, fingers, toes, body hair, bones and skin appear, as do 
the organ of generation and the other apertures in the body, namely the 
eyes, nostrils, ears, mouth and anus. 
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TEXT 4 

�: � qilfq: ��: I 
'N,� .. (IWJ(T �: iit ��ll � I I 

caturbhir dhiitavaft sapta 
pancabhi� k.sut-t.r{i-udbhavaft 

.sa{lbhir jariiyu(Lii vitaft 
kukflau bhriimyati dakfli(Le 

caturbhilt-within four months; dlultavalJ,-ingredients ;  sapta-seven; 
paiicabhilJ,-within five months; k�ut-trt-of hunger and thirst ; udbhava�
appearance; �apbhilJ,-within six months;jarayu(La-by the amnion; vitaft
enclosed; kuk�au-in the abdomen; bhriimyati- moves; dakfli(Le-on the 
right side. 

TRANSLATION 
Within four months from the date of conception, the seven essential 

ingredients of the body, namely, chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow 
and semina, come into existence. At the end of five months, hunger and 
thirst make themselves felt, and at the end of " six months, the fetus, 
enclosed by the amnion, begins to move on the right side of the abdomen. 

PURPORT 
When the body of the child is completely formed at the end of six 

months, the child, if he is male, begins to move on the right side, and if 
female, she tries to move on the left side. 

TEXT S 
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miitur jagdhiinna-piiniidyair 
edhad-dhiitur asammate 

sete Vi[L-miltrayor garte 
sa jantur jantu-sambhave 

miituft-of the mother; jagdha-tak.en; anna-piina-by the food and drink; 
adyaift-and so on; edhat-increasing ; dhatuft-the ingredients of his body; 
asammate-abominable ;  sete-remains; vit-miitrayolt-of stools and urine; 
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garte- in a hollow; saft-that ; jantuft-fetus ; jantu-of worms; sambhave
the breeding place. 

TRANSLATION 
Deriving its nutrition from the food and drink taken by the mother, the 

fetus grows and remains in that abominable residence of stools and urine, 
which is the breeding place of all kinds of worms. 

PURPORT 
In the Miirka(L{ieya Purii[La it is said that in the intestine of the mother 

the umbilical cord, which is known as iipyiiyant, joins the mother to the 
abdomen of the child, and through this passage the child within the womb 
accepts the mother's assimilated foodstuff. In this way the child is fed by 
the mother's intestine within the womb and grows from day to day. The 
statement of the Miirka(L{ieya Purii[La about the child's situation within 
the womb is exactly corroborated by modern medical science, and thus 
the authority of the Purii[LaS cannot be disproved, as is sometimes at
tempted by the Mayavadi philosophers. 

Since the child depends completely on the assimilated foodstuff of the 
mother, during pregnancy there are restrictions on the food taken by the 
mother. Too much salt, chili, onion and similar food is forbidden for the 
pregnant mother because the child's body is too delicate and new for 
him to tolerate such pungent food. Restrictions and precautions to be 
taken by the pregnant mother, as enunciated in the smrti scriptures of 
Vedic literature, are very useful. We can understand from the Vedic litera
ture how much care is taken to beget a nice child in society. The 
garbhadhana ceremony before sexual intercourse was compulsory for 
persons in the higher grades of society, and it is very scientific. Other 
processes recommended in the Vedic literature during pregnancy are also 
very important. To take care of the child is the primary duty of the 
parents because if such care is taken, society will be filled with good 
·population to maintain the peace and prosperity of the society, country 
and human race. 

TEXT 6 
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krmibhift kflata-sarvangaft 
saukumiiryiit pratikfia[Lam 
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milrcchiim iipnoty uru-klesas 
tatratyaift k.sudhitair muhu� 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 31 

krmibhift-by worms; k�ata-bitten ; saroo-a1iga�-all over the body; 
saukumiiryat-because of tenderness; pratik�arwm-moment after moment; 
miircchiim-unconsciousness ; iipnoti-he obtains ; uru-k lesa�-whose suf
fering is great ;  tatratyai�-being there (in the abdomen) ; k�udhitai�
hungry; muhu�-again and again. 

TRANSLATION 
Bitten again and again all over the body by the hungry worms in the 

abdomen itself, the child suffers terrible agony because of his tenderness. 
He thus becomes unconscious moment after moment because of the 
terrible condition. 

PURPORT 
The miserable condition of material existence is not only felt when we 

come out of the womb of the mother, but it is also present within the 
womb. Miserable life begins from the moment the living entity begins to 
contact his material body. Unfortunately, we forget this experience and do 
not take the miseries of birth very seriously. In Bhagavad-gitii, therefore, it 
is specifically mentioned that one should be very alert to understand the 
specific difficulties of birth and death. Just as during the formation of this 
body we have to pass through so many difficulties within the womb of the 
mother, similarly, at the time of death, there are also many difficulties. As 
described in the previous chapter, one has to transmigrate from one body 
to another, and the transmigration into the bodies of dogs and hogs is 
especially miserable. But despite such miserable conditions, due to the 
spell of miiyii we forget everything and become enamored by the present 
so-called happiness, which is described as actually no more than a counter
action to distress. 

TEXT 7 

ka.tu-tik:�!lOfl!la-lavara
rilkfliimliidibhir ulbarai� 

matr-bhuktair upaspnta� 
sarvango tth ita-vedanaly 
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katu-bitter ; tik�rw-pungent ; u�l]a-hot; laval]a-salty; riik�a- dry; amla
sour ; adibhi[t-and so on ; ulbartaift-excessive; matr-bhuktaift-by foods 
eaten by the mother ; upaspnta/y-affected ; sarva-ariga-all over the body; 
utthita-arisen; vedanaft-pain. 

TRANSLATION 
Owing to the mother's eating bitter, pungent foodstuffs, or food 

which is too salty or too sour, the body of the child incessantly suffers 
pains which are almost intolerable. 

PURPORT 
All descriptions of the child's bodily situation in the womb of the 

mother are beyond our conception. It is very difficult to remain in such a 
position, but still the child has to remain. Because his consciousness is not 
very developed, the child can tolerate it, otherwise he would die. That is 
the benediction of miiyii, who endows the suffering body with the qualifi
cations for tolerating such terrible tortures. 

TEXT S 
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ulbena sarhvrtas tasminn 
antrais ca bahir iivrta� 

iiste krtvii sira� kUkflUU 
bhugna-prfl tha-sirodhara� 

ulbena-by the amnion; sarhvrta�-enclosed; tasmin-in that place; 
antraift-by the intestines ; ca-and ; bahi�-outside ; avrta�-covered; iiste
he lies; krtvii-having put ; siraft-the head ; kuk�au-toward the belly; 
bhugna-bent ; pnfha-back ;  sira�-dhara�-neck. 

TRANSLATION 
Placed within the amnion and covered outside by the intestines, the 

child remains lying on one side of the abdomen, his head turned toward 
his belly and his back and neck arched like a bow. 
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PURPORT 
If a grown-up man were put into such a condition as the child within 

the abdomen, completely entangled in all respects, it would be impossible 
for him to live even for a few seconds. Unfortunately, we forget all these 
sufferings and try to be happy in this life, not caring for the liberation of 
the soul from the entanglement of birth and death. It is an unfortunate 
civilization in which these matters are not plainly discussed to make 
people understand the precarious condition of material existence. 

TEXT 9 
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akalpa� sviinga-ce.stayiirh 
sakunta iva paiijare 

tatra labdha�smrtir daiviit 
karma janma�satodbhavam 

smaran di:rgham anucchviisam 
sarma kim nama vindate 

akalpa�-unable; sva-anga-his limbs; cefl.tiiyiim-to move; s"akuntal)
a bird ; iva-like; paiijare-in a cage ; tatra-there; labdha-smrti�-having 
gained his memory ; daiviit-by fortune; karma-activities ; janma-sata
udbhavam-occurring during the last hundred births ; smaran-remembering; 
dirgham- for a long time ; anucchviisam-sighing; sarma-peace of mind ; 
kim-what ; nama-then; vindate-can he achieve. 

TRANSLATION 
The child thus remains just like a bird in a cage, without freedom of 

movement. At that time, if the child is fortunate, he can remember all the 
troubles of his past one hundred births, and he grieves wretchedly. What is 
the possibility of peace of mind in that condition? 

PURPORT 
After birth the child may forget about the difficulties of his past lives, 

but when we are grown up we can at least understand the grievous tortures 
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undergone at birth and death by reading the authorized scriptures like 
Srimad-Bhiigavatam. If we do not believe in the scriptures, that is a 
different question, but if we have faith in the authority of such descrip
tions, then we must prepare for our freedom in the next life ; that is 
possible in this human form of life. One who does not take heed of these 
indications of suffering in human existence is said to be undoubtedly 
committing suicide. It is said that this human form of life is the only means 
for crossing over the nescience of miiyii, or material existence. We have a 
very efficient boat in this human form of body, and there is a very expert 
captain, the spiritual master ; the scriptural injunctions are like favorable 
winds. If we do not cross over the ocean of nescience of material existence 
in spite of all these facilities, then certainly we are all intentionally com
mitting suicide. 

TEXT 10 
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iirabhya saptamiin miisiil 
labdha-bodho 'pi vepita� 

naika triis te su ti-vii tair 
vifl.thii-bhur iva sodara� 

iirabhya-beginning; saptamiit miisiit-from the seventh month; labdha
bodha�-endowed with consciousness; api-although; vepita�-tossed; na
not ; ekatra-in one place; iiste-he remains ; suti-viitai�-by the winds for 
childbirth; v�.thii-bhufl-the worm; iva-like; sa-udarafl- born of the same 
womb. 

TRANSLATION 
Thus endowed with the development of consciousness from the seventh 

month after his conception, the child is tossed downward by the airs that 
press the embryo during the weeks preceding delivery. Like the worms 
born of the same filthy abdominal cavity, he cannot remain in one place. 

PURPORT 
At the end of the seventh month the child is moved by the bodily air 

and does not remain in the same place because the entire uterine system 
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becomes slackened before delivery. The worms have been described here 
as sodara. Sodara means born of the same mother. Since the child is born 
from the womb of the mother and the worms are also born of fermenta
tion within the womb of the same mother, under the circumstances the 
child and the worms are actually brothers. We are very anxious to 
establish universal brotherhood among human beings, but we should take 
into consideration that even the worms are our brothers, what to speak 
of other living entities. Therefore, we should be concerned about all living 
entities. 

TEXT 1 1  
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niithamiina nir bhita[l, 
sapta-vadhri[l, krtiiiijali[l, 

stuvita tarh viklavayii 
viicii yenodare 'rpita[l, 

niithamiinafl-appealing;[;�i[t-the living entity; bhita[t-frightened; sapta
vadhri�-bound by the seven layers ; krta-anjaliq-with folde� hands; 
stuvita-prays; tam-to the Lord; viklavayii-faltering ; viicii-with words; 
yena-by whom ; udare-in the womb ; arpita[l,-he was placed. 

TRANSLATION 
The living entity in this frightful condition of life, bound by seven layers 

of material ingredients, prays with folded hands, appealing to the Lord, 
who has put him in that condition. 

PURPORT 
It is said that when a woman is having labor pains she promises that she 

will never again become pregnant and suffer from such a severely painful 
condition. Similarly, when one is undergoing some surgical operation he 
promises that he will never again act in such a way as to become diseased 
and have to undergo medical surgery , or when one falls into danger, he 
promises that he will never again make the same mistake. Similarly, the 
living entity, when put into the hellish condition of life, prays to the Lord 
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that he will never again commit sinful activities and have to be put into the 
womb for repeated birth and death. In the hellish condition within the 
womb the living entity is very much afraid of being born again, but when 
he is out of the womb, when he is in full life and good health, he forgets 
everything and commits again and again the same sins for which he was put 
into that horrible condition of existence. 

TEXT 12 
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jantur uviica 
tasyopasannam aviturh jagad icchayiitta

niinii-tanor bhuvi calac-cara[tiimvindam 
so 'harh vrajiimi sara[tarh hy akuto-bhayarh me 

yenedrst gatir adarsy asato 'nuriipa 

jantu[t uviica-the human soul said ; tasya-of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead ; upasannam-having approached for protection;  avitum-to 
protect ; jagat-the universe ; icchayii-by His own will; iitta-niinii-tano[l,
who accepts various for!fiSi bhuvi-on the earth; calat-walking; cara[ta
aravindam-the lotus feet ; sa[l, aham-I myself; vrajiimi-go ; sara[tam-unto 
the shelter; hi-indeed ; akuta[t-bhayam-giving relief from all fear; me
for me; yena-by whom; idrsi-such; gati[l,-condition of life ; adarsi-was 
considered; asata[l,-impious; anuriipii-befitting. 

TRANSLATION 
The human soul says : I take shelter of the lotus feet of the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead, who appears in His various eternal forms and 
walks on the surface of the world. I take shelter of Him only, because He 
can give me relief from all fear and from Him I have received this condition 
of life, which is just befitting my impious activities. 
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PURPORT 
The word calac-cararuzravindam means the Supreme Personality of 

Godhead who actually walks or travels upon the surface of the world. For 
example, Lord Ramacandra actually walked on the surface of the world, 
and Lord Kr�Qa also walked just like an ordinary man. The prayer is there
fore offered to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who descends to the 
surface of this earth, or any part of this universe, for the protection of the 
pious and the destruction of the impious. It is confirmed in Bhagavad-gita 
that when there is an increase of irreligion and discrepancies arise in the 
real religious activities, the Supreme Lord comes to protect the pious and 
kill the impious. This verse indicates Lord Kr�Qa. 

Another significant point in this verse is that the Lord comes, icchaya, 
by His own will. As Kr�!la confirms . in Bhagavad-gita, sambhavamy 
atma-mayaya: "I appear at My will, by My internal potential power." He 
is not forced to come by the laws of material nature. It is stated here, 
icchaya: He does not assume any form, as the impersonalists think, 
because He comes at His own will , and the form in which He descends is 
His eternal form. As the Supreme Lord puts the living entity into the 
condition of horrible existence, so He can also deliver him; and therefore 
one should seek shelter at the lotus feet of Kr�Qa. Kr�I).a demands, "Give up 
everything and surrender unto Me." And it is also said in Bhagavad-gita 
that anyone who approaches Him does not come back again to accept 
form in material existence, but goes back to Godhead, back home, 
never to return. 

TEXT 13 
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yas tv atra baddha iva karmabhir iivrtiitmii 
bhiitendriyiisayamayim avalambya miiyiim 

iiste viSuddham avikiiram akhapfla-bodham 
iitapyamiina-hrdaye 'vasitarh namiimi 

ya{t-who ; tu-also ; atra-here; baddha(t-bound ; iva-as if; karmabhi[l
by activities; avrta- covered ; iitmii-the pure soul; bhiita-the gross elements; 
indriya-the senses; iisaya- the mind; mayim-consisting of; avalambya-
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having fallen; miiyiim-into miiyii; iiste -remains; visuddham-completely 
pure ; avikiiram-without change; akhar-fla-bodham-possessed of unlimited 
knowledge; iitapyamiina- repentant ; hrdaye-in the heart; avasitam
residing; namiimi-1 offer my respectful obeisances. 

TRANSLATION 
I, the pure soul, appearing now to be bound up by my activities, am 

lying in the womb of my mother by the arrangement of maya. I offer my 
respectful obeisances unto Him who is also here with me but who is 
unaffected and changeless. He is unlimited, but He is perceived in the 
repentant heart. To Him I offer my respectful obeisances. 

PURPORT 
As stated in the previous verse, the fiva soul says, "I take shelter of the 

Supreme Lord." Therefore, constitutionally, the jiva soul is the subordinate 
servitor of the Supreme Soul, the Personality of Godhead. Both the Su
preme Soul and the jiva soul are sitting in the same body, as confirmed in 
the Upani�ads. They are sitting as friends, but one is suffering, and the 
other is aloof from the suffering condition of life. 

In this verse it is said, visuddham avikiiram akhar:uJ.a-bodham: the 
Supersoul is always sitting apart from all contamination. The living entity 
is contaminated and is suffering because he has a material body,  but that 
does not mean that because the Lord is also with him, He also has a 
material body. He is avikiiram, changeless. He is always the same 
Supreme, but unfortunately the Mayavadi philosophers, because of their 

· impure hearts, cannot understand that the Supreme Soul, the Supersoul, 
is different from the individual soul. It is said here, iitapyamiina
hrdaye 'vasitam: He is in the heart of every living entity , but He can be 
realized only by a soul who is repentant . The individual soul becomes 
repentant that he forgot his constitutional position, wanted to become 
one with the Supreme Soul and tried his best to lord it over material 
nature. He has been baffled, and therefore he is repentant. At that time, 
Supersoul, or the relationship between the Supersoul and the individual 
soul, is realized. As it is confirmed in Bhagavad-gita, after many, many 
births the knowledge comes to the conditioned soul that Vasudeva is 
great, He is master, and He is Lord. The individual soul is the servant, and 
therefore he surrenders unto Him. At that time he becomes a mahatma, a 
great soul. Therefore, a fortunate living being who comes to this under
standing, even within the womb of his mother, has his liberation assured. 
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TEXT 14 
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ya� paiica-bhiita-racite rahita� sarire 

cchanno 'yathendriya-gurpirtha-cid-atmako 'ham 
teniivikur-.tha-mahimiinam r.sim tam enam 

vande param prakrti-piiru.sayo� pumii.msam 

ya�- who ; paiica-bhiita-five gross elements; racite-made of; rahita�
separated; sarire-in the material body; channa�-covered ; ayathii- unfitly; 
indriya-senses;gur-a-qualities;artha-objects of senses; cit- ego ; iitmaka�
consisting of; aham-1; tena-by a material body; avikurfha-mahimii.nam
whose glories are unobscured; nim- all-knowing ; tam-that; enam-unto 
Him; vande- I offer obeisances ; param- transcendental; prak rti-to rna terial 
nature; piiru§ayoZ,-to the living entities ; pumamsam-unto the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. 

TRANSLATION 
I am separated from the Supreme Lord because of my being in this 

material body, which is made of five elements, and therefore my qualities 
and senses are being misused, although I am essentially spiritual. Because 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead is transcendental to material nature 
and the living entities, because He is devoid of such a material body, and 
because He is always glorious in His spiritual qualities, I offer my 
obeisances unto Him. 

PURPORT 
The difference between the living entity and the Supreme Personality 

of Godhead is that the living entity is prone to be subjected to material 
nature, whereas the Supreme Godhead is always transcendental to material 
nature as well as to the living entities. When the living entity is put into 
material nature, then his senses and qualities are polluted, or designated. 
There is no possibility for the Supreme Lord to become embodied by 
material qualities or material senses for the reason that He is above the 
influence of material nature and cannot possibly be put in the darkness of 
ignorance like the living entities. Because of His full knowledge, He is 

I . 
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never subjected to the influence of material nature . .Material nature is 
always under His control, and it is therefore not possible that material 
nature can control the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

Since the identity of the living entity is very minute, he is prone to 
be subjected to material nature, but when he is freed from this material 
body, which is false, then he attains the same spiritual nature as the 
Supreme Lord. At that time there is no qualitative difference between 
him and the Supreme Lord, but because he is not so quantitatively 
powerful as to never be put under the influence of material nature, he 
is quantitatively different from the Lord. 

The entire process of devotional service is to purify oneself of this 
contamination of material nature and put oneself on the spiritual platform 
where he is qualitatively one with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In 
the Vedas it is said that the living entity is always free. Asango hy ayam 
puru�al;l. The living entity is liberated. His material contamination is 
temporary, and his actual position is that he is liberated. This liberation is 
achieved by l<f�pa consciousness, which begins from the point of surrender. 
Therefore it is said here, "I offer my respectful obeisances unto the 
Supreme Person." 

TEXT 15 
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yan-mii.yayoru-gura-karma-nibandhane 'smin 

siimsarike pathi carams tad-abhisramera 
nafi.ta-smrti� punar ayam pravrrtta lokam 

yuktyii kayii mahad-anugraha'!" antarer-a 

yat-of the Lord; mayaya-by the maya; uru-gur-a-arising from the 
great modes; karrna-activities; nibandhane-with bonds; asmin-this; 
sarhsarike-of repeated birth and death; pathi-on the path; caran
wandering; tat-of him;  abhisramera-with great pains; nafi!a-lost; smrti�
memory; puna[l-again; ayam-this living entity; pravrrita-may realize; 
lokam-his true nature; yuk tya kaya-by what means; mahat-anugraham
the mercy of the Lord ; antarera-without. 
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TRANSLATION 
The human soul further prays: The living entity is put under the 

influence of material nature and continues a hard struggle for existence 
on the path of repeated birth and death. This conditional life is due to his 
forgetfulness of his relationship with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
Therefore, without the Lord's mercy, how can he again engage in the 
transcendental loving service of the Lord? 

PURPORT 
The Miiyiiviidi philosophers say that simply by cultivation of knowledge 

by mental speculation, one can be liberated from the condition of 
material bondage. But here it is said one is liberated not by knowledge but 
by the mercy of the Supreme Lord. The knowledge the conditioned soul 
gains by mental speculation, however powerful it may be, is always too 
imperfect to approach the Absolute Truth. It is said that without the 
mercy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead one cannot understand Him 
or His actual form, quality and name. Those who are not in devotional 
service go on speculating for many, many thousands of years, but t]ley are 
still unable to understand the nature of the Absolute Truth. 

One can be liberated in the knowledge of Absolute Truth simply by the 
mercy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is clearly said herein that 
our memory is lost because we are now covered by His material energy. 
Arguments may be put forward as to why we have been put under the 
influence of this material energy by the supreme will of the Lord. This is 
explained in Bhagavad-gitii where the Lord says, "I am sitting in everyone's 
heart, and due to Me one is forgetful or one is alive in knowledge." The 
forgetfulness of the conditioned soul is also due to the direction of the 
Supreme Lord. A living entity misuses his little independence when he 
wants to lord it over material nature. This misuse of independence, which is 
called miiyii, is always available, otherwise there would be no independence. 
Independence implies that one can use it properly or improperly. It is not 
static ; it is dynamic. Therefore, misuse of independence is the cause of 
being influenced by miiyii. 

Miiyii is so strong that the Lord says that it is very difficult to surmount 
her influence. But one can do so very easily "if he surrenders unto Me. " 
Miim eva ye prapadyante: anyone who surrenders unto Him can overcome 
the influence of the stringent laws of material nature. It is clearly said here 
that a living entity is put under the influence of miiyii by His will, and if 
anyone wants to get out of this entanglement, this can be made possible 
simply by His mercy. 
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The activities of the conditioned souls under the influence of material 
nature are explained here. Every conditioned soul is engaged in different 
types of work under the influence of material nature. We can see in t�e 
material world that the conditioned soul acts so powerfully that he IS 
playing wonderfully in creating the so-called advancements of material 
civilization for sense gratification. But actually his position is to know 
that he is an eternal servant of the Supreme Lord. When he is actually in 
perfect knowledge, he knows that the Lord is the supreme 

_
worshipf� 

object and that the living entity is His eternal servant. Without this 
knowledge, he engages in material activities ; that is called ignorance. 

TEXT 16 

� ���: � �
«EfilreEfi MM�&:4s€4�ijf�u 1 

<t �'14�4qt<�&ts€4� ..... 
�Nsc�q\l+c;fl� � � l l  � �I I  

jiiiinarh yad etad adadhiit katama� sa devas 
t rai-kiilikarh s thira-care.sv anu vartitiirhsa� 

tarh jiva-karma-padavim anuvartamiiniis 
tiipa-trayopasamaniiya vayarh bhajema 

jiiiinam-knowledge; yat-which; etat-this_; adadhiit-gave ; k�ta"':a[l,
who other than; sa[!,-that ; deva�-the Personahty of Godhead; trm-kalzkam 
-of the three phases of time; sthira-care�u-in the inanimate and animate 
objects ; anuvartita-dwelling ; amSaft- His partial representati��; tam-:��to 
Him; jiva-Df the jiva souls; karma-padavfm-the path of frmbve act�Vlt�es; 
anuvartamiinii�-who are pursuing; tiipa-traya-from the threefold misenes ; 
upa$amaniiya-for getting free; vayam-we; bhajema-must surrender. 

TRANSLATION 

No one other than the Supreme Personality of Godhead, as the 
localized Paramatma, the partial representation of the Lord, is directing all 
inanimate and animate objects. He is present in the three phases of time
past, present and future. Therefore, the conditioned soul is engaged in 
different activities by His direction, and in order to get free from the 
threefold miseries of this conditional life, we have to surrender unto Him . 
only. 
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PURPORT 

When a conditioned soul is seriously anxious to get out of the influence 
of the material clutches, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is 
situated within him as Paramatma, gives him this knowledge: "Surrender 
unto Me." As the Lord says in Bhagavad-gita, "Give up all other engage· 
ments. Just surrender unto Me." It is to be accepted that the source of 
knowledge is the Supreme Person. This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-gita. 
Matta[!, smrtir jiiiinam apohanarh ca. The Lord says, "Through Me one gets 
real knowledge and memory, and one also forgets through Me." To one 
who wants to be materially satisfied or who wants to lord it over material 
nature, the Lord gives the opportunity to forget His service and engage in 
the so-called happiness of material activities. Similarly, when one is 
frustrated in lording it over material nature and is very serious 
about getting out of this material entanglement, the Lord, from 
within, gives him the knowledge that he has to surrender unto Him; 
then there is liberation. 

This knowledge cannot be imparted by anyone other than the Supreme 
Lord or His representative. In the Caitanya-caritamrta Lord Caitanya in
structs Riipa Gosvami that the living entities wander in life after life, under
going the miserable conditions of material existence. But when one is very 
anxious to get free from the material entanglement, then he gets enlighten
ment through a spiritual master and Kr�Qa. This means that Kr�Q.a as the 
Super soul is seated within the heart of the living entity, and when 
the living entity is serious, the Lord directs him to take shelter 
of His representative, a bona fide spiritual master. Directed from 
within and guided externally by the spiritual master, one attains 
the path of Kr�pa consciousness, which is the way out of the 
material clutches. 

Therefore there is no possibility of one's being situated in his own 
position unless he is blessed by the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
Unless he is enlightened with the supreme knowledge, one has to undergo 
the severe penalties of the hard struggle for existence in the material 
nature. The spiritual master is therefore the mercy manifestation of the 
Supreme Person. The conditioned soul has to take direct instruction from 
the spiritual master, and thus he gradually becomes enlightened to 
the path of Kr�pa consciousness. The seed of Kr�pa consciousness 
is sown within the heart of the conditioned soul, and when one 
hears instruction from the spiritual master, the seed fructifies, and 
his life is blessed.  

Text 17] The Movements of the Living Entities 

TEXT 1 7  

� .. t4�A'4� 'i16(1Mwtlijfl-' 

�liqqfij<fl �<Ia� I 
1..-.@f\mft���� 

fiN��� �� � � �\91 1  

deh y an ya-deha-vivare ja_thariigniniisrg-
vir--mii tra-k iipa-patit 0 b h rsa-tap ta-deha[l, 

icchann ito vivasitum gar-ayan sva-miisiin 
nirviisyate krpar-a-dhir bhagavan kadii nu 
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dehi-the embodied soul; anya-deha-of another body; vivare-in the 
abdomen;jaJhara- of the stomach; agninii-by the fire ; asrk-of blood; vit
stool; miitra-and urine; kiipa-in a pool ;  patita[l,-fallen; bhrsa-strongly; 
tapta-scorched; deha[l,-his body; icchan-desiring ; ita[l,-from that place; 
vivasitum-to get out; gaQayan-counting; sva-miisiin-his months; 
nirviisyate-will be released; krparta-dhi[l,-person of miserly intelligence; 
bhagavan-0 Lord ; kadii-when; nu-indeed. 

TRANSLATION 
Fallen into a pool of blood, stool and urine within the abdomen of his 

mother, his own body scorched by the mother's gastric fire, the embodied 
soul, anxious to get out, counts his months and prays, "0 my Lord, when 
shall I, a wretched soul, be released from this confinement?" 

PURPORT 
The precarious condition of the living entity within the womb of his 

mother is described here. On one side of where the child is floating there 
is the heat of gastric fire, and on the other side there is urine, stool, blood 
and discharges. After seven months the child, who has regained his con
sciousness, feels the horrible condition of his existence and prays to the 
Lord. Counting the months until his release, he becomes greatly anxious 
to get out of the confinement. The so-called civilized man does not take 
account of this horrible condition of life, and sometimes for the purpose 
of sense gratification he tries to kill the child by contraceptive methods. 
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Unserious about the horrible condition in  the womb, such persons continue 
in materialism, grossly misusing the chance of the human form of life. 

The word krpap,a-dhflt is significant in this verse. Dhi means intelligence, 
and krpap,a means miserly. Conditional life is for persons who are of 
miserly intelligence or who do not properly utilize their intelligence. In the 
human form of life the intelligence is developed, and one has to utilize that 
developed intelligence to get out of the cycle of birth and death. One who 
does not do so is a miser, just like a person who has immense wealth but 
do

.
e� not

.
utilize it, �eep�ng it simply to see. A person who does not actually 

uhhze hts human mtelhgence to get out of the clutches of maya, the cycle 
of �irth and death, is accepted as miserly. The exact opposite of miserly is · 
udara, very magnanimous. A brahmar;w is called udara because he utilizes 
his human intelligence for spiritual realization. He uses that intelligence to 
preach Kr�l).a consciousness for the benefit of the public, and therefore he 
is magnanimous. 

TEXT 18 

�::t«if �44� (�1441� � 
��: ��.. +ii=llt�wt 

��CJ � m Q ��: 
�WlPHI� fi1wtl!4m��i<{ I I � �I I 

yenedrstrh gatim asau dasa-miisya tsa 
sangrahita� purudayena bhavadrsena 

svenaiva tu�yatu krtena sa dtna-natha� 
ko nama tat prati vinaiijalim asya kuryat 

yena-by whom (the Lord) ; idrSim-such ; gatim-a condition; asau
that person (myself) .; dasa-miisya[l-ten months old ; isa-0 Lord; 
�arigriihita�-was made to accept;puru-dayena-very merciful; bhaviidrsena
mcomparable; svena- own; eva- alone;tu�yatu- may He be pleased ;krtena
with His act ; sa[l-that ;  dina-natha{l-refuge of the fallen souls; ka{l-who ;  
niima-indeed; tat-that mercy; prati-i n  return ; vinii-except with; aiijalim
folded hands; asya-of the Lord ; kuryiit-can repay. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear Lord, by Your causeless mercy I am awakened to consciousness, 
although I am only ten months old. For this causeless mercy of the 
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Supreme Personality of Godhead, the friend of all fallen souls, there is no 
way to express my gratitude but to pray with folded hands. 

PURPORT 

As stated in Bhagavad-gita, intelligence and forgetfulness are both 
supplied by the Supersoul sitting with the individual soul within the 
body. When He sees that a conditioned soul is very serious about getting 
out of the clutches of the material influence, the Supreme Lord gives 
intelligence internally as Supersoul and externally as the spiritual master, 
or , as an incarnation of the Personality of Godhead Himself, He helps by 
speaking instructions such as Bhagavad-gitii. The Lord is always seeking the 
opportunity to reclaim the fallen souls to His abode, the kingdom of God. 
We should always feel very much obliged to the Personality of Godhead, 
for He is always anxious to bring us into the happy condition of eternal life. 
There is no sufficient means to repay the Personality of Godhead for His 
act of benediction; therefore, we can simply feel gratitude and pray to the 
Lord with folded hands. This prayer of the child in the womb may be 
questioned by some atheistic people. How can a child pray in such a nice 
way in the womb of his mother? Everything is possible by the grace of the 
Lord. The child is put into such a precarious condition externally, but 
internally he is the same, and the Lord is there. By the transcendental 
energy of the Lord, everything is possible. 

TEXT 19 

q��4 � � Qaqf�: 
�lift($ (44�tt\4'R: � I 

���ISS� � � � 
qW iff�� :Q<:4 MCf � I I  t �I I 

pasyaty ayarh dhi�a'}ayii nanu sapta-vadhri� 
siinrake dama-sanry apam� sva-dehe 

yat-sr�faylisarh tam aharh puru�arh purii'}arh 
pasye bahir hrdi ca caityam iva pratttam 

pagyati-sees ; ayam-this living entity; dhi�araya-with intelligence; 
nanu-only; sapta-vadhri�-bound by the seven layers of material coverings; 
sarrrake-agreeable and disagreeable sense perceptions; dama-sariri-having 
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a body for self-control ; aparaft-another; sva-dehe-in his body; yat-by 
the Supreme Lord; sntaya- endowed ; asam-was ; tam- Him ; aham-1; 
puru�am-person ; purarwm-oldest ; pasye-see ; bahilt-outside ; hrdi-in 
the heart ; ca-and; caityam-the source of the ego ; iva-indeed ;pratitam
recognized. 

TRANSLATION 

The living entity in another type of body sees only by instinct; he knows 
only the agreeable and disagreeable sense perceptions of that particular 
body. But I have a body in which I can control my senses and can 
understand my destination; therefore, I offer my respectful obeisances to 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, by whom I have been blessed with 
this body, and by whose grace I can see Him within and without. 

PURPORT 

The evolutionary process of different types of bodies is something like 
that of a fructifying flower. Just as there are different stages in the growth 
of a flower-the bud stage, the blooming stage and the full-fledged, grown
up stage of aroma and beauty-similarly, there are 8,400,000 species of 
bodies in gradual evolution, and there is systematic progress from the low
er species of life to the higher. The human form of life is supposed to be 
the highest, for it offers consciousness for getting out of the clutches of 
birth and death. The fortunate child in the womb of his mother realizes his 
superior position and is thereby distinguished from other bodies. Animals 
in bodies lower than that of the human being are conscious only as far as 
their bodily distress and happiness are concerned; they cannot think of 
more than their bodily necessities of life-eating, sleeping, mating and de
fending. But in the human form of life, by the grace of God, the 
consciousness is so developed that a man can evaluate his exceptional 
position and thus realize the self and the Supreme Lord. 

The word dama-sariri means that we have a body in which we can 
control the senses and the mind. The complication of materialistic life is 
due to an uncontrolled mind and uncontrolled senses. One should feel 
grateful to the Supreme Personality of Godhead for having obtained such 
a nice human form of body, and he should properly utilize it. The 
distinction between an animal and a man is that the animal cannot control 
himself and has no sense of decency, whereas the human being has the 
sense of decency and can control himself. If this controlling power is not 
exhibited by the human being, then he is no better than an animal. By 
controlling the senses, or by the process of yoga regulation, one can under-
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stand the position of his self, the Supersoul, the world and their interrela
tion ; everything is possible by controlling the senses. Otherwise, we are no 
better than animals. 

Real self-realization by means of controlling the senses is explained 
herein. One should try to see the Supreme Personality of Godhead and 
his own self also. To think oneself the same as the Supreme is not self
realization. Here it is clearly explained that the Supreme Lord is aniidi, or 
pura[La, and He has no other cause. The living entity is born of the 
Supreme Godhead as part and parcel. It is confirmed in the Brahma
samhitii, aniidir iidir govindalt : Govinda, the Supreme Person, has no cause. 
He is unborn. But the living entity is born of Him. As confirmed in 
Bhagavad-gtta, mamaivamsa� : both the living entity and the Supreme Lord 
are unborn, but it has to be understood that the supreme cause of the 
part and parcel is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Brahma-samhitii 
therefore says that everything has come from the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead (sarva-karar-a-karar-am). The Vedanta-sutra confirms this also. 
.Tanmady asya yatalt : the Absolute Truth is the original source of every
one's birth. Kr�J;J.a also says in Bhagavad-gitii, aham sarvasya prabhava�: "I 
am the source of birth of everything, including Brahma and Lord Siva and 
the living entities." This is self-realization. One should know that he is 
under the control of the Supreme Lord and not think that he is fully 
independent. Otherwise, why should he be put into conditional life? 

TEXT 20 

� '4ijfSifq � �:�emf 
illl� M�•tfil� iff� I 

:J.JsrlQtlldtJ<tij-iRJ �1 
filutltdij;.fGij�Rt�sti�d<{_ J l � o l l  

s o  'ham vasann api vibho bahu-du�kha-viisam 
garbhiin na nirjigam�e bahir andha-kupe 

yatropayiitam upasarpati deva-miiyii 
mithyii matir yad anu samsrti-cakram etat 

sa� aham-I myself; vasan-living ; api-although ; vibho-0 Lord ; bahu
du�kha-with many miseries ; viisam-in a condition;  garbhiit-from the 
abdomen; na-not ; nirjigam�e-I wish to depart ; bahi�-outside; andha
kilpe-in the blind well ;  yatra-where ; upayiitam-one who goes there; 
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upasarpati-she captures; deva-rruiya-the external energy of the Lord; 
mithya-false; mati�-identification; yat-which maya; anu-according to ; 
sarhsrti-of continual birth and death; cakram-cycle; etat-this . -, 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, my Lord, although I am living in a terrible condition, still I 
do not wish to depart from my mother's abdomen to fall again into the 
blind well of materialistic life. Your external energy, called deva-maya, at 
once captures the newly born child, and immediately false identification, 
which is the beginning of the cycle of continual birth and death, begins. 

PURPORT 

As long as the child is within the womb of his mother, he is in a very 
precarious and horrible condition of life, but the benefit is that he revives 
pure consciousness of his relationship with the Supreme Lord and prays 
for deliverance. But once he is outside the abdomen, when a child is born, 
maya or the illusory energy is so strong that he is immediately overpowered 
into considering his body to be his self. Maya means illusion, or that which 
is actually not. In the material world, everyone is identifying with his 
body. This false egoistic consciousness of "I am ' this body" at once 
develops after the child comes out of the womb. The mother and other 
relatives are awaiting the child, and as soon as he is born, the mothe� feeds 
him,  and everyone takes care of him . The living entity soon forgets his po
sition and becomes entangled in bodily relationships. The entire material 
existence is entanglement in this bodily conception of life . Real knowledge 
means to develop the consciousness of "I am not this body. I am spirit 
soul, an eternal part and parcel of the Supreme Lord." Real knowledge 
entails renunciation, or nonacceptance of this body as the self. 

By the influence of maya, the external energy, one forgets everything 
just after birth. Therefore the child is praying that he prefers to remain 
within the womb rather than come out. It is said that Sukadeva Gosvami, 
on this consideration, remained for sixteen years within the womb of his 
mother; he did not want to be entangled in false bodily identification. 
After cultivating such knowledge within the womb of his mother, he came 
out at the end of sixteen years and immediately left home so that he 
might not be captured by the influence of maya. The influence of maya is 
also explained in Bhagavad-gita as insurmountable . But insurmountable 
maya can be overcome simply by Kt�Q.a consciousness. That is also 
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confirmed in Bhagavad-gita. Mam eva ye prapadyante mayam etarh taranti 
te (Bg. 7. 14) : whoever surrenders unto the lotus feet of Kr�J;ta can get out 

of this false conception of life. By the influence of maya only, one forgets 

his eternal relationship with Kr�J;ta and ide�tifies �mself wi�h his �ody 

and the by-products of the body-namely Wife: children, soc�t�, fnen�

ship and love. Thus he becomes a victim of the mfluenc� of maya, �nd h1s 

materialistic life of continued birth and death becomes still more strmgent. 

TEXT 21 

�t N4RIA#}4 '3(� 
311�+11'i+IIU ��: t«�JSS�+I�4 I 
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tasmad aharh vigata-viklava uddhari§ya 
atmiinam iisu tamasah suhrdatmanaiva 

bhuyo yathii vyasanam 'etad �neka-randhrarh 
mii me bhavi§yad upasiidita-vi§r:u-piida� 

tasmiit-therefore; aham-1 ; vigata-ceased ; viklava�-agitation ; 
uddhari;sye-shall deliver ; iitmiinam-myself; iisu-quickly; tamasa�-from 
the darkness; suhrdii iitmanii-with friendly intelligence; eva-mdeed ; 
bhuyaQ.-again; yathii-so that ; vyasanam-plight ;  etat-t�s;  aneka
randhram-entering many wombs; mii-not ; me-my; bhavl§yat- may 
occur ; upasiidita-placed (in my mind); viflr:u-pada�-the lotus feet of 
Lord Vigm. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, without being agitated any more, I shall deliver my�elf from 

the darkness of nescience with the help of my friend, clear consciOusness. 

Simply by keeping the lotus feet of Lord V��u-in my mind, I sha� be 

saved from entering into the wombs of many mothers for repeated buth 

and death. 

PURPORT 

The miseries of material existence begin from the very day when the 
spirit soul takes shelter in the ovum and sperm of the mother and father, 
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they continue after he is born from the womb, and then they are further 
prolonged. We do not know where the suffering ends. It does not end, 
however, by one's changing his body. The change of body is taking place 
at every moment, but that does not mean that we are improving from the 
fetal condition of life to a more comfortable condition. The best thing is, 
therefore, to develop Kr�lJ.a consciousness. Here it is stated, upasiidita
vi�r-u-piida�. This means realization of K��!la consciousness. One who is 
intelligent, by the grace of the Lord, and develops Kr�!la consciousness, is 
successful in his life because simply by keeping himself in Kr�!la conscious
ness, he will be saved from the repetition of birth and death. 

The child prays that it is better to remain within the womb of darkness 
and be constantly absorbed in Kr�!la consciousness than to get out and 
again fall a victim to the illusory energy. The illusory energy acts within 
the abdomen as well as outside the abdomen, but the trick is that one 
should remain Kr�p.a conscious, and then the effect of such a horrible 
condition cannot act unfavorably upon him . In Bhagavad-gitii it is said that 
one's intelligence is his friend and the same intelligence can also be his 
enemy. Here also the same idea is repeated: suhrdatmanaiva, friendly 
intelligence. Absorption of intelligence in the personal service of Kr�!la 
and full consciousness of Kr�!la always are the path of self-realization and 
liberation. Without being unnecessarily agitated, if we take to the process 
of Kr�!la consciousness by constantly chanting Hare Kr�!la, Hare Kr�!la, 
Kr�!la Kr�!la, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, 
the cycle of birth and death can be stopped for good. 

It may be questioned herein how the child can be fully Kr�!la conscious 
within the womb of the mother without any paraphernalia with which to 
execute Kf�!la consciousness. It is not necessary to arrange for parapher
nalia to worship the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Vi�J;lU. The child 
wants to remain within the abdomen of its mother and at the same time 
wants to become free from the clutches of maya. One does not need any 
material arrangement to cultivate Kr�!la consciousness. One can cultivate 
Kr�!la consciousness anywhere and everywhere, provided he can always 
think of Kr�!la. The mahii-mantra, Hare Kr�J;la, Hare Kr�J;la, Kr�J;la Kr�J;la, 
Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, can be 
chanted even within the abdomen of one's mother. One can chant while 
sleeping, while working, while imprisoned in the womb or while outside. 
This Kr�J;la consciousness cannot be checked in any circumstance. The 
conclusion of the child's prayer is: "Let me remain in this condition; 
although it is very miserable, it is better not to fall a victim to mayii 
again by going outside." 

Text 23] The Movements of the Living Entities 

TEXT 22 

�(? \JCfT"f 
� �m'�� d\�1¥41�: ��: I 
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kapila uviica 
evam krta-matir garbhe 

dasa-miisya� stuvann r�* 
sadya� k�ipaty aviicinarh 

prasiltyai silti-miiruta� 
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kapila� uviica- Lord Kapila said ; evam-thus; krta-mati�-desiring; 
garbhe-in the womb ; dasa-miisya�-ten-month-old ; stuvan-extolling ; 
f§i�-the living entity ;  sadya�-at that very time; k§ipati-propels; 
aviicinam-turned downward ; prasiltyai-for birth; silti-miiruta�-the wind 
for childbirth. 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Kapila continued : The ten-month-old living entity has these 
desires even while in the womb. But while he thus extols the Lord, the 
wind that helps parturition propels him forth with his face turned down
ward so that he may be born. 

TEXT 23 

�-.���!: ij'�ijl t����l'fi, f� 3llg�: I 
WMISSfil'tRr�IJfA���·el ��:����" 

teniivasr�ta� sahasii 
krtviiviik sira iitura� 

vini�kriimati :krcchre'!a 
nirucchviiso hata-smrti� 

tena-by that wind ; avasr�ta�-pushed downwards ; sahasii- suddenly;  
krtvii-turned ; avak-downwards ; sira�-his head ; iitura�-suffering; 
vini$krii.mati-he comes out ; krcchrer,w-with great trouble ; nirucchviisa�
breathless ; hata- deprived of; smrti�- memory. 
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TRANSLATION 

Pushed downward all of a sudden by the wind, the child comes out 
with great trouble, head downward, breathless and deprived of memory 
due to severe agony. 

PURPORT 
The word krcchrer;ta means "with great difficulty." When the child 

comes out of the abdomen through the narrow passage, due to pressure 
there the breathing system completely stops, and due to agony the child 
loses his memory. Sometimes the trouble is so severe that the child comes 
out dead or almost dead. One can imagine what the pangs of birth are 
like. The child remains for ten months in that horrible condition within 
the abdomen, and at the end of ten months he is forcibly pushed out. In 
Bhagavad-gitii the Lord points out that a person who is serious about 
advancement in spiritual consciousness should always consider the four 
pangs of birth, death, disease and old age. The materialist advances in 
many ways, but he is unable to stop these four principles of suffering 
inherent in material existence. 

TEXT 24 

patito bhuvy asrn-misra� 
v�thli-bhur iva ce§tate 

roriiyati gate jfiline 
viparitlirh gatirh gata� 

patita�-fallen ; bhuvi-on the earth;  asrk-with blood; miSra�-smeared ; 
vi�thli-bhu�-a worm; iva-like ; ce�tate-he moves his limbs; roriiyati- cries 
loudly; gate-being lost ; jnline-his wisdom; viparttlim-the opposite; 
gatim-state;  gatafl-gone to. 

TRANSLATION 

The child thus falls on the ground, smeared with stool and blood, and 
plays just like a worm germinated from the stool. He loses his superior 
knowledge and cries under the spell of maya. 

Text 26] The Movements of the Living Entities 

TEXT 25 

�� Wf �T ���) � �: I 
3(;{fu�'ff�: *ttl('*41ij�wtht�: I I ��� �  

para-cchandarh na vidu�ii 
pu�yamii[LO janena sa� 

anabhipretam iipanna� 
pratyiikhyiitum anisvara� 
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para-chandam-the desire of another; na-not ; vidu�li-understanding; 
pu§yamar;ta�-being maintained ; janena-by person�; sa�- he; anabhipretam 
-into undesirable circumstances; apanna�-fallen ; pratyakhylitum-to 
refuse; an1Svara�-unable. 

TRANSLATION 

After coming out of the abdomen, the child is given to the care of 
persons who are unable to understand what he wants, and thus he is 
nursed by such persons. Unable to refuse whatever is given to him, he falls 
into undesirable circumstances. 

PURPORT 

Within the abdomen of the mother, the nourishment of the child was 
being carried on by nature's own arrangement. Although the atmosphere 
within the abdomen was not at all pleasing, still, as far as the child's 
feeding was concerned, it was being properly done by the laws of nature. 
But upon coming out of the abdomen the child falls into a different 
atmosphere. He wants to eat one thing, but something else is given to him 
because no one knows his actual demand, and he cannot refuse the 
undesirables given to him. Sometimes the child cries for the mother's 
breast, but because the nurse thinks that it is due to pain within his 
stomach that he is crying, she supplies him some bitter medicine. The 
child does not want it, but he cannot refuse it. He is put in very awkward 
circumstances, and the suffering continues. 

TEXT 26 

\TIN�(sW�f �: �� J 
�: �4�Sil'11�1e41c:ttl'1�e� � � �� � �  
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siiyito 'suci-paryanke 
jantuft svedaja-dii�ite 

nesaft kar-{iii yane 'ngiiniim 
iisano tthiina-Ce§ �ane 

[Canto 3, Ch. 31  

siiyita�-laid down; asuci-paryanke-on a foul bed ; jantu�-the child ; 
sveda-ja-with creatures born from sweat ; dii§ite-infested ; na Ua�
incapable of; ka!lgiiyane-scratching; angiiniim- his limbs; iisana-sitting ; 
utthiina- standing; ce§!ane�r moving. 

TRANSLATION 

Laid down on a foul bed infested with sweat and germs, the poor child 
is incapable of scratching his body to get relief from his itching sensation, 
to say nothing of sitting up, standing or even moving. 

PURPORT 

It should be noted that the child is born crying and suffering. After 
birth the same suffering continues, and he cries. Because he is disturbed by 
the germs in his foul bed, which is contaminated by his urine and stool, 
the poor child continues to cry. He is unable to take any remedial measure 
for his relief. 

TEXT 27 

dG>�I¥4� (� � +1€fOIIG>tt: I 
wd fqiRJ� 'i+itt": 'if'Ni � I I �  �I I 

tudanty iima-tvacam damsii 
masakii matkur-iidayaft 

rudantam vigata-jiiiinam 
krmayaft krmikam yathii 

tudanti-they bite ; iima-tvacam-the baby, whose skin is soft ; damsii�
gnats; masakii�- mosquitoes; matku!ta-bugs; iidaya�-and other creatures ; 
rudantam-crying; vigata- deprived of;jnanam-wisdom; krmaya�-worms; 
krmikam-a worm; yathii-just as. 

TRANSLATION 

In his helpless condition, gnats, mosquitoes, hugs and other germs bite 
the baby, whose skin is tender, just as smaller worms bite a big worm. The 
child, deprived of his wisdom, cries bitterly. 
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PURPORT 

The word vigata-jiiiinam means that the spiritual knowledge which the 
child developed in the abdomen is already lost to the spell of miiyii. Owing 
to various kinds of disturbances and to being out of the abdomen, the 
child cannot remember what he was thinking of for his salvation. It is 
assumed that even if a person acquires some spiritually uplifting knowledge, 
circumstantially he is prone to forget it. Not only children but also elderly 
persons should be very careful to protect their sense of Kr�9a conscious
ness and avoid unfavorable circumstances so that they may not forget 
their prime duty. 

TEXT 28 

�'it� ��� � �:� it� :q I 
��fflS�Il;Ufa.:t+49'91: �:cnf'tfu:l I� G I I 

ity evam saisavam bhuktvii 
duftkham paugar-{iam eva ca 

alabdhiibhipsito }riiiniid 
iddha-manyuft suciirpitaft 

iti evam-ln this way ; saisavam-childhood; bhuktvii-having undergone; 
du�kham-distress; pauga!tt;lam-boyhood; eva-even; ca-and; alabd�a-not 
achieved ; abhtpsita�-he whose desires; ajniiniit-due to ignorance; zddha
kindled; manyu�-his anger ; sucii-by sorrow; arpita�-overcome . 

TRANSLATION 

In this way, the child passes through his childhood, suffering different 
kinds of distresses, and he attains boyhood. In boyhood also he suffers 
pain over desires to get things which he can never achieve. And thus, due 
to ignorance, he becomes angry and sorry. 

PURPORT 

From birth to the end of five years of age is called childhood. After five 
years up to the end of the fifteenth year is called paugar-{ia. At sixteen 
years of age, youth begins. The distresses of c�ildhood �re already 
explained, but when the child attains boyhood he IS enrolled m a school 
which he does not like. He wants to play, but he is forced to go to school 
and study and take responsibility for passing examinations. Another kind 
of distress is that he wants to get some things with which to play, but 
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circumstances may be such that he is not able to attain them, and he thus 
becomes aggrieved and feels pain. In one word, he is unhappy, even in his 
boyhood, just as he was unhappy in his childhood, what to speak of youth. 
Boys are apt to create so many artificial demands for playing, and when 
they do not attain satisfaction they become furious with anger, and the 
result is suffering. 

TEXT 29 

� � �;r q�if'l ��;n I 
�ijftrim'T €hl�"4� �: l i �Q..l l  

saha dehena miinena 
vardhamiinena manyunii 

karoti vigraharh kiimi 
kiimi§v antiiya ciitmana� 

saha-with; dehena-the body; miinena-with false prestige; vardhamiinena 
-increasing ; manyunii-on account of anger ; karoti-he creates ; vigraham
enmity; kiimt-the lusty person; kiimi§u-towards other lusty people; 
antiiya-for destruction ;  ca-and ; iitmana�-of his soul. 

TRANSLATION 

With the growth of the body, the living entity, in order to vanquish his 
soul, increases his false prestige and anger and thereby creates enmity 
towards similarly lusty people. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-gita, Third Chapter, thirty-sixth verse, Arjuna inquired 
from Kr�Q.a about the cause of a living being's lust. It is said that a living 
entity is eternal and, as such, qualitatively one with the Supreme Lord. 
Then what is the reason that he falls prey to the material and commits so 
many sinful activities by the influence of the material energy? In reply to 
this question, Lord Kr�Q.a said that it is lust which causes a living entity to 
glide down from his exalted position to the abominable condition of 
material existence. This lust circumstantially changes into anger. Both lust 
and anger stand on the platform of the mode of passion. Lust is actually 
the product of the mode of passion,  and in the absence of satisfaction of 
lust, the same desire transforms into anger on the platform of ignorance. 
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When ignorance covers the soul , it is the source of his degradation to the 
most abominable condition of hellish life. 

To raise oneself from hellish life to the highest position of spiritual 
understanding is to transform this lust into love of Kr�Q.a. Sri N arottama 
dasa 'fhakura, a great iicarya of the V ai�IJ.ava sampradaya, said, kama kr�'!a
karmiirpar;te: due to our lust we want many things for our sense gratifica
tion, but the same lust can be transformed in a purified way so that we 
want everything for the satisfaction of the Supreme Personality of God
head. Anger also can be utilized towards a person who is atheistic or who 
is envious of the Personality of Godhead. As we have fallen in this material 
existence because of our lust and anger, the same two qualities can be 
utilized for the purpose of advancing in Kr�Q.a consciousness, and one can 
elevate himself again to his former pure spiritual position. Srila Rupa 
Gosvami has therefore recommended that because in material existence 
we have so many objects of sense gratification, which we need for the 
maintenance of the body, we should use all of them without attachment, 
for the purpose of satisfying the senses of Kr�I}a ; that is actual renunciation. 

TEXT 30 

bhuta* paiicabhir iirabdhe 
dehe dehy abudho 'sakrt 

aharh mamety asad-griiha� 
karoti kumatir matim 

bhutai�-by material elements ; paiicabhi�-five ; tirabdhe-made ; dehe
in the body; dehT-the living entity; abudha�-ignorant ; asakrt-constantly; 
aham-1; mama- mine ; iti-thus; asat- nonpermanent things ; griiha�
accepting; karoti-he does; ku-mati�-being foolish; matim-thought . 

TRANSLATION 

By such ignorance the living entity accepts the material body, which is 
made of five elements, as himself. With this misunderstanding, he accepts 
nonp.ermanent things as his own and increases his ignorance in the darkest 
region. 
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PURPORT 

The expansion of ignorance is explained in this verse. The first ignorance 
is to identify one's material body, which is made of five elements, as the 
self, and the second is to accept something as one's own due to a bodily 
connection. In this way ignorance expands. The living entity is eternal , 
but because of his accepting nonpermanent things, misidentifying his in
terest, he is put into ignorance, and therefore he suffers material pangs. 

TEXT 31  

� m d � � �� � 
�1s��nRI «:«:�ti�l+i�t:u� .. �Wf: I I � �  I I  

tad-artharit kurute karma 
yad-baddho yiiti saritsrtim 

yo 'nuyiiti dadat kldam 
avidyii-karma-bandhana� 

tat-artham-for the sake of the body; kurute-he performs ; karma
actions; yat-baddha�-bound by which; yiiti-he goes; saritsrtim-to 
repeated birth and death; ya�-which body; anuyiiti-follows ; .dadat
giving; klesam- misery ; avidyii-by ignorance; karma-by fruitive activities ; 
bandhana�-the cause of bondage. 

TRANSLATION 

For the sake of the body, which is a source of constant trouble to him 
and which follows him because he is bound by ties of ignorance and 
fruitive activities, he performs various actions which cause him to be 
subjected to repeated birth and death. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-g'ita it is said that one has to work to satisfy Y ajiia, or 
Vi�!lu , for any work done without the purpose of satisfying the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead is a cause of bondage. In the conditioned state a 
living entity, accepting his body as himself, forgets his eternal relationship 
with the Supreme Personality of Godhead and acts on the interest of his 
body. He takes the body as himself, his bodily expansions as his kinsmen 
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and the land from which his body is born as worshipable. In this way he 
performs all sorts of misconceived activities, which lead to his perpetual 
bondage in repetition of birth and death in various species. 

In modern civilization, the so-called social, national and government 
leaders mislead people more and more, under the bodily conception of life, 
with the result that all the leaders, with their followers, are gliding down 
to hellish conditions birth after birth. An example is given in Srimad
Bhiigavatam. Andhii yathiindhair upaniyamiinii/;l : when a blind man leads 
several other blind men, the result is that all of them fall down in a ditch. 
This is actually happening. There are many leaders to lead the ignorant 
public, but because every one of them is bewildered by the bodily concep
tion of life , there is no peace and prosperity in human society. So-called 
yog'is who perform various bodily feats are also in the same category as 
such ignorant people because the hatha-yoga system is especially recom
mended for persons who are grossly implicated in the bodily conception. 
The conclusion is that as long as one is fixed in the bodily conception, he 
has to suffer birth and death. 

TEXT 32 

��: qfil �: ftt-it«:(f)fflQa: 1 
311�61 � iSI�R fq� � � � ��� �  

yady asadbhi� pathi puna� 
sisnodara-krtodyama* 

iisthito ramate jantus 
tamo visati pilrvavat 

yadi-if ; asadbhil]-with the unrighteous ; pathi- on the path ; punal]
again; sisna-forthe genital; udara-for the stomach; krta-done; udyamai/;l
whose endeavors ; iisthita�-associating ; ramate-enjoys; jantu�-the living 
entity;  tama�-darkness ;  visati-enters ;  pilrva-vat-as before. 

TRANSLATION 

If, therefore, the living entity again associates with the path of 
unrighteousness, influenced by sensually-minded people engaged in the 
pursuit of sexual enjoyment and the gratification of the palate, he again 
goes to hell as before. 
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PURPORT 

It has been explained that the conditioned soul is put into the Andha
tamisra and Tamisra hellish conditions, and after suffering there he gets a 
hellish body like the dog's or hog's. After several such births, he again 
comes into the form of a human being. How the human being is born is 
also described by Kapiladeva. The human being develops in the mother's 
abdomen and suffers there and comes out again. After all these sufferings, 
if he gets another chance in a human body and wastes his valuable time in 
the association of persons who are concerned with sexual life and palatable 
dishes, then naturally he again glides down to the sameAndha-Uimisra and 
Tamisra hells. 

Generally , people are concerned with the satisfaction of the tongue and 
the satisfaction of the genitals. That is material life . Material life means eat, 
drink, be merry and enjoy , with no concern for understanding one's spiritual 
identity and the process of spiritual advancement. Since materialistic people 
are concerned with the tongue, belly and genitals, if anyone wants to advance 
in spiritual life he must be very careful about associating with such people. 
To associate with such materialistic men is to commit purposeful suicide in 
the human form of life . It is said, therefore, that an intelligent man should 
give up such undesirable association and should always mix with saintly 
persons. When he is in association with saintly persons, all his doubts about 
the spiritual expansion of life are eradicated, and he makes tangible.progress 
on the path of spiritual understanding. It is also sometimes found that 
people are very much addicted to a particular type of religious faith. 
Hindus, Muslims and Christians are faithful in their particular type of 
religion, and they go to the church, temple or mosque, but unfortunately 
they cannot give up the association of persons who are too much addicted 
to sex life and satisfaction of the palate. Here it is clearly said that one may 
officially be a very religious man, but if he associates with such persons, 
then he is sure to slide down to the darkest region of hell. 

TEXT 33 

� �����: ��: aro 1 
� � l{tl� 4ffifltURI � II� � I I  

satyam saucam dayii maunam 
buddh* srir hrir yasaft k�amii 

samo damo bhagas ceti 
yat-sangiid yiiti smik�ayam 

_, 
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sa.tyam-truthfulness ; saucam-cleanliness ;  dayii-mercy; maunam
gravity;  buddh*-intelligence ; sri�-prosperity; hri�-shyness;yasa�-fame; 
k�amii-forgiveness ;  sama�-control of the mind ; dama�-control of the 
senses ; bhaga�-fortune·; ca-and ; iti-thus; yat-saligiit-from association 
with whom; yati sank�ayam-are destroyed. 

TRANSLATION 

He becomes devoid of truthfulness, cleanliness, mercy, gravity, spiritual 
intelligence, shyness, austerity, fame, forgiveness, control of the mind, 
control of the senses, fortune and all such opportunities. 

PURPORT 

Those who are too addicted to sex life cannot understand the purpose 
of the Absolute Truth, nor can they be clean in their habits, not to 
mention showing mercy to others. They cannot remain grave, and they 
have no interest in the ultimate goal of life. The ultimate goal of life is 
Kr�!la, or Vi�!lU, but those who are addicted to sex life cannot understand 
that their ultimate interest is Kr�!la consciousness. Such people have no 
sense of decency, and even in public streets or public parks they embrace 
each other just like cats and dogs and pass it off in the name of love
making. Such unfortunate creatures can never become materially prosper
ous. Behavior like that of cats and dogs keeps them in the position of cats 
and dogs. They cannot improve any material condition, not to speak of 
becoming famous. Such foolish persons may even make a show of so-called 
yoga, but they are unable to control the senses and mind, which is the real 
purpose of yoga practice. Such people can have no opulence in their lives. 
In a word, they are very unfortunate. 

TEXT 34 

��tl�! � �fU�c:tl�(qQl� I 
Q Wf t4f.oit�4! ��l�lii\! :q � � �� I I  

te�v asiinte�u muf}.he�u 
kha[tf}.itiitmasv asiidhu�u 

sangam na kuryiic chocye�u 
yo�it-krif}.ii-mrge�u ca 

te�u-with those; asiinte�u-coarse; muf}.he�u-fools ; kha[tf}.ita-iitmasu
bereft of self-realization; asiidhusu-wicked ·, sangam-association · na-not · . ' ' 
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kuryiit-one should make; socyeflu-pitiable; yoflit-of women; kriga
mrgeflu-dancing dogs; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

One should not associate with a coarse fool who is bereft of the 
knowledge of self-realization and who is no more than a dancing dog in 
the hands of a woman. 

PURPORT 

The restriction of association with such foolish persons is especially 
meant for those who are in the line of advancement in Kr�pa conscious
ness. Advancement in Kf�pa consciousness involves developing the qualities 
of truthfulness, cleanliness, mercy, gravity,  intelligence in spiritual knowl
edge, simplicity, material opulence, fame, forgiveness, and control of the 
mind and the senses. All these qualities are to be manifested with the 
progress of Kr�pa consciousness, but if one associates with a sudra, a 
foolish person who is like a dancing dog in the hands of a woman, then he 
cannot make any progress. Lord Caitanya has advised that any person 
who is engaged in Kf�pa consciousness and who desires to pass beyond 
material nescience must not associate himself with women or with persons 
interested in material enjoyment. For a person seeking advancement in 
Kr�tta consciousness, such association is more dangerous than suicil:le. 

TEXT 35 

WI � �� ��5(ij�: I 
�mQtiQttl �� � (tt:«ffll·a: � � ��� � 

na tathiisya bhaven moho 
bandhas ciinya-prasangata� 

yoflit-sangiid yathii purhso 
yathii tat-sangi-sangata� 

na-not ; tathii-in that manner ; asya-of this man; bhavet-may arise; 
moha�-infatuation; bandha�-bondage; ca-and ; anya-prasa1igata�-from 
attachment to any other object ; yoflit-saTigat-from attachment to women; 
yatha-as; purhsa�-of a man ; yatha-as; tat-sangi-of men who are fond of 
women; sa1igata�-from the fellowship. 

. ; 
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TRANSLATION 

The infatuation and bondage which accrue to a man from attachment 
to any other object is not as complete as that resulting from attachment 
to a woman or to the fellowship of men who are fond of women. 

PURPORT 

Attachment to women is so contaminating that one becomes attached 
to the condition of material life not only by the association of women but 
by the contaminated association of persons who are too attached to them. 
There are many reasons for our conditional life in the material world, but 
the topmost of all such causes is the association of women, as will be 
confirmed in the following stanzas. 

In Kali-yuga, association with women is very strong. In every step of 
life , there is association with women. If a person goes to purchase some
thing, the advertisements are full of pictures of women. The physiological 
attraction for women is very great, and therefore people are very slack in 
spiritual understanding. The Vedic civilization, being based on spiritual 
understanding, arranges association with women very cautiously. Out of 
the four social divisions, the members of the first order, namely brahma
carya, the third order, viinaprastha, and the fourth order, sannyiisa, are 
strictly prohibited from female association. Only in one order, the house
holder, is there license to mix with women under restricted conditions. 
In other words, attraction for woman's association is the cause of the 
material conditional life, and anyone interested in being freed from this 
conditional life must detach himself from the association of women. 

TEXT 36 

�Aftr: � � qT (t(q�lfitt: I 
mt� «ls;:qi!M�rft mq: � � �� � � 

prajii-pat* sviirh duhitararh 
dn{va tad-rupa-dhar§ita� 

rohid-bhutiirh so 'nvadhiivad 
rk�a-rupi hata-trapa� 

praja-pat*- Lord Brahma; soom-his own;duhitaram-daughter; drfitoo
having seen; tat-rupa-by her charms; dhar§ita�-bewildered; rohit-bhutam-
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t o  her i n  the form of a deer ; sa�-he; anvadhavat-ran; rk�a-riipi-in the 
form of a stag; hata-bereft of; trapa�-shame. 

TRANSLATION 

At the sight of his own daughter, Brahma was bewildered by her charms 
and shamelessly ran up to her in the form of a stag when she took the 
form of a hind. 

PURPORT 

Lord Brahma's being captivated by the charms of his daughter and Lord 
Siva's being captivated by the Mohini form of the Lord are specific 
instances which instruct us that even great demigods like Brahma and 
Lord Siva, what to speak of the ordinary conditioned soul, are captivated 
by the beauty of woman. Therefore, everyone is advised that one should 
not freely mix even with one's daughter, or with his mother, or with his 
sister, because the senses are so strong that when one becomes infatuated, 
the senses do not consider the relationship of daughter, mother or sister. 
It is best, therefore, to practice controlling the senses by performing 
bhakti-yoga, engaging in the service of Madana-mohana. Lord Krsna's 
name is Madana-mohana, for He can subdue the god Cupid, or lust.· Only 
by engaging in the service of Madana-mohana can one curb the dictates of 
Madana, Cupid. Otherwise, attempts to control the senses will fail. 

TEXT 37 

\f"�'l!� � �f�:. � I 
.... wtl(P-1utfl{t tt'lA"¥44& � I I  �\91 1 

tat-S[§�U-S!§ta-S!§te§U 
ko nv akhar-!1-ita-dht� pumiin 

!§irh niiriiyar-am rte 
yo�in-mayyeha miiyayii 

tat-by Brahma; sr.sJa-sr�!a-sr�!e�u-amongst all living entities begotten; 
ka�-who; nu-indeed ; akhar-�ita-not distracted; dhi�-his intelligence; 
punuin-male; r�im-the sage; nariiyar-am-Nii.rii.yapa; rte-except ; yo�it
mayyii-in the form of a woman; iha-here; nuiyaya-by maya. 
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TRANSLATION 

Amongst all kinds of living entities begotten by Brahma, namely men, 
demigods, and animals, none but the sage Narayapa is immune to the 
attraction of maya in the form of woman. 

PURPORT 

The first living creature is Brahma himself, and from him were created 
sages like Marici, who in their turn created Kasyapa Muni and others, and 
Kasyapa Muni and the Manus created different demigods and human 
beings, etc. But there is none among them who is not attracted by the 
spell of miiyii in the form of woman. Throughout the entire material 
world, beginning from Brahma down to the small insignificant creatures 
like the ant, everyone is attracted by sex life. That is the basic principle of 
this material world. Lord Brahma 's being attracted by his daughter is the 
vivid example that no one is exempt from sexual attraction to woman. 
Woman, therefore, is the wonderful creation of miiyii to keep the con
ditioned soul in shackles. 

TEXT 38 

� it � �: ����'{ I 
qt�q(liiil"dl'l ��IJf �II ��I I 

balarh me pasya miiyiiyii� 
stri-mayyii jayino disiim 

yii karoti padakrantan 
bhriivi-jrmbher-a kevalam 

balam-the strength; me-My ; pasya-behold ; mtiyayii�-of miiyii; stri
mayya�- in the shape of a woman; jayina�-conquerors ; diSiim-of all 
directions ; yii-who ; karoti-mak.es; pada-iikriintiin-following at her heels ; 
bhriivi-of her eyebrows; jrmbher-a-by the movement ; kevalam-merely. 

TRANSLATION 

Just try to understand the mighty strength of My maya in the shape of 
woman, who by the mere movement of her eyebrows can keep even the 
greatest conquerors of the world under her grip. 
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PURPORT 

There are many instances in the . history of the world of a great 
conqueror's being captivated by the charms of a Cleopatra. One has to 
study the captivating potency of woman, and man's attraction for 
that potency. From what source was this generated? According to 
Vediinta-siitra, we can understand that everything is generated from the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is enunciated there, janmiidy asya 
yatal;t . This means that the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or the 
Supreme Person, Brahman, the Absolute Truth, is the source from whom 
everything emanates. The captivating power of woman, and man's suscep
tibility to such attraction, must also exist in the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead in the spiritual world and must be represented in the transcen
dental pastimes of the Lord. 

The Lord is the Supreme Person, the supreme male. As a common male 
wants to be attracted by a female, similarly, that propensity is in the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. He also wants to be attracted by the 
beautiful features of a woman. Now the question is, if He wants to be 
captivated by such womanly attraction, would He be attracted by any 
material woman? It is not possible. Even persons who are. in this material 
existence can give up womanly attraction if they are attracted by the 
Supreme Brahman . Such was the case with Haridasa 'fhakura. A beautiful 
prostitute tried to attract him in the dead of night, but since· he was 
situated in devotional service, in transcendental love of Godhead, Haridasa 
'fhakura was not captivated. Rather , he turned the prostitute into a great 
devotee by his transcendental association. This material attraction, there
fore, certainly cannot attract the Supreme Lord. When He wants to be 
attracted by a woman , He has to create .such a woman from His own 
energy. That woman is Radharapi. It is explained by the Gosvamis that 
Radharapi is the manifestation of the pleasure potency of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. When the Supreme Lord wants to derive transcen
dental pleasure, He has to create a woman from His internal potency. Thus 
the tendency to be attracted by womanly beauty is natural because it 
exists in the spiritual world. In the material world it is reflected per
vertedly, and therefore there are so many inebrieties. 

Instead of being attracted by material beauty, if one is accustomed to 
be attracted by the beauty of Radharapi and Krgta, then the statement in 
Bhagavad-gitii, param dr�tvii nivartate, holds true. When one is attracted by 
the transcendental beauty of Radha and Kr�lfa, ·he is no longer attracted 
by material feminine beauty. That is the special significance of Radha-
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Kr�lfa worship. That is testified to by Yamunacarya. He says, "Since I have 
become attracted by the beauty of Riidhii and Ktf?Q.a, when there is attrac
tion for a woman or a memory of sex life with a woman, I at once spit on 
it , and my face turns in disgust ." When we are attracted by Madana-mohana 
and the beauty of Ktf?Q.a and His consorts, then the shackles of conditioned 
life, namely the beauty of a material woman, cannot attract us. 

t 

TEXT 39 

q ��5 � 
�� qri ���: I 

m� 

sangarh na kuryiit pramadiisu jiitu 
yogasya piirarh param iirurukfiul:t 

mat-sevayii pratilabdhiitma-liibho 
vadanti yii niraya-dviiram asya 

saligam-association; na-not ; kuryiit-one should make; pramadiisu
with women; jiitu -ever ; yogasya-of yoga; param-culmination; param
topmost ; iiruruk§ul;t-one who aspires to reach; mat-sevayii-by rendering 
service unto Me; pratilabdha-obtained; iitma-liibhal;t-self-realization; 
vadanti-they say; yiil;t-which women; niraya-to hell; dviiram-the gate
way ; asya-of the advancing devotee. 

TRANSLATION 

One who aspires to reach the culmination of yoga and has realized his 
self by rendering service unto Me should never associate with an attractive 
woman, for such a woman is declared in the scripture to be the gateway 
to hell for the advancing devotee. 

PURPORT 

The culmination of yoga is full Kr�lfa consciousness. This is affirmed in 
Bhagavad-gitii: a person who is always thinking of Kr�lfa in devotion is the 
topmost of all yogis. And in the Second Chapter of the First Canto of 
Srimad-Bhiigavatam, it is also stated that when one becomes freed from 
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material contamination by rendering devotional service unto the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, he can at that time understand the science of 
God. 

Here the word pratilabdhiitma-labha[l, occurs. A tmii means self, and labha 
means gain. Generally, conditioned souls have lost their iitmii, or self, but 
those who are transcendentalists have realized the self. It is directed that 
such a self-realized soul who aspires to the topmost platform of yogic 
perfection should not associate with young women. In the modern age, 
however, there are so many rascals who recommend that while one has 
genitals he should enjoy women as much as he likes, and at the same time 
he can become a yogi. In no standard yoga system is the association of 
women accepted. It is clearly stated here that the association of women is 
the gateway to hellish life. The association of woman is very much 
restricted in the Vedic civilization. Out of the four social divisions, the 
brahmaciin, viinaprastha and the sannyiisi, three orders, are strictly pro
hibited from the association of women; only the grhasthas, or house
holders, are given license to have an intimate relationship with a woman, 
and that relationship is also restricted for begetting nice children. If, 
however, one wants to stick to continued existence in the material world, 
he may indulge in female association unrestrictedly. 

TEXT 40 

�q�:nRI ��. �CftlR� I 
mqt�mwft � �: �qfi:N� l l � o l l  

yopayiiti sanair miiyii 
yo�id deva-vinirmitii 

tiim tk�etiitmano mrtyurh 
tnwi[l, kiipam iviivrtam 

yii-she who; upayati-approaches; sanai[l,-slowly ;  maya-representa
tion of miiya; yo�it-woman; deva-by the Lord; vinirmita-created; 
tiim-her ; ik,seta-one must regard; iitmanafl,-of the soul; mrtyum-death ; 
trruzi[l,-with grass; kilpam-a well; iva -like ; iivrtam-covered . 

TRANSLATION 

The woman created by the Lord is the representation of maya, and one 
who associates with such maya by accepting services must certainly know 
that this is the way of death, just like a blind well covered with grass. 
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PURPORT 

Sometimes it happens that a rejected well is covered by grass, and an 
unwary traveler who does not know of the existence of the well falls 
down, and his death is assured. Similarly, association with a woman 
begins when one accepts service from her because wo�an is espe�ially 
created by the Lord to give service to man. By acceptmg her serVIce, a 
man is entrapped. If he is not intelligent enough to know that she is the 
gateway to hellish life, he may indulge in her association very liberally. This 
is restricted for those who aspire to ascend to the transcendental platform. 
Even fifty years ago in Hindu society, such association was restricted. A 
wife could not see her husband during the daytime. Householders even had 
different residential quarters. The internal quarters of a residential house 
were for the woman, and the external quarters were for the man. Accep
tance of service rendered by a woman may appear to be very pleasing, but 
one should be very cautious in accepting such service because it is clearly 
said that woman is the gateway to death, or forgetfulness of one's self. 
She blocks the path of spiritual realization. 

TEXT 41 

� �ij qffi' il&l"'4"'4141'l,4114Jl'( I 
�Rtf «l('ht€t: snm f?iiijN�4$SIC::'( � �� � I I  

yiirh manyate patirh mohiin 
man-miiyiim r§abhiiyatim 

stritvarh stri-sangatafl, priipto 
vittiipatya-grha-pradam 

yiim-which; manyate-she thinks; patim-her husband; mohiit-due to 
illusion; mat-miiyiim-My miiyii; [jabha-in the form of a man ; iiyatim
coming; ·stritvam-the state of being a woman; stri-sangataQ.-from attach
ment to a woman; priipta[l-obtained ; vitta-wealth; apatya-progeny; 
grha-house; pradam-bestowing. 

TRANSLATION 

A living entity who, as a result of attachment to a woman in his previous 
life has been endowed with the form of a woman, foolishly looks upon 
ma�a in the form of a man, her husband, as the bestower of wealth, 
progeny, house and other material assets. 
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PURPORT 

From this verse it appears that a woman is also supposed to have been a 
man in his (her) previous life, and due to his attachment to his wife, he now 
has the body of a woman. Bhagavad-gitii confirms this ; a man gets his next 
life's birth according to what he thinks of at the time of death. If someone 
is too attached to his wife, naturally he thinks of his wife at the time of 
death, and in his next life he takes the body of a woman. Similarly , if a 
woman thinks of her husband at the time of death, then naturally she gets 
the body of a man in the next life . In the Hindu scriptures , therefore, 
woman's chastity and devotion to man is greatly emphasized. A woman's 
attachment to her husband may elevate her to the body of a man in her 
next life, but a man's attachment to a woman will degrade him, and in his 
next life he will get the body of a woman. We should always remember, as 
it is stated in Bhagavad-gitii, that both the gross and subtle material bodies 
are dresses ; they are the shirt and coat of the living entity. To be either a 
woman or a man only involves one's bodily dress. The soul in nature is 
actually the marginal energy of the Supreme Lord. Every living entity, 
being classified as energy , is supposed to be originally a woman, or one 
who is enjoyed. In the body of a man there is a greater opportunity to get 
out of the material clutches; there is less opportunity in the body of a 
woman. In this verse it is indicated that the body of a man should not be 
misused through forming an attachment to women and thus becoming too 
entangled in material enjoyment, which will result in getting the body of a 
woman in the next life . A woman is generally fond of household prosperity, 
ornaments, furniture and dresses. She is satisfied when the husband supplies 
all these things sufficiently. The relationship between man and woman is 
very complicated, but the substance is that one who aspires to ascend to 
the transcendental stage of spiritual realization should be very careful in 
accepting the association of a woman. In the stage of Kr�l).a consciousness, 
however, such restriction of association may be slackened because if a 
man's and woman's attachment is not to each other but to Kr�Qa, then 
both of them are equally eligible to get out of the material entanglement 
and reach the abode of Kr�l).a. As it is confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii, anyone 
who seriously takes to Kr�l).a consciousness-whether in the lowest species 
of life, or a woman, or of the less intelligent classes, such as the mercantile 
or laborer class-will go back home, back to Godhead, and reach the abode 
of Kr�Qa. A man should not be attached to a woman, nor should a woman 
be attached to a man. Both man and woman should be attached to the 
service of the Lord. Then there is the possibility of liberation from material 
entanglement for both of them. 
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TEXT 42 

e&•w:'i;i\ ��lll€+1�( 1 
�w� � 'l•l41•n44 � t l\l� l l  

tiim atmano vijaniyat 
paty-apatya-grhatmakam 

daivopasaditam mrtyum 
mrgayor gayanam yatha 
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tam-the Lord's mayii; iitmana[l,-of herself; vijiiniyat-she should know; 
pati-husband; apatya-children; grha-house ; atmakam-consisting of; 
daita-by the authority of the Lord; upasaditam-brought about ; mrtyum
death; mrgayo{L-of the hunter; giiyanam-the singing ; yathii-as. 

TRANSLATION 

A woman, therefore, should consider her husband, her house and her 
children to he the arrangement of the external energy of the Lord for her 
death, just as the sweet singing of the hunter is death for the deer. 

PURPORT 

In these instructions of Lord Kapiladeva it is explained that not only 
is woman the gateway to hell for man, but man is also the gateway to hell 
for woman. It is a question of attachment. A man becomes attached to a 
woman because of her service, her beauty and many other assets, and 
similarly, a woman becomes attached to a man for his giving her a nice 
place to live, ornaments, dress and children. It is a question of attachment 
for one another. As long as either is attached to the other for such 
material enjoyment, the woman is dangerous for the man, and the man is 
also dangerous for the woman. But if the attachment is transferred to 
Kr�l).a, both of them become Kr�l).a conscious, and then marriage is 
very nice. Srila Rilpa Gosvami therefore recommends: 

aniisaktasya vi§ayiin 
yathiirtham upayufi.jata{L 

nirbandha{L knr:a-sambandhe 
yuktam vairiigyam ucyate 

(Bh.r.s. 1 .2.255) 
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Man and woman should live together as householders in  relationship with 
Kr�J].a only for the purpose of discharging duties in the service of Kmta. 
Engage the children, engage the wife and engage the husband, all in Kr�J].a 
conscious duties, and then all these bodily or material attachments will 
disappear. Since the via medium is Kr�l].a, the consciousness is pure, and 
there is no possibility of degradation at any time. 

TEXT 43 

�WI \illii44(6-. ileti@l€h'iat41i1W{ I 
fttl;J � • etiU��N(<i � I I  \1�1 1  

dehena jtva-bhiitena 
lokiil lokam anuvrajan 

bhunjiina eva karmiirti 
karoty aviratarh pumiin 

dehena-on account of the body; jiva-bhiitena-possessed by the living 
entity; lokiit-from one planet; lokam-to another planet ; anuvrajan
wandering; bhuiijtinafl-enjoying; eva-so ; karmtirti-fruitive activities; 
karoti-he does; aviratam-incessantly;pumtin-the living entity. 

TRANSLATION 

Due to his particular type of body, the materialistic living entity 
wanders from one planet to another, following fruitive activities. In this 
way, he involves himself in fruitive activities and enjoys the result 
incessantly. 

PURPORT 

When the living entity is encaged in the material body, he is calledjlva
bhiita, and when he is free from the material body he is called brahma
bhiita. By changing his material body birth after birth, he travels not only 
in the different species of life, but also from one planet to another. Lord 
Caitanya says that the living entities, hound up by fruitive activities, are 
wandering in this way throughout the whole universe, and if by some 
chance or by pious activities they get in touch with a bona fide spiritual 
master, by the grace of Kr�J].a, then they get the seed of devotional service. 
After getting this seed, if one sows it within his heart and pours water on it 
by hearing and chanting, the seed grows into a big plant, and there are 
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fruits and flowers which the living entity can enjoy, even in this material 
world. That is called the brahma-bhiita stage. In his designated condition, 
a living entity is called materialistic, and upon being freed from all 
designation, when he is fully Kr�J].a conscious, engaged in devotional 
service, he is called liberated. Unless one gets the opportunity to associate 
with a bona fide spiritual master by the grace of the Lord, there is no 
possibility of one's liberation from the cycle of birth and death in the 
different species of life and through the different grades of planets. 

TEXT 44 

� tU�I�•ft � �f;S(�41'11iitf: I 
ijARNt� � �: l l\l\l l l  

jivo hy asyiinugo deho 
bhiitendriya-mano-mayafl 

tan-nirodho 'sya mararam 
iivirbhiivas tu sambhavafl 

jtvafl-the living entity ; hi-indeed; asya-of him ; anugafz-suitahle ; 
dehafl-body ;  bhiita-gross material elements ; indriya-senses ; manafl
mind ; mayafl-made of; tat- of the body ; nirodhafl-destruction ; asya-of 
the living entity ; mararam-death; iivirbhiivafl-manifestation ; tu-but; 
sambhavafl-birth. 

TRANSLATION 

In this way the living entity gets a suitable body with a material mind 
and senses, according to his fruitive activities. When the reactiort of his 
particular activity is finished, it is called death, and when a particular 
type of reaction begins, that is called birth. 

PURPORT 

From time immemorial, the living entity travels in the different species 
of life and the different planets, almost perpetually. This process is ex
plained in Bhagavad-g'itii. Bhramayan sarva-bhiitani yantrarii{ihani mayaya: 
under the spell of maya, everyone is wandering throughout the universe on 
the carriage of the body offered by the material energy. Materialistic life in
volves a series of actions and reactions. It is a long film spool of actions and . 
reactions, and one life span is just a flash in such a reactionary show. When 
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a child is born, it i s  to be understood that his particular type of body is 
the beginning of another set of activities, and when an old man dies, it is 
to be understood that one set of reactionary activity is finished. 

We can see that, because of different reactionary activities, one man is 
born in a rich family, and another is born in a poor family, although both 
of them are born in the same place, in the same moment and the same 
atmosphere. One who is carrying pious activity with him is given a chance 
to take his birth in a rich or pious family, and one who is carrying impious 
activity is given a chance to take birth in a lower, poor family. The change 
of body means a change to a different field of activities. Similarly, when 
the body of the boy changes into that of a youth, the boyish activities 
change into youthful activities. 

It is clear that a particular body is given to the living entity for a 
particular type of activity. This process is going on perpetually, from a time 
which is impossible to trace out. Vaigtava poets say, therefore, aniidi 
karama-phale, which means that these actions and reactions of one's activity 
cannot be traced, for they may even continue from the last millennium of 
Brahma's birth to the next millennium. We have seen the example in the 
life of Narada Muni. In one millennium he was the son of a maidservant 
and in the next millennium he became a great sage. ' 

TEXTS 45-46 

S(ot{lq�f&\4('011�� ��� � I 
ij�if4� q(+ir.f1Fif=qj04C(�fwt¥( I I  �'-\1 1 
��-uftiotm�·� � I 
� � ��q)n�ij���: � ��� � �  

dravyopalabdhi-sthanasya 
dravyek�ayogyata yada 

tat pancatvam aharh manad 
utpattir dravya-darsanam 

yathiik�r.or dravyiivayava
darsanayogyata yadii 

tadaiva cak�ufto drafltur 
dra§trtviiyogyatiinayo� 
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dravya-of objects ; upalabdhi- of perception; sthiinasya-of the place ; 
dravya-of objects ; ik�a-of perception ; ayogyatii-incapability ; yadii
when; tat-that ; pancatvam-death; aham miiniit-from the misconception 
of "I"; utpatti�-birth ; dravya-the physical body ; darsanam-viewing; 
yathii-just as ; ak,STJO�-of the eyes; dravya-of objects ; avayava-parts ; 
darsana-of seeing; ayogyata- incapability ; yadii-when ; tada-then ; eva
indeed; cak,su�a�-of the sense of sight ; dra,stu�-of the seer; dra§.trtva-of 
the faculty of seeing; ayogyata-incapability ; anayo�-of both of these. 

TRANSLATION 

When the eyes lose their power to see color or form due to morbid 
affliction of the optic nerve, the sense of sight becomes deadened. The 
living entity, who is the seer of both the eyes and the sight, loses his 
power of vision. In the same way, when the .physical body, the. �lace whe�e 
perception of objects occurs, is rendered mcapable of perce1vmg, that IS 
known as death. When one begins to view the physical body as one's very 
self, that is called birth. 

PURPORT 

When one says, "I see," this means that he sees with his eyes or with his 
spectacles ; he sees with the instrument of sight . If the instrument of sight 
is broken or becomes diseased or incapable of acting, then he, as the seer, 
also ceases to act. Similarly, in this material body, at the present moment 
the living soul is acting, and when the material body, due t? its incap���ity 

· to function, ceases, he also ceases to perform his reactionary activttles. 
When one's instrument of action is broken and cannot function, that is 
called death. Again, when one gets a new instrument for action, that is 
called birth. This process of birth and death is going on at every moment, 
by constant bodily change. The final change is called death, and. accepta�ce 
of a new body is called birth. That is the solution of the question of birth 
and death. Actually, the living entity has neither birth nor death, but is 
eternal. As confirmed in Bhagavad-gita, na hanyate hanyamiine sarire : the 
living entity never dies, even after the death or annihilation of this material 
body. 

TEXT 47 

��:�Rit;r�;r �: t  
ft$lU �fa' � ij'ffi61�W l l\l\91 1 
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tasman na karya� santraso 
na karparz.yarh na sambhrama� 

buddhva jiva-gatirh dhiro 
mukta-sangas cared iha 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 31  

tasmat-on account of death; na-not ;  karya�-should be done ; santrasafl, 
-horror ; na-not ; kiirparz. yam-miserliness ; na-not ; sambh rama�-eagerness 
for material gain; buddhva-realizing; jiva-gatim-the true nature of the 
living entity ; dhira�-steadfast ; mukta-sangafl,-free from attachment ; 
caret-one should move about ; iha-in this world. 

TRANSLATION 
Therefore, one should not view death with horror, nor have recourse to 

defining the body as soul, nor give way to exaggeration in enjoying the 
bodily necessities of life. Realizing the true nature of the. living entity, one 
should move about in the world free from attachment and steadfast in 
purpose. 

PURPORT 

A sane person who has understood the philosophy of life and death is 
very upset upon hearing of the horrible, hellish condition of life in the 
womb of the mother or outside of the mother. But one has to make a 
solution to the problems of life. A sane man should understa�d the 
miserable condition of this material body. Without being unnecessarily 
upset, he should try to find out if there is a remedy. The remedial measures 
can be understood when one associates with persons who are liberated. It 
must be understood who is actually liberated. The liberated person is 
described in Bhagavad-gitii: one who engages in uninterrupted devotional 
service to the Lord, having surpassed the stringent laws of material 
nature, is understood to be situated in Brahman. 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is beyond the material creation. 
It is admitted even by impersonalists like Sankaracarya that Naraya!la is 
transcendental to this material creation. As such, when one actually engages 
in the service of the Lord in various forms, either Naraya!la, or Radha
Kr�!la, or Sita-Rama, he is understood to be on the platform of liberation. 
The Bhiigavatam also confirms that liberation means to be situated in one's 
constitutional position. Since a living entity is eternally the servitor of the 
Supreme Lord, when one seriously and sincerely engages in the transcen
dental loving service of the Lord, that is the position of liberation. One 
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should try to associate with a liberated person, and then the problems of 
life, namely birth and death, can be solved. 

While discharging devotional service in full Kr�!la consciousness, one 
should not be miserly. He should not unnecessarily show that he has 
renounced this world. Actually, renunciation is not possible. If one 
renounces his palatial building and goes to a forest, there is actually no 
renunciation because the palatial building is the property of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead and the forest is also the property of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead. If he changes from one property to another, that 
does not mean that he renounces; he was never the proprietor of either the 
palace or the forest. Renunciation necessitates renouncing the false under
standing that one can lord it over material nature. When one renounces this 
false attitude and renounces the puffed up position that he is also God, that 
is real renunciation. Otherwise, there is no meaning of renunciation. Riipa 
Gosvami advises that if one renounces anything which could be applied in 
the service of the Lord and does not use it for that purpose, that is called 
phalgu-vairiigya, insufficient or false renunciation. Everything belongs to 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead; therefore everything can be engaged 
in the service of the Lord; nothing should be used for one's sense gratifi
cation. That is real renunciation. Nor should one unnecessarily increase 
the necessities of the body. We should be satisfied with whatever is offered 
and supplied by K��!la without much personal endeavor. We should spend 
our time executing devotional service in Kr�!la consciousness. That is the 
solution of the problem of life and death. 

TEXT 48 

e"4;ao�i-. .. l � �(,;q9t'ffi:ql 1 
� � �� 4i�ti4(( 1 1\l�l l  

sam yag-darsanaya buddh ya 
yoga-vairiigya-yuktaya 

miiya-viracite loke 
caren nyasya kalevaram 

samyak-darsanaya-endowed with right vision ; buddhya-through reason; 
yoga-by devotional service ; vainigya-by detachment ; yuktayii
strengthened; maya-viracite-arranged by maya; loke-to this world; caret
one should move about ; nyasya-relegating; kalevaram-the body. 
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TRANSLATION 

Endowed with right vision and strengthened by devotional service and a 
pessimistic attitude toward material identity, one should relegate his body 
to this illusory world through his reason. Thus one can be unconcerned 
with this material world. 

PURPORT 

It is sometimes misunderstood that if one has to associate with persons 
engaged in devotional service, he will not be able to solve the economic 
problem. To answer this argument, it is described here that one has to 
associate with liberated persons not directly, physically, but by under
standing, through philosophy and logic, the problems of life. It is stated 
here, samyag- darsanaya buddhya: one has to see perfectly, and by 
intelligence and yoga practice one has to renounce this world. That 
renunciation can be achieved by the process recommended in the Second 
Chapter of the First Canto of Snmad-Bhagavatam. 

The devotee's intelligence is always in touch with the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. His attitude toward the material existence is one of 
detachment, for he knows perfectly well that this material world is a 
creation of illusory energy. Realizing himself to be part and parcel of the 
Supreme Soul, the devotee discharges his devotional service and is com
pletely aloof from material action and reaction. Thus at the end he gives 
up his material body or the material energy, and as pure soul he enters 
the kingdom of God. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Thirty-first 
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Lord Kapila 's Instructions 
on the Movements of the Living Entities. " 

CHAPTER TH IRTY- TWO 

Entanglement in Fruitive Activities 

TEXT 1 

w �  

31'1 � �1(141w-\il&l��tUCC(1( � I 

�� =i{-� �� ll_4:fqqfti �II �  I I  

kapila uvaca 
atha yo grha-medhiyan 

dharman evavasan grhe 
kamam artham ca dharman svan 

dogdhi bhuyafl- piparti tan 

kapilafl- uviica-Lord Kapila said; atha-now; yafl--the person who; grha
medhiyan-of the householders; dharman-duties ; eva-certainly ; iivasan-: living; grhe-at home; kamam-sense gratification; artham-�con?m1c 
development; ca-and; dharmiin-religious rituals; sviin-his ; dogdh t-enJoys; 
bhu yafl--again and again; piparti-performs ; tiin- them. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead said: The person who lives in the center of 
household life derives material benefits by performing religious rituals, and 
thereby he fulfills his desire for economic development and sense 
gratification. Again and again he acts the same way. 

PURPORT 

There are two kinds of householders. One is called the grhamedh"i, and 
the other is called the grhastha. The objective of the grhamedh"i is sense 
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gratification, and the objective of the grhastha is self-realization_ Here the 
Lord is speaking about the grhamedhl:, or the person who wants to remain 
�n this �.aterial. world. His activity is to enjoy material benefits by perform
mg. rehgJ.ous ntuals for economic development and thereby ultimately 
satisfy the senses. He does not want anything more. Such a person works 
ve�y hard t��ughout his life to become very rich and eat very nicely and 
drmk. By gJ.vmg som� charity for pious activity he can go to a higher 
planetary atmosphere m the heavenly planets in his next life, but he does 
not want to stop the repetition of birth and death and finish with the 
concomitant miserable factors of material existence. Such a person is 
called a grhamedhl. 

A grhastha is a person who lives with family, wife, children and relatives 
but has no att�chment for them. He prefers to live in family life rather 
than as a mendicant or sannyiisl:, but his chief aim is to achieve self-realiza
tion or to come to the standard of Kr�va consciousness. Here, however, 
Lord Kapiladeva is speaking about the grhamedhl:s, who have made their 
aim the �aterialisti�a�y prosperous life, which they achieve by sacrificial 
c.eremomes, .by chanties and by good work. They are posted in good posi
tw?s.' .and smce t�ey know that they are using up their assets of pious 
�cti':ties, they agam and again perform activities of sense gratification. It 
IS said by Prahlada Maharaja, punab, punas carvita-carvar-iiniim: they prefer 
to chew the already chewed . Again and again they experience the material 
pangs, even if they are rich and prosperous, but they do not want to give 
up this kind of life. 

TEXT 2 

6 � +\tliif41¥ikl¥i'{G: q(I'S'j(cl: I 
� -� f�'ll ��: I I  � I I  

� 

sa ciipi bhagavad-dharmiit 
kiima-miit}.hab, pariin-mukhab, 

yajate kratubhir deviin 
pitfms ca sraddhayiinvitab, 

safz.-he;  ca api-moreover; bhagavat-dharmiit-from devotional service; 
kiima-miiflhafz.-infatuated by lust ; parak-mukha�-having the face turned 
away; yajate-worships; kratubhifz.-with sacrificial ceremonies; devan-the 
demigods ; pitfn-the forefathers; ca-and; sraddhayii-with faith ; anvitafz.
endowed. 
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TRANSLATION 

Such persons are ever bereft of devotional service due to being too 
attached to sense gratification, and therefore, although they perform 
various kinds of . sacrifices and take great vows to satisfy the demigods and 
forefathers, they are not interested in l<f�pa consciousness, devotional 
service. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-gl:tii it is said that persons who worship demigods have lost 
their intelligence: kamais tais tair hrta-j;iiiniib, (Bg. 7.20). They are much 
attracted to sense gratification, and therefore they worship the demigods. 
It is, of course, recommended in the Vedic scriptures that if one wants 
money, health or education, then he should worship the various demigods. 
A materialistic person has manifold demands, and thus there are manifold 
demigods to satisfy his senses. The grhamedhl:s, who want to continue a 
prosperous materialistic way of life, generally worship the demigods or the 
forefathers by offering pir-t}.a, or respectful oblations. Such persons are 
bereft of Kr�va consciousness and are not interested in devotional service 
to the Lord. This kind of so-called pious and religious man is the result of 
impersonalism . The impersonalists maintain that the Supreme Absolute 
Truth has no form and that one can imagine any form he likes for his 
benefit and worship in that way. Therefore the grhamedhl:s or materialistic 
men say that they can worship any form of a demigod as worship of the 
Supreme Lord. Especially amongst the Hindus, those who are meat-eaters 
prefer to worship goddess Kali because it is prescribed that one can sacri
fice a goat before that goddess. They maintain that whether one worships 
the goddess Kali, or the Supreme Personality of Godhead Vi�Q.U, or any 
demigod, the destination is the same. This is first-class rascaldom, and 
such people are misled. But they prefer this philosophy. Bhagavad-gltii 
does not accept such rascaldom, and it is clearly stated that such methods 
are meant for persons who have lost their intelligence. The same judg
ment is confirmed here, and the word kiima-mii{lha, meaning one who has 
lost his sense or is infatuated by the lust of attraction for sense gratifica
tion, is used. Kama-miitf.has are bereft of Kn;pa consciousness and devo
tional service and are infatuated by a strong desire for sense gratification. The 
worshipers of demigods are condemned both in Bhagavad-gl:tii 1 and in 
Srl:mad-Bhagavatam. 

TEXT 3 

�I'�R4'SCilffl¥iM: ��; � I  
'1ffi cql..,_¥44 � �: ��'4Rt I I  � U 
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tac-chraddhayiikriinta-matift 
pitr-deva-vrata� pumiin 

gatvii ciindramasarh lokarh 
soma-pii� punar eflyati 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 32 

tat-to the demigods and forefathers ; sraddhayii-with reverence ; iikriinta 
-overcome ; mati�-his mind; pit.r-to the forefathers ; deva-to the demi
gods; vrata�-his vow;pumiin-the person;gatvii-having gone ; candramasam 
-to the moon ; lokam-planet ; soma-pii�- drinking soma juice ; puna�
again ; eflyati-will return. 

TRANSLATION 

Such materialistic persons, attracted by sense gratification and devoted 
to the forefathers and demigods, can be elevated to the moon, where they 
drink an extract of the soma plant. They again return to this planet. 

PURPORT 

The moon is considered one of the planets of the heavenly kingdom. 
One can be promoted to this planet by executing different sacrifices 
recommended in the Vedic literature, such as pious activities in worship
ing the demigods and forefathers with rigidity and vows. But one cannot 
remain there for a very long time. Life on the moon is said to last ten 
thousand years according to the calculation of the demigods. The demi
gods' time is calculated in such a way that one day (12  hours) is equal to six 
months on this planet. It is not possible to reach the moon by any material 
vehicle like a sputnik, but persons who are attracted by material enjoy
ment can go to the moon by pious activities. In spite of being promoted 
to the moon, however, one has to come back to this earth again when the 
merits of his works in sacrifice are finished. This is also confirmed in 
Bhagavad-gitii, Ninth Chapter : te tam bhuktvii svarga-lokarh visiilarh k.str-e 
pur-ye martya-lokarh visanti (Bg. 9.21).  

TEXT 4 

� :ql4\'"l\1"441ttl ��RR)dt: I 
��CA� � � � �a�f\t;n¥( I I  \i l l 

yadii ciihtndra-sayyiiyiirh 
sete 'nantiisano harift 
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tadii lokii layarh yanti 
ta ete grha-medhiniim 

yadii-when; ca-and; ahi-indra-of the king of _snakes ; sayyiiyiim-
. 
on 

the bed; se te- lies ; ananta-iisana�-He whose seat IS An_anta s��a; h�n�
Lord Hari ; tadii-then; lokii�-the planets ; layam-unto dissolution; yantt
go ; te ete-those very ; grha-medhiniim-of the materialistic householders. 

TRANSLATION 

All the planets of the materialistic persons, including all the heavenly 
planets, such as the moon, are vanquished at the time when the Su�re�e 
Personality of Godhead, Hari, goes to His bed of serpents, whtch IS 
known as Ananta Se�a. 

PURPORT 

The materially attached are very eager to promote themselves to the 
heavenly planets such as the moon. There are many hea:enly pl�nets to which they aspire just to achieve more and more. matenal hapl?mess by 
getting a long duration of life and the paraphernalia for sense enJoy�ent. 
But the attached persons do not know that even if one goes to_ t�e htghest 
planet Brahmaloka, destruction exists there also. In Bhagavad-glta the Lord 
says that one can even go to the Brahmaloka, but still he will_find the pan�s of birth, death, disease and old age. Only by appro�c�mg �he Lor� s 
abode, the Vaikur;tthaloka, does one not take birth agam m th1� matenal 
world. The grhamedhis or materialistic persons, however, do not bke to use 
this advantage. They would prefer to transmigrate perpetually from one 
body to another, or from one pla�et to another. They do not ':ant eternal, 
blissful life in knowledge in the kingdom of God. 

There are two kinds of dissolutions. One dissolution takes place at the 
end of the life of Brahma. At that time all the planetary systems, including 
the heavenly systems, are dissolved in water and enter into the body of 
Garbhodakasayi Vigm, who lies on the Garbhodaka Ocean on the bed of 
serpents, called Se�a. In the other dissolution, which occurs at the end of 
Brahma's day, all the lower planetary systems are destroyed. When Lo�d 
Brahma rises after his night, these lower planetary systems are . agam 
created. The statement in Bhagavad-gitii that persons who worship the 
demigods have lost their intelligence is confi:med in this verse. These less 
intelligent persons do not know that even tf they are promoted t? the 
heavenly planets, at the time of dissolution they themselves, the demtgods 
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and all their planets will be annihilated. They have no information that eternal, blissful life can be attained . 

TEXT S 

ir �qt.t �f;a �T: � I 
f;r:qt;:q(d'ii'tlur: SlW61: \!�tt('l: I I �  I I  

ye sva�dharmiin na duhyanti 
dhirii� kiimiirtha-hetave 

ni�sangii n yasta-karmiirw� 
prasiintii� suddha-cetasa� 

ye-those who; sva-dharmiin-their own occupational duties ; na-do not ;  
duhyanti-take advantage of ; dhiriil]- intelligent; kiima- sense gratification; 
artha-econ?mic development ; hetave-for the sake of; ni�sangii�-free 
from matenal attachment ; nyasta-given up ; karmiicw�-fruitive activities ; 
prasiintii�- satisfied ;  suddha-cetasa�-of purified consciousness. 

TRANSLATION 

Those who are intelligent and are of purified consciousness are 
completely satisfied in Kr�pa consciousness. Freed from the mooes of 
�aterial nature, they do not act for sense gratification, but, since they are 
situated in their own occupational duties, they act as one is expected to 
act. 

PURPORT 

Th.e first-cla�s exampl� of this type of man is Arjuna. Arjuha was a 
kflatnya, a?d �Is occupati?nal duty was to fight. Generally, kings fight to 
extend thetr kingdoms, which they rule for sense gratification. But as far as 
Arju�a is concerned, he declined to fight for his own sense gratification . 
He s�td  that althoug� he could get a kingdom by fighting with his relatives, 
he dt.d not want to ftght with them. But when he was ordered by Kr�J;ta and 
convmced by the teachings of Bhagavad-gitii that his duty was to satisfy 
.Kr�qa, then he fought. Thus he fought not for his sense gratification, but 
for the satisfaction of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

Persons ��o �ork at their prescribed duties, not for sense gratification 
but �or grahfiCahon of the Supreme Lord, are called ni�sanga, freed from 
the mfluence of the modes of material nature. Nyasta-karmiipa� indicates 
that the results of their activities are given to the Supreme Personality of 
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Godhead. Such persons appear to be acting on the platform 
of their respective .duties, but such activities are not performed for 
personal sense gratification ;  rather, they are performed for the Supreme 
Person .  Such devotees are called prasiintiil}, which means completely 
satisfied. Suddha-cetasal} means Kr�J;ta conscious ; their consciousness has 
become purified. In unpurified consciousness one thinks of himself as the 
Lord of the universe, but in purified consciousness one thinks himself the 
eternal servant of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Putting oneself in 
that position of eternal servitorship to the Supreme Lord and working for 
Him perpetually, one actually becomes completely satisfied. As long as 
one works for his personal sense gratification, he will always be full of 
anxiety. That is the difference between ordinary consciousness and l(r�J;ta 
consciousness. 

TEXT 6 

�61 � ��: 1 
�mwt � w�wt �- � �  � 1 1  

nivrtti-dharma-niratii 
nirmamii nirahankrta� 

sva-dharmiiptena sattvena 
parisuddhena cetasii 

nivrtti-dharma-in religious activities for detachment; niratii�- constantly 
engaged ;nirmamii�-without a sense of proprietorship ; nirahankrtii�-with
out false egoism; sva-dharma-by one's own occupational duties; iiptena
executed; sattvena-by goodness ; parisuddhena-completely purified ;  
cetasii-by consciousness. 

TRANSLATION 

By executing one's occupational duties, acting with detachment and 
without a sense of proprietorship or false egoism, one is posted in one's 
constitutional position by dint of complete purification of consciousness, 
and by thus executing so-called material duties he can easily enter into the 
kingdom of God . 

PURPORT 

Here the word nivrtti-dharma-niratii� means constantly engaging in 
executing religious activities for detachment. There are two kinds of 
religious performances. One is called pravrtti-dharma, which means the 
religious activities performed by the grhamedhis for elevation to higher 
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planets or for economic prosperity, the final aim of which is sense gratifi
cation. Every one of us who has come to this material world has the sense 
of overlordship. This is called pravrtti. But the opposite type of religious 
performance, which is called nivrtti, is to act for the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. Engaged in devotional service in Kr�l)a consciousness, one has 
no proprietorship claim, nor is one situated in the false egoism of thinking 
that he is God or the master. He always thinks himself the servant. That is 
the process of purifying consciousness. With pure consciousness only can 
one enter into the kingdom of God. Materialistic persons, in their elevated 
condition, can enter any one of the planets withih this material world, but 
all are subjected to dissolution over and over again. 

TEXT 7 

��� ij �lf;Q ·�� �� I 
troctW stiRt+t@�q�w-� I I  \9 I I  

silrya-dviirer-a te yiinti 
purufoarh visvato-mukham 

pariivaresam prakrtim 
asyotpatty-anta-bhiivanam 

siirya-dviirer.a-through the path of illumination ; te-they ; yiinti
approach ; puru.sam-the Personality of Godhead ; viSvata{t-mukham-whose 
face is turned everywhere ; para-avara-isam-the proprietor of the spiritual 
and material worlds; prakrtim-the material cause ; asya-of the world ; 
utpatti-of manifestation; anta-of dissolution; bhiivanam-the cause. 

TRANSLATION 

Through the path of illumination, such liberated persons approach the 
complete Personality of Godhead, who is the proprietor of the material and 
spiritual worlds and is the supreme cause of their manifestation and 
dissolution. 

PURPORT 

The word siirya-dviirer.a means by the illuminated path, or through the 
sun planet. The illuminated path is devotional service. It is advised in the 
Vedas not to pass through the darkness, but to pass through the sun 
planet. It is also recommended here that by traversing the illuminated 
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path one can be freed from the contamination of the material modes of 
nature ; by that path one can enter into the kingdom where the completely 
perfect Personality of Godhead resides. The words purufoarh visvato-mukham 
mean the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is all-perfect. All living 
entities other than the Supreme Personality of Godhead are very small, 
although they may be big by our calculation. Everyone is infinitesimal, 
and therefore in the Vedas the Supreme Lord is called the Supreme Eternal 
amongst all eternals. He is the proprietor of the material and spiritual 
worlds and the supreme cause of manifestation. Material nature is only 
the ingredient because actually thb manifestation is caused by His energy. 
The material energy is also His energy ; just as the combination of father 
and mother is the cause of childbirth, so the combination of the material 
energy and the glance of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the cause 
of the manifestation of the material world. The efficient cause, therefore, 
is not matter, but the Lord Himself. 

TEXT S 

� �: �� jf� ij l  
mCf�'Citlle� � � ��: I I  G I I  

dvi-pariirdhiivasiine yaft 
pralayo brahmar.as tu te 

tiivad adhyiisate lokam 
parasya para-cintakii{t 

dvi-pariirdha-two pariirdhas; avasiine-at the end of; ya{t-which ;  
pralaya{t-death; brahmar.a{t-of Lord Brahma; tu-indeed; te-they; tiivat
so long; adhyiisate-dwell ; lokam-on the planet ;parasya-of the Supreme ; 
para-cintakii{t-thinking of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TRANSLATION 

Worshipers of the Hir�yagarbha expansion of the Personality of 
Godhead remain within this material world until the ertd of two parardhas, 
when Lord Brahma also dies. 

PURPORT 

One dissolution is at the end of Brahmii's day, and one is at the end of 
Brahmii's life . Brahmii dies at the end of two pariirdhas, at which time the 
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entire material universe is dissolved. Persons who are worshipers of 
Hirat;�.yagarbha, the plenary expansion of the Supreme Personality of God
head Garbhodakasayi Vi�t;�.u, do not directly approach the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead in V aikut;�.,ha. They remain within this universe on 
Satyaloka or other higher planets until the end of the life of Brahma. Then, 
with Brahma, they are elevated to the spiritual kingdom. 

The words parasya para-cintaka� mean always thinking of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead or being always Kn;t;�.a conscious. When we speak of 
K.r�qa this refers to the complete category of ViflrtU-tattva. K.r�qa includes 
the three purufia incarnations, namely Maha-Vi�t;�.u, Garbhodakasayi Vi�t;�.u 
and K�irodakasayi Vi�t;�.u , as well as all the incarnations taken together. 
This is confirmed in the Brahma-sarhhitii. Riimiidi-miirti�u kalii-niyamena 
tiflthan: Lord K.r�t;�.a is perpetually situated with His many expansions, such 
as Riima, Nrsirilha, Vamana, Madhusiidana, Vi�t;�.u and Nariiyat;�.a. He exists 
with all His plenary portions and the portions of His plenary portions, and 
each of them is as good as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The words 
parasya para-cintakii� mean those who are fully KnQ.a conscious. Such per
sons enter directly into the kingdom of God, the Vaikut;J.tha planets, or, if 
they are worshipers of the plenary portion Garbhodakasayi Vi�pu ,  then 
they remain within this universe until dissolution, and after that they 
enter. 

TEXT 9 

���swt�f.ref����
��fir: qft���t\1: I 

atOtniij � � giJ1'3141t:'il 
ctit����lR: ��: I I � I I  

kflmiimbho- 'naliinila-viyan-mana-indriyiirtha
bhiitiidibhi� parivrtam pratisanjih'ir;suft 

avyakrtam visati yarhi gur-a-trayiitmii 
kiilam pariikhyam anubhiiya para� svayam-bhii� 

k�ma-earth; ambha�-water ; anala-fire ; anila-air ; viyat-ether ; mana� 
-mind; indriya-the senses; artha-the objects of the senses ; bhilta-ego ; 
iidibhi�-and so on; parivrtam-covered by; pratisaiijihtr§u�-desiring to 
dissolve ; avyakrtam-the changeless spiritual sky ; visati-he enters; yarhi
at which time; gu�a-traya-iitmii- consisting of the three modes; kalam
the time; para-iikhyam-two pariirdhas; anubhiiya-after experiencing; 
para�-the chief; svayam-bhu�-Lord Brahma. 

1 
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TRANSLATION 

After experiencing the inhabitable time of the three modes of material 
nature, known as two pariirdhas, Lord Brahmii closes the material universe, 
which is covered by layers of earth, water, air, fire, ether, mind, ego, etc., 
and goes back to Godhead. 

PURPORT 

The word avyakrtam is very significant in this verse. The same meaning 
is stated in Bhagavad-gita, in the word sanatana. This material world is 
vyak.rta, or subject to changes, and it finally dissolves. But after the 
dissolution of this material world, the manifestation of the spiritual world, 
the saniitana-dhiima, remains. That spiritual sky is called avyakrta, that 
which does not change, and there the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
resides. When, after ruling over the material universe under the influence of 
the time element, Lord Brahma desires to dissolve it and enter into the 
kingdom of God, others then enter with him. 

TEXT 10 

�� � �;�� 
� �fltwft flt€1'4�-.(11 mmr: 1 

�;r ij�� �� � 
im !f�:u-.UqiiiRilfRft�: I I �  o J I  

evam paretya bhagavantam anupravi§.tii 
ye yogino jita-marun-manaso viriigii� 

tenaiva siikam amrtam puru§am purii�am 
brahma pradhiinam upayiinty agatiibhimiinii� 

evam-thus ; paretya-having gone a long distance; bhagavantam- Lord 
Brahma; anupravi�tn�-entered ; ye-those who ; yogina�-yogr.s; jita-con
trolled ; marut-the breathing; manasa�-the mind ; viriiga�-detached; 
tena-with Lord Brahma; eva- indeed ; sakam- together ; amrtam- the 
embodiment of bliss; puru�am-unto the Personality of Godhead; purop.am
the oldest ; brahma pradhiinam-the Supreme Brahman ; upayiinti-they go ; 
agata-not gone ; abhimiinii�-whose false ego. 

TRANSLATION 

The yogis who become detached from the material world by practice of 
breathing exercises and control of the mind reach the planet of Brahma, 
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which is far, far away. After giving up their bodies, they enter into the 
body of Lord Brahma, and therefore when Brahma is liberated and goes 
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the Supreme Brahman, 
such yogis can also enter into the kingdom of God. 

PURPORT 

By perfecting their yogic practice, yogis can reach the highest planet, 
Brahmaloka or Satyaloka, and after giving up their material bodies, they 
can enter into the body of Lord Brahma. Because they are not directly 
devotees of the Lord, they cannot get liberation directly. They have to 
wait until Brahma is liberated, and only then, along with Brahma, are they 
also liberated. It is clear that as long as a living entity is a worshiper of a 
particular demigod, his consciousness is absorbed in thoughts of that 
demigod, and therefore he cannot get direct liberation, or entrance into the 
kingdom of God, nor can he merge into the impersonal effulgence of the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Such yogis or demigod worshipers are 
subjected to the chance of taking birth again when there is again creation. 

TEXT l l  
at?f � ij'��r-rt � iQI� I 
��� � � � wqfi( � � � � � �  

atha tam sarva-bhiltiiniim 
hrt-padmefiu krtalayam 

irutiinubhiivam sarar-am 
vraja bhiivena bhiimini 

atka-therefore; tam-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sarva
bhiltiinam-of all living entities ;  hrt-padme§u-in the lotus hearts ;  krta
iilayam-residing; sruta-anubhiivam-whose glories you have heard ;s'ara'!am 
-unto the shelter ; vraja-go ; bhiivena-by devotional service ; bhiimini-My 
dear mother. 

TRANSLATION 

Therefore, My dear mother, by devotional service take direct shelter of 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is seated in everyone's heart. 

PURPORT 

One can attain direct contact with the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
in full Kr�pa consciousness and revive one's eternal relationship with Him 
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as lover, as Supreme Soul, as son, as friend or as master. One can reestab
lish the transcendental loving relationship with the Supreme Lord in so 
many ways, and that feeling is true oneness. The oneness of the Mayavadi 
philosophers and the oneness of V ai�pava philosophers are different. The 
Mayavadi and V ai�pava philosophers both want to merge into the Supreme, 
but the V ai�Q.avas do not lose their identities. They want to keep the 
identity of lover, parent, friend, or servant. 

In the transcendental world, the servant and master are one. That is the 
absolute platform. Although the relationship is servant and master, both 
the servant and the served stand on the same platform. That is oneness. 
Lord Kapila advised His mother that she did not need any indirect process. 
She was already situated in that direct process because the Supreme Lord 
had taken birth as her son. Actually, she did not need any further instruc
tion because she was already in the perfectional stage. Kapiladeva advised 
her to continue in the same way. He therefore addressed His mother as 
bhiimini to indicate that she was already thinking of the Lord as her son. 
Devahuti is advised by Lord Kapila to take directly to devotional service, 
Kr�Qa consciousness, because without that consciousness one cannot be
come liberated from the clutches of maya. 

TEXTS 12-15 

am�: M("q(lilli � ��: mP�: 1 
q1��: ��: ru-t�••Siii4��: � � � � � �  

��'ll� f;r�eW�IM duft I 
�mmut q ��� ��t�� � � � � � �  

ij' �� �: � �.;n I 
\ill� �ur�� �¥.1-rt� � l l t �l l  
it� miruti � �sfq- "'44Nf�llf� 1 
� �u�tf;ij gtJiott M� �Rr I I �  �I I 

adya� sthira-carar-am yo 
veda-garbha� saharfiibh* 

yogesvarai� kumiiriidya* 
siddhair yoga-pravartaka* 

bheda-drflJyabhimiinena 
ni�sarigeniipi karmar-a 
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kartrtvat sagurtam brahma 
puru�am puru�ar�abham 

sa samsrtya puna[l kale 
kalenesvara-murtina 

jate gurta-vyatikare 
yatha-purvam prajayate 

aiSvaryam paramefl.th yam ca 
te 'pi dharma-vinirmitam 

n�evya punar ayanti 
gurta-vyatikare sati 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 32 

iidya�-the creator, Lord Brahma; sthira-carillJllm-of the immobile and 
mobile manifestations; ya�-he who ; veda-garbha�-the repository of the 
Vedas; saha- along with; r�ibhi�-the sages ; yoga-tsvarai�-with great 
mystic yogis; kumiira-iidyai�-the Kumaras and others ; siddhaiiJ.-with the 
perfected living beings; yoga-pravartakai�-the authors of the yoga system; 
bheda-dr�!yii-because of independent vision ;  abhimiinena- by miscon
ception ;  ni�smigena-nonfruitive ; , api-although; karmartii-by their 
activities; kartrtviit-from the sense of being a doer ; sa-gurtam-possessing 
spiritual qualities ; brahma-Brahman ;puru�am-the Personality of Godhead; 
puru�a-r�abham-the first puru�a incarnation ;  sa�-he ; samsrtya-having 
attained;puna�-again; kiile-at the time ; kiilena-by time ;isvara-murtinii
the manifestation of the Lord; jiite gu'!a-vyatikare-when the interaction of 
the modes arises ; yathii-as ; piirvam-previously ; prajiiyate-is born; 
aisvaryam-opulence; piirame§thyam-royal ; ca-and; te-the sages; api
also ; dharma-by their pious activities; vinirmitam- produced; n�evya
having enjoyed; puna�-again; iiyiinti-they return ; gu'!a-vyatikare sati
when the interaction of the modes takes place. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear mother, someone may worship the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead with a special self-interest, but even demigods such as Lord 
Brahma, great sages such as Sanat-kumara, and great munis such as 
Marici have to come back to the material world again at the time of 
creation. When the interaction of the three modes of material nature 
begins, Brahma, who is the creator of this cosmic manifestation and who 
is full of Vedic knowledge, and the great sages, who are the authors of the 

J 
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spiritual path and the yoga system, come back under the influence of the 
time factor. Although they are liberated by their nonfruitive activities and 
they attain the first incarnation of the pur�a, still, at the time of creation, 
they come back in exactly the same forms and positions as they had 
previously. 

PURPORT 
That Brahma becomes liberated is known to everyone, but he cannot 

liberate his devotees. Demigods like Brahma and Lord Siva cannot give 
liberation to any living entity. As it is confirmed in Bhagavad-gfta, only 
one who surrenders unto K.f�Qa, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, can 
be liberated from the clutches of miiyii. Brahma is called here iidya[l 
sthira-cari.i.rtiim. He is the original, first -created living entity, and after his 
own birth he creates the entire cosmic manifestation. He was fully in
structed in the matter of creation by the Supreme Lord. Here he is called 
veda-garbha, which means that he knows the complete purpose of the 
Vedas. He i� always accompanied by such great personalities as Marici, 
Kasyapa and the seven sages, as well as by great mystic yogis, the Kumaras 
and many other spiritually advanced living entities, but he has his own 
interest, separate from the Lord's. Bheda-dr.$.tyii means that Brahma 
sometimes thinks that he is independent of the Supreme Lord, or 
he thinks of himself as one of the three equally independent incarna
tions. Brahma is entrusted with creation, Vi�pu maintains, and Rudra , 
Lord Siva, destroys. The three of them are understood to be incarnations 
of the Supreme Lord in charge of the three different material modes of 
nature, but none of them is independent of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. Here the word bheda-dr§tya occurs because Brahma has a slight 
inclination to think that he is as independent as Rudra. Sometimes Brahma 
thinks that he is independent of the Supreme Lord, and the worshiper also 
thinks that he is independent. For this reasoJ:I, after the destruction of this 
material world, when there is again creation by the interaction of the 
material modes of nature, Brahma comes back. Although Brahma reaches 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead as the first puru§a incarnation, Maha
Vi�pu, who is full with transcendental qualities, still he cannot stay in the 
spiritual world. 

The specific significance of his coming back may be noted. Brahma and 
the great [§is and the great master of yoga (Siva) are not ordinary living · 
entities ; they are very powerful and have all the perfections of mystic 
yoga. But still they have an inclination to try to become one with the Su
preme, and therefore they have to come back. In the Srimad-Bhiigavatam 
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it is accepted that as long as one thinks that he is equal with the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, he is not completely purified or knowledgeable. 
In spite of going up to the first puru§a-avatiira, Maha-Vigm, after the dis
solution of this material creation, such personalities again fall down or 
come back to the material creation. 

It is a great falldown on the part of the impersonalists to think that the 
Supreme Lord appears within a material body and that one should there
fore not meditate upon the form of the Supreme but should meditate in
stead on the formless. For this particular mistake, even the great mystic 
yogis or great stalwart transcendentalists also come back again when there 
is creation. All living entities other than the impersonalists and monists 
can directly take to devotional service in full Kr�r:ta consciousness and 
become liberated by developing transcendental loving service for the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Such devotional service develops in the 
degrees of thinking of the Supreme Lord as master, as friend, as son, and, 
at last, as lover. These distinctions in transcendental variegatedness must 
always be present. 

TEXT 16 

lt fttliiiQ'ffi44wtQ: dtJ ')({iflf.:cr6't: I · 
��� Pi€'lll"iifit :q- �:1 1  � � I I  

y e  tv ihiisakta-manasa� 
karmasu sraddhayiinvitii� 

kurvanty aprat�iddhiini 
nityany api ca krtsnasa� 

ye-those who ; tu-but ; iha-in this world ; asakta-addicted ; manasa�
whose minds; karmasu-to fruitive activities ; sraddhaya-with faith; 
an vita�-endowed; kurvanti-perform; aprati§iddhani-with attachment to 
the result ; nityiini-prescribed duties ; api-certainly ; ca-and ; krtsnasa�
repeatedly. 

TRANSLATION 

Persons who are too addicted to this material world execute their 
prescribed duties very nicely and with great faith. They daily perform all 
such prescribed duties with attachment to the fruitive result. 

PURPORT 

In this and the following six verses, the Srimad-Bhiigavatam criticizes 
persons who are too materially attached. It is enjoined in the Vedic scrip-
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tures that those who are attached to the enjoyment of material facilities 
have to sacrifice and uridergo certain ritualistic performances. They have 
to observe certain rules and regulations in their daily lives to be elevated 
to the heavenly planets. It is stated in this verse that such persons cannot 
be liberated at any time. Those who worship demigods with the conscious
ness that each and every demigod is a separate God cannot be elevated to 
the spiritual world, what to speak of persons who are simply attached to 
duties for the upliftment of their material condition. 

TEXT 17 

�ijl t;o6+\;c�: �1441�441;ft��: I 

ftfflil_ ��� �f'l(ijl�lill: I I �  \91 1 � 
rajasa kur-.tha-manasa� 

kamatmano ]itendriya� 
pitfn yajanty anudinarh 

grhe�v abhiratasaya� 

rajasii-by the mode of passion ; ku1J!ha-full of anxieties ; manasa�
their minds; kiima-iitmiina�-aspiring for sense gratification ; ajita-uncon
trolled; indriya�-their senses ;pitfn-the forefathers ; yajanti- they worship ; 
anudinam-every day ; grhe§u-in home life ; abhirata-engaged ; iisayii�
their minds. 

TRANSLATION 

Such persons, impelled by the mode of passion, are full of anxieties and 
always aspire for sense gratification due to uncontrolled senses. They 
worship the forefathers and are busy day and night improving the 
economic condition of their family, social or national life. 

TEXT 18 

�� � f� mq�: l 
� �wt"l��� �: 1 1 � � 1 1  

trai-vargikas te puru�a 
vimukhii hari-medhasa� 

kathiiyarh kathaniyoru
vikramasya madhu-dvi�a� 
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trai-vargikii�-interested in the three elevating processes ; te-those ; 
puru§ii�-persons ; vimukhii�-not interested; hari-medhasa�-of Lord Hari ; 
kathiiyiim-in the pastimes ; kathaniya-worth chanting of; uru-vikramasya 
whose excellent prowess ; madhu-dvi§a�-the killer of the Madhu demon. 

TRANSLATION 

Such persons are called trai-vargika because they are interested in the 
three elevating processes. They are averse to the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, who can give relief to the conditioned soul. They are not 
interested in the Supreme Personality's pastimes, which are worth hearing 
because of His transcendental prowess. 

PURPORT 

According to Vedic thought, there are four elevating principles, namely 
religiosity, economic development, sense gratification and liberation. Per
sons who are simply interested in material enjoyment make plans to execute 
prescribed duties. They are interested in the three elevating processes of 
religious rituals, economic elevation and sense enjoyment. By developing 
their economic condition, they can enjoy material life. Materialistic 
persons, therefore, are interested in those elevating processes, which are 
called trai-vargika. Trai means three ; vargika means elevating processes. 
Such materialistic persons are never attracted by the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead. Rather, they are antagonistic towards Him. 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is here described as hari
medha�, or He who can deliver one from the cycle of birth and death. 
Materialistic persons are never interested in hearing about the marvelous 
pastimes of the Lord. They think that they are fictions and stories and that 
the Supreme Godhead is also a man of material nature. They are not fit 
for advancing in devotional service or 1\.{�qa consciousness. Such material
istic persons are interested in newspaper stories, novels and imaginary 
dramas. The factual activities of the Lord, such as Lord Kr�f.la's acting in 
the Battle of Kuruk�etra, or the activities of the Piip�avas, or the Lord's 
activities in V�ndiivana or Dviirakii, are related in the Bhagavad-gitii and 
Srimad-Bhiigavatam, which are full of the activities of the Lord. But 
materialistic persons who engage in elevating their position in the material 
world are not interested in such activities of the Lord. They may be in
terested in the activities of a great politician or a great rich man of this 
world, but they are not interested in the transcendental activities of the 
Supreme Lord. 

Text 19]  Entanglement in Fruitive Activities 

TEXT 19 

;@ �twt � it ��� I 
f(m sazoq�4(1l(l"4U ��}ditct ft�: I I � Q..l l  

niinarh daivena vihatli 
ye clicyuta-kathli-sudhlim 

hitvli srrwanty asad-gathli� 
pu�am iva vi!Z-bhuja� 
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niinam-certainly ; daivena-by the order of the Lord ; vihatii�-con
demned; ye- those who ; ca-also; acyuta- of the infallible Lord; kathii
stories; sudhiim-nectar ; hitvii-having given up; s'r;tvanti-they hear; 
asat-giithii�-stories about materialistic persons ; puri§am-stool; iva-like ; 
vi!-bhuja�- stool-eaters (hogs). 

TRANSLATION 

Such persons are condemned by the supreme order of the Lord. Because 
they are averse to the nectar of the activities of the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead, they are compared to stool-eating hogs. They give up hearing 
the transcendental activities of the Lord and indulge in hearing of the 
abominable activities of materialistic persons. 

PURPORT 

Everyone is addicted to hearing of the activities of another person, 
whether a politician, or a rich man, or an imaginary character whose 
activities are created in a novel. There are so many nonsensical literatures, 
stories and books of speculative philosophy. Materialistic persons are very 
interested in reading such literature, but when they are presented with 
genuine books of knowledge like Snmad-Bhiigavatam, Bhagavad-gitii, 
Vi�!l-U Purii!'-a or other scriptures of the world, such as the Bible and Koran, 
they are not interested. These persons are condemned by the supreme 
order as much as a hog is condemned. The hog is interested in eating stool. 
If the hog is offered some nice preparation made of condensed milk or 
ghee, he won't like it ; he would prefer obnoxious, bad·smelling stool, 
which he finds very relishable. Materialistic persons are considered to be 
condemned because they are interested in hellish activities and not in 
transcendental activities. The message of the Lord's activities is nectar, 
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and besides that message, any information in which we may be interested 
is actually hellish. 

TEXT 20 

<(fi).q;w �;GJ: fqq:�1€ft it�f� � I 
!I� Sletlq .. � ii\\llwtlt'(tftfiqtt;�r: H � o I I  

dak�i"{lena pathiiryam"{lal;t 
pitr-lokam vrajanti te 

prajiim anu prajiiyante 
smasiiniinta-kriya-krtaJ:t 

dak�iry.ena-southern; patha-by the path ; aryamry.aJ:t-of the sun ;  pitr
lokam-to Pitrloka ; vrajanti-go ; te-they; prajam-their families ; anu
along with ; prajii.yante-they take birth; s'masana-the crematorium ;  anta
to the end; kriya-fruitive activities; krtaJ:t-performing. 

TRANSLATION 

Such materialistic persons are allowed to go to the planet called Pitrloka 
by the southern course of the sun, but they again come back to this planet 
and take birth in their own families, beginning again the same fruitive 
activities from birth to the end of life. 

PURPORT 

In Bhagavad-gl:ta, Ninth Chapter, twenty-first verse , it is stated that such 
persons are elevated to the higher planetary systems. As soon as their 
lifetimes of fruitive activity are finished, they again return to this planet, 
and thus they go up and come down. Those who are elevated to the higher 
planets again come back into the same family for which they had too 
much attachment; they are born, and the fruitive activities continue again 
until the end of life. There are different prescribed rituals from birth until 
the end of life, and they are very much attached to such activities. 

TEXT 21 

� t.flu•«t(u: wwJt .. fit+i �fu 1 
tRR� � �: � ft'd�ffl((qf: I I � �  I I  
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tatas te k�i"{la-sukrtaJ:t 
punar lokam imam sati 

patanti vivasii devaiJ:t 
sadyo vibhramsitodayiiJ:t 
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tata�-then; te-they; k�try.a-exhausted; su-krta�-results of their pious 
activities ; puna�-again ;  lokam imam-to this planet ; sa ti- 0 virtuous 
mother ; patanti-fall ; vivasa�-helpless ; devai�-by higher arrangement ; 
sadya�-suddenly ;  vibhramsita-caused to fall; udayii.�-their prosperity. 

TRANSLATION 

When the results of their pious activities are exhausted, they fall down 
by higher arrangement and again come back to this planet, just as any 
person raised to a high .position sometimes all of a sudden falls. 

PURPORT 

It is sometimes found that a person elevated to a very high position in 
government service falls down all of a sudden, and no one can check him. 
Similarly, after finishing their period of enjoyment, foolish persons who 
are very much interested in being elevated to the position of President in 
higher planets also fall down to this planet. The distinction between the 
elevated position of a devotee and that of an ordinary person attracted to 
fruitive activities is that when a devotee is elevated to the spiritual king
dom he never falls down, whereas an ordinary person falls, even if he is 
elevated to the highest planetary system, Brahmaloka. It is confirmed in 
Bhagavad-gitii (iibrahma-bhuvaniil lokiiJ:t) that even if one is elevated to a 
higher planet he has to come down again. But Kr�r;ta confirms in 
Bhagavad-gita, triam upetya tu kaunteya punar janma na vidyate 
(Bg. 8. 16): "Anyone who attains My abode never comes back to this 
conditioned life of material existence." 

TEXT 22 

� d¥ii4wt �� �� I 
ijEffiUU� � �;fttN<(I�¥( � ��� I I  

tasmiit tvam sarva-bhiivena 
bhajasva parame�thinam 
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tad-guruzsrayayii bhak tyii 
bhajaniya-padiimbujam 

[ Canto 3, Ch. 32 

tasmii t-therefore ; tvam-you (Devahiiti) ;  saroa-bhavena-with loving 
ecstasy ; bhajasva-worship ; parame�thinam-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead; tat-gul]a-the qualities of the Lord ; asrayayii-connected with; 
bhaktya-by devotional service ; bhajanlya-worshipable ; pada-ambujam
whose lotus feet. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear mother, I therefore advise that you take shelter of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead because His lotus feet are worth worshiping. 
Accept this with all devotion and love, for thus you can be situated in 
transcendental devotional service. 

PURPORT 

The word parame�phina is sometimes used in connection with Brahma. 
Parame�thina means the supreme person. As Brahma is the supreme 
person within this universe, similarly Kr�l.la is the Supreme Personality in 
the spiritual world. Lord Kapiladeva advises His mother that she should 
take shelter of the lotus fe�t of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
Kr�f.1a, because it is worthwhile. Taking shelter of demigods, eve!l those 
in the highest positions, like Brahma and Siva, is not advised herein. One 
should take shelter of the Supreme Godhead. 

Sarva-bhiivena means "in all-loving ecstasy." Bhava is the preliminary 
stage of elevation before the attainment of pure love of Godhead. It is 
stated in Bhagavad-gita, budha bhava-samanvita� : one who has attained 
the stage of bhava can accept the lotus feet of Lord Kr��a as worshipable. 
This is also advised here by Lord Kapila to His mother. Also significant in 
this verse is the phrase tad-gurJasrayaya bhak tya. This means that discharg
ing devotional service unto Kr�l.la is transcendental ; it is not material 
activity. This is confirmed in Bhagavad-gita: those who engage in devotion
al service are accepted to be situated in the spiritual kingdom. Brah ma
bhiiyaya kalpate: they at once become situated in the transcendental 
kingdom. 

Devotional service in full Kr��a consciousness is the only means for 
attaining the highest perfection of life for the human being. This is 
recommended herein by Lord Kapila to His mother. Bhak ti is therefore 
nirgu1Ja, free from all tinges of material qualities. Although the discharge 
of devotional service appears to be like material activities, it is never 
sagu[la, or contaminated by material qualities. Tad-gu[lasrayaya means 
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that Lord Kr��a's transcendental qualities are so sublime that there is no 
need to divert one's attention to any other activities. His behavior with the 
devotees is so exalted that a devotee need not try to divert his attention to 
any other worship. It is said that the demoniac Piitana came to kill Kr��a 
by poisoning Him, but because Kr��a was pleased to suck her breast, she 
was given the same position as His mother. Devotees pray, therefore, that 
if a demon who wanted to kill Kr��a gets such an exalted position, why 
should they go to anyone other than Kr�pa for their worshipful attach
ment? There are two kinds of religious activities: one for material advance
ment and the other for spiritual advancement. By taking shelter under the 
lotus feet of Kr��a, one is endowed with both kinds of prosperity, material 
and spiritual. Why then should one go to any demigod? 

TEXT 23 

en� � lf�: ��1: I 
iji"til�illij quni � �� � ���� �  

viisudeve bhagavati 
bhakti-yoga� prayojita[l 

janayaty iisu vairiigyam 
jiiiinarh yad b rahma-darsanam 

vasudeve-unto Kr�pa ; bhagavati-the Personality of Godhead ; bhakti
yoga�-devotional service;prayojita�- discharged ;janayati-produces; iisu
very soon; vairiigyam-detachment; jiiiinam-knowledge ; yat-which; 
b rahma-darsanam-self-realization. 

TRANSLATION 

Engagement in Kf�'.la consciousness and application of devotional 
service unto Kr�pa make it possible to advance in knowledge and 
detachment, as well as in self -realization. 

PURPORT 

It is said by less intelligent men that bhakti-yoga or devotional service is 
meant for persons who are not advanced in transcendental knowledge and 
renunciation. But the fact is that if one engages in the devotional service 
of the Lord in full Kn>pa consciousness, he does not have to attempt 
separately to practice detachment or to wait for an awakening of tran-
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scendental knowledge. It is said that one who engages unflinchingly in the 
devotional service of the Lord actually has all the good qualities of the 
demigods develop in him automatically. One cannot discover how such 
good qualities develop in the body of a devotee, but actually it happens. 
There is one instance where a hunter was taking pleasure in killing animals, 
but after becoming a devotee he was not prepared to kill even an ant. Such 
is the quality of a devotee. 

Those who are very eager to advance in transcendental knowledge can 
engage themselves in pure devotional service, without wasting time in 
mental speculation. For arriving at the positive conclusions of knowledge 
in the Absolute Truth, the word brahma-darsanam is significant in this 
verse. Brah ma-darsanam means to realize or to understand the Transcen
dence. One who engages in the service of Vasudeva can actually realize 
what Brahman is. If Brahman is impersonal, then there is no question of 
darsanam, which means seeing face to face. Darsanam refers to seeing the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead , Vasudeva. Unless the seer and the seen 
are persons, there is no darsanam. Brah ma-darsanam means that as soon as 
one sees the Supreme Personality of Godhead, he can at once realize what 
impersonal Brahman is. A devotee does not need to make separate inves
tigations to understand the nature of Brahman. Bhagavad-gTtii also confirms 
this. Brah ma-bhiiyiiya kalpate: a devotee at once becomes a self-realized 
soul in the Absolute Truth. 

TEXT 2� 

� � ��;j\�tMflH I 
91 N"l«IRI � �SN� 1 1�\l l l  

yadiisya cittam arthe�u 
same�v indriya-vrttibhi[t 

na vigrhriiti vai�amyam 
priyam apriyam ity uta 

yadii-when; asya-of the devotee; cittam-the mind; arthe.su-in the 
sense objects ; same§u-same; indriya-vrttibhi�-by the activities of the 
senses ; na-not; vigrhr:ati-does perceive ; vai§amyam-difference ;priyam
agreeable ; apriyam-not agreeable ; iti-thus ; uta-c�rtainly. 

TRANSLATION 

The exalted devotee's mind becomes equipoised in sensual activities, 
and he is transcendental to that which is agreeable and not agreeable. 
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PURPORT 

The significance of advancement in transcendental knowled.ge and 
detachment from material attraction is exhibited in the personahty of a 
highly advanced devotee. For him there is not�ing agreeable or disa��ee
ahle because he does not act in any way for his personal sense gratifica
tion. Whatever he does, whatever he thinks, is for the satisfaction of the 
Personality of Godhead. Either in the material world or in the spiritual 
world, his equipoised mind is completely manifested. He can understand 
that in the material world there is nothing good; everything is bad due to 
its being contaminated by material nature. The materialists' conclusions of 
good and had, moral and immoral, etc . , are simply mental concoction or 
sentiment. Actually there is nothing good in the material world. In the 
spiritual field everything is absolutely good. There �s n� ine��iety i� .the 
spiritual varieties. Because a devotee accepts everythmg m spmtual VISIOn, 
he is equipoised; that is the symptom of his being elevated to the tran
scendental position. He automatically attains detachment, vairiigya, then 
jiiana, knowledge, and then actual transcendental knowledge. The conclu
sion is that an advanced devotee dovetails himself in the transcendental 
qualities of the Lord, and in that sense he becomes qualitatively one with 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 25 

� ij�� I€+4W11� f;r:q ('I+(((�Wi'( I 
ttiN��� �� � � ��� �  

sa tadaiviitmaniitmiinam 
ni[l,sangam sama-darsanam 

heyopiideya-rahitam 
iirii{lham padam ik.sate 

sa�-the pure devotee ; tada-then ; eva-certainly ; iitmanii-by his 
transcendental intelligence ; atmiinam-himself; ni�sarigam-without 
material attachment ; sama-dadanam-equipoised in vision ; heya-to he 
rejected; upiideya-acceptable ; rahitam-devoid of; iiriicjham-elevated ;  
padam-to the transcendental position ;  lk§ate-he sees. 

TRANSLATION 

Due to his transcendental intelligence, the pure devotee is equipoised in 
his vision and sees himself to he uncontaminated by matter. He does not 
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see anything as superior or inferior, and he feels himself elevated to the 
transcendental platform of being equal in qualities with the Supreme 
Person. 

PURPORT 

Perception of the disagreeable arises from attachment. A devotee has no 
personal attac�ment to anything; therefore for him there is no question of 
ag�eeable or disagre�able. For t?e service of the Lord he can accept any
thi�g, even though It may be disagreeable to his personal interest. In fact, 
he IS comple�ely free from p�rsonal interest, and thus anything agreeable 
to the Lord IS agreeable to him. For example, for Arjuna at first fighting 
was not agreeable, but when he understood that the fighting was agreeable 
to the Lord, he accepted the fighting as agreeable. That is the position of 
a pu�e devotee. For his p.ers�nal interest there is nothing which is agreeable 
or disagreeable; everythmg IS done for the Lord, and therefore he is free 
from a

.
ttachment and detachment. That is the transcendental stage of 

neutrahty. A pure devotee enjoys life in the pleasure of the Supreme Lord. 

TEXT 26 

ijiwt+n:t 'ft q q�+w:�SfR: 
t:Wlfa\lli: 'W�� 

jniina-miitrarh pararh brahma 
paramiitmesvara� pumiin 

drsyiidibhi� prthag bhavair 
bhagaviin eka iyate 

jiiiina-knowledge ; miitram-only ; param-transcendental ; brahmaBrahman ; parama-fltmii-Paramatma ; tsvarah-the controller · pumiinSupersoul; �rS:rii-iidibhi��by philo�ophical r�search and othe; processes ; prthak _ bhavaz�-accordmg to �fferent processes of understanding; bhag�van-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; eka�-alone ; tyate-is perceived. 

TRANSLATION 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead alone is complete transcendental 
knowledge, but according to the different processes of understanding He 
appears differently, either as impersonal Brahman, or as Paramatma, or 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or the puru�a-avatara. 
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PURPORT 

The word drsyiidibh* is significant . According to Jiva Gosvami, 
drsyii means jiiiina, philosophical research. By different processes of 
philosophical research under different concepts, such as the process of 
jiiiina-yoga, the same Bhagaviin, or Supreme Personality of Godhead, is 
understood as impersonal Brahman. Similarly, by the eightfold yoga 
system He appears as the Paramiitmii. But in pure Kr�t;ta consciousness, or 
knowledge in purity, when one tries to understand the Absolute Truth, 
one realizes Him as the Supreme Person. The Transcendence is realized 
simply on the basis of knowledge. The words used here, paramiitmesvara� 
pumiin, are all transcendental, and they refer to Supersoul. Supersoul is 
also described as puru�a, but the word Bhagaviin directly refers to the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is full of six opulences: wealth, 
fame, strength, beauty, knowledge and renunciation. He is the Personality 
of Godhead in different spiritual skies. The various descriptions of 
paramiitmii, isvara and pumiin indicate that the expansions of the Supreme 
Godhead are unlimited. 

Ultimately, to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead one 
has to accept bhakti-yoga. By executing jiiiina-yoga or dhyiina-yoga one has 
to eventually approach the bhakti-yoga platform, and then paramiitmii, 
iivara, pumiin, etc . ,  are all clearly understood. It is recommended in the 
Second Canto of Srimad-Bhiigavatam that whether one is a devotee, or 
fruitive actor, or liberationist, if he is intelligent enough, he should engage 
himself with all seriousness in the process of devotional service. It is also 
explained that whatever one desires which is obtainable by fruitive activities, 
even if one wants to be elevated to higher planets, can be achieved simply 
by execution of devotional service. Since the Supreme Lord is full in six 
opulences, He can bestow any one of them upon the worshiper. 

The one Supreme Personality of Godhead reveals Himself to different 
thinkers as the Supreme Person, or impersonal Brahman, or Paramiitmii. 
Impersonalists merge into the impersonal Brahman, but that is not achieved 
by worshiping the impersonal Brahman. If one takes to devotional service 
and at the same time desires to merge into the existence of the Supreme 
Lord, he can achieve that. If someone desires at all to merge into the 
existence of the Supreme, he has to execute devotional service. 

The devotee can see the Supreme Lord face to face, but the jiiiini, 
the empiric philosopher, or yogi cannot. They cannot be elevated to the 
positions of associates of the Lord. There is no evidence in the scriptures 
stating that by cultivating knowledge or worshiping the impersonal 
Brahman one can become a personal associate of the Supreme Personality 
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of G?dhead. Nor by executing the yogic prinCiples can one become an 
�ssociat� of the Supreme Godhead. Impersonal Brahman, being formless, 
IS descnbed as adrsya because the impersonal effulgence of brahm�,iyoti c�vers �h� fac� �f the Supreme Lord. Some yogis see the four-handed VI�pu _si�ti�g.Withm the heart, and therefore in their case also the Supreme Lord IS InVISible. Only for the devotees is the Lord visible. Here the statement drs!iidibhi� i� . significa�t: Since the Supreme Personality of Godhead IS both mvisible and VISible, there are differe..Q.t features of the Lord. The Paramatma feature and Brahman feature are invisible but the Bhagavan feature is visible. In the Vi�!l.U Pura[la this fact is ve;y nicely explained. The universal form of the Lord and the formless Brahman effulgenc� of the Lor� , being �nvisible, are inferior features. The concept 
?f th� _umversal form IS matenal, and the concept of impersonal Brahman IS spmtual, bu� the hiEhest spiritu�l understanding is the Personality of Godh�ad. Vl�[lU Pura[la states, Vlfl[lUr brahma-svariipe[la svayam eva . 
v�avasthlta{l : Brahman 's real feature is Vi�Q.U, or the Supreme Brahman is VI�Q.u. �var_am eva: that is His personal feature. The supreme spiritual conceptwn_I� the Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is also confirmed in 
Bha�a�ad-glta: yad gatva na nivartante tad dhama paramam mama. That spe�Ific . abode called paramam mama is the place from which, once one attams It, one does not return �o this miserable conditional life. Every place, e�ery �pace an� every thmg belongs to Vi�Q.U, but where He pers�nally _hve� IS tad dhama paramam, His supreme abode. One has to make his destmatwn the supreme abode of the Lord. 

TEXT 27 

l(iji'!4liN � �+tiUlii �: I 
�sfit+tm �1 4�Rfi·�Q ���: 1 1�\91 1 

e tiiviin eva yogena 
samagrereha yogina{l 

yujyate 'bhimato hy artho 
yad asangas tu krtsnasa{l 

etiiviin-of s�ch . a �easure ; eva-just ; yogena-by yoga practice ; 
sam�re�a-all; �ha-m this world ;yogina�-of the yogi; yujyate-is achieved; 
abhlmata�-desrred ; hi-certainly ; artha�-purpose ; yat-which ; asangah-
detachment ; tu-indeed; krtsnasa�-completely. 

· 

/ 
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TRANSLATION 

The greatest common understanding for all yogis is complete detachment 
from matter, which can be achieved by different kinds of yoga. 

PURPORT 

There are three kinds of yoga, namely bhakti-yoga, jiiiina-yoga, and 
a§tiinga-yoga. Devotees, jiiiinis and yogis all try to get out of the material 
entanglement. The jiiiinis try to detach their sensual activities from material 
engagement. The jiiiina-yogi thinks that matter is false and that Brahman is 
truth; he tr�es, therefore, by cultivation of knowledge, to detach the senses 
from material enjoyment. The a§tiinga-yogis also try to control the senses. 
The devotees, however, try to engage the senses in the service of the Lord. 
Therefore it appears that the activities of the bhaktas, devotees, are better 
than those of the jiiiinis and yogis. The mystic yogis simply try to control 
the senses by practicing the eight divisions of yoga-yama, niyama, iisana, 
priiriiyiima, pratyahara, etc.-and the jnanis try by mental reasoning to 
understand that sense enjoyment is false. But the easiest and most direct 
process is to engage the senses in the service of the Lord. 

The purpose of all yoga is to detach one's sense activities from this 
material world. The final aims, however, are different. ]iiiinis want to be
come one with the Brahman effulgence, yogis want to realize Paramatma, 
and devotees want to develop Kr§lQ.a consciousness and transcendental 
loving service to the Lord. That loving service is the perfect stage of sense 
control. The senses are actually active symptoms of life, and they cannot 
be stopped. They can be detached only if there is superior engagement. As 
it is confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii, pararit dr§tvii nivartate. The activities of 
the senses can be stopped if they are given superior engagements. The 
supreme engagement is to engage the senses in the service of the Lord. 
That is the purpose of all yoga. 

TEXT 28 

�uwc�� qo4l�R�4ita � 1 
31�44tk4�� � ��fflan 1 1�� 1 1  

jniinam ekarit pariicinair 
indriyair brahma nirgur-am 

avabhiity artha-rilpera 
bhriintya sabdadi-dharmi[lii 
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jiianam-knowledge; ekam-one; paracinai�-averse ; indriyai�-by the 
senses; brahma-the Supreme Absolute Truth ; nirguf!am- beyond the material modes ; avabhiiti-appears ;  artha-riipe1Ja-in the form of various objects ; bhriintyii-mistakenly; sabda-iidi-sound and so on· dharmina-' . endowed with. 

TRANSLATION 

Those who are averse to the Transcendence realize the Supreme 
Absolute Truth differently through speculative sense perception, and 
therefore, because of mistaken speculation, everything appears to them to 
be relative. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Absolut� Truth, the Personality of Godhead, is one, and 
He is spread everywhere by His impersonal feature. This is clearly expressed 
in Bhagavad-gitii. Lord l<[�l}.a says, "Everything that is experienced is but 
an expansion of My energy." Everything is sustained by Him, but that does 
not mean that He is in everything. Sense perceptions, such as aural percep
tion of the sound of a drum, visual perception of a beautiful woman, or 
perception of the delicious taste of a milk preparation by the tongue, all 
come through different senses and are therefore differently understood. 
Therefore sensory knowledge is divided in different categories , although 
actually everything is one as a manifestation of the energy of the Sl!preme 
Lord. Similarly, the energies of fire are heat and illumination, and by these 
two energies, fire can display itself in many varieties, or in diversified 
sense perception. Mayavadi philosophers declare this diversity to be false . 
But V ai�pava philosophers do not accept the different manifestations as 
false ; they accept them as nondifferent from the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead because they are a display of His diverse energies. ' 

The philosophy that the Absolute is true and this creation is false 
(brahma satyam jagan-mithya) is not accepted by Vai�vava philosophers. 
The example is given that although all that glitters is not gold, this does 
not mean that a glittering object is false. For example, an oyster shell 
appears to be golden. This appearance of golden hue is due only to the 
perception of the eyes, but that does not mean that the oyster shell is 
false. Similarly, by seeing the form of Lord Kr�va one cannot understand 
what He actually is, but this does not mean that He is false. The form of 
1\r�l}.a has to be understood as it is. described in the books of knowledge 
such as Brahma-samhitii. lsvara� parama� kr§IJ.a� sac-cid-iinanda-vigraha�: 
Kr�va, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, has an eternal, blissful spiritual 
body. By our imperfect sense perception we cannot understand the form 
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of the Lord. We have to acquire knowledge about Him. Therefore it is said 
here,jii.iinam ekam. Bhagavad-gitii confirms that they are fools who, simply 
upon seeing Kr�va, consider Him a common man. They do not know the 
unlimited knowledge, power and opulence of the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. Material sense speculation leads to the conclusion that the 
Supreme is formless. It is because of such mental speculation that the con
ditioned soul !emains in ignorance under the spell of illusory energy. 
The Supreme Person has to be understood by the transcendental sound 
vibrated by Him in Bhagavad-gitii, wherein He says that there is nothing 
superior to Himself; the impersonal Brahman effulgence is resting on His 
personality. The purified, absolute vision of Bhagavad-gitii is compared to 
the River Ganges. Ganges water is so pure that it can purify even the asses 
and cows. But anyone who, disregarding the pure Ganges, wishes to be 
purified instead by the filthy water flowing in a drain, cannot be success
ful. Similarly, one can successfully attain pure knowledge of the Absolute 
only by hearing from the pure Absolute Himself. 

In this verse it is clearly said that those who are averse to the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead speculate with their imperfect senses about the 
nature of the Absolute Truth. The formless Brahman conception, however, 
can be received only by aural reception and not by personal experience. 
Knowledge is therefore acquired by aural reception. It is confirmed in the 
Vediinta-siitra, siistra-yonitviit: one has to acquire pure knowledge from the 
authorized scriptures. So-called speculative arguments about the Absolute 
Truth are therefore useless. The actual identity of the living entity is his 
consciousness, which is always present while the living entity is awake, 
dreaming, or in deep sleep. Even in deep sleep, he can perceive by con
sciousness whether he is happy or distressed. Thus when consciousness is 
displayed through the medium of the subtle and gross material bodies, it is 
covered, but when the consciousness is purified, in Kn;J].a consciousness, 
one becomes free from the entanglement of repeated birth and death. 

When uncontaminated pure knowledge is uncovered from the modes of 
material nature, then the actual identity of the living entity is discovered: 
he is eternally a servitor of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The 
process of uncovering is like this: the rays of sunshine are lumino�s, an? 
the sun itself is also luminous. In the presence of the sun, the rays illumi
nate just like the sun, but when the sunshine is covered by the spell of a 
cloud, or by miiyii, then darkness, the imperfection of perception, begins. 
Therefore, to get out of the entanglement of the spell of nescience, one has 
to awaken his spiritual consciousness or Kr�l].a consciousness in terms of 
the authorized scriptures. 
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TEXT 29 

� �t{�q�,���: �-- ' 
� � \ifllml: 1 1 �� 1 1 

yathii mahiin aham-riipas 
tri-vrt panca-vidha� sva-rii.t 

ekiidasa-vidhas tasya 
vapur a[l.parh jagad yata.h 

yathii-as ;  mahan-the mahat-tattva; aham-riipa�-the false ego ;  tri-vrt
the three modes of material nature ; panca-vidhah-the five material 
elements ; sva-rii!-the individual consciousness; ekiida�a-vidhah-the eleven 
senses;

_ 
tasya:-of the livi�g entity ; vapu�-the material body ; a�gam-the 

brahma�ga; Jagat-the umverse; yata�-from which or from whom. 

TRANSLATION 

From the total energy, the mahat-tattva, I have manifested the false 
ego, the three modes of material nature, the five material elements the 
individ�al co�sciousness, the eleven senses and the material body. Simllarly, 
the entire umverse has come from the Supreme Personality of Godh�ad. 

PURPORT 

The Supreme Lord is described as mahat-pada, which means that the 
total �a�erial energy known as the mahat-tattva is lying at His lotus feet. 
The ongm or the total energy of the cosmic manifestation is the mahat
tattva. From the mahat-tattva all the other twenty-four divisions have 
sp�ung, name�y the eleven senses (including the mind), the five sense 
obJects, the five material elements, and then consciousness, intelligence 
and false ego. The Supreme Personality of Godhead is the cause of the 
rr:ahat-tattva, and therefore, in one sense, because everything is an emana
tion from the Supreme Lord, there is no difference between the Lord and 
the cosmic manifestation. But at the same time the cosmic manifestation 
is diffe�ent from the Lord. The word sva-rii_t is very significant here. Sva-rii.t 
mea�s mdependent. The Supreme Lord is independent, and the individual 
soul _I� also I�dependent. Although there is no comparison between the two 
qualities of mdep�ndenc�, the living entity is minutely independent, and 
the Supreme Lord IS fully mdependent. As the individual soul has a material 
body made of five elements and the senses, the Supreme Independent Lord 
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similarly has the gigantic body of the universe. The individual body is 
temporary ; similarly, the entire universe, which is considered to be the 
body of the Supreme Lord, is also temporary, and both the individual and 
universal bodies are products of the mahat-tattva. One has to understand 
the differences with intelligence. Everyone knows that his material body 
has developed from a spiritual spark, and similarly the universal body has 
developed from the supreme spark, Supersoul. As the individual body 
develops from the individual soul, so the gigantic body of the universe 
develops from the Supreme Soul. Just as the individual soul has con
sciousness, so the Supreme Soul is also conscious. But although there is a 
similarity between the consciousness of the Supreme Soul and the cons
ciousness of the individual soul, the individual soul's consciousness is 
limited, whereas the consciousness of the Supreme Soul 'i.'s unlimited. This 
is described in Bhagavad-gTta. K�etrajnarh capi mam viddhi (Bg. 13 .3): the 
Supersoul is present in every field of activity, just as the individual soul 
is present in the individual body. Both of them are conscious. The dif
ference is that the individual soul is conscious of the individual body only, 
whereas the Supersoul is conscious of the total number of individual 
bodies. 

TEXT 30 
���:41·u�•�;wm!8: 1 
��Tf;r:� ��'d'41 qf(q�re I I �  o I I  

etad vai iraddhayii bhaktyii 
yogiibhyiisena nityasa� 

samiihitiitmii n*sango 
viraktyii paripasyati 

etat-this ; vai-certainly ; sraddhayii-with faith ; bhaktyii-by devotional 
service ; yoga-abhyiisena-by practice of yoga; nityasa�-always; samiihita
iitmii-he whose mind is fixed ; ni�sanga�-aloof from material association ; 
virak tyii-by detachment ; paripasyati-understands. 

TRANSLATION 

This perfect knowledge can be achieved by a person who is already 
engaged in devotional service with faith, steadiness and full detachment, 
and who is always absorbed in thought of the Supreme. He is aloof from 
material association. 

I 
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PURPORT 

The atheistic mystic practitioner of yoga cannot understand this 
perfe�t knowle�ge .

. 
Only persons who engage in the practical activities of 

devotwnal serVIce m full Kr�Q.a consciousness can become absorbed in full 
sam_adhi. It is possible for them to see and understand the actual fact of the 
�ntire cos�ic manifestation and its cause. It is clearly stated here that this 
IS . not possible for one who has not developed devotional service in full 
faith to understand. The words samiihitatma and samadhi are synonomous. 

TEXT 31 

�6<=eti�� gfef � �� I 
�wtlaiDa � srn: �'fflf :q I I � � I I  

ity etat kathitarh guroi 
jiiiinarh tad brahma-darsanam 

yeniinubuddhyate tattvarh 
prakrteft puru.sasya ca 

. _iti-thus ; etat-this; kathitam-described ; gurvi-0 respectful mother; 
Jiiana�- knowledge ; tat-that ; brahma-the Absolute Truth; darsanam
revealmg; yena- by which; anubuddhyate-is understood ; tattvam-the 
truth; prakrte�-of matter; puru§asya-of spirit ; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

My dea� respectful mother, I have already described the path of 
understandmg the Absolute Truth by which one can come to understand 
the real truth of matter and spirit and their relationship. 

TEXT 32 

�tlittff•l� � �uit ��ar: 
J:it� �wif ¥t•I�,..0�{1;�UJ: 1 1 � � 1 1  

jiiiina-yogas ca man-n�!ho 
nairgu[lyo bhakti-laksanah 

dvayor apy eka eviirtho
. . . 

bhagavac-chabda-lakfla!laft 
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jiiiina-yoga�-philosophical research; ca-and;  mat-ni§tha�-directed 
towards Me; nairgu1Jya�-free from the material modes of nature ; 
bhakti- devotional service ; lak�a1Ja�-named; dvayo�-of both; api
moreover; ekal}-one ; eva-certainly;  arthal}-purpose ; bhagavat-the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead; sabda-by the word ; lak�a'!a�- signified. 

TRANSLATION 

Philosophical research culminates in understanding the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead. After achieving this understanding, when one becomes 
free from the material modes of nature, he attains the stage of devotional 
service. Either by devotional service directly or by philosophical research, 
one has to find the same destination, which is the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. 

PURPORT 

It is said in Bhagavad-gi:ta that after many, many lives of philosophical 
research the wise man ultimately comes to the point of knowing that 
Vasudeva, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is everything, and there
fore he surrenders unto Him. Such serious students in philosophical 
research are rare because they are very great souls. If by philosophical 
research one cannot come to the point of understanding the Supreme 
Person, then his task is not finished. His search in knowledge is still to be 
continued until he comes to the point of understanding the Supreme 
Lord in devotional service. 

The opportunity for direct touch with the Personality of Godhead is 
given in Bhagavad-gi:ta, where it is also said that those who take to other 
processes, namely the processes of philosophical speculation and mystic 
yoga practice, have much trouble. After many, many years of much 
trouble, a yogi or wise philosopher may come to Him, but his path is very 
troublesome, whereas the path of devotional service is easy for everyone. 
One can achieve the result of wise philosophical speculation simply by 
discharging devotional service, and unless one reaches the point of the 
Personality of Godhead by his mental speculation, then all his research 
work is said to be simply a labor of love. The ultimate destination of the 
wise philosopher is to merge in the impersonal Brahman, but that 
Brahman is the effulgence of the Supreme Person. The Lord says in 
Bhagavad-g"ita, brahmar;w hi prati�thiiham amrtasyavyayasya ca: "I am the 
basis of the impersonal Brahman, which is indestructible and is the supreme 
bliss." The Lord is the supreme reservoir of all pleasure, including Brahman 
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pleasure ; therefore, one who has unflinching faith in the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead is to be said to be already realized in impersonal Brahman 
and Paramatma. 

TEXT 33 

qitf�: 'l?.Ptl� �gon�: 1 
�� 91� �� �ij��4fu: � � � � I I  

yathendriyai� prthag-dviirair 
artho bahu-guriisraya� 

eko niineyate tadvad 
bhagavan siistra-vartmabh* 

yathii-as ; indriyai�-by the senses ; prthak-dviirai�-in different ways; 
artha�-an object ; bahu-guT}a-many qualities; iMraya�-endowed with; 
eka�-one ; niinii-differently; tyate-is perceived; tadvat-similarly ; 
bhagaviin-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; siistra-vartmabhih-
according to different scriptural injunctions. 

· 

TRANSLATION 
A single object is appreciated differently by different senses due to its �aving different qualities. Similarly, the Supreme Personality of Godhead 

IS one, but according to different scriptural injunctions He appears to be different. . 

PURPORT 

It . appears tha� by following the path of jiiiina-yoga, or empiric philo
sophiC�! specul�tion, on� re.aches the impersonal Brahman, whereas by 
executing devotional service m K��:r;ta consciousness one enriches his faith 
in and devotion to the Personality of Godhead. But it is stated here 
that both bhakti-yoga and jiiiina-yoga are meant for reaching the same 
destination-the Personality of Godhead. By the process of jiiiina-yoga the 
same Personality of Godhead appears to be impersonal. As the same object 
appears to be different when perceived by different senses, similarly the 
s�me Supreme Lord appears to be impersonal by mental speculation. A 
hill appears cloudy _fr�m a distance, and one who does not know may 
speculate that the hill Is a cloud. Actually, it is not a cloud; it is a big hill. 
One has to learn from authority that the sight of a cloud is not actually a 
cloud but a hill. If one makes a little more progress, then instead of a 
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cloud he sees the hill and something green. When one actually approaches 
the hill, he will see many varieties. Another example is in perceiving milk. 
When we see milk, we see that it is white ; when we taste it, it appears that 
milk is very palatable. When we touch milk, it appears very cold; when we 
smell milk, it appears to have a very good flavor; and when we hear, we 
understand that it is called milk. Perceiving milk with different senses, we 
say that it is something white, something very delicious, something very 
aromatic, and so on. Actually , it is milk. Similarly, those who are trying 
to find the Supreme Godhead by mental speculation may approach the 
bodily effulgence, or the impersonal Brahman, and those who are trying 
to find the Supreme Godhead by yoga practice may find Him as the 
localized Supersoul, but those who are directly trying to approach the 
Supreme Truth by practice of bhakti-yoga can see Him face to face as the 
Supreme Person. 

Ultimately, the Supreme Person is the destination of all different 
processes. The fortunate person who, by following the principles of scrip
tures, becomes completely purified of all material contamination, surrenders 
unto the Supreme Lord as everything. Just as one can appreciate the real 
taste of milk with the tongue and not with the eyes, nostrils or ears, one 
can similarly appreciate the Absolute Truth perfectly and with all relish
able pleasure only through one path, devotional service. This is also 
confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii, bhaktyii miim abhijiiniiti: if one wants to 
understand the Absolute Truth in perfection, he must take to devotional 
service. Of course, no one can understand the Absolute Truth in all perfec
tion. That is not possible for the infinitesimal living entities. But the 
highest point of understanding by the living entity is reached by discharge 
of devotional service, not otherwise. 

By following various scriptural paths, one may come to the impersonal 
effulgence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The transcendental 
pleasure derived from merging with or understanding the impersonal 
Brahman is very extensive because Brahman is ananta. Tad-brahma-nifikalarh 
anantam: brahmananda is unlimited. But that unlimited pleasure can also 
be surpassed. That is the nature of the Transcendence. The unlimited can 
be surpassed also, and that higher platform is K��:r;ta. When one deals 
directly with KJ;�:r;ta, the mellow and the humor relished by reciprocation 
of devotional service is incomparable, even with the pleasure derived from 
transcendental Brahman. Prabodhananda Sarasvati therefore says that 
kaivalya, the Brahman pleasure, is undoubtedly very great and is appre
ciated by many philosophers, but to a devotee who has understood how 
to derive pleasure from exchanging devotional service with the Lord, this 
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unlimited Brahman appears to be hellish. One should try, therefore, to 
transcend even the Brahman pleasure in order to approach the position of 
dealing with K.r�J;Ia face to face. As the mind is the center of all the activi
ties of the senses, so K.r�J;Ia is called the master of the senses, Hr�ikesa. The 
process is to fix the mind on Hr�"'ikesa or Krwa, as Maharaja Ambari�a did 
(sa vai mana� knTJ.a-padiiravindayo� ). Bhakti is the basic principle of all 
processes. Without bhakti, neither jnana-yoga nor a§tanga-yoga can be 
successful, and unless one approaches Kr�?Qa, the principles of self
realization have no ultimate destination . 

TEXTS 34-36 

� �G>l�(ijq:��'ll�'i�i�: I at1��Ps=-�151�fq 4"41ij;j :q�IJf� � � ��� � 
� � 'if�po(tft;j � ft I 
\fifoflfltt�iwt �: !llfu�� 1 1 �'-\ 1 1  
311€ifij'Et41etilfu �(l•�or m :q I 
� ¥t•latlitf¥r: �aft �: m• ... n��� �  

kriyayii kratubhir diinais 
tapa�-sviidh yiiya-marsanai� 

iitmendriya-jayeniipi 
sannyiisena ca karmalJ.iim 

yogena vividhiingena 
bhakti-yogena caiva hi 

dharme"{lobhaya-cihnena 
ya� pravrtti-nivrttimiin 

iitma-tattviivabodhena 
vairiigye"[la dnlhena ca 

iyate bhagaviin ebhi� 
sagu"{lo nirgu"{la� sva-drk 

kriyayii-by fruitive activities; kratubhi�-by sacrificial performances; 
diinai�-by charity; tapa�-austerities ; sviidhyiiya-study of Vedic literature ; 
marsanai�-and by philosophical research ; atma-indriya-jayena-by control-
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ling the mind and senses ; api-also ; sannyiisena- by renunciation ; ca- and; 
karma"{liim-of fruitive activities ; yogena-by yoga practice ; vividha-angena 
-of different divisions; bhak ti-yogena-by devotional service ; ca- and; 
eva-certainly ; hi-indeed; dharmeT)a-by prescribed duties ; ubhaya-cihnena 
-having both symptoms; yal)- which ; pravrtti- attachment; nivrtti-miin
containing detachment; iitma-tattva-the science of self-realization ; 
avabodhena-by understanding; vairiigyeJJ.a-by detachment ; dnlhena
strong; ca-and ; iyate-is perceived; bhagaviin-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead ; ebh*-by these; sa-gu"{lal)-in the material world; nirguflalt
beyond the material modes; sva-drk-one who sees his constitutional 
position . 

TRANSLATION 

By performing fruitive activities and sacrifices, by distributing charity, 
by performing austerities, by studying various literatures, by conducting 
philosophical research, by controlling the mind, by subduing the senses, 
by accepting the renounced order of life, and by performing the prescribed 
duties of one's social order; by performing the different divisions of yoga 
practice, by performing devotional service, and by exhibiting the process 
of devotional service containing the symptoms of both attachment and 
detachment; by understanding the science of self-realization and by devel
oping a strong sense of detachment, one who is expert in understanding 
the different processes of self-realization realizes the Supreme Personality 
of Godhead as He is represented in the material world as well as in 
transcendence_ 

PURPORT 

As it is stated in the previous verse, one has to follow the principles of 
the scriptures. There are different prescribed duties for persons in the 
different social and spiritual orders. Here it is stated that performance of 
fruitive activities and sacrifices and distribution of charity are activities 
meant for persons who are in the householder order of society. There are 
four orders of the social system : brahmacarya, grhastha, viinaprastha and 
sannyiisa. For the grhasthas, or householders, performance of sacrifices , 
distribution of charity, and action according to prescribed duties are espe
cially recommended. Similarly, austerity, study of Vedic literature, and 
philosophical research are meant for the vanaprasthas, or retired persons . 
Study of the Vedic literature from the bona fide spiritual master is meant 
for the brahmacari:, or student. Atmendriya-jaya, control of the mind and 
taming of the senses, is meant for persons in the renounced order of life. 
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All these different activities are prescribed for different person� so that they 
may be elevated to the platform of self-realization and from there to Kr�lfa 
consciousness, devotional service. 

The words bhakti-yogena caiva hi mean that whatever is to be performed, 
as described in verse 34, whether yoga, or sacrifice, or fruitive activity, or 
study of Vedic literature, or philosophical research, or acceptance of the 
renounced order of life, is to be executed in bhakti-yoga. The words caiva 
hi, according to Sanskrit grammar, indicate that one must perform all these 
activities mixed with devotional service, otherwise such activities will not 
produce any fruit. Any prescribed activity must be performed for the sake 
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is confirmed in Bhagavad-gita, 
yat karo�i yad asnasi: "Whatever you do, whatever you eat, whatever you 
sacrifice, whatever austerities you undergo and whatever charities you give, 
the result should be given to the Supreme Lord." The word eva is added, in
dicating that one must execute activities in such a way. Unless one adds devo
tional service to all activities, he cannot achieve the desired result, but when 
bhakti-yoga is prominent in every activity, then the ultimate goal is sure. 

One has to approach the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K:r�Jfa, as it 
is stated in Bhagavad-gita: "After many, many births, one approaches 
the Supreme Person , K:r�Jfa, and surrenders unto Him, knowing that He is 
everything." Also in Bhagavad-gita, the Lord says, bhoktararit yapia
tapasam: "For anyone who is undergoing rigid austerity or for anyone who 
is performing different kinds of sacrifices, the beneficiary is the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead." He is the proprietor of all planets, and He is the 
friend of every living soul. 

The words dharme[Lobhaya-cihnena mean that the bhakti-yoga process 
contains two symptoms, namely attachment for the Supreme Lord and 
detachment from all material affinities. There are two symptoms of 
advancement in the process of devotional service, just as there are two 
processes taking place while eating. A hungry man feels strength and 
satisfaction from eating, and at the same time he gradually becomes 
detached from eating any more. Similarly, with the execution of devotional 
service, real knowledge develops, and one becomes detached from all 
material activities. In no other activity but devotional service is there such 
detachment from matter and attachment for the Supreme. There are nine 
different processes to increase this attachment to the Supreme Lord: 
hearing, chanting, remembering, worshiping, serving the Lord, making 
friendship, praying, offering everything, and serving the lotus feet of the 
Lord. The processes for increasing detachment from material affinities are 
explained in verse 36. 
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One can achieve elevation to the higher planetary systems like the 
heavenly kingdom by executing one's prescribed duties and by performing 
sacrifices. When he is transcendental to such desires because of accepting 
the renounced order of life, he can understand the Brahman feature of the 
Supreme, and when one is able to see his r�al constitutional positio�, he 
sees all other processes and becomes situated m the stage of pure devotional 
service. At that time he can understand the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, Bhagavan. 

Understanding of the Supreme Person is called iitma-tattva-avabodhena, 

which means understanding of one's real constitutional position. If one 
actually understands one's constitutional position as an eternal servitor of 
the Supreme Lord, he becomes detached from the service of the material 
world. Everyone engages in some sort of service. If one does not know 
one's constitutional position, one engages in the service of his personal 
gross body, or his family, society or country. But as soon as one i.s able 
to see his constitutional position (the word sva-drk means one who Is able 
to see), he becomes detached from such material service and engages 
himself in devotional service. 

As long as one is in the modes of material nature and is performing the 
duties prescribed in the scriptures, he can be elevated to higher planetary 
systems where the predominating deities are material representations of t�e 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, like the sun-god, the moon-god, the air
god, Brahma and Lord Siva. All the different demigods are material repre
sentations of the Supreme Lord. By material activities one can only 
approach such demigods, as stated in Bhagavad-gita. Yanti deva-vrata devan 

(Bg. 9.25) : those who are attached to the demigods an� who perfo.rm the 
prescribed duties can approach the abodes of the demigods. In this way, 
one can go to the planet of the pitas, or forefathers. Similarly, one who 
fully understands the real position of his life adopts devotional service and 
realizes the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 37 

�� �� � ij � l 
.-.�� :qi&q'ffiii�41�� �! I I � \91 1 

pravocarit bhakti-yogasya 
svariiparit te catur-vidham 

kalasya cavyakta-gater 
yo 'n tardhavati jantuflU 
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pravocam-explained ; bhakti-yogasya-of devotional service ; sva-riipam
the identity ; te-to you ; catu{t-vidham-in four divisions ; kalasya-of time ; 
ca-also ; avyakta-gate{t-the movement of which is imperceptible ; ya{t
which ; antardhavati-chases; jantu§u-the living entities. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear mother, I have explained to you the process of devotional 
service and its identity in four different social divisions. I have explained 
to you as well how eternal time is chasing the living entities, although it is 
imperceptible to them. 

PURPORT 

The process of bhakti-yoga, devotional service, is the main river flowing 
down towards the sea of the Absolute Truth, and all other processes men
tioned are just like tributaries. Lord Kapila is summarizing the importance 
of the process of devotional service. Bhakti-yoga, as described before, is 
divided into four divisions, three in the material modes of nature and one 
in transcendence, which is untinged by the modes of material nature. 
Devotional service mixed with the modes of material nature is a means for 
material existence, whereas devotional service without desires for fruitive 
result and without attempts for empirical philosophical research is pure, 
transcendental devotional service. 

TEXT 38 

� 4q<t14(1dict41cJf.tM�u: I 
� SIW\Illtl� W( it� •IMilkilwt: I I ��� � · 

jtvasya samsrttr bahvtr 
avid ya-karma-nirmita{t 

yasv anga pravisann atma 
na veda gatim atmana{t 

jtvasya-of the living entity ; samsrtt{t-courses of material existence ; 
bahvt{t-many ; avidyii-in ignorance ; karma-by work; nirmita{t-produced; 
yasu-into which; anga-My dear mother; pravisan-entering; iitma-the 
living entity; na-not ; veda-understands ; gatim-the movement ; atmana{t
of himself. 

, , 
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TRANSLATION 

There are varieties of material existence for the living entity according to 
the work he performs in ignorance or forgetfulness of his real �dentity · My 
dear mother, if anyone enters into that forgetfulness, he IS unable to 
understand where his movements will end. 

PURPORT 

Once one enters into the continuation of material existence, it is very 
difficult to get out. Therefore the Supreme Personality of Godhe�d co�es 
Himself or sends His bona fide representative, and He leaves behmd scnp
tures like Bhagavad-gTtii and SrTmad-Bhiigavatam, so that the living �ntities 
hovering in the darkness of nescience may take advantage of the mstruc
tions, the saintly persons and the spiritual maste�s and thus be freed. l!�ess 
the living entity receives the mercy of �he samtly persons, the spmtual 
master or l(r�r;ta, it is not possible for h1m to get out of the darkness of 
material existence ; by his own endeavor it is not possible. 

TEXT 39 

�a«'4�atiNta.�'illlitwfRnq �((_ I 
WI � WI  fll'lN �tf � � 1 1 �'1 1 

naitat khalayopadisen 
navinitaya karhicit 

na stabdhaya na bhinnaya 
naiva dharma-dhvajaya ca 

na-not · etat-this instruction; khalaya-to the envious ; upadiSet-one 
should te�ch; na-not; avinttaya-to the agnostic ; karhicit-ever; na-not; 
stabdhaya-to the proud; na-not ;  bhinnaya-t? the misbehaved; na-not ; 
eva-certainly ; dharma-dhvajaya-to the hypocntes; ca-also. 

TRANSLATION 

Lord Kapila continued: This instruction is not meant for th� envious� f�r 

the agnostics or for persons who are unclean in their behaviOr. Nor IS It 

for hypocrites or for persons who are proud of material possessions. 
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TEXT 40 

WI i1@41�1qra.�'il ��a� I 
9fll1� � ir � WI ii'l\i&-.aiifq 1 1\lo l l  

na lolupiiyopadiSen 
na grhiiril{lha-cetase 

niibhaktiiya ca me jiitu 
na mad-bhakta-dvifiiim api 

na-not; lolupiiya-to the greedy; upadiset-one should instruct ; na-not ; 
grha-iiril�ha-cetase-to one who is too attached to family life ; na-not; 
abhaktaya-to the nondevotee ; ca-and; me-of Me; jaJu-ever ; na-not; 
mat-My ; bhakta-devotees ; dvifiiim-to those who are envious of; api
also. 

TRANSLATION 

It is not to be instructed to persons who are too greedy and too attached 
to family life, nor to persons who are nondevotees and who are envious of 
the devotees and of the Personality of Godhead. 

PURPORT 

Per�o?s who are always planning to do harm to other living entities are 
not ehg�ble to understand K_rgta consciousness and cannot enter into the 
realm of transcendental loving service to the Lord. Also, there are so-called 
disciples who become submissive to a spiritual master most artificially, 
with an ulterior motive. They also cannot understand what K_r�r;ta con
sciousness or devotional service is. Persons who, due to being initiated by 
another sect of religious faith, do not find devotional service as the 
common platform for approaching the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
also cannot understand K_r�r;ta consciousness. We have experience that 
some students come to join us, but because of being biased in some par
ticular type of faith, they leave our camp and become lost in the wilderness. 
Actually, K_r�l}a consciousness is not a sectarian religious faith ; it is a 
te�chin_g process for understanding the Supreme Lord and our relationship 
With Htm. Anyone can join this movement without prejudice, but unfor
tunately there are persons who feel differently. It is better, therefore, not 
to instruct the science of Kr�r;ta consciousness unto such persons. 

Generally, materialistic persons are after some name, fame and material 
gain, so if someone takes to K_r�r;ta consciousness for these reasons, he will 
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never be able to understand this philosophy. Such persons take to religious 
principles as a social decoration. They admit themselves into some cultural 
institution for the sake of name only, especially in this age. Such persons 
also cannot understand the philosophy of K_r�r;ta consciousness. Even if one 
is not greedy for material possessions but is too attached to family life, he 
also cannot understand Kr�r;ta consciousness. Superficially such persons are 
not very greedy for material possessions, but they are too attached to 
wife, children and family improvement. When a person is not contaminated 
by the above-mentioned faults yet at the ultimate issue is not interested 
in the service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or if he is a non
devotee, he also cannot understand the philosophy of Kr�r;ta consciousness. 

TEXT 41 

��Wll� �� fct4\\ti41WC'i. .. � I 
� taascN �'1.1&flt«nc4 � 1 1\1 � 1 1  

sraddadhiiniiya bhak tiiya 
vinttiiyiinasilyave 

bhiltefiu krta-maitriiya 
susrilfiiibhiratiiya ca 

sraddadhiiniiya-faithful ; bhaktiiya-to the devotee ; vinitaya-respectful ;  
anasilyave-nonenvious ; bhiltefiu-to all living entities ; krta-maitriiya
friendly ; susril.sii-faithful service; abhirataya-eager to render; ca-and. 

TRANSLATION 

Instruction should be given to the faithful devotee who is respectful to 
the spiritual master, nonenvious, friendly to all kinds of living entities and 
eager to render service with faith and sincerity. 

TEXT 42 

qft;ijiafii4(1•U4 tln;ijf.ic� ��hili( 1 
.Ull' � � iPRd fiN: 1 1\1�1 1  

bahir-jiita-viriigiiya 
siinta-cittiiya diyatiim 

nirmatsariiya sucaye 
yasyiiham preyasiim priya� 
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bahi�-for what is outside ; jiita-viriigiiya-to him who has developed 
detachment ; siinta-cittiiya-whose mind is peaceful; diyatiim-let this be 
instructed; nirmatsaniya-nonenvious; sucaye-perfectly cleansed; yasya
of whom ; aham-1 ;  preyasiim-of all that is very dear; priya�-the most 
dear. 

TRANSLATION 

This instruction should be imparted by the spiritual master to persons 
who have taken the Supreme Personality of Godhead to be more dear than 
anything, who are not envious of anyone, who are perfectly cleansed and 
who have developed detachment for that which is outside of the purview 
of Kt�t;ta consciousness. 

PURPORT 

In the beginning, no one can be elevated to the highest stage of devo
tional service. Here bhakta means one who does not hesitate to accept the 
reformatory processes for becoming a bhakta. In order to become a devotee 
of the Lord one has to accept a spiritual master and inquire from him about 
how to progress in devotional service. To serve a devotee, to chant the holy 
name according to a certain counting method, to worship the Deity, to 
hear Srimad-Bhagavatam or Bhagavad-gita from a realized person and to 
live in a sacred place where devotional service is not disturbed are the first 
out of sixty-four devotional activities for making progress in devotional 
service. One who has accepted these five chief activities is called a devotee. 

One must be prepared to offer the necessary respect and honor to the 
spiritual master. He should not be unnecessarily envious of his Godbrothers. 
Rather, if a Godbrother is more enlightened and advanced in Kr�I].a con
sciousness, one should accept him as almost equal to the spiritual master, 
and one should be happy to see such Godbrothers advance in KrlJI].a con
sciousness. A devotee should always be very kind to the general public in 
instructing K}"9t;1a consciousness because that is the only solution for getting 
out of the clutches of maya. That is really humanitarian work, for it is the 
way to show mercy to other people who need it very badly. The word 
susrii�abhirataya indicates a person who faithfully engages in serving the 
spiritual master. One should give personal service and all kinds of comforts 
to the spiritual master. A devotee who does so is also a bona fide candi
date for taking this instruction . The word bahir-jii.ta-virii.giiya means a person 
who has developed detachment from external and internal material pro
pensities. Not only is he detached from activities which are not connected 
to KrlJI].a consciousness, but he should be internally averse to the material 
way of life. Such a person must be nonenvious and should think of the 
welfare of all living entities, not only of the human beings, but living 
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entities other than human beings. The word sucaye means one who is 
cleansed both externally and internally . To become actually cleansed 
externally and internally, one should chant the holy name of the Lord, 
Hare Krf?t;ta, or Vif?QU, constantly. . The word diyatiim means that knowledge of Kr�lJa consciOusness should 
be offered by the spiritual master. The spiritual master must not accept a 
disciple who is not qualified ;  he should not be prof_ession�l. and should 
not accept disciples for monetary gains. The bona fide spmtual master 
must see the bona fide qualities of a person whom he is going to initiate. 
An unworthy person should not be initiated. The spiritual master should 
train his disciple in such a way so that in the future only the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead will be the dearmost goal of his life . . In these two verses the qualities of a devotee are fully explamed. One 
who has actually developed all the qualities listed in these verses is already 
elevated to the post of a devotee. If one has not developed all these quali
ties, he still has to fulfill these conditions in order to become a perfect 
devotee. 

TEXT 43 

� � �� � �: � 1  
·� '"� �: � iftf � � it � ��� � �  

ya idarit srrw yiid a mba 
sraddhayii purufla� sakrt 

yo viibhidhatte mac-citta� 
sa h y e ti padavirit ca me 

ya�-he who; idam- this; srrJuyat- may hear; amba-0 moth�r ;  
sraddhayii-with faith; purufla�-a person ;  sak.rt-once ; ya.h-he who; v�
or; abhidhatte-repeat.s ; mat-citta�-his mind fixed on Me ; sa�-he ; hz
certainly ; eti-attains ;padavim- abode; ca-and ; me-My. 

TRANSLATION 

Anyone who once meditates upon Me with faith and affection, who 
hears and chants about Me, surely goes back home, back to Godhead. 

Thus end the Bhak tivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Thirty-second 
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam, entitled "Entanglement in Fruitive 
Activities. " 
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CHAPTER TH IRTY-TH REE 

Activities of KaPila 

TEXT 1 

� i3?fR 
�� � fti{qe� tRt � 

ijl �� � � �: l  
M\il(ij41'4C!el �� 

«m (t'Etf N'iiH ��if�d�l[� I I  � l l  
maitreya uviica 

evam nisamya kapilasya vaco fanitrt 
sa kardamasya dayitii kila devahilti� 

visrasta-moha-pa_talii tam abhiprar-amya 
tu§.tiiva tattva-vi§ayiinkita-siddhi-bhumim 

maitreya� uvtica-Maitreya said ; evam-thus; niSamya-having heard; 
kapilasya-of Lord Kapila ; vaca�-the words; janitrt- the mother; sa-she; 
kardamasya-of Kardama Muni ; dayitii-the dear wife; kila-namely; 
devahutiQ.-Devahuti ; visrasta-freed from; moha-patala-the covering of 
illusion ; tam-unto Him ; abhiprar.amya-having offered obeisances; tu§tiiva 

, � -recited prayers ; tattva-basic principles; vi§aya-in the matter of; 
mikita-the author; siddhi-of liberation ;  bhumim-the background. 

. " . 

TRANSLATION 

Sri Maitreya said: Thus Devahiiti, the mother of Lord Kapila and wife of 
Kardama Muni, became freed from all ignorance concerning devotional 
service and transcendental knowledge. She offered her obeisances unto the 
Lord, the author of the basic principles of the sankhya system of philoso-

1415 
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phy, which is the background of liberation, and she satsified Him with the following verses of prayer. 

PURPORT 

The system of philosophy enunciated by Lord Kapila before His mother 
is the background for situation on the spiritual platform. The specific 
significance of this system of philosophy is stated herein as siddhi
bh

.
umim-i� is the background of salvation. People who are suffering in 

this m�tenal world because they are conditioned by the material energy 
can easily get freedom from the clutches of matter by understanding the 
siilikhya philosophy enunciated by Lord Kapila. By this system of philoso
phy, one can immediately become free, even though one is situated in 
this material world. That stage is called jivan-mukti. This means that one is 
liberated even though one stays with his material body. That happened for 
Devahuti, the mother of Lord Kapila, and she therefore satisfied the Lord 
by offering her prayers. Anyone who understands the basic principle of 
siinkh ya philosophy is elevated in devotional service and becomes fully 
Kr�r;1a conscious or liberated, even within this material world. 

TEXT 2 

�<fit Rt <l<f/'if 
31�1Q.fi51t�:� 

��� ��� � 
�� 

devahiltir uvaca 
athapy ajo 'nta[L-salile sayanarh 

bhfitendriyiirthatma-mayarh vapus te 
gu[ta-praviiharh sad-aseja-bfjarh 

dadhyau svayarh yaj-ja.thariibja-jiita[L 

devah�ti[L �vaca -Devahiiti said ; atha api-moreover ; aja�-Lord Brahma; 
anta�-sahle-m the water; sayanam-lying; bhuta-the material elements; 
indriya-the senses; artha-the sense objects ; atma-the mind; mayam-
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pervaded by; vapu[L-body; te-Your ;  gu[ta-pravaham-the source of the 
stream of the three modes of material nature; sat-manifest; ase§a-of all; 
bijam-the seed; dadhyau-meditated upon; svayam-himself; yat-of 
whom; jathara-from the abdomen; abja-from the lotus flower ; jata[L
born. 

TRANSLATION 

Devahuti said: Brahma is said to he unborn because he takes birth from 
the lotus flower which grows from Your abdomen while You lie in the 
ocean at the bottom of the universe. But even Brahma simply meditated 
upon You, whose body is the source of unlimited universes. 

PURPORT 

Brahma's name is Aj a, he who is unborn. Whenever we think of 
someone's birth, there must be a material father and mother, for thus one 
is born. But Brahma, being the first living creature within this universe, was 
born directly from the body of the Supreme Personality of Godhead who 
is known as Garbhodakasayi Vi9r;1u, the Vi�r;1u form lying down in the 
ocean at the bottom of the universe. Devahuti wanted to impress upon the 
Lord that when Brahma wants to see Him, he has to meditate upon Him. 
"You are the seed of all creation," she said. "Although Brahma was 
directly born from You, he still has to perform many years of meditation, 
and even then he cannot see You directly, face to face. Your body is lying 
within the vast water at the bottom of the universe, and thus You are 
known as Garbhodakasayi Vi9r;1U ." 

The nature of the Lord's gigantic body is also explained in this verse. 
That body is transcendental, untouched by matter. Since the material 
manifestation has come from His body, His body therefore existed before 
the material creation. The conclusion is that the transcendental body of 
Vi9r;1u is not made of material elements. The body of Vi�I;!U is the source 
of all other living entities, as well as the material nature, which is also sup
posed to be the energy of that Supreme Personality of Godhead. Devahuti 
said, "You are the background of the material manifestation and all 
created energy; therefore Your delivering me from the clutches of miiyii 
by explaining the system of siinkh ya philosophy is not so astonishing. But 
Your being born from my abdomen is certainly wonderful because although 
You are the source of all creation, You have so kindly taken birth as my 
child. That is most wonderful. Your body is the source of all the universe, 
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and still You put Your body within the abdomen of a common woman like 
me. To me, that is most astonishing." 

TEXT 3 

ij' �q ft� 
gotsrcntOJ 

ijt(lfl-1lit��
��sijct4ij«'f�IR!i: I I  � I I  

sa eva visvasya bhaviin vidhatte 
gur-a-praviiherw vibhakta-vtryaJ:t 

sargiidy aniho 'vitathiibhisandhir 
iitmesvaro 'tarkya-sahasra-saktiJ:t 

saJ:t-that very person; eva-certainly ; visvasya-of the universe; bhaviin
y ou; vidhatte-carry on; gur-a-praviiher-a-by the interaction of the modes; 
vibhakta-divided ; vtryaJ:t-Your energies; sarga-iidi-the creation and so 
on; aniha�-the nondoer; avitatha-not futile ; abhisandhiJ:t-Your determi
nation; iitma-tsvara�-the Lord of all living entities ; atarkya-inconceivable; 
sahasra-thousands ; saktiJ:t-possessing energies. · 

TRANSLATION 

My dear Lord, although personally You have nothing to do, You have 
distributed Your energies in the interactions of the material modes of 
nature, and for that reason the creation, maintenance and dissolution of 
the cosmic manifestation take place. My dear Lord, You are self-determined 
and are the Supreme Personality of Godhead for all living entities. For

. 

them You created this material manifestation, and although You are one, 
Your diverse energies can act multifariously. This is inconceivable to us. 

PURPORT 
The statement made in this verse by Devahiiti that the Absolute Truth has many diverse energies although He personally has nothing to do is confirmed in the Upani�ads. There is no one greater than Him or on an equal level with Him, and everything is completely done by His energy, as if by nature. It is understood herein, therefore, that the modes of material nature are entrusted to different manifestations like Brahm a, Vi�pu and Siva. 
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Each one of them is particularly invested with different ��n.ds of pow�r � 
but the Supreme Lord is completely aloof from. such act�VIhes. Devahuti 
is saying, "Although You personally are not domg an!�hmg, Your_ det�rmination is absolute. There is no question of Your fulfillmg Your will With 
the help of anyone else besides Yourself. You are, in the end, the Supreme 
Soul and the supreme controller. Your will, therefore, cannot be checked 
by anyone else." The Supreme Lord can check others' plans. As it_ is said, "Man proposes and God disposes." But when the Sup:eme Personaht! 
of Godhead proposes, that desire is under �o one el�e s contr�l . He IS 
absolute. We are ultimately dependent on Him to fulfill our_ des�re_s, but 
we cannot say that God's desires are also dependent. That I� His u�c�n
ceivable power. That which may be inconceivabl� by o_rd�nary hvmg 
entities is easily done by Him. And in spite of His_ bei.ng unl.Imited, �e has 
subjected Himself to being known from �he a�thontahve scnptures hke the 
Vedic literatures. As it is said, sabda-mulatvat: He can be known through 
the §abda-brahman, or Vedic literature. 

Why is the creation made? Since the Lord i� the Surreme �erson�ity of 
Godhead for all living entities, He created this matenal manifestation for 
those living entities who want to enjoy or lord it �ver �aterial n_ature. A_s 
the Supreme Godhead, He arranges to fulfill their vanous de�Ir�s. It IS 
confirmed also in the Vedas, eko bahiiniirh yo vidadhati kaman: the 
Supreme One supplies the necessities of the many l�v�ng ent�t�es. There is 
no limit to the demands of the different kinds of hvmg entitles, and the 
Supreme One, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, alone maintains them 
and supplies them by His inconceivable energy. 

TEXT 4 

ij' �� � it �� ;rp.r 
� � q@i(( �iji(IW&_ I 

ft� � � �: 
� � ¥Utll Nl"i«fim;(: I I  \l l l  "' 

sa tvam bhrto me ja_tharer-a niitha 
katham nu yasyodara etad iistt 

visvam yugiinte va.ta-patra eka/:t 
sete sma miiyii-sisur anghri-piinaJ:t 
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sa�-that very person; tvam-You; bhrta�-took birth; me jathare'!W
by my abdomen; niitha-0 my Lord ; katham-how; nu-then ; yasya-of 
whom; udare-in the belly; etat-this; iisit-did rest; viSvam-universe; 
yuga-ante- at the end of the millennium; vata-patre- on the leaf of a banyan 
tree; eka�-alone; sete sma- You lay down; maya-possessing inconceivable 
powers ; sisu�-a baby; anghri-Your toe ; pana�-licking. 

TRANSLATION 

As the Supreme Personality of Godhead, You have taken birth from 
my abdomen. 0 my Lord, how is that possible for the Supreme One, who 
has in His belly all the cosmic manifestation? The answer is that it is 
possible, for at the end of the millennium You lie down on a leaf of a 
banyan tree, and just like a small baby, You lick the toe of Your lotus foot. 

PURPORT 

At the time of dissolution the Lord sometimes appears as a small baby 
lying on a leaf of a banyan tree, floating on the devastating water. There
fore Devahiiti suggests, "Your lying down within the abdomen of a 
common woman like me is not so astonishing. You can lie down on the 
leaf of a banyan tree and float on the water of devastation as a small baby. 
It is not very wonderful, therefore, that You can lie down in the abdomen 
of my body. You teach us that those who are very fond of children within 
this material world and who therefore enter into marriage to enj oy family 
life with children can also have the Supreme Personality of Godhead as 
their child, and the most wonderful thing is that the Lord Himself licks 
His toe." 

Since all the great sages and devotees apply all energy and all activities 
in the service of the lotus feet of the Lord, there must be some transcen
dental pleasure in the toes of His lotus feet. The Lord licks His toe to 
taste the nectar for which the devotees always aspire. Sometimes the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself wonders how much transcen
dental pleasure is within Himself, and in order to taste His own potency, 
He sometimes takes the position of tasting Himself. Lord Caitanya is 
Kr�J)a Himself, but He appears as a devotee to taste the sweetness of the 
transcendental mellow in Himself which is tasted by Srimati RadharaJ)i, 
the greatest of all devotees. 

TEXT S 

� �: st�l'lltl qr:q;ri 
��Fnit�6it l 
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�"WH11(1(6€4 &\'Mii(tl-
(6$.41tl¥tttti�+N�iqe���� I I  � I I 

tvam deha-tantra[t prasamaya papmaniim 
nidesa-bhajam ca vibho vibhutaye 

yathavataras tava sukaradayas 
tathayam apy atma-pathopalabdhaye 
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tvam-You; deha-this body ; tantra[t-have assumed ; prasamaya-for the 
diminution; papmanam-of sinful activities; nidesa-bhajam-of instructi.ons 
in devotion;  ca-,and ; vibho-0 my Lord; vibhiltaye-for the expansiOn; 
yatha-as; avataraft-incarnations ; tava-Your ; silkara-lidaya[t-the �oar and 
other forms; tatha-so ; ayam-this incarnation of Kapila; apr-surely ; 
ii.tma-patha-the path of self-realization; upalabdhaye -in order to reveal. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear Lord, You have assumed this body in order to d�minish �he 

sinful activities of the fallen and to enrich their knowledge m devotion 

and liberation. Since these sinful people are dependent on Your direction, 

by your own will You assume incarnations as a boar and as other forms. 

Similarly, You have appeared in order to distribute transcendental knowl-

edge to Your dependents. 

PURPORT 

In the previous verses, the general transcendental qualifica�i?ns of the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead were d�scribed. N�w �he specific p�rpose 

of the Lord's appearance is also descnbed. By His different energ�es He 

bestows different kinds of bodies upon the living entities who are con

ditioned by their propensity to lord it over material nature ,  but in .course 

of time these living entities become so degraded that they nee� enhght�n

ment. It is stated in Bhagavad-gTtii that whenever there are discrepancies 

in the discharge of the real purpose of this materi� exi�tence, the Lord 

appears as an incarnation. The Lord's form as Ka�ila duects the fallen 

souls and enriches them with knowledge and devotiOn so that they may 

go back to Godhead. There are many incarnatio�s of the S�preme 

Personality of Godhead, like those of the boar, the fish, t�e tort01�e, and 

the half-man half-lion. Lord Kapiladeva is also one of the mcarnatwns of 

Godhead. It is accepted herein that Lord Kapiladeva appeared
. 

on
. 
the 

surface of the earth to give transcendental knowledge to the misgmded 

conditioned souls. 
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TEXT 6 

���'bl€4011��� 
�st{iOIIQ�41(011((� fliR(( I 

�sfif �: � � 
iQ:��� I I � I I  

yan-niimadheya-srava¢nukirtaniid 
yat-prahvaviid yat-smaraviid api kvacit 

sviido 'pi sadyab- savaniiya kalpate 
kuta{l- punas te bhagavan nu darsaniit 

yat-of whom (the Supreme Personality of Godhead) ; namadheya-the 
name; sravava-hearing; anukirtaniit-by chanting ; yat-to whom ; 
prahva¢t-by offering obeisances ;yat-whom; smarariit-by remembering; 
api-even; kvacit-at any time ; sva-ada{l--a dog-eater ; api-even ; sadya{l-
immediately; savaniiya-for performing Vedic sacrifices; kalpate-becomes 
eligible ; kuta�-what to speak of; puna�-again ; te-You ; bhagavan-
0 Supreme Personality of Godhead ; nu-then; dar§aniit-by seeing eye to 
eye. 

TRANSLATION 

To say nothing of the spiritual advancement of persons who see the 
Supreme Person eye to eye, even a person born in the family of dog-eaters 
immediately becomes eligible to perform Vedic sacrifices if he once utters 
the holy name of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or chants about 
Him, hears about His pastimes, offers Him obeisances or even remembers 
Him. 

PURPORT 

Herein the spiritual potency of chanting, hearing or remembering the 
holy name of the Supreme Lord is greatly stressed. Riipa Gosvami has 
discussed the sequence of sinful activities of the conditioned soul, and he 
has established, in Bhakti-rasiimrta-sindhu, that those who engage in 
devotional service become freed from the reactions of all sinful activities. 
This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-g""itii. The Lord says that He takes 
charge of one who surrenders unto Him, and He makes him immune to all 
reactions to sinful activities. If by chanting the holy name of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead one becomes so swiftly cleared of all reactions to 

j 
r 
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sinful activities, then what is to be said of those persons who see Him 
face to face? 

Another consideration here is that persons who are purified by the 
process of chanting and hearing become immediately eligible to perform 
Vedic sacrifices. Generally, only a person who is born in a family of 
briihma'(las, who has been reformed by the ten kinds of purificatory 
processes, and who is learned in Vedic literature is allowed to perform 
the Vedic sacrifices. But here the word sadya�, "immediately ," is used, 
and Sridhara Svami also remarks that one can immediately become 
eligible to perform Vedic sacrifices. A person born in a family of the low 
caste which is accustomed to eat dogs is so positioned due to his 
past sinful activities, but by chanting or hearing once in pureness or in an 
offenseless manner, he is immediately relieved of the sinful reaction. Not 
only is he relieved of the sinful reaction, but immediately he achieves the 
result of all purificatory processes. Taking birth in the family of a 
briihmava is certainly due to pious activities in one's past life. But still a 
child who is born in a family of a briihmava depends for his further 
reformation upon initiation into acceptance of a sacred thread and many 
other reformatory processes. But a person who chants the holy name of 
the Lord, even if born in a family of cav!fiilas, dog-eaters, does not need 
reformation. Simply by chanting Hare Kr�l)a, he immediately becomes 
purified and becomes as good as the most learned briihmava. 

Sridhara Svam1 especially remarks in this connection, anena pujyatvarit 
lak§yate. Some caste briihmavas remark that by chanting Hare Kr�l)a, 
purification begins . Of course!- that depends on the individual process of 
chanting, but this remark of Sridhara Svami's is completely applicable if 
one chants the holy name of the Lord without offense, for he immediately 
becomes more than a briihmava. As Sridhara Svam1 says, pujyatvam: he 
immediately becomes as respectable as a most learned briihmava and can 
be allowed to perform Vedic sacrifices. If by simply chanting the holy 
name of the Lord one becomes sanctified instantly, then what can be said 
of those persons who see the Supreme Lord face to face and who under
stand the descent of the Lord as Devahuti understands Kapiladeva. 

Usually, initiation depends on the bona fide spiritual master, who 
directs the disciple. If he sees that a disciple ha� pecome competent and 
purified by the process of chanting, then he offers the sacred thread to 
the disciple just so that he will be recognized as one hundred percent 
equal with a briihmava. This is also confirmed in the Hari-bhak ti-viliisa by 
Sri Sanatana Gosvam1 : "As a base metal like bell metal can be changedinto 
gold by a chemical process, similarly any person can be changed into a 
briihmava by dikfiii-vidhiina, the initiation process." 
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It is sometimes remarked that by the chanting process one begins to purify himself and can take birth in his next life in a brahma[La family and then be reformed. But at this present moment, even those who are born in the best brahma[La families are not reformed, nor is there any certainty that they are actually born of brahma[La fathers. Formerly the 
garbhadhana reformatory system was prevalent, but at the present moment there is no such garbhadhana, or seed-giving ceremony. Under these circumstances no one knows if a man is factually born of a brahma[La father. Whether one has acquired the qualification of a brahma[La depends o? �he judgeme�t. of the bona fide spiritual master. He bestows upon the disciple the position of a brahma[La b.y his own judgement. When one is accepted .as a brahma[La in the sacred thread ceremony, under the paficaratric system, then he is dvija, twice-born. That is confirmed by Sanatana Gosva:nll : dvijatvarh jayate. By the process of initiation by the spiritual master, a person is accepted as a brahma[La in his purified state of chanting the holy name of the Lord. He then makes further progress to become a qualified V ai�l)ava, which means that the brahminical qualification is already acquired. 

TEXT 7 
"" "" "" � � if� �Sffl nilij*4�1�( 

4���� � ;:rrq ij�1f'( I 
6,;�N� �: ��a(r4'1 

iliA li.iwrill wrrf;:a � a " \9 u 

aho bata sva-paco 'to gartyan 
_yaj-jihvagre vartate nama tubhyam 

tepus tapas te juhuvuft sasnur arya 
brahmanilcur nama gr[Lanti ye te 

aho bata-oh how glorious ; sva-pacaft-a dog-eater; a taft- hence ;gariyan
worshipable; yat-of whom; jihva-agre-on the tip of the tongue; 
vartate-is ; nama-the holy name; tubhyam-unto You ; tepuft tapaft
practiced austerities; te-they; juhuvuft-executed fire sacrifices; sasnufz
took bath in the sacred rivers ; aryafz-Aryans ;  brahma anilcufz-studied the 
Vedas; nama-the holy name; gr_nanti-accept ; ye-they who; te-Your. 
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TRANSLATION 

Oh how glorious are they whose tongues are chanting Your holy 
_
name! 

Even if hom in the families of dog-eaters, such persons are worshipable. 
Persons who chant the holy name of Your Lordship must have executed 
all kinds of austerities and fire sacrifices and achieved all the good manners 
of the Aryans. To be chanting the holy name of Your Lordship, they 
must have bathed at holy places of pilgrimage, studied the Vedas and 
fulfilled everything required. 

PURPORT 

As it is stated in the previous verse, a person who has once offenselessly 
chanted the holy name of God becomes immediately eligible to perform 
Vedic sacrifices. One should not be astonished by this statement of 
Srimad-Bhagavatam. •One should not disbelieve or think, "How by chanting 
the holy name of the Lord can one become a holy man to be corr�pared 
with the most elevated brahma[La?" To eradicate such doubts m the 
minds of unbelievers, this verse affirms that the stage of chanting of the 
holy name of the Lord is not sudden, but that the chanters have already 
performed all kinds of Vedic rituals and sacrifices. It is not very astound
ing because no one in this life can chant the holy name of the Lord 
unless he has passed all lower stages, such as . �erforming the. V e?ic 
ritualistic sacrifices, studying the Vedas and practicmg good behaviOr hke 
that of the Aryans. All this must first have been done. Just as a student 
in a law class is to be understood to have already graduated from general 
education, so anyone who is engaged in the chanting of the holy na�e of 
the Lord, Hare Kr�I].a, Hare Kp)I].a, Kr�I].a Kr�I].a, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, 
Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare, must have already passed all lower 
stages. It is said that those who simply chant the holy name with the tip of 
the tongue are glorious. One does not even have to cha�t the holy name 
and understand the whole procedure, namely the offensive stage, offense
less stage and pure stage ; if the holy name is sounded on the tip . of the tongue, ' that is also sufficient. It is said herein that nama, a smgular 
number', one name, Kr�I].a or Rama, is sufficient. It is not that one has to 
chant all the holy names of the Lord. The holy names of the Lord are 
innu�erable, and one does not have to chant all the names to prove that 
he has already undergone all the processes of Vedic ritualistic ceremonies. 
If one chants once only, it is to be understood that he has already passed 
all the examinations, not to speak of those who are chanting always, 
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twenty-four hours a day. It is specifically said here, tubhyam: "unto Y ou 
only." One must chant God's name, not, as the Mayavadi philosophers 
say, any name, such as a demigod's name or the names of God's energies. 
Only the holy name of the Supreme Lord will be effective. Anyone who 
compares the holy name of the Supreme Lord to the names of the 
demigods is called pii�a!l!fi, or an offender. 

The holy name has to be chanted to please the Supreme Lord, and not 
for any sense gratification or professional purpose. If this pure mentality 
is there, then even though a person is born of a low family, such as a dog
eater's, he is so glorious that not only has he purified himself, but he is 
quite competent to deliver others. He is competent to speak on the 
importance of the transcendental name, just as Thakura Haridasa did. He 
was apparently born in a family of Mohammedans, but because he was 
chanting the holy name of the Supreme Lord offenselessly, Lord Caitanya 
empowered him to become the authority or iiciirya of spreading the name. 
It didn't matter that he was born in a family which was not following the 
Vedic rules and regulations. Caitanya Mahaprabhu and Advaita Prabhu 
accepted him as an authority because he was offenselessly chanting the 
name of the Lord. Authorities like Advaita Prabhu and Lord Caitanya 
immediately accepted that he had already performed all kinds of 
austerities, studied the Vedas and performed all sacrifices. That is 
automatically understood. There is a hereditary class of briihmaflas. called 
the smiirta- briihmaras, however, who are of the opinion that even if such 
persons who are chanting the holy name of the Lord are accepted as 
purified, they still have to perform the Vedic rites or await their next 
birth in a family of briihmaflas so that they can perform the Vedic rituals. 
But actually that is not the case. Such a man does not need to wait for the 
next birth to become purified. He is at once purified. It is understood 
that he has already performed all sorts of rites. It is the so-called 
briihmar;as who actually have to undergo different kinds of austerities 
before reaching that point of purification. There are many other Vedic 
performances which are not described here. All such Vedic rituals have 
been already performed by the chanters of the holy name. 

The word juhuvu� means that the chanters of the holy name have 
already performed all kinds of sacrifices. Sasnu� means that they have 
alre

_
a?y travele� 

_
t� all the holy places of pilgrimage and taken part in 

punftcatory actlVlbes at those places. They are called iiryii� because they 
have alreadJ finished all these requirements, and therefore they must be 
�mong the Aryans or those who have qualified themselves to become Aryans. 
Aryan refers to those who are civilized, whose manners are regulated 
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according to the Vedic rituals. Any
_ 

devotee who is chan�ng the holy 

name of the Lord is the best kind of Aryan. Unless one studtes the Vedas, 

one cannot become an Aryan, but it is automatically understood that the 

chanters have already studied all the Vedic literature. The specific word 

used here is anucu�, which means that because they have already completed 

all those recommended ·acts, they have become qualified to be spiritual 

masters. 
The very word gr!lanti, which is used in this verse, means to be 

already established in the perfectio�al stage of ri�al�s�ic �erformances. 

If one is seated on the bench of a htgh court and 1s glVlng judgement on 

cases, it means that he has already passed all legal exams and is bette� than 

those who are engaged in the study of law or those who are expec
_
tmg to 

study law in the future. In a similar way, persons who are chanting the 

holy name are transcendental to those who are 
_
f�ctually 

_
performing the 

Vedic rituals and those who expect to be qualtfted (or, m other words, 

those who are born in families of briihmaflaS but have not yet undergone 

the reformatory processes and who therefore expect to study the Vedic 

rituals and perform the sacrifices in the future) . 

There are many Vedic versions in different places saying that anyone 

who chants the holy name of the Lord becomes immediately freed from 

conditional life and that anyone who hears the holy name of the Lord, 

even though born of a family of dog-eaters, also becomes liberated from 

the clutches of material entanglement. 

TEXT S 
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tam tviim aham brahma param pumiimsam 
pratyak-srotasy iitmani samvibhiivyam 

sva-tejasa dhvasta-gufla-pravaham 
vande v�flum kapilam veda-garbham 

tam-unto Him; tviim-You; aham-1 ;  brahma - Brahman; param
supreme; pumlirhsam-the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; pratyak-
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srotasi-turned inwards; atmani-in the mind; samvibhavyam-meditated 
upon, perceived ; sva-tejasii-by Your own potency; dhvasta-vanished ; 
gupa-prauiham-the influence of the modes of material nature; vande-
1 offer obeisances; vigtum-unto Lord Vi�!lu ; kapilam-named Kapila ; 
veda-garbham-the repository of the Vedas. 

TRANSLATION 

I believe, my Lord, that You are Lord Vi�J;tU Himself under the name of 
Kapila, and You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the Supreme 
Brahman! The sain.ts and sages, being freed from all the disturbances of 
the senses and mind, meditate upon You, for by Your mercy only can one 
become free from the clutches of the three modes of material nature. At 
the time of dissolution all the Vedas are sustained in You only. 

PURPORT 

Devahiiti, the mother of Kapila, instead of prolonging her prayers, 
summarized that Lord Kapila was none other than Vi�J;tU and that since 
s?e was a woman it was not possible for her to worship Him properly 
simply by prayer. It was her intention that the Lord should be satisfied. 
The word pratyak is significant. In yogic practice, the eight divisions are 
yama, niyama, iisana, priirtiiyiima, pratyiihiira, dhiirapii, dh yiinq., and 
samiidhi. Pratyiihara means to wind up the activities of the senses. The 
level of realization of the Supreme Lord evidenced by Devahiiti is possible 
when one is able to withdraw the senses from material activities. When 
one is engaged in devotional service, there is no scope for his senses to be 
engaged otherwise. In such full Kr�lla consciousness, one can understand 
the Supreme Lord as He is. 

TEXT 9 

�l{ iffl"'f 
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maitreya uviica 
i{Iito bhagaviin evam 

kapiliikh ya(t para(t pumiin 
viiciiviklavayety iiha 

miitaram miitr-vatsala(t 
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maitreya(t uvilca-Maitreya said; ipita(t-praised; bhagaviin-th� Supreme 
Personality of Godhead; evam-thus ; kapila-iikhya[t-named Kapila ;para(t

supreme ; pumiin-person; vaca-with words; aviklavayii-grave ; iti-:-thus; 
aha-replied ; miitaram-to His mother ; matr-vatsala(t-very affectionate 
to His mother. 

TRANSLATION 

Thus the Supreme Personality of Godhead Kapila, satisfied by the words 

of His mother, towards whom He was very affectionate, replied with 

gravity. 

PURPORT 

Since the Lord is all-perfect, His exhibition of affection for His mother 
was also complete. After hearing the words of His mother, He most 
respectfully, with due gravity and good manners, replied. 

TEXT 10 

· �  
�� 'ffif� �{t�;(t�J1wt it I 
�;r qU �qM(I��m I I �  o i l  

kapila uviica 
miirgepiinena miitas te 

susevyenoditena me 
iisthitena pariim kiifiJhiim 

aciriid avarotsyasi 

kapila(t uviica- Lord Kapila said; miirgepa-by the path ; anena-this; 
miita(t-My dear moth�r ; te-for you ; su-sevyena-very easy to execute; 
uditena-instructed; me-by Me; iisthitena-being performed; pariim
supreme; kiifi.thiim-goal ; aciriit-very soon; avarotsyasi-you will attain. 

TRANSLATION 

The Personality of Godhead said: My dear mother, the path of self
realization which I have already instructed to you is very easy. You can 
execute this system without difficulty, and by following it you shall 
very soon be liberated, even within your present body. 
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PURPORT 

Dev�tional service is �o perfect that simply by following the rules and 
regulations �nd_ executmg them under the direction of the spiritual 
maste

_
r, on

_
e IS liberated, as it is said herein, from the clutches of miiyii, 

even m _this bod�. In other yogic processes, or in empiric philosophical 
speculatiOn? one IS �ever certain whether or not he is at the perfectional 
st�ge . . But I� the di�charge of devotional service, if one has unflinching 
faith m the mstruchon of the bona fide spiritual master and follows the 
rules an? regul�tions, he !s �ur� to be liberated, even within this present 
body. Srila Rupa Gosvami, m the Bhakti--rasiimrta-sindhu has also 
confirmed this. lhii yasya harer diisye: anyone whos� only ai� is to serve 
the Supreme �or� under �he direction of the spiritual master, regardless 
of where he IS Situated, IS called jivan-muk ta, or one who is liberated 
even with his material body. Sometimes doubts arise in the minds of 
neoph_ytes about whether or not the spiritual master is liberated, and 
so�etimes neophytes are doubtful about the bodily affairs of the 
spmtual master. The point of liberation, however, is not to see the 
bodily symptoms of the spiritual master. One has to see the spiritual 
symp

_
to�s of the spi_ritual master. ]fuan-mukta means that even though . 

one IS m the matenal body (there are still some material necessities 
since the body is material), because one is fully situated in the service of 
the Lord, he is to be understood to be liberated. 

�i��rati�n entails� being situated in one's own position. That is the 
· de�mitiOn m the Snmad-Bhiigavatam: muktir . . .  svariiperw vyavasthitil;l. 
Th� svarilpa_: or actual identity of the living entity, is described by Lord 
Cait�n!a. lzv�ra 

_
'svariipa ' haya-kn7Jera 'nitya-diisa ': the real identity of 

the hvmg _enhty IS that he is eternally a servitor of the Supreme Lord. If 
someone IS one hundred percent engaged in the service of the Lord he is 
to be understood as liberated. One must understand whether or no� he is 
liberated by his activities in devotional service, not by other symptoms. 

TEXT l l  

��l�ij 'I� � �AA: I 
� �U'flfq �tfl ��9;��0.-c;:4ijft<(: I I � � I I  

sraddhatsvaitan matam mahyam 
Jufi.tarh yad brahma-viidibhil;l 

yena miim abhayarh yiiyii 
mrtyum rcchanty atad-vidq.l;l 

Text 12]  Activities of Kapila 1431 

sraddhatsva-you may rest assured; etat-about this ; matam-instruction ; 
mahyam-My;jufitam-followed;yat-which ; brahma-viidibhil;l-by transcen
dentalists ; yena-by which ; miim-unto Me; abhayam-without fear; 
yiiyiil;l-you shall reach ; mrtyum-death; rcchanti-attain; a-tat-vidal;l
persons who are not conversant with this. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear mother, those who are actually transcendentalists certainly 
follow My instructions, as I have given them to you. You may rest 
assured that if you traverse this path of self-realization perfectly, surely 
you shall he freed from fearful material contamination and shall ultimately 
reach Me. Mother, persons who are not conversant with this method of 
devotional service certainly cannot get out of the cycle of birth and 
death. 

PURPORT 

Material existence is full of anxiety, and therefore it is fearful. One 
who gets out of this material existence automatically becomes free from 
all anxieties and fear. One who follows the path of devotional service 
enunciated by Lord Kapila is very easily liberated. 

TEXT 12  .... .... 115f?l � 

�Rr��Fl � ffl� �� I 
� itfR'E41fa>.-:ql etf�� � II �  � I I  

maitreya uviica 
iti pradarsya bhagaviin 

satirh tiim iitmano gatim 
sva-miitrii brahma-viidinyii 

kapilo 'numato yayau 

maitreyal;l uviica-Maitreya said; iti-thus; pradarsya-after instructing; 
bhagavan-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; satim-venerable; tam
that ; iitmanal;l-of self -realization;gatim-path; sva-miitrii-from His mother; 
brahma-vadinyii-self-realized; kapilal;l-Lord Kapila; anumata.h-took 
permission; yayau-left . 
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TRANSLATION 

Sri Maitreya said: The Supreme Personality of Godhead Kapila, after 
instructing His beloved mother, took permission from her and left His , 
home, His mission having been fulfilled. 

PURPORT 

The mission of the appearance of the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
in the form of Kapila was to distribute the transcendental knowledge of 
siinkh ya philosophy, which is full of devotional service. Having imparted 
that knowledge to His mother-and, through His mother, to the world
Kapiladeva had no more need to stay at home, so He took permission from 
His mother and left. Apparently He left home for spiritual realization, 
although He had nothing to realize spiritually because He Himself is the 
person to be spiritually realized. Therefore this is an example set by the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead while acting like an ordinary human 
being so that others might learn from Him. He could, of course, have 
stayed with His mother, but He indicated that there was no need to stay 
with the family. It is best to remain alone as a brahmacari, sannyasi or 
viinaprastha and cultivate "Ktlli].a consciousness throughout one's whole 
life. Those who are unable to remain alone are given license to live in 
household life with wife and children, not for sense gratification but for 
cultivation of Ktlli].a consciousness. 

TEXT 13 

ij1 � ijW{� �1·u��-- �·��iifi 1 " 

�1� 3ll<ft� ij(((4��u: ij+tl�l I I �  � I I  

sii ciipi tanayoktena 
yogiidesena yoga-yuk 

tasminn iisrama iipipe 
sarasvatyaft samahita 

sii-she; ca-and ; api-also ; tanaya-by her son; uktena-spoken; yoga
adesena-by the instruction on yoga; yoga-yuk-engaged in bhakti-yoga; 
tasmin-in that ; asrame-hermitage; apipe-the flower crown; sarasvatyaft
of the Sarasvati; samiihita-fixed in samadhi. 

Text 14]  Activities of Kapila 1433 

TRANSLATION 

As instructed by her son, Devahiiti also began to practice bhakti-yoga i� 
that very asrama. She practiced samadhi in the house of Kardama Mum, 
which was so beautifully decorated with flowers that it was considered to 
be the flower crown of the River Sarasvati. 

PURPORT ' 

Devahiiti did not leave her house, because it is never recommended for a 
woman to leave her home. She is dependent. The very example of Devahiiti 
was that when she was not married, she was under the care of her father, 
Svayambhuva Manu, and then Svayambhuva Manu gave her to Kardama 
Muni in charity. She was under the care of her husband in her youth, and 
then her son Kapila Muni was born. As soon as her son grew up, her 
husband left home, and similarly the son, after discharging His duty 
towards His mother, also left. She could also have left home, but she did 
not. Rather, she remained at home and began to practice bhakti-yoga as it 
was instructed by her great son, Kapila Muni, and because of her practice 
of bhakti-yoga, the entire home became just like a flower crown on the 
River Sarasvati. 

TEXT 14 

�����tReleiifil'f. l 
3JKqw;{ �wrmt fifmft � � I I �  \ll l  

abhik�ravagaha-kapiSan 
jatilan ku,tiliilakan 

iitmanam cogra-tapasa 
bibhrati ciriram krsam 

abhik�ra-again and again; avagiiha-by bathing; kapisan-gray; ja,tilan

matted · kutila-curled; alakan-hair ; atmiinam-her body; ca-and; ugra

tapasa_:_by 'severe austerities; bibhrati-became; ciri!!am-clothed in rags; 
krsam-thin. 

TRANSLATION 

She began to bathe three times daily, and thus her curling black h�ir 
gradually became gray. Due to austerity, her body gradually became thm, 
and she wore old garments. 
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PURPORT 

It is the practice of the yogi, brahmaciiri, viinaprastha and sannyiisi to 
bathe at least three times daily-early in the morning, during noontime 
and in the evening. These principles are strictly followed even by some 
grhasthas, especially brahmar;ws, who are elevated in spiritual conscious
ness. Devahiiti was a king's daughter and almost a king's wife also. 
Although Kardama Muni was not a king, by his yogic mystic power he 
accommodated Devahiiti very comfortably in a nice palace with maid
servants and all opulence. But since she had learned austerity even in the 
presence of her husband, there was no difficulty for her to be austere. 
Still, because her body underwent severe austerity after the departure of 
her husband and son, she became thin. To be too fat is not very good for 
spiritually advanced life. Rather, one should reduce because if one becomes 
fat it is an impediment to progress in spiritual understanding. One should 
be careful not to eat too much, sleep too much or remain in a comfortable 
position. Voluntarily accepting some penances and difficulties, one should 
t�e less food and less sleep. These are the procedures for practicing any 
kmd of yoga, whether bhakti-yoga, jniina-yoga or hatha-yoga. 

TEXT 15 

�: �� ijq)�·���f� I 
���q;ft� srp.� �f;(m � � �� � �  

prajii-pate� kardamasya 
tapo-yoga-vijrmbhitam 

sva-giirhasthyam anaupamyarh 
priirthyarh vaimiinikair api 

prajii-pate�-of the progenitor of mankind; kardamasya-Kardama 
Muni; tapa{t-by austerity;  yoga-by yoga; vijrmbhitam-developed; sva
giirhasthyam-his home and household paraphernalia ; anaupamyam
unequaled ; priirthyam-enviable ; vaimiinikai�- by the denizens of heaven; 
api-even. 

TRANSLATION 

The home and household paraphernalia of Kardama, who was one of 
the prajapatis, was developed in such a way, by dint of his mystic powers 
of austerity and yoga, that his opulence was sometimes envied by those 
who travel in outer space in airplanes. 

Text 16 ] Activities of Kapila 1435 

PURPORT 

The statement in this verse that Kardama Muni's household affairs were 
envied even by persons who travel in outer space refers to the denizens of 
heaven. Their airships are not like those we have invented in th� modern 
age, which fly only from one country to another ; their airplanes were 
capable of going from one planet to another. There are many such 
statements in the Srimad-Bhiigavatam from which we can understand that 
there were facilities to travel from one planet to another, especially in the 
higher planetary system, and who can say that they are not still traveling? 
The speed of our airplanes and space vehicles is very limited, but, as we 
have already studied, Kardama Muni traveled in outer space in an airplane 
which was like a city, and he journeyed to see all the different heavenly 
planets. That was not an ordinary airplane, nor was it ordinary space 
travel. Because Kardama Muni was such a powerful mystic yogi, his 
opulence was envied by the denizens of heaven. 

TEXT 16 

�:�: � � �CfiiqR�Wl:H I . 
3T� :q � �q�IWt(UIIM :q I I � �  I I  

paya�-phena-nibhii� sayyii 
diintii ruk ma-paricchadii� 

iisaniini ca haimiini 
susparsiistarar-iini ca 

paya�-of milk ; phena-the foam; nibhii�- resembling ; sayyii�-beds; 
diintii�- made of ivory ;  rukma-golden ; paricchadii�-with covers ; iisaniini
chairs and benches; ca-and ; haimiini-made of gold ; su-sparsa-soft to the 
touch; iistarar-ani-cushions ; ca-and . 

TRANSLATION 

The opulence of the household of Kardama Muni is described herein. 
The bedsheets and mattresses were all as white as the foam of milk, the 
chairs and benches were made of ivory and were covered by cloths of lace 
with golden filigree, and the couches were made of gold and had very soft 
pillows. 
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TEXT 17  

�"'4%fat.tgil!! · �� :q" l 
ee;w1�4�iju 1 1  � 1..9 1 1  �ijst()ql 3IDllf� 

svaccha-spha,tika-kuflye�u 
mahii-rruirakate�u ca 

ratna-pradipii iibhiinti 
lalanii ratna-sam yutii� 

svaccha-pure ; sphatika-marble ;  kuflye§u-on the walls; mahii
rruirakate�u-decorated with valuable emeralds; ca-and; ratna-pradtpii�
jewel lamps; iibhiinti-shine; lalanii�-women; ratna-with jewelry ; sam yutii� 
-decorated. 

TRANSLATION 

The walls of the house were made of first-class marble, decorated with 
valuable jewels. There was no need of light, for the household was 
illuminated by the rays of these jewels. The female members of the 
household were all amply decorated with jewelry. 

PURPORT 

It is understood from this statement that the opulences of household 
life were exhibited in valuable jewels, ivory, first-class marble and furni
ture made of gold and jewels. The clothes are also mentioned as being 
decorated with golden filigree. Everything actually had some value. It was 
not like the furniture of the present day, which is cast in valueless plastic 
or base metal. The way of Vedic civilization is that whatever was used in 
household affairs had to be valuable. In case of need, such items of value 
could be exchanged immediately. Thus one's broken and unwanted furni
ture and paraphernalia would never be without value. This system is still 
followed by Indians in household affairs. They keep metal utensils and 
golden ornaments or silver plates and valuable silk garments with gold 
embroidery, and in case of need, they can have some money in exchange 
immediately. There are exchanges for the money lenders and the house
holders. 

TEXT 18 

@tu4 ��f'lij 
�fl:(l·f¥1� 

Text 19]  Activities of Kapila 

grhodyiinam kusumitai 
ram yam bah v-amara-drumai� 

kiljad-vihanga-mithunam 
gii.yan-matta-madhu-vratam 

1437 

g_rha-udyiinam-the household garden; kusumitai�-with flowers and 
fruits ; ramyam-beautiful ; bahu-amara-drumai�-with many celestial trees; 
kujat-singing; vihanga- of birds; mithunam-with pairs; gayat-humming; 
matta-intoxicated; madhu-vratam-with bees. 

TRANSLATION 

The compound of the main household was surrounded by beautiful 
gardens, with sweet, fragrant flowers and many trees which produced 
fresh fruit and were tall and beautiful. The attraction of such gardens was 
that singing birds would sit on the trees, and their chanting voices, as well 
as the humming sound of the bees, made the whole atmosphere as pleasing 
as possible. 

TEXT 19 

ttSl' stf<lt¥11�14 � �: I 
� ��JNel�ij¥( 1 1 � �1 1  

yatra pravit;,tam iitmiinam 
vibudh(inucarii jagu� 

viipyiim utpala-gandhinyiim 
kardamenopalalitam 

yatra-where; pravi§tam-entered; iitmiinam-unto her; vibudha-anucarii� 
-the associates of the denizens of heaven ;  jagu�-sang; viipyiim-in the 
pond; utpala-of lotuses ; gandhinyiim-with the fragrance ; kardamena
by Kardama; upalalitam-treated with great care. 

TRANSLATION 

When Devahiiti would enter that lovely garden to take her hath in the 
pond filled with lotus flowers, the associates of the denizens of heaven, 
the Gandharvas, would sing about Kardama 's glorious household life. Her 
great husband, Kardama, gave her all protection at all times. 
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PURPORT 

The ideal husband and wife relationship is very nicely described in this 
statement. Kardama Muni gave Devahuti all sorts of comforts in his duty 
as a husband, but he was not at all attached to his wife. As soon as his son 
Kapiladeva was grown up, Kardama at once left all family connection. 
Similarly, Devahuti was the daughter of a great king, Svayambhuva Manu, 
and was qualified and beautiful, but she was completely dependent on the 
protection of her husband. According to Manu , women, the fair sex, 
should not have independence at any stage of life. In childhood a woman 
must be under the protection of the parents, in youth she must be under 
the protection of the husband, and in old age she must be under the 
protection of the grown-up children. Devahuti demonstrated all these 
statements of the Manu-sarhhitii in her life : as a child she was dependent 
on her father, later she was dependent on her husband, in spite of her 
opulence, and she was later on dependent on her son Kapiladeva. 

TEXT 20 

ftffi �qjijij+i+iCC4i(iil"'iett1Aiji¥( 1 
Rfiiliil .. i( � ��$'tUII�i I I� o i l . 

hitvii tad ipsitatamam 
apy iikharu)ala-yofiitiim 

kificic cakiira vadanarh 
putra-vislefiartiiturii 

hitvii-having given up; tat-that household; tpsita-tamam-most desirable; 
api-even ; iikhar!lala-yo§itiim-by the wives of Lord Indra ; kincit cakiira 
vadanam-she wore a sorry look on her face ; putra-viSle§arta-by separation 
from her son; atura- afflicted . · 

TRANSLATION 

Although her position was unique from all points of view, saintly 
Devahiiti, in spite of all her possessions, which were envied even by the 
ladies of the heavenly planets, gave up all such comforts. She was only 
sorry that her great son was separated from her. 

.{ 

-·· • 

\ 

Text 21 ] Activities of Kapila 1439 

PURPORT 

Devahuti was not at all sorry at giving up her material comforts, but she 
was very much aggrieved at the separation of her son. It may be ques
tioned here that if Devahuti was not at all sorry to give up the material 
comforts of life, then why was she sorry about losing her son? Why was 
she so attached to her son? The answer is explained in the next verse. He 
was hot an ordinary son. Her son was the Supreme Personality of God
head. One can give up material attachment, therefore, oiily when one has 
attachment for the Supreme Person. This is explained in Bhagavad-gitii. 
Pararh dntva nivartate. Only when one actually has some taste for spiritual 
existence can he be reluctant to follow the materialistic way of life. 

TEXT 2 1  

�if *''�� qfJ'IjqqfJ'IM(�id(i I 
� � tilftq � 1 1� � 1 1 

vanarh pravrajite patyav 
dpatya-virahiiturii 

jniita-tattviipy abhun na§te 
vatse gaur iva vatsalii 

vanam-to the forest ; pravrajite patyau- when her husband left home ; 
apatya-viraha-by separation from her son ; atura-very sorry ;jfiiita-tattva
knowing the truth ; api- although ; abhut-she became; nafi.te vatse-when 
her calf is lost ; gau[l,-a cow; iva-like ; vatsala-affectionate. 

TRANSLATION 

Devahiiti's husband had already left home and accepted the renounced 
order of life, and then her only son, Kapila, left home. Although she knew 
all the truths of life and death, and although her heart was cleansed of all 
dirt, she was very aggrieved at the loss of her son, just as a cow is affected 
when her calf dies. 

PURPORT 

A woman whose husband is away from home or has taken the re
nounced order of life should not be very sorry, because she still has the 
presence of her husband's representative, her son. It is said in the Vedic 
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scriptures, iitmaiva putro jiiyate: the husband's body is represented by 
the son. Strictly speaking, a woman is never widowed if she has a grown-up 
son. Devahiiti was not very much affected while Kapila Muni was there, 
but upon His departure she was very afflicted. She grieved not because 
of her worldly relationship with Kardama Muni but because of her 
sincere love for the Personality of Godhead. 

The example given here is that Devahiiti became just like a cow who 
has lost her calf. A cow bereft of her calf cries day and night. Similarly, 
Devahiiti was aggrieved, and she always cried and requested her friends 
and relatives, "Please bring my son home so that I may live. Otherwise, I 
shall die." This intense affection for the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
although manifested as affection for one's son, is spiritually beneficial. 
Attachment for a material son obliges one to remain in material existence, 
but the same attachment, when transferred to the Supreme Lord, brings 
one elevation to the spiritual world in the association of the Lord. 

Every woman can qualify herself as much as Devahiiti and then can 
also have the Supreme Godhead as her son. If the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead can appear as the son of Devahiiti , He can also appear as the son 
of any other woman, provided that woman is qualified. If one gets the 
Supreme Lord as a son , he can have the benefit of bringing up a nice son 
in this world and at the same time get promotion to the spiritual world to 
become the face-to-face associate of the Personality of Godhead. 

TEXT 22 

m �1W«fT �•N€4 � � I 
if'4(�1�«fl � f;r:� � rt � � ��I I 

tam eva dhyiiyati devam 
apatyam kapilam harim 

babhuviicirato vatsa 
niflsprha 'tadrse grhe 

tam-upon him ; eva-certainly ;  dhyayati-meditating; devam-divine; 
apatyam-son; kapilam-Lord Kapila;  harim-the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead; babhuva-became; aciratafl-very soon; vatsa-0 dear Vidura; 
niflsprha-unattached; tadrse grhe-to such a home. 

Text 23] Activities of Kapila 1441 

TRANSLATION 

0 Vidura, thus always meditating upon her son, the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead Kapiladeva, she very soon became unattached to her 
nicely d�corated home. 

PURPORT 

Here is a practical example of how one can elevate oneself in spiritual 
advancement by Knn;ta consciousness. Kapiladeva is Kr�r;ta, and He ap
peared as the son of Devahiiti. After Kapiladeva left home, Devahiiti was 
absorbed in thought of Him, and thus she was always'K,r�r:ta conscious. 
Her constant situation in Kr�r:ta consciousness enabled her to be detached 
from hearth and home. 

Unless we are able to transfer our attachment to the Supreme Person
ality of Godhead, there is no possibility of becoming freed from material 
attachment. The Snmad-Bhiigavatam, therefore, confirms that it is not 
possible for one to become liberated by cultivation of empiric philosophi
cal speculation. Simply knowing that one is not matter but spirit soul, or 
Brahman, does not purify one's intelligence. Even if the impersonalist 
reaches the highest platform of spiritual realization,  he falls down again 
to material attachment because of not being situated in the transcendental 
loving service of the Supreme Lord. 

The devotees adopt the devotional process, hearing about the Supreme 
Lord's pastimes and glorifying His activities and thereby always remember
ing His beautiful eternal form. By rendering service, becoming His friend 
or His servant and offering Him everything that one possesses, one is able 
to enter into the kingdom of God. As it is said in Bhagavad-gitii, tato mam 
tattvato jfi4tvii: after discharging pure devotional service,  one can under
stand the Supreme Personality of Godhead in fact, and thus one becomes 
eligible to enter into His association in one of the spiritual planets. 

TEXT 23 

� l4•1ii4(4 � utlwt•fl'61(( I 
Wf: SR1'ilii4G>wt ijif(ijotf(ijf.itw:Q�I � ���I I 

dh yayati bhagavad-rapam 
yad aha dh yana-gocaram 

sutafl prasanna-vadanam 
samasta-vyasta-cintaya 
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dhyayati-meditating ; bhagavat-rilpam-upon the form of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead; yat-which ; aha-He instructed; dh yana-gocaram
the object of meditation ; suta]z-her son ;prasanna-vadanam-with a smiling 
face ; samasta-on the whole; vyasta- on the parts ; cintaya-with her mind. 

TRANSLATION 

Thereafter, having heard with great eagerness and in all detail from her 
son Kapiladeva, the eternally smiling Personality of Godhead, Devahiiti 
began to meditate constantly upon the Vi�pu form of the Supreme Lord. 

TEXTS 24-25 

�Aist'41Wlttif ,0��01 '1J\tt(11 I 
i'ffil�lif�l�if � jffllldifl 1 1�\lt l 
�:{;� ijGJSS€¥flif¥U€¥fifl Pt"*tdl*!(CC� I 
� �ij+tltllgUIPt�'tUI� I I��� �  

bhakti-pravaha-yogena 
vairiigyer-a baliyasa 

yuktiinu§fhana-jiitena 
jfiiinena brahma-hetuna 

viSuddhena tadatmiinam 
iitmana viSvato-mukham 

sviinubhutyii tiro-bhuta
miiya-gur-a-viSe§ar-am 

bhakti-praviiha-yogena-by continuous engagement in devotional service; 
vairiigye�a-by renunciation; baliyasii-very strong; yukta-anu�thiina-by 
proper performance of duties ; jiitena-produced; jfiiinena-by knowledge; 
brahma-hetunii-due to realization of the Absolute Truth; visuddhenq-by 
purification ; tada-then ; atmiinam-Supreme Personality of Godhead; 
atmana-with the mind; viSvatab--mukham-whose face is turned every
where ; sva-anubhutya-by self-realization; tiralt-bhiUa-disappeared;  maya
gur-a-of the modes of material nature; viS'e§ar-am-distinctions. 

...... 
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TRANSLATION 

She did so with serious engagement in devotional service. Because she 
was strong in renunciation, she accepted only the necessities of the body. 
She became situated in knowledge due to realization of the Absolute 
Truth, her heart became purified, she became fully absorbed in meditation 
upon the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and all misgivings due to the 
modes of material nature disappeared. 

TEXT 26 

;ftRott':t �ij+tfe.�l':t€4 1€¥44� I 
r.tVt�"i':tNRt�l�aftul�saf;tifel: � ��� � �  

brahma�y avasthita-matir 
bhagavaty iitma-sanisraye 

nivrtta-jiviipattitviit 
k�i�a-k le siip ta-nirv r til]. 

brahma�i- in Brahman;avasthita- situated ;matiQ.-her mind ; bhagavati
in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; atma-sanisraye-residing in all 
living entities; nivrtta-freed ;jiva-of the jiva soul ; iipattitvat-from the un
fortunate condition; k§ir-a- disappeared; klesa-material pangs; apta
attained; nirvrtib--transcendental bliss. 

TRANSLATION 

Her mind became completely engaged in the Supreme Lord, and she 
automatically realized the knowledge of the impersonal Brahman. As a 
Brahman realized soul, she was freed from the designations of the 
materialistic concept of life. Thus all material pangs disappeared, and she 
attained transcendental bliss. 

PURPORT 

The previous verse states that Devahiiti was already conversant with the 
Absolute Truth. It may be questioned why she was meditating. The 
explanation is that when one theoretically discusses the Absolute Truth 
he becomes situated in the impersonal concept of Absolute Truth. 
Similarly, when one seriously discusses the subject matter of the form, 
quality, pastimes and entourage of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, 
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he becomes situated in meditation on Him. If one has complete knowledge 
of the Supreme Lord, then knowledge of the impersonal Brahman is 
automatically realized. The Absolute Truth is realized by the knower 
according to three different angles of vision, namely impersonal Brahman, 
localized Supersoul and ultimately the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 
If one is situated, therefore, in knowledge of the Supreme Person, this 
implies that one is already situated in the concept of the Supersoul and 
impersonal Brahman. 

In Bhagavad-gttii it is said, brahma-bhiltafl prasanniitmii. This means that 
unless one is freed from the material entanglement and situated in 
Brahman, there is no question of entering into the understanding of 
devotional service or engaging in Kr�Qa consciousness. One who is engaged 
in devotional service to Kr�Qa is understood to be already realized in the 
Brahman concept of life because transcendental knowledge of the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead inclu des knowledge of Brahman. This is confirmed 
in Bhagavad-gttii. Brahma1JO hi prati�thiiham: the concept of the Person
ality of Godhead does not depend on Brahman. The V�!!-U Purii!'-a also 
confirms that one who has taken shelter of the all-auspicious Supreme 
Lord is already situated in the understanding of Brahman. In other words, 
one who is a V ai�Qava is already a briihma1Ja. 

Another significant point of this verse is that one has to observe the 
prescribed rules and regulations. As confirmed tn Bhagavad-gitii, yuktij.hiira
vihiirasya. When one engages in devotional service in Kr�Qa consciousness, 
he still has to eat, sleep, defend and mate because these are necessities of 
the body. But he performs such activities in a regulated way. He has to eat 
knTJa-prasiida. He has to sleep according to regulated principles. The 
principle is to reduce the duration of sleep and to reduce eating, taking 
only what is needed to keep the body fit. In short, the goal is spiritual 
advancement, not sense gratification. Similarly, sex life must be reduced. 
Sex life is meant only for begetting Kr�Qa conscious children. Otherwise, 
there is no necessity for sex life. Nothing is prohibited, but everything is 
made yukta, regulated, with the higher purpose always in mind. By 
following all these rules and regulations of living, one becomes purified, 
and all misconceptions due to ignorance become nil. It is specifically 
mentioned here that the causes of material entanglement are completely 
vanquished. 

The Sanskrit statement anartha-nivrtti indicates that this body is 
unwanted. We are spirit soul, and there was never any need of this material 
body. But because we wanted to enjoy the material body, we therefore 
have this body, through the material energy, under the direction of the 
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Supreme Personality of Godhead. As soon as we are reestablished in our 
original position of servitorship to the Supreme Lord, we begin to forget 
the necessities of the body, and at last we forget the body. 

Sometimes in a dream we get a particular type of body with which to 
work in the dream. I may dream that I am flying in the sky or that I have 
gone into the forest or some unknown place. But as soon as I am awake I 
forget all these bodies. Similarly, when one is Kr�Qa conscious, fully 
devoted, he forgets all his changes of body. We are always changing bodies, 
beginning at birth from the womb of our mother. But when we are 
awakened to Kr�Q.a consciousness we forget all these bodies. The bodily 
necessities become secondary, for the primary necessity is the engagement 
of the soul in real spiritual life . The activities of devotional service in full 
Kn;Qa consciousness are the cause of our being situated in transcendence. 
The words bhagavaty atma-sarnsraye denote the Personality of Godhead as 
the Supreme Soul, or the soul of everyone. In Bhagavad-gitii Kr�Q.a says, 
bijam miim sarva-bhiitiiniim: "I am the seed of all entities." By taking 
shelter of the Supreme Being by the process of devotional service, one 
becomes fully situated in the concept of the Personality of Godhead. As 
described by Kapila, mad-guT)a-sruti-miitre!'-a: one who is fully Kr�Q.a 
conscious, situated in the Personality of Godhead, is immediately satu
rated with love of God as soon as he hears about the transcendental 
qualities of the Lord. . 

Devahiiti was fully instructed by her son Kapiladeva on how to concen
trate her mind on the Vi�pu form in full detail. Following the instructions 
of her son in the matter of devotional service, she contemplated the form 
of the Lord within herself with great devotional love. That is the perfec
tion of Brahman realization, or the mystic yoga system or devotional 
service. At the ultimate issue, when one is fully absorbed in thought of the 
Supreme Lord and meditates on Him constantly, that is the highest 
perfection. Bhagavad-g"itii confirms that one who is always absorbed in 
such a way is to be considered the topmost yogi. 

The real purpose of all processes of transcendental realization-jniina
yoga, dhyiina-yoga or bhakti-yoga-is to arrive at the point of devotional 

· service. If one endeavors simply to achieve knowledge of the Absolute 
Truth or the Supersoul but has no devotional service, then he labors 
without gaining the real result. This is compared to beating the husks of 
wheat after the grains have already been removed. Unless one understands 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead to be the ultimate goal, it is valueless 
simply to speculate or perform mystic yoga practice. In the a�tiinga-yoga 
system , the seventh stage of perfection is dhyiina. This dhyiina is the 
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third stage in devotional service. There are nine stages of devotional service. 
The first is hearing, and then comes chanting and then contemplating. By 
executing devotional service, therefore, one automatically becomes an 
expert jiiiinT and an expert yogl. In other words, jiiiina and yoga are 
different preliminary stages of devotional service. 

Devahiiti was expert in accepting the real substance ; she contemplated 
the form of Vi�I].U in detail as advised by her smiling son, Kapiladeva. At 
the same time, she was thinking of Kapiladeva, who is the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead, and therefore she completely perfected her 
austerities, penances and transcendental realization. 

TEXT 27 

Fwi€41�(1+UN� 1<:4(i'{qgtJI M1U I 
tt �  �� � af'c(t�: � ���� � 

nityiirilcj.ha-samiidhitviit 
pariivrtta-guTJa-bhramii 

na sasmiira tadiitmiinarh 
svapne dr�tam ivotthita}J 

nitya-eternal ;iiril�ha- situated in ; samiidhitviit- from trance ; pariivrtta
freed from ; gur-a-of the modes of material nature ; bhramii- illusion; na 
sasmiira-she did not remember ; tadii-then; iitmiinam-her material body; 
svapne-in a dream ; drfl.tam-seen ; iva-just as; utthita�-one who has arisen. 

TRANSLATION 

Situated in eternal trance and freed from illusion impelled by the modes · 
of material nature, she forgot her material body, just as one forgets his 
different bodies in a dream. 

PURPORT 

A great V ai�Q.ava said that he who has no remembrance of his body is 
not bound to material existence. As long as we are conscious of our bodily 
existence, it is to be understood that we are living conditionally, under the 
three modes of material nature. When one forgets his bodily existence, his 
conditional material life is over. This forgetfulness is actually possible 
when we engage our senses in the transcendental loving service of the 
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Lord. In the conditional state one engages his senses as a member of a 
family, or as a member of a society or country, etc . But when one 
forgets all such membership in material circumu ances and realizes that he 
is an eternal servant of the Supreme Lord, that is actual forgetfulness of 
material existence. 

This forgetfulness actually occurs when one renders service unto the 
Lord. A devotee no longer works with the body for sense gratification 
with family, society, country, humanity and so on. He simply works 
for the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Kr�Q.a. That is perfect Kr�Q.a 
consciousness. 

A devotee always merges in transcendental happiness, and therefore he 
has no experience of material distresses. This transcendental happiness is 
called eternal bliss. According to the opinion of devotees, constant remem
brance of the Supreme Lord is called samiidhi, or trance. If one is 
constantly in trance, there is no possibility of his being attacked or even 
touched by the modes of material nature. As soon as one is freed from the 
contamination of the three material modes, he no longer has to take birth 
to transmigrate from one form to another in this material world. 

TEXT 28 

��: m:�SQiifAI� I 
tfit .re«"'4§'il: � � �: � � �� I I  

tad-deha}J parata}J po�o · 
'py akrsas ciidhy-asambhaviit 

babhau malair avacchanna}J 
sadhilma iva piivaka}J 

tat-deha}J- her body ; parata}J -by others (the damsels created by 
Kardama) ; poflaiJ-maintained ;  api-although; akrsa}J- not thin ; ca- and ; 
tidhi- anxiety ;  asambhavtit-from not occurring; babhau-shone ; malai}J
by dust ; avacchanna}J-covered; sa-dhilma}J-surrounded with smoke; iva
like ; pavaka}J- a fire. 

TRANSLATION 

Her body was being taken care of by the spiritual damsels created by 
her husband Kardama, and since she had no mental anxiety at that time, 
her body did not become thin. She appeared just like a fire surrounded by 
smoke. 
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PURPORT 

Because she was always in trance in transcendental bliss, the thought of 
the Personality of Godhead was always carefully fixed in her mind. She 
did not become thin, for she was taken care of by the celestial maid
servants created by her husband. It is said, according to the ,Ayur-vedic 
medical science, that if one is free from anxieties he generally becomes 
fat. Devahiiti, being situated in Kr�Qa consciousness, had no mental 
anxieties, and therefore her body did not become thin. It is customary in 
the renounced order of life that one should not take any service from a 
servant or maid, but Devahiiti was being served by the celestial maid
servants. This may appear to be against the spiritual concept of life, but 
just as fire is still beautiful even when surrounded by smoke, she looked 
completely pure although it seemed that she was living in a luxurious way. 

TEXT 29 

� ecilt�t•l+44 tffi�i •lel+ii(� 1 
�ti 'f � tf�t�!IFtrit: � ���I I 

sviirigarh tapo-yoga-mayarh 
mukta-kesarh gatiimbaram 

daiva-guptarh na bubudhe 
viisudeva-pravi�ta-dhil;l 

sva-arigam-her body ;  tapalt-austerity ; yoga-yoga practice ; mayam
fully engaged in ; mukta-loosened; kesam-her hair ; gata- disarrayed; 
ambaram-her garments ; daiva-by the Lord ; guptam-protected; na-not; 
bubudhe-she was aware of; vasudeva-in the Supreme Personality of 
Godhead ;prav�Ja-absorbed; dhilt-her thoughts. 

TRANSLATION 

Because she was always absorbed in the thought of the Supreme Per
sonality of Godhead, she was not aware that her hair was sometimes 
loosened or her garments were disarrayed. 

PURPORT 

In this verse the word daiva-guptam, "protected by the Supreme Per
sonality of Godhead," is very significant. Once one surrenders unto the 
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service of the Supreme Lord, the Lord takes charge of the maintenance of 
th� d

.
evotee's body, and there is no need of anxi�ty for its protection. It is 

said m the Second Chapter, Second Canto, of Snmad-Bhiigavatam that a 
fully surrendered soul has no anxiety about the maintenance of his body. 
The Supreme Lord takes care of the maintenance of innumerable species 
of bodies ; therefore, one who fully engages in His service will not go 
unprotecte� by the Supreme Lord. Devahiiti was naturally unmindful for 
the protectiOn of her body, which was being taken care of by the Supreme 
Person. 

TEXT 30 

� � �fqJI:ffiwt +ilifonRH€1: � I 
311€+U4 ;mf.Riut �� � t l � o t l  

evarh sa kapiloktena 
miirge{liiciratalt param 

atmiinarh brahma-nirvii{larh 
bhagavantam aviipa ha 

evam-thus ; sa-she (Devahuti) ; kapila-by Kapila ;  uktena-instructed; 
miirge�a-by the path ; aciratalt-soon; param-supreme ; atmiinam- Super
soul;  brahma-Brahman; nirva�am-cessation of materialistic existence ; 
bhagavantam-the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; avapa-she achieved; 
ha- certainly. 

TRANSLATION 

My _ d
.
ear Vi dura, by

. 
following the principles instructed by Kapila, 

Devahuti soon became hberated from material bondage, and she achieved 
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, as Supersoul, without difficulty. 

PURPORT 

Three words have been used in this connection to describe the achieve
ment of Devahiiti : iitmiinam, brahma-nirvii{lam and bhagavantam. These 
refer to the gradual process of discovery of the Absolute Truth mentioned 
herein as the bhagavantam. The Supreme Personality of Godhead resides 
in var�ous y aikm;ttha planets .. Nirvii�a means to extinguish the pangs of 

�atena� 
.
existenc�. W�en one IS able to enter into the spiritual kingdom or 

mto spmtual realization, one is automatically freed from material pangs. 
That IS called brahma-nirvii{la. According to Vedic scripture, nirva�a 
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means cessation of the materialistic way of life. Atmiinam means realiza
tion of the Supersoul within the heart. Ultimately, the highest perfection 
is realization of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is to be under
stood that Devahuti entered the planet which is called Kapila V aikur;ttha. 
There are innumerable V aikur;ttha planets predominated by the expansions 
of Vi�r;tu. All the Vaikm;t�ha planets are known by a particular name of 
Vi�r;tu. As we understand from Brahma-sarhhitii, advaitam acyutam aniidim 
ananta-riipam. Ananta means innumerable. The Lord has innumerable 
expansions of His transcendental form, and according to the different 
positions of the symbolical representations in His four hands, He is known 
as NarayaQa, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Vasudeva, etc. There is also a 
V aikur;ttha planet known as Kapila V aikur;ttha, to which Devahuti was 
promoted to meet Kapila and reside there eternally, enjoying the company 
of her transcendental son. 

TEXT 31 

�il(l('tl�� � ���+"���� I 
;nm m'l't< � m 4Fel4:��r � �� � I I 

tad viriisit pul)yatamarh 
k�etrarh trai-lokya-visrutam 

niimnii siddha-padarh yatra 
sii sarhsiddhim upeyu�i 

tat-that; vira-0 brave Vidura; iisit-was; pur-ya-tamam-most sacred ;  
k;Setram-place ; trai-lokya-in the three worlds ;  visrutam-known; niimnii
bY' the name ; siddha-padam-Siddhapada;yatra-where ; sa-she (Devahuti); 
samsiddhim-perfection ; upeyu;Si-achieved .  

TRANSLATION 

The palace where Devahiiti achieved her perfection, my dear Vidura, is 
understood to be a most sacred spot. It is known all over the three worlds 
as Siddhapada. 

TEXT 32 

ij�l(ijQ� �� I 
� sm� m m� m41��a• 1 1  � � � � 
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tasyiis tad yoga-vidhuta
miirtyam martyam abhiit sarit 

srotasiim pravarii saumya 
siddhidii siddha-sevitii 
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tasyii�-of Devahuti ; tat- that ;  yoga-by yoga practice; vidhuta-relin
quished;  miirtyam-material elements; martyam-her mortal body ; abhiit
became; sarit-a river; srotasiim-of all rivers ; pravarii-the foremost; 
saumya-0 gentle Vidura; siddhi-dii-conferring perfection; siddha-by 
persons desiring perfection ; sevitii-resorted to. 

TRANSLATION 
Dear Vidura, the material elements of her body have melted into water 

and are now a flowing river, which is the most sacred of all rivers. Anyone 
who bathes in that river also attains perfection, and therefore all persons 
who desire perfection go bathe there. 

TEXT 33 

·llh��sfq ��r � ��nt:_ I 
�1�� (1��ijlctt sug{\:;ff � � � � � � � � . 

kapilo 'pi mahii-yogi 
bhagaviin pitur iisramiit 

miitaram samanujfiiipya 
priig-udicim diSam yayau 

kapila�- Lord Kapila; api-surely ; mahii-yogi-the great sage ; bhagaviin
the Supreme Personality of Godhead; pitu�-of His father; iisramiit-from 
the hermitage ; miitaram-from His mother ; samanujfiiipya-having asked 
permission ; priik-udicim-northeast ; disam-direction ; yay au-He went. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear Vidura, the great sage Kapila, the Personality of Godhead, left 
his father's hermitage with the permission of His mother and went toward 
the northeast. 
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TEXT 34 

�'{"CCI(Uiti��?J41C(1(\•I�: I 
�4411wt: � G;'iji�IM�wt: � � ��I I 

siddha-carar;ta-gandharvair 
munibhis ciipsaro-gar;tai� 

stayamana� samudre[ta 
dattarhar;ta-nike tan aft 

siddha-by the Siddhas; carar-a-by the Carapas ; gandharvai[l,-by the 
Gandharvas ; munibhif!,-by the munis; ca-and; apsara[l,-ga[taif!,-by the 
Apsaras (damsels of the heavenly planets);  stuyamanaf!,-being extolled; 
samudrer;ta-by the ocean ; datta-given; arhar;ta- oblations; niketanab,
place of residence. 

TRANSLATION 

While He was passing in the northern direction, all the celestial denizens 
known as Ciirapas and Gandharvas, as well as the munis and the damsels of 
the heavenly planets, prayed and offered Him all respects. The ocean 
offered Him oblations and a place of residence. 

PURPORT 

It is understood that Kapila Muni first went towards the Himalayas and 
traced the course of the River Ganges, and He again came to the delta of 
the Ganges at the sea now known as the Bay of Bengal . The ocean gave 
Him residence at a place still known as Gaitga-sagara, where the River 
Ganges meets the sea. That place is called Gailga-sagara Tirtha, and even 
today people gather there to offer respects to Kapiladeva, the original 
author of the sankhya system of philosophy . Unfortunately, this sankhya 
system has been misrepresented by an imposter who is also named Kapila, 
�ut tha� ?ther system ?f �hilosop�y does not tally with anything described 
m the sankhya of Kapila m the Snmad-Bhiigavatam. 

TEXT 35 

� � (1411(>.tltf ('li(.� • .,.m�: 1 
� '.:I 
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iiste yogam samasthaya 
siii}.khyacaryair abhi$tuta� 

traya7Jam api lokanam 
upasantyai samahitab, 
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aste- He remains ;yogam-yoga; samiisthiiya-having practiced; siinkhya
of the siinkhya philosophy ; aciiryaif!,-by the great teachers ; abhi�.tuta[l,
worshiped; trayiir-iim-three ; api-certainly ; lokaniim-of the worlds; 
upasiintyai-for the deliverance; samiihita[l,-fixed in trance. 

TRANSLATION 

Even now Kapila Muni is staying there in trance for the deliverance of 
the conditioned souls in the three worlds, and all the acaryas, or great 
teachers, of the system of sankhya philosophy are worshiping Him. 

TEXT 36 

�JJ�f'l•l�d m �s{ �� 1 
��e� � � �CI�I� qp.r.{: � � �� � �  

etan nigaditam tata 
yat pr�to 'ham tavanagha 

kapilasya ca samvado 
devahiltyas ca pavana� 

etat-this ; nigaditam-spoken ; tiita-0 dear Vidura; yat-which ; pr�.taf!,
was asked; aham-1; tava-by you ; anagha-0 sinless Vidura; kapilasya-of 
Kapila; ca- and; samviidaf!,-conversation ; devahiltyii[l,-of Devahiiti; ca
and; piivanaf!,-pure. 

TRANSLATION 

My dear son, since you have inquired from me, I have answered. 0 
sinless one, the descriptions of Kapiladeva and His mother and their 
activities are the purest of all pure discourses. 

TEXT 37 

� �G:41t!il!oftRt � 
��tqi\�411E4141••g�4( 
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� �: ijquf4ifl-
� �·N�qa:�d€1� 1 1 �\9 1 1 

ya idam anusp;oti yo 'bhidhatte 
kapila-muner matam atma-yoga-guhyam 

bhagavati krta-dhfl} supar[l.a-ketiiv 
upalabhate bhagavat-padaravindam 

ya�-whoever ; idam-this; anusr!loti-hears; ya�-whoever; abhidhatte
expounds; kapila-mune�-of the sage Kapila; matam-instructions ; iitma
yoga-based on meditation on the Lord ; guhyam-confidential ; bhagavati
on the Supreme Personality of Godhead ; krta-dht�-having fixed his mind; 
supar[l.a-ketau-who has a banner of Garu�a; �palabhate-achieves; bhagavat 
-of the Supreme Lord; pada-aravindam-the lotus feet . 

TRANSLATION 

The description of the dealings of Kapiladeva and His mother is very 
confidential, and anyone who hears or reads this narration becomes a 
devotee of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is �arried by 
Garu!la, and he thereafter enters into the abode of the Supreme Lord to 
engage in the transcendental loving service of the Lord. 

PURPORT 

The narration of Kapiladeva and His mother Devahuti is so perfect and 
transcendental that even if one only hears or reads this description, he 
achieves the highest perfectional goal of life, for he engages in the loving 
service of the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. There is 
no doubt that Devahuti, who had the Supreme Lord as her son and who 
followed the instructions of Kapiladeva so nicely, attained the highest 
perfection of human life. 

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the Third Canto, Thirty-third 
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhiigavatam, entitled "Activities of Kapila. " 

END OF THE THIRD CANTO 


